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MalITARY CUPkCULUMIMATEPIALS

4
The military-developed curriculum materiA1c this course

package ware selected by the National Center for Pseazch in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The Purpose/of
dissem4ating these courses %ms to make curriculangaterials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners-in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either cmitied-or appro-
val for their use %as obtained. Thete course packages contain
curriculum resource ma6rials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and cur#culum develogrent.
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the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,.
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lems relating to individual career planning,
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Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

I:lei/eloping educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

lristallIng ethicational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting
training progra

dership Oevelopment and
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The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 61414863655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio). 4
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"Course Description

This course is designed to provide the theory portion of the Marines Science Technician program. it incfudes a review of basic st.biects, marine biology,
4 oceanography, and meteorologic observations and recording. This course consists of a lesson book and sox texts. Efeyn leSsoriS are presented Two

additional lessons were deleted because they deal with specific military administration and 'requirements.

f

Lesson 1 Review of Mathemancs contains five assignMents covering number systems, arithmetic, exponents, radicals, logarithms, the
slide rule, working with numbers, and numerical trigonometry.

Lesson 2 Applied Physics contains six assignments covering matter and energy, mass, force, and motion, laws of motion, gas Taws, and
optical phenomena. , .

- ,

Lesso 3 Geological and Physical Oceanography contains four lesSons covering an introduction to oceanography, marine geology, and
physical oceanography.

t
Lesson 4 Marine Biology and Water Motions contains five assignments covering fouling and deterioration, bioluminescence, deep .

scattering layers, coral 'reefs, harmful and useful aspects of marine life, waves and surf, currents, and tides.
-,'

Lesson 5 Basic Meteorology and Meteorological Elements contains three lessons discussing the history of meteorology, ther(a.rth-sun .A

renanonship, the effects of the earth, pressure, temperatures, humidity ;winds, luminous meteors, Itthometeors, and hydro
meteors (all types of precipitation).

I ,

Lesson 6' Atmospheric Circulation, Air Massets, Fronts, and Special Phenomena contains five assignments covermg general circulation,
secondary circulations, tertiary circulations, air masses, fronts, easterly waves and the ITCZ, thunderstorms, tornadoes, water

spouts, dust devils, and tropical cyclones.

Lesson 7 Surface Weather and Physical Oceanographic Observational Equipment and Instruments contains foui assignments covering
thermometers, pressure instruments, wind measuring' instruments, winches, wire rope, platform riggin, platform area safety,

1.water sample's, and temperature measuring equipment.

Lesson 8 Geological Oceanographic Equipment Upper Air Equipment and Instruments, Communications Eqlpment; and Special
Instrumentation contauts five assignments covering bottom samples, processing labtratory areas and associated equipment,
samphng nets, sonar pingers, underwater cameras, transparency measurement devices, balloons, upper air accessory equip-
ment, the'odolites, electncal upper air equipment, electronic upper air equipment, the teletypewriter, the facsimile, meteo-

rological satellites, and automatic weather stations.

Lesson 9 Surface Weather Observation acts! Meteorigical Codes and Plotting contains four assignments explaining general terms,
definitions, and procedures for observations, observations of atmospheric phenomena, code systems informatibn, primary-
meteoroligical codes; map plotting; and Navy RADFO message&

Lesson 10 Ice and Bathythermograph Observations, Nansen and STD Casts, and Safelty Procedures for Oceanographic Observations

contains five auignments on the characteristics of ice, shipboard observations and codes, aircraft ice recpn plot and message.

the mechanical bathythermograph, the expendab, bathythermograph, installation of the XBT launcher and recorder, encoding

bathythermograph observations, the Nansen cast routine, the winch card, deep casts, the STD cast routine, data retrieval, deter-
mining water transparency with the Secchi disc, safety procedures and hand signals for casts.

. .
Data Processing and Analysis contains seven assignments covering surface analysis, upper air chart analysis, communications

systems, teletype weather messages, quality control, Processing salinity data, the modified Winkler method for dissolved '

oxygen analysis, and processing station data.'

Lesson 11

i
Each lesson contains numerous charts and detailed procedures. Some military equipment and procedures are included, but the model might be usefUl

for civilian applications. This course contains reading assignments, review exercises and answers for student self-study and evaluation The course

would best be used with an on-the-job or laboratory learning situation. *
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0

The correspondence course answer sheets-are graded by automatic datd processing equipment and
: shouled not be,sstapled 'or wrinkled in any =inner., To avoid delays, fill in all blocks and spices carefully and

completely. Use a:No.-1 or No, 2 black lead pencil. Print ybur nem ank/rate, service number,.and, short
co,urse title. The guidelines tielow will help you mark the other&ocks or spaces correctly.
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,
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LESSON 1

REVIEW O'F MATHEMATICS1
FIRST ASSIGNMENT/ 7. In an arithmetical computation, what factor

determines the accuracy of a problem?
In Pamphlet No. 460 r4: from page. 1

through page 18 and answer questions 1 through
21.

1. \That does a number represent?

A. A symbol
B. .A sum
C. A product
D. An idea

2. IA hat-determines the place value whichcorre-
s ponds to a given position in a number?

The base of the number system
B. The type of the number system 1'9. What is the reciprocal of the number 8?
C.'he size of the number
D The placement of the decimal

3. What number do the matheMatical symbols,
2 x O x 100 `-; 7 x 10 x 10 + 0 x 1frx 1 + 7 x 1, .

A.
B.
C.
D.

The length of the problem
The number of digits involved
The least precise value used
The number of significant digits involved

8. Round off the expression 0.0345065 to the
nearest millionth.

A.
B.
C.
D.

0.03450
0.034506
0.034507
0.03451

represedt?
A. 277
B: 2,7(17
C. 20,717
D. 27,107

4. If a number system is said to be a base-six
system, what does the symbol 1110" represent?

A. 6
B.
C. 10
D. 12

5. What is the decimal equivalent of the binary
number,0101?

6. How is the precision of a number indicated?

A. By the number of digits to the left of
the decimal point

13. By the positional value of the mimber
C. By the number system used
D. By the number of'cilgits to the right of

the decimal point.

A. 0.125
B. 0.163
C. 0.2 i
D. 0.8

tt.

10. You disregard the signs of .numbers when
you are adding

A. numbers algebraically
B. positivo numbers
C. numbers arithmetically
D. negativesnumbers

. 11. What type(s) of fraction is/are indicated by
a numerator that is numerically smaller than the
denominator?

1. Mixed
2. Proper
3. Improper

A. 1
B. 2
C. 1 and 3
D, 1, 2, and 3

12. How may you cange the fraction 3/8 to
twenty-fourths?

p. 1 3

A. Multiply the numerator by 3
B. Multiply the denominator by 3
C. Divide 8 into 24 to get 3 and multiply

the numerator by 3
D. Multiply both terms of the fraction by 3



1.3. What lowest 'common denominator (LCD)
would be used to add 1/9, 4/7, 3/35, and 3/25?

20. Which ,of 'the fbllowing methods may be used
to express the same proportion?

A. 1,575 A. 376 = 1/2; 3:6 = 1:2; 3:6::1:2
B. ;205 , B. 3/6 =1/2; 3:2 = 1:6; 3/1 = 6/2
C. 3zx 7 x 9 x 5 C. 3 x 6:1 x 2; 3/6 = 1/2; 3:6 = 1:2
D. 9 x 7 x 35 x 25 D. 3-6 = 1-2; 3/6," 1/2; 3:6 = 1:2

S.

.14. What is the least common multiple (LCM) of
60, 36, and 18?

180
B. 540

1,080
D. 2,160

15. Find the greatest common divisor (GCD)
of 6, 15, and 21.
,

A.
B.

t C.
D.

6

210
33, x 2 x 5 x 7 ,

16. If a. baseball player's batting average is
quoted as 265, how often has he gotten a hit?

A. 0.265% of the time
B. 2.65 times out of 100

. C. 26.5% of the time
D. 265% of the time

17... The decimal fraction 0.00014 can be written
as what percent?

A. 0.0000014%
B. 0.0014%
C. 0.014%
D. 0.14%

21. Which letters of the proportidn a/b = c/d
represent the extremes?

A.
B.
C.
D.

a and c
a and d
o and b
d and c

0e).

SECOND ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. -460 read from page 19
through page 34 and answer questions 22
through 31.

21. What does the term 53 mean?

A.
B.
C.
D.

The cube root of 5 is 3
5 is multiplied by 3
5 is multiplied as a factor 3 times
3 is taken as a factor 5 times

23. Identify the base, exponent, and pOwer asso-
ciated with the expression 32 = 9. ,

A.
B.
C.
D.

Base
Base
Base
Base

18. What is the rate, base, and rCrcentage of 24. What is
the equatioh 3/4 = 75%? sign (\r)?

A. Rate 3, base 4, percentage 75%
B. Rate 4, base 3, percentage 75%
C. Rate 75%, base 3, percentage 4
D. Rate 75%, base 4, perbentage 3

19. Which of the following ratios is equivalent
to the inverse of the ratio 42:48?

A. 3/4
13. 4/3
C. 7/8

. D. 8/7 ^

2

A.
B.
C.
D.

is1 2; exponent 10; power is 9
is 3; exponent a 2; power is 9
is 3; exponent is 9; power is 2
is 9; exponent is 2; power is 3

another name for the square

Extraction sign
Radian sign
Factor sign
Radical sign

25. If a negative number is raised to the
power the sign of the power,

A. is positive
B. fluctuates
C. is negative
D. depends ,on the base

16

root

54th

,
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26. What number is the third power of 1.5? 33. What is the logarithmic form of the expres-
sion 25=32?A.

B.
,.
D.

0.015
0.5
2.25
3.375

. 27. What is the product- of 22 x 23?

A. 25
B. 26.
C. 45
D. 46

28. What is the sum of 90 plus 91?
,

A. 0
B. 1

C. 9

D. 10

29. What is the decimal quivalent of 10-5?
i

A. 0.01
B. 0.002
C. 0.0001
D. 0.00001

o

11

4..

30.. What is the sutn of 2-115 plus 1/,2-4F?

A.
B. 21/15 + 5
C. 2 1/21/15
D. 2 1/2-55

31. Wha't is the solution of the expression
AfF /-s19-?

A. 1

B. ?:15--

D. 2/277/-17-

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 460 read from page 35 38, Which of the following relationships betweenthrough page 52 and answer questions 32 scales on a slidd rule is CORRECT?-through 41.

A. log2 5 in 32
B. log2 32 in 5
C. log5 32 in 2
D. log32 5 in 2

34. What number is used as the base of the sys-
tem of logaritlims for most ordinary compta-
tions? k.

A. 2
B. 2.3026
C. 2.71828
D. 10

35. What is the common logarithm of 100,000?
$A. 3

B. 6
C. '7
D. 10

4

-36. What is the log of 70?

A.
B.
C.
D.

k1213
1.1213
1.84510
2.84510

see appendix I

37. Whatis the log of 0.0024?

A. , 0.38021
B. 7.3021-10
C. ,8.38021-10
D. 49.38021-10

r.,

32. In the expression 34 = 81, which number
may be interpreted as a logarithm?

A. 3
B. 4
C. 64
D. 81

1
*

-

s

I.

3

1 7

A. The numbers on the D scale are the
square roots of those on the A scale

B. The numbers on the A scale are the
square roots of those on the D scale

C. The numbers on the A scale are the
squares of those on the B scale

D. The numbers on the D scale are the
square roots of those on the C scale,

g



39. How many digits will be to the left of the 45. Convert binary 11_0110.001 to its decimal
decimal point in the square root of ,.400,000? equivalent.

A. Two A. 48.250
B. Three B. 54.125
C. Four 50.875
D. Five D. 62.025

40.. Which of the following slide rule scales
are -used to extract a cube root?

46. Convert octal 67.5 to its binary equivalent.

A. 101 110 . 110
A. A and D B. 110 101 111
B. A and K C. 110 111 101
C. B and K D. 111 110 . 011
D. D and K

41. When you take a cube root, what system is
used to mark off the number of places when you
insert the decimal point?

FIFTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pathphlet No. 460 read from page 67 \
through' page-- 77 and answer questions 47 \
through 50.

A. Groups of two
B. Groups of three 47.6 What is the hypotenuse of a right triangle
C. Groups of four whose sides are 5 and 12 units?
D. Groups of fiv4

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 460 read from page 53
through page 66 and answer questions 42. 48. If the hypotenuse of a right triangle is 8
through 46. ° -14 units, and one leg is 4 units, what is the length

of the second leg?
42. Nhich of the following numbers is real and
is greater than zero? A. 4.00

B. 6.73
A. i C. 6.93
B. i2 D. 8.94
c. i3
D. i4 49. What is the sine of an angle 49 degrees

A. 13
B. 14
C. 15
D. 16

IP 48 minutes?
,43: If r = 1, s = 3, t = 12, and x = 15, what is 'l
the value of the expression t - 2rx/s?

A. -3
B. -2
C. 2
D. 3

A. 0.6455
B. 0.7536
C. 0.7638
D. 1.1833

see appendix II

44, 'In the expression xy, what is the coefficient 50. What is the interpolated value for t14 sin
of xy? 16.58?

A. 1

B. x
C. y
D. xy

4

A. 0.2845
B. 0.2849
C. 0.2854
D. 0.2856

18
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LESSON 2

APPLIED PHYSICS

FIRST ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 460 read from page 79 to
Mass, Force, and Motion on page 83 and answer
questions 1 through 12.

1. Wnat.. is the smallest/mit into which water
can be divided and still yétain the characteristic
properties of water?

A. Atom
B. Proton
C. Electron
D. Molecule (

,?.. A positive electrical charge is characteriitic
of which component of an atom?

A. Protcn
B. Neutron
C. Nucleus
D. Electrson_

3. Which of the following describes a small
quantity of sea water?

A. Mixture
B. Substance
C. Compound
D. Molecule

. 4. Which of the folio tatements 4EST
describe the Prifiell31Af q:inservation of Mitter?

A,. Matter can change'appearance
B. Matter will combine with matter

/C. Matter cannot be destroyed
D. Matter can form different substances

5. Which of the following examples indicates
a chemical change2

...

A. Iron oxide forming on a structural beam
B. Radium atoms changing into lead atoms
C. Water vapor condensing to form rain

drops ..
L). Sugar dissolVing in water

,

6. Which of the following properties of matter
states that two objects cannot occupy the same
space at the same time?

.....
A. Permanence
B. Porosity
C. Impenetrability
D. Density

,
7. Which of the following properties of matter
remains the same regardless of altitude or lati-
tude?

A. Mass
B. Weight
C. Density
D. Gravitation

8. If an object is 10 cm long, 6 cm wide, and
4 cm thick and weighs 180 g, what is the siensity
of the object?

A.
B.
C.
D.

0.11 g/cm3
0.75 g/cm3
1.33 g/cm3
9.00 g/cm3

t

9. Which of the following is used as a standard
to determine the specific gravity of a substance?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Lead
Water
Oxygen
Carbon

..-

10. The metric (cgs) system has been adopted
by the scientific community to measure which
of the following units?

A. Length, mass, and time
B. Gravity, density, and force
C. Centimeters,-grams, and seconds
D. Circular motion,- grayity, and speed

11. What is the appyo;Omate equivalent of 24
pounds as expressed in kilograms?

,

5
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A. 0.996
B. 10.896
C. 18.786
D. 24.000 t



12. In the metric system, what is the unit of 17. Air pressure on an aircraft increase when
distance when the unit .of force is the dyne? the aircraft

A. Erg
B. Joule
C. Angstrozn
D. Centimeter

SECOND ASSIGNMENT

-In Pamphlet No. 460 read from Mass, Force,
and Motion on page 83 to Change of State on
page 92 and answer questions 13 through 26.

13. When no external forces act on a moving
object, how will the object moll?

A.

C.

In a curved line at a decreasing speed
In a straight line at a constant speed
In a curved line at a constant speed
In a straight line at a decreasing speed

14. The wind would blow at right angles across
isobars if which of the following forces were the
only force affecting wind flow?

A. Coriolis
B. Centripetal
C. Centrifugal
D. Pressure eradient

15. If speed were constant, which of the following
objects would experience the greatest deflection
due to Coriolis erct?

A.
B.
C.
D.

An object moving northeast at 30 N lat.
An object moving south at 406 S lat."
An object moving north at 80* N lat.
An object crossing the Equatbr moving
due North

16. Which of the following influence winds to
flow in a circular pith?

A. Coriolis effect, speed, and centripetal
effec t

B. Centrifugal effect, speed, and centripetal
effect

C. Centripetal effect, Coriolis effect, and
pressure gradient

D. Coriolis effect, pressure gradientforce,
and centrifugal effect

A.
B.
C.
D.

ascends
descends
accelerates
turns sharply

18.._ How may one atmosphere of pressure be
expressed?

A. 1,013.25 mb, 760 mm, or 29.92 in.
B. 1,013.25 mb, 760 mb, or 29.92 in.
C. 1,013.25 mm, 29.92 in., or 14.7 psi
D. 1,013.25 mm, 29.92 mb, or 14.7. in.

19. What are the standard conditions under which
gases must be compared, densities determined,
and the gas constants derived?

A.
B.

C.
D.

C temperature and 760 mb pressure
C temperature and 1,013.25 mb pres-

sure 4
C temperature and 760 mm pressure

15* C temperature and 1,013.25 mm pres-
sure

On what does the pressure of an enclosed
gas depend?

A. The number of molecules in the con-
tainer of gas

B. The average space between the gas mole-
cules within the container

C. The force with which thergas molecules
strike the walls of the container

D. The number of times the gas molecules
strike the walls of the container perunit
of time

21., Which of the following actionsresults in
a decrease in atmospheric density?

6

I .

A. A decrease .in temperature or increase
in pressure

B. An increase in pressure or increase in
moisture

C. An increase in temperature or decrease
in pressure

D. A decrease in moisture or increase in
pressure

2



22. If the partial pressures of an enclosed gas
are 3 cm, 14 cm, 26 cm, and 51 cm of mercury

.1 respectively, witat is the total pressure of the
enclosed gases?

A. 23.5 cm
t B. 47 cm

C. 51 cm
D. 94 cm

23. If tne pressure of an enclosed gas is held
constant at 10 dytes per square centimeter,
what will be the volume of the gas at 2006
absolute if the original volume was 240 cubic
centimeters at a temperature of 300 absolute?

A. 100 cc
B. 120 cc
C. 140 cc
D. 160 cc

24. If a closed box is tmierged in a tub of
water so that the bottom of the box does not
touch the bottom of the tub, where will.the force
of the water pressure be exerted on the box?

A. Sides of the box ONLY
B. Top of the box ONLY
C. Top, bottom, and sides of the box
D. Top and bottom of the box ONLY

25. Which of the following statements describes
Bernoulli's theorem?

A. The pressure of a flowing liquid is
directly proportional to the velocity of
the liquid

B. The pressure of a flowing liquid is
inversely proportional to the velocity of
the Liquid

C. The pressure of a flowing liquid is equal.
to the velocity of the liquid

D. The pressure of a flowing liquid is not
affected by the velocity of the liquid

26. Which of the following gas laws states that
equal volumes of all gases under equal pressures
and temperatures contain equal numbers of mole-
cules?

A. Dalton's Law
B. Avogradro's Number
C. The Fration of State
D. The Hydrostatic Equation

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 460 read from Change of
State on page 92 to Energy Considerations on
page 95 and answer questions 27 through 32.

27. How many calories of heat are required to
raise the temperature of 1,500 grams of water
from 25°C to 85*C?

A. 60
B. 1,500
C. 90,000
D. 127,500

28. Which of-the following changes of state will

produce the same result?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Melting and fusion
Melting and evaporation
Freezing and condensation
Condensation and evaporation'

29. Which of the following requires the greatest
amount of time for either heating or cooling if
the temperature remains constant?

A. A forestiarea
B. An ice surface
C. An area of dry sand
D. An Ocean surface

30. Which of the following has the greatest effect
on atmospheric pressure?

A. Density
B. Humidity
C. Altitude
D. Temperature

31. How is an object heated when the object is
in direct contact with the source of heat?

sk.

A.
B.
C.
D.

By advection
By radiation
By conduction
By convection

32. What method of heat transfer is responsible
for the transportation of the greatest amount of
heat from one latitude to another?

A. Radiation
B. Convection
C. Conduction
D. 'Advection



FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 460 read from Energy Con-
siderations on page 95 to Stability and Insta-
bility on page ,101 and answer questions 33
through 41,

--,

433. A ball resting on top of a hill possesses
X which of the following types of energy?

r

A. Heat
B. Kinetic
C. Electrical
D., Potential -

34. As a parcel of air descends adiabatically
in the atmosphere, what happens to..the tempera-
ture of the parcel? )

A. The temperature decreases
B. The temperature inqeases
C. The temperature reniains constant
D. The tempf.ature varies irregularly
C

35. What would you call the rate at which the
temperature of a descending air parcel changes?

A. The mean slope
B.. The adiabatic lapse rate
C. The vertical temperature gradient
D. The horizontal temperature gradient

f .
36. Af what lapse rate is a. parcel of air being
cooled if the temperature lowers at the rate of
2 to 34 F per 1,000 feet?

A.
B.
C.
D.

i

Autoeonvective
Superadiabatic

adiabatic
turation adiabatic

37. Why is the s4turation adiabatic lapse rate
different from the dry adiabatic lapse rate?

A.

B.

C.

D.

Because of the release. of the latent
heat of condensation
Due to the conservation of internal
energy ,

Due to the conservation of angular mo-
mentum
Because of the increase of the environ-
mental lapse rate

I

38. If adiabatia ceoling is offset by the heat of
fusion, a parcel of air rising isothermally is in
what stage? . .

A. I)ry
B. Hail
C. Rain
D. Snow

$

39. Which of the following stages of the-revers-
ible adiabatic process is eliminated in the irre-
versibte process?

A. Dry
B. Ail
C. Rain
D. Snow

40. What accounts for the formation of large
rain drops from cloud droplets in tropical
regions?

A. Fusion
' B. Condensation

C. Coalescence..
D. Sublimation

,

,

,

.41. At what temperature is silver iodide most
effective as a source of ice crystal nuclei?

A. -10' F
B. -10' C
C. -20' F
D. -20' C .4

,

FIFTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 460 read from Stability
and Instability on page 101 to Optical Phenomena
on page- 106 and answer questions 42 through
4 5,

42. When the lifting force is removed, what is
the stability of an air parcel that tends to move
still farther away from its original position?

A. Unstable
B. Absolutely unstable
C. Conditionally stable
D. Stable

22
S.
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43. What is the stability of a column of air if
the lapse rate is less than the saturation adia-
batic lapse nate?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Absolutely stable.
Conditionally stable
Relatively unstable
Conditionally unstable

44. When yb&are determining energy areas on an
ARCM AGRAM, what is ,the atferage thickness of
the layer of air that you should use in the compu-
tation of the average mixing ratio?

A. lA dillibars
B. 100 feet

- C. 100 .meters
D. 100 kilometers

45. As a parcel of air is lifted, at what rate of
temperature change do the dewpoitit and the dry-
bulb temperature approach each other?

A. 0.55*C per 1,000 feet
E. I C per 1,000 'feet
C. 3.2 F per 1,000.feet
D. 4.5. F pei 1,000 feet

SIX H ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 460 read from Optical Phe-
nomena on page-106 through page 115 and answer
questions 46 through 50.

46. What does the color of visible light depend
upon?

A. Frequency ONLY
B./Wavelength ONLY
C. Frequency and wavelength
D. Density of the meditsm through which

light travels

s..

A

47. What property of an object permits virtually
100 percent of the light strildng the object to
pass through the object?

A.
. B.

C.
D.

Opacity
Transparency
Translucency
Absorptivity

48. Which,.of the following terms describes
sunlight glancing from the ripples on a /ake?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Incident transmission
Specular reflection
Diffused reflection.
Regular reflection

49. If the speed of light travels through the air
twice as fast as light travels through a particular
substance what is the refraction index of that
substance?

A. 0.25
B. 0.5
C. 2
D. 4

50. What two primary colors in overlapping beams
will produce a light of the secondary color cyan?

A. Yellow and magenta
B. Green and red
C. Blue and red
D. Blue and green

9
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/.&LESSON 3

GEOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY

FIRST ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 461 readfrom page 1 through
page 7 and answer questions 1 through. 11.

1. Which of the following oceanic areas has an .
approximate one-to-one ratio with the earth's
total land cover?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Antarctic
Atlantic
Indian
Pacific

2. What continental nation has the LONGEST
border with the ocean?

B.
C.
D.

.Australia
Canada
Soviet Union
United States

3. The Federal government's broad national
objective in oceanography is to

A.
B.
C.
D.

protect life and property
comprehend and exploit the ocean
strengthen basic science
manage ocean resources

4. What federal organization hffs the FINAL
review and approval of annual reports submitted
by the Interagency Committee on Oceanography?

A. Environmental P otection Agency
B. Commission on arine Science
C. Federal Counci for Science and l*ch-

nology
D. National Oceanç and Atmospheric Ad-

ministration

S. Early international cooperation in the fkelds
of oceanography were stimulated by the efiorts
and reports of

A. Captain Cook
B. Lieutenant Maury
C. Sir John Murray
D. Cominander Wilkes

6. Many of the world's marine biological sta-
tions are modelled after the station in

A. La Jolla, California
B. Nanaimo, British Columbii
C. Naples, Italy
D. Vladivostok, U.S.S.R.

7. Early exploration of Alaskan coastal waters
inclUded environmental data and samples collected
by scientists aboard the cutter

A.
B.
C.
D.

BEAR
BALTIMORE
HAMILTON
LINCOLN

8. In what year did the Coast Guard begin
operations in support- of the International ke
Patrol?

A. 1912
B. 1914
C. 1917
D. 1919

9. What type of oceanographic plan did the Coast
Guard develop in response to Section 94 (Ocean-
ographic Research); Title 14, USC?

A.
B.
C.
D.

k ten-year operational plan
A nine-year provisional plan
A five-year long-range plan "
A two-year temporary plan

10. Any request for assistance in cooperative
oceanography projects that duplicate established
programs requires the approval of the

A. *Commandant
B. area commander
C. district commander
D. Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit

11. Which of the following cutters is designated
a WAGQ?

A. CASCO
B. LAUREL
C. GLACIER
D. ACUSHNET

24
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SECOND ASSIGNMENT 18. The major cause of bottom topography mod-
ification in the ocean is a result of

In Pamphlet No. 461 read from page 9
through page 17 and answer questions 12
through 21.

12. The water of the ocean accounts for what
percent of the water on earth?

A. 55%
B. 70%
C. 85%
D. 95%

A. water currents
B. wave action
C. severe storms
D. sedimentation

19. From the following list of pelage sediments,
the only siliceous category is ooze,

A. radiolarian
B. globigerina

13. The earth's mantle is also called the C. coccolith
D. pteropodA. asthenosphere.

B. centrosphere
20. Which of the following classifications are usedC. exosphere
MOST often to classify terrigenous deposits onD. lithosphere
a sea floor?

14. Which of the following iareas of the earth
contains the GREATEST mass?

A. Crust
B. Mantle
C. ' Inner core
D. Outer core

15. On a global scale, the overall average for
the width of the continental shelf is miles.

A. 300
B. 100
C. 30
D. 10

16. What two features bound the area referred
to as the Continental Rise?

1. Continental Slope
2. Continental Break
3. Continental Borderland
4. Ocean Basin

1. Color
2. Texture
3. Composition of material

A. 2 and 3 only
B. I and 3 only
C. 1 and 2 only
D. 1, 2, and 3

21. The reflection mode :of sound transmission
is affected most seriously by bottom

A. ahsorption
B. reverberation
C. scattering
D. topography

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 461 read from page 19 to
A. 3 and 4 Tranaparency on page 28 and answer questions
B. 2 and 3 22 through 36.
C. 1 and 4
D. 1 and 2 22: Which of the following 'recent developments

has had the GREATEST impact on the field
17. Of the major underwater ridges, the widest of oceanography?
ridge is located in the Ocean.

A. Improved idatrumentation.
A. Indian B. High speed computer systems
B. Pacific C. Refinement of observational teolmiques
C. Atlantic D. Cooperation among science specialists
D. Arctic in many fields

4
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23. In middle latitud e mixed layer of the
ocean extends to average depth of feet.

A. 300
B. 900
C. 1,200
D. 1,500

40

29. The pressure at a depth of 100 fathoms
is approximately .

A. 260 barS"
B. , 20 bail
C. 100 decibarS
D. 10 decibars

24. An increase in "se tiering within a layer of
water wnl also inciea e within the
same layer.

A.
B.
C.
D.

radiation
absorplon
conduction
reverberation

25. In open ocean areas, sea tirface tempera-
tures show the GREATEST diurnal variation in

regions.

A. s emi - pol a r
B. temperate
C. tropical
D. polar

26. Tne GREATEST decrease in temperature
through the thermocline layer is found at
lgitucies.

Cs

ow
high '

lower-middle
upper-middle

27. Which of the, following constituents of sea
water Tepresents the GREATEST /portion of
dissolvdd solids in a water sampg?

A. Sodium
B. Potassium
C.. Magnesium
D. Chlorine

28. Throughout the world, which of the following

30. Which of the following parameters are numer-
ically identical?

4

1. Density
2. Specific volume
3. Specific gravity
4. Specific volume anomaly

1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 3
3 and 4

31 Which of the following actions decrease
seh water density?

1. Precipitation
2. Melting of ice
3: Heating

A. 1, 2, and 3
B. 1 and 2 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 2 and 3 only

32. In the ocean, convective circulation is set
in dotion by which of the following conditions?

A.. An abundance of pilvelpitation
EL Heating of surface water
C, Formation of sea ice
L. Atin7off from land

factors controls tlie average -surface salinity
distribution? ' _33. The NIscosity of sea water increases with an

increase in which of the following parameters?
A. River discharge and land runoff combint 1. TemperatureWith precipitation 2. SalinityB. The effect of ocean currents and evapora-

tion
3. Pressure

C. The difference between evaporation and A. 1 2, and 3
, precipitation B. 1 d 3 only

D. 'The amount of ice deterioration and C. 2 d 3 only
precipitation D. 2 nly

13
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34. Of the follow* lotions, which tends to
increase the asplcific heat of sea water?

A. Sea ice formation
B. River discharge
C. Surface tooling
D. Evaporation

35. Which of the following results in an increase
in the electriOal conductivity of a sea water sample?

A. Increase in temperature anj/or salinity
B. Decrease in temperature arid/or salinity
C. Increase in temperature but decrease in

salinity
D. DecFease in temperature but increase in

salinity

36. Surface tension increases as a result of
an increase in

A.
B.
C.
D.

salinity
pressure .
temperature
compressibility

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 01 read fromTransparency
on page 28 through page 40 and answer questions
37 through 50.

37. Nearly one-half the-VW radiant energy
received at the sea surface is absorbed in- the
first few

A. fathoms
B 4 meters
C. feet
D. inches

,

38. What percent of the earth's ice-covered water
surface-is covered with glacier ice?

A. 0./5%
B. 2.85%
C. 500%
D. 95.00%

39. An ice MINIMUM in theNorth rn Hemisphere
is generally present during the moflth of

40. The average thickness of arctic polar pack
ice is meters.

A. 9.0
B. 7.0.
C. 4.5
D. 3.5

41. Exposed openings in sea ice
freeze over are referred to as

A.., leads -

B. cracks
polyn)tas

D. skylights

that quickly

42. Which of the following locations produces The.
GREATEST percentage of the world's glaciers?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Antarctica
West coast of Greenland
East coast of Greenland
North coast of EllesmerE Island

43. In the Greenland area, what is the average
height of locally calved icebergs?

20 meters
50 meters

; 70 meter s
120 meters

44. In polar waters, what perrntage of the mass
of an iceberg remains submerged?

A. 67%
B. 75%
C. 82%
D. 90%

4 .

45. The velocity of sound in the sea tncreases
with an increase in which of the folloviing para-
meters?

1. Temperature
2. Pressure
3. Salinity

A. September A:\ 1, 2, and 3
B. August B. 1 and 2 only
C. July C. 1 and3 only
D. June D. 2 and 3 only

14 2 7
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46. In the mixed layer, which of the following
parameters tends to refract soundbeams upward?

A. Chlorinity
B. Conductivity
C. Pressure
D. Temperature

47. The reflective cbaracteristics of sound are
dependent upon which of the following?

1. Frequency of sound source
2. Angle of incidence
3. Pulse interval 4

A. 11 2, and 3
B. 1 ind 2 only
C. l and 3 only
D. 2 and 3 only

48. Sound waves travel in straight lines if the
medium through which they travel maintains a
Minstant

A. salinity
B. speed
C. pressure
D. temperature

i

I

.

4

,

I

eti

/
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49. Which, of the following parameters may cause
reverberation of an emitted s d pulse?

1. Sea surface
2. Bottom topography
3. Schoolg fish

A. 2 and 3.only .

B. 1 and 3 only
,C. 1 Ana 2 only
D. 11 2, and 3

50. A sound channel in the sea is characterized
by a

A.
B.
C.
D.

density minimum
density maximum
velocity minimum
velocity maximum

2"
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LESSON 4

MARINE BIOLOGY AND WATER MOTIONS s

FIRST ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 461 read from page 41
Ihrough page 53 and answer questions.rthrough
12.

1, All marine te is divided into what three
categories?

A. Pelagic, beiios, and plankton
B. Pelagic, ben os, and nekton
C. Plankton, nekton,' and pelagic
D. Plankton, benthos, and nekton

2. Which of the. following chemical" nutrients
--4ecorne a primary food source in the sea as a

result of photosynthesis?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Carbonates, nitrates, and silicates
Carbonates, nitrates, and phosphates
Phosphates, nitrates, and silicates
Phosphates, carbonates, and silicates

3. Phytoplankton are produced in which of the
following oceanic zones?

A. Mesopelagic
B. Euphotic
C. Bathypelagic
D. Abysscpelagic

4. Which of the following effects of marine
fouling and deprioration is considered the MOST
serious to thnaval services?

A. Large dollar joss
B. Reduction in readiness
C. Impairment,of vessel handling
D. Deterioration of support facilities

5. Which of the fouling organisms listed below
is a ci-ustacean?.

A, Annelids
B. Ascidian
C. Shipworms
D. Gribbles

6. In MOST cases, the rhythm of bioluminescent
flaihing depends upon the

A. amount of organisms
B. type of organisms
C. kind of stimulation
D. time of stimulation

17

7. During' daylight hours,' a well-defined deep
scattering layer (D.S.L.) is 'frequently observed
at a depth between meters.

A. 10 and 150
B. 150 and 300
C. 300 and 350
D. 400 and 600

8. Studies of the deep scattering layer indicate
the PRIMARY food source for biological make-up
of the layer is

A. zooplankton
B. phytoplankton
C. lantern fish
D. chemical nutrients

9. A sound similar, to that of radio static is
made by which of the following oceanic dwellers?

A. Silver perch
B. Snapping shrimp
C. Barnacles .
D. Croakers

10. The MOST common noises produced by
riekton are a product of their

A. swim-bladder
B. claws
C. fine
D. teeth

11. The formation of a coral reef is PRIMARILY
what type of process?

A. Biological
B. Geological
C. Chemical
D. Physical'

12. Which of the'folIowing obnoxious animals is
"classified as venombus?

A. Shark
B. Moray eel
C. Barracuda
D. Stonefish

29
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SECOND ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 461 read from page 55 to
Currents on page 59 and answer questions 13
through 18.

13.. If the period of a particular wave train is
8 seconds, what is the length of waves in that
train?

A. 41 feet
B. 82 feet
C. 164 feet
P. 328 feet

14. The highest one-third of all waves observed
for a given sea is referred to as the
height.

A. wave
B. swell
C. average
D. significant

15. Which of the following are characteristics
of swell waves?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1. Dispersion
2. Confused sea state
3. Angular spreading

2 and 3 only
1 and 3 only
1 and 2 only -

1, 2, and 3

16. In relation to a storm center at sea, the
distance between wave crests .is GREATEST in
the area that is

A4 inside the fetch but near the widiward
A end a the fetch

B. inside the fetch but near the leeward
end of the fetch

C. outside the fetch but downwind from the
leeward end of the fetch

D. outside the fetch but upwind from the
leeward end of the fetch

17. What wave factor determines when any given
.wave will be influenced by bottom topography?

A.
B
C.
D.

Height
Length
Period
Amplitude
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i8. Which of the following statements concerning
waves is true in ALL cases?

A. Wave velocity decreases when water
depth.deoreistS"

B. Wave direction changes as water depth
decreases

C. Wavelengili increases as the water depth
decreases

D. Waves passing over submarine ridges
move faster than waves passing over
depressions

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 461 read from Currents on
page 59 to Tidal Phenomenon on page 66 and
answer questions 19 through 30.

19. Knowledge of subsurface ocean currents. is
-based PRIMARILY upon

A.
B.
C.
D.

temperature distributjon
salinity differences
density computations'
direct observation

20. A current in the Bering Straits is an example
of which of the following current classifications?

A. Tidal
B. Hydraulic
C. Geopotential
D. Wind driven

21. What' percentage of a local wind's velocity
is used to deterniine the local current's drift?

A. 33%
B. 20%
C. 10%
D. 2%

22. The direction toward which a tidal current
tends to move floating rjects is known as

A. drift
B. plane
C. range
D. set
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23. The MAXIMUM speed of ocean currents inthe middle latitudes rarely EXCEEDS,knots.

A. 5.0

a
B.
C.

3.0
2.0

:.

D. 0.5

,

4

-

- 24. The deflection Of a wind-driven current is
the GREATEST at which of the following latitudes?

A. 65'S
B. 3rs
C. lir N
D. 456/%1

25. A deep-water subsurface ocean currentmain-tains nearly the same velocity characteristics
of the related surface current in which of the

'following relative locations?

A. Throughout the mixed layer and thermo-_ cline
B. The upper part of the mixed layer only,C. The lower part of the mixed layer onlyD. Throughout the mixed layer

26. With ptesent knowledge rrent eddiesnear the Gulf Stream, large sca e eddies are
lmown to exist for what period of time?

A.
B.
C.
D.

In excess of a month
In excess, of three months
Not longer than four weeks
Not longer than a week

27. Vertical ocean-currents rarely EXCEED adepth of meters:

A. 100
B. 300
C. 500
D. 1,000

28. A line di debris in the open ocean indicatesthe presence of a . cutTent. -

A. cross
S. rotary
C. downward
D. diverging
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. 29. What wind direction causes upwelling along
the coast of Peru?

A. Westerly
B. .Northerly
C. NorthWesterly
D. Southwesterly

30. The theory of ocean currents mustbe modified
for water movement shoreward of the
contour.

A. 200-fathom
B. 150-fathom
C. 100-fathom
D. 50-fathom

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No.-461 read from Tidal Phe-
nomenon on page 66 to Tidal Currents on page 73
and answer questions 31 through.39.

31. What is the term applied to that brief period
at high and low tide when no change of waterlevel is apparent?

A. Sta4d
B. Sladk
C. CreSt
D. Stilt water .."

32. Which of the following conditiOns results inunequal tidal iteights between succeeding low andhigh tides at a glveil place during a similar
time period? ,

A.
B.
C.
D.

Declination of the moon
Declisation of the sun
Phaseiof the moon
Phaseld the sun

33. A semidiurial tide is characterized by which
of the following tidal actions?

A. Two Nigh tides and one low tide daily
B. Two hip and two low tides daily
C. One high tide and two low tides daily
D. One high and one low tide daily

34. When the cfrsing eifecti of the moon and the
sun are such that they produce low high tides and
high low tides, tlke tides are referred to astides.

A. gravitational
B. spring ,
C. lunar
D. neap



35. A perigean tide occurs when the moon is

A. aligned with the sun
B. opposed to the sun
C. closest to the earth
D. fartheat from the earth

36. How long is the nodal period of the moon?
A. 12.4 hours
B. 18.6 years
C. 24.8 hours
D. 29.5 days.

37. The level that is used at a tiaalstatioe from
which to measure water height and bottom depth,
is referred to as

A.
B.
C.
D.

mean sea level
mean low water
nodal level
tidal datum 4

38. A desirable observational program to obtain
tidal data should be conducted oveT a MINIMUM
time period of one cycle.

A.
B.
C.

lunar
nodal
solar
tidal

394 Which oX the, following Tide Ta
izTormation for finding the approxim
the tide at any time between low and

A. Table 1
B. Table 3
C. Table 5
D. Table 7

FIFTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No.461 read from Tid Currents
on page 73 through page 78 and answe question
40 through 50.

es provides
te height of
high water?

40. At which of the following loc dons is a
tidal current MOST pronounced?

A. At harbor inlets
B. At broad river mouths
C. Near coastal bays
D. Near offshore islands -
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41. A hydraulic tidal current
changing

A.
B.
C.
D.

water height
water velocity
current set
current drift

42. An offshore, unrestricted
referred to as a/an

A. elliptical
B. hydraulic
C., perigean
D. rotary

is a result of

tidal current is
current.

43. An offshore, semidiuTnal tidal
quires what MINIMUM time- period
an elliptical pattern?

A. 3.1 hours
B. 6.2 hours
C. 12.4 hours
D. 24.8 hours

current re-
to complete

44. What time period is used to obtain the mean
value of a tidal current?

A. 19 years
B. 1 year
C. 6 months
D. 28 days

45. Which of the following conditions can cause
a nontidal current to occur?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Moon phase
Local wind
Water stand
Slack water

46. Which of thefollowirig statements BEST
describes tidal current actiop in an inland stream
or estuary?

A.

-B.

C.

D.

ow.

The Velocity maximum of the current
is reached near shore
The velocity maximum of the current
is reached at half-tide
The tidal current reverses first near
shore
The tidal current reverses first at
midstream

3 2



47. The
is generally

.A.

B.
C.
D.

velocity of an outgoing tidal current
STRONGEST near the .

49. From the liet below, what data are contained
in Tidal Current Tables?

, 1. Times and strengths of floodcurrents
2. Times and strengths of ebb currents
3. Times of slack water

A, 1, 2, and 3
B. 1 and 2 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 2 and 3 only

surface
bottom
left bank, as you look downstream
right bank, as you look dOwnstream

48. How often are Tidal Current Tables published 50. Which of the following portions of Tidal Cur-by NOAA.? rent Tables contains information about velocity
MAXIMUMS of a current?

A. Monthly A, , Table 5
B. Annually B. Table 3 -C. Quarterly C. Table 2D. Semiannually D. Table 1

is

, ..
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LESSON 5

BASIC METEOROLOGY AND METEOROLOGICAL 'ELEMENTS

FIRST ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 462 readfrompage 1 through
page 13 and answer questions 1 through 23.

1. An early collection of meteorological material
widely. recognized as an authoritative treatise
on weather was written by

A. Virgil
B. Aristotle
C. Hippocrates
D. Theophrastus

2. Which of the following men invented the air
thermoineter?

A. Bacon
B. Hooke
C. Galileo
D. Torricelli

3. Tile polar front and wave theory of cyclotie
development was the work of .

A. Haley
B. Boyle
C. Byers
D. Bjerknes

4. Since 'WWII, the MAJOR advancement in
theoretical and, practical meteorology has been
in the field of

A.
B.
C.

physics
chemistry
electronics
mathematics ,

6. Which of the' following earth's motion have
an effect on world-wide weather patterns?

1. Precessional, motion
2. Revolution,
3. Rotation
4. Solar motion

A. 1, 2, 3, and 4
B. 2, 3, and 4 only
C. 2 and_3 only
D. 3 and 4 only

7. The sun's rays shine perpendicular to the
Tropic of Capricoth during the

A. winter solstice
B. vernal equinox
C. summer solstice
D. autumnal equinox

8. -That area of the earth between the Tropic
of Capricorn and the Tropic of Cancer is referred
to as which of the following?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1. Equatorial Zone
-2, Torrid Zone
3. Tropical Zone
4, Tropics

1, 2, 3, and 4
1, 2, and 3 only
1, 2, and 4 only
2, 3, and 4 only.

9. Which of the following characteristics of a
substance has the GREATEST effect on type
and intensity of the -electromagnetid energy ra-
diated by the substance?

A. Size
B. Color
C. Composition
D. Temperature

5. MOST of the energy radiated by the fun is 10. Which of the following methods of heat transferin the form of waves, has the LEAST effect in meteorology?

A. heat A. AdvectionB. light B. ConductionC. electric C . Convection
D. ultraviolet D. Radiation

23
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11. The temperature of the earth's surface being
heated by oblique rays is lower than the surface
area heated by perpendicular rays because of
the

A. absorption of light rays
B. dispersion of e rgy
C. 'scattering of en
D. reflection of light rays

12. On an average, the earth absorbs what per-
centage of incomingsolar radiation?

A. 25%
B. 36%
C. 51%
D. 75%

13. What is the average albedo of the earth?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Between 13 and 28 percent
Between 36 and 43 percent
Between 45 and 52 percent
Between 55 and 65 percent

14. When the -sun is directly overhead, which of
the following surfaces will have the LOWEST al-
bedo?

A. Water
B. Forest
C. Dirty snow
D. Cloud tops

15. On an average, what percentage' at insolation
is absorbed,by the earth's atmosphere?

,A.' 3%
B. 8%
C. 13%
D. 36%

16. Practically all the fadiation received in north-
ern polar regions during winter is a result of

A. .counterradiation
B. atmospheric radiation
C. terrestrial radiation
D. diffuse sky radiation
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17. Of the following atmospheric zones, which
zone is NOT a meteorological classification?

A. Thermosphere
B. Stratosphere
C.- Ozonesphere
D. Exosphere

18. Above what area(s) of the earth does the
troposphere extend to the GREATEST height?

A.
B.
C.
D.

The Equator
The poles
The mid-latitudes
The poles in summer and the Equator
in winter

19. The MAXIMUM amount of water vapor an
air parcel can hold is peicent by
volume.

A.
B.
C.
D.

one
four
six
ten

20. The composition ,of the air above the tropo-
pause is about the Same as the air below the
tropopause EXCEPT for the amount of

A.
B.
C.
D.

oxygen
nitrogen
carbon dioxide
water vapor

21. Absorption of ultraviolet radiation by ozone
results in a temperature increase in the

A.
B.
C.
D.

exosphere
mesosphere
troposphere
stratosphere

22. The COLDEST temperature in the atmosphere
is ,reached at the base of the

A.
B.
C.
D.

mesopause
mesosphere
stratopause
'stratosphere
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23, The forecast of temperature inversions is
MOST frequently made for which of the following
electrical layeers of the atmosphere?

A. .D-layer
B. Ionosphere
C. Ozonesphere
D. Troposphere

SECOND-ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 462 read from. page 15
to Clouds on page 23 and answer questions 24
through 38.

24. The MOST dominant meteorological element
controlling the type and intensity of weather is

A.
B.
C.
D.

wind
pressure
temperature
water vapor

25. What physical characteristics of air cause
the air to exert pressure?

A. Weight and density
B. Elasticity and density
C. Compressibility and volume
D. Elasticity and compressibility

26. Temperature is a measure of which of th/
following parameters of a substance?

I.

1. Heat intensity
2. MoleCular motion
3. Hotness or coldness

A. 1, 2, and 3
B. 1 and 3 only
C. 2 and 3 only,
D. 3 only_

27. How many scale divisions are there between
the boiling and the freezing point of water on the
Kelvin temperature scale?

A. 459
B. 273
C. 189
D. 100
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28. In an area, of unobstructed air flow, the tem-'
peratur,e of the air near the earth's surface is
refer ed to as the temperature.

A.
B.
C.
D.

mean
free air
virtual
potential

29. Which of the following will cause water
vapor to condense in i closed container of sat-
urated air?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Increase in pressure
Increase in temperature
Decrease in temperature
Decrease in pressure

30. Which of the following humidity terms is/are
expressed in percentage form?

1. Relative huniidity
2. Mixing ratio
3. Saturation mixing ratio

A. 1-only
B. 1 and 2 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 1, 2, and

31. The DIRE T cause of windflow is variation
in

A.
B.
C.
D.

temperature
pressure
humidify
density

32. Which of the following luminous meteors is
NOT related to clouds which result in adve.t.se
weather conditions?

A. Halos
B. Coronas
G.. Auroras
D. Rainbows

33. Light rays which enter a substance, are
bent withIn the substance, and leave the substance
at a different angle have been

A.
B.
C.
D.

diffracted
refracted
diffused
reflected



34. Which of the following atmospheric phenomena
are electrical in nature?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1. Fogbows
2. Auroras
3. Airglow

1, 2, and 3
1 and 2 only
1 and 3 only
2 and 3 only

35. A very red sappearance of the sun's disk at
sunset is a result of

A. smoke
B. sand
C. haze
D. dust

36. All frozen forms of precipitation are re-
ferred to as

A.
B.
C.
D.

lithometiors
hydrometeors
igneousimeteors
luminous meteors

*14'
37. Of the following solid forms of precipitation,
the equivalent of drizzle is

A.
B.
C.
D.

hail
sleet
snow grains
snow pellete

38. Accretion is the p&icess by which water
droplets

A.
B.

C.

grow in size by continued condensation
sublimate into ice crystals because of
air turbulence
evaporate and then sublimete directly
into ice crystals
accumulate. more layers by c olliding with
and holding smaller droplets

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 462 read from Clouds on
page 23 through page 38 and answer questions 39
through 50.
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39. Which of the following conditions are re-
quired for cloud formatiOn?

1. Sufficient wind
2. Presence of moisture
3. A cooling process
4. Presence of hygroscopic nuclei

A.
B.
C.
D.

1, 2, and 3
1, 3, and 4

1, 3, and 4
2 and 4-only

40. Radiational cooling is a process that cools
the air by

A.
B.
C.
D.

contact with a cooler surface
reradiation of long-wave energy
reradiation of short-wave energy
contact with an overlying cooler air
parcel

41. In polar regions, what is the EXTREME lower
limit of the high etage?

A. 20,000 feet
B. 16,500 feet
C. 13,000 feet
D. 10,000 feet

42. Which of the followtng cloud species is NOT
associated with cumulus clouds?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Congesths
Huinilis
Mediocris
Spissatus

43. The ice crystal composition of cirrus clouds
determines% which of the following characteristics
of cirrus clouds?

1. Shape',
2. Height
3. Transparency

A. 3 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and.3 only-
D. .1, 2, and 3



44. A cloud type that is NOT divided into any
species but exists in several varieties is

A. altostratus
B. cirrostratus
C. nimbostratus
D. stratocumulus

45. Heavy, intermittent showers, sometimes mix\T
ed with lil, are a characteristic form ofprecip-
itation a4ociated with clouds.

A. stratus
B. altostratus
C. cumulonimbus
D. nimbostratus

46. By which, 'of the folrowing processes may
saturaticn of an air mass be reached?

increase in temperature
rease in dewpoint

C. A decrease in humidity
D. A decrease in dewpoint

47. Fok produced by the transport of moist air

48, Sea fog is formed when the wind transports

B.

C.
D.

moist, cool air over a warmer ocean
surface
moist, warm air over a colder ocean
surface
dry, cool air over a warmer ocean surface
dry, warm air over a colder ocean surface

4.9. What type fog is formed as a result of an
increase in dewpoint?.

A. Sea fog
B. Steam fog
C. Radiation fog
D. Land advection fog

50. Dew which is frozen after forming is refer.-ed
to as

over a cooler surface it referred to as fog.
A. frontal A. -frost
B. upslope B. hoarfrost
C. advection C. deposit fee
D. radiation D. white dew
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LESSOINI 6

ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION, AIR MASSES, FRONTS, AND SPECIAL PHENOMENA

FIRST ASSIGNMENT-

In Pamphlet No. 462 read from page 39
to Secondary Circulations on page 48 and answer
questions 1 through 9.

I. Circulation within the atmosphere that is
modified by minor, local meteorological conditions
is referred to as circulation.

A.
B.
C.
D.

general
tertiary
secondary
primary

2. General global circulation is set in motion
by which of the following parameters?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Density
Moisture
Pressure'
Temperature

3. If we consider basic *temperature gradients
over the earth, in what month:do the steepest
gradients occur in the Southern Hemisphere?

A. June
B. March
C.". September
D. December

4. The polar regions of the earth are areas
of

A. migratory low pressure
B. permanent low pressure
C. permanent high pressure
D. seasonal high pressure

5. The 3-cell theory of atmospheric circulation
divides the earth into how many circulation
belts?

A. Three
B. Four
C. Six
D. Eight
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6. Vertical circulation in the atmosphere is
found. at which of the following latitudes?

A.
B.
C.
D.

0,.30, 60, and 90'
0 and 60 only
30 and 60' only
30' and 90'. only

7. A wind that blows parallel to curved isobars
is referred to as a/an wind.

A. geostrophic
B. gradient
C. isallobaric :
D. cyalostrophic

8. Friction affects the direction of wind flow
to an average altitude of feet.

A. 10,000
B. 8,000
C. 5,000
D. 3,000

9. An ,area of divergence iegenerally associated
with an area of

A.
B.
C.
D.

precipitation
upWard air flbw
inward air flow
high baromIric pressure

SVOND ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 462 read from Secondary
Circulations on page 48 through page 58 and
answer questions 10 through 21.

10. In the Northern Hemisphere, the sub-tropical
high over the Pacific Ocean is WERKEST during
the

A. autumn
B. winter
C. spring
D. summer
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11. Which of the following atmospheric conditions
are conducive to anticyclonic formation during
winter over continental areas?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Low temperature and high density
Low temperature and low density .

High temperature and high density
High temperature and low density

12. What frontal system has the GREATEST
effect yon the weather of the United States?

A. Arctic front
B. Polar front
C. Temperate front

- D. Extratropical front

13. A counterclockwise circulation of air in the
Southern Hemisphere is known as a/an

A, cyclone
B. .tornado
C. hurricane
D. anticyclone

14. Which of the following conditions describes
cycloysis?

A. Decrease and extinction of a cyclone
B. Formation of a new cyclone
C. Intensification of an exiiting cyclone,
D. Second stage of cyclone development

15. What type otweather is generally associated
with a monsoon circulation in winter?

A. Clear sides
B. Violent showers
C. Moderate intermittent showers-
D. Considerable convective cloudiness

16. Which ,of the following characteristics is
associated with the jetstream?

A. The velocity of a particular jetstream
is constant everywhere

B. The depth of the: jetstream exceeds the
width of the stream

C. A relationship exists between a break
in the tropopause and ,the jetstream

D. A jetstream nearly always flows west-
ward
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17. In what direction do .tertiary winds tend to
blow in areas of adjacent land and water bodies?

A.

B.

D.

From land toward water during daylight
and darkness
FrOm water-toward land during daylight
and darkness
From land toward water at night and from
water toward land during the day
From water toward land at hight and from _

land toward water during the day

18. Which of the following winds are classified
anabatic?

A. Foehn
B. Valley
C. Glacier
D. Mountain

19. A chinook wind is warmed Ls a result of the

A.
B.
C.
D.

expansion of ascending air
expansion of descending air
compression of descending air
contraction of ascending air

20. A glacier wind .is generally characterized
as

A.
B.
C.
D.

warm and dry
warm and moist
cold and moist
cold and dry

21. For which of the following reisons is the
hazard to aircraft GREATER on the leeward
side of steep mountains than the windward side?

A. Updrafts are more pronounced on the
leeward side

B. Severe downdrafts often accompany the
pronounced eddies on the leeward side

C. FriCtion is more, pronounced on the
leeward side

D. Eddies tend to be stationary On the
leeward side

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 462 read from page 59
through page 66 and answer questions 22 through
31.
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22. What are the two basic classifications of
air masses?

A. Continental and maritime
B. .Moisture content and geographical
C. Geographical and therrhodynamical
D. Moisture content and thermodynamical

23. Which of the following reasons points to the
difference between en and cPw air masses?

A. cPk originates, over continents
.4 B. cPk originates in polar regions

C. cPk air is colder than the underlying
surface

D. cPk is warmer than the underlying
surface

24. 'Which of the following alr masses has the
HIGHEST moisture content?

A. Superior
B. Equatorial
C. M'aritime arctic
D. Maritime polar

25. Which of the following will effect a change
in the type of weather associated with a particular
air mass?-,

A.
B.

D.

1. Speed of air mass
2, Underlying terrain
3. Direction of,..air rases travel.

1, 2, and 3
1 and 2 only
1 and 3 dnly
2 and 3 only

26,._ During winter, the' occasiOnal heavy down"-
pourealong the California coast are, associated
with which of the following air masses?

A. Continental tropical
B. Continental pol*ar
C. Maritirne polar
D. Maritime tropical

27. Front the list below, which areas are source
regions for continental tropical air mashes?

28, The MOST .predominant air mass of the
SoUthern Hemiaphere is

A. maritime tiopical
B. maritime polar'.
C. continental polar
D. continental tropical

t

29. During the summer, I,,Mich of the foliowing
air masses are associated with the sea fogs
of the Grand Banks?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Maritime tropical
Maritime pol'ar
Conintal polar
Continental tropical

30. A conserhtive property of an air mass
with respect to dry adiabatic temperature changes
is

A.
B.
C.
D.

wet--hulb temperature
equivalent temperature
potential temperature
relative humidity

31. When we define aii-masS properties, which of
the following temperatures use the 1,000-mb
level as a point of reierence?

Equivalent temperature
Equivalent potential tempera-
ture
Potential wet-bulb temperature

A. 1, 2; and 3
'B. 1 and 2 only
C. 1 and 3' only
D. 2 and 3 only

, FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 462 read from page 67
through page 77 and answer questions 32 through
38. °

32. The distribution of 'cloudiness and precipita-
tion along a frolltal surface is PRIMARILy
dependent upon which of the following (actors?

Vertical velocities within the cooler
air Mass
Vertical velocities within the warmer
air mass
Horizontal velocities of the coldett air
mass
Horizontal velocities of ' the warmest
air mass

'A.
B.

D.

1,
1,
1,
2,

1. Interior of Russia
2. Northern Africa
3. Asia Minor
4; Interior of Australia

2, 3, and 4
2, and 3 only
3, arid 4 only
3, and 4 only

A.

B.

C.

D.

.
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33.. In the Northern Hethisphere, ,the general
wind flow- with the passage of a warm front Is

A. a wind shift from southeasterlyto south-
westerly.

B. a wind shift from northeasterlito south-
easterly

C: a backing wind from southwesterly to
southeasterly

D. a backing wind from southeasterly. to.-
northeasterly

34. Where*. is tlie
a.warm type occl

estiiir issocisted with.

A. Ahead ci the.sukface front
B. Ahead of s front aloft
C. Behind the' .nt aloft
ID; Behind the surface front.

35. A cold front that encounters colder, stagnant
air on thp leeward side of a. maintain range
becomes Vihat type of front?

A. Warm
B. Stationary
C. Upper cold
D. Upper occluded

0

; ,
36, -Which of the ,following situations te to
develop the GREATEST number9f storm frs?

A
A. A- cold air mass passWg over adwarm,

ocean current
B. IA cold air mass pSssing over'S cold

ocean current
C. A werm'air mass pasSing vier a ,c8ld

ocean current .
D. A warm air mass RE100041g over a warm

ocean current "1;g' 4.Apr':

37. An easterly ,wave thSt slopes to
with altitude is referred to as a/an

the west
wave.

A.
B.
C.
D.

stable
neutral
stationary
unstable

38. The intbrtropical convergence zone is there-
stilt of converging

A. easterlies
B. westerlies
C. trade winds
D. antitrade winds

J
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FIFTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 462 read from page 79
through page 92 and answerquestiona 39 through
50.

39. Which of thefoliowthg atmospheric conditions
are necessary for,thunderstorm formation?

4

1. Sufficient wind
2. Presence of moisture
3. A cooling process
4. Presence of hygroscopic nuclei

A. 1 and 3 only
B. 1, 2, and 3
C. 1,2, and 4
D. 2, 3, and 4

40. Downdrafts are associated with which Of the
following stages of thunderstorm development?

1. Cumulus
2. Mature
3. Anvil

A.
B.
C.
D.

1 and 2
1 'and 3
2 only
2 and 3

41. Within a thunderstorm, which of the following
relationships is true concerning turbulence?

Turbplence varies directly with the in-
tensity of precipitation
Turbulence varies inversely with the
intensity of the freezing level
Turbulence varies directly with the in-
tensity of the cloud formation
Turbulence varies inversely with the in-
tensity of snow and ice crystals

42. When flight is required in areas of thunder-
storm activity, the safest procedure for pilots
to fon& is to fly the storms.

"

A.
B.
C.
D.

through
around --

under
over

42



43. In Which of the following locations is tornadic
attivity MOST likely to develo07

A. In the trough of an occluded front
B. In advance of a cold front
C. Behind a squall line
P. Along a warm front ,

44. Which of the following comparative state-
ments concerning hurricane and tornado activity
Is/are TRUE?

1; A hurricane has alonger life cycle
2. A hurricane causes greater damage
3. A hurricane has greater wind vet-

locities

A.
B.
C.
D.

1.

1 and 2 only
lk 2, and 3
2 and 3 only - e

45. Tropicanows are classified by

A.
B.

D.

wind speed
source region
central pressure
temperature gradient

46. The cloud system associated with an approach-
ing tropical storm is characteristic of which of the
following frontal system's cloud distribution?

47. One of the FIRST signs of an approaching
hurricane in the open sea is a

A. line of heavy cumulonimbus cloucis
B. gradual decrease in wind speed
C. well-defined pressure tirop
D. long, heavy-a-Weil-7r--

48. If a tropical cyclone is moving due north
in the Northern Hemisphere, in what direction
is the LEAST dangerous quadrant?

A. Southwesterly
B. Southeasterly
C. Northeasterly
D. Northwesterly

49. Which of the following conditions of readiness
apply(ies) to tornadic activity? .

1; Condition I
2. 'Condition II
3. Condition III
4. Condition IV

A. 1, 2, 3, anil 4
B. -1, 2, and 3 only
C. 1 and 2 only
D. 1 only

50. Which of the following nighttime coastal
warning displays indicates winds in excess of
48 knots?

A. Upper waim front A. Two red lights
B. Cold-type occlusion B. A red light over a white light
C. Cold front C. A white light over a red light

. D. Warm 'front D. A red light between two white lights

33
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LESSON 7

SURFACE WEATHER AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
OBSERVATIONAL EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS

FIRSrrASSIGNMENT

In 'Pamphlet No; 463 read. froni page 1 to
Wind Measuring Instruments on page 15 and
answer questions 1 through 14.

- 1. The metal back on wtticb a stanclard air
thermometer is mounted should be cleaned with

A. an ivory black and oil mixture
B. an alcohof cleaning agent
C. any abrasive cleaning agent ,

D.. a-b.icarbonate of soda solution

2. A mercury air thermometer becomes ineffec-
tive as temperatures approach

A. -29F
B. -35F
C. -39F
D. -45,F

3. The thermometers of a hand electric psychro-
meter (MIx-450A/UM) have a temperature range ,

, of

A. 140F
L,18. 120F

100F
D. 80F

4.. You are using a hand electric psychrometer
and notice that the mercury coltunn of the wet-
bulb thermometer has separated. Which of the
following actions should .you perform FIRST

36.

5. From the list below, What mightcause failure
of the- áuiable illumination characteristic of a
hand electric psychrometer if the .fan motor
is operating properly?

1. DefeCtiie illuminating limp ,

,2. Defective battery cells
3. Defective rheostat-switch,

A. 1, onry
B. 1 or 2
C. 1 or 3
D. 1, 2, or 3

6. What does the. term "aneroid" mean?

A,- Without liquid
B. Without air

7 C. Pressure
D. Airborne

7. A pressure reading obtained from an aneroid
barometer must be corrected for

A. instrument,error ,

B. temperature change
gravity change

D. latitude error

8. On an open-scale barograph, sudden move-
ment of tie pen arm dueto any jar or shock
is Minimized or prevented by the

A. current pressure adjustment
B. pen shock lever
C. rocker arms
D. dashpots

to correct this situation?

9. The clock of an opep-scale barograph should
A. Replace both thermometers normally be wound evefy
B. Replace the wet-bulb thermometer only
C. Heat the thermometer bulb with a lIghted A. eight days

electric light bulb B. four days '
D. Mount the wet-bulb .thermometer On a C. other day

sling and spin the thermometer D. day
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10. To remove, dried ink from the pen section
of an open,scale 'barograph, you sliould soak
the pen in

A.
B.
C.
D.

. ;

double4stilled water
a bicarbonate of soda,solution
an arcohol and clock oil solutice
the ink normally used in the pen

11, On a marine barograph, a temperature com-
pensation device is located in the
assembly.

A. element
B. pen shaft
C. chart drive
D antibacklash gear

12. Toe- cistern and the vertical glass tube
of a Fortin barometer are joined by a

A. molded glass flare
B. piece of brass tubing
C. piece of soft kid leather
D., specially configured glass bowl

13. Without Interpolation, the stationary scale
of a Fortin barometer indicates pressure readings
to the nearest inch.

A. 0.100
B. 0.050
C. 0.005
D. 0.002

14, What is the basic difference between a Fortin
and a Tonnelot barometer?

A. The attached thermometer
B. The adjustable vernier
C. The cistein assembly
D. The mercury tube

. SECOND ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 463 readfrom Wind Measur-
ing Instruments on page 15 through page 38 and
answer questions 15 through 27.

15. The wind speed indicatorof a wind measuring
set (AN/UMQ-5) is a/an graduated
in knots.

A. wattzneter
B. voltmeter
C. :ohmmeter
D. ammeter

s,
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16. Ink pen of the recorder (RD-108/UMQ-5)
are fed by

A. capillary action
B. a pressurized cylinder
C. ambient pressure
D. vacuum control

17..sUnder normal operating conditionsLhow often
shoia!thbart-,paper on the ANtUMQ-5 wind
recorder be cOanged?

A. Weekly
B. Every tezi days
C. Twice monthly
D. Monthly
,

WMch ,of the following components of a
wind measuring set (AN/PMQ-3) require(s) peri-
odic lubrication?

1. Wind speed transmitter
2. Trigger assembly
3. Mounting hub

A. 3 only
B. 2 and 3
C. 1 and 2
D. 1 only

19._ If the measuring Nbe of a rain gage (ML-217)
were filled to the half-full mark, what Ittiould be
the amount of precipitation present in the tube?

A. 2.00 inches
B. 0.50 inch
C. 0.20 inch
D. 0.05 inca

20. How often. should winch dontrols be tested?

A. Before each watch
B. Befort each operation
C. On a daily basis
D. On a Weekly basis

21. What are the three basib parts of-.a wire rope?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Core
Fiber
Strand
Wire

1, 2, and 3
2, and 4

1, 3, and 4
2, 3, and 4
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22. The process of galvanizing wire rope will 27. What are the three basic pàits of a wire
the rope's strength. rope clip7

A. halve
B. double
C. increase
D. decrease

23: If the wires in the strands, as well ,as the
strands in the- rope itself are both laid to the
right, the wire rope lay is termed " .14

A. right lang lay
B. right Agular lay
C. left reverse lay
D. right reverse lay_

24.. Most new installations of.oceanographic wire
are of the fy'pe constrUction.

A; 3 x 16
B. 3 x 19
C. 7 x 16
D. 7 x 19

25. Which of the following methods should be
used to overwind right lay wire rope on a drum
and to underwind right lay wire rope on a drum,
respectively?

1. Left to right
2. Right to left

A. 1 and 1
B. 1 and 2
C. 2 and 1
D. 2 and 2

26. Experience has shown that the relations4ip
of the diameter of a sheave to the diameter/of

.the wire rope used 'should be a MINIMthl

A. 32 to 1
B. 20 to 1
C. 10 to 1
D. 2 to 1

37

1. Crossbar
2. U-bolt
3. Roddle
"4. Nut

A. 1, 2, and 3
B. 1, 2, and 4
C. 1, 3, and 4
D. 2, 3, and 4

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 463 read from page 39 to
Mechanical Bathythermograph (BT) on,page 50
and answer questions 28 through 36.

28. "Under normal operating conditions, how often
should a meter wheel be disassembled and
inspected for internal wear? -

A. After each cruise
B. Monthly

- C. Quarterly.
D. Annually

29. During oceanographic observations, which of
the following operational characteristics should
a good safety program provide?

1. Safe operation
2. Rapid operation
3. Proficient operation

A. 1. only
B. 1 and 2
C. r and 3
D. 2 and 3

30. Safety instructions covering sceahographic
programs may be issued at which of thefollowing
levels of command?

1. Commandant
2. Area commander
3. District commander
4. Unit commander

A. 3. and'2 only
B. 1 and 4 only'
C. 1, 2, and 4 only
D. 1, 2, 3, and 4



31. What is the PRIMARY ',impose for the re-
versing action of a Nansen bottle?

A. To ailOw gathering of samples at great
depths

B. To obtain an uncontaminated sample
C. To isolate samples for oxygen analysis
D. To gather , samples in arctic. regions

32. When the RMS-12 sampler is used, the power
tO the STD Measuring System is interrupted for
about , seconds.

A. 5
B. 20.
C. 45
D. 60

33. Which of the following sea water temperature
readings is MOST commonly observed?

A. Thermistor chain
B. Bathythermograph
C. Nansen Li
D. Bucket

34. Of the following temperature measuring in-
struments, which gives the LEAST representative
data of a water column's in situ temperature?

A. Expendable bathythermograph
B. Mechanical bathytherzhograph

-C. Deep-sea reversing thermometer
D. Salinity-temperatve-depth system

35. At what point on a deep-sea reversing ther-
mometer does the mercury in the main stem
separate?

A. Pig-tail
B. Reservoik
C. Awdliary bulb
D. Appendix dead arm

36. What component of a deep-sea reversing
thermometer is subject to damage if the thermom-
eter is stored improperly at very low ambient
temperature s?

A. Auxiliary thermometer
B. Break-off point
C. Reservoir
D. Pig-tail

38

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 463 read from Mechanical
Bathythermograph (ST) on Page 50 to Bottom
Samplers on page 72 and answer questions 37
through 50.

37. On a mechanical BT, the recording stylus
is part of the .

A. helicak spring
B. Bourdon tube
C. piston head
D. bellows

38. An indication, of a mechanical BT's depth
range is stamped on the of the
instrument.

A. nosepiece
B. moveable sleeve
C. body tube
D. tail fin

39. The temperature sensing element of an XBT
is a

A. capacitor
B. thermistor
C. copper coil
D. Bourdon tube

40. A 1,500-foot XBT probe's deploynient cycle
time is seconds.

A. 120
B. 90
C. 60
D. 30

41. What is the power source for a BTS (AN/
SSQ-36)?

A. A temperature differential activated bat-
te ry

B. A time delayed dry-cell battery
C. A pressure activated battery
D. A water activated batteiy

42. The signal converter electronics of an STD
system requires a power supply.

A. 28 VDC
B. 115 VAC
C. 150 ma
D. 230 ma

4 7
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43. 'Which of the following components of a 47. The constant current required
9040 STD contain(s) a Paraloc oscillator? the Mixer of a 9040 STD system is

A,
B.
C.
D.

1. Tem/5erature
2. Salinity

4. Depth

3 only
1 and 2 only
1, 2, and 4 only
1, 2, 3, and 4

44. What component of the 9040 STD system's
deck equipment amplifies the FM signal received
from...the-underwater unit?

A. Discriminator
Bandpgss filter

C. Distribution amplifier
D. Preamplifier circuit

45. The tempftrature range of the 9040 STD
system is accurate frdm

A. -2°C to +36C
B. -2C to +39C

-10C to--4-36°C
D.- -10C to +40C

46. Which of the following electronic components
of the 9040 STD system is considered as part

'of the underwater unit's lower electronics?

. A.
B.
C.
D.

Mbcer
Balance amplifier
Operational amplifier
Second order temperature compensation

39

A.
B.
C.
D.

115 VDC
28 VDC

150 ma
28 ma .

to activate

48. If the temperature probes of a 9640 ST6
sydtem require cleaning, you should use

A, a diluted hydrochloric acid solution
B. any commercial household detergent
C. a bicarbonate of soda solution
D. trichlorethylene

49. Which of the following components of an STD
system's plotter should be kept free of any
oil or oil spills?

Slidewire
B. Pen slide bars
C, Chart mechanism
D. Manual chart drive

5{). An STD system's underwater unit that has
flooded should be rinsed immediately in distilled
water followed by another rinse in

A.
B.
C.
D.

alcohol .
trichlorethylene
nondetergent oil
a weak hydrochloric acid soulution



LESSON

GEOLOGICAL AND BIOLdGICAL OCEANOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT; UPPER AIR EQUIPMENT
AND INSTRUMENTS; COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT; AND SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION

FIRST ASSIGNMENT

' In Pamphlet No. 463 read from Bottom
Samplers on page 72 to Salinometer on page 85
and answer questions i through 6. '

Nliich of the following factors should you
consider when-Selecting a bottom sampler?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1. Nature al investigation
2. Bottom. character
3. Water depth

1, 2, and 3
1 and 2 only
2 'and 3 only
2 only

2. The normal free-fall distance of a Phleger
corer. is feet.

A. 12
B. 20
C. 28
D. 36

3. Which of the following corers presently
in use is designed to obtain the LONGEST
bottom sample?

A. Ewing
B. Boomerang
C. Kullenberg
D. Hydro-plastic

4., Which of the following corers
as piston-type corers?.

1. B oome rang
2. Kullenberg
3. Phleger
4. PVC

may be used

5. Which of the following components of a Boom-
erang corer Can be reused after the float component
is retrieved?

A. Nose piece
B. Pilot weight
C. Core catcher
D.. Ballast weight

6. Which of the following bottom samplers have
the capacity to collectequal amounts of sample?

A. Scoopfish and Van Veen
B. Orange Peel and Van Veen
C. Clamshell and Orange Peel
D. Clamshell and Van Veen

SECOND ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 463 read from Salinometer
on page 85 to Sampling Nets on page 99 and
answer questions 7 through 16.

7. What power supply is required for the opera-
tion of a Model 8220 salinometer?

A.
B.
C.
D.

115 VAC only
230 VAC only
115 or 230 VAdla
115 snd 230 VAC

8. Copenhagen Standard Sea Water represents
a known value.

A.
B.

D.

salinity
chlorinity
conductivity
standardization

9. The zero-adjust screw on the face of a Model
6220 salinometer.is used to adjust the

A. NULL/ TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
A. 1 and 3 needle
B. 2 and 3 B. CONDUCTIVITY RATIO dials
C. 2 and 4 C. STANDARDIZE dials
D. 3 and 4 D. FILL CONTROL needle
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10: What information about a water sample is
derived directly from a salinorneter?

A. Salinity 'value
13: Chlorinity value
C. Conductivity ratio
D. Standardization ratio

11. Upon . securing after a driy's run of water
samples 'on a salinonieter, rinse.the sample cell
with

A.
B.
C.
D.

.
Tergitol solution
distilled water
CopenhagerOtandardSea Water
any commercial cleaning agent

12. In a lab that is properly equipped" for axygen
analysis, the GREATEST number of bottles on
hand have a ml capacity.

A. 50
B. 100
C. 125
D. 250

13. For an oxygen analysis program, which ofthe
following chemicals should be carried in the

. GREATEST quantity?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Alkaline iodide
Sodium thiosulfate
Manganous sulfate
Potassium bilodate

14. The MOST serious accidents in a laboratory
area are a result of

A. confined spaces
B. handling glassware
C. rough weather conditions
D. contact with strong chemicals

15. If you handle acid-dichromate, it is recom-
mended that you wear

A. safety goggles and rubber gloves
B. safety goggles and a nose plug
C. rubber gloves and a rubber coat

safety goggles, a nose plugi and a rubber
coat

42

16. Acid-dichromate is considered to be good
if it maintains a color.

A. greenish
B. jpilky white
C. light yellow
D. dark brown

.0Alir

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 463 read from Sampling
Nets on page 99 through page 118 and answer
questions 17 through 23.

17. What criterion is used for selecting the mesh
size for a biological sampling net?

A. The depth of sampling
B. The time.period of sampling
C. The type of sample desired
D. The place where the sample is sought

18. Normally, what- portion of a midwater trawl
is the first to enter the water?

A. Depressor
B. Cod end
C. Net bridle
D. Net month

19. Of PRIME importance to a ship towinga mid-,
water trawl is the

A. mesh of net
B. speed of tow
C. depth of tow.
D. depth of water

20. In an area where counter currents exist,
the path of a drogue current measuring array
will generally represent the/low of the

A.
B.
C.
D.

general water mdes
strongest subsurface current
strongest surface current
internal waves,

21. The GEK current measuring device measures
current.

A. net
B. tidal
C. bottom
D. surface
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22. Which of ,the following components are sub-
assemblies-of a sonar pinger?

1. Driver
2. Receiver.
3. Transduber'
4. Pulse transformer

A.
B.
C.
D.

1, 2, and a
1, 2, and 4
1, -3, and 4
2, 3, and 4

23. How often, if ever, does the sonar pinger
skip a pulse for direct and indirect ping matching?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Every 'other minute
Evety 10th second
Every 30th second
The pinger never skips a pulse

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 463 read from page 119
through page 137 and answer questions 24 through
40.

24. Which of the following ,gases is harmful to
balloons made of neoprene?

A. Argon
H. Ozone
C. Nitrogen
D. Carbon dioxide

25. Which of the following balloons can beblack?
1. 10-gram ceiling
2. 100-gram pilot ,

3. 300-gram ridiosonde
A. 1, 2, tind 3
B. 1 and 2 only
C. 2 only
D. 1 only

26. Which of the follolking balloons should be
conditioned prior to use?

A.

B.

C.
D.

1. 10-gram neoprene
2. 100-gram neoprene
3. 600-gramIatex

1, 2, and 3
1 and 2 only
2 only
3 only

143

-27. Grade D helium bottles are nOrmally identi-
fied by which of the 'following characteristics?

A. Orange body with gray stripe
B. Orange colored cap and buff body
C. Buff colored cap and gray body
D. Left-hand threads on the valve outlet

28. Which of the following precautions should
you observe when you are transporting helium
bottlei?

A. Remove the regulator
B. Remove the discharge valve
C. Move the cylinders in cradles
D. Transport the bottles on carts

0

only
Only

29., The recommended inflation pressure for
upper-air balloons is . psi.

A. 200
B. 110
C. 43
D. 20

30. The protractor of' a meteorological plotting
'board- is secured in such a way as to allow
rotation, in

A. range
B. azimuth
C. elevation
D. direction

31. Which .of the following illumination lamps
.af a Shore-type theodolite is/are controlled by
a rheostat?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1. Elevation scale
2. Azimuth scale

, 3. Crosshairs
1, 2, and 3
1 and 2 only
2 and 3 only
3 only

32. Before the Simporation tray of a humidity.;
chamber is filled with a solution of scidium
chloride arid water, the interior oi the tray should
be coated with

A. alcohol
B. face soap
C. petroleum jelly
D. light machine oil



.
33, Which of the following batteries used with
upper-air equipment is/are water-activiated?

1. BA-292/AM
2. BA-353/AM
3. BA-380/AM

A. 1, 2, and 3
B. 1 and 2 ally
C. 1 only
D. 2 and 3 only

34. Which of the following components,is/are
included as part of an entire radiosonde in-
strument? 1. Battery

2. Radio transmitter
3. Barometric-pressure switch

A.
B.
C.
D.

2. only
and 3 only

1 and 2 only -

1, 2,.and 3

35. To adjust the pressure setting on a radio-
sonde, nse the

A. audio tuning slug
Als B. filament switch

C. detent wheel
D. baroswitch

36. WhiCh of the following signals is/are received
from Ai radiosonde? -

1. Temperature
2. Pressure
3. Dew point

A. 1 only
B. Iand2only
G. 1 and 3 only
D. 1, and 3

--. 47. Which /of th,e following switches is located on
the power supply component of an AN/SMQ-1?

A. Chart illumination
B. Signal selector
C. Chart drive
D. Heater

38. Which of the following power supplies
required to operate a Radiosonde Receptor,

'AN/SMQ-1? -

39. Which of the following sections is NOT an
integral part of the receiver section of an
AN/SMQ-4?

A. Detector
B. Discriminator
C. Frequency meter
D. _Half-wave dipole antenna

40. A Radiosonde Receptor, AN/SMQ-1, may be
calibrated by using a

A.
B.
C.
D.

voltmeter
signal generator _

circular computer
frequency counter

FIFTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 463 read from page 139
through page 154 and answer questions 41 through
50.

41. Why is the model 28 teletypewriter preferred
over older models for use aboard ship?

A.
B.
C.
D.

It is shockproof
It is vibration free
It reql....res less maintenance
Space requirements are no longer critical

42, A model 28 teletypewriter is adjusted to
handle characters per line.

A. 59
B. 64
C. 69
D. 74

43. A weather keyboard on a teletypewriter has
a "" symbql in the uppercase position of the
letter'

A. K
B. N
C S
D. Z

44. On the model 28 teletypewriter, which of the .
following keys can lock a local machine's keyboard?

1. BLANK
2. B REAK
3. KBD LOCK

A.
B.
C.

-.
115 VAC
230 VAC
115 or 230 VAC
115 and 230 VAC

A.
B.
C.
D.

3 only
2 and 3 only
1 and 3 only'
1, 2, and 3

44
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45. In
are the

what relative position of a type box
lowercase characters located?

48: On an Alden facsimile recorder, what com-
pensates for all normal line leVel variations?

A. White level coriffor-
A. Left side B. Signal level switch
B. Right side C. Signal Monitor switch
C. Bottom half D. Automatic gain control
D. Top half

.
46, What type of solution, if any, is recommended
for prop,r cleaning of a type box?

A. Any commercial type cleaner
B. Trichlorethylene
C. Alcohol -

. D. None

4 7 , What is the shelf storage life of the chemically
treated . paper used with the Alden facsimile.
recorder?

49. On eaily NOMAD buoys, which of the following
observed parameters determined the frequeriof
observation transmission?

A. Wind velocity .

B. Temperatdre variation
C. Moisture concentration
D. Wave height distribution

50. Station magnetic orientation is an observed
parameter transmitted by which of the following
automated weather stations?'

TROSOBUOY, AN/WMT-1
2. NOMAD, AN/SMT-I
3. PAWS, AN/GMT-4

A. An indefinite period A. 1, 2, and3
B. Three years B. 1 and 2 only
C. Six months C, 2 and 3 only
D. Three months D. 3 only
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LESSON 9
.

SURFACE WEATHER OBSERVATION .AND_METEOROLOGICAL CODES AND PLOTTING

FIRST ASSIGNMENT 6. What barOmeter shotild you normally use for
observing pressure when taking a surface obser-

. In Pamphlet No., 464 read from page 1 to vation?
Obseivations of Visibility on page.9 and answer
questions 1.through 14. A. Microbarograph

B. .Fortin mercurial
C. Tonnelot mercurial

1. Wben the dry-bulb and the dew-point, tem- D. Precision aneroid
peratures ,are the same, the air is said to
be

A. mbdng
B. ambient
C. saturated
D. in equilibrium

2. How many minute& before ventilation must
the bulb of a wet-bulb .er.ntometer be moistened
if the .bglb.,temper ature

A. 5
B. 10
C. 15
D. 20

7. If a ship's barometer is located 37 feet above
the Ioadline,. what correction must be applied
to determine sea level pressure?

A. +1.4 mb
B. +1.40 hr
C. -1.4 mb
D. -1.40 in

8. A trace of precipitation is less than
of an inch.

A. 0.01
B. 0.05
C. 0.001
D. 0.005

3. To obtain the best results when using the 9. What is a cloud layer termed when a blue
sling psychrometer, whirl the psychrometer to sky or higher clouds can be seen through the
produce an air flow of not less than feet layer?
per second.

A. 30
B. /5
C. 20
D.. 15

A. Opaque
B. Transparent
C. Thin
D. Partially obscured

la. If a oloud layer covers 0.6 of tie sky and 0.34. Which of the following wind speeds meets is classified as opaque, the layer is termed
the criteria for reporting a wind gust? It' 4,

A. Lulls of 4 .kts with peaks to 13 kts A., transparent' sky cover
4B. Luljs of 9 kts with peaks to 19 kts B. opaque sky cover
C. Lulls of 10 kts with peaks to 15 kis, C. thin sky cover
D. Lulls of 16 kts with peakS to 24 kts D. a ceiling

5. A wind shift, regardless of the magnitude, 11. A variable ceilines height cannot' exceed
will always be reported if associated with a . feet.

A. sea breeze
B. foehn wind
C. thunderstorm
D. frontal passage
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A. 100
B. 500
C. 1,000
D. 3,000



12. What is the tenths of sky cover if a layer
extends from the horizon to 76 degrees above
the horizon?

17. The intensity of wftich of the following types
of precipitation is determined by visibility?

A. Hail
A. 0.3 B. Rain,

- B. 0.4 C. Snow
C. 0.5 D. Sleet
D. 0.6

13. The height value ot a layer -of clouds at
11,150 feet 1.Nould, be entered in column 6 (sky
and ceiling) as`

A. 110
B. 111
C. 112
D. 120

14. What color balloon is preferable to obtain
the height of a thin cloud layer?

A. Red
B. Black
C. White
D. Natural

. SECOND ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 464:read from Observations
of Visibility on page 9 to General Otmervation
Proceaured on page 16 and answer questions 15
through 24.

15._ If a shipboard observer's eyes are 35 feet
above the water surface, how many miles away
is the horizon?

A. 6.6
B. 7.1
C. 13.1
D. 14.0

18. Which of the following is classified as a
lithorneteor?

A. Fog
B. Dew
C. Haze
D. Drizzle

19. .1f snow reduces visibili% to 1/2 mile, the
la recibitation intebsity is

A. heavy
B.-Nmoderate
C. lfght-
D. slight

20. When will 'the true wind speedbe greater than
the apparent wind speed when you comptjte true
wind at sea?

A.

C.

D.

When the ship,is hove to
When the apparent wind is on the same
side as the tru$, winds-1
When the apparent wind is forward of
the beam
When the apparent wind I's aft of the beam

21. How often should the muslin wick on a
psychrometer aboard-ship be changed?

A. Daily
. B. Weekly

s C...., Semimonthly
D. Monthly

-

16. In
it must
more tabular
mile(s).

order for visibjlity to be termed variable,
rapidly increase and decrease by one or

values and be Jess than

22. When, if ever, is it unnecessary to whirl the
sling psychrometer when making a shipboard
observation?

A. When dry-bulb temperature is above
32F.

A. 1/2 B. When precipitation is occurring
B. 5/8 C. Wlien the apparent wind speed is 9 kts
C. 1 or more
D. 3 D. It must always be whirled
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23. When you take a suilace weather observation,
what method is iireferred for obtaining sea water
surface temperatures?

A.
B.
C.
D.

11111

Bathythermograph%
Condensor intake
Bucket
Injector

24. .In Order for swell to be recorded during a
shipboard surface obs er;ation, the swell direction
must differ from the wind wave direction by at
least, degrees.

A. 30
B. 45
C. 60
D. 75

:THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 464 read from General
Obseryation Procedures on page 1.6 through page

. 28 and answer questions 25-through 37. ,

25. Which of the below definitions defines the
abtual time of g surface weather observation?

A.
B.
C.

The time the wind is observed
The time the last element is observed
The time the observation is started
The time the observation is disseminated

-26.. When taking a surface weather observation
durink unchanging conditions, which of thefollow-
ing elements dhould you evaluate first?

A. Wind
B. Precipitation

- C. Altimeter setting
D. Sea level pressure

27. What is the synoptic code form usedfor marine
.surfade observationa?

A. FM 21.D
B. FM 22.D
C. FM 23.D
D. FM. 26.D
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28. Which of the following ceiling desinators is
considered the most reliable?

A. B
B. E
C. M
D. W

29. How would 0.6 of opaque clouds' estimated
to be at a height of 500 feet be entered in column
6 (sky and ceiling)?

A. E50
B. EN®

C.

D.

500

30. How would 0.2 of opaque clouds at 1,000
feet be entered in column 6 (sky and ceiling)?

A. 10CD

B. 10(1).
C.1000

D. 1000.0
31. How are heavy thunder and light rain showers
occurring at the time of an observation entered
in column 8 (weather and obstructions to vision)?

A. TRW-
B. T+R-
C. TR-
D. T+RW-

d2. How is very light rain and fog occurring
at the time of an observation entered in column
8 (weather and obstructions to vision)?

A. R-F
B. FR-
C. FR--
D. R-- F

33. How woup 1013.2 mb be entered in column
9 (sea level pressure) of MF 1-11?

A. 13.2
B. 132
C. 1013.2
D. 10132

34. What entry, if any, is made in column 12
(wind. directiOn) of MF1-11 for a calm wind?

A.
B.
C.

CALM

00
No entry id made
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REFER TO FIGURE 6 OF THE TEXT IN ANSWER-
ING ITEMS 36 THROUGH 37

36. When was the lowest pressure Of the day
observed?

A. 0000 LST
B. 0000 GMT
C. 0800 r.sr.
D. 0800 GMT

36. What is the sea level pressure recorded in
the 0300 observation?

A. 1014.5 mb
B. 996.0 Mb
C. 31.45 in
D. 29.96 in

37. What is the sea/air temperature difference
encoded for the 0300 observation?

A. 1.5'F
B. 1.5'C
C. 1.7'F
D. 1.7C .

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No.464 read friam page 29 through
57 and answer questions 38 through 50.

38. Which of the foil-owing indicators indicates
a ship's synoptic report in reduced form?

A. SHIP .
B. SPESH
C. SHRED
D. SPCLI

.
39. The symbolic figure group thai indicates that
an 'analysis message follows is

A. 10001
B. 11111

, C. 19991
D. 65556

40. Which of the below symbolic letters indicates
air temperature in whole degrees Celsius at the

,tropopause level?

A. Tt Tt C. TT

B. tTtT D. tt
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41 An observer on an icebreaker enroute to the
Antarctic by way of South America would be
operating in WMO region

A.
B.
C.
D.

m

VI

42. For complete information on all weather codes
used in WMO region VI, consult which of the
following piblications?

A.
B.
C.
D.

FMH #2,' Synoptic Code Manual
Aerographer's Mate 3 and 2
Aerographer's Mate 1 and C
N. 0. 118, Radio Weather Aids

43. Which of' the follOwing groups should you
always encode when encoding the land station
synoptic code?

A. dwdwPwHwHw C. 7 RRjj

B. 99ppp D. Nddff

44. Which of the following plain language words
can be used at the end of a land station synoptic
report?

A. ICE
B. DUST
C. HAIL
D. LIGHTNING

45. If the pressure tendency and the direction
and speed that the ship has made good in the
past three hours are not reported in the synoptic
code, how are they indicated inthe ship's synoptic
report?

A.
B.
C.
D.

30 iladded to the time of theobservation
60 is added to the time of the observation
Des is omitted from the report
The group Dsvsapp is omitted from the
'report

46. Which of the below indicates that a ship's
upper wind code follows?

A. TT
B. VV
C. PILOT SHIP
D. PILOT
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47. Which of the following symbolic letters in- 49. When plotting a surfaoe synoptic chart, you
dicate8 that Vart, "A" of the radiosonde code should plot the pressure in the quadrant.
follows?

A. TT
B. YY
C. GG
D. WW

A. NW
B. SW
C. SE
D. NE

50. Which of the following messaged contain(s)
48. How is a wind velocity of 48 knots plotted information of fallout data?
on a surface synoptic chart?

A. C.

B. "Ca4 D.

51

- A. 1 and 2
B. 1 and 3
C. 1 only
D. 2 only
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1. UF
2. RADFO
3. UA
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LESSON 10

ICE AND BATHYTHERMOGRAPH OBSERVATIONS; NANSEN AND STD CASTS;
AND SAFETy PROCEDURES FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS

..:..

FIRST ASSIGNMENT 6. A special ice observation must be taken
when there is a change.L of at least in

In Pamphlet. No. 464 read from page 59 concentration.
through page 71 and answer questionwl through 8.

A. 1/8
B. 2/8

1. The size of a growler approximates the size C. 3/8
of a . D. 4/8

A. volleyball court
B. city block
C. small cottage
D. piano

2. Which of the ' following approximates the
size of a medium floe?

A. - Aircraft carrier
B. Golf course
C. Small city
D. City block

3. "Close pack" describes how 'many oktas
of ice coverage?

A. Two
B. Four
C. Six
D. Eight

7. Which of the following symbolic letters
indicate first:-year ice over 120 cm. thick?

A. VF
B. FT
C. GF
D. FL

*

.,

8. How is 'a lead indicated on an ice plot?

A.

B.

r C.

D.

SECOND ASSIGNMENT

,

,.. In Pamphlet No. 464 read from page 73

4. Any sea ice attached to the shore by stranding
or by other means is called ice.

through page 88 and answer questions 9 through 15.

9. When commencing a mechanical BT observe-.
tion, hold the BT just unddr the surface of the
water far 30 seconds in order to .

A. check cable fittings
A. .glacier B. ascertain whether the ship is notturning
B. field .-C. check, winch operation
C. close p. bring the instrument to water tem-
D. fast perature

10. What information must be recorded on the
5. The term "spot," as used in the ice code BT slide?
refers to a circular area with a radius of

, A. Slide number, date, BT serial number
A. 1 nm. B. Time, date, BT serial number
B. 2 nm. c. Slide number, time, date, BT serial
C. 1 km. number
D. 2 km. D. Slide number, time, date
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11. What is the allowable error for depth on a
mechanical BT observation?

e

A. 2 ft,

16. In cold temperatures, how long should the
winch be warmed prior to commencing a Nausea
cast?

B. 3 ft. A. 10'minutes
C. 4 ft. B. 15 minutes
D. *ft. C. 30 minutes

D. 60 ininutes

12. Duxing a high sea condition, at what point,
if ahy, should an XBT probe be released?

A. At the bottom of a wave crest
B. Between wave crests
C. At the top of a wave crest
D. The probe should not be released

*13. What code figures can be used to indicate
that no sea surface reference temperature is en-
coded for a BT observation?

A.
B.
C.
D.

11 or 22
33 or 44
66 or 77
98 or 99

14. When must you include the group 999NN in
a BAXBT message?

A. When terminating the thessage
B. When you consider the information doubt-

ful
C. When recording depth increments of

1,000 feet
D. When the sea surface reference tempera-

ture exceeds 3.F.

15. In what units of measurements are the
temperature and depth readings in the BATHY
message in figure 41 expressed?

0.1.7 and feet
0.1°C and feet
o.rc and meters
0.1F and-meters

THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 464 read from page 89
through page 108 and answer questions 16 through
31.
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17. Who performs the last check on Nansen
bottles before they are lowered into .the water?

A. Oceanographic supervisor
13, Platform man
C. Winch operator
D. Bottle passer

18. What must be done when the cable of a
shallow Nansen cast has been lowered past a
planned depth?

A. The cable must be raised to the planned
depth and the bottle hung

B. The bottle must be left off, and thk
fact that the bottle was not hung must`
be noted in the oceanographic logbook

C. The bottle must be hung at the depth to
which the cable has been lowered, and
this depth must be entered in the ocean-

. ographic logbook
D. The cast must be aboited

19.. How many minutes must be allowed for a
messenger to reach 1,950 meters?

A. 12
B. 13
C. 14
D. 15

20. What must be done if a pre-trip of more than
one bottle occurs during a Nansen cast?

/. The bottles in question must be
disregarded

2. The cast must be retaken
3. The bottle numbers must be noted

in the remarks section of the log
and temperature message

A. 1 only
B. .2 only
C. 1 and 3
D. 2 and 3
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21. What is the proper procedure for drawing
salinity samples?

A. Rinse bottle twice, rinse stopper, fill
bottle to shoulder

B. Rinse bottle once, rinse stopper, fill
bottle to overflowing

C. Rinse bottle once, rinse stopper, fill
bottle to ihoulder

jOnttle to overflowing
D. e bottle twice, rinse stopper, fin

22. How long should salinity samples be allowedto come to equilibrium before a salinity analysiscan be run?

A. 3 honks
B. 6 hours
C. 12 hours
D. 24 hours

23. What information does the winch operatorrequire fronf the winch card?

A. Actaal wire angle
B. Estimated wire angle
C. Actual wire length
D. Estimated wire length

24. How can you determine the rileter wheelreading fon- a particular bottle 4 a shallowNansen cast?

A. Add the wire length for the bottle to
the maximum wire length

B. Subtract the wire length for the bottle
from the minimum wire length

C. Subtract the wire length for 'the bottle
from the maximum wire length

D. Add the wire length for the bottle to the
minimum wire length

25. When the meter wheel counter is being set,what ie used as the reference for all of theN att s en bottles?

A. Surface of the water
B. Platform
C. Oceanographic weight .
D. Last bottle of the cast
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26. What is the MAXIMUM allowable variancefor the wire-out and wire-in meter readings?

A. 0 meter
B. 1 meter
C. 2 meters
D. 3 meters

27. What is the most important restriction placedon a deep Nansen cast?

A.

B.

C.

D.

The wire length mustnot exceed the depth
of the water
The wire angle must not exceed 15
degrees
The bottoin bottle must not be within
100 meters of the bottom.
The number of bottles placed on the cable
must not exceed 10

28. -The weather observation taken during aNansen cast should always be entered on the

A. Weather page of the ship's logB. Nansen salinity sheet
C. Nansen summary iheet
D. Oceanographic Deck Log

29. When more than one Nansen cast is takn onan ocean station, the last group of the ocean-
ographic mesdage for the first cast will alweysbe

A. 11111
B. 19991
C. 55555-
D. 99999

30. What is entered formissing data in the Nattsen
temperature message?

A.
B.
C.
D.

A'zero
A dash
The letter "M
A slant bar

31. 7t are the symbolic letters that represent
,Nans n bottle location (wire length)?

A. BnBnBnBnBn
B. DDDDD
C. DnDnDnDnpn
D. BBBBB
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....EDURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 464 read from page 109
through page 118 and answer questions 32 through
44.

32. What should an ocean-station vessel, do if
its STD system fails along a Standard Monitor-
ing Section?

A, Replace the STD casts with BT obser-
- vations and Nansen casts

13, Replace the STD casts with only BT
observations

C. Replace the .STD casts with Only Nansen
c asts

D. Discontinue oceanographic observations
and return to port

33. How many protected thermometers are used
in the surface quality control .Nansen bottle?

A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4

34. What setting, if any, is required for tha pens
of the 9040 STD recorder before the fish is'
lowered?

A. Reset both the pens to zero
B. Set "the salinity pen 1 division above the

temperature pen
C. Set the salinity pen 1 division below the

temperature-yen
D, No adjustment to the pens is reciuired

35. On a 9040 STD system, the underwater unit
may be lo,kered through the thermocline at 'a
MAXIMUM speed of meters per minute.

A. 50
B. 60
C. 70

. D. 80

36. On an STD cast of 2,200 meters, the 1,500-
me;:er-QC bottle will be hung when the recorder
reads meters.

A. 206
B. 700
C. 1,500
D. 2,200
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37. Which of the below depths is NOT a standard
depth?

A. 75 m
B. 750 m
C. 1,000 m
D. 2,000 m

38. Temperature is read from the ST tcorder's
trace to the nearest

A.
B.
C.
D.

0.00PC
0.0PC
0,PC
LOT

39. Which of the, following deviations defines
a significant depth?

A. 0,1T,
B. o.orc.
C. 0.001 °/oo
D. 0.005 °/oo

40. STD analog traces are submitted to

A. NAVOCEANO
B. PNWF
C. CCOU
D. NODC

41. How often are Conductivity- Messages re-
quired?

A. Each cast
B. Daily -,---
C. Every 5 days
D. Weekly

42. The end-of-message indicator for an STD
Data Message is

A. 10001
B. 19991
C. 55555
D, 99999

43. What symbOlic figures are used to record
the sonic depth to the ocean's bottom? -

A. SjSjSjSjSj

B. BBBBB
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C. DDDDD
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44. Ho* often is the STD Quality Control Data
Message sent?

A. Daily, after the last cast of tjte day
B. After each east
C. Every 5 days
D. Weekly

FIFTH ASSIGNMSNT

In Pamphlet No. 464 read from page 119
through paa,124 and answer questions 45 through
50.

45. In what unit -of measurement is the line
of the. Secchi disc marked?

A. Feet
B. Inches
C. Centimeters-
D. Meters

46. How often are Secchi disc readhigs taken?

A. Every 6 hours
B. Once daily
C. Twice weekly
D. Once weekly
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47. How far under the surface of the water must
the Secchl disc be when the Forel scale is 'being
used?

A. One meter
B. Two meters
C. Three meters
D. Four meters

48. What is.ddke to prevent a cast from 'Strildng
the platform?

A. The platform man fends off the cable
by using his leather arm guard

B. The winch operator stops the winch
C. 'The winch operator immediately lowers

the cast to its lo*est depth
D. The platform man rigs a fender out-

board of the platform

49. Who determines the winch speed during the
STD cast?

A. Oceanogiaphic supervisor
B; Recorder operator -

-C. Safety officer
D. Platform man

50. Who directs the winch operator by use of
hand signals during Nansen casts?

A. Oceanography officer
B. Oceanographic supervisor
C. Safety officer
D. Platform man
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LESSON 11

DVA PROCESSING AND AN4LYSIS

FIRST ASSIGNMENT
-

In Pamphlet No. 465 read frompage 1 through
17 and answer questions 1 through 10.

1. Winds can. blow across isobars over ocean
areas at angles- of as much as degrees.

A. 20
B. 30
C. 40
D. 50

2. Which of the' below pressure values would
be correct for an isobar at 60 degrees north
latitude?

A. 1038
B. 1022
C. 982
D. 976

3. When using the two-station method of analysis.
begin the analysis over

A.
B.
P.
D.

ocean areas with few reports
land areas with many reports
ocean areas with many reports
land areas with few reports

4. Which of the below cloud types will usually
be found 600 miles in advance of a warm front?

A. Stratus
B. Nimbostratus
C. Altostratus
D. Cirrostratus

5. The moSt important fact to consider when-
starting a surface analysis i the

A. corrected Past histo
B. location of fronts
C. location of pressure centers
D, wind field

6. A line drawn on a. sufface chart as brown
dashes would indicate a line.

A. convergence
B. shear '
C. _ridge
D. trough
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7. The direction of movement of Surface pres-
sure *systems and fronts depends upon the

A. wind flow at the surface.
B. topography ,

C. wind flow aloft
D. teMperature field.

8. Which of the below charts would be drawn
for contour intervals of 120 meters?

A. 300-mb
B. 400-mb
C. 500-mb
D. 600-mb

9. Lines of equal temperature drawn on an upper
air chart are

A. isobars
B. isotherms
C. isallobars -
D. isoheights

10. Short dashed green lines drawn on an upper
air chart are

A. isobars
B. isodrosotherms
C. isotachs
D. isoheights

SECOND ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 465 read from page 18
to Communications Systems on page 26 and
answer questions 11 through 17,

11. When drawing the "DP" curve on the AROW-
AGRAM, indicate a stratum of missing data with

A. the letters "MB" plotted in the center
of the stratum

B. the letter "M" plotted in the center
of the stratum

C. a dashed.line
D. a wavy line
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12. On an AROWAGRAM, one degree of tem-
perature change is equivalent tO a height change
of feet.

A. .5,000
B. 1,500
C. 500
D: 150

13. Referring to figure 19, determine the height
of the freezing level.

A. 4,400 ft.
B. 7,000 ft.
C. 11,600 ft.
D. 12,300 ft.

14. Referring to-figure 19, determine the average
mixing ratio used to determine the liftingconden-

' sition level.

15. What ,shbuld yoilime as the average mixing
,ratio if z:f,,there is '"ksurface-based inversion?

A. Theb average c).f all dew points In the
first 100 millibars of the sounding

B.* The, dew -point from the top of the
inyersion

C. ',:the' Surfe0:7.0e'w point
D. The average of the dew points from the

tOt and tife bottom of the inversion

16. What lev,e1 is found by extending the average
mixing ratic: line upwards until it intersects the
temperature curve?'

. A. COnvective condensation level
B. .Lifting condensation level
C. Level of free convection
D. Freezing level

17. Referring to figure 23, determine the height
of the 650-mb level.

A. 11,500 ft.
V.' 12,500 ft.
C. 13,500 ft.
D. 14,500 ft.
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-THIRD ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 465 vad from Communica-
tions Systems on page 26 through page 46 and
and answer questions 18 through 29.

18. Over which of the below teletype circuits
would aviation .area forecasts be disseminated?

A.
B.
C.
D.

omet I
Comet TZA
Service A
Service C

19. What type of weather message is used to
fill in areas of sparse data on a synoptic weather
chart?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Recco reports
Specials
Airways
Pilot reports

20. In 'the radar message in table 3, the move-
ment of the area of echoes is from
degrees at knots.

A.
B.
C.
D.

160 _7.- , 12.
270 - 30
316 - 30
316 - 83

21. An area of related or similar echoes covering
les.s than 0.1 of the reported area is a/an

A. fine line
B. scattered area
C. isolated echo
0; widely scattered area

22. In figure 31, what are the weather and
obstructions to vision forecasted for the period?

A. Light rain, fog, and smoke
B. Light rain showers, fog, and smoke
C. Very light rain showers, fog, and smoke
D. Very light rain, fog, and smoke

23. In figure 33, what 'Is the surface wind fore-
cast after 0100Z?

A. Less than 10 knots
B. 4180 degrees, 15 knots
C. 330 degrees, 15 knots
D. 330 degrees, 20 knots
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24. In figure 33, what is the height (in feet) of
the lowest ceiling iorecasted for the period?

A. 3400
B. 2,500
C. 1,500
D. 1,000

25. Icing in clouds and in precipitation would
appear on ,a chart area as

A. ICICIP
ICGCIP

C. ICGCP
D. ICGICIP

26. If an area forecast states there will be few
thunderstorms, what will the areal coverage of
these thunderstorms be?

A. 15% or less of the area
B. 16 to 30% of the area
C. 31 to 45% of the area
D. 46% or more of the area

27. In figure 37, what is the height oithe freezing
level east of the front?

A. 10,000 feet ASL
B. 10,000 feet AGL
C. 6,000 feet ASL
D. 6,000 feet AGL

28. In figure 37, what is the maximum tops
forecasted for the entire period?

A. 18,000 feei ASL
B. 18,000 feet AGL
C. 20,000 feet ASL
D. 20,000 feet AGL

29. What would be the heading of a weather
message that contained a weather warning other
than a hurricane for the North Atlantic?*

A. WHNA
B. WWNA
C. WHNT
D. WWNT

FOURTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 465 read from page 48 through
page 63 and answer questions 30 through 39.
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30. The portion, of a weather depictice chart
enclosed by solid lines indicates areas with
either visibility below 3 miles or a ceiling less
than- feet.

A. 100
B. 500
C. 1,000'
D. 3,000.

31. What it indicated when no visibility value is
entered on a weather depiction station znothl?

A. Visibility data is missing
B. Visibility is 7 miles or greater
C. An error has been made in plotting
D. Weather and obstructions to vision data

are missing

32. Which of the below symbols indicates an
overcast with breaks on a weather depiction
chart?

A. c.

B. D. Ell
33. If a station reported light rain, light snow,
and fog, how would this be entered on a weather
depiction chart?

A. R-S-
B. RS
C. RSF
D. R-S-F

34. Which of the below symbols indicates solid
stratified echoes on a radar summary chart?

18111111110

B. D.

35. Moderate rain showers increasing in intensity
would be indicated by which of the following sym-
bols on a radar summary?

A. RW
B. R/.4.
C. RWI-
D. RW/+
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36. In figure 44, the line of echoes located in
eastern Texas and western Louisiana is moving
east at knots.

A. 20
B. 25
C. 30
D. 35

4. 37, In -figure 44, the maximum tops of all
cloud echoes on the chart is feet MSL.

A. 45,000
B. 40,000
C. 4,500
D. 4,600

38. How is an instabil* line indicated on a
facsimile chart?

A.

B.

C.

alMEM

D. 1"- -,-
39. Which of the below symbols indicates mod-
erate icing on a facsimile chart?

A. 411 C.

FIFTH' ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 465:read from page 65 to
Oxygen Analysfe on page 72 and answer questions
40 through 48.

40. The degree of conformity of a measure to
a standard or true value is the definition of

ga,

41. What must be checked prior to applytig power
to the salinometer?

A. Conductivity reads exactly zero
B. Standardization dial reads 5,000
C. Meter .sensitivity is within limits
D. Null indicator reads exactly zero

42. Why should the salinometer cell be rinsed
and drainectseveral times prior to standardizing
the instrument?

A. To allow for cell temperature equilibrium
B. To check the quality of the Standard

Water
C. To test various functions of the instru-

ment
D. To familiarize the operator with correct

procedures

43. During standardizatiOn of the salinometer,
how many sample readingt_must be obtained?

A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5

44. Which of the below would necessitate a new
standardization of the model 6220 salinometer?

A. Power cord is accidentally unplugged
B. Sample teMperature differs by 2.4*C.

from standardization temperatures
C. Standard water conductivity ratio differs

from the standardization conductivity by
+0.00025

D. Standard water condictivity ratio differs
from the standardization conductivity by
-0,00025

45. What should you do to eliminate bubbles in
the salinometer cell?

A. Fill the cell rapidly
B. Use care not to shake the sample
C. Turn on the stirrer prior to filling the

cell
D. Shake the\aample vigorously ilrior to

filling the cell

46. How many samples. are run after standard-
ization before a Standard Water sample is run
as an unknown?

A. precision A. 1

B. accuracy B. 2
C. sensitivity C. a
D, discrete tneasu ement D. 4
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47. Assume that the salinity value for the original
standardization is 35.012 °Aro and that the firit
Standard Water run as an unknown is 35.014 0/00.
The correction for shear to be applied to the
filitt salinity value is

A. + 000.
B. + .001
C. - .001
D. - .002

48. Using the salinity values from question 47,
determine the shear correction to be applied
to the fourth salinity value.

A. - .001
B. + .001
C. - .002
D. + .002

SIXTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 465 read from Oxygen
Analysis on page 72 to Processing Station Data
on page 82 and answer questions 49 through 55.

49. The white precipitate of manganous hydrcocide
rapidly turns brown in the presence of

A.
B.
C.
D.

sulfuric acid
dissolved oxygen
alkaline iodide
sodium thiosulfate

o

50. What should you do with the droplet hanging
from ,the tip of a volumetric pipet after draining
the pipet ?

A.

B.
C.
D.

Transfer the drop to the rest of the
liquid by tOuching it against the side
of the container
Wipe off the drop with a Chem-wipe
Immerse the tip into the liquid
Shake the pipet vigorously to drain

51. The chemical reagent that is highly viscous
And slippery is

A.
B.
C.
D.

potassium biiodate
hydrochloric acid
alkaline iodide .

sodium thiostilfate
)

63
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52: After you have added a reagent to a sea
water sample and the precipitate has settled to
the bottom of the bottle, the sample should NOT
stand for more than hour(s) before
acidification:

A. 1/2
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3

53. How often is the sodium thiosulfate solution
standardized when ocean stations are taken?

A. At the beginning of each station
B. Once every other day
C. Every five days .

D. ce a week

54. During titration the second end point
mustelgree to .+ ml of the first
end point.

A. 0.01
B. 0.02
C. 0.03
D. 0.04

55: A .periodic check of the quality of the oxygen
analysis reagent, is accomplishedby .

A. making a blank deterniination
B. standardizing the sodium thiosulfate solu-

tion
C. computing the normality of the solution
D. checking the shelf life date 9f the chem-

ic'als

SEVENTH ASSIGNMENT

In Pamphlet No. 465 read from Processing
Station Data on page 82 through page .95 and
and answer questions 56 through 60.

56. What is the advantage of processing ocJan-
ograpliic data aboard ship instead of at a land
station?

A. It provides more stable conditions
B. It proVides an immediate guide for,

future observations
C. There is more work space available
D. Quality control is easier to maintain
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57. The calibration sheet of a reversing ther- 59. in figure '58, what is the density value of
mometei'provides which of the below factors? thd water at point 00?. .

...--1. Vo
2. Q -factor
3. i0 m

A. 1 and 2
B. 1 and 3
C. 1 only

A. 15.5
B. 24.7
C. 27.4
D. 33,5

D., 2 only
60. In figure 61, what is the current direction

58. How can you determine accepted depth from and velocity in cm/sec at a point of 33° latitude,
the 1.4-Z graph? 118* longitude?

A. Divide the wire length by the L-Z value
B. Multiply the L-Z value by the wire length A. NE- 6
C. Subtract the L-Z value from the wire B. S\V- 6

length C. NE- 13
D. Add the wire length to the L-Z value D. SW- 13

e
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MODIFICATIONS

.;11141A& 4:L4id/3of this pyblidation has (have) been deleted in

adaptinithis material for inclusion in the "Trial Implemenation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forum, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocatfonal and technical education.
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ALL U. S, COAST GUARD INSTITUTE COURSES ARE NOW SELF-SCORING

Do Not Send Any Answer Sheets To The Institute

Use the enclosed answer, key to determine the correct answer to the questions
in ybur course book, study guide, or course pamphlet. THE LATEST REVISIONS
OF COURSE PAMPHLETS WILL-HAVE THE ANSWER ICEY FOR THE PAMPHLET
IN. THE BACK OF THE PAMPHLET. IF ANSWERS ARE PROVIDED IN THE PAM-
PHLET, DISREGARD THE PART OF THIS KEY THAT COVERS THAT LESSON.
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When you have completed all the lesson assignments and feel that you are ready for the end-
of-course test ask your Educational Seriices Officer to send for your test. The test will not be ,

sent from the Institute until the ESO requests it THERE IS NO CHANGE IN THE REQUIREMENT
TO PASS THE CLOSED-BOOK END-OF-COURSE TEST.

The answer key has been arranged so that you may look up theanswer to
any item without seeing the answer to the next item at the same time. This
has been done so that you will get the.greatest benefit from the self-scoring
process. The chart below shows you how to read the answer key.

REF.
ITEM LESSON ANS. PAM

1 D 218
2 . A 312

Column 1 shows '3 B , -573
the item. 4 D 574

5 C 575
6 B ,576
7 A 577
8 C 578

Colurnii 2 shows
the lesson.number.

Column 3 lists
the answers.
'

7.1

Column 4 lista
the pamPhlet
number and 5
lists the page
number of the
reference. to
the question.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE, LESSON ANSWER KEY

. The answer key has been provided so that you will be able to know at
the end -of each lesson how well -you did On it, Read the text material, tben
answer all the questions for the lesson. -Check--the answer-key-to-see-if you--
did well enough to go to the- next lesson. If you did not do-well enough, you
should review the text references for the items you missed. When you are
sure of the coirect" answers, continue on to the next lesson. Use the table
below as a guide to help you decide how well you did on each lesson.

,

Number of
iteras

\
. Number of items you answered CORRECTLY

Go to the
next leison.,

RestudY the
items
you missed

Restudy the -
entire lesson

.

100 88-100 70-87 less than 70
. .,,

. . 90, 79-90 - 63-78 less than 637--

- 80 70-80, 56-69
, -

less than4
70 62-70 49-61 less than 49.
-60 53-60 427.52 less than 42

50 ; 44-50 357)0 . les; than 35
,

40 35-46 28-34 less than 28

30 26-30 21-25 less than. 21

20 17-20 \ 14-16 less than 14_

NOTE: Before beginning the f at lesso review the answer key to find the
items which are marked by "X," ms marked by "X" have been deleted
from the lesson. You should not attempt to answer those questions. When all
items in a, lesSon have been marked by "V.!,you should not read the text material
for that lesson. Items_ on. the- erid-of-course test which are based-on lessons
which have been' deleted will not- be counted in your score on the end-of-course
test, You 'will get credit on your score for any answer you selent on those items.
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INTRODUCTION

You are on your way to advancement as a Marine Science Technician.
Most of you, if aid all of you, are graduates of MST "A" School anti have
a good working knowledge of your .rate as a whole. In this course there will
be areas of review as well as Eireas of new material.

In this first pamphlet of your course, you will find a review of basics
that are vital to the accomplishment of Jhe varied tasks that you will encounter
both afloat and ashore. The pathphlet is constructed so that those of you who
may be hazy in math might dig a. little deepei to find understanding in those
areas where you may feel weak. On the othei hand, some of you will find that
you can breeze right through the math with minimum study. The purpose of
the lesson on math is to increase your understanding of basics and not to burden
you in the drudgery of problem solving.

Because of the complexity of physics, this pamphlet deals with the applica-
tion Of physics rather than With the broad scope of physics. In most cases the
laws -of motion, force, and energy apply equally, Well to both th&atmosphere
and, the hydrosphere. Even though the atmosphere ancrthe hydrosphere are
both fluids, this pamphlet deals with the application of physics to meteorology
in more detail than.to oceanography. At times, reference is made to the appli-
cation of a law or theory in a controlled environment in order to produce ideas
that we, as Marine Science Technicians, might apply to the problems we en-
counter on a daily basis.
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COUNTING

NUMBER SYSTEMS

Counting is such a basic and natural process
that we rarely stop to think about it. The proc-.,
ess is based on the idea cif ONE-TO-O.NE COR-
RESPONDENCE, which is, easily demonstrated
by using the fingers. When children count on
their fingers, theL are placing each finger _in
one-to-one correspondence with one of the ob-
jects being counted: Having outgrown finger
counting, we use numerals.

NUMERALS

Numerals are number symbols. One of the
simplest numeral systems is the Roman nu-
meral system, in which tally marks are used to
represent the objeces being counted. Roman
numerals appear to be a refinement of the tally
method still in use today. By this method, one
makes short vertical marks until a total of four
is reached; when the fifth tally is counted, a
diagonal . mark is drawn through the first four
marks. Grouping by fives in this way is remi-
niscent of the Roman numeral system, in which

411fr the multiples of five are represented by special
symbols.

A number may have many "names.'" For
example, the number 6 may be indicated by any
of the following symbols: .9 - 3, 12/2, 5 + 1, or
2 x "3. The important, thing to,remember is that
a number is an idea; various symbols used to
indicate a number are merely different ways of
expressing the'same idea.

POSITIVE WHOLE NUMBERS

The ,numbers which are used for counting in
our, nurnter system are sometimes called natu-
ral numbers. They are the positive whole num-
bers, or ,to use the- more precise mathematical
term, positive INTEGERS. The Arabic numerals

from _0 through 9 are called digits, and an
integer nitiy have any number or digits. tor
example, 5, 32, and 7,049 are all integers. The
number of digits in an integer indicates its
rank; that is, whether it is "in the hundreds,"
"in the thousands," etc. The idea of ranIdng
numbers in terms of tens, hundreds, thousands,
etc:, is based on the PLACE VALUE concept.

PLACE VALUE

Although a system such as the Roman nu-
meral system is adequate for recording the
results of counting, it is too cumbersome for
purposes of calculation. Before arithmetic could
develop as we know it today, the following
two important concepts were needed as addi-
tions to the counting process:

1. The idea of 0 as a number.

2. Positional notatiOn (place value).

Popitional notation is a form of coding in
which the value Of each digit of a number de.-
pends upon its position in relation to the other
digits of the number. The convention used, in
our number systeni is that each digit has a--
higher place value than those' digits to the right
of it:r

The place Value which corresponds to a given'
position in a number is determined bylhe BASE
of the number system. The base which is most

't commonly used is ten, and the system with ten
as a base is called the decimal system (decem
is the Latin word for ten). Any number is as-
sumed to be a base-ten number, unless some
other base is indicated. One exception to this
rule occurs when the subject of an entire dis-
cussion is some base other than ten. For ex-
ample, in the discussion ,of binary (base two)
numbers later in this section, all numbers are

umed to be binary numbers unless some
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other base is indicated.

DECIMAL SYSTEM

In the decimal system, each digit position in
a number has ten times the value of the position
adjacent to it on the right. For example, in the
number 11, the 1 on the left is said to be in the
"teni place,"- and its value is 10 times as great
as that of the 1 on the right. The 1 on the rigbt
is said to be in the "units place," with the un-

derstanding that the term "unit" in our system
refers to the numeral 1. Thus the number 11
is actually a coded symbol which means "one
ten plus one unit." Since ten plus one is eleven.
the symbol 11 represents the number eleven.

Figure 1 shows the names of several digit
positions in the decimal system. If we apply
this nomenclature to the digits of the integer
235, then this number symbol means "two-hun-
dreds plus three tens plus five units." This
number may be exPressed in mathematical
symbols as follows:

2 x 10 5c 10, + 3 x 10 x 1 + 5 x 1

.Notice that this bears out our earlier statement:
each digit position has 10 times the value of the
position adjacent to it on the right.

ftk.9;.9(9]
M71

WC) 5
r Km*

Figure 1.Names of digit pOsitions; °

The integer 4,372 is a number symbol whose .
meaning is "four thousands plus three hundreds
plus seven tens plus two units." Expressed in
mathematical symbols, this number is as fol-
lows:

4 x 1000 + 3 x 100 + 7x 10 + 2 x 1,

This presentation ,niay be broken down further,
in order to -show that each digit position has 10
times the place value of the position on its
right, as follows:

4 x 10 x 100 + 3 x 10 x 10 +7 x 10 x 1 + 2 x 1

The comma which appears in a number sym-
bol such as 4,312 is used for "pointing off" the
digits into groups of 'three beginning at the
right-hand side. The 'first group of three digits
on the right is the units group; the second group
is the thousands group; the third group is the
millions group; etc. Some of these groups afe
shown in table 1.

Table 1.Place values and grouping.

Billions

group
MilUions

group
, Thousands

group
Units

group

,
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34
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By reference to table 1, we can verify that
5,432,786 is read as follows: five million,four
hundred thirty-two thousand, seven hutdred
eighty-six. Notice that the word "and" is not
necessary when reading numbers of this kind.

2

Practice problems:
Write the number symbol for seven thousand
two hundred eighty-one.
Write the meaning, in words, of the Ombol,
23,469.

3. If a number is in the millions, it must have
at least how many digits?

4. If a number has 10 digits, to what number
group (thousands, millions, etc.) does it
belong?

Answers:
1. 7,281
2. Twenty-three thousand, four hundred sixty-

nine.
3. 7
4. Billions

BINARY SYSTEM

.14

The binary number system is bonstructed in
the same manner as tile decimaL'system: How-
ever, since the base itt this system is twb, only
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two digit symbols are needed for writing num-
bers. These two digits are 1 and 0. In order
to understand why only two digit sythbols are
needed 4n the binary system, we may make
some observations about the decimal system
and then generalize from these.

One of 'the most striking observations about
number systems, which utilize the concept of
place value is that there is no single-digit sym-.
bol fpr the base. For example, in the decimal
system the symbol- lor ten, the base, is 10. This
symbol is compounded from two digit symbol",
and its meaning may be interpreted as "one
base plus no units." Notice the implication of
this where other baSes are concerned: Every
system uses the same symbol for the base,
namely 10. Furthermore, the symbol 10 is not
called "ten" except in the decimal system.

Suppose that a number system were con-
structed with five as a base. Then the only
digit symbols needed would be Q 1, 2, 3, and 4.
No single-digit symbol for five it needed, since
the symbol 10 in a base-five system with place
value means "one five plus no units." ,In gen-

' eral, in a number system using base N, the
largest number for which a single-digit symbol
is needed is N minus 1. Therefore: when the
base is two, the only digit symbols' needed are
1 and 0.

An eXample of a binary number is the synibol
101. We can discover the meaning of this symbol
by relating it to the decimal system. Figure 2
shows that the place value of each digit position'
in the binary system is two times the place
value of the position adjacent to it on the right.
Comare this with figure 1, in which the base
is ten rather than two.

[of 01.11'

MOS

FOOkS

E.C,TS

Figure 2.Digit positions in the 1)iriary system.
Placini the digits of the number 101 in their

respective blocks on figure 2, we find that
101 means "one four plus no twos plus one Unit."
Thus 101 is the binary equivalent of decimal 5.
If we wish to convert a decimal number, such
as 7, to its binary equivalent, we must break it
into parts which are multiples df 2. Since 7 is
equal to 4 plus 2 plus 1, we say that it "con--
tains" one 4, one 2, and one unit. Therefore,
the binary symhol for decircial 7 is 111.

The most common use of the binary nu.mber
system is in electronic digital computers. All
data fed to a typical electronic digital computer
is converted to binary form and the computer
performs its calculationsf using binary arith-)
metic rather than decimal arithmetic. One of
the reasons for this is the fact that electrical
and electronic equipment utilizes many switch=
ing circuits in which there are only two operat-
ing conditions. Either the circuit is "on" or it

is "off," and a two-digit number system is
ideally suited for symbolizing such a situation.

Further informa on number systems and
their application to 1,the problems of Marine
Science will be given in Section 5.

Practice problems:
1. Write the ciecimal equivalents of the binary

numbers 1101p 1010, 1001, and 1111.
2, Write the binary equivalents of the decimal

12, 7, 14, and 3,
-

A r :
1. 13, 10 and 15
2. 1100,111,1110,andll

3
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DEFINITIONS

ARITHMEVC

2illITHCMEtiC

That branch of mathematics dealing with
computation by numbers is arithmetic. 'The prin-
cipal processes involved are addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. Any number that
can be stated or indicated, however large or
small, is called a finite number; one too large
to be stated or indicated is called an infinite
number; and one too small to be stated or
indicated is called an infinitesimal number.

The sign of a number is _the indication of
whether it is a positive (+) or negative (-).
A- positive number is on& having a positive sign
(+); a negative number is one having a negative
sikn (-).4khe absolute value of a number is that
number without regard to sign. Thus, the abso-
lute value of both (+)8 and (-)8 ts 8. Generally,
a number without a sign can be' considerea
positive.

EXPRESSI-NG NUMBERS

In Marine Science, fractions are usually
expregsed as deamals. Thus, 1/4 is expr ss
as 025 and 113 as 0.33. To determ e e,

t" decimal equivalent of a fraction, divi 'the
. numerator (the number above the line by he
denominator (the number below the li en
a decimal is less than 1, as in the ples
above, it is good practice to sho zero
at the, left of the decimal point (0. 4..t .25y.

k. 4
A number should not be ex ed to a

greiter/precision thart justified. he precision
of a...decimal is indicated by, the n digits
shown to the right of the decimal si us, the
expression "14 miles" indic es a. precision,
to the nearest whole mile, or y value between
L3.5 and 14.5 miles. The expre ion*"14.0 miles"
iycatds a precision of &,J h of a mile, or
ifiy value:between 13.95 ann.' 05 miled.

f

L

'

I

in a number without a decimal, there is
sornetimes doubt as to the degree of precision
indicated.. For examilte, the , number 186,000
may indicate' a. precisio0 to three, four, five,

, or six. places. This ambiguity is sometimeS1'
avotded.by expressing. number's as powers of
10. Vila 1.8.6x.1.0. (18.640,000) indicates pre-
cision tck the dearest thousand (three places),
18.60x10 4to the nearest hundred (four places),
18.600x10.,to the hearep ten (five places), and
18.6000xl.0' to the nearest unit (six places).
The position of the decimal is not important
if the correct power et 10 is given. For example,
18.6x104 is the same as 1.86x103, 186x103, etc.

The small number above and to the right of
10 (the exponent) indicates the number of places
the decimal point is to be moved to the right.
If the exponent is negatiVe, it indicates a recip-
rocal, and the decimal point is moved to the left.
Thus, .1.86x10-4 = 0.00000186.. This System is
sometimes used ,to avoid long numbers.

'e
r.\ Another way of indicating degree of pre-

Cision is to state the number of significant
digits. These are the digits in a number, ex-
cluding zeros at the left and sometimes those
at the right. Thus, 1,325, 1,001, 1.408, 0.00005926,
625.0, and 0.04000 have four significant digits
each. But in.the number 312,600 there may be
four, five, or six significant digits. Any doubt
may be removed by expressing the number.
times a power of 10, as explained above.

If there are no more significant digits,
regardless of how", far a computation is carried,
this may be indicated b'y use of the word"ex-

actly." Thus, 12+4=3 exactly, and one nautical
mile = 1,852 meters exactly; but 12+,7=1.7 .
approxiviately, the word "approximately" in-
dicating that additional decimal' places might
be computed. Another way of indicating an
approximate, relationship is by placing a'positive
or negative sign after the number. Thus, 12+7=
1.7+, and 114-7=1.6-. This system has the ad-
vantage of showing whether the approximation
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, is too great or too sfnall.

In any arithmetical computation. the answer
is no more accurate than the least precise
value used. Thus, if 4t is desired to add 16.4
and 1.88, the answer might be given as 18.28,
but since the first term might, be anything from
16.35 to 16.45, the answer is anything frOm
18.23 to 18.33. Hence, to retain the second deci-
mal place in the answer is to give a false indi-
cation of accuracy, for the number 18.28 indi-
cates a value between 18.275 and 18.285. Now-
ever, additional places a,re sometimes retained
until the end of a computation to avoid an ac-
cumulation of small errors dile to rounding off.

In general, a value obtained by interpolation
in a table should not be expressed to more
decimal places than given in the table.

'PRECISION AND ACCURACY

The word "precision" as used abovels,not.
the same as "aocuracy," although the two are
sometimes confused. A quantity may be expressed
to a greater precision than is justified by the
accuracy of the information from which the quan-
tity 'is .derivecinl Posr instaxlce, if a ship steanas
one milt in 3 21 , its s,eed is 60m4.3m21 =
60+3.35=17.910447761194 knots, approximately.
The division can be carkd to as many places
as desired; but if the tiike is measured only
to the nearest second, th speed is accurate
only to one decimal place in this example,
because an error of 0.5 second introduces an
error of !mire than 0.05 ot in the speed.
Hene-e, the additional places are meaningless
and possibly misleading, unless more accurate
time . is available. In general, it is n good
practice to state a quantity to greater .recision
than justified by ite accuracy.

the absolute precision of a ber is
indicated by its number of decimal pla s; its
relative precision by its tiumber of si ant
digits. Althdugh "absolute''' and "relative!' a
indications of,the degree of precision, they may
also be measuirs'of accuracy. Thus the expres-
sions absolute accuracy and relative accuracy
afe,psed. However, the term "accuracy" should
not be used when "precision" only is intended.

'Titus, the, values 186,000, and 0.00000186 may
each have three significant digits, or "be correct
to three digits," although the first(value may
be accurate ("absolute accuracy") only to the
nearest 1,000, and the. second to the nearest

0.00000001.. If the numbers are accurate io the
number of significant digits shown, each has
an error ("relative accuracy") of less than
"one part in 186."

Unless all numbers are exact, doubt exists
as to the accuracy of the last digit in a com-
putation. Thus, 12.3+9.4+4.6=26.3. But if the
three terms to be added have been rounded off
from 12.26, 9.38, and 4.57, the correct ailswer
is 26.2. It is obtained by rounding off the answer
of 26.21 found by retaining the second decimal
place until the end. It is good practice to work
with one more place than needed in the answer,
when the information is available. In computa-
tions involving a large number of terms, or if
great accuracy is desired,. it is sometimes
adyisable to retain two or more additional places
until the end.

ROUNDING OFF

In rounding off numbqs_to--the number of
places desired, one should" take the nearest
value. Thus, the number 6.5049 is rounded to
6.505, 6.50, 6.5, or 7, depend* upon the number
of places desired. If the numt er to be rounded
off ends in 5, the nearer even number is taken.
Thus, 1.55 and 1.65 a e both rounded to 1.6.
Likesyise, 1.2.750 is unded to 12.8 if only
one decimal place is esired. However, 12.749
is rounded to 12,7.. Tltat is, 12.749 is.not first
rounded to 12.75 'and th'b to 12.8, but the entire
number is rounded in o e operation. W
number ends in 5, the computation can some imes
be carried to additional places to determine
whether the correct value is more or less than 5.

cet

RECIP OCALS

4.

o
The reap al of a number is 1 dtv1ed

bY 'that nurnber. he'reciprocal of a fra tion
is obtained by interchanging the numerato 'and
denominator. Thus, the reciprocal of 3/5 is A
A whole number may be considered a fractI
with 1 as the denominator. Thus, 54 is the same
as 54/1, and its reciprocal is 1/54. Divisten
by a number produces the same result. Ts
multiplying by its reciprocal, tr vice versa.
Thus, 12;-2=12x1/2=6, and 12x2=12÷1/2=24.
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ADDITION.

When two or more numbers are to be added,
At- is generally most convenient to write them
in a column, with the decimal points in line.
Thus, if 31.2 0.8874, and 168.14 are to be added,
this may b icated by Means of the addition
sign (0: 31 .8874+168.14=200:2: But the addi-
tion can performed more conveniently by
arranging the numbers as follows:

31.2.
0.8874,

168:14
2042

The answer is given only to the first decimal
place, because the answer is no more accurate
than the least precise number among those to
be added, as indicated previously. Often it is
preferable to state all numbers in a problem
to the same precision before starting the addition,
although this may introduce a small error as
indicated previously:

31.2
0.9

168.1
200.2

If there are no decimals, the Ilast digit to ;le
right ie aligned:

186
2

96 758
.96,926

Numbers to be added should' be given to the
same absolute accuracy, when available, to avbid
a false impression of accuracy in the result.
Consider the following:

186,000
71,832
9,614

728
-268,174

,
The answer would imply an accuracy to six
places. the first numbe'r given is .accuratt
to o three placeS, .or to the nearest 1,000,

swer is not more accurate, and hence the
answer ,should be given as 268,000. Approxi-
mately the answer .would be obtained by

7

/7
rounding off at the start:

186,000
7240
10,000
1 000

269,000

If numbers are added arithmetically, their
absolute values are added without regard tosigns;
but if they are added algebraically, due regard
is given to signs. If two numbers to be added
algebraically have the same sign, their absolute
values are added and given their common sign.
If two numbers to be added algebraically hai
unlike signs, the smaller absolute value is sub-
tracted from the larger, and ths sign ,of .the
valtie having the larger absolute value is given
to the result. Thus, if +8 and -7 are adfled
arithmetically, the answer is 15, but if they
are added algebraiCally, the answer is +1.

An answer obtained by addition is called
4 sum.

SUBTRACTION -

The inverse of addition is subtraction. Stated
differently, the addition Of a negative number is
the same asthe subtradtion of a positive number.
That is, if a number is to lae subtracted from
adother, the sign ( + or - ,) Of the subtrahend
(the number to be subtracted) is reversed d the
result added algebraically to the minuend (the..{
number from which the subtrahend is to be sub-
Iracleci. Thus, 6-4=2. This may be written
1:6 -4+4)42, which yields the same result as

,+(-4). For solution, larger numbers are often
conveniently arranged in a cbluinn with decimal

ints in 'a vertical column, as' in addition.
Thu .k 3,728.41-1,861.16 may be written

(+)3,728.41
(+)1,86116 (subtract)
(+)1,867.25

This' the sax( as

(+)3,728.41
(-)1,861.16 (add algebraically)
(+)1,867.25



*Or

4.

The rule of sign reversal applies likewise
to negative numbers. Thus, if -3 is to be sub-
tracted from +5, this may be written +5-(-3)=

5+3=8.

In the algebraic addition of two numbers bf
opposite sign (numerical subtraction), thesmaller
number is subtracted from the larger and the
result is given the sign of the larger number.
Thus, 4-7-4=+3, ind -7+4=-3, which is the same
as +4-7=-3:

The symbol "-. indicates that an absolute
difference is required without regard to sign of
the ahswer. Thus, 28=115, and 130128=15. In
both of these solutions 13 and 28 are positive
and ,15 is an absolute value without sign. If the
signs or names of both numbers are the same,
either positive or negative, the smaller is sub-.
Jracted from the larger, but if they are of
opposite sign or name, they are numerically'
dded. Thus, (+)160.,(+)21=5 and (-)16..,(-)21=5,

but (+)16*,(-)21=37 and (-)1600(t)21=37.

If numbers are subtracted arithmetically,
they are subtracted without regard to sign; but
if they are subtracted algebraically, positive
(+) numbers are -subtracted and negative (-)
numbers are added.

An answer obtained by subtraction th called
a difference.

MULTIPLICATION

Multiplication may be indicated by the multi-
plication sign -(x),.as 154x28=4,312. For solution,
the problem is conveniently arranged thus:,

154

(x) 28

1232

308

4312

Either numger may be given first, but it is
generally more convenient to perform the
nlication if the larger number! is placed on,top,
as shown. In this problem, 154 is first Multi-
plied by 8 and then-by 2. The second answer is
-placed under the first, but set one place to the
left, so tht the right-hand digit Is directly
below the . These steps, might b'e -reversed,
multipl tion by 2. being performed first. This
procedtFe is sometimes used in estimating.

When one number is placed below another
for multiplication, as shown above, it is usually
best to align the right-hand digits without regard
for the position of the decimal point. The number
of decimal -places in the answer is the sum of
the decimal pla'ces in the multiplicand (the number
to be multiplied) and the multiplier (the second
number):

163.27

Ix) 263.9
146943

. 48981

97962.

32654

43086.953.

Howeveag, 'when a number ends in one or more
.aeros, these may he ignored until the end and

en added oil to the number:

1924

(41800
15392

1924

3463200

This is also true if both multiplicand and multi-
plier end in zeros:

1924000

_(x) 1800

15392

1924

3463200000
.

When negative values are to be multiplied,
the sign of the answer is positive if an even
number of negative signs appear, and negative
if there are an odd number, Thus, 2x3.16, r2x(-3)=

-6; -2x3=-6, -2x(-3)11(+6). Alao, 2x3x8x(-2)x5=

-480, 2x(-3)x8x(-2)x5=480, 2x(-3)x(-8)x(-2)x5.

-480, 2x(-3)x(-8)x(-2)x(-5)2.480, and (-2)x(-3)x

(-8)x(-2)x(-5)4480.

An answer obtained by multiplication is
called a product. Any nulber multiplied by 1
is the number itself. thus, 125x1=125. Any
number multiplied by 0 is 0. T.has, 125x0=0

and 1x04.

DIVISION

.

Division is the inverse pf multiplication. It
may be indicated by the division sign (-), as

r
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4

376+21=18 approximately; or by placing the
number to be divided, called the dividend (376),
over the other number, called the divisor (21),
as 18 approximately. The expressionW-
may be written 376/21 with the same meaning.
Such a problem is conveniently arranged .for
solution as follows:

17
21)1 Ti

21
166
147

19

Stnce the remainder is 19, or more than halfn
of the divisor (21), the answer to the nearest',
whole number is 18.

An answer obtained by division is called
S' quotient. Any number divided by 1 Is the
number itself. Thus, 654-1=65. A number cannot
be divided by 0.

If the numbers involVed are accurate onit
to the number of places given, the answer should
not be carried to additional places. ftowever,
if the numbers are exact, the answer might,
be carried to as many decimal places as
desired.- Thus, 374 21 = 17.809523809523809a_-
523809523809523809523 When a series or'
digits repeat themselves With the same remainder,
as 809523 (with femainder 17) in the example given
above, an exact answer will not be obtained
regardless of the number of places to which the
division is carried. The series of dots (. . ..)
indicates a reporting decimal. In a nonrepeating
decimal,"a plus sign (+) may be given to indicate
a remainder, and a minus sign (-) to indicate
that the last digit has been rounded to the next
higher value. Thus, 18.68761 may be writtet
18.6876+ or 18.688-. If the last digit giyeh is
rounded off, the, word "apprdximately" may be
used instead of dots or a plus or minus sign.

If the divisor is a whole number, the deci-
mal poiht in the quotient is directly above that
octhe dividend when tlif,work form shown above
is used. Thusr in the examPle given above,
if the dividend had been 374 instead of
the quotient would have beert 1.8 approximately.
lf the divisor is a decimal, both lt and the
dividvd are multiplied by the power of 10
having an exponent equal to the number 9f deci-
,rnal places in the divisor,' and the division isA.

9

then carried out as explained above. Thus, if
there are two decimal places in the divisor,
both divisor and dividend .tre multiplied In
192 = 100. This is done by moving the dee1ma1
to the right untir the divisor is a whole number.
If necessary, zeros, are added to the di-Vidend.
Thus, if 3.7 is to be divided by 2.11, both quan-
tities are first multiplie.d by 102 , and 370 is
divided by 211. This is usually performed as
follows: 1.75

2/1113/70.00
211
1590
1477

1130
.1055

76
If bothhe dividend and divisor are positive,

or if both are negative, the quotient is positive;
but if either is negative, the quotient is negative.
Thus, 6 3 = 2, (-6) (-3) = +2, (-6) 3 = -2,
and 6 (-3) =

FRACTIONS

The simplest -type of nuthber other than an
Integer is a COMMON FRACTION. The two terms
of a common fraction are the numerator and the
denominator. Common fractions and integers to:
gether compriSe a set of numbers called the
RATIONAL NUMB ERS.

Fractions are often classified as, proper or
improper. A proper fraction is one in which the
numerator is numerically smaller than the denom-
inator. An improper fraction has a numerator
which is larger than its denominator.

When the denominator of an improper fraction
is divided into its numerator, a remainder is pro-
duced along with the quotient,unless the numerat-
or happens.to be an exact multiple of the denom-
inator. For.example, 7/5 is equal to 1 plus a re-,
mainder of 2. This, remainder may be shown as
a, dividend with 5 as its divisor, as follows:

7 5 "+ 2 2- 1 +
5 5 5

The expression 1 + 2/5 is a MIXED NUMBER.
Mixed numbers are usually written, without show-
ing the plus sign; that is, 1 + 2/5 is the same as
* or 1' 2/5. When a mixed number is written'
as 1 2/5, dare must be taken to insure that there
is a space between the 1 and the 2; otherwise,
1 2/5 might be taken to mean 12/5.
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FUNDAMENTAL RULE OF 'FRACTIONS

Mulliplyingo; dividing both terms of 4 &psi.;
tion by the same nuniber ,does not,. chaiigelhe:
value of the fraction. 'This is pne of the most!,
important rules used in dealing with fractions.

-The\following examples show how, the funds-,'
mental rule is used:.
1. Change 1/4 to tWelfths. This problem is set
up as follows:

1 7.
4 12

The first step is to determine how many 4's
are contained in 12. The answer is 3, so we
know that the multiplier for both terms of .the
fraction is 3, as follows:

3at1 3

3 4 12

2. What fraction with numerator of 6 is equal
to 3/4?

SOLUTION:
4

We note that 6 contains 3 twice; therefore, we
need to double the numerator of the right-hand
fraction to make it, equivaleht to the numerator
of the fraction we seek. We multiply both terms
of 3/4 by 2,. obtaining 8 as the denominator of

1. 3 30- 3. ? 3 6 . 1

8 ? 90 10 ? =

2. 44'. ?.." 6 6. 3 ?
Z. 48 12 6 ? 5 25

Answers:

1. 80
2..11

; 31 27 ,

4. 36
5. 6
6: 15

12
72

REDUCTION Tk:01e0WEST TERMS

It is frequently dcsirable to change a frac-
tion_ to an equivalent fraction with the smallest
possible terms; that is, with the smallest pos-
sible numerator and denom4nator. This process
is called REDUCTION. Thus, 6/30 reduced, to
lowest terrris is 1/5. Reduction can be accom--
plished by finding the largest factor that is
common to both the nuTherator andedenominator
and dividing both' of 'these terms by it. Dimiding
both terms of the preceding example by 6 re-
duces the fraction to loWest terms. In'computa-
tion, fractions should usually be reduced to
lowest terms where possible.

If the greatest coinmorrfactOr cannOt readily
be founds any commpn factor may pe removed
and the process repeated until the fractfon is in
lowest terms: Thus, could first be divided
by 2 and then by 3.

the new fraction, as follows: 18 -!- 2 9
48 + 2 24

3 2
8 4 2 9 = 3 3.

24 3 8

3. Change 6/16 to eighths.

SOLUTION: 6 ?
16 8

We note that the _denominator If, the frac on
whibh we seek is 1/2 as largearthe denom
tor pf the original fraction,. Therefore thoAew
fraction may be formed by dividing both terms
of. the original fraction by 2, as follows:

- .,.* 6 ± 2 3

Practice problems. Reduce
fractions to lowest terms:

1. 18 2. 15
/ 48,

4. 12 5. 18
. 60

Answers:

1. 3 2. 3
8 4

- .

c 4,, 1
3
4

5

the followiitg

3.
56

6. 9
144'

3:5

1
6 .

=
16, -i- 2 8

- Practide problems. Supply the missing num- t
ber in each of the following:

4

10.,

;-

9 8

^
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LOWEST cOMMON DENOMINATOR

To ,ohange unlike fractions to like fractions,
it is necessary to find a COMMON DENOMINA-
TOR and it is usually advantageous to find the
LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR (LCD).
This .is nothing more than the least comnion
multiple of the denominators.

Least Comm,on Multiple

If a number is a multiple of two or more dif-
ferent nuMbers, it is called a COMMON MULTI-
PLE. Thus, 24 is a common multiple of 6 and 2.
There are many common multiple's of these num-
bers. The numbers 36, 48, and 54, to name a few,
are alp common multiples.,of 6 and 2.

The smallest of the common multiples of a
set of numbers is balled the LEAST COMMON

'MULTIPLE.. It is abbreviated LCM. The least
common multiple of 6 and 2 is 6. To find the
ieast common multiple of a set of numbers,
first separate eaCh of the numbers. into prime
factors:

Suppose that we wish to find the I.,CM of 14,
24, and 30. Separating these numbers into prime
factors we have:

14 = 2 7
24 23' 3
30 3. 2 3 '5

The LCM will contain each of the various prime
factors" shown. Each prime factor is used the
gi:eatest number of times that it occurs in any
one of the nunibers. Notice that 3, 5, and 7 each
occur only once in any one number. On the
oilier hand, 2 occurs three times in one number.
We get the following result:

LCM 23. 3 5 7
= 840

Thus, 840 is the least corhmon multiple of 14,
24, and 30.

,

Greaiest Common Divesor

The largest number that can be divided into
each of two or more given numbers without a
remainder is called the GREATEST COMMON

t"

tr

.

DIVISOR of the giyen numbers. It is abbreviated
GCD..It is also sometimes Called the HIGHEST
COMMON FACTOR.

In finding the GCD of a set of numbera4 se-
parate the numbers into prime factors just as
for LCM. The GCD is the product of only those
factors that appear in all of the numbers. Notice
in the example of the previous heading that 2 is
the greatest common divisor of 14, 24, and 30.

Find the GCD of 650, 900, and 700. The pro-
cedure iS as follows:

650 = 2 52 13
X X 2

900 = 22 32 5
700 = 2 . . 7

GCD = 2 . 5 = 50

Notice that 2 and 52 are factors of each num-
ber. The grqatest common divisor is 2 x 25=50.

USING THE LCD

Consider the example

1 1

The numbers 2 and 3 are both prime; so the
LCD is 6.

Therefore 1 a
2

= -
6

and 1 2
3 -6

Thus, the addition of 1/2 and 1/3 is performed
as follows:

1 i 3 2 . 5.
+ +2 3 6 6 6

CANCELLATION

Computation can, be considerably reduced by
dividing out (CANCELLING) factors common to
both the numerator and the denominathr. We
recognize a_fraction as an indicated division.
Thinking of 6/9 as an indicated division, we re-
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member that we can simplify division by show-
ing both dividend and divisor as the indicated
products of their factors and then dividing like
factors, or canceling. Thus,

- 6 2 x 3- -
9 3 x 3

Dividing the factor 3 in the numerator by 3 in
the denominator gives the following simplified
result:.

This method, is most, advantageous when done
before any other computation. Consider the ex-
ample:

1 3 2
3 2

x.- x -
5

The product in factored form is

x 3 x 2
3x 2 x5

Rather than doing the mUltiplying and then
reducing the result 6/30, it is simpler to cancel
iike factors first, as follows:- .

1 1

lx$xX.1
4x Ix 5 5
1 1

PERCENT

The word "percent" is derived from Latin.
It was originally "per centtim," which means
"by the hundred." Thus Elie statement is often
made that.' `nerce t means hundredths."

Percentage 4ais with de 'group of dentinal
fractions whose deftbtninators are 100-4hat is,
fractions of two decimal places. Since hun-
dredths were used so frequently, the decimal
point was dropped and the symbol % was placed
after the number and read "percent" (per 100).
Thus,' 0.15 and 15% represent the same value,
15/100. The first is read "15 htindredths," and
the second is read "15 percent: Both mean 15
'parts out of 100. -

f

'12

Ordinarily, percent is used in discussing
relative values. For example, 25 percent may
convey an idea of relative value or relationship.
To say "25 percent of the crew is ashore"
gives an idea of what part of the crew is gone, but
it does not tell how many. For example, 25 per-
cent of the crew would represent vastly different
numbers if the comparison were made between
a WAGB and a WPB. When it is necessary
to use a percent in computation, the number is
written in its decimal form to avoid confusion:

By converting all decimal fractions so that
they had the common denominator 100, men
found that they could mentally visualize the
relative size of the part of the whole that was
being considered.

CHANGING DECIMALS TO PERCENT

Since percent means hundredths, any decimal
may be 'changed to percent by first expressing
it as a fraction with 100 as the denominator.
The numerator of the fraction thus formed in-
dicates how many hundredths we have, and there-
fore it indicates "how many percent" we have.
For exaniple, 0.36 is the same as 36/100. There-
fore, 0.36 expressed as a perdentage would
be 36 percent. By the same reasoning, since
0.052 is' equal to 5.2/100, 0.052 is the same
_as .5.2 percent. . .

-In actual practice, the step in which the de-
nominator 100 ocCurs is seldom written down.
The expreskon in terms of hundredths is con-
verted mentally to percent. This resnits in the
following rule: To_, change a decimal to percent,
multiply the decimal by 100 and annex the per-
cent sign (%) I Since multiplying by 100 -rias. the
effect of moving- the decimal point two places to
-the right, -the rule is sometimes stated as fol-A
lows: To- change a' decimal to percent, move
the decimal point two places to the right and
annex the percent sign,.

CHANGING COMMON FRACTIONS AND WHOLE
NUMBERS TO PERCENT -

Common fractions are changed to percent by
first exPl'essing them as, decimalé. For eiam-
'pie, the fraction 1/4 is equivalent to the- deci-
mal 0.25. Thus, 1/4 'is the same as 25 percent,

,
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. Whole numbers may be considered as special
types of decimals {for example, 4 may,he writ-
ten as 4.00) and thus may be expressed in terms
of percentage. The meaning of an expression
such as 400 percent is vague unless we keep in
mind that percentage is a form of comparison.
For example, a question which often arises is,
"How can I have mbre than 100 percent of some-
thing if 100 percent means all of it?"

This question seems reasonable, if we limit
oui- attention to such quantities as test scores.
However, it is also reasonable to use percent-
age in comparing a current set of data with a
previous set. For example, if the amount of
electrical power used by a facility this year
is double the amount used last year, then this
year's power usage is 200 percent of last year's
usage.

The meaning of a phrase such as "200 per-
cent of last year's usage" is often misinter-
preted. A total amount .that is 200 percent of
the previous amount is not the same as an in-
crease of 200 percent. The increase in this
case is only 100 percent, for a total of 200. If
the inCrease had been 200 percent, then the
new usage figure would be 300 percent of the
previous figure.

Baseball batting averages comprise a spe-
cial case .in which percentage is used with only
occasional reference to the word "percent."
The percentages in batting averages are ex-
pressed in thei4 decimal form, with the figure
1 000 representing 100.percent. Although a bat-
ting average of 0:300 is referred to as "bat-
ting 300," this is actually erroneous nomencla-
ture from the strictly mathematicol standpoint.
The correct statement, mathematically, would
be "batting pofnt three.zero zero" or "batting
30 percent."

Practice problems. Change 'each of the fol-
lowitig numbers to percent:

*

1. 0,0065

2. 1.25

3.,0.363

4. 344

Answers: .4

1. 0.65%

125%-

-5. 7

-6. 1/2

6. 50%

CHANGING A PERCENT TO A DECIMAL .

Since we do not compute with numbers in the
percent form, it is often necessary to change a
percent back to the decimal form. The proce-
dure is just opposite to that used in changing
decimals to percents: To change a percent to a
decimal, drop the percent sign and divide the
number by 100. Mechanically, the decimal point
is. simply shifted two places to the left and
the percent sign is dropped. For example, 251
percent is the sztme as the decimal 0.25. Per-
cents larger than 100 percent are changed to
decimals by the same procedure as ordinary
percents. For example, 125 percent is equiva-
lent to 1.25.

Practice problems. Change the following
percents to decinials:

1. 2.5% 3. 125%n . 5.
3
4

2. 0.63% 4. 25% 6. 9 %

Answers:

1. 0.025 3. 1.25 5. 5:75% a 0.0575

2. 0.0063 4.0.25 6. 9,50% .0.095

THE THREE PERCENTAGE CASES
.

To explain the cases that arise in 'problems'
involvIng' percents, it is necessary to define the
terms that, will be used. Rate (r) is the nUmber
of hundredths parts taken. This is the number
followed by* the pe;cent sign. The base (b) is-
the whole on which the rate operates. Percent-.
age (p) is, the part df the base .detumined by
ihe rate. In the example

4
5% of 40 a 2

_ A

5% is4othe rate*, 40--is the base, and 2 is the
percentage.

There are three cases that usually arise in
dealing with percentage, as follows:

Case ITo find the percentage when the
base and rate 'are known.

". EXAMPLE: What nulmber is 6% Of 50?
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Case IITo find the rate when the base and
percentage are known.

EXAMPLE: 20 is what percent of 60?

Case IIITo find the base when the per.cent-
age and rate are known.
EXAMPLE: The number 5 is 25% of what
number?

Case I,

In the example

, 6% of 50 = ?

the t'of" has the same Meaning ,as it does _in,
,fractional examples, such as

1
-4 of 16 ?

In other words, "of" means to multiply. Thus,
to find the' percentage, multiply the base by the
rate. Of course the rate must be changed from
a percent to a decimal before multiplying can
be done. Rate *times bass squals percentage.
Thus,

6% -of 50 = ?

0.06 'x 50 = 3

The number that is 6% of 50 is 3.

FRACTIONAL PERCENTS

A fractionsl percent represents a part of-1 -
percent. In a case .such as this, it is sometimes,
easier to find 1 percent of the number and then
find the fractional part. For example, we would

. find 1/4 percent of 840 as followi

of 840 a 0.01 x 840 -
. 8.40 $

"A.171-e;fore, -14% of 840 * 8.40 x

2.10

Case II

to the multiplicand, the rate corresponds to the
multiplier, and the percentage corresponds to
the produbt.

150 (base or multiplicand)
.06 (rate or multiplier)

3.00 (percentage or product),

Recalling that the product divided by one of its
factors' gives the. othbr factor, we ,can solve the
following problem:

. 2% of 60.= 20

We are given the base (60) and percentage (20).

60 (base)
? (rate)

20 (percentage)

We then divide the product (percentage) by the
multiplicand (base) to get the other factor (rate).
Percentage divided by base equals rate. The
rate is found as follows:

20 1

60

1

3

133% (rate)
3

The rule for case II, as illustrated in the
foregoing problem, is as follows: To find the ,
rate when the percentage and base are known,
divide the . percentage by the base. Write the
quotient in the decimal form first, arid finally

'as'a percent.

Case-III

The unknown factor in case III is the base,
and the rate and percentage are known.

EXAMPLE: , .25% of ? = 5

? (base)
225 (rate)

5.00 (percentage)

We divide the product by Its known factor to ,
find the other, , fator. Percentage divided-by-
rate equals base. Thus,

To explain case II and case III, we notice in
the .foregoing example that the base corresponds . -5 a

.25
20' (base)

A

344-
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The rule for case HI may be stated as follows:
To find the base ,when the rate and percentage

'are known, diviae the percentage by the Fate.

Practice problems. In each of the following
-problems, first determine whiCh case is in-
volved; then find the answer.

1. What is ,o of 740?
4

2. 7.5% of 2.75 ='?

3..8 is 2% of what number?*

4. ?% o f 18 = 15.

5. 12% of ? 12.

6:8 is what percent of 32?

.Anwers:

1, Case I; 5.55

2. Case I; 0.20625

3. Case III; 400

4., Case II; 83i'%

5. Case III; 100

6. Case II; 25%

RATIO AND PROPORTION

The solution of problems based, On' ratio,
proportion, and variation involves no new prin-
ciples. However, familiarity with thcse topics
will often, lead to qU'ick and .simple solutiOns to
proilleffis that would otherwise be more com-
plicated.

RA.TIO

The results of observation.or measurement
often must, be compared with some standard

-value in order to have any meaning. For "ex,.
ample, to say that a man can read 490 wards
per min-ute .has Hale meanintLas it stancig.
However, when his rate is compared. to the 250,
words per minute of the average reader, one
cap see that he reads considerably., faster than,

;
15

the average reader. How much faster? To find
out, his rate is divided by the average rate,
as follows:

400 8
250 5

Thus, for every 5 woids read by the average
reader, this man reads 8. Ancther way of makb.
ing this comparison is to say that he reads 1-5-
times as fast as the average reader.

When the, relationship between two numbers
is shown In this way, they are compared as a
RATIO. A ratio is a comparison of two like
quantities. It is the quotient obtained by divid-
ing the, firat number of a comparison by the
second.

Comparisons may be stated in more than
one way. For example, if one gear has 40 teeth
and another has 10, one way of stating the com-
parison would be 40 teeth to 10 teeth. This
comparison could be shown as a ratio in four
ways as follows:

1. 40:10 .

2. 40 4. 10

3. 40 .
10

4. The ratio Of 40 to 10.

When the emphasis is on "ratio," all of these
expressions would be rea0"the ratio of 40 to

The -form 40 10 may also, be read "40'
dividwl by 10," The form If may alsb be read
"40 over 104",

Comparison by rtleans of a ratio is limited
to quantities of the same kind. For example, tn
order to express the ratio between 6 ft. and 3 yd.,
both quantities must be written in terms outhe
same unit. Thus the proper form of this ratio
is 2 yd : 3 yd, not 6 ft : 3 yd. Whn the parts.of
the ratio are expressed in terms of the same
Unit, the unit& cancel each other and the ratio

siMply of two numbers. In this exam-
- ple, the final form of.jthe ratio is 2 : 3.. .

Since :a ratio is also a fractIon, all the rules
iat govern- fractions may be used in working

IA.

ratios. Thus, the terms may be reduced,
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increased,vsimplifidd, and so forth, according
to the rules for fractions. To reduce the ratio
15:20 to lowest terms, write the ratio as a
fraction and then proceed as for fractions.
Thus, 15:20 becomes

15 3
20 4

Hence the ratio of 15 to 20 is the same as the
ratio of 3 to 4.

Notice the distinction in thought between t
as a fractioh and t as a ratto. As a fraction we
think of fas the single quantity "three-fourths."
As a ratio, we think of as a comparison be-
tween the two numbers, 3 and 4. Por example,
the lengths of two sides a a triangle re 1 a- ft.
and 2 ft. To compare these lengths by means of
a ratio, divide one number by the other and
reduce to lowest terms, as follows:

9 251
16 16 25

The two sides -of the tvriatgle compare as 25
to 32.

INVERSE RATIO

, it is often desirable to compare the numbers7'of a ratio in the inverse order. To do this, we
simply interchange the numerator and the de-
nominator. Thus, the inverse of 15:20 is _20 :15.
When the terms of a ratio are interchanged, the
INVERSE RATIO results.

Practice problems. In problems 1 through 6,
write the ratio as a fraction and reduce to low-
est terims. In problems- 7 through 10; "-Write the

"inverse of the given ratio.

_ 1. Tile ratio of 5 lb to 15 lb

- 2! : $.12

3. 16-s- 4-*

4. ont quart to one gallon

5. 5x to lox
r 1

3 2

16

.9

7. The ratio of 6 ft to 18 ft

8.
8

9. 5 : 8

10, 15 to 2.1

Answers:,

-1
3

2
3

3
1

4 1
4

5 1
2

206. -0

89. -
5

PROPORTION

Closely allied with the study of ratio is the
subject of proportion. A PROPORTION is nothing
more than an equation in which the members
are ratios. In other words, when two ratios
are set equal to each other, a proportion is
formed. The proportion may be written in three
different ways as in the following examples:

15:20 : : 3 ; 4

1520 = 3 : 4

15 3= -
20 4

The last tow forms are the most common. ALL
the forms are read, "15 is to 20 as 3 ts to 4."
In os er words, 15 has the same ratio to .20 as
3 as 4.

One reason for the extreme importance of
,proportions' is that_ if any three of the terms
are given; the fourth may be found ny solving a

_simple equation. In science 'many chemical and
physical relations are expressed as propor-
tions. Consequently, a familiarity with propor-,
tions will -proVide one method for solving many
applied problems. It is eVident from the- last
fortri shown, 24, that a proportion is really
a fractional equation. Therefore, all the rules
for fraction-'equations apply.

1
4
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TERMS OF A PROPORTION the denominator of one fraction in order to show

Certain-names have been given to the terms
of the two ratios that make up a proportion. In
a proportion such as '3:8 = 9:24, the first and
the last terms (the outside terms) are called.,
the EXTREMES. In other words, the numerator
otl the first ratio and the denominator of the
second are called the extremes. The second
and third terms (thè inside terms) are called
the MEANS. The means are the denominator of
the first ratio and The numerator of the second.
In the example just given, the extremes are 3
and 24; the means are 8 and 9.

Four numbers, such as 5, 8, 15, and 24, forth
a proportion if the ratio of the first two in the
order named equals the ratio of the second two.
When these numbers are set up. as ratios with
the equality sign between them, the members
will reduce to an identity if a true proportion
exists. For example, consider the following
proportion:

=254

,In is proportion, a must reduce tof for the
oportion to be true. Removing the same fac-

or from both members of iTs' we have

5 3(5)
8 3(8)

The number 3 is the common factor that
must be removed from 'both the numerator and

,

a
.1
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that the expression

5 15
8 24

is a true proportion. To say this another way,
it is the factor by which both terms Of the ratio

must be multiplied in order to show that this
ratio is the same as .

Practice problems. For each of the follow-
ing proportions; write the means, the extremes,
and the factor of proportionality.

2.

3
16

4:5

15
80

= 12 : 15

Ansv/ers:

25 1

75
=

3

4. 12:3 : : 4:1

1. Means: 16 and 15
Extremes: 3 and 80
Factor of proportionality: 5

2. M: 5 and 12
E: 4 and 15

3

3. M: 75 and 1
E: 25 and 3
FP: 25

4. M: 3 anti 4
E: 12 and 1
FP:-3

t



EXPONENTS AND RADICALS

, the operation of raising a nuniber to a power
is a special case of multiplication in which the
factors are all equal. -In examples such as
4 2 = 4 x 4 . 16 and 5 3 = 5 x 5 x 5 = 125, the
number 16 is the second power of 4 and the
number 125 is the third power of 5. The ex-
pression 53 means that three 5's are to be mul-
tiplied together. Similarly, 4' meansi-p4 x 4.
The first power of any number is the number
itself. The power is the number of times the
number itself is to be taken as a factor.

The process of finding a root is the inverse
of. raising a number to a poWer. A root is a
special factor of a number, such as 4 in the
expqssion 4' = 16. When a number is taken
as a factor two times, as in the expression
4 x 4 = 16, it is called a square root. Thus, 4
is square root of 16. By the same reasoning,
2 a cube root of 8, since 2 x 2 x 2 is equal

8. This relationship is usually written as
8.2/3

POWERS AND ROOTS

A power of a number is indicated by an EX-
PONENT, which is a number in small print
placed io ..the right and toward the top of the
number. Thus, in 43 = 64, the rfumber 3 is the
EXPONENT of the number 4. The exponent 3
indicates that the number 4, called the BASE.
is to be raised to its third power. The expres-
sion is read "4 to the third power (or 4 cubed)
equals 64." Similarly, 5 2 = 25 is read "5 to the
second power (or 5 squared) equals 25." Higher
powers are read according to the degree jncli-
cated; for example,- "fourth:. power,"
power," etc..

When an exponent occurs, it must always be
-written unless its Value is 1. The exponeht-1
Usiially is not-written but, is under-stood: -For
example, tbe nuffiber ,5 is actually 51 _When Nve
work with exponentsj ;it- is it'll-portant _tO rernem.r.
.ber that any numbef-that has--ha written_ eXpo-'
nent really has an exponent equal to 1.

A ra6Cdf a number c-anbe indicated by plac- .

-ing a 'rad* at-Sign, over the 'number and
-showing the root. by .placing a- small nufnber

11

1--
within the notch of the radical sign. Thus, \ 64
indicates the cube root of 64, and, 32 indicates
the fifth root of 32. The number that indicates
the root is called the INDEX of the root. -It the
case of the square root, the index, 2, usually is
not shown. When a radical has no index, the
square root is understood to be the one desired.
For example, N36 indicates the square root of
36. The line above the number whose root is to
be found is a symbol of grouping called the vin-
culum. When the radical symbol is used, a vin-
culum, long enough to extend over the entire
expression whose root is to be found, should be
attached.

Practice problems. Raise to the indicatea
power or find the root indicated.

1. 2 3 2. .6 2 3. 4 3 4. 25 3

5, Nrid 6.

Answers:

7. :1 8. 53-2-125

1. 8 2. 36 3. 64 4. 15,625

5. 4 6. 2 7. 5 8. 2

NEGATIVE INTEGERS-

Raising to a pow.er fnultiplication.in which
all the numbers being multiplied together are
equal. The sign of the product -is deterinined,
as in ordinary multiplication, by the number of
minis signs...The number of Minus signs is odd
or even, dePending on whether the exponent a
the power is odd or even. For example, in the
problem

(-2)3 = (-2)(-2)(-2) =

there are thrse minus signs. The result is
negative. In -.--

64

there are
tive.

six minue signs. The result is



Thus, 'when the exponent of a negative num-
ber is odd,.the power is negative; when 6ie ex-
ponent is eveti, the power is pOsitiv,e.. .

As other- examples, consider the following:

3) 4 81

I
l--57 1 125

25& .

(-1)5 =

Positive and negative numberslielong to the
class called REAL NUMBERS. The square of a

'realnumber ispositive. For example, (-7)2 = 49
-and 7 2 = 49. The expression (-7)2 is read
"minus seven squired." Note that either seven
squared or minus seven squared gives us +49.
We carincit obtain -49 or any other negative
number by squaring any real number, positive
.or nega6e.

Since th4re is no real numbgr whose squalbe
,is a negative number, it is sometimes Said that
the square.root of a negative number does not
exist. However, an expression under a square
root sign may take on' negative values. While
the square root of a negative number cannot
actually be found, it'can betindicated.

, The indicated square,root of a negative num-
ber is called an IMAGINARY NUMBER. The
nuMber 412r, for exa'mple, is gaid to be imagi-
nary'. It is read "square root of minus seven."
Imaginary nftlbers ail discussed in Section 5

, of this, course.

FRACTIONS

We recall tliat the exponent of a number tells
the number qf times that the number is:to be

. taken as -a,ractor. A fraction is raised to a
power by thising the numerator and the denom-
inator sepapately to the power indicated. The'

.expression --)2 means 3 is used twice as a7 /
factor, Thus,

Similarly,

(1)2

( 1) 2 1

\-

a

20

.t

Since a minus Sign can occupy any une of
three 'locations in a fraction, notice that evalu-

/ 1.) 2ating -5 is equivalent to

p 21 (I) 2 1- 1) 2 I 2
5 ur. 5.2 or

The process of taking a root of-a number is
the inverse of, the proceS'S o( raising the num-
ber to a power, and'the method .of taking the
root of a fractiOn is similar. We may simply
take the root of each term separately and write
the result as a fraction. Consider the following
examples:

'

1. =
49 Fg

2.

6

8-
= _

125 -./T2-5

2

5

Practice problems.
indicated operations:.,

1. GY 2. q) .

Find the values for the

3. ()2 4' (;)

S.'

Answers:

6. 141' 7.
i3/qc ';. 8.

1: 1/9 2. 9/16 3. 36/25 4. 8/27
5. 4/6 6.4/5 ,7. 2/3 '8. 3/7

,DECIMALS

'When a decimal is raised to a power, the
number of decimal places in the result is equal
to the number of places in the decimal multi- I

plied by the exponent. For example, ponsider
(0.12)3.. There are two deCimal places in0.12
and 3 is the exponent. therefore, the numNer

-

of places in the power will be 3(2) = 6. the r(e-'
suit is as follovis:

(0.12)3 = 0:001728 -

The truth of thiS'iule is evident when we re-
call the rule for multiplying decimals. Paq of
the rule stateSs: Mark off as many decimal;
places in the product as there are decimal
places in the factors together. If we carry out

'44

9 7,



the multiplication, (0.12) x (0.12) x (0.12), it is
obvious that there are six decimal places in the,
three factors togejher. The rule can be shown
for any decimal raised to any power by simply
carrying out the multiplication indicated by the
exponent. 1

Consider these examples:

'am= = 1.96
(0.12) 2 =. 0..0144

(0.4)3 = 0.064

(0.02)2 = 6.0004

(0.2)2 = 0.04

. Findinea root of a number is the inverse of
raising a number to a power. To determine the

onumber of decimal places in the root of a per-
fect power, we divide the number of decimal
places in the radicand by the index of the root. ,
Notice that this is Just the opposite of what was
done in raising a number to a power.

Consider v (-5734. The square root of 625
is 25. There are four decimal places in the
radicand, 0.0623, and the index of the root-is 2.
Therefore, 4 2 = 2 is the number of decimal
places in the root. We have

Similarly,

= 0.25

irbtar/ =

..3M-128 = 1.2

145TM = 0,1
-

LAWS OS' EXPONENTS.

All of the laws of exponents may be devel-
oped directly fiorn the definition of exponents.
Separate laws are stated for the following five
cases:

1. Multiplication.
2. Division.'
3. Power of a power.
4. Power of la prOduct.
5. Power of quotient.

MULTIPLICATION

To illustrate the law of Multiplication, we
examine4the following problem:

43,x 42 =

Recalling that 43 means 4 x 4 x eand that 42
means 4 x 4, we see that 4 ls used as a factor five
times. Therefore 43 x 42 is the same as 45
This result could be written as f011ows:

43. X 42 = 4 x 4 x 4 xlx 4
= 45

Notice that three of the five'4's came from
the expression 4-3,.and thp Other two 4's came
from the expression 42. tThus e may rewrite
the problem as follows:

43 X 41= 4(3*2).
=. 4 5

The law of exponents for multiplication may
be stated as follows: To multiply two or more
power.s having the sarrie base, add the exponents
and raise the common base to the sum of the
exponents. This law is further )11ustrated by
the following examples:

23 x 2 4 =. 2 7

3 x 3 2 = 3 3
154 x 152- = 156

102 x 10 = 102.5

Common Errors

It is important to realize,that the base must
be the same for each factor in order to apply
the laws of exponents. For example, 23 x 3 is
neither 25 nor 35 There is no way to apply the
law of exponents to a. problem of this kind. An-
other common mistake is, to multiply the bathes
together. For example, this kind of eilror in
the foregoint problem mould imply that /23 x 32
is equivalent to 6 5, or 7776. The error of this
may be proved as follows:

2 3 x 33 = 8 x 9

21'

= 72

DIVISION

The law,of expo'nents foi-- division may, be
developed from the following exampte,:-

$ x x x x x 6 x 6
6 7 65 - $x$xffx0x$

98

= 62



Cancellation of the fiye 6'i in the diyisor with
five of the 6's in the dividend leaves only two
6's, the product of Whiclris 62.

This result can be reached directly by noting
that 6 2 is equivalent to 6 (7-5), In other words,
we have the following:

6.7 65 =

= 62

El

As

Therefore the law of exponents for division is
as follows: To divide one power into another

having the sank base, subtract theekponent df
the divisor from the exponent of the dividend.
Use tile number resulting from this subtraction
as the expbnent of the base in the quotient.

Use of this rule sometimes produces a ng-
tive exponeat or an exponent whose value is 0.

These two special types of expobetits are dis-
cussed later iothid section.

, POWER .6F A POWER

Consider tilt? example -(32)4. Remehibering
tfiat an exponent sh6ws the number of times the
base is to 6e taken aS a factor and noting in
this case that 52 is considered the base, we
have

(32)4 32 32 32 3 2

,Also in multipltcation we add exponents.. Thus,

32 -32 3
2'

...3 = 3(2 +2 + 2 2) .2 8

Therefore,

2 4 ( 4 x 2 Y

The laws of ex nents for the power of a
power may ,be stt d as follows: To find the
power 'of a power, multiplf the exponents. It
should be noted that this case is the only one in
which multiplication of exponents is performed.

PpWER OF A PRODUCT

Consider the example (3 2 6)3. We know
that

(3 . 2 5)*3 = (3 2 . 5)(3

Thus 3, Z,anq -5 appear three times each as
factors, and we can sllow this with exponents as
33, 23, and 53'. Therefore,

(3 2 ,5)3.=.33 2 3% 53

, The law of exponents for the power of a
product is as follows: .The power of a product
is equal to the proiluct obtalned when each of
the original factosig is raised to the indicated
power and the resultir4 powers'are multiplied
together.

POWER OF A QUOTIENT

The law of exponents for a power of an indi-
cated quotient may be developed from the fol-
lowing example:

3' /2H 2 2 2
C3 -j .3

2 2 2
3, '3 ; 3

The.r efore,

. .

The law is stated as follows: The power of
a quotieni is equal to the quotient obtained when
the dividend end divisor are each raised to the
indicated yovier separately, before-the division
is performed.

Pr4ctice problems. Raise each of the föl-
lowing expressions to thq indi ted

3 3

131

.A

1. (32 23) 2

2'. 3 5 J- 3 2

,
3

3.(53 ,62)

4. (-32)3

Answers:,

1. 34 . 26 = 5,184

2. 27

3. -1-
125

4. [ (-3)2)3 = 729
5. 25

2 5)(3 . 2 . 5) 6. 9 4 .49 = 1,764.

4

22

t 5 3

5

6. (3 2 7)2



SPECIAL EXPONENTS

Thus fai in Lhis discussion of exponents, the
emphasis has been on exponents which are posi-
tive integers. There are two types, of exponents
which are no/. positive integers, and two which
are treated as special cases even though they*
may be considered as positive integers.

ZERO AS AN EXPONENT
,

i
Zero-occurs as an exponent in the answer to

a problem such as 43 43 The law of expo-
nents for division states that the exponents are
to be subtracted. This is illustrated as follows: .

_4(3-3) 40
4 3

s

Another way of expressing the result of
diuding 4 1 by 43 is to use the fundamental
axiom which states that any number divided by
itself is 1. In order for the laws of exponents
to hold true in all cases, this must also be true
when any number raised to a power is divided
,by itseLf. Thus, 43/43 must equal 1.

Since 43:43 has been shown to be equal to
both 40 and 1, we are forced to the conclusittn
that 40 = 1. - -

By the" same reasoning,
.

Also,
f

Therefore,

5 1-1 50
5-

l

Thus we see that any number divided by itself
results in a 0 exponent and has a value of 1.
By definition then, any number (other than zero)
raised to the zero power equals 1. This is fur-,
ther illustrated in-the following examples.

' '..-
a° = 1

- 400° . 1
1102° = 1

(I) 0 = 1
15 ,

= 1

op.

1

ONE AS AN EXPONENT
.

The number 1 arises a s .41 exponent some-
times as a result of diviswn. ,In the 'example
53'j we subtract the exponents to get:

5 3-2 51

This problem may be worked,another way as
follows: 4

. t___153 5 0 5 5

5 5 5

Therefore,

51 = 5

-

We conclude that any number raised to the
, first power is the number itself. The exponent

1 usually is not/written but is understood to
exiit.

23
,

NEGATIVE EXPONENTS.

If the law of exponents for division is ex-.
tended to include cases where the ex'ponent oi
the denominator is larger, negative exponents
arise. Thus,

2 4I 3 2 - 5 3-3
3

Another way of expressing this problem is as
follows:

3 2

Therefore,

,1

o

.

3 1

3 . 3 . 3

-3 . ill
, /

r

We conclude that a number N with a negative
exponent is equivalent to a fraction haVing the
following form: Its numerator is 1; its denomi-
nator'is,N with a positive exponent whose abso-
lute value is the same as the absolute value of
the original exponent. In symbols, this rule
may be stated as follows:

100
,

,
N- = N1 .

...

.,"



Also, Another way of expressing this would be

1 - Ni

TheJilowin g examples further illustrate
the rul

5-1

6-2

4-12

1

5

1

Notice that the sign of an exponent may be
changed by merely moving the expression which
contains the exponent to the other position in the
fraction. The sign of ,the exponeht is changed
as this move is made. For example,

Therefore,

1 1

10-2 1--07

102
= 1 x ,

. 1 102

I3y using the foregoing relationship, a prob-
lem such as 3 + 5-4 may be simplified as fol-
lows:

3 3 x 1

-5\= 3 x
1

= 3 x- 54

F.RACTIONAL..FXPONENTS`f
Fractional exponents obey'the same laws

do integral evponents. For example,

4112 x 4 112 4(1/2 + 1/2)

4V2

= 41 = 4

as ,

24

41 2 412 (412 )2

) .4(1/.2 2)

= 4 1 = 4

Observe that the number 4 L/2 , when squared
in ihe foregoing example; produced the number
4 as an answer. Recalling that a squatre root of
knumberN is a number x such that x 2 = N, we
.conclude that 41'2 2 is equivalent to IT. Thus
we have a definition, as folfovis: A fractional
exponent of the form lir indicates a root, the
index of which is r. ,This iS further illustrated
in the following examples:

2 1.'2 = VI
4." =

Also,

2'3 (61/3 2

62/3 =. (62)113 =

Notice that in an expression such as 8, we
can either find the cube root of 8 fiist or square
8 first, as shown by the following example:

(81/3 )2. = 2 2 = 4 and. (82) = Zr-6-71 = 4 #

All the numbers in,the evaluation of 82/3
remain small if the cube rootOs found before
the number is raised to the second power. Thus
order of operation is particularly desirable in
evaluating a number like 64 5/6 . If 64'were first
raised to the fifth power, a large number would
result'. It would require a great deal of unneo-
eisary effort to find the sixth root of 645. The
result is obtained easily, if we write

645/6 = (64 1/6
)
5 = 2 s = 32

If an improper fraction occurs, in an expo-
nent, such as 7/3 in the expression 27/3 , it is'
customartto keep the fraction in that form
rather than express it as a mixed number. In
fraction form, an exponent shows immediately
what power is intended and what root is in-
tended. However, 2 213 can be expressed in
another form and simplified by changing the
improper fraction to a mixed number and writ-
ing the fractional part in the radical form as
follows:

3
27/3 = 22 + 713 = 22 2713 = 4 NIT

lOj

t



The laU, of exponents for multiplication may
be combined with the rule for fractional expo-
nents to solve problems of the following type,

'PROBLEM: Evaluate the expression 4 2 S .

SOLUTION: 4 2'5 = 4 2 X 4° 5'

=10 x 4 12

= 16 x 2
= 32 '

Practice problems:

1. Perform the indicated division
2 1 3

2. Find the product' 'Pis 7 1 10 73 10

3. Rewrite 'with a positive exponent and sim-
plify:A-9-1 2

2

4. Ev-aluate 100 3 2

5. Evaluate (8")5

Answers:',
I. 2" 2" =
2., 7 8 1'

1 I
3. -

91 3

4. 1,000 -/
5. 1

SCIiNTIFIC NOTA ION
AND POWERS OF 10

Technicians, engineers, and others engaged
in scientific work are often required to solve
problems involving very large and very small
!Cumbers. Problems such as

2 2,684 x 0.00189
0.0713 x 83 x

.
are not uncompion. Solving such problems by
the rules of thdinary arithmetic is laborious
and- time consuming. Moreove'r, the tedious
arithmetic process lends itself to operational
errors. Also there is difficulty' in Jocating the
decimal point in the resift. These diffieulties
ca.zi be greatly reduced by a knowledge of the
powers of 10 and their use:

The laws of exponents form the basis for
calculation using p6wers of 10. The, following
list includes several decimals and whole num-
bers expressed as powers of 10: -

10,000 10 4

1,000 ,103

100 = 10 2

_10 = 10

= 10°

0.1 -2 10-'
041 = 10-2

10-30 .00 1 =

0,.000 1 = 10-4

The concept of scientific notation may be
demonstrated as follows:

60;000 6.0000 x 10,000 ,

= 6. x 104

538 = 5.38 x 106
= 5.38 x 102_

Notice that the final expression in each ff
the foregoing examples involves a number be-
tWeen 1 and 10, multiplied b'y .a power of 10.,.
Furthermore,,in eachfcase the exponenr of the
power of PO is a-number equal to thp number of
digits between the netv position of -the decimal
point and the original position (understood) of
the,decimal point.

We apply this reakning to write any number
j.n Scientific notation; that is, as a nurnber be-
tween 1 and 10 multiplied by the appropriate
power of IO. The appropriate power of 10 is
found by the following mechanical steps:

1. Shift the decimal .point, to standard posi-
tion,..which is the position immediately to the
right of the first nohzero digit. -

2. Count the number of digits beriveen the
new position of the decimal point and its origi-
nal position. This number indicates the value
of the exponent for the power of 10.

3. If the decimal point is shifted to the left,
the .sign of the exponent of 10 isemitive; if the
deCimal point is shifted to the right, the sign of
the exponent is negative.

The validity of this rule, for those cases in
Whicirthe exponent of 10 is negative, is demon-
stiated as follows:

2 5

102



0.00657 = 6.57 x 0.061

= 6.57 x 10-3
0.348 = 3.48 x, 0.1.

. 4 fp = 3.48 x 10-1

Further examples of. the use of scientific
notation are given as follows:

543,000,000 = 5.43 x 105

186 = 1.86 x 10 2

243.01 = 2.430 1 x 102

0.0000007 = 7 x 10-7

0.00023 = 2.3 x 10-4

Miiltiplication Using Powers of 10_

From the law of exponents for multiplication
we recall that to multiply two or more powers
to the same base we add their exponents. Thus,

104 x 10 2 = 10 6

We see that multiplying powers of 10 together
is an application of the general rule. This is
demonstrated in the following examples,

1. 10,000 x 100 = 104 x 102

= 104 +2

10 6

2. 0.0000001 x 0.001 = 10-2 x 10-3
=

= 10-13

3. 10,000 x 0.001 = 104 0-.3

= 04-3/
= 10

4. 23,000 x 500 = ?

_23,000 = 2.3 x 104

500 .= 5 x 10 2 L,4

Therefore,

23,000 x 500 = 2.3 x 104 x 5 x 102
= 2.3 x 5 x 104 x 102
= 11.5 x 106

1,500,000
A

26

5. 62,000 x 0.003 x 4,600

62,000

4:6d0

=

=

=

=

) .

6.2 x 104

3 x 10-4
4.6 x 103

Therefore.,

62,000 x 0.0003 x 4.600 = 6.2 x 3
x 4.6 X 10 4 x 10-4 x 10 3

= 85.56 x 103 .

= 85,560

Practice 'problems. Multiply, uiing poikers
of 10. Foe the purposes of this exerdise, treat
all numbers as exact numbers:
1. 10,000 x 0.001 x 100

2. 0.000350 x 5,000,000 x 0.0004
1. 3,875 x 0.000032 x 3,000,000
4. 7,000 x 0.015 x 1.78

Answers:

1. 1.0 X 10 3

2. 7.0 x 10-1
3. 3.72 x 105
41.>1.869 x 102

bivision Using Power
.1.-

T he rule of exponents for division states
that, fouowers of _the same base, the exponent
of the dericrni-i-nator is subtracted from the ex-
ponent of the numerator. Thus,

10 7

= 107-3
10

= IQ 4

It Aould be remember(eL 'that Jowers may
be transferred from numerator to denominator
or from denominator to numerator by simply
changing theSign of the exponent. The follow-
ing examples ilIustrate the use of this rule for
powers of 10:
1. 72 000 '7.2 x 104

0.0012 1.2 x 10-

= 7'2 x 104 tc 163,L2

= 6 x.10 7



2. 44 x 10-4 ''3--4x 10' x i0-"TITE:77=
= 4 x 10

Ciimbined Multiplication and Division

Using the rules already 'shown, multiplica-
tion and division involxihg powers Of 10 may be
cornbtfted. The usual method of solving such
problem3 is to multiply and divide alternately
until the problem is compleied. For example,

.36;000 4c 1.1 x 0.06
0.012 x 2,200

Rewriting this problem in scientific notation,
we have

3.6 x 10 4 x 1.1 x 6 x10-2 3.6 x 1.1 .x 6
1.2 x 10-,2 x 2.2 x 107- 1.2 x 2.2 x 10

= 9 x 10
= 90

Notice- that the *elimination of O's, whereve'r
possible, simplifies the computation and makes
it an easy matter to place the decimal point.

SIGNIFICANT DIGITS.-One of the most im-
portant advantages of scientific notation is the
fact.Ithat it simplifies the task of deterthining
the number of significant digits in a number.
For example, the fact that the number 0.00045
has two significant digits is sometimes ob-
scured by the pres pce of the O's. The confu-
sion can a o ed by writing the number in
scientific notation, as follows:

0.0004.5 = 4.5 x le4

Practice problems. Express the numbers in
the following problems in scieqtific notation
and round off before performing the calculation.
In each problem, round off calculation numbers
to One more digit than the number of significant
digits in the least accurate number; round the
answer to the number of significant digits in
the least accurate number:

1.. tF.000063 x 50.4 x 0.007213
780 x 0.682 xO.018 -

2. 0.015 x 216 x 1.78
72 x 0.0624 x 0.0353

3. 0.000079 x 0.00036
29 x 10-8

27

Answers:

x 10'8
T. 3.64 x 12

9.8 x 102

Other Applications /
The applications of powers of 10 may be

broadened .to include problems involving recip-
rocals and powers of product3.

RECIPROCALS.-The following example 1-
lustrates the use of powers of 10 inlhe for
tion of krectprocal:

1

250,000 x 300 x 0.02

2.5 x 10 5x 3x 02x 2x 102.
10-5

.2.5 x 3 x 2
10-5

15

Rather than write .the numerator as,, 0.00001,
write it as th product of two factors, one of
which may be easily divided, as follows:

105 102 x 10-7
15 15

100 -7=. --ff 10 \
= 6.67 x 10-7
= 0.00 00667

POWER OF A PRODUCT.-The following
example illustrales the use of powers of 10 in
finding the power of a product:

(80,000 'x 2 x 105)2 = (8 x 10 4 it 2 x 105)2
= 82 X 22 X (104+5)2

= 64 x 4 x 1018
. = *256 x 1018-

= 2.56 x 10 20

RADICALS

An expression such 'as 'IL 3Nrs', or Nra:7713
that exhibits a radical sign, is referred to as a

164
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RADICAL. We have already worked with-radi-
cals in the form of fractional exponents, but it
is also freiluently necessary to work with them

r in'the radical form. The word "radical" is'de-
rived from the Latin word "radix,"which means
"root." The word "radix" itself is more often
used iii modern mathematics to refer to the
base of a number system, .such as the base 2 in
the binary system. However, the word "radicaV
is retained with its original meaning of "root."

The radical symbol (4.) appears to be a dis-
tortion of the initial letter "r" from the word
"radix." With long usage, the r gradually lost. its significance as a letter and became dis-

' torted into the symbol as we use it, The vin-
culum helps to specify exactly which of the
letters and numbers following the radical sign
aetually belong to the radical expression.

The number under a radical sign is the RAD-
ICAND. The index of the root (except in the
case of a square root) appears in the trough of
the radical sign. The index tells what rIt of

1 the radicand is intended. For example, in 4-37,
the radicand is 32 and the index of the rout is 5.

"The fifth root of 32 is intended. In NM, the
square root of 50 is intended. When the index
is 2, it is not written but is understood.

If we can find one square root of a numbe;
we can alwayr-fInd two of them.' Remember
(3) 2 is 9 and (- 3) 2 is also 9. Likewisej(4) 2 and
(-4) 2 both equal 16)and (5)2 and (-5)2. both equal
25.. Conversely, .4-§- is +3 or -3, .111 is +4 or
-4, and4kr23 is +5 or -5. When we wish to show
a number that may be either positive or nega-
tive, we may Use the Syhibol ±1which is read
"plus or riiinus." Thus ± 3 means "plus or
minus 3." Usually when a number is placed
under the radical sign, only its positive root is
desired and, unless otherwise specified, it is
the only root,that need be found.

No.,

OMBINING RADICALS

. A number-written in frrint'of another number. .
and intened as a Multiplier is called a COEF-
FICIENT. The expression 5x means 5 times x;
ay_means a times y; and 7 4I means 7 times
V2 't In these examples, 5 is the coefficient of
x, a is the coefficient of y, and 7 is the coeffi-:*

\ cient of-412-.
.

Radicals having the same index and the same
radicand are SIMILAR. Similar radicals may
have different coefficients in front of the radi-
cal sign. For example, 3 4-2-, ..4T, and

k"

28

,

,.,
...

,

9

'

are similar radihls. Wheh a coefficient ie not
written, it is understood to be 1. Thus, the co-
efficient of 42-is 1. The rule for adding radi-
cals is the same as that stated for adding de-
nominate numbers: Add only units of the sarde
kind. For example, we could add 2 srS and.
4 Nn. because the "unit" in each of these num-
bers*is the same (Nr31, By 'the same reasoning,

e could not add 2 NI 3 and 4 41- because these
are not similar radicals-.

Addition and Subtraction

When addition or subtraction of simila rad-
icals is indicated, the radicals are comb ed,by
adding or 'subtracting their coefficients and
placing the result in front of the radical. Add-
ing 3 ',IT and 5 NT is similar to adding 3 bolts
and 5 bolts. The following examples illustrate
the addition and subtraction of similar radical
expressions:

4

1. 3 41 + 5 42 = 8 42
2. .t .r-S)1/2 (r-a.) + 1/3 ('Ir5) = 5/6 64

3. 41" - 6 4-5 + 2 4-5 = -3 41-
4. -5 /7 -2 :3s/7 + 7 347 = 0

Example 4 illustrates a case that is some-
times troublesome. The sum of the coefficients,
-5, -2, and 7, is 0. Therefore, the coefficient
of the, answer would be 0, as follows:

3
0(3F7) = 0 x NO

Thus the final answer is 0, since 0 multiplied
by any quantity is still P.

Practice problems. Perform the indicated
operations: i

1. 4 415- - NTT + 5 4-5.

2.
2

3. Z/T - 6 .ar
4. -2 .4-15 - 7

Answers

1. 8 4--s
3

2.,, -i Nrbr

1 5

/
4. -9 \MT

4

..1

,



Multii2lication and Division

If a radical is written immediately after an-
other radical,multiplication is intended. Some-
times a dot is placed betWeen the radicals, but
not always: Thus, either \IT 41-1 or \IT 41T
means multielication.

When multiplication or division oi radicals
is indicated, several radicals _having the same
-index can be- combined into one radical if de-
sired. Ftadicals having the same index ar.e said
to be of the SAME ORDER. For example, -,r2-
is a radical of the second order. The radicals
Nri and 4-5- are of the same order.

If radicals are of the same order, the radi-
cands can be multiplied or divided and placed
undtr one radical symbol. For example, -,FS-
multiplied by 3 is the same as 45 x 3. Also,
N.' 6 divided by -4 3 is the same as If
coefficients appear_before the radicals, they
also must be included in the multiplication or
division. This is illustrated in the following
examples:
1. 2

2.

Nil. 3 ,r5 = 2 . NTT . 3 . \IT t

= 2.3 4-2 \IT
= 2 . 3 477
= 6

15 41-
15 x 1/67

3 NIT 3 y 3

= 5 x 4-2-

= 5 NIT

It is important to note that what we haye
said about multiplication and division doesitiot
apply to addition. A typical error is to treat
the expression + 4 as if it.were equivalent
to + Ni 4. These expressions cannot be
equivalent, since 3 + 2 is not equivalent to 411

FACTORING RADICALS:A radical can be
split into two or more radicals of the same or- 0
der if the radicand can be factored. This is
illustrated in the following examples:

= 4T. Nr5 = -2 .45-
Z1-4- = 27 . 2

= = 3 -I
3. 415 1T.iT

= 2

SIMPLIFYING RADICALS

Some radicals may be changed to an equiva-
lent form that is easier to use. A radical is in
its simplest form when no factor can be re-
moved from the radical, when there is no frac-
tion under the radical sign, and when the index_
of the root cannot be reduced. A factor can be
removed from the radical if it occurs.a number
of times equal to the index Qf the root. The fol-
lowing examples illustrate this:

1. Nr-2-6 = = 2 4-1-

2. ,T = 3433 .2 = 3(r2)
3. 'h-6"t5 = = 2(Z5)

Removing a factor that occurs a number of
times equal to the indeic of the root is equiva-
lent to separating a radical into two radicals so
that one radicand is a perfect power. Theiad-
ical sign can be removed from the numbef that
is a perfect square, cube, fourth power, etc.
The root taken becomes the coefficient of the
remaining radical.

_In order to simplify radicals easily, it is
convenient to know the squares of whole num-
bers' up to about 25 and a few of the smaller
powers of the numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Table_
,2 shows some frequently used powers of numbers.

I.

. Table 2.Powers of numbers.
r

2
1 142 = 196

22 = 4 152 = 225
32

9 162 = 256
42 = 16 112 = 289
5 2 25 182 = 324,

62 = 36 1942 = 361
7 2

49 202 = 400
82 = 64 212 = 441

92 = 81 222 = 484

102 = 100 232 = 529

112 = 121 24? = 578

122 = 144 252 = 625
132 = 169

(A)

29-



I.
Table 2.Powers of numberscontinued.

2 = 2

2 2 = 4

2 3 = .8

24 = 16

2 =32
2 6 = 64

2 7 = 128

2 8 = 256

(B)

4 1 = 4

4 2 = 16

4 3 = .64

4 4 = 256

(D)

6 1 = 6

6 2 = 36

6 3 = 216

(F) .

SIM

ri

7.3 = 3
3 2 9

3 3 = 27

3 4 = 81

3 5 = 243

(C)

= 5
52 25

53 = \125

58 = 625

(E).

Referring to table 2 (A), we see that the
serie-s of numbers

1, 479, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64; 81, 100

comprises all the perfect squares from 1 to 100
inclusive. If any one c g these numbers appears
under a square root symbol, the radical sign
can be removed immediately. This is illus-

.trated as follows: .

, = 9

A radicand such as 75, Wilich has1N'perfect
square (25) as a factor, can -be siziiplified
follows:

=

= 4-23- Nri

30

This procedure is further illustrated in the fol-
loviing problems:
1, 4' 2

= Nr-4. Nrf

2. Nir 2 = 436
=

= '6 \IT

By reference to the perfect fourth powers in
tabj. 2, we nay simplify a radical such as
'4405. -Notin-g -that 405 has the perfect fourth
power 81 as a factor, we have the following:

'1110 = .44 81 5

As was shown with fractional exponents,
taking a root is equivalent to dividing the expo-
nent of a power by the index of the root. If a
factor of the radicand has an exponent that is
not a multiple of the index of the root, the fac-
tor may be separated so that one estxponent is
divisible by the index, as in
NIT= Nj 36. 3 = 3 6'2 .31/2 = 33 Nry =

Consider also
'N.F23 37 5 = 22 2 36 . 3 5

= 2 33 (.4 2 3 5)

7 54 NrSii

27 ./-3-

If the radicand is a'large number, the,per-
fect powers thatare factors are not always ob-
vious. In such a case the radicand can be sepa-
rated into prime factors. For example,

\ 8,820 = 4 22 32 5 7 r
= 2 3 7 NTT

= 42 4"3"

Practice prOblems. Simplify the radicals
and reduce to lowest term's:

NrIT

NFT

2.

1 7

3. 18(.3-0.)

363./Td)

4. 48,820
4TRI
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Answers:

1. 3

2. ..37

3. 6('Zil)

4. 7

RATIONAL .AND
IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

Real and imaginary, numbers make up the
number system cf algebra. Imaginary numbers
are discussed ft section 5 of this pamphlet.
Real numbers ate either rational or irrational.
The word RATIONAL comes from the, word
-ratio." A number is rational if it can be ex-
pressed as the quotient, or ratio, of two whole,
numbers. Rational numbers, include fractions
like 2. 7, whole numbers', and radicals if the
ra.dical'sign is removable.

Any whole number is rational. Its denomi-
8nator is 1. For instance, 8 equals-' which is

. 1

the quotient of two integers. A number like
N 16 is rational, since it can be expressed as

4tile quotient of two integyrs in the form -. The1-
iollowing are also examples' of rational numbers:

51. 1M- which equals--9 ' 3

-62., -6, which equals
1

3. 5-2 which equals 377 t 7

Any rational number can be expresed as the
quotient of two integers in many ways. For
example,

" 7 14 21
T 2 3

An IRRATIONAL number is a real number
that cannot be expressed 43 the ratio of two in-

3tegers. The numbers N1-3-, 5 .11"NI 7 4-215
8

2and are examplesof irrational numbers.

Rationlizing Denominators

4 7 .NrlExpressions such as 72- d have ir-
. rational numbers in the. denominator. If the

1

denominators are changed immediately to deci-
mals, as in

8

7 7
1.4142

the process of evaluAting a fraction becomes an
exercise in long division. Such a fraction can
be evaluated quickly by first changing the de-
nominator to a rational number. Converting a
fraction with an irrational number in its de-
nominator to an equivalent fraction with a TA-
tional number in the denominator is called
RATIONALIZING THE DENOMINATOR.

Multiplying a fraction 'by 1 leaves the value
of the fraction unchanged. Since any number
divided by itself equals 1, it follows, for exam-
ple, that

V 7If the numerator and denominator of -7-7,- are
V .

each multiplied by 4" 2 , another fraction having
' the same value is obtained; The result is

7 7 4-2" 7 NTT

JT VT NIT 2

The denominator of the new equivalent frac-
tion is 2, which is rational. The decimal value
of the'fraction is

7 VT. 7(1.4142) 7(0.7071) = 4.9497
2 2

Nil
To rationalize the denominator in 5 NIT we'

multiply the numerator and denominator by NIT.
We get

31

Nrr3 -s-
= =

s ,
° or 6

5 ir3- 5 NTT Ni3 5(5) 15 15

Practice problerns. Rationalize the denomi-
nator-in each of the following:

1.

2.
N/T

4

z
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61
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Answers:

1. 3

2..

--

3

1.*
4

,

%

divisor is contained in the, new dividend (95)
five times: thus the,second digit of the root ap-.
pears tole...51--1rowever, this number must be
ded to the trial divisor to obtain "true

sor." If the true divisor is then too,large
ts.us twith the second quotient digit. this digit

st e reduced by 1. The procedure for step 3

;

4.

e

EYALf1A.Teld RADICALS

Anr radical expressios has a'clecimal equiv- ,
°

alentiwhich. may he' exact if the radicaithisla
rationaL number. If ,tlie radicand 'is not rational, .-the root may be expreSsec l as a decimal ap-

'proximation, 'but it caipnever be exack: A proT
cedure similar to long division may be used for
calpuAtins' Square root ; and cube root; and
higher' r6ott may be calculated by .ilieans 'of
m'ethods based Onlogafithms and higher math, '
'ematics. Tables of powers and roots have been
calculated for use in those scientific fields in,
which it is frequently zecessary to work-4th
roots.

SQUARE ROOT PROCESS

The arithmetic process for calculation of
sqlfare root is outlined in the following para.;
graphs:

1. Begin at the decimal point and mark the
number off into groupaof two digits each, mov-
ing both to the right and io the left from the .

decimal point. This may leave an odd digit at

. A

the right-hand or left-hand end of the number,
or both. For example, suppose that the number s
whole square root we seek is 9025. The num-
ber marked off as specified woulde as follows:

490'25.

2. .Find the greatest number whose square
is contained in the left-hand group (90). ThiS
number is 9, since the square of 9 is 81. Write
9 above the first group. Square this number (5),
place its square below the left-hand group, and
subtract, as follows":

6 9

81,,
9 25

-Bring-down the next group,(25), and p ce it be-
side the 9, as shown. This is the n dividend,
(925).

3. Multiply the first digit in th root (9) by
20, obtaining 180 as a trial divis . 'This trial

is Uiratèd as follows:.
6t.

44? ,

The nu
n
plication of
bePide the ne
ckaitient digit
divisor is adju
quotient .(180) is

,..4.:Thei true di
the second digit. (5)
below, the new 'divide
shown in the illustration
proact inf step; 4 is subtr
dividend, the difference is

v 90'25. .'
. . 81

9 25
9 25

" 00

tier 180, reSuitinetrom
by 20,is written as a trial duisor

dividend (925), as shown; Thq
) as then recorded and the trial

ed, becoming.185. The trial
ossed out. -
'sor (185) is multiplied by

d the product, is placed
(525). This step, is
or step 3. When the

ed from the new
us, in 04;0 ex-

the multi-

Q;
ample, the root is exact.

5. In some problems, the difference is. not 0
after all of the digits of the original nu ber

niave been used to form new dividends. Such
problems may e carried further by g
on the right-h d add of the original number,
just as in normaF1rng division. )cowever, in

_the square, root process. the O's must be added
and used in groups of 2.

Practice problems. Find the square root of
each of the following numbers:

,

1. 9.61" 2. 123.21 3. 0.0025

Answers:

1. 3.1 2: 11.1 3. 0.05

TABLES .OF ROOTS

The decimal values of square roots and cube
roots of numbers with as many as 3 or 4 digits
cakbe found from tables. The table in appen-
dix I of this pamphlet gives the square roots and
cube roots of numbers from 1 to 100. Most of
the values given in sucktables are approximate
numbers which have been rounded off.

\ /
32

16
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For example. the. fourth column in appendbc I
shows that \ 72 8.4853, to-4 decimal places
By :shifting the decimal point, we can obtn
other s'quare rdots A sliift of two places the
clecimal point in the radicand corresponds to a
shift-of one place in the same direction in the
square root.

The_ folliming rxailiples show ihe effect, as
reflected in the square ropt, of shifting .the.
loc'ation if the decimal potntin the number
Arhose square root w,eek: ,

N. 72- = 8.4853

N. 0.72 = 0.84853'

N. 0.01.1.72 = 0.084853

= 84.853

Cube Root

p The fifth column in appendix I shows that the
cube root of.72 is 4:1602. By shifting the deci-
mal point we immediately have the 'cube roots
oi certain other numbers involving the same
diglts. A Lhift of three places in the decimal
poilit in the radicand corresponds to a shift of
one place in Ma same direction in the cube
root:

`:-.

-.." 77: 1

Compare the folloi'wng exampleg:
3

r771- = 4.1602

0'.416024 J
\ 72,000 = 41.602

Many.irrational numbers in their simplified
ictrms inyolve N./and \a Since these radicals
occur often, it iS conkenient to remember their
decitrial equivalentS as follows:-

Nr2- = 1.4142 and 4T-= 1.7321

Thus any irrational numberi that do not contain
any radicals other than NIT or NTTcan be con-
verted ,to decimal forms quickly witlrout re-
ferring to ti.bles. k-

1

For example;consider
= 6 \FT = 6(1%4142) = 8.48i

' NiT7 = 3 N.73- = 3(1.7321) = 5.196

mind t,hat the decimal equivalents of
N.2 a'nd Nr3- as used in the foregoing examples
are not exact numbers and the results obtained
with them are approximate in the fourth deci-

..mal
-(
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LOdARI MS AND THE SLIDE RULE

h

Lorrithms represent a specialized use of
exponents. By means of logarithms, computa-
tion with large masses of data can be greatly
simplified. For example, when logarithms are
used, the process of multiplication is replaced

Psy simple addition and division is replaced by.
ubtraction. Raising to a power by' means of

logarithMs is done in a single multiplihtion,
and extracting4 root reduces tp simple division.

DEFINITIONS

In the expziession 2- = 8, the number 2 is
the base ( to be confused with the base of the
number sy tern), and 3 is the exponent which
mu,st be used with the base to produce the num-
ber 8. The exponent 3 is the logarithm of 8
when the base is 2.. This relationship is usually
stated as followr The ,logarithm of 8 to the
base 2 is 3. In, general, the logarithm of a
number N with respect to a given base is the
exponent which must be used twilh the base to
produce N. Table 3 illustrates this.

Table 3.Logarithms with various

Exponential forn\

23, = 8'

4 2 = 16'

..50 = 1

27 2 3 = 9

es.

ic forrn

log28 = 3

log4 6 = 2

log ,1 = 0

l 9 = 2/3

- Table 3 shows that the
tionship may be expressed eq
of two forms; these are th
and the logarithmic form.

logarithmic rela-
ally well in either
exponential form

Observe, in table,
3 that the base of a lorrithrnic expression
is indicated by plating a 1subscript just below
and to the right of the abb eviation "log." Ob-
serve also that the word 'logarithm" is abbre-
viated without using a pe iod.

The equivalency. of the logarithmic and ex-
ponential forms may be used to restate the fun-
damental definition of logarithms in its most
useful form, as follows:

bx = N implies that logbN = x

In words, this definition is stated as follows: If
the base b raised to the'x power equals N, then
x is.the logarithm of the number N to the base b.

One cif the many uses of logarithms may be
Ewhipfc11.2 fthembaso tehisug2h:

" shotys el%
20. Suppose that we wish tdiii 16garTt-hrds to
multiply the numbers 512 and 256, as folloits:.
From table 4. 512 = 29 ,

v. 256 = 28

Then 512 x 256 = 29 x 2

"andfrom the table main

It is seen thalthe problem of multiplication
is reduced to the simple addition, of the expo-

,nents 9 Ond 8 and finding the corresponding
`: power in the table. **

Table 4 (A) shows the base 2 in the expo-
nential- form with its --coriesrionding powers.
The actual computation in logarithmic work
does not require that we record the exponential
form. All that is required is that we add the\
appropriate exponenp and have, available a
table in which we can, look up the number cor-
responding to the new exponent after adding.
Thereforel table 4 (B) is adequate_ for our
purpose. Solving the foregoing example by this
table, we have the following:

log2 512 = 9
log2 256 = 8

,olog2 of the product = 17

Therefore, the number we seek is the one in
the tablgohose logarith,e,17. This number
is 131,0 In this examwe found the expo-
nents directly, added thern since this was a

211

=.212

= 131072

35
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Table 4.ExPonential and logarithmic
tables for the base 2.

(A) Powers of Z from
.0 through 20

(B) LOgarithins for the
base 2 and corre-
sponding powers

2 = 1

2 1 = 2

2
4.:

3 8

2 = 16

2 5 = 32

2 6 = 64

2 7 l28 -

4 2 8 = 256

2 9 = 5 12

2 1024

211 2048
2 12 4096

213 = 8 192

2 14 = 16384
2 is.=

)k. 32768

2 16 .= 65536

2 17 = 131072
2 18 262 144

1:ti 9 = 52 4288

220 = 1048576

Log Numlier

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

.8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 f. 1048576

2

. 4

8

16

32

64 '

128

256

.5 12 p

1024

2048

409q

8 192

16384

32768

65536

131072

262 144 -

524288

multiplication problem, and located the corre-
sponding power. This avoided the unnecessary
step of writing the base 2 each time.

Practice problems. Use the logarithms in
table 4 to perform the following multiplication:
1. 64 x 12 8 3.1128 x 4;096
2..1,024 x 256 4. 5 12 x 2,048

Answers:

1. 8,192 . 3. 524,288

2. 262,144 4. 1,048,576

4,
MATURAL AND COMMON LOGARITHMS

-
Many natural phenomena, such as rates of

growTh and decay, are most easily described in
terms of logarithmic or exponential formulas.
Furthermore, the geometriepatterns in which
certain seeds grow (for example, sunflower
seedsris a logarithmic spiral. These facts ex-
plain the name "natural logarithms." Natural
logatithms use the base e, which is an,irra-
tional number approximately equal to-2.71828.
This system is sometimes called the Napierian
system of logarithms, in honor of John Napier,
who is credited with the invention.of logarithms.

To distinguish natural logarithmffroth other
logarithmic eyetems, the abbreviation ln is
somstimes used. -When In appears, the base is
undqstood to be e and need not be shown. For
example, either loge. 4515r In 45 signifies the
natural logarithm of 45.

COMMON LOGARITHMS ..

As has been shown in preceding paragraphs,
any number may be usld as a base for a system
of logarithms. The selection of a) base is a
mAter of convenience. 'Briggs in 1617 found
that base 10 possessed many advantages not
obtainable in ordinary calculations with other
bases. The selection of 10 as a base proyed so
latisfactory that today it is used almost exclu-
sively for ordinary calculations. Logarithms
with 10 as a base are therefore called ,COM-
MON LOGARITHNS.

When 10 is uski as a base, it is not neces-
sary to indicate it in. writingtelogarithms. For
example,

log 100 = 2

is understood to mean the same as

log 10 100 = 2

If the base is other than 1 , it must be speci-
fied by the use.of a subsc ipt to the right and
below the abbreviation "1 g." As noted in the
foregoing discussion of natural logarithms, the
use of the distinctive abbreviation In elimi-
nates the need for a subscript when the base
is e. /It is relatively easy to convert common log-

, rithms to natural logarithms or vice versa, if
n cessary. It should be noted further that each
s'ystem has its peculiar advantages, but for
most everyday work, the common system is

a

36
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more often used. A simple relation connects
the two systems. II the commonlogarithm of a
i3umber can be found, multiplying by 2.3026
'yes the natural logarithm of the number. For

e.ample,
log 1.60 = 0.2041 .

ln 1.60 = 2.3026 x 0.204 1

= 0.4700

Thus the natural' logarithm of 1.60 is 0.4700,
correct to four significant digits.

Conversely, multiplying the natural loga-
rithm by 0.4343 gives the conimon logarithm of
a number, As might be expected, the conver-
sion factor 0.4343 is the reciprocal of 2.3026.
This is shown as follows;

#.
Table 5.-Exponential and corresponding logarithmic notations using base 10.

A

1 I,
0.43432.3026

Positive IntegraltLogarithms

Tile derivation of positive whole logarithms
is, readily apparent. For example, we See in
table 5 (B) that the loglrithm of 10 is 1. The
number 1 is simply the exponent of thg base 10
whiqh yields 10. This is shown in table 5 (A)
opposite the logarithmic equation. Similarly,

/ 10 °'= 1 . log 1 = 0
10 2 100 log iod = 2
10 3 = 1,000 log 4000 = 3
10 4 = 10,000 log 10,000 = 4

10-2 1.

10 2,

10
1

10°

10/2 .11-6

\X:
1032 = 10 Nri-di

10.2

105'2 = 102 (Nr-1-6)

103

107 2 = 103 (NiTib

104

= 0.000 1 log tp.0001 = -4

0.001 log 0.001 = -3
_t

0.01 log 0.01
2

log 0.1 1

,1.0.31623 0.31623 = -0.5.

= 0.5 -1

1 log 1 = 0

3.1623 log ,*3.1623 = 0.5

10 fog 10 = 1

31.623 log 31.621.4.% 1.5P
100 log 4t, 00 = 2

316.23 log 316.23 = 2.5

= 1,000 log 1,000 = 3

= 3162.3 log 3162.3 =

= 10,000 log 10,000 r".. = 4

3;

113
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Positive Fractional Logarithms

_Referring to table 5, notice that the logo:-
Trithm of 1 is 0 and the fogarithm of 10 is I.
Therefore, the logarithm of a number between
-1 and 10 is between 0 and 1. An easy way to
verify this is to consider some numbers be
tween 1 and 10 Which are j:owerly of 10; the ex-
ponent in each case will then be the' logarithm
we seek.* 0( course, ,the only powers of 10
which produce numbers between 1 and, 10 are
fractional powers.
EXAMPLE: 1012 = 3.1623 (approximately)

10" = 3.1623
Therefore, log 3.1623 = 0.5 -

Other examples are shown in the table for
10 3/2, 10 512, and 10 212. Nopce that the num-
ber that represents 103//, 31.623, logically
enough lies between,the icumbers representing
10-land 10 2that is, between 10 and 100. No-
tice also that 10 512 appears between 102 and
10 3, and 107/2 lies between 103 d 104. ,

Negative Logarithmsti ,
Table 5 shows that negative powers of 10

may, be fitted into -the system of logarithms.
We recall 'We 1011imeans oir the deCimal

fraction 0.1. What hifthe logarithm ofm0.1?

SOLUTION: lo-, = 0.1; log 0.1 = 71

Likewise 10-2 = 0.01; log 0.01 =

Negktive Fractional Logarithms
. Notice fn table 5 that nlative fractional
exponents present no new problem in loga-
rithmic notation. For example, 10-1'2means

1

(Tr

1
0.31623

10

What is the logarithm of 0.31623?

SOLUTION:

1= 0.31623; log 0.31623 = -

= -0.5

3 8

/0 b
t.

Table 5 shows logarithms for numbers
ranging from 0.000l, to 10,000. . Notice that
there are only 8_ integral logarithms in the en-
tire range. Excluding zero logarithms, the
1 garithms for all other numbers in the range

e fractional or contain a fractional part. By
the year 1628, logarithms for all integers from
1 to 100,000 had been computed. Practically
all of these- logarithms contain a fractional

It should be remembered that finding the
ithm of a number is nothing more than ex-

pressing the number as a power of 10. Table
6 shows the numbers 1 through 10 expressed
as powers of 10. Most of the exponents which
comprise logarithins are found by methods be-
yond the scope of this text. However, it is not
necessary to tnow the process used to obtain
log-arithms ia order to make use of thetn.

Table 6.The numbers 1 through fo
expressed as powers of 10.

1 = 10° 4
2 10 0.30103

0.47712

0.60206

= 0.6967

6 = 10 0'718"
7 10 0.84510

8 = 10 0.90309

9 = 0.95424,

COMPONENTS OF L

4he fractional p t of a arithm is usually
ritten as a deci al. The whole number part

o a logarithm and the decimal part have been
given separate names because each plays a
sRcial part. in relation to the number which the
logarithm represents. The whole number part
of a logarithm is called the CHARACTENT
This part of the logarithm, shows the poq
the decimal point in the associatecrol
'The decimal part of a logarithm is talled fh
MANTISSA.

For a particular sequence of digits making
uP a number, the mantissa of a commpn loga-
rithm is always the same regaidle4 of the
position of the decimal point in that number.
For example, log 5270 = 3.72181; the mantissa
is 0.72181 and the characteristic is 3.
CHARACTERISTIC

The characteristic of a common logarithm
shows the position of the decimal point in the
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associated number, The characteristic for a
given number may be determined by inspection.
It will be remembered that a common logarithm
is'simply an exponent of the base 10.

'When we write log 360.= 2.55630, we under-.
stand this to mean 10 2 5'.63"."..= 3-60. We know
that the number is 360 and not 36 3,600 be-
cause the characteristic is 2. 4We know 10' is
10. 102 is 100. And 10 is 1,000. Therefoi-e,
the number whose value is 10 '563" must lie
between 100 and 1.000 and of course any num-
ber in that range has 3 digits/

Suppose the characteristkAad been 1: where
would the decimal point in the number be
placed? Since 101 is 10 and 102 is 100, any
number whose logarithm is between 1 and 2
must lie between 10 and, 100 and will have 2
digits. Notice how the position of the decimal
point changes wi the value of the character-
istic in the followin examples: .

log 36.00 = 4.55630

log 3,600 = 3.55630

log 360 = 2.55630

log 36 =,I.55630

log 3.6 = 0.55630
I.

Note that it s only the characteristic that
cpanges when the decimal point is moved.. An
advantage of using the base 10 is thus revealed.
If the characteristic is known, the decimal point
may easily be placed. If the numbeç is knbwn,
the characteristic may be determined by in-
spection: that is, by observing the location of
the dec,imal point.

Although an understanding of the relation
of the characteristic to the powers of 10 is
necessary, for thorough comprehension of loga-,
rithms, the characteristic may be deternuneoil
medianically by application of the following
rules:

1. for a number greater than 1., the charac-
teristic is positive and is one less thanthe
number of digits to the left of the decimal point
in the number. -

2. For a positive number less than 1, the
characteristic is 'negative and has an- absolute
value one more than the number of zeros be-
tweerithe decimal point and Tie first nonzero
digit of the number.

Table 7 contains examples of each type of
characteristic. ,

Practice problems. In problLms through
4, write the characteristic of thelog ithm for
each number. In 5 through 8, place the d cimal

Table 7.Pgsitive aria negative characteristics.

Number Power of 10
Digits in number

to the left of
decimal point

Characteristic

Bet een:

134
0 0 10 d 10 3

:
3 2

13.4 and 10 2 2 1

1.34 10° and 10 I 1

Zeros between
decimal point
and first non-
zero digit

0.134 10-' and 10° -1

0.0134 10 2 and' 10-i 1 -2

0.00134 10 -3 and icr2 2 -3

39
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lioint in each number as indicated by the char-
acteristic.(c) given for each.

1. 4,321 2. 1.23 0.05 4. 12
5. 123: c; = 4 6. 81210; e = 0
7. 8: c = -1 8. 321: c = -2

Answers:1

1. 3 2. 0 3. -2 *I. 1

5. 12,300 6. 8.210 7. 0.8 8. 0.0321

Negathe Characteristics

When a characteristic is negative, such as
-2, we do not carry out tke subtraction since
ihis would involve a negatilli mantissa. There
are several ways of indicatipg a negalive char-
acteristic. Mantissas as presented in appendix
I are always positive and ttie-sign of the char-
acte.dristio is indicated separately. For example,
whale log 0.023 as 2.36173, the bar over the
2 indicates that only the characteristic is neg-
atrve-that is, the logarithm is -2 + 0.36173.

Another way to show the negative charactif-
istic is to place it after the mantissa. In this
case we write 0.36173-2.

A third method, which is used where possi-
ble throughout this section, is to add a certain
quantity to the characteristic and to switract
the same quantity to the right of the mantissa
In the case of the example,' we may write:

/41)110'
-2-.36173

/Off

Table 8. t-Effect of changes in the
location of the decimal point.

Number Charac-
teristic Mantissa Cogarithm

45,600 4 0.6590 4.6590

4,560 3 6.6590 3.6590

456 2 0.6590 2.6590

. 45.6 1 0.6590 1.6590
.1 t

4.56 0 0.6590 0.6590

0.456 -1 0.6590 0.6590-1

0.0456 -2 0.6590 0.6590-2

0.00456 -3 0.6590 0.6590-3

4Appendix I of this pamphlet is a table
which includes the logarithnis of numbers from
1 to 134. For our present purpose in using this
table, we are concerned only with the firAt and
sixth columns.

T e first, column (contains tge number and
the s th column contains its logarithm. For
exa ple, if lt is desired to find the logarithm
of 5, we would find the number 45 in the first

umn, look horizontally across 'the page to
column 6 and read the logarithm, 1.65321. A
glance down the logarithm column will reveal
that the logarithms increase in value as the
numbers increase in valUe.

It must be noted in this pirticular table that
both the mantissa and the characteristic are
given for the number in the first column. This
is simply an additional aid since the charac-
teristic can easily be determined by inspection.

Suppose that we wish to use the table of
Appendix I to find the logarithm of a number
not shown in the "number" coluiiin. By recall-
ing that the mantissa does not chAge when the
decimal point moves, we may be able to deter-
mine the desired logarithm. Far example, the
number 450 does not appear in the number col-
umn of the table. However, the number 45 has
the same mantissa as 450; the only difference
between the two logs is in their characteristics.
Thus the logarithm of 450 is 2.65321.

Practice problems. Find the logarithms of
the following numbers:

10 11)

8.36173-10

In this way the value of the legaritiim remains
the same, but we now have a positive character-
istic as well as a positive mantlssa.

MANTISSA

The mantissa is the decimal part of a loga-
rithm. Tables of logarithms usually contain
only mantissas since the characteristic can be
readily determined as explained previously.
Table 8 shows the characteristic, mantissa,
and,logarithm for several positions of the deci-
mal point using the sequence of digits 4, 5, 6.
It will be noted that the mantissa remains the
same for that particular sequence of digits, re-

.vardless of the position of the decimal point.
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1. 64 2. 98

Answers:

1. 1.8008
3..3.80618

3. 6400 '4. `9.8

2. ,1.99123

4. 0.99123

THE SLIDE RULE

. k 1620. not lone; atter the invention of loga-
rithms, Edmund Gunter sho(ved how logarithmic
calculations could be carried out mechanically.
This is done by laking off lengths on a rule,
representing the logarithms of numbers, and by
combining these lengthsin various ways. The
idea was developed, _and with the contributions
of Mannheim in 1851 the slide rule came into
being as we Imow it today.

The slide rule is a mechanical device by
which' we can carry uut any arithmetic calcula-
tion with the exception of .addition and subtrac-
tion. The most conimon,pperations with the
slide rule ar c. multiplicaMn, division, finding
the squafe or cube of a number, and finding gie
si-q-aare root or cube root of a number. Also
trigonometric operations tare frrquently per
formed. The advantage of the slide 'rule is that
it can be used with relative ease to solve com-
plicated prolliems. One -limItation is that it
will gtve results with a maximum of only three
accurate significant digits. This is sufficient
in most galculations,however, since most phi-
ical constants are only correct to two or thIlie

'Significant digits. %hen greater accuracy is
required. other methdds must be used.

A simplified diagram of a slide rule is pic-
tured in figure 3. The slidin& central part
of the rule is called.ithe SLIDE. The movable
glass or plastic runner with a hairline imprinted
on it is called the LNDICATOR. There is a C
scale printed on the slide,and a D scale exactly
the same as,the C scale proted on the BODY
or STOCK of the slide rule. The niark that is
associated with the pamary number 1 on-any
slide rule scale is called the INDEX. There is

SLIOE -

S.;;CATOR

Figure 3.Sinlplified diagram of a slide rule.
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an index at the extreme left-and at the e.trenie
right on both thy C and D scales. Mere are
othei scales, each having a particular ise.
Some of these w411 be mentioned later.

SLIDE RULE THEORY

We have mentioned that the slide rule is
based on logarithms. Recall that, to multiply
two numbers, we simplY add their logarithms.
Previously we found these logarithms in tables,
but if the logarithms are laid off on scales such
as the C and D scale of the slide rule, we can
add the lengths, which represent these loga-
rithms. To 'make suck a scale we could mark
off mantissas ranEing_from 0 to 1 on 41, rule as
in figure 4. We then find in the tables the
logarithms for numbers ranging from 1 to 10
and write the number opposite its correspond-
ing logarithm on the scale.

3 S. I 7 1 .2

0 0 - 0 't ) 0 0 ; 04 07 OS 01 :0

EiVre 4. Logarithms and corresponding
numbers on a scale.

Table 9 lists the numbers 1 ;through 10
and their corresponding logarithms to th4ee
places. These numbers are written opposite
their logarithms on the scale shown-in figUre
4.* If we have taroinTc-h-seiliii,
arranged so that one of them is free to slide
along the other, we can perform the operation
of multiplication, for example, by ADDING
LENGTHS; that is, by adding logarithms. For
example, if we wish to multiply 2 x 3, vice find
the logarithm of 2 on the stationary scale/and
Move the sliding scale so that its index is over
that mark. We then add the logarithm of 3 by
finding that logarithm on the sliding scale and
by reading below it, on the stationary scale, the
logarithm that is the sum of the two.

Since we are not interested in the logarithms
themselves, but rather in the numbers they
represent, it is possible to remove the loga-
rithmic notation on 1h1 ilea-73-4 and
leave only the logarithmically spaced number
scale. The C and Dscales of the osIide
rule are- ma& up in-ifik manner. Flgure 5
shows the multiplication of 2 x 3. Although the
logarithm scales have been removed, the num-
bers 2 and 3 in reality signify the logarithms of



Tale 9.Numbers and their
corresponding logarithms.

4

Number
..

Logarithm Number Logarithm

1-'' . 0.000 6. 0.778 4 _

2 1 0.301 7 0.845

3 0.477 8 0.903

4 9.602 9 0.954

5. 0.699 10 1.000

X

2

4,

4

7 4 9 1

0 301 0 477
1-

0 77

Figure 5.Multiplication by use of
the slide rule.

2 3, namely, 0.301 and 0.477; the product 6
on scale really signifies the logarithm of 6,
that ip, 0.778. Thus, although logarithms are
the underlying principle, we are able to work
'with the numbers directly.

It should be noted that the scale is made up
from mantissas only. The characteristic must
be det*rmined separately as in the calse where
tablerare'used. Since mantissas identify only
the digit sequence, the digit 3 on the slide rule
represents not only 3 but 30, 300, 0.003, 0.3,
and so forth. Thus, the divisions may repre-
sent the number multiplied or divided by any
power of 10. This is true also for numbers
that fall between the divisions. The digit se-
quence, 1001, could represent 100.1, 1.001,
0.01001, and so forth. The following example
shows the use of the same set of mantissas
which appear in the foregoing example, but with
a different characteristic and, therefore, a dif-
ferent ansiver:

EXAMPLE: Use logs (positions on, the slide
rule) to Multiply 20 times 30.

SOLUTION:

- log 20 = 1.301 (2 on the slide.rule)

log 30 = 1.477 (3 on the slide rule)

log of answer = 2.778 (6 on the slide rule)

Since the 2 in the log of the answer is
merely the indicator of the position of the deci -
Mal point in the answer itself, we do not expect
to find it on the slide rule scale. iiks in the
foregoing example, we find the digit 6 opposite
the multiplier 3. This time, however, the 6

, represents 600, because the characteristic of
the log representeil by 6 in this problem is 2.

READING THE SCALES

Reading a elide rule is no more complicated
than reading a yard stick or ruler, if the dif-:
ferences in its markings'are understood.

Between the two indices of the C or .9 scales
Ithe large digit 1 at the extreme left and right
of the scales) are-divisions numoered 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. Each length between twq.con:
secutive divisions is divided into
and each section is divided intcr spaces. (Seer-
figure 6.)

DIVISION

SECTION

2 i3
2

3
2

Figure 6.Division, section, and space of
a slide rule scale.

Notice that the division between I and 2
occupies about one-third of. the length of the
rule. This is sufficient space in which to write
a number for each of the section marks. The
sections in the remaining divisions are not
numbered, because the space is more limited.
Notice also that in the division between 1 and 2,
the sections are each divided into to staces.
The sections of the divisions from 2 to 4 are
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subdivided into only 5 spaces, and those from
4 to the right index are subdivided into only 2
spaces. These subdivisions are so arranged
because of the limits of space.

Only the sequence of significant digits is
read on the slide rule. The position'of the dec-
imal point is determined separately. For ex-
ample, if the hairline of the indicator is in the
left-hand position shown in figure, 7, the sig-
nificant digits are read as follows:

1 I

7 s 91 2

94

03

Figure 7.Readings in the first division
of a slide rule.

1. Any time the hairline falls in the first
division, the first iignificant digit is 1.

2. ,Since the hairline lies between the index
'and the first section mark, we know the number
lies between 1.0 and 1.1, or 10 and 11, or 100
and 110, etc. ihe second significant digit is 0.

3. We next find how far from the index the
hairline is located. It lies on the marking for
the third space.

4. The three significant digits are 103.
In the second example shown in figure 7,

the hai4ine is located in the first division, the
ninth section, and on the fourth space mark of
that section. Thereiore, the%ignificant digits
are 194.

Thus, we see that any number falling in the
first division of the slide rule will always have
1 as its first significant digit. It can have any

TEN SPAWS IN EACH
SEC ON

/1/
number from 0 through 9 as,its second dwit,and
any number from 0 through 9 as its third digit.
Sometimes a fourth digit can be roughly approx-
imated in this first division, but the number is
really accurate to only three significant digits.

In the second and third divisions, each sec-
tion is divided into only 5 spaces. ,(See fig. 8).
Thus, each space is equal to 0.2 of the section.
Suppose, for example,,that the hairline lies on
the third space mark after the large 2 indicat-
ing the second division. The first significant
digit is 2 Since the hairline lies between 2 and
the first section mark, the second digit is 0.
The hairline lies on the third space mark or
0.6 of the way between the division mark and
the first section mark, so the third digit is 64,
Thus, the significant digits are 206. Notice
that if the hairline lies on a space mark the
third digit can be written accurately; otherwise
it must be approximated.

From the fourth division to the right index,
each section is divided into only two spaces.
Thus, if, the hairline is in the fourth division
and lies on the space mark between the sixth
and seventh sections, we would read 465. If the
hairline did not fall on a space mark, the third
digit would have to be approximated.

OPERATIONS WITH THE SLIDE RULE

There are two parts in solving problems
with a slide rule. In the first part the slide
rule is used to-,find the digit sequence of the
final result. The second part is concerned with
the placing of the decimal' point in the result.
Let us consider first the digit sequence in mul-
tiplication and division.

Multiplication

Multiplication is performed on the C and D
scales of the slide rule. The following proce-
dure is used:

aNLY FIVE SPACES IN EACH
SECTION

HAIRLINE

Figure 8.Reading in the second division of a slide rule.
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.1. Locate one of the factors to be multiplied
on the D scale, disregarding the decimal point.

2. Place the index of the C scale opposite
that number.

3. Locate the other factor on the C scale
and move the hairline of the indicator to cover
this factor.

4. The product is on the D scale under the
hairline.

Sometimes in multiplying numbers, such as
25 x 6; the number on the C scale extends to
the right of the stock and the product cannot be
read. In such a case, we simply shill indices.
instead of the left-hand index of the C scale,
the right-hand index is placed opposite the fac-
t6r on the D scale. The rest of the problem
remains the same. By shifting indices, we are
simply multiplying or dividing by 10, but this
plays no part in reading the significant digits.
Shifting indices affects the characteristic only.

EXAMPLE: 252 x 3 = 756

1. Place the left index of .the C scale over
252.

2. Locate 3 on the C scale and set the hair-
line of the indicator over it.

3. Under the hairline on the D.scale r6d
the product, 756.

EXAMPLE: 4 x 64 = 256

1. Place the right index of the C scale
over 4.

2. Locate 64 on the C scale and set the
hairline of the indicator over it.

3. Under the hairline on the D scale read
the product, 256.

Practice problems. Determine the following
products by
digits:

slide rule to three significant

1. 2.8 x 16 3. 6 x 85
2. 7 x 1.3 4. 2.56 x 3.5

Answers:

1. 44.8 3. 510
2. 9.10 4. 1/.96

Division
_

Division being the ifiverse of .multiplication,
the prOcess. of multiplication is reversed to

perform division on a slide rule. We subtract
the length representing the logarithm of the
divisor from the length representing the loga-
rithm of the dividend to get the logarithm of the
quot lent .

The procedure is as follows:
1. Locate the dividend on the D scale and >-

place the hairline of the indicator over it.
2. Move the slide until the divisor (on the C

scale) lies under the hairline.
3. Read the quotiejit on the D scale opposite

the C scale index.
If the divisor is greater numerically than

the dividend, the slide will extend to the left. If
' the divisor is less, the slide will extend to the

right. In either case, the quotient is the number
on the D scale that lies opposite the scale ut-
dex, falling within the lupits of the D scale.

44

EXAMPLE: 6 3 = 2

1. Locate 6 on the D scale and place the
hairline of the intlicator over it.

2. Move the slide until 3 on the C scale is
under the hairline. t3. Opposite the left C scale index, read the
quotient, 2, on the D scale.

EXAMPLE: 378 63 = 6

1. L,wate 378 on the D scale and move the
hairline of the indicator over it.

2. Move the slide to the left until 63 on the
C scale is under the hairline.

3. Opposite the right-hand index of the C
scale, read the quotient, 6, on the 1) scale.

Practice problems. Determine the following
quotients by slide rule.

1. 126 3 3. 142 71

2. 960 15 .4. 459 17

Answers:

1. 42 3. 2

2. 64 4. 27-

PLACING THE DECIMAL POINT

Various methods have been advanced regard-
ing the placement 01 the decimal point in num-
bers derived from slide rule computations.
Probably the most universal and must easily
remembered method is that of approximation.
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The method of approximation means simply
the rounding off of numbers and the mechanical
shifting of decimal points in the numbers of the
problem so that the approximate size of the
solution and the exact position of the deCimal
point will be seen from, inspection. The slide

.rule may then be used to derive the correct se-
quence of significant digits. The method may
best be demonstrated by.a few examples. Re-
member, shifting the decimal point in a number
one place to the left is the same as dividing by
10. Shifting it one place to the right is the
same as multiplying by 10. Every shift must
be compensated for in order for the solution to
be correct.

EXAMPLE: 0.573 x 1.45

SOLUTION: No shifting of decimils is neces-
sary here. We see that approxirriciply 0.6 is to
be multiplied by approximately, 1412. Immedi-
ately, we see that the solution is in the neigh-
borhood of 0.9. By slide rule we find that the
significant digit sequence of the-product is 832.
From our approximation we knOw that the deci-
mal point is to the immediate left of the first
significant digit, 8. Thus,

0.573 x 1.45 = 0.832

EXAMPLE: 239 x 52.3

SOLUTION: For ease in multiplying, we shift
the decimal point in 52.3 one place to the left,
making it 5.23. To Compensate, the .decimal
point is shifted to the right one place in the
other factor. The new position of the decimal
point is indicated by the presence of the caret
symbol.

2390
A x 5

e\
23

r problem is approximately the saane as

2,400 x 5 `. 12,000

Br-slide rule the digit sequence is 125. Thus,

239 x 52.3 .= 12,500

EXAMPLE: 0.000134 x 0.092

SOLUTION:

Shifting decimal points, we have
0r:00.000134 x 0.09/\2

45

Approximation: 9 x 0.0000015 = 0.0000117:
By slide rule the digit sequence is 123. From
approximation the decimal point is located as
follows:

Thus,

0.0000123

0.000134 x 0.092 = 0.0000123

EXAMPLE: 53.1
42.4

SOLUTION: The decimal toints are shifted so
that the divisor becothes a number between 1
and 10. The method employed is cancellation.

Shifting decimal points, we have

Approximation:

Digit sequence by slide rule:

1255

Placing the decimal point from the approxi-
mation:

1.255

Thus,

r-53.1
1.255

EXAMPLE: 0.00645
0.0935

SOLUTION:

121

Shifting decimal points, we have

Approximation:

0 00 A645

009 A35

0.6
= 0.07

Digit sequence by slide rule: 690



_

Placing the decimal p,it from the approxi-
mation:

Thus,

0.0690

0.00645 0.06900.0935 -

Practice problems. 'Solve the following
problems with the slide rule and use the, method
of approximation to determine the position of
the decimal point: ,

I. 0.00453 x 0.1645 3. 0.0362 x 1.2 1

2. ,-611.:*-'1.255 4. 67 316
,

Answers:

1. 0.000745 3. 0.0438
2. 42.4 4. 0.2 12

MULTIPLICATION AlilD
DIVISION COMBINED

In problems such as

0.644 x 330
161 x 12-A%

it is generally best to determine the position of
the decimal point by means of the method of
approximation and to determine the significant
digit sequgnce from the slide rule. Such prob-
lems areusually solved by dividing and multi-
plying alternately the problem. That
is, we divide 0.644by 161, multiply the quotient
by 330, and divide that product by 12.

Shifting decimal points, we have
0A6.644 x 3A30

1 A61 x 1 A2

Since the:re is a combined shift of three plates
to the left in the divisor, there must also be a
combined shift .(;.)f three.places to the left in the
dividend. "

. 2
0. $Approxim on: 06 x 0.06 x 2 - 0.12

i'he byrstep process of determining the
signific digit sequence of this problem is as
fallovi

4t, .

,...
1. Place the hairline over644 On the D scale.
2..Draw the slide so that 16 1 of the ,C,stale

,lies under the hairline opposite 644:
3. Opposite the C scale index.(on the D scale)

is the quotient of 644 + 161.- This is to be niul-
tiplied by 330; but 330 profeetS beyond the rule
so the C scale indices.musf be shifted.

4. After shifting the indiges, find 330 on the
C kale arid place the hairline our it. Opposite
30 under the hairline on the D scale is the

644proauct of -x 330.- 161
5. Next, move the C scale til 12 is uncie

the hairline. Opposite:the scale i (o the
D scale) is the final quotient. The dip se-
quence is 110.

The decimal point is then placed according
to,ozzsapproximation: 0.11. Thus,

0.644 x 330 = 0.11161 x 12

Practice problems. Solve the following
problems, using a slide'rule:

F. 22 x 78.5 x 157
17 x 18.3 x 85

2. 432 x 9,600
25,600 x 198

.3. 2.77 x 0.064
0.17 x 1.97

Answers:
1. 10.2

SQUARES

2. 0.817
6.51,

3. 0.529

Squares of numbers are found by reference
to the A scale. The numbers on the A scale are
the squares of those on the D Scale. The A
scale is reallyla double scale, each division
being one-half as large as the corresponding
division on the D scale. The use of a double
scale for squaring is based upon the fact that
the logarithm of the square of a number is twice
as large as the logarithm of the number itself.

-In other words,

log N2 = 2 log N

This is reasonable, since

log N2 = log-(N x N)

= log N + log N
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For a'n'tiMerical example, suppose that we
seek to-square 2 by,rneans-ol.logarithms.-'

log 2.= 4301
1og.22 = 2 log 2

=. 2 x 0.301

0.602

Since- each part of the A scale is half as
large as thp corresponding part of the D scale,
the logarithm 0,602 on the A scale will be the
same length as the logarithm 0.301 on the D
scale. That is, these logarithms will be oppo-
site, on the A and D scales. On the A scale as
on the D scale, the-numbergsare written rather
than their logarithms. Select several humbers
on the D scale, such as 2, 4, 8, 11, and read
their squires on the A scale, namely, 4, 16,
64, 121.

Notice also that the same relation exists fo?'
the rE5 and C scales as for the A and D scales.
Of interest, also; is the fact that since the A
and B scales are made upas are the C and D
scales,, they too could be used for, multiplying
or dividing.

Placing the Decinial Point

Usually thvildecimal may be placed by the
method b.L.A.Wexima'tion. However,,close ob-
servation 7Mreveal certain facts, that elimi-

-nate the need for approximations in squaring
numbers. Two rules suffice for squaring whole
or mixed faimbers, as follow:

1. When the square of a number is read on
the left half of the A scale, thai number will
contain twice the number of digits to the left of
the decimal point in the original number, less 1.

2. When the square of a number is read on
the right half of the.A scale, that number will
contain ti,vice the number of digits to the left' of
the decimal point in the original number.

EXAMPLE: Square 2.5.

SOLUTION: Place the hairline over 25 on the
D sc,ale. Read the digit sequence, 625, under
the hairline in the left half of -scale.

By rule 1: (2 x number of digits_)- 2(1)-1=1.-
There is one digit to the left' 61 decimal
point. Thus,

(2.5)2 = 6.25'

123
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EXAMPLE: Square 6,340.

SOLUTION:

Digit sequence, right half A scale: 402.
By rule 2: 2 x number of digits = 2 x 4 = 8

(digits in answer). Thus,
(6,340)2 = 0,200,D00

Positive Numbers Less Than One

If positive numbers less than one are to be
squared, a slightly different verSion of the pre-
ceding rules must be employed. Count the .
zeros between the decimal point and the first,
nonzero digit. Consider this count negative.
Then the number of zeros between the decimal
point and the first significant digit of the
squared number may be fpund as follows:

1. Left half A scal : Multiply the zeros
counted by 2 and subt ct 1.

2. Right half A scale: Multiply the zeros
counted by 2.

EXAMPLE: S:quare 0.0045

SOLUTION:

Digit sequence, right half A sclle: 2025.
By rule 2: 2(-2) = -4. (Thus, 4 zeros`ke-

tween the decimal point and the first digit.)

(0.0045) 2= 0.00002025

EXAMPLE: Square 0.0215

SAUTION:

Digit sequence, left half A scale: 462.
By rule 1: 2(-1) -1 = -3

(0,0215) 2 = 0.000462

SQUARE- ROOTS

Taking the square root of a number withl the
slide rule is the, inverse process of squaring a
number. We find the number on the 4 scale,
set the hairline of the indicator over. it, and
read the square root on the D scale under the
hai

Positioning Numbers on tile A Settifl

Since_ there ire two paris of the A scale
exactly alike-and the digit sequence could be

.611,



found on either part, a question arises as to
-which section to use. Generally, we think of
the left half of the rule as being numbered from
1 to 10 and the right half as beingnumbered
from 10 to 100. The ntimbering continues- left.
half 100 to 1,000, right half 1,000 to 10,000, and
so forth.

A simple process provides a check Of the
location of the riumber from which the root is
to be taken. For whole or mixed numbers, be-
gin at the decimal point of the number and mark
off the digits to the left (including end zeros) in
groups of two. This is illustrated in the follow-
ing two examples:

1. Nb40,3-017.21

v4'03'00.21

2. v2,034.1

v20`34.1

Look at the left-hand group. If it is a 1-digk
number, use the left half of the A scale. If it
is a 2-digit numbe,r, use the right half of the A
scale. The.-number in example 1 is thus located
in the left half of the A scale and the number in
.example 2 is located in the right halt. ,

Numbers,Less:Than One

, For positive numbers less than one, b gin at
the decimal point and mark off groups Of two to
the right. This is illustrated as flows!

1. NIIUTOIT24

40.00'02'45 .-

2. V0.00402

Ldokingfrom left to right, locate the firs group
that contains a digit other than zero. If the
first figure in this group_ is zero, loc te the
number in the left half 'of the A scale/ If the
first figure is other than zero, locate the num-
ber ih the right half of the'A scale. Thus,

and

V0.0002'45 is located left

r
vu.00'40'2 is located right
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Powers.e-10-

When the .square root' of 10, 1,000, 100,000,
and so forttl, is desired, the center index is
used. Thatiis, when the number of digits in a
power of 11 is even,,use the center index.

The sl e, rule uses only the first three
significan digits of a number. Thus, if the
rule is u ed, v23451.6 must be considered as

2 410.1. Likewise, 1.43567 would be consid-
ered 1. 000, and so forth. For greater accu-
racy, o er methods must be used.

Pra tice problems. State which half of the
A scal should be used for each of the following:

//

1'
i
v/432

2. v0.014
3. N.241.67

4. v0.00045

Answers:

1. Left

2. Left
.3. ref t

4.;_yft

5. v4,320
6. v0.00301
7. 0.0640

8. \ 9 . 4 1

5. Right

6. Right
7. Left .

8. Left

'Placing the Decimal Point

To place the decimal point fn the square
.root'of a number, mark off the original number
in groups of bald as explained previously.

For whole oio mixed numbers, the number of
groups marked off is the number of digits in-
cluding end zeros to the `left of the decimal
point in the root. The following problems il-
lustrate this:

1. N/23,415

423415 Three digits to left of dec-
imal poiht, in square root

.2. v421,562.4
V42'15'62.4 Three digits to left of dec-

'imal point in square root

3. V231.321

N/2'31.321 . Two digits to left of deci-
mal point in square root
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For .positive numbe'rs less than one, there
will be one zero in the square root between the
decimal point and the first significant digit for
every pair of zeros counted between the deci-
mal point and the first significant digit of the
original number. This is illustrated as,follows:

1.* N10.0004

N.0.0004

2. .0.00008

One zero before first digit
in square root

\ 0.00'00'8 Two zeros before first digit
in square root

3. N/0.08' No zeros before first digit
in squve root

EXAMPLE: 4,521
45'21

(Two digits in left-hand groug)

Place the hairline over 452 on the right half of
the A scale. -41.ead the digit sequence of the
root,' 672, on the D scale under the hairline.
Since there are two groups in the original num-
ber, there are two digits to the left of the deci-
mal point in the root. Thus,

67.2

EXAMPLE: 0.000741
0.00 '07 '51

(First figure is zero in this group)

Place the hairline over 741 on the left half of
the A scale. Read the digit sequence of the
root, 272, unde.r the hairline on the D scale.
Since- there is one pair of zeros to the left of
the group containing the first digit, there is one
zero between the decimal point, and the first
significant digit of the root. Thus,

'0.000741 s= 0.0272

Practioe problems. Evaluate each of the
following by means-of a slide rule:

-1. (17.75)2 3. N/974i

2. (0.65)2 4.. NZ-07-74
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Answers:

1. 1315 3. 3.07

2. 0.422 4. 0.272

CUBES AND CUBE ROOTS

Cubes and cube roots are read on the D and
K scales of the slide rule. On the_ K scale are
compressed three complete logarithmic scales
in the same space as that of the D'scale. Thus,
any logarithm on the K /wale is three timesatit
logarithm opposite it on the D scale. To cube

.a number by logarithms, we multiply its loga-.

rithm by three. Therefore, the logarithms a
cubed numbers will lie on the K scale oppoAite
the nunibers on the D scale.

As with the other slide rule scales- men-
tioned,. the numbers the logarithms represent,
rather than the logariththic notatitms, are
printed on the rule. In the left-hand third of
the K scale, the numbers range from 0 to 10; in
the middle third they range from.10 to 100; and
in the right-hand third, they range from 100 to
1,000.

To cube a number, find the number on the D
scale, place the hairline over it, and read the
digit sequence of the 'cubed number on the K
scale under the, hairline.

Placing the Decimal Point

The,decimal point of a cubed whole or mixed
number may be easily placed by application of
the following rules:

1. If the cubed number is located in the left
third of the K scale, its number of digits to the
left of the decimal point is 3 tiMes the number
(if digits to the left of the decimal point in the
original number, less 2.

2. If the cubed number is located in the
middle third of the K scale, its number of digits
is 3 times the number of digits of the original
number, less 1.

3. If the cubed number is located in the
right third of the K scale, its number of digits
is 3 times the number of. digits of the original
number.

'EXAMPLE: (1.6)3

SOLUTION: Place the hairlin'e over on D
scale. Read the digit sequence, 409, on the K-
scale under the hairline.

,
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4. /The number of digits to the left of the decimal
point* in the number 1.6 is 1, and the cubed .

number is in the left-hand third of the K scale.

3 x (No. of digits)-2 = (3 x 1)-2
= 1

Therefore,

,,(11.6)3 = 4.09

EXAMPLE: (4.1)3

Digit sequence = 689.

SOLUTION: The number of digits to the left of
the decimal point in, the number 4.1 is 1, and the
cubed number is in the middle third of the K
scale.

3 x (No. of digits)-1 = (3 x 1)-1

= 2

Therefore;
(4.1)3 = 68.9

EXAMPLE: (52)3

SOLUTION: Digit sequence = 141.

The number of digits to the left of the decimal
point in the number 52 is 2, and the cubed num-
ber is in the right-hand third of the K scale.

Therefore,

/It
Positive Numbers Less Than One

3 x No. of digits = 3 x 2
= 6

= 141,000

If positive numbers less than one are. to be
cubed, coimt the zeros between the decimal
point and the first nonzero' digit. Consider the
count negative. Then the number of zeros be-
tween the.decimal point and the first significant
digit of the cubed number may be found as
f ollows:

1. Left third of K scale: Multiply the zeros
countpd by 3 and subtract 2.

V*4Middle third of K scale: Multiply the
zeros counted by 3 and subtract -1.

3. Right third of;IC scale: Multiply the zeros
counted by 3.

EXAMPLE: Cube 0.034

SOLUTION: Digit sequence = 393
^-

Zero count of 0.034 = -1, and 393 in the mid-
dle third of the K scale.

3 x (No. of zeros)-1 = (3 x -1)-1 = -4

Therefore,

-(0.0,34)3 = 0,0000393

Practice problems. Cube the following num-
bers using the slide rule.

1. 21 2. 0.7 3. 0:0128 4. 404

Answers:

1. 9260 3. 0.0000021

2. 0.342 4. 66,000,000

Cube Roots

Taking the cube root of a number on the
slide rule is the Inverse process of cybing a
number. To take the cube root of a number,
find the number on the K scale, set the hairline
ovet it, and read the cube root on, the D scale
wider the hairline.

POSITIONING NUMBERS ON THE K SCALE.
Since a given number can, be located in three
positions on the K scale, the question arises as
to which third of "the K scale to use when you
locate a number. Generally, the left index, the
left middle index, the right middle index, and
the right index are considered to be numbered
as shown in figure 9.

1 1 1 1

I 10 100 1,000
1,000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000

Figure9. Powers of 10 associated with
K-scale indices.

A system similar to that used with square
roots may be used to locate 'the position of a
number on the K scale/ Groups of three are
used rather thankgroups of two. The grouping
for cube root is illustrated as follows:

50
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3
1. N40,531.6,

3
531.6

2. .4,561.43
3.4'561.43

3. .0.000043
3

0.000 043

For whole- or mixed numbers, the following
rules apply:

1. If the left-hand.grOup contains one digit,
locate the numberbin the left third of the K seale.

2. If the left group contains two digits, lo-
cate the number in the middle third of the K
scale.

3. If the left group contains three digits,
locate the number in the right third of the K
scale.

The following examples illustrate the fore-
going rules:

31. .4 561.43
(One digit)- left third of K scale.

2. 't 40'531.6

(Two digits)- middle third of K scale.
33. .4531361
(Three digits)-right third of K scale.

For positive numbers less than one, look
from left to right and find the first group that
contains a digit other than zero.

1.,11 the first two figures in this group are
zeros, locate the number in the left third of the
K scale.

2. If only the first figure in this group is
zero, locate the number in the middle third of
the K scale.

3. If the first figure of,the group is not zero,
locate the number in the right third of the K
scale.

The following examples illustrate these
rules:

3
1.

,
0 .00 0' 004 ' 53

(Two zeros)- left third of K scale.
3

2. .t0.000'050'43

.(One zero)- middle third of K scale.
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.3. 0.000' 0001430

(No zero)- right third of K scale.

. PLACING THE DECIMAk POINT.-To place
the decimal point in the cube root of a number,
we use the system of marking off in groups of .
three as shown above.

For whole or mixed numbers, there is one
digit in the root to the left of the decimal point
'for every group marked in the original number.

3

(Two digits in root to left of decima point.)
For positive numbers less than one, there

will be one zero in the root between the decimal
point and the first significant digit for every
three zeros counted between the decimal point
and the first significant digit of the original
number. Thus,

.h.000'000'004

(Two zeros between decimal point and first:sig-
nificant digit of root.)

3
EXAMPLE: -4216000.4

.?4216'000.4

(Three digits in left group)

Place the hairline over 216 in the-right third of
the K scale. Read the digit sequence, 6, under
the hairline on the D scale. Since there are
two groups in the original number, there are
two digits to the left of the decimal point in the
root. Thus,

3
.216000.4 = 60

3
EXAMPLE: 0,0000451

4.0000451
(Only first figure is zero in this group)

of the K scale. Rea e digit sequence, 357,
Place the hairline 451 in the-middle third

th
under the hairline on the D scale. Since there
is one group of three zeros, there is one zro
between the decimail, point and the first signifi-
cant digit of the root\ Thus,

3
N/0,0000451 = 0.0357



POWERS OF 10.To take the cube root of a
power of 10, mark it off as explained in the
preceding paragraphs. The n mber in the left
group will then be 1, 10, or 1 0. We know that
the cube root of 10 is a nu er between 2 and
3. Thus, for the cube root of y number whose
left group is 10, use the K cale index which
lies between 2 and 3 on the scale. The cube
root of _100 lies between 4 d 5. Therefore,
for a number whose.left gr. is 100, use the K
scale index between 4 and 5 the D scale.

Practice problem's. Fo o g are- some
problems and the digit seq e (d. s.) of the
roots. Locate the decimal o t tor each root.

1. V17.1i0 d. Sy 28 4
2. 'Z10.051 d. w.` 37

3. 'ZITS d.3 50 6

f4

C52

4. si27,171,(TC)0

3
5. Ni734,000,000

6. .4;UM-

Answers:

1. 0.02844

2. 0.371

3.. 5.026

4. 58.9

5. 902

6. 17

d. s. 589

d. s: 902

d. s. 17

1:-?b
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. WORKING WITH NUMBERS

COMPLEX NUMBERS

In certain calculations in mathematics and
related sciences, it is necessary to perform
operations with numbers unlike any mentioned
thus far in this pamphlet. These numbers, unfor-
tunately called "inlaginary" numbers by early
mathematicians, are quite useful and have a
very real meaning in the physical sense. The .

number system, which consists of ordinary num-
bers and imaginary numbers, is called ,the
COMPLEX NUMBER system. Complex num-
bers are composed of a "real" part and an
"imaginary" Part.

REAL NUMBERS

The concept of number, as has been noted
previously, has developed gradually. Ai one time
the idea of number was limited to positive

,whole numbers.
The concept was broadened to include post-

tlie fractions, numbers that lie between the
whole numbers. At first, fractions included
only those numbers which could be expressed
with terms that were integers. Since any frac
tion may. be considered as a ratio, this gave
rise to the term RATIONAL NUMBER, which
is 0:kfined as any number which can be ex-
pressed as the ratio of two integers. (Remem-
ber that any whole number is an integer.)

It soon became apparent that these numbers
were.not enough to complete the positive num-
ber' range. The ratio, rr, of the circumference
of a circle to its diameter, did not fit the con-
cept of number thus far advanced, nor did such

- CO

numbers as NIT and 1I Although decimal
values are often assigned to these numbers,
they are only approximations. That is, a is not
exactly equal to 22/7 or to 3.142. Such num-
bers are called MRATIONAL to distinguish
them from the other numbers of the system.
With ratien2is.and irrational numbers, _the posi-
tive number system includes all the numbers
from zero to infinity in a positive direction.

Since the number system was not complete
with only positive numbers, the system was ex-
panded to include negative numbers. The idea
of negative rational and irrational numbers to
minus infinity was an easy extension of the
system.

Rational and irrational -numbers, positive
and negative to t infinity s they have been
presented in this pampfilet,ilomprise the REAL
NUMBER s}istem. Theieal number system is
pictured in figure 10.

OPERATORS

As shown in a preyipus section, the plus
sign in an expression such as 5 + 3 can .stand
for. either of two separatt things: It indicates
the positive number 3, oe it indicates that +3
is to be added to 5; that is, it indicates the op-
eration to be performed on +3.

Likewise, in the problem 5 - 3, the minus
sign may indicate the negative number -3, in
which case the operation would be addition; that
is, 5 + (-3). On the other hand, it may indicate
the sign of operation, in which case +3 is to be
subtracted from 5; that is, 5 - (+3).

Thus, plus and minus sighs may indicate
positive and negative numberS, or they may in-
dicate operations to be performed.

0

+ I

+1 +2 +3 +4

+12- 4-rr

Figure 10. The real number systeth.
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IMAGINARY NUMBERS

The number line pictured in figure 10 rep-
resents all.positive and negative numbers from
plus infinity to minus" infinity. However, there
is a type of number which does not fit into the
picture. Such a number occurs when we try to
solve the folloiing equation:

, x2 + 4 = 0
x2 = -4
x *

Notice the distinction between this use of the
radical sign and the manner in which it was
used in section 3. Hem the + symbol is in-
cluded with the radical sign to emphasize the
fact that two values of x exist. Although both
roots exist, only the positive one is usually
Oven. This is in accordance with usual mathe-
matical convention.

The equation

x = *

raises an interesting question:
What number multiplied by itself yields -4?

The square' of -2 is +4. Likewise, the square
of +2 is +4. There is no number In the system
of real numbers that is the square root of a
negative 'number. The square root of a nega-
tive number came to be called an IMAGINARY
NUMBER. When this name was assigned the
square roots of negative numbers,. it was natu-
ral to refer to the other known numbers as the
REAL numbers. -

IMAGINARY UNIT

To reduce the problem of imaginary num-
bers to its simplest terms, we proceed as far

Thus, the problem of giving meaning to the
square root of any negative number reduces to
that of finding a meaning for Nr-T.

The square root of minus 1 is .designated
by mathematicians. When it appears with a co-
efficient, the symbol i is written last unless
the coefficient is in radical form. This con-
vention is illustrated in the following examples:

4±2 T1 = ±2i
43- = i 4T

3 47" \1:=1" = 3i 477-

The symbol i stands for the imaginary unit
4-71. An imaginary number is any real multi- ,

ple, positive or negative, of i. For example,
-7i, +7i, i 41-5-, and bi are all imaginary num-
bers.

In electrical fOrmulas the\ letter i denotes
current. To avoid confusion, electronic techni-
cians use the letter j to indicate 4--T and call it
"operator j." The name "imaginary" should be
thought of as a technical mathematical term of
convenience. Such numbers have a very real
purpose in the physical sense. Also it can be
shown that ordinary mathematical operations
such as addition, multiplication, and so forth,
may be performe4 in exactly the same way as
for the so-called real numbers.

Practice problems. Express each of the
following as some real number times i:
1. 4--11I 3. 4-4- 5. 4---2r

2. 2 \r-71 4. 6" VT3
Answers:

1. 41 3. i Nrr 5. 5i
36. -i
4

2. 2i 4. di

as possible usingordinary numbers in the so- Powers of the Imaginary Unitlution. Thus, we may write 47:4" as a product
The following examples illustrate

Likewise,

,14-4=1*
= *2 47--

Nrr Nr-r

4:'7 = Nrr7 474.,

the re-
of raising the imaginary unit to various

rs:
i = 47-1"

i2 r-T 47f, or -1
i3 i2i 34 -11, or -i
i4 i2i2

L
=1-2 -:"1" =



bit

We see from these examples that an even
power of i is a real number equal to +1 or -1.
Every odd power of i is imaginary and equal to
i or -1.. Thus, all powers of i reduce to one of
the following four quantities: V--7, 1 , -1/77,
or +1.

FUNDAMENTALS OF ALGEBRA

The numbers and operating rules of arith-
metic form a part o
of mathematics called

Algebra extends t
so that it is possible

a very important branch
LGEBRA.
e concepts of arithmetic
o generalitie the rules for

operating with numbers and use these rules in
manipulating symbols other than numbers. It
does not involve an abrupt change into a dis-
tinctly new field, but rather provides a smooth
transition into many branches of mathematics
with a continuation of knowledge already gained
in basic arithmetic.

The idea of expressing quantities in a gen-
. eral way, rather than in the specific terms of
arithmetic, is fairly common. A typical exam-
ple is the formula for the perimeter of a rec-
tangle, P = 2L + 2W, in which the letter.P rep-
resents perimeter, L represents length, and W
represents width. It should be understood that
2L 2(L) and 2W = 2(W). If the L and the W
were numbers, parentheses or some other mul-
tiplication sign would be necessary, but Ilia,-
meaning of a term such as 2L is clear without
additional signs or symbols.

All formulas are algebraic expressions, al-
though they are not always identified as such.
The letters used in algebraic expressions are
often referred to as LITERAL NUMBERS (lit-
eral implies "letteral").

Another, typical use of literal numbers is in
the statement of mathematical laws of operation.
For examplthe commutative, associative, and
distributive laws, may be stated in general
terms by the use of algebraic symbols.

COMMUTATIVE LAWS

The commutative laws refer(to those sit-
uations in which the factors and terms of an
expression are reavanged in a different order.

ADDITION

The algebraic form of tile commutative law
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for addition is as follows:

a+b+c=a+c+b=c+b+a
In words, this law states that the sum of two or
more addends is the same regardless of the
order in which the addends are Arranged.

In the algebraic example, a, b, and c re-
present any numbers we choose, thus giving a
broad inclusive example of the rule. (Note that
once a value is selected for a literal number,
that value remains the same wherever the let-
ter appears in that particular example or pro-
blem. Thus, if we give a the value of 12, in
the example just given, a's value is 12 wher-
ever it appears.)

M ULTIPLICATION

The algebraic form of the commutative law
for multiplication is as follows:

abc = acb cba

In words, this law states that the product of
two or more factors i the same regardless of
the order in which the are arranged.

ASSOCIATIVE LAWS

The associative laws of addition and multi-
plication refer to the grouping (association) of
terms and factors in a mathematical expression.

ADDITION

The algebraic form of the associative law
for addition is as follows:

a + b + c = (a + b) + c = a + (b + c)

In words, this law states that the sum of three
or more addends is the same regardless pf the
manner in which the addends are grouped.

MULTIPLICATION

The algebraic form of the associative law
for multiplication is as follows:

a b c =_Sia b) c a (b c)



In words, this law states that the product of
three or more factors is the same regardless
of the manner in which the factors are grouped.

DISTRIBUTIVE_ LAW

The distributive law refers to the distribu-
tion of factors among the terms of an additive
expression. The aigebraic form ot this law is
as follows:

a(b + c + d) = ab + ac + ad

In words, this law may be stated as follows: If
the sum of two or more quantities is multiplied
bra third quantity, the product is found by ap-
plying the multiplier to each of the original
quantities separately and summing the result-
ing expressions.

A LGE BRA IC SUMS

. The word "sum': has been used several times
in this discussion, and it is important to realize
the full implication where algebra is concerned.
Since a literal number may represent either a
positive or a negative quantity, sum of sev-
eral literal numbers is always understood to be
an ALGEBRAIC SUM. That is, it is the sum
that results when the algebraic signs of all the
addends are taken into consideration.

The followinli problems illustrate.the proce-
dure for finding an algebraic sum:

Let a = 3, b = -2, and c = 4.
Then a + b + c = (3) (-2)

5

Also, a b - c = a + (-b) + (-c)

= 3 + (+2) + (-4)

= 1

4

The second problem showct that every expres-
sioh containing two or more terms to be corn"-
bined by addition gnd subtraction may be re-
written as an algebraic sum, all,negative signs

consideredas belonging to specific terms
and all operational signs being positive.

It should be noted, in relation to this subject,
that the lawp of signs for algebra are the same
sts those for arithmetic.

ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS

An algebraic expression is made up of the
signs and symbols of algebra. These symbols

_

-;
include the Arabic numerals, literal numbers,
the signs of operation, and so forth. Such an
expression represents one number or one quan-
tity. Thus, just as the sum of 4 and 2 is one
quantity, that. is, 6, the sum 91 c and d is one

quantity, that is, c + d. Likewise
ft,

4-1), ab,
a b, and so forth, are algebraic expres-
sions each of which represents one quantity or
number.

Longer expressions may be formedby com-
binations of the various signs of operation and
the other algebraic symbols; but no matter how
complex such expressions arelthey still repre-
sent one number. Thus, the algebraic expres-
sion "a + b c is one number,

6
The arithmetic value of any algebraic ex-

pression depends on the values assigned to the
literal nuinbers. For example, in the expres-
sion 2x2 - 3ay, if x = -3, a = 5, and y = 1, then
we have the following:

2x2 - 3ay = .2(4)2 -3(5)(1)
= 2(9) - 15 = 18 - 15 = 3

Notice that the exponent is an expression
such as 2x2 applies only tc; the x. If it is de-
sired to indicate the square of 2x, rather than
2 times thet square of x, then parentheses are
used and the expression becomes (2x)2.

Practice problems. Evaluate the following
ahzebraic expressions when a = 4, b = 2., c = 3,
x 7, and y 5. Remember that the order of
operation is multiplication, division, adriition, and
subtraction.

1. 3x + 7y c 3. ax
+

ay 2
2. xy - 4a2 4. c +

Answers:

1. 53
2. -29

TERMS AND COE FFICIENiS

3. 19

4. 53

The terms of an algebraic expression are
the parts of the expression that are connected
by plus and minus signs. In the expression
3abx + cy - k, for example, 3abx, cy, and k are
the terms of the expression.
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An expression containing only one term, such
as 3ab, is called a monomial (mono means one).
A. binomial contains two terms; for example,
2r by. A trinomial consists of three terms.
Any expression containing two or more terms
may also be called by the general name, poly-
nomial (poly means many). Usually special
names are not given to polynomiels of Fore than
three terms. The expression x - ax + 7x +1
is a polynomial of four terms. The trinomial
x2 2x .1 is an example of a golynomial which
has a special name.

Practice problems. Identify each of the fol-
lowing expressions as a monomial, binomial,
trinomial, or polynomial. (Some expressions
may have two names.)

1. x

2. 3y 4- a + b

3. abx

4. 4 + 2b + y Z

Answers:

1. Monomial

3. Monomial

5. Binomial
(also polynomial)

5. 3y2 + 4

2y
6. + 1

2. Trinomial
--- (also polynomial)

4. Polynomial

6. Binomial
(also polynomial)

In general, a COEFFICIENT of a term is
any factor or group of factors of a term by
which the remainder of the term is to be multi-
plied. Thus in the term 2axy, 2ax is the coeffi-
cient of y, 2a is the coefficient of xy, and 2 is
the coefficient of axy. The word "coefficient"
is usually used in reference to that factor which
is expressed in Arabic numerals. This factor
is sometimes called the NUMERICAL COEF-
FICIENT. The numerical coefficient is cus-
tomarily written as the first factor of the term.
In 4x, 4 is the numerical coefficient, or simply
the coefficient, of x. Likewise, in 24xy2, 24 is
the coefficient of xy2 and in 16(a + b), 16 is the
coefficient of (a + b). When no numerical coef-
ficient is written it is understood to be 1: Thus
in the term, xy, the'coefficient is 1.

COMBINING TERMS

When arithmetic numbers are connected by
plus and minus signs, they can always be com-
bined into one number. Thus,

1 15 - 7 + 8 = 5
2 2
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Here three numbers are added algebraically
(with due regard for sign) to give one number.
The terms have been combined into one term.

Terms containing literal numbers can be
cornbined only if their literal parts are the
same. Terms containing literal factors in
which the same letters are raised to the same
power are called like terms. For example, 3y
and 2y are like terms since the literal parts
are the same. Like terms are added by adding
the coefficients of the like parts. Thus, 3y + 2y
= 5y just as 3 bolts + 2 bolts = 5 bolts. Also
3a2b and a2b are like; 3a2b + a2b = 4a2b and
3a2b - a2b = 2i2b. The numbers ay and by are
like terms with respect to y. Their sum could
be indicated in two ways: ay + by or (a + b)y.
The latter may be explained by comparing the
terms to denominate numbers. For instance,
a bolts + b bolts = (a + b) bolts.

Like terms.are added or subtracted by add-
ing or subtracting the numerical coefficients
and placing the result in front of the literal
factor, as in the following examples:

7x2 5x2 (7 5)x2 2x2

5b2x 3a-2y 8b2x + 10ay 2 4b2x 7ay2

Dissimilar or unlike terms in an algebraic
expression cannot be combined when numerical
values have nat_.-been assigned to the literal
factors.- For example, -5x2 + 3xy - 8y2 con-
tains three dissimilar terms. This expression
cannot be further simplified bY combining terms
through addition or subtraction. The expres-
sion may be rearranged as x(3y - 5x) - 8y2 or
y(3x - 8y) - 5x2, but such a rearrangement is
not actually a simplification.

Practice problems. Combine like terms in
the following expression:

1. 2a + 4a
2. y + y2 + 2y

ay ay3. 4
C C

Answers:

.1. 6a
y2 3y

3ay

2.

13 3

4. 2ay2 - ay2
5. bx2 2bx2

6. 2y + y2

4. ay2,

5. 3bx2

6. 2y + y2



NUMBER SYSTEMS FOR COMPUTERS

Now consider a few basic definitions that
pertain to number systems.

1. Unit A single thing

2. Number An arbitrary symbol repie-
senting an amount of units.

3. Number Systeni A method of indicat-
ing the amount of units counted.
a. All modern number 7stems include
the zero.
b. The radix, or base, of a number
system is the amount of characters or ,
symbols it possesses, including the zero.

4. Quantity A number of units (implies
both a unit and a number).

5. Modulus The total number of different
numbers or stable conditions that a
counting device can indicate. (For ex-
ample, the odometer on most automo-
biles has a modulus of 100,000 since
it indicates all numbers from 00,000 to
99,999. The.modulus of the hbur hand on
most watches is 12, and that of the min-
ute hand is 60.)

P OSITIONA L NOTATION

The standard shorthand form of writing
numbers is known as positional notation. As
mentioned before concerning this subject, the
value of a particular digit depends not only
on the digit value, but also on the position of
the digit within the number. Consequently, the
decimal number 9751.68 is the standard short-
hand form of the quantity nine ,thousand seven
hundred fifty-one and sixty-eight hundredths.
What the shorthand form really states is best
illustrated by an example as follows:

9751. 68 = (9 x 103) + (7 x 102) + (5 x 101) +

(1 x 100) + (6 x 10-1) + (8 x

-quanti y can expressed in the posi4onal
nota (s dard shorthand) form in any um-
bering : ern. The general form is:
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Q = (dn x rn) + + (d2 x r2) + (d1 x r1) +

(d
0

x r0) + (d
-1

x r -1) + (d -2 x r -2)
+

+ (d_nx r-n)
a

where: Q is the quantity expressed in po-
sitional notation form; r is the base or
radix of the number system raised to a
power; and d2, dl, de, d.1 , d.2, etc
are the characters of the radix.

Note that the radix point in the general
expression (known as the decimal point in the
decimal system) is not required because the
exponent goes negative. In the shorthand form

the radix point is placed between the de x r and
C1.1 x r values.

TliE RADIX

Every number system has a radix, or base.
When the radix is ten, the decimal system is
indicated; when r is eight, the octal system is
indicated; and when r is two, the binary system
is indicated. The division between integers and
fractions is recognized by the position of the
radix point. Additional characteristics of the
radix are as follows:

1. The radix of a numbering system is equal
to the sum of ihe different characters which are
necessary to indicate all the various magnitudes
a digit may represent. For examp , the dec-
iinal system, with a radix ten, has ten digits
of magnitudes 0 through 9.

2. The value .of the radix ts always one unit
greater than the largest basic character being
used. This is because the radix is equal to the
number of characters, whereas the characters
themselves start from zero. Thus, the octal.
system (discussed later) has a radix of eight
and uses digits 0 through 7.

3. The positional notation does not, in itself,
indicate the radix. The symbol "312" could
represent a number written in the quartic (base
four), octal, or decimal system, or in any
system having a radix of four or greater. Binary
numbers are usually recognizable from their
string of ones and zeros. To avoid confusion,
numbers written in systems other than the deci-
mal system ,should have the radix noted as a
subscript, i.e.,

315.728
The radix subscript is always written as a
decimal (base ten) number.

1 34
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4. Any number can easily be multiplied or
aivided by the radix of its number system. In
decimal notation, to multiply a number by ten,
move the decimal (radix) point one digit to the
right of its former position, as follows:

34.564
x ten

345.64

The following statement brings out a fact often
overlooked. The radix point could remain
stationary and the digits could move as follows:

034.564
x ten

345.640

This is reasonable when one considers that the
radix is fixed and the number represented in
that radix Is changed.

To divide a number by ten, move the decimal
(radix) point one digit to the left of its former
position or move the digits one digit space to
the right relative to the radix point as follows:

34.564
(ten) - 3'4564

In the same fashion, a binary number is multi-
plied by two when the binary (radix) point is
moved to the right one position-value or the
number is shifted to the leftias follows:

10101.01 x (two) Ej.01010.1

COUNTING

The rules -for counting numbers written in
a system of positional notation are the same
for every radix. The octal system is used in
the following example to illustrate these rules.

1. Starting -from zero, add "one" to the
least significant digit until all basic characters
have been used:

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, '7, . . . .

2. Since seven is the largest character in
this system, a larger number requires two
digits. Start the series of two-digit numbers
with zero as the least significant digit and a
"1" to lfeft of the zero-

. . . . 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17; . .

sn,

3. Whenever any digit reaches its_maximum
value (seven, in this case), replace it with zero

- and add "1" to its next more significant digit:

. . . 16, 17, 20, 21, . . . 26, 27,'30,
31, . . . 66, 67, '70, 71

59

, 4. When two or more' consecutite digits
reach the maxiMum value, replace diem with
zeros and add "1" to the next more significant
digit:.

. 76, 77, 100, 101, . . 176, 1-77,
200, : . . 716, 777, 1000

NOTE: The symbol "10" always represents
the radix in its own system. This is tine
because the radix is one unit larger than the
largest character, and by the rules,of counting,
this value is written as "10."

For example:

Binary "10" = two (the 'radix of the binary
system)

(ictal "10" = eight (the radix of the octal
system)

Decimal "10" = ten (the radix of the decimal
system)

Binary Systein

The simplest possible number system is
based on iiowers of two and is known as the
binary system. This system, 'keyed to the deci-
mal and octal systents, is used in the majority
of Modern computers and, in all digital deVices.
By applying the rules of counting, an exaMple
of binary and octal counting evOlves, as shown
in Table 10.

By a convenient coincidence, the two binary
conditions (1 and 0) can be easily represented
by many electrical/electronic components if the
1 binary, state is indicated when the component
is conductive and the 0 state is indicated when
the c6mponent is nonconductive. The reverse
of this will work equally as well, i.e., the non-
conducting state of a component can be used to
represent a .1 binary condition and a conductthg
state the 0 condition. Both procedures are used
in digital cornputer applications and frequently
within a single computer. Numerous devices
are used to provide representation of binary
conditions. These include,switches, transistors,
relays, and diodes:



Table 10. Counting

Decimal Binary Octal

0 0 0 z
1 1 I

2 -- 10 2

3 '11 3

4 100 4
*

5 101 5

6 110 . 6

7 111 . 7

8 1000 10 .

9 1001 11

10 1010 12

11 ,. 1011' 13

12 1100 .:, 14

The quantity represented using binary char-
acters (or the characters in any numbering
system) cannot be determined without knowing
the positional weighting value of each character
(digit). The positional value of binary charac-
ters from 20 (1) to 2 (51210, dr 512 base ten)
are illustrated in Table 11.

Consider the following hypothetical example.
A aumber of flip-flops (multivihrators) ar-
ranged in a chain to form a "register" can
be gated by incoming pulses to some or all
of the flip-flops so that some are driven to
produce a SET or 1 output while others re-
ceive no input pulse and produce a CLEA11 or
0 output. If it is assumed that there are ten
flip-flops in the chain, a binary condition (number)
represented could be 0000010101. The value
of this number can be determined by _simply
summing ,the positional values as indicated by
l's in the table. By this procedure, the top

(k.number fti-the table yields:

(1 x 24) + (1 x 22) + (1 X 2°) = 21

ThUS,

00000101012 = 2110'

so

and it is now known. -that the f1ip-flop chain is
storing-the decimal equivalent of 21,

The values of the other binary numbers in
Table 11 are determined in the same manner.

By convention, weighting -values are always
arranged in the same manner. The highest one
*on the extreme left and the lowest one is
on the extreme right. Thus, the position coe-
fficient begins at 1 and increases from right
to left.

The leftnlost 1 in any binary number (fig.
11) is always referred to as the "most sig-
nificant digit." This is often abbreviated MSD.
It is the "most significant" because it is multi-
plied by the highest valued position coefficient.
The "least significant digit," or IAD, is always
on the extreme right. It may be a 1 or a 0,
and, when a 1, it has the lowest weighting
value (1).

The terms most significant digit and least
significant digit haye the same meaning in any
numbering system. The MSD of the decimal
number 43,096 is 4, while the LSD is 6. When
43,09Q is multiplied, 'divided, .subtracted, or
added to another number, the 4, being in the
10,000 place, will prOduce the greatest change
in the answer:" Thus, it is the MSD. The 6,.
being in the units place, will produce the least
change in the answer. It is the least significant
digit. In most practical computation, an error
in* the LSD has little significant effect. An .
MSD error, however,' can result in an incorrect
answer of more consequence.

Binary Coded Decimal

Each of the binary numbers that is shown
in table: 12 is called a "binary-coded decimal
digit" or `,!Coded di t." Otte can see that
without using any other , binaty numbers, it
is- possible to represent any desired quantity
by means of these coded digits. For example,
in--order -to rein'eseht 738, we simply write
the coded digit for each decimal, and then we place
the digit in the same order as the -declmals.
Thus, we arrive at 011100110110.

Binary "Coded decimal digits need not be
'spaced because we know that each one is corn-,
posed of four binary digits. For easier read-
ing, tiowever, a space .usually will be placed
between each coded digit, thus: 0111 0011 0110.
Note that this nuMberi is not puke binary; it
is, instead, a binary-coded decimal number.
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Table 11. Positional Weighting Value.

POSITION
COEFFICIENT

QUANTITIES
IN

. . BINARY

29 28 27 21 24
512 256\128 64 32 46 8 4 2. 1

0 0 0 0.0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 I I 1 1 1 I I 1

I 0 0 0 .1 I 1 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 .0 1 0 1

0 .0 0 0 0 0 QO 0

MOST SIGNIFICANT
OIGIT(MSO)

= 21

= 21

21

0

1023

568

5

133

LEAST SIGNIFICANT
DIGIT (LSO)

00101010 00 tO 11000

MOST SIGNIFICANT
(MSO)

3 94 6

Figure 11. Positional Value.

61

13,7

LEAST SIGNIFICANT
OIGIT(LSO)

/c2

164..64

164.3



Table 12. Binary-coded decimal digits.

Decimal'
Digit

= = = = =

Binary - Coded
Decimal Digit_

0

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

0

0

0

0

0
9::

0

1

1

Ootal System

The octal system ha.4 eight distinet char-
acters; hence its radix is eight. ,The octal
system is quite useful as an accesdory to the
binary system, because eight is an integral
power of two (810 = 218). One octal digit is
always equal to three tinary and vice versa.

0 0 0

0 0 1

:0 1 0

0 1 1'

0 0

1 0 - 1

1 0

1 1 1

0 0 0

0 0 1

Octal to Binary binary to Ocfal
2 2 5 010 010 101

010 j010 101 2 . 2 5

By breaking a*binary number into groups of
three bits (Binary digiTs), starting from the
radix point and' working outwards to the left
and right, the binary number may be written
in a manner which is called. BINARY CODED
OCTAL (BCO). This makes the confusing
string of l's and b's more understandable and
facilitates the conversion of the binary number

Base 10.
(decimal)'

5 + 6 = 1110 10 10

510 x 610 = 3010

_A/

Base 8
(ocital)

5 + 6 = 13.8 8 8

'(1 x 81 + x 50)

58 x 68 = 368

(3x81+ 6x80)
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to an octal number. Such
appear with the subscript Rim; for example,
0100101012 becomes 010 016-101Bco and from
there to 2258,r The binary number 010110.0111
becomes 010 110:011 100BC0 and 26.348.

Arithmetic operations in the octal system
ahy nuilibering system) use the same basic

procedures as does -the decimal system. That
is, cariy and borrow quantities (in addition
and subtraction) are treated identically; a multi-
plicand is multiplied by each digit of the multi-
plier, etc. Howevet, the basic rules for the
addifion or subtraction of one digit to or from
another digit, or the multiplidation or division
of one digit by another, are different for each
ntimber. system. That is, two digits added in
one system will give an answer; the same two
digits, added in a different system may give a
"different" answer. (The "different" answers
ire actually eqUivalent numbers.) The example
below shows the results of an addition and a
multiplication of the same digits in three
systems.

(Note fihat 1110, 138, and 147 are equivalent
and 'that 3010, 368 and 427 are equivalent,)

Each system requires its own addition and
multiplication tables. These tables may be
constructed by performing the required op-
eFation 'in the decimal system and converting
the answer to its equivalent. For example.
the addition and inultiplication tables for the
octal system are shown in Tables 13 and 14.
respectively.

The mostoimPortant point to be 'remembered
when performing arithmetic processes in any
number system is to USE ONLY THE CHAR-
ACTERS (OR SYMBOLS) WHICH EXIST IN THAT
SYSTEM.

Base 7
(heptal)

= 147 (1 x 7 1 ) + (4 x 70
)

57 x 6
7

= 42 7. (4 x 71 + 2 x 7o)

13s



Table 13.Octal Addition.
il

0 11 1
IL
ii

1 if 2
0

2 a 3
0

3 ii! 4

5

6

6 P 7

7 " 10.. it
II

1 21

3

4

5

'6
7

10 I

11

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12
,

4
6

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

5 -

1
7

10-

11

12,

13

'14

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Table 14.Octal Multiplication.

I

I

!!

1 :

2 o

3 lut
II,

4 ::

5 ::
lb

6 - a
11

7 il

1

1.

2

3

4

5

6

7

I 2

2'

4

6 ,

10

12

14

16

3

3

6

11

14

17

22

25

4

4

10

14

20

24

30

34

5

5

12

17

24

31

36

43

6
-.e

6

14

22

30

36

44

52

-, 7

16

25

34

43

52
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CONVERSION

If two numbers written in different number-
ing systems represent the same quantity, these
numbeis- are equivalent (the represented quan-
tities are equal although the numbers are .not
necessarily composed of the same characters).
Any change which retains the equivalence of the
original numbers results in* a new set of
equivalent numbers. Therefore, it is possible
to convert numbers from one numbering system
to another numbering system, that is, to change
radices. Prior to discu:ssing the mechanics of
conversion, the following point is stated.

To determine the decimal quantitative mean-
'ing of .a number expressed, in a system other
than the decimal system, write .the number in
a power series summation, multiplying each
digit of the number by its radix raised to the
indicated positional power. The radix and the-

power must be expressed as a.clecinial number
to obtain-the decimal quantity.

Examples:

Problem: FO-r-what quantity does the bi-
nary number 10101.01 stancf?

Solution:

4Quantity = (1 x 2 ) + (0 x 23) + (1 x 22) +

(0 x 21) +-(1 x 20) + (0x 2-1) + -

(1 x 2-2)
= (1 x 16) + 0 + (1 x 4)-4- 0'4- (1 x

+ 0+ (1 x 0.25) = 21. 2510 -

Problem: For what quantity does the oc-
tal number 25. 2 stand?

Solution:

Quantity = (2 x 81) + (5 x 80) +-(2 x 8-1)

= (2 X 8) +- (5 x 1) + (2 x 0:125)

= 16 + 5 + 0. 25

= 21. 2510

Note that the numbers 21. 2510' 25' 28' and
10101. 01

2
are equivalent.

BINARY - DECIMAL

One of the simplest, most direct, and most
easily remembered methods of converting from
binary to decimal and vice.y.ersa is_ the table
method illustrated in tible 15.

NOTE: To find the decimal equivalent oi
a binary, number (10101.01 in thig case) by
using the table method, insert the,b,thary num-
ber In the table, obderving Its binary positional
value and using the radix point as the ref-
erence. Then total the decimal values which
have the binary character "1" below them.
(A similar procedure was discussed earlier.)

Example:

Problem: Convert binary 101001.010 to
its decimal equivalent.

Solution: Plugging the binary number
into the table and summing

1 3
,t,



Table 15.Binary - Decimal Conyersion.for DeciznalNumber 41.25

210 raised
to various
powers

Con
as high
as needed

2

.

2 2 22 21 20

, ,

21.-Ii'''

.

24
. ,

Continue, as
low as.
needed

Equivalent
.expressed

decimal

,

32 16 8 4 2 1 0.5 0.25

, ,
.

t

Qpantity
expressed

decimal
.

.

.

1

MSD

0 1

.,

0

-

0 1 0

.

.

1-

:LSD.,

,
,

4

the decimal vats 'result
in:

532. 00 (2 )

8. 00' (23)

1. 00 (20)

Q. 25 (2-2)

41. 25

Therefore, binary 101001.010 is equivalent
to decimal 41.25. The procedure to find the
binary equivalent of a decimal 'number is- aS
follows:

1. Find the largest whole power of two that
miy be subtracted from the decimal number
and place the binary character "1" -underneath
the decimal value of this -whole power of two
in-the table.

' 2. Using the remainder, if any, from step 1,
again subtract the largest whole power.of two.
Place 'the binary character. "1" underneath the
decimal valUe of this wholer posVer of tWo in the
table.

3. Continue until the remainder is zero.
Under every decimal Value stich.Apes not
have the binary character "1," place the binary
chaiacter "0."

4. Rounding-off of fractions is necessary
-Wbire exact conversions into binary are neither
possible nor necessary. ,

. 64

Radix paint
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Example:
Problem: Convert decimal 41.25 to its

binary equivalent.
Solution: Deciinal 32 (25) is the largest

whole power of two (Step (1).
A binary character "1" .is
placed beneath the decimal
value 32 (25) in the table. The
remainder (41.25 - 32) is 9.25.
Decimal 8 (23) is the largest
whole power of two which fits
into 9.25. The remainder (9.25
- 8) is 1.25. A binary char-
acter "1" is therefore placed
under. the decimal 8 (23) in the
table. The' process continues
until the remainder is zero or
rounding-off is indicated. All
squares not containing the bi-

.nary character "1", Aare aj-
signed the binary charaffer

Therefore, decimal 41.25 is equivalent to binary
101001.01.

BINARY - OCTAL

Since one octal digit , is aiways equal, to
three 'binary digits (810 = 210 as previouslystated), conversion from binary to octal or
octal to binary is quite simple. Binary to
Octal conversion is accomplished as follows:

1. Beginning at the binary point, mark off
the binary number into groups ,of three digits

1 4



to the left and to the right of the biiary pbint.
Add the binary character "0" where needed to

_complete a grotip of -three.
2. Replace each group of three binary char-

acters with its octal ecLuivalent, which Is:

000 =o
8

oqi

733
Therefore, octal 51.2 is equivalent to binary

101001.010.

DECIMAL ',-;OCTAL

Rather than memorize rules and formulas,
it is suggested (as a learning procedure) that
you accomplish conversion from octal to decimal

= 2
8

011 = 3
8

100 = 4
8

101 = 5
8

110 = 6
8

111,=: 7s

or decimal to octal by utilizing the binary
system as an intermediary. The folloying
examples poiiit out how this is accomplished.

Example:

Problem: What is the decimal equivalent
of octal 51.2?

Solution: From octal to binary by groups
of three;

Example:
Problem: Convert binary 101001.01 to

. its octaLequivalent.
Solution:

Binary 101 001 ! . 010

Ocial 1 5 1 . 2

Therefore. binary 101001.010 is equivalent
to octal 51.2.

. OCTAL - BINAnY

Octal to binary conversion is simply the
reverse of the above procedure. For each
octal digit, write -the corresponding three binary
digits.

Example:
Problem: Convert octal 51,2 to its bi-

nary equivalent.
Solution:

Octal . 5 1 . 2

Binary 101 001 . 010

Octal 5 1 . 2

Binary 101 001 01:0

then froth binary to decimal by
powers of two table and sum-
mation;

Binary 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

_

0

Powers
of two 25 A

2 -3
92- 92- 21 20 21 2"2 2"3

Decimal
value 32 8

,
1 0.25

and suininatiOnOf decimal val-
ues; 32 + 8 + 1 + 0.25 141.2.5.

Therefore, octal' 51.2 is equivalent to decimal
41.25.

Problem: What is the octal equivalent
of decimal 653.21?

Solution: From decimal to binary by ,

, whole powers of two and table;

Powers ,

of two 29 28 . 27 26 25 2 2 22 21 20 2-1. 2-2 2-3 2-4
Decimal
value 512 256 1-28 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 0.5 .0.25 0.125 0.0625

Binary 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1, 1
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A'

I

:

653.21

(z) 512.00 (Place a 1 under 512)
141.21 Remainder

(-) 128.00 (Place a 1 under 128)
13.21 Remainder

(-) 8.00 (Place.a Lunder 8)
5.21 Reinainder

(-) 4.00 (Place a 1 under 4)
_ -1.21 R4mai4der

(-) 1.00 -(Place.a 1 under2.1).,:
.0.210 Rennivinder,

. -

(-) 0.125 (Place a 1 under 0.125)
0.0850 Remainder

0.0625 Place a 1 Under 0.0625)
0.0225 Remainder

(The conversion will be stopped at this
point for ihis example.) The binary equivalent

\ of decfmal 65.21 is thg.r.e_f()*--77-'7f.-3'.4-v.
'-""

1o10010t.b014,7
. ,

which is now conyerted to-Mc* ,py groupa.of
thtee'fstaiting at thC,flidb41 #s_W;,

Binary 001 010 001 101 ; 001 100-

Octal 1 5 . 1 4

Therefore, the octal equivalent of decimal 653.21
is 1215.14. With practice, all of the above steps
can be done mentally.
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NUMERICAL TRIGONOMETRY

The word "trigonometry" means "measure-
ment by triangles." As it is presented in many
textbooks, trigonometry includes topics other
than triangles and measurement. However, this
section ls intended only as an introduction to
the numerical aspects of trigonometry as they
relate to measurement bf lengths and angles.

SPECIAL ,PROPERTIES OF
RIGHT TRIANGLES

A RIGHT TRIANGLE has been defined as
anyxtriangle containing a right angle. The side
opposite the right angle in a right triangle is a
HYPOTENUS?..(See fig. 12.) In figure 12, side
AC is the hypotenuse.

A

Figure 12.A right triangle.

An important property of all right triangles,
which relates the lengths of the three sides,
was discovered by the Greek philosopher
Pythagoras.

PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM

(Al

424-3 2 z r2

.(8)

Figure 13.The Pythagorean Theorem.
(A).General triangle; (B) triangle with

sides of specific lengths.

labeled as in figure 13 (A), the Pythagorean
Theorem is stated in symbols as follows:

x2 + y2 = r2

An example.-of the use of the Pythagorean
Theorem in a problem follows:

EXAMPLE: Find the length of the hypotenuse
in the triangle shown in figure 13 (B).

SOLUTION: r 2 3 2 4 2

r = I 9 + 16
= 475 = 5

EXAMPLE: An observer on a ship at point A,
figure 14 knows that his distance from point
C is 1,200 yards and that the length of BC is
1,300 yards. He measures angle A and finds
that it is 90°. Calculate the distance from A
to B.

SOLUTION: By the rule of Pythagoras,
(BC) 2 Amir 2 (ACP

(1,300) 2 = (AB) 2 4- (1,200)2
(1,300)2- - (1,200)2 = (AB) 2

The rule of Pythagoras, or PYTHAGOREAN
THEOREM, states that the square of the length
of the hypotenuse t\in any right triangle) is equal
to the sum of the squares of the lengths of the
other two sides. For example, if the sides are

(13 x 102) 2
(169 x 104)

- (12 x 102)2 = (413) 2
- (144 x 104) = (AB) 2

25 x 104 =. (AB)2
500 yd = AB

4

6'7
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A

Figure 14.UsingAe Pytha'gorean Theorem.

SIMILAR RIGHT TRIANGLES

Two right triangles are SIMILAR if one of
the acute angles of the first is equal to one of
the acute angles of the second. This conclusion
is supported bi the following reasons:

1. The right angle in _the first triangle is
equal to the right angle in the second sindec.:a.11
right angles are equal.

2. The sum of the angles of any triangle is
180°. Therefore, the sum of the two acute
angles in a righnlIntle is 90%

3, Let the equal acute angles in the two tri-
angles be representedby A and A' respectively.
(See fig. 15.) Then the other acute angles, B
and EP, are as,follows:

B = 90° -
B' = 90° - A'

Figure 15.Similar right triangles.

4. Since angles A and A' are equal, angles
B and B' are also equal.

5. We conclude that two right triangles with
one acute angle of the first equal to one acute

8

/3 6

angle 'of the second have all of their -corre-
sponding angles equal. Thus the two triangles
are similar.

Practical situations -frequently occur in which
similar right triangles are used to solve prob-
lems. For example, the height of a tree can be
determined by comparing the length of its
shadow with that of a nearby flagpOle, as shown
in figure 16.

Figure 16,Calculation of 'height by
comparison of shadows.

Assume that the rays of the sun are parallel
and that the tree and flagpole both form 90'
angles with 'Me ground. Then triangles ABC
and A'B'C' are right trianglesr and angle B is
equal to angle B'. Therefore, the triangles are
similar and their corresponding sides are pro-
portional, with the following result:

BC B'C'
AC A'C'

(AC) x (B'C')BC A'C'
0,Suppose that the flagpole is known to le 30

feet high, the shadow of the tree is 12 feet 1
and the shadow of the flagpole is.24 feet 1
Then

12 30 15 feet

Practice problems.

g,

1. A mast at.the top of a buildingcasts a shadow
whose tip is 48 feet from the base of the build-
ing. If the building is 12 feet lifgh and its shadow
is 32 feet long, what is the length of the mast?
(NOTE: If the length, of the m t is x, then the
height of the mast aboV.e the gopnd is x + 12.)

14 4
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2. Figure 17 represents an L.-Shaped build-
ing with dimensions as shown. On 'the line of
sight from A to D, a stake is driven al C, a
point 8 feet from the building an&10 feet from
A. U ABC is a right angle, find the length of
AB and the length of AD. Notic that AE is 18
feet and ED is 24 feet.

Figure 17.Using similar tr

Answers:

1. 6 feet 2. AB =
AD =

TRIGONOMETRIC RATI

The relationships between the angles and the
sides of a right triangle are expressed in terms
of TRIGONOMETRIC RATIOS. For example, in
figure 18, the sides of the triangle are named
in accordance with their relationship to angle 0.,
In trigonometry, angles are usually named by
Means of Greek letters. The Greek name of
the symbol 0 is theta.

The six trigonometric ratios for the angle 0
are listed in table 16.

The.ratios are defined as follows:

angles.\

feet
feet

1. sin 0 -

2. cos 0

3. .tan -

4. cot 0

side opposite 0 z
hypotenuse r

side adjacent to 0 x
hypotenuse

side opposite 0 y
side adjacent to 0 x

side adjacent to 0 x
side opposite 0

69
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EV ADJACENT
TO ANGLE 8

(A)

13

(B)

Figure 18.Relationship *of sides and angles
in a right triangle. (A) Names of the sides;
(B) symbols used to designate the sides.

. Table 16.Trigonometric ratios.

Name of ratio Abbreviation ,

sine of 0

cosine of 0

tangent of 8
cotangent of 0

secant of 0
cosecant of 0 "

sin .0

cos ,0

tan 0
cot 0

sec 0
csc 0

- hypotenuse5. sec 0 - side adjacent to 0

hypotenu6. csc 0 - _side opposi .Y

The other acute angle in figure 18 (B) is
labeled a (Greek alpha). The side opposite a
is x, and the side adjacent to a is y. Therefore,
the six ratios for a are as follows:

1. sin a = r

2. cos a r

3. tan a =
Y

4. cot a - x

5. sec a = v

6. csc a =

Suppose that the sides of triangle (B) in fig-
ure 18 are as follows: x = 3, y = 4 r = 5.
Then each of the ratios for angles 0 and a may



rs.

be expressed as a comm action or as a
decimal. For example,

4sin e = -5- = 0.800

3sin a = - = 0.600
5

Decimal values been computed for
ratios of angles between 0° and 90°, and values
for angles above 90° can be expressed in terms
of these same values- by means of conversion
formulas. Appendix IL of this training pamphlet
gives the sine, cosine, and tangent of angles
from 00 to 90°. The secant, codecant, and
cotangent are calculated, when needed, by using
their relationships to the three principal ratios.
These relationships are as follows:

TABLES

secant 0 = 1

cosine

1cosecant e - sine 0

cotangent 0 - tangent

Tables of decimal values for the trigono-
metric ratios may be constructed in a variety
of ways. Some give the angles in degrees, min-
utes, and seconds; others in degrees and tenths
of a degree. The latter. method is thore com-
pact and is the method used for aripendix
The "headings" at the bottom of each page in
appendbc II provide a convenient reference
showing the minute equivalents foi.: the decimal
fractions of a degree., For example, 12' (12
minutes) is the equivalentof 0.2°.

Finding the Function Value

The trigonometric ratios are sometimes
called FUNCTIONS, because the value of the
ratio depends upon (is a function of) the angle
size. Finding the function value in appendix II
is easily accomplished. For example, the sine
350 is found by looking in the "sin" row oppo-
site the large number 35, which is located in
the extreme left-hand column.

Since our angle in this exaniple is exactly
35°, we look for the decimal value of the sine
in the column with the 0.00 heading. This col-
umn contains decimal values for functions of

/3V
the angle plus 0.0°. in our example, 350 plus
b.o°, or simply. 34:0°. Thus we find that the
sine of 35.0° is 6.5736. By the same reasoning,
the One of 42.7° is 0.6782, and the tangent of
32.3 is G.6322.

A typical problem in trigonometry is to find
he value of an unknown side in a right triangle
when only .,one side and one acute angle are
known. EXAMPLE; In triangle ABC (fig. 19),
find the length of AC if AB is 13 units long and
angle CAB is 34.7°.

Figure' 19.-Using the trigonometric
ratios to evaluate the sides.

SOLUTION:

AC
13

AC = 13 cos 34.70

= 13 x 0.8221
*=. .10.69 (approx.)

cos 34.7°

1

The gles of a triangle are frequently .stated
in de ees and mimites, rather than degrees
and tenths. For example, in the foregoing prob-
lem, the angle might have been stated as 34042'.
When the stated number of minutes is an exact
multiple of 6 minutes, the minute entries at the
bottom of each page in appendix U may be used.

Finding the Angle.

ProbleMs are frequently encountered in which
Awo sides .are known in a right triangle, but
neither of the acute angles is known., For ex-
ample, by applying the Pythagorean Theorem
we can verify that the triangle in figure 20 is

70
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5

Figure 20.Using trigonometric
ratios to evaluate angles.

a right triangle. The only information given
concerning angle 0 is the ratio of sides in the
triangle. The size of e is,calcuIated is follows:

5
.tan = If 0.4167

= the angle whose tangent is 0.4167

Assuming that the sides and angles in figure
20 are In approximately the correot propor-
tions; we estimate that .angIe & is about 20'.
The table entries for the tangent in the vicinity
of 20' are slightly too small since we need a
number near 0.4167. However, the tangent of
22'36' is 0.4163,, and the tangent of 22'42' is
3.4183. Therefore, 8 is between 22' 36' and
22-42'.

Interpolation

It is frequently necessary to estimate the
value of an angle, to a closer approximation
than is available in the table. This is equiva-
lent to estimating between table entries, and
the Process is called INTERPOLATION. For
example, in the foregoing problem it was deter-
mined that the angle value was between 22'36'
and 22'42'. The following paragraphs describe
the procedure for interpolating to find a closer
approximation to.the value of the angle. .

A

The following arrangement of numger is
recommended for interpolation:

ANGLE TANGENT

6'

22'36'

0.4167

0.4163
.0004

22'42' 0.4183

3

.p020

The spread between 22'36.' and 22'42' 6';
and we use the comparison of the tangent v ues
to determine how much of this 6' spread is\ in-
cluded in 0 , the angle whose. value is sought.
Notice that the tangent of 0 is different from
tan 22°36' by only 0.0004, and the total spread
in the tangent values is 0.0020. Therefore, the

0.0004langent of 8 is of the way, between the
0.0020 -

tangents of the two angles given in the tabie.
This is 1/5 of the total spread, since

0.0004 4 1 .

5:615i6 20 T

Another of arriving' at this result is
to observe that the total spread is 20 ten-
thousandths and that the partial spread cor-
responding to angle 13 is 4 ten-thousanciths.
Since 4 out of 20 is the same as 1/out of 5, angle

is 1/5 of the way between 22736' and 22°42',
Taking 1/5 of the 6' spread between the

angles, we have the following calculation:

1 1
x x 5'60"

5

.= 1'12" (1 minute and 12 seconds)

The 12" obtained in this calculation causes our
answer to appear to have greater accuracy than
the tables from which it is,derived. This appar-
ent increase in accuracy is.a 'normal result of
interpolation. Final answers based on later-
polated data should be rounded off to the same
degree of accuracy as that of the origina;,data.

The value of 1. minute and 12 seconds found
in the foregoing problem is added to 22°36', as' .
follows:

22'36' 4. 1'12" = 22°37A2"
Therefore 8 is 22°37', approxiMately.

The foregoing -problem could have been
solved in terms of tenths and hundredths of a
degree, rather than minutes, as follows:
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ANGLE

22.60°

OA°

22.70°

TANGENT

0.4167

0.4183

0.00_04

2. Find the angle which corresponds to eaCh of
the following decimal values in appendix II:

a. sin 0 = 0.2790 c. tan, 9 = 0.7604
0.0020 b. cos9 = 0.9018 cl. sin 0 = 0.8142

In this example, we are concerned with an
angular spread:I, of and 9 is located 1/5 of
the way through this' spread. Thus we !lave

o = 22.60° + x 0.100)

o

5

= 22.60° + 0.02°
o = 22.6Z°

Interpolation must be approached with com-
mon sense in order to avoid applying correc-
tions in the wrong direc,tion. For example, the
cosine of an angle deereases 'in value as the
angle increases from 0° to 90°. If we need the
value of the cosine of an angle such as 22°39',
the is as follows:

6'

lat ANGL

22°39'

22°36'

22°42'

3'

COSINE

0.9232

0.9225

0.0007

In this example, it is easy to see that 22°39'
is halfway between 22°36' and 22°42'. -There-
fore, the cosine of 22°39' is halfway between the
cosine of 22°36' and that of 22°42'. Taking
one-half of the spread between these cosines,
vie then. SUBTRACT from 0.9232 to find the
cosine of 22°39', as follows:-

cos '22°39' = 0.9232 - x 0.0007)

= 0.9232 - 0.00035
= 0.92285

04229 (approximately)

Practice problems:
1: Use the table in appendix II to find the deci-
mal value oi each of the followlnk ratids:

a. tan 450 d.. sin 37°14'
b. sin 600 e. cos 51.5°

c. cos 42°6' f. tan 13.75°

Answers:

1. a. 1
b. 0.8660
c. 0.7420

d. 0.6051
e. 0.6225
f. 0.2447

2. a. 8= 16.2° c. 9 = 37°15'

b. 8= 25°36' d. 9 = 54°30'

RIGHT TRIANGLES WITH
SPECIAL _ANGLES AND SIDE RATIOS

Three types of right triangles are expecially
significant because of their frequent occur-
rence. These are the 30°-60°:90° triangle, the
45°-90° triangle, and.the 3-44.trian51e.

THE 30°-60°-90° TRIANGLE

The 30°-60°-90° triingle is sn named be-
cause, these are the sizes of its three angles.
The sides of this triangle are in therratio of
1 to 4.5- to 2, as shown in figure 21.

Figure 21.-30°-60°-90° triangle.

The sine ratio for the 30° angle in figure
21 establishes the proportionate values of the
sides. For example, we know that the sine
of 30 is 1/2; therefore, side AB must be twice
as long as BC. If side BC is 1 Unit long, then

14



side AB is 2 units. long and, by the rule of
Pythagoras, AC is found as follows:

AC = 4(AB)2 - (8C12
. = 4-r:7

Regardless of the size of the unit, a 30°-
60°-90° triangle has a hypotenuse which is 2
times as long as the shortest side. The short-
est side is opposite the 30° angle. The side op-
posite the 60° angle is 47 times as long as the
shortest side. For example, suppose that the
hypotenuse of a 30°-60°-90° triangle is 30.uhits
long; then the shortest side is 15 units long,
and the length of the side opposite the 600 angle
is 15 a units.

Practice problems. -Without reference to
tables or to the rule of Pythagoras, find the
following lengths and angles in figure 22:

1. Length of AC.

2. Size of angle A.
3. Size of angle B.

4. Length of RT.

5. Length of RS.
6. Size of angle T.

R

Figure 22. Finding parts of
30"-60"-90° triangles.

Answers:

1. 4 4. 4

2. 30°' 5. 2

60° 6. 30°

THE 45°-90° TRIANGLE

Figure 23 illustrakes a triangle in which
two angles measure 45° and the third angle

Figure 23.A 45°-90° triangle.

measures 90°. Since angles A and B are equal)
the sides opposite them are also equal. There-
fore, AC equals CB. Suppose that CB is 1 unit
long;.then AC is also 1 unit long, and the length
of AB is calculated as follows:

73

(AB)2 = 12 + 12 =

AB

Regardless of the size of the triangle, if it
has two 45° angles and one 90° angle, its sides
are in the ratio 1 to 1 to Ni.X. For example; if
sides AC ahd CB are 3 units long, AB is 3 4-1
units long.

Practice problems. Without reference to
tables or to the rule of Pythagoras, find the
following lengths and angles in figure 24:

1, AB

AnsWers:

1. 2 4.2-

THE 3-4-5 TRIANGLE

The triangle 'shown in figure 25 has its
sides in' the ratio 3 to 4 to 5. Any triangle with
its sides in this ratio is a right triangle.

It is a common error to assume that a tri-
angle is a 3-4-5 type because two sides are
known to be in the ratio 3 to 4, or' perhaps 4
to 5. Figure 26 shows two examples of tri-
angles which happen to have two of their sides
in the stated ratio, but not the third side. This
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Figure 24.Finding unknown pits
in a 450-900 triangle.

'Figure 25.A 3-4-5 triangle..

111

Figure 26.Triangles which may be
mistaken for 3-4-5 triangles.

can be because the triangle is not a right tri-
angle, as in figure 26 (A). On the other
hand, even though the triangle is a right tri-
angle its longest side may be the 4-unit side,
in which case the third side cannot be 5 units
long. (See figure 26 ,(13),)

It is interesting tbAote that the third side in
figure 26 (B) is This is a very unusual
-coincTcrence' in which one Mde of a right. tri-
angle is the square root of the sum of the other
two sides.

Related to the basic', 3-4-5 triangle are all
triangles whose sides are..in the ratio 3 to 4
'to 5 but are longer (proportionately) than these
basic lengths. For example, the triangle pic-
tured in figure 17 is a 3-4-5 triangle.
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Figure 27.Triangle with sides which
are multiples of 3, 4, and 5.

The 3-4-5 triangle is very useful in calcula-
tions of distance. If the data can be adapted to
fit ,a 34475 configuration, no tables or calcula-
tion of square root (Pythagorean Theorem) are
needed.

EXAMPLE: An observer at the top of a 40-foot
vertical tower knows that the base.of the tower
is 30 feet from a target on the ground. How'
does he.calculate his slant range (direct line of
sight) from the target?

SOLUTION: -Figure 28 shows that the desired
length, AB, is the hYpotenuse of a right tri-
angle whose shOrter sides are 30 feet and 40
feet long. Since these sides are in the ratio 3
io 4 and angle C is 90°, the triangle is,a 3-4-5
triangle. Therefore; side AB represents the
5-unit side of the triangle. The ratio 30 to 40
to 50 is' equivalent to 3-44; and thus side AB
is 50i:flits long.

Practice problems. Without reference to
tables or to the rule of Erythagoras, solve the
following problems:

1. An observer is afthe top of a 30-foot veiti-
cal tower; Calculate his slant range from a
target on the eound which is 40 feet from the
base of the tower.
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A

,
Figure 281Solving problems with a

334-5 Tangle.

2 A guy wire. 15 feet long -is sti:;.i'd-lted from
the top of a pole to a point on the- ground 9 feet
from the base of the pole. Calculate the height
of the pole.

Answers:

1. 50 feet 2. 12 feet

OBLIQUE TRIANGLES

Oblique triangles are defined as* triangles
which contain no right angles. A natural approach
to the solution of problems involving oblique
triangles ts to construct perpendicular lines and
form right trtangles which subdivide the ori-
ginal triangle: Then the problem is solved by the
usual methods for right triangles.

DIVISION INTO RIGHT TRIANGLES,

The oblique triangle ABC in figure 29 has
been divided into two' right triangles by draw-
ing line BD perpendicular to AC. The, length
of AC is found as follows:

Find the length of AD.

AD35 = cos 40°

AD = 35 cos 40°

= 35 (0.7660)
= 26.8 (approxiMately)

13

Figure 29. Finding ihe unknown parts
of an oblique triangle.

CAUTION: A careless appraisal of this prob-
lem may lead the unwary trainee to represent
the ratio AC/AB as the cosine of 40°. This
error is avoided only by the realization that the
trigonometric ratios are bezel on RIGHT tri-
anglei.

2. In order to find the length of DC, first
calcu1ate43D.

BD'

BD = 35 sin 40°
= 35 (0.6428)

= 22.4 (approximately)

3. Find the length of DC.

22.4 - tan 75°DC

pc 22.4 22.4
715-5 177E

DC. = 6.01 (approximately)

4. Add AD and DC to find AC.

4*. 26.8 + 6.01 = 32.81

AC = 32.8 (approximately)

SOLUTION BY SIMULTANEOUS
EQUATIONS

A typical problem in trigonometry is the
determination of the height of A. pdint guch as
B in figure 30.
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Figure 30. Cakulation of unknown
quantities by means of oblique triangles.

Suppose that point B is the top of a hill, and
point D is inaccessible. Then the only meas-
urements possible on the ground are those
elthwn in figure 30. if we let h-represent BD
and x represent CD, vie "ban set up the fol-
lowing system of simultaneous'equations:

= tan 700x

50 tan 30°+ x

Solving,these two equations for -h in terms of
x, we have
,

and

. h = x tan 70°

h (50 + x) tan 30°

Since the two quantitieswhich.are both equal
tb h must be equal to each other, we have

(A)

Figure 31

P/V

x tah 70° = (50 + x) tan 30°

+ x(0.5774)X (2.748) = 50 (0.5774)
x (2.748) - x _(0.5774) = 28.8

x (2.171) = 28.8

28.8 13.3 feet2171.

Knowing the value of x, it is now possible lb
compute h as follows:

h = x tan 70°
= 13.3 (2.748)
= 36.5 feet (approximately)

_Practice problems:

1. Find the length of side BC in figure 31 (A).

2. Find the height of point B above line AD in
fi.gure 31 (13).

Answers:

.1. 21.3 feet

LAW OF SINES

2. 41.7 feet

The law of sines provides a direct approach
to the solution of oblique- triangles, avoiding the
necessity of subdividing into right triangles.
Let the' triangle in figure 32 (A) represent.
any oblique triangle with all of its angles acute.

The labels used in figure 32 are stand-
ardized. The small letter a is used for the
side opposite angle A; small b is opposite ahgle .
B; small c is opposite angle C.

(A) Oblique triangle with all angles acute;
(B) obtuse triangle.
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Figure 32.(A) Acute oblique triangle with standard labels;
(B) obtuse triangle with standard labels.

The law of sines states that in any triangle, SOLUTION:, By the law of sines,
whether it is acute as in figure 32 (A) or obtuse
air in figure 32 (B), the follqwing is true: 20 c
true: ln15 tria7

a b c- ..
. iiirq sin B sin C_

EXAMPLE: In figure 32 (A), let angle A be
15 ° and let angle C be 85°. Itte Is 20 units,
find the length of AB.
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20 sin 85°
siz-7Wr-

20 (0.9962)
0.2588
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APPLIED PHYSICS

hystes is evoted-talindirg-and-tlefining
problems as well as to reaching their solutions.
Physics not only teaches a person to be curious
about the physical world around him but also
gives him a means. of satisfying his curiosity.
Physics is the basic scienbe that deals with
motion, force, and energy as shown in the laws
of mechanics, electricity, magnetism, sound,
heat, and light.

Your understanding of the weather and the
motions of the oceans as well as your ability
to analyze the situations that arise in ocean-
ography and meteorology depend upon your know-
ledge of the application of some of the fundamen-
tal principles of physics. This does not mean
that you must be able to understand all of the
complicated theories of oceanography or meteor-
ology; -however, it does mean that you should
have a fair working knowledge of some of the
more elementary aspects of physics, as applied
to the atmosphere_ and the ocean,.., is well as
other .physical laws, in order to pferform your
duties as a Marine Science Technician in a
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MATTER AND ENERGY

Matter ts 'defined as anything that occupies
space and has weight. Matter is around us in
some form everywhere in our daily life-the
air we breathe, the water we drink, and the
food we eat. All of these are various forms
of matter. Two basic particles make up the
composition of all matter-the atom and the
molecule. The molecule is the smallest particle
into which matter can be divided without de-
stroying its characteristic properties. Inphysics,
the molecule is the unit of matter. Molecules
are composed of tine or more atoms. The atom
is the smallest particle of certain kinds of
matter called chemical elements. The atom,
in its simplest form, contains a central part
known as the nucleus and has positively charged
particles called protons and other particles
called neutroils which have about the same
weight as proto , but which have no- electrical
charge. Surrounding the nucleus and
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moving about it are negatively chargedparticles
called electrons. Regardless of the number of
atoms present, the molecules of any element
(an element is a substance that cannot be broken
down into anything simpler) always consist of
the sAme kind of atoms. For example, every
molecnie of oxygeniihas two atoms 'of oxygen.

A compound is a substance (or is matter)
formed by combining two or more elements.
Thus, ordinary table salt is a compound forrded
by combining two elements-sodium and chlorine.
Elements and compounds may exist together
without forming new compounds. Their atoms
do not combine. This is known as a mixture. Air
is a familiar mixture. Eyery sample of air con-
tains several kinds of molecules which are chiefly
molecules of the elements oxygen, nitrogen, and
argon, together with the compounds of water
vapor and carbon dioxide. Ocean water, too,
another mixture, made up chiefly of water and
salt molecules, with a smaller number of mole-
cules of many other compounds as well as
molecules of several elements.
Forms of Matter

Matter is found in one Or more of the
following three states:

1. Solid. Solids are substances which have
. a definite volume and shape and will retain their

original shape 'and volume after being moved
from one container to another. An example is
a block of wood or a bar of metal.

2. Liquid. A liqUid has a definite volume,
because it is almost impossible to pack it into,
a smaller space. However, when a liquid is moved

,,from one container tb another, it will retain
its original volunie, but will take on the shape
of the container into which it is moved. For
example,. if a. glass of water is poured into
a larger bucket or pail, the volume remains
unchanged but the liquid will occupy a dif-
ferent space in that ft conforms to the walls
of the container in which it is poured.

3. Gas. Gases have neither a definite
shape nor a definite volume. They will not
only take on the shape of the container into
whieh they are placed but will expand. and
fill it, no matter what the volume of the
container.

SInce gases and liquids flow easily, they
are both called fluids. Moreover, many of the
laws of physics which apply to liquids apply
equally as well to gases.

Matter itself cannot be ereated or de-
stroyed. It can be changed from one state to
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another; it can be changed in form and ap-
pearance; it can combine with other kinds of
matter to form different substances. This fact
is called the "Principle of Conservation of
Matter."

Changes in Matter

Although matter cannot be created or de-
stroyed, it is constantly undergoing some kind
of change. The changes are of three kinds:
physical, chemical, and nuclear. In physics
we are primarily concerned with the physical
change.

I. Physical. In a physical change the
molecules remain the same and matter Changes
only in state or form. Water is a good example.
Ordinarily water is a liquid; when the tempera-
ture drops to freezing and below, it goes into
its solid state (ice); and when the temperature
is raised to boiling and above, it becomes
steam, which is a gaseous form of water. No
new substance is formed. The molecular'struc-
ture remains the same.

2. Chemical. Chemfcal change occurs.when
the composition of the molecules of the sub-_
stance is changed and a new substance with
different properties is produced. For instance,
in the example above illustrating physical
change, water merely changed its state in
the change from liquid to icelvr liquid to
water vapor. However, when watek is changed.
into hydrogen and oxygen by an.electric current,
a chemical change has taken place. The water
molecules do not now exist, and in their plaCe
are three molecules of gas, two of whiCh are
hydrogen, and one of Which is oxygen.

3. Nuclear. A nuclear change is simllar
to a chemical change in that new substances
with new properties are formed. However, in a
chemical change new materials are produced
by a rearrangement of the atoms of the originaa
material; ih a nuclear change, the changes in
the identity of the atoms form new materials.
Atom bombs owe their destructive force to
the important nuclear changes brought about
by.man.

Properties and Characteristics
of Matter

From our definition of matter (anything that
occupies space and has Veight), it can be said
that all kinds of matter have certain properties
-in common.. Two of these properties are weight
and volume. There are several' other common
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properties which are covered briefly ih- this
section. These properties are called general
properties of matter.

PERMANANCE.Matter cannot be manufac-
tured or destroyed..Its form or state can be
changed by one of, the processes previously
mentioned.

IMPENETRABILITY.Two objects cannot
occupy the 'same space at the same time. For ex-
ample. aebgt pushes aside the water as it trav-
els. when a bottle is filled with water, the
air iAsitrced out to make room for the water.

POROSITY.In all matter there exists mi-
nute spacts_or pores between the partices. We
can cite two examples of extremes in this case.
A sponge h s pores, or openings, that can
readily be teen by the naked eye while a
block' of me or wood has very small pored.
HOwever, tWey are still present even though
not visib to the naked eye.

INERTIA.This property of matter is per-
haps the most fundamental of all attributes
of matter. In short, it is the tendency for an
object to stay at rest if it 'is in a position of
rest, or to continue in motion if it is moving.
Inertia makes bodies hard to start and hard
to -stop.

VOLUME.Since all matter occupies space-,
it must have volume; that is, it has length,
width, and depth. Volume is said to have
dimensions of length cubed because it it' the
product of three linear measurements.

MASS.Mass is defined as the measure of
the quantity of matter contained in a body. This
property does not vary. For eximple, a sponge
can be compressed or allowed to expahd back
to its original shape and size, but the mass
does not change. The mass williemain the same
on the'earth as on the sun or moon, or at the
bckom of a valley or the top of a mountain.
Only if something is taken away or added to it

' is the mass changed. Later in the. section ita
meaning will It ve a slightly different
connotation.

GRAVITATION.We know from our previous
studies in science that every body attracts or
pulls upon other bodies. In other words, all
Matter -has. gravitation. Air masses exert a
gravitation attraction. One of Newton's laws
states that the force of attraction between two
bodies is directly proportional to the product
of their masses and inversely proportional to
the Square of the distance between their two
centers. Therefore, .a mass will 'have less
gravitational pull on it at the top of a mountain

than it would at sea level because the center
is displaced farther away from the gravitational
pull of the center of the earth. Gravity also
varies with' latitude: being less at the Equator
than at the boles due to a greater distance from
the center of the earth.

WEIGHT.The weight of an object- is a
measure of gravitational attraction and depends
upon the masd or quantity that it contains
and the amount of gravitational attraction the
earth has for it. Weight is a force, and aS such
it should be expressed in units ck f force, such
as the dyne in the cgs system. dyne is the
force that will give to a mass o 1 gram an

, acceleration 'of 1 centimeter per second per
second. The force necessary to accelerate
1 gram 980.665 cmjsec2 at 454 lgt would be
980.665 dynes.

Since gravity varies with latitude and height
above sea level, so must weight vary with the
same factors. Thus, you will weigh more at
the poles. than at the Equator and more at
sea level than atop a mountain. In a comparison
of mass and weight, mass will remain constant
no matter where it is, but weight will vary
with latitude and height above sea level.

DENSITY.The mass of a unit volume of a
substance or mass per unit volume is called
density. Usually we speak of substances being
heavier or lighter than another when com-
yaring equal volumes of the two substances.

Since density is a derived quantity, the
density of an object can be-computed by dividing
its mass (or weight) by its volume. The formula
for determining the density of a substance is

M
D.=

V
where D stands for density, M for mass, and
V for volume.

Since mass in the cgs system is Measured
in grams, and the unit volume in the cgs
system is 1 cubic centimeter, density may
be expressed as grams per cubic centimeter.
We then have the equation

In the metric s tem, 1 cubic centimeter of
water has a mass of approxiinately 1 gram;
therefore, the density of water is given as

gram per cubic centimeter or 1 g/cm3.
' In the English system, the density of water

is 62.4 pounds per cubic foot, or 62.4 lb/ft3.
The density of gases is derived from the

same basic formula as the density of a polid.
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Pressure, volume, and temperature all affeCt the
denaity of gases. This effect is discussed later
in this section under gas laws. Another notable
effect is the moisture content of a gas.

Helicopters have their greatest lift and at-
tain highest speeds in air of high density.
Thus, pilots of these craft prefer to fly under
.conditions of low temperature and high pressure
since this is when the air is most dense. Too,
pilots of jet aircraft have a great interest in the
dengity of the air because air density not only
affects speed, rate of climb, and fuel consump-
tion, but it also plays an important role in deter-

i32ining 1the length of runway necessary for
takeoff

SPE
of a su
substan

IFIC GRAVIT .The specific gravity
stance is the ra o of the density of the
e to the density of water

Specific gravity

weight,of substance

weight of equal volume of water

Specific gravity is not expressed in units but
as a pure ntimber which tens how many times
a substance is heavier than water. For ex-
ample, if a substance has a specific gravity of
4, 1 cubic foot of the substance weighs 62.4

gimes 4 or 249.6 pounds. In metric units,
1 cubic centimeter of a substance with a specific
gravity of 4 weighs 1 times 4 or 4 grams. Note
that "in the metric system of units, the specific
gravity of a substance has the same numerical
value as its density. Because the density of
water is 1 gram per cubic centimeter, a sub-
stance.whose specific gravity is 4 has a density
of 4 grams per cubic centimeter. Specific
gravity and density tare independent of the size
of the sample under consideration and depend
only on the material of which the substance is
made.

The unit,or volume most used is a cube with
an. edge- Of unit length. In the English system,
volume is usually measured in cubic feet or
cubic inches. Thus, the unit is a cube 1 foot
or 1 inch on each edge. In the metric system,
the cubic centimeter or cubic meter is used.
Another unit commonly used in the metric sys-
tem is the LITER. The liter is the volume of
a cube 10 centimeters on each edge. The liter,
therefore, contains 1,000 cubic centimeters.

/0
Systems of Unit and Measure

From very early times it has been necessary
to have some method of weighing and measuring
the fundamental,quantities in_physics. -Thethree
customarily chosen in physics are length, mass,
and time.

A complete set of units for measurement
of both the fundamental and derived quantities
is called a system. In order to.simplify rela-
tionships between different kinds of measure-
ments, scientists have adopted several systems.
Each is named in terms of the three fundamental
units Upon which it is based. The system most
widely used in the United States is the FPS, or
foot-pound-second system, called the English
system.

The system most widely used throughout the
civilized world with the exception of the United
States, England, Canada, and Russia is the
metric system. This system employs the co
or centimeter-gram-second system. The metric
system is most widely used by scientists the
world over.

The metric system is a decimal system simi-
lar, to that used in the money system of the
United States, in that each unit is one-tenth the
size of the next larger unit of measure. Since
it is the system most widely used, and it is not
improbable that before many years this system
will receive worldwide adoption, it is the system
discussed here.

The metric system is not difficult to learn.
The meter is the unit of length and the gram is
the unit Of mass. Thet.common subdivisions of
each of these units is then broken down by the
use -of certain prefixes such as centimeaning
one one-hundredthand Millimeaning one
thousandth. The most common multiple for
these -units is formed by using the prefix kilo
whichOmeans one thousand. Table l7/ shows
the measures of length in the metric system.
A meter is equivalent to approximately 39.37
inches. Greek and Latin prefixes are used to
indicate larger or smaller of the Meter.

Other quantities derived f om length are
the area and the volume. The standard unit of
measuie for area is the square centimeter, or
cm2. For voluine the standard unit of measure
is the cubic centimeter, or cm3.

Measures of weight in the metric system
re formed by adding the Greek and Latin pre-
fixes to .the gram. There are approximately
454 grams to a pound. The kilogram is 1,000
grams and is equivalent to about 2.2 pounds.
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Table 17. Metric measures of length.

'Micrometer . . . 1 1/1, 000, 000 of a meter
Millimeter 1 1/1, 000 of a meter
Centimeter 1 1/100 of a meter
Decimeter 1/10 of meter
Dekameter 10 meters
Hectometer. . . 100 meters
itilOineter 1, 000,meters
Megatneter 1, 000, 000 meters

In both the English and the metric systems,
the second is the standard unit of time.

the application of physics to Marine
Science, we may find that the units of mass,
length, and time may be used to express dif-
ferent terms with the use of dimensions as listed
in table 8.

ble 18Units and Dimensions

TERN

Mass
Length
Time ,

Velocity
Acceleration
Force
Work;
Density
Pressure

ENERGY

DIMZNS ION UNITS

M g
L . cm
T sec
LT-1 cm/sec
LT-2 cm/sec

2

MLX2 g cm4sec2
2MOT-2 g cm4/sec

ML.:4 g/cM3
ML *T-2 g,/cm/sec2

' Energy is defined as the ability to.do work.
Energy is also something that produces changes
in matter. Heat can change water from a liquid
to a gas, 'for example. There are many different
kinds of energy, but we air mainly concerned
with those kinds which affect the processes in
the atmosphere. The energy principle simply
stated, is that energy is measured by the amount
of work a body can do. Work is done only when
a, force succeeds in moving the body it acts.
upon. The quantitfof work 'done is equal to the
product of the force times the distance moved.
Therefore, we derive the formula

'12 -VI=Fd or ML T 2
MLT"2 x L or ML2T-2

where W is the amount of work done, F is the
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force, and d is the distance.

Work is measured in the English system by
the foot-pound; that is, if '1 pound of force acts
through a distance of 1 foot, it performs 1 foot-
pound of work. In the metric cgs system, if
the force is measured in dynes, the distance is
-measured -incentimeters, and the work is --de-
noted in ergs ithe work done by a force of 1
dyne exerted for a distance of 1 cm). Another
tmit used .to measure work is the joule. It: is
simply 10,000,000 ergs, and is equiVent to just
under three-fourtta of a foot-pound.

Two kinds of energy are important in our
study of atmospheric physics. They are poten-
tial energy (or energy at rest gp of position) and
kinetic energy (or the energy 'of motion), which
are discussed under energy considerations later
in this section.

MASS, FORCE, AND MOTION

MASS AND INERTIA

Any general discussion of the principles of
physics would be incomplete without some con-
sideration of the way in which mass, force, and
motion are related. Even- the tiny particles of
atomic physics have mass and motion; in fact,
the physical laws relating to mass and rn4klit
provide very 'important clues for use in the dif-
ficult task of predicting the .behavior of these
invisible particles. Soine of the same laws govern-
ing their motion are also applied-to the ordinary
objects we encounter every day. -

You have probably 'learned that a body th
accelerated (made to move faster) by the applica-
tion of a force. The acceleration of a body is
directly proportional to the force causing that
acceleration. This information, howeveris not
enough to write an equation involving force and
acceleration in familiar units. Acceleration dep-
ends also upon the mass of the body that is
being moved.

The term MASS refers to that property of
matter whthh in ordinary language is described
as INERTIA. We know from experience that an
object at rest never starts to move by itself;
a push or a pull must be exerted On it by some
other object. This external force is needed
because the body has inertia. To give a numer-
ical value to this inertia, it is compared with
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some standard, the inertia of which is Viken as
one. When the inertia of other bodies is taken in
respect to this standard, We calledmass. There-
fore, mass is a measure of inertia: Suppose two
objects of identical size and, shape-are made of
different materials, If gravity were not present,
masses of the -two objects could be judged by their
inertia-that is, by' thetr resistance to change in
velocity.

The observations that have been made point
to a connestion between force, mass, and accel-
eration. ItTan be shown experimentally that the
acceleration of a body is directlY proportional
to the force exerted on Mat body and inversely
proportional to the mass of that body or that

a = g'/m or LT-2 a MLT-2 x M-1 = LT-2

where a is the abceleration, F is the force ex-
erted, and m is the mass of the bodi. In the case
of falling bodies, the force of gravity for a large
mass it greater than that for a small mass, so
that the accelerition of gravitybecomes a constant.
The preceding equation is the mathematinalrepre-
sentation of Newton's second law. It is probably
the most important equation in mechanics (this is
the name given to the branch ofphysics which deals .
with force and motion). It is usually stated in the
form

F = ma or MLT- = M x LT-2 = MLT-2

When using this equation, be sure to use units
of mass and not un#s of weight.

FORCE

Force is'a push or pull acting upon a body.
Many people think that all force comes from
muscular effort, such as the effort required to
push a box resting on the deck. Howeveri water in
a can exerts force on the sides and bottom of the
Can and an upward force on any objecton the sur-
face of the _water. A tug exerts force on the ship it
is pushing or pulling. In all of these examples, the
body exerting the force is in contact with the body
on which the force is exerted; forces of this type
are called contact forces. There are-also forces

ik which act through empty space without contact. The
noroe of gravity exerted on a body by the earth-

known as the weight of the body-is one example of
this type of force." Forces which act through empty
space without contact are called action-at-a-dis-
tance farces. Electric and magnetic forces are
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action-at-a-distance forces.

VECTORS
-

Problems arise in which it is necessary to
deal with one or more forces acting On abay.
To solve problems involving forces, a means of
representing forces must be found. A force is
completely described when its magnitude, direct-
ion, and point of application are given. Because
a vector is a line which represents both magnitude
and direbtion, a vector may be used to describe
a force. The length of the line represents the
magnitude of the force, the direction af the,line
represents the direction in which the force is being
applied, and the starting point of the line repre-
seats the point of application of the force. For
example, to represent a force of 10 poundsacting
due east on point, A, draw a line 10 units long,
starting at point A and extending in a direction
90 clockwise from north (See fig. 33.) .

10 LB

1.111111.1+101

Figure 33.Example of a vector.

aciMPaifION-oF FORCES

If two or more forces are acting simul-
taneously at a point, the same effect can be,
produced by a Isingle force of the proper size
and direction. Xis single force, which is equiva-
lent to the action of two or more forces, is called
the resultant. Putting component forces together to
find the resultant force is called composition of
forces. The vectors representing the forces must
be added to find the resultant. Because a vector
represents both magnitude and direction, the meth-
od for adding vectors differs from the procedure
used for scalar quantities, which have no direction.

A

Consider this example: Find the resultant
force when a vertical force of 5 pounds and a
horizontal force of 10 pounds are applied at point
A. (See fig. 34.) The resultant force 'may be
found afi follows: Represent _the given forcea by
vectors AB and AC drawn to a suitable scale, as
in figure 34. At points B and-C, draw dotted lines
perpendicular to AB and AC, respectively. From
A draw a line to the point of intersection X of the
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dnttedAines. Vector AX represents the resultant of
the Ilko forces. Thus, when two mutually perpen2-
dimdar forces act on a point, the vector represen-
ting the resultant force is the diagonal of a rect-
angle. The length of AX, on the same scale as
that for the two original forces, is the size of the
resultant force; the angle e gives the direction
with respect to the horizontal.

When it is desired to find the resultant of
two forces Which are not at right angles, the
follciwing graphic method may be used. Let- AB
and AC (fig. 35) represent tht tWo forces drawn
accurately to scale. From point C draw a line
plrallel to AB and from point B draw a line paral-
lel to AC. The lines will intersect at a point X,
as shown in figure 35. The forceAX is the resul-
tant of the two forces AC and AB. Note that the two

LEI.

Figure 34.Composition of two right-angle forces.

dotted lines and the two given forces make a
parallelogram ACXB. Solving for the resultant in
this manner is called the parallelogram method.
The size and direction vf the resultant may be
found by measurement from the figure drawn to
scale. This method applies to any two forces acting
oh a point whether they act at right angles or not.
Note that the parallelogram becomes a rectangle
for forces actingat right angles.

Consider the following problems as practice
examples of combining forces:

1. A supply. barge is anchored in a river
during a storm. If the wind acts westward on if
with a force tI1t0-00 pounds and the tide acts south-
ward on it with a force of 3,000 pounds, what is
the direction and the magnitude ot" the resultant
force acting upon the barge? Figure 36 shows the
forces acting upon the barge. If the force vectors
have been-draWn to scale, the magnitude and dir-
ection of the resultant May be obtained by meas-
uring the length of the diagonal of the connpleted
parallelogram and the angle the diagonal makes
with- a side of the parallelogram. The resultant
can be found also by geometry and trigonometry.

t
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Fligure 35.-Graphic method of the composition of
forces.

_From the Pythagorean relationship:
-

R2 = 30002 + 40002

R2 = (3 x 1, 000)2 + (4 x 1, 000)

R2 = (32 x 1, 0002) + (42 x 1, 0002)
R2 (1,0002) x (32 + 42)

R2 = (1, 0002) x (25)

R =V (1, 0002) x (25) = (1, 000) x (5)

R = 5, ooa lb

WINO 4,000 Le.

.now* dam. woo. aram

TIDE

3,000 I.3.

Fzigure 36.-Problem using the composition of
forces.

From trigonometry:

tan opposite aide
" adjacent side
..

tan, tf
1100

O. 7504, 000.

= 389°

The resultant is a force of 5,000 pounds acting
at an angle of 36.9 with the direction of the wind
or in a direction of 233.1* (270*-36.9° 233.1°).
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2:- With a slight modification, the parallelo-
gram method of addition' applies aIso tA the
reverse operation of subtraction. Consider the

0

X

Figure 37.- Parallelogram method of subtracting
forges.

problem of subtracting force AC from force AB.
(See fig. 37.) First, force AC is reversed in
direction giving -AC. Then, forces -AC and AB
are added by the parallelogram method, giving
the resultant AX, which in this case is the dif-

'. ference hetween forces AB and AC. A simple
check' to verify,..the results consists of adding
AN tp 41kC; the; , sum or resultant should be

- identlhal With AB.
:1

LAWS OF MOTION

,*tmd,spOrg and hydrosphere are 'con-
stantly in moti. This motion does not just hap-
pen of. own,4ccord; tfiere are forces at work
which, capse alb move. Some forces cause it to
move froiii One eleiation, or height, to another as
convective currents. ;Other factors cause it to
move in4arious directions with a great range of
speed., Still other factors cause it to move in
either a clockwise or counterclockwise jfashion.

.moyer wide areas. Perhaps a review of wton's
laws .of motion will aid you in understanding some
of the reasons why the atmosphere and hydro-
sphere move as they do.

NEWTON'S LAWS

Sir Isaac Newton, a foremost'English phys-
tore, formulated three important laws relative
tA motion. In his first law, the law of inertia,
he stated that every body continues in its state of

St
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rest or Uniform motion in a straight line unless
it is compelled to change by applied forces. Al-
though the atmosphete is a mixture of gases and
it has the properties peculiar to gases, it still
behaves in many respects as_a_bo4 When consi-
dered in theterms of Newton's law. There would
be no movement of great quantities of air unless
there was ,a force to cause it. For instance, air
moves from one area to another because there is
a force (or forces) great enough to change its
direction or to overcome its tendency to remain
at rest.

The second of Newton's laws of motion,
force and acceleration, states that change of
motion of a body is proportional to the applied
force and takes place in the direction of the
straight line in which that force is applied. In
respect to the atmosphere, this means that the
change of the motidn of the atmosphere is de-
termined by the force acting upon it and takes
place in the direction of that force.

Newton's third law of motion, reacting forces,
states that to every action there is always an equal
and opposite reaction, or the mutual actions of two
bodies are always equal and oppositely directed.
Consequently, there is never a force acting in
nature unless there are two bodies, one impress-
ing, or exerting, the force and -the other being
impressed by force. Still another aspect of the law
is that a force cannot exist by itself; it must exist
along with another force. It is clear, then, that
there must-be at least two bodies and two forces. In
the atmosphere there are many masses, or bodies,
of air, each exerting a force and having a force
exerted against it.

BALANCE -OF FORCESWINDS

Newton's first two laws of motion indicate
that motion tends to be in straight lines and only
deviates from such lines when acted' upon by
another force, or by a combination of forces.
The aii tends, for instance, to move in a straight
line from a high-pressure area to a low-pressure
area. However, there are forces which 15revent
the air from moving in a straight line.

PRESSURE GRADIENT FORCE

AThe variation of heating (and consequently
the variations of,pressure) from one locality to
anoiher is the initial factor that produces move-
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ment of air or wind. The most direct path from
high to low pressure is one along which the pres-
sure is. changing most rapidly and is called the
pressure gradient. Pressure gradient force is
the force that moves air from an Maof high
pressure to an area of low pressure. The velocity
of the wind depends upon the pressure gradient.
If the pressure gradient is steep, the wind speed
is strong; if the pressure gradient is weak, the
wind speed is light.

CORIOLIS EFFECT

If pressure gradient force were the only
force affecting windflow, the wind would blow at
right angles across isobars (lines connecting
points of equal barometric pressure) from high
to low pressure. From observation we know the
wind actually blows parallel to isobars above
any frictional level. Therefore, other factors
must be affecting the windflow, and one of these
factors is the rotation of the earth. A particle
at rest on the earth's surface is in equilibrium.
Lf the particle starts to move because of a pres-
sure gradient force, its relative motion is affected
by the rotation of the earth. If a mass of air from
the Equator moves northward, it is deflected to
the right, so that a south wind tends to become
a southwesterly wind.

An air mass moving from the North Pole
tends to become a northeasterly wind. This de-
flection is known as the Coriolis effect and is
stated as a law. (See fig. 38.) This law states
that when a mass of air starts to move over the
earth's surface, it is deflected to the right of
its path in the Northern Heinisphere and to the
left of its path in the Southern Hemisphere.
Coriolis effect is dependent upon the latitude
and speed of the moving air mass. It is greatest
at the poles and nonexistent at the Equator. It
increases as the speed of the moving air mass
increases.

In figure 38, note that if an object at point
A in sriace ia moved towarclpoint B in space, an
observer in space would see the object move
from A to B along a straight line in space. An
observer at point C on the rotating plane,however,
would find himself under point B when the object
arrived at point B in space. It would appear to
the observer on the rotating plane that a force D
had been acting on the moving object to push it to
the right of its-path. This effect is the Coriolis

Figure 38.Coriolis effect.

(or deflecting) effect. Study illustration 38 care-
fully; note that no actual force is involved and
also that no actual deflection has taken place.
The deflection is apparent; that is, it appears to
be a deflection caused by a force. In Marine
Science, we speak of this deflection as the Coriolis
effect. This effect can be further illustrated by
rotating a piece of paper while trying to draw a
straight line between a point on the paper and a
fixed point off the paper.

CENTRIFUGAL EFFECT -

According to Newton's first law of motion,
a body in motion continues in the same direction
in a straight line and with the same speed unless
acted upon by some external force. Therefore,
for a body to move in a curved path, some forge
must be continually applied. The force restrain-
ing bodies to move in a curved path is called the
centripetal force, and it is always directed
toward the center of rotatio-n:"When a Fock is
whirled around on a string, the centripetal force
is afforded by the tension of the string.

Newton's third law states that for every action
there is an equal and opposite reaction. Centrifugal
force is the reacting force which is equal to and
opposite in direction to the centripetal force. Cen-
trifugal force, then, is a force directed outward
from the center of rotation.
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As you know, a bucket of water can be swung



over. your head at a rate such that the water does
not come out. This is an example of both cen-
trifugal and centripetal force. The water is. being
held in the bucket by centrifugal force tending to
pull it outward. The centripetal force, the force
holding the bucket and water to the center, is
your arm swinging the bucket. As -soon as you
cease swinging the bucket, the forces cease and
the water falls out of the bucket. Figure 39 is a
simplified illustration of centripetal and cen-
trifugal force.

CENTRIFUGAL

FORCE

CENTRIPETAL
FORCE

CIRCULAR MOTION

Motion that takes a circular path is contrary
to,the natural tendency of motion to be in straight
lines. As mentioned earlier, air tends to move
from one pressure area to .another in straight
lines. Air moves in a circular path as a result
of the balance of the effective forces or effects
pressure gradient, Coriolis, and centrifugal.

We have applied Newton's Laws of Motion to
the atmosphere, but it is easy to relate the same
laws of motion to the.hydrosphere when we con-
sider both, air and water as MASS in motion.

GAS LAWS

Since the atmosphere is composed of a mix-
ture of gases, familiarity with the fundamental
concepts of the most inSportant gas laws and
principles will aid y&I in understanding the effects
that temperature, pressure, and volumevariations
have upon the atmosphere.. Besides the basic gas
laws, there are other physical aspects of the
atmosphere which must be considered.

Figure 39.Simplified illustration of centripetal
and centrifugal force. ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

High- and low-pressure systems canbe com-
pared to rotating disks. Centrifugal effect tends to
fling air out from the center of rotation of ihese
systems. Therefore, when winds tend.to blow in a
ciular path, centrifugal effect (in addition to

essure gradient and Coriolis, effects) influences
these winds.

SPEED AND VELOCITY

The terms "speed" arid "Velocity" are fre
quently used interchangeably. However, it should
be understood that the twp are not the same.
Speed is the rate at ithich a body moves, whereas
velocity describes both file RATE at which a
body moves and the DIRECTION in which it travels.

In meteorology, speed is the term that should
be used en only rate of movement is meant.
When
stip s be express as "wind direction and
epee

cti on is involved along with speed, the two
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Pressure is defined as force per unit area.
Atmospheric pressure is the force per unit area
exerted by the atmosphere in any part of the
atmospheric envelope. Therefore, the greater the
force exerted by the molecides of the air for any
given area, the greater the pressure. Air pres-
sure at any given altitude within the atmosphere
is determined by the weight of the atmosphere
pressing down from above. Therefore, the pres-
sure decreases with altitude because the weight
of the atmosphere decreases. Although the pres-
sure varies oda horizontal plane from day to day,
the greatest pressure variations are with changes
in altitude. Nevertheless, horizontal variations of
pressure are important in meteorology because
they cause or help to cause good andbad weather.

At sea level, the average pressure is about
1,013 millibars (I:4.7 pounds per square inch).
It has been found that the pressure decreases by
half for each 18,000-foot increase in altitude.
Thus, at 18,000 feet one can expect an average
pressure of ahOut 500 millibars (7.35 pounds
per square inch), and at 36,000 feet a pressure
of only 250 millibars (3.68 pounds per square

. ,
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inch), etc. Therefore, it may be concluded that
atmospheric pressures are greatest at lower
elevations because the total weight of the a-
nigsphere is greatest at these points.

Atmospheric pressure is normally measured
in meteorology by the use of a mercurial or
aneroid barometer. Pressure is measured in
many different units. One atmosphere of pres-
sure is 29.92 inches of mercury, 760 milli-
meters of mercury, 1,013.25 millibars, 14.7
pounds per square inch, or 1,033 grams per
square centimeter. These measurements are
made under standard conditions. The U. S. Stand-
ard Atmosphere assumes a mean sea level
temperature of 15°C, a standard sea level pres-
sure'of 1,013.2 millibars or 9.92 inches of
mercury, a temperature lapse rate of 0.65°C per
100 meters up to 11 kilometers, and a tropo-
pause and stratosphere iemperature of -,56.5*C.

STANDARD CONDITIONS

The conditions under which gases must be
compared, densities determined, and gas con-
stants derived are known as the standard con-
ditions for gases. The standard conditions are a
pressure of 760 millimeters of mercury (1,013.25
mb) and a temperature of 0°C, sometimes referred
to as STP (standard temperature and pressure)._

KINETIC THEORY OF GASES

The kinetic' theory of gases is very heplful
in understanding the b4havior of gases. Gases,
like some other substances, consist of molecules
which have no inherent tendency to stay in one
place as.,\do the molecules of a solid. Instead,
the 'molec4les of gas, since they are qmaller
than the space between thein, move about at
randoin (but in straight lines until they collide
with each other or with other obstructions).
However, this movement has an average speed.
When gas is enclosed, its pressure depends on
the number of times the molecules strike the
surrounding walls. The number of blows which
the molecules strike per second against the
walls remains constant as long as the tempera-
ture and the volume remain constant.

If the volume (the space occupied bk.he gas)
is decreased, the densitylehe gas is i reased.
Density is defined as mass 'per unit volume.
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An object that contains more molecules per imit
volume is said to be denser than an object that
contains less. Since air is easily compressed,
density is directly proportional to pressure.
With an increase in density, the number of blows
against the wall is increased, thereby increasing
the pressure, the temperature remaining con-
stant. Temperature is a measure of the mole-
cular activity of the gas molecules and a measure
of the internal energy of a gas. When the temp-
erature is increased, there is a corresponding
increase in the speed of the molecules; they strike
the walls at a faster rate, thereby increasing the
pressure, provided the-volume remains constant.

Temperature is therefore closely related to
the volume, pressure, and density of gases. The
earth sphere (the air) is a mixture of gases.

How do hea and humidity influence pressure?
Moist air is lthter than dry air and so exerts
less pressure. An increase in temperature allows
an increase in moisture content and lightens air
in that manner. More important, heat expands air,
which also makes it lighter per unit volume.

We can summarize this discussion with a few
statements as they apply to the atmosphere.
They are as follios:

1. An increase in atmospheric pressure re-
sults in an increase in atmospheric density. Con-
versely, a- decrease in pressure results in a
decrease of density.

2. An increase in moisture in4the air de-
creases atmospheric density. Conversely, a de-
crease in moisture increases the density.

3. An increase in temperature causes air to
expand and lowers its pressure and density. It
also increases its capacity to hold Moisture.
Conversely, a decrease in temperature contracts
air and increases its pressure and density; it
also decreases the atmosphere's capacity to hola
moisture.

The lawirgoverning the behavior of gases and
mixtures of ases are given in the following
sections.

DALTON'S LAWS
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The laws relative to the pressure^of a mix-
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ture of lases we're formulated by the English
physicist, John Dalton. One of the laws states that
the pardal pressures of two or more mixed gases
(or vapors) are the same as if each filled the
space alone. The other law states that the total
pressure is the sum of all the partial pressures
of gases and vapors present in an enclosure.

Water vapor, in the atmosphere, for instance,
is independent of .the presence of other gases;
the vapor pressure is independent of Atm pres-
sure of the chl gases in the atmosphere, and
vice versa. The vapor pressure for any given
temperature has a maximum limit; this limit is
reached when the air is satirated (can hold no
more moisture at that tem/Serature and pres-
sure). However, the total atmospheric pressure
is found by adding all the pressures-those of the
drycair and the water vapor.

BOYLE'S LAW

Boyle's law state.s that the volume of a gas
is inversely proportional to its pressure, pro-
vided the temperature remains constant. This

. means that if the volume is halved, the presiure
is doubled. Boyle's law, as -it is applied to
atmospheric physics, is a fundamental law. Since
in the free atmosphere one is not dealing with o4pn
trolled vOlumes of gas, Boyles law is used in con-
junction with other laws to provide the solution to
,various problems in 'atmospheric physics. The,
formula for Boyle's law is as follows:

VP =
V-thitial volume
P7initial pressure
V-new volume
Fr-new pressure

CHARLES'. T.,AW

In the section on the toilette theory of gases,
it was explained that the temperature of a gas .
is a measure of the average speed of the mole-
cules f the gas. It was also shown that the

* pressure the gas exerts is a nieasure .of the
number of times per second that the molecules
strike .the walls of the container and the speed
at which they strike it. It then can easilk be
seen that if the temperature of a gas tha closed
container ,is raised, the speed of the molecples
within the gas increases. This causes the mole-

cules to strike the side of the container more
times. per second and with more force, Since they
are moving fastect Thus, by increasing the
temperature, the aessure is incieased. This
is stated by Charles' law in the followingmanner:
If the volume of an enclosed gas remains constant,
the pressure is directly proportional to the abso-
lute temperature: Therefore, if the absolute temp-'.
perature is.doubled, the pressure it; doubled; if
the absolute temperature is halved, the pressure
is halved.

Charles' law, Emit is applied to atmosphelAc
physics, is one of the foundation laws. Thefornfula
for Charles' law is as follows:

A V- TVT' = V T, or it _can be written ,5,-703,e ;:f./

V-Initial volume
T-Initial temperature(absolute)
V!--New volume
T=New temperature(absolute)

UNIiIERSAL GAS.LAW

The universal gas law is a combination of
Boyle's law and Charles' law. It states that the
product of the initial pressure, initial volume,
and nevectemperature (absolute scale) of an en-
closed gas is equal to thee product of the new
pressure, new volume, and initial temperature.
It is, a mathematical statement whereby many

sas problems can be sdrved involving principles
of Boyle's law and/or Charles' Jaw. The formula
is as follows:

P-initial pressure
V-initial volume
T-initial temperature(abSolute)
PLnew pressure .
VLnew.volume
Ti-new tempeiatue(al:;sblute)

EQUATION OF STATE
.

The EQUATI6N OF STAtE Is a general
formula which gives the same information as
Boyleks law, a:nd Charlet' law. It involves a gas
constant, a value 'isfsigned each gas.
For instance, the gas constAnt of.ttr is 2,870

imhen the pressure is expressed in millibars and
-/
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the density is expressed in metric tons per cubic
meter. The constant- may be expressed differently,
depending on the system of units used. The follow-
ing formula is an expression of the equation:

p a RT

P-pressure in millibars
"0- density
R1-gas constant
T-temperature (absolute)

PASCAL'S LAW

Pascal's law relative to the behavior of
FLUIDS under -pressure applies, of course, to
GASES under pressure, all of which means that
a gas transmits undiminished pressure in all
directions and on all parts of the enclosing wall.
The law states that when an external titessure is
applied to any confined fluid at rest, the pres-
sure is increased at every point in the fluid
by the amount of external pressure applied.
This means that the pressure of the atmosphere
is exerted not only downward on the surface
of an object, but also in all directions against
a surface which is exposed to the atmosphere.

BERNOULLI' S THEOREM

According to-Be i's theorem, pressures
are least whet4 Velo ities are greatest, and
pressures are greatest where velocities are
least. This is true of liquids and gases. (See fig.
40.)

One of the practical uses of the theorem as
applied to meteorology is for forecasting winds
of certain kind. For the purpose of illustra-
tion the Santa Ana wind is used. The condition
w,k1h produces this wind is a high-pressure area

th a strong pressure gradient situated near
Salt Lake City, Utah. This gradient directs the
.windflow into a valley leading to the town of
Santa Ana near the coast of California. As the
wind enters the, valley, its flow is sharply re-
stricted by the funneling effect of the mountain
sides. This restriction causes the wind speed
to increase, bringing about a drop in pressure
in and near the yalley. This pressure dropcaused
by the Bernottlli effect is a yaluable forecasting
aid in predicting this type of wind.
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Figure 40.-Example of Bernoulli's theorem.

ARCHIMEDES' PRINCIPLE

-Archimedes' principle .tates that a body
completely or partially .submerged in a fluid
experiences an upward force equal to the weight
of the fluid displaced. Archimedes' principle
of buoyancy is also at work in the atmosphere,
for the air is a fluid and it has a lifting effect
upon everything which it surrounds. This buoyant
force is equal to the weight of the air which is dis-
placed. Consequently, the atmosphere, through its
buoyancy, exerts a greater pressure upward on the
bottom of an object than it does downward on the
top of an object. Knowing that the lifting effect of
the air is equal to the weight of the air displaced,
you may determine the total lift of a balloon as
being almost equal to the weight of the air dis-
placed, minus .the weight of the gas used for
inflation.

AVOGADRO'S NUMBER

1
It was the hypothesis of Avogadro that equal

volumes of all gases under the same pressure and
temperature contain the same number of mole-
cules. The number of molecules -in a gram mole-
cule of gas is known-as AVOGADRO'SNUMBERi4
gram molecule. of any gas contains 6.02 x 10
molecules and at VC ang 76 cm pressure occupies
a volume of 22,414 cm . A gram molecule is the
mass of a compound equal-numerically to the value
of its molecular weight; likewise, a gram atom
is the mass of an element numerically equal
to the value of its atthnic weight.

HYDROSTATIC EQUATION

The HYDROSTATIC LAW states that the
difference in pressure between two points at
different levels in a pass of fluid at rest is
equal to the *eight of a column, of the fluid of a
unit cross sectioh reaching vertically from one



level to another.

For the atmosphere, the hydrostatic law
braes that the difference in pressure between two
points in the atmosphere, one above the other, is

, equal to the weight of the air 'column between the
two points. Although these two laws are éssent:.
tally the same, there are two variables which must
be considered when applied to the atmosphere.
They are temperature and denSity.

(-

From Charles' law it was learned that when
the temperature increases, the volume increases
and the density decreases. Therefore, the thick-
ness of a layer of air will be greater when the
temperature is increased. To find the height of a
pressure surface in the atmosphere (such as in
working up an adiabatic chart), you must take these
two variables into consideration.

In the coMputation of a x:adiosonde observa-
tion, a set of tables has been,computed and the
density has been incorporated in these tables.

The thickness of a layer can be determined
by the following-formula:

2 = (49,080 + 107t) Po + P

Zaititude difference it: feet
(thickness of layer)

tmean temrature in degrees
Fahrenheit

Popressure at the bottom point
of .the layer, ,

PpreSsure at the top point of the layer

Far example, let
of air between 800 and 700 iIbars has a
mean temperature of 30°F. Applying' the formula,
we obtain:the following value:

800 - 700

assume that oa layer

2 = (49,080 + 107 x '30)
800 + '700

00Z at (49,080 + 3,210)11.,5o

1Z -(52 , 290)
15

2 sir 3,486 feet (1,063 meters)"

We can E-so apply the HYDROSTATIC
EQUATION to the hydrosphere by using the
following formula:
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P - pressure of the Water column

/41 - density of the water column

g - acceleration of gravity

h - height of the water column

CHANGE OF STATP

A change of state (or-change of phase) of a
substance describes the change of a substance
from a solid to a liquid, liquid to a vapor, vapor
to a liquid, liquid to a solid, solid to vapor, or
vapor to a solid. In meteorology we are concerned
primarily with the change of state of water in the
air. Water is present in the atmosphere in any
or all of the three states'(solid, liquid, and vapor)
and changes back a:1d forth from one state to
another. The mere presence of Water is import-
ant, but the change of state of the water in the
air is more important because the change of state
of water affects the weather diregtly. The solid
state of water is in the form of ice' crystals; the'
liquid state of water is in the form of raindrops;
and the vapor state of water IS in the form of the
unseen gas in the air. Clouds and fogs are com-
posed of tiny droplets of water, not of water vapor.

Energy is involved in the various changes of
state which occur in the atracsphere. The energy
involved in the various, changes of state is primer-
ily in the form of heat. The heat which is used by
the substance in changing its state is referred to
as the latent heat and is usually stated in calories.
The calorie is a unit of heat, energy. It is the
amount of heat required to raise the temperature
of 1 gram of water 1*C.. A closer look at some of
the major changes of state of the atmospherehelps
to clarify latent heat.

EVAPORATION

Evaporation is the physical process in which
a liquid is changed toa gaseous state.

Water 'undergoes the process of evaporation
when changing from the liquid to' gaseous* state.
According to the molecular theory of matter,
all matter consists of .molecuies in motion. The
molecules in a bottleci liquid are restricted in



their motion, by the walls of the cOntainer. How-
ever, on a free surface exposed to the atmos-
phere, the motion of -the 'molecules in the liquid
is restricted by the Weight of the atmosphere Or,
more precisely, by the atmospheric pressure.
If the speed of the liquid molecules is sufficiently
high, they escape from the surface of the liquid
into the atmosphere. As the temperature of the
liquid is increased, the speed of the molecules
is increased, and the rate at which the molecules
escape from the surface also increases. Evap-
oration takes place onlY fron the free surface
of a substance.

During the process of evaporation, heat is
absorbed by ,.the water being- vaporized. -The
amoye absorbed is approximately 539 calories
per gram -of water at a temperature of .100°C.
Om the other hand, the amount is 597.3 calories
if the evaporation- takes place at 0"CThis
energy is required to keep the molecules in the
vapor state and is called the latent heat of
vaporizatibn. Since the water needs to absorb
heat in order to vaporize, heat must be supplied
or else evaporation cannot take place. The air

.provides flits heat. For this reason,- evaporation
is said to be. a cooling Process, because by
,supplying. the heat fdr vaporization, the tem-
perature of the air is lowered.

'When evaporation takes place throughout the
water, it, is called boiling. 'For water to boil,
heat must be added to the water from another
source. Since boiling has no application in meteor-
ology, it is riot discussed any further.

CONDENSATION

Hasically, condensation is the opposite of
evaporation, in that water vapor undergoes a
change in state from gas to liquid. However, a -
condition of saturation must be fulfilled befor
condensation can occur; that is, the air must
contain all tne water vapor iFi1 hold (106%
relative humidity) before "any of it can Condense
from the atmosphere;

In the prodess of condensation, the heat that
was absorbed in evaporation is released from the
water vapor into the air and ig called the latent
heat of condensation.

FUSION
/66

Fusion is the change of state from a solid
to a liquid at the same temperature. The num-
ber of gram calories of heat necessary to change
1 gram of a substance from the solid to`the
liquid state is known as the heat of fusion. To
change 1 gram of ice to 1 gram of water_at a
constant temperature and kessure requirel
roughly 80 calories of heat.

Latent heat of fusion is the heat released by
the liquid when a liquid changes into a solid.
Since it requires 80 calories to change 1 gram
of iceoto 3. gram of water, this same amount of
heat is released when 1 gram of water is changed,
to ide; therefore,' the latent heat of fusion cf
waterts about 80 calories. -

SUBLIMATION

Sublimation is the change of state from a
solid to a vapor at the game temperature. The
heat of sublimation equals the heat of fusionj
plus the heat, of vaporization Tor a substance.
The calories required for water to sublime are:
80 + 597.3 = 677.3, if the vapor has a tempera-
ture of VC. (See.figure 41.)

CRYSTALLIZATION

The process of vapor passing directly into
the solid form without going through the liquid
phase is called crystallization. This process,
as well as its reverse, is often called sublima-
tion in meteorology. (See fig. 41.)

The calories liberated-by crystallization arc
the same as those for sublimation. Crystailiza-
don frequently takes place in the atmosphere
when supercooled water vapor crystallizes di-

_rectly into ice crystals and forms cirriform

. 'SPECIFIC HEAT
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The specific heat of a substance shows how
many calories of heat it takes to raise the tem-
perature of that substance 1°C. Since it takes
1 calorie to raise the temperature of 1 gram of
water l'C, the specific heat of water is 1. The
specific heat of a substance plays a tremendous
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role in Marine Science because it is tied directly
to temperature changes, For Instance, the spe-
cffic heat of the earth in general is 0.25. This
means it takes only 0.25 calorie to raise the
temperSture of 1 gram of earth VC. Stated
another way, the earth heats and cools four times
as fast as yiater.

From this you can see that ocean weather
is milder_and less extreme in temperature than
continental weather because it takes four times
as long (or four times as much heat/cooling)
-for water to both heat and cool.

The specific heat. of various land surfaces is
also different, though the difference between one
land surface and *another is not as great as be-
tween land and water. Dry sand or bare rock has
the, lowest specifiô heat. Forest areas have the
highest specific heat. This difference in specific
heat is another cause for differences in temper-
ature for areas of different types of surfaces
which are only-a-few miles apart.

The specific heat of ice is 0.421 and that -of
steam is 0.502. These specific heats are reflected
in the thermal history of 1 gram of ice as shown
in figure 41. They also point out the tremendous
amount of energy involved in the fusion, sublirnat-
Tim, and vaporization processes in the atmosphere.
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Energy cannot be created or destroyed; how-
ever, it can be .transformed from one type of
energy into another. Even the amount that seems
to be lost can be accounted for in the form of
light, sound, heat, and the like.

PRESSURE VERSUS DENSITY

Although very light, air has weight and is
affected by gravity. By its weight, air exerts
pressure on everything it touches. Since air
is a gas, its weight becomes a fluid pressure,
exerted in all directions (Pascal's law).

Principal pressure variation comes about
with change in altitude. Pressure at any point
in a colpmn of water, mercury, or any fluid,
depends upon the weight of the column above that
point. In the same manner, air pressure at a
given altitude is determlned by the weight of the
air pressing down from above. Air pressure at
sea level averages 1,013 millibari (14.7 pounds
per square inch).

.. The weight and compression of the atmos-
phere cause the molecules of the air to be iloier
together and more numerous at the bottom of the
atmosphere, or where it rests upon the earth's
surface. This means that the air at the bottom
of the atmosphere is denser than it is at higher
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altitudes.

At the bottom of the atmosphere, where the
density of the air is greatest, the greatest
amount of atmospheric' pressure fs exerted. By
definition, atmospheric pressure is a force per
unit area. Force is equal to mass multiplied
by acceleration. There is a change of pressure
whenever either the mass of the atmosphere or
the accelerations of the molecules within the
atmosphere are changed._

Although altitude exerts the dominant con-
trol, temperature and mnisture alter pressure
at any given altitude, especially hear the earth's
surface where heaeind humidity are moSt abund-
ant. The pressure variatikns produced by heat and
huinidity (with heat operating as the senior partner)
cause the turbulence and ,wind that help to make
our weather.

METHODS-OF HEAT TRANSFER

The atmosphere is constantly gaining and
loSing heat, and heat is being transported from
one-part of the world to the other by wind mOve-.
inents. It is due to the inequalities in gin and
loss of heat that, the air i& almost constantly in
motion. The motions and heat transformations
are directly expressed by wind and weather:. In
M arine Science, one is concerned with three meth-
ods of heat transfer. They are conductidn, con-
vection, and radiation. Heat is transferred from
the earth directly to the atmosphere by radiation
and conduction, and wiThin the atmosphere by
radiation, conduction, and convection. A form
of convection, or advection, is used in a special
manrier in Marine Science; it is discussed as s
separate method of heat transfer.

RADIATION

Radiation refers to the process by which
electromagnetic eneigy ts propagated through
space. Radiation occurs at _the Speed of itght,

.that is, about 116,300 -nilies per second. Ra-
diation travels Lti straight lines arid does not
need. A material medium-through .which to pass.
It is the most_ important single means of heat
transfer for the earth as a whoje. All of the heat
the earth receives is by radiation.

CONDUCTION
-

Cemduction -is the-'transfer .of heat from
arMer to colder Matter by contact. Although
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of secondary importance in the heating of the
atmosphere, it is a means by which air close to

_ the surface of the earth heats during the day and
cools durini the night. Even if air is a poor
conductor (as shown by the use of dead airspace
tn Thermopane glass and the airspavs used as
insulation in buildings), the heating and cooling
of air at the immediate surface of the earth are
aceomplishedby conduction.

.0014VECTION

Convection is the transfer of heat from one
place to another by bodily transfer of the matter
containing it. In Marine Science, the term "con-
vection" is normally applied to vertical transport.

Vertical transfer of heat is accomplished
by the motion of warm air to higher levels and
the descent of cold air to lower levels -where, by
radiation aid conduction, it can absorb heat from
the earth. Convection currents are turbul nt
and cause bumpiness in the air. On a cal-
sunny day, air rises over highways and sett
over nearby rivers; this is mainly due to con-
vection.

ADVECTION

Horizontal transfer of heat is accomplished
by motion of the air from one latitude and lon-
gitude to another? It is of major importance in
the exchange of air between polar and equatorial
regions. Much more heat iS transported from

---plirce to place by the, process of advection than
by any of the other methods of heattransfer. This
can be easily understood when you think of the fact
that the air is almost always in motion at all
levels of the,atmosphere.

Transfer of heat by advection is accom-
plished- not only by the transport of warm air,
but also by the transport a warm vapor which
releases heat when condensation occurs.

ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS
STABILITY AND INSTABILITY

ATMOSPHERIC ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS

ENERGY has previously been defined as the
capacity to perform work. There are, two basic
kinds of energy. They are KINETIC and POTEN-
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TIAL. Kinetic energy is ability tO perform work
due to motion. Pgitential energy is ability to
perform work due to position or condition. The
term "kinetic" is used for energy due, to present
motion, whereas the term "potential" applies
to energy stored for lateagaction.

The kinetic theory of gases is very helpful
in understanding the behavior of gases. Gases,
like other substances, consist of molecules,
Unlike solids, molecules of gas have no in-
herent tendency to stay in one place. Instead,
gas molecules, since they are smaller than
the space between them, move about at random
(but in straight lines until they collide with
each other or with other obstructions). -Their
movement has an average speed at a given
temperature. When gas is enclosed, its pressure
depends on the number of times the molecules
strike the surrounding walls in a unit of time.
The number of times the molecules strike per
unit of time against the walls remains constant
aa long as the temperature and the, volume
remain constant. lf the 'volume (the, space oc-
cupied by the gas) fs decreased, the density
oi the -gas is increased, and. the number of
blows against the walls is increased, thereby
increasing the pressure. When the temperature
is increased, there is a corresponding increase
in the speed of the molecules; they strike the
walli at a faster rate, increasing the pressure,
provided that the volume remains constant.

According to ihe kinetic theory of gaSes, the
temperature of a gas is dependent upon the rate
at which the molecules are moving about and is
proportional to the kinetic energy 'of Che moving
molecules. The kinetic energy of the moving mole-
miles of a gas is the internal energy of the gas, and
it follows that an increase in temperature is ac-
corapanied by _an thcrease th the thternal energy
of the gas. Likewise, an thcrease inathe internal
energy results in an increase th the temperature
of the gas. _

An increase in the temperature of a ga
or in its internal energy can be produced by
the addition of heat or by performing work on the
gas. A combination of these can likewisp produce
an inarease in temperature or interilfil energy.
This is in acoordance with the first law of ther-
modynamics.

In the application of the first laW of tlier-
modynamics to a gas, it may .be said that the

..

two main forms of energy are internal energy
d work.,energy. Internal energy is manifested

as sehsible heat or..temperature; work energy
is manifested as pressure changes in the gjs.
In other words, work is required to increase
the pressure of a gas and work is done by the
gas when the pre,ire diminishes. It follows,
then that if internal (heat) energy is added to
a simple gas, this eneriv must show up as -..
an increase in either temperature or pressure,
or both'. Also, if work is performed on the gas,
the work energy must show up as an increase
in either 1pressure or temperature, or .both.

Consider air in a cylinder, which is en-
. closed by a piston. In accordance with the first
law of thermodynamics, any increase in the
pressure exerted by the piston results in work
being done 'on the air. Ad a consequence, either
the temperature and pressure must be increased
or the heat equivalent of this work must be
transmitted to the surrounding bodies. In the
case of a plain compressor, this work done
by a. piston is changed into an increase in_the
temperature and the pressure of the air. ft
also results in some increase in the temper-
eture of the surrounding body.

If the surrounding body is considered to be
insulated so that it is not heated, there is
no heat transferred, and the air must acquire
'this additional energy as an increase in tem-
perature and presiure. The process by whiph
a gas, such as air, is heated or cooled.with-
out heat being added .6 the gas or takenaway
is called an adiabatic prdceis.
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Idthe atmosphere, adiabatic and nonadiabatic
processes are taking place continuously. The
air near the ground_ is receiving heat from

giv.ing heat to the ground. These are non-
adiabatic processes. However, in tile free atmos-
phere somewhat -removed from the .earth's sur-
faCe tife short-peridd processes are adiabatic.
When a parcel of air is lifted in the free atmos-
phere; it encounters areas of decreasing prep".
sure. T6 equalize' this pressure, the parcel
must expand. In expanding, it is doing work.
In, doing work, it uses heat. This _results in
a lowering of temperature, as well as a de-
crease in the -pressure and density. When a
parcel of air descends in the free atmosphere,
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it encounters areas of inoreastug pressure. To-
equalize the pressure, the parcel must contract.
In doing tbis, work is done on the paroel..This
work energy, which is being added to the parcel,
Shows up as an increase in temperature. The
pressure and density increase in this case,

LAPSE RATES

The rate of cooling that a parcel of air
undergoes* aa it ascends in the free atmos-
phere (or the rate of heating as it descends),
is known as the ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE.
For unsaturated air the rate of change is VC
per, 100 meters or 5 1/2 F per 1,000 feet.

_This is known as the DRY ADIABOIC LAPSE
RATE. For saturated air the rate of change
is diffirent.- When a -parcel of saturated air
ascends in the free atmosphere, the rate of
change is known as the SATURATION ADIA-
BATIC LAPSE RATE. (See table 19.)

The saturation adiabatic lapse rate is the
result of the condensation that takes place in
a satUrated paioel of air as it ascends above
the condensation level. For each gram' of water

condensed; about '600- calm-Lis of heat 'are lib-
erated. The latent heat of condensation is ab-
sorbed by' the air. Consequently, the lapse rate
becomes less than' the dry adiabatic lapse
rate. .

The mean slope of the' saturation adiabat
may be taken as approximately 0.55.0 per 100
meters, or 37 per 1,000 feet. The term MEAN
SLOPE . is used beeause the saturation adia-
batic lapse rate increases with altitude. This
is a result of the decrease of water vapor
with altitude; consequently, there is a decrease
in the total heat of condensation which is , lib-
erated.

The normal or average decrease of temper-
ature with heiglit is known as the normal or aver-
age lapse rate. The normal lapse rate is about
3 1/2' F per 1,000 feet Up to the tropo-
pause. However, the actual lapse rate in the
atmosphere at any given time depends on
turbulence, radiation processes, conduction of
heat near the ground, or the transport of air
by horizontal advection in the upper layers.
Conbensation of moisture or eyaporation also
affects the lapse rate by the addition or re-
moval of the heat of condensation. Figure 42
shows some of the various types ,of lapse rates
which may be found in the atmosphere.

Table 19.Lapse rates of temperature.

Lapse rate Per 1,000
feet

Per 100
meters

Dry adiabatic
Saturation (moist)

adiabatic
Average
Superadiabatic
Autoconvective

5 1/2° F

2-3° F
3.3° F

5 1/2-15° F
More than

15° F

.55° C
,65° C

1-3.42° C
More than

3.42° C

.er
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Figure 42.Lapse rates in the atmosphere.

Reversible Process

The REVERSIBLE PROCESS is based upon
the assumption that no condensed water falls as
precipitation, but Is carried with_the ascending
parcel. The ascending parcel undergoes several
stages as follows:

1. The dry stage, where the parcel is
lifted dry adiabatically to saturatiOn.

2. The rain stage, 'where all water vapor
exceeding the saturation amount is condensed
out of the parcel. ,

3. The hail stage, occurring at 0° C when
the parcel rises isothermally because the ex-
pansional cooling is offset by the heat of fusion
being released when the uncondensed water is
frozen.

4. The snow stage, when the excess mois-
ture is changed directly from a vapor to a
solid (snow).

The process is reversible; since the parcei
reaches the top of the atmosphere with the
same water, content with which it started.

...Upon its descent, the same stages will occur
in reverse order and the parcel arrives at
the original level (pressure) with the same
temp erature. as before.

Irreversible Process

che IRREVERSIBLE PROCESS is basedupon
the assumption, that all excess Water
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which is condensed from the air will fall
immediately as 4pec ipitation. The stages in this
process are n rIy similar to the reversible
process.

1.. The dry stage the same as the
reversible.

2. The rain stage is the same as the
reversible except that moisture falls as rain.

3. The hail,stage-isseliminated, since there
is no liquid to change intO ice.

4. The. Snow stage is the same .aS 'the
reversible except that excess .moistiire con-
denses and falls aS snow.4

The parcel is dry by the time it reaches
the tbp of the atmosphere; therefore, it must
descend dry adiabatically, and the temperature
is therefore much higher upon reaohing the
original level.

The irreversible process closely approxi-
mates the actual conditions in the atmosphere;
therefore, it is placed upon the AROWAGRAM
in the form of saturation adiabats.

Figure 43 shows the various stages during
the ascent and descent of air in the irreversible
process.

If a parcel of air (A) follows the dry adia-
batic lapse' rate to the 1,000-mb line, the
temperature at thatkpoint (P) iothe potential tem- /
perature. If the parcel continues up the dry -!

adiabat to the saturationoint (S), condensa-
tion will begin and the parcel will .follow the
saturation adiabat thrpugh the rain stage (S-H).
When the temperature falls below freezing, the
condensation will be in the form of snow (H-D).

Figure 43.The irreversible process.
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Aciia1l in natu re; sulie r-c cidre-d-Vvit-er-cFo-pe-ti
may form even below the freezing point. When
all the moisture has conderfsed, all of the latent
heat of condensation has been added to-the air,
and if the parcel is then brought back to the
1,000-mb level, it will follow the dry adiabatic
lapse rate (D-E) and arrive back at this level
with a temperature of E. This hypothetical
teinperature is called the equivalent potential
temperature.

CONDENSATION AND PRECIPITATION

The CLASSIC CONDENtATION THEORY is
the theory used when making thermodynamic
computations, such as , on the AROWAGRAM.
It is perfectly valid for these computations.
In this theory it is assumed that water is
entirelfin vapor form until 100percent relative
humidity is reached, and then itt. changes to
liquid or ice. It assumes that liquid drops
do not exist at a temperature below freezing;
and below freezing only direct crystallization
or sublimation occurs.

When attempting to explain the actual proc-
ess of condensation and precipitation in the
ktmosphere, the CLASSIC CONDENSATION
THEORY is no longer completely valid. These
are some of the defects in the theory:

1. Clouds, and especially fog, are likely
to occur at less than lop percent relative
humidity. The whole process of formation of
a droplet is a continuous one that, however,
is most rapid at 100 percent humidity.

2. Liquid droplets supercooled to tem-
peratures several degrees below freezing are so
common in the atmosphere as to be regarded
as the rule rather than the exteptiia.

3. Liquid drops not only exist at tempera-
tures below freezing, but new condensation oc-
curs at these temperatures as well as direct
sublimat ion.

Before condsensation dan occur in the free
atmosphere, the temperature of the air must
be reduced to near the dewpoint, or the moisture
content must be increased so as to increase
the dewnoint to near the temperature. In labo-
ratory experiments, it .has been proved that
even these conditions will not induce conden-
sation if the air is pure. It was proved that in
pure air a supersaturation of 400 percent was
possible before condensation occurred.

There are also several other observations
which do not conform to these theories. Drizzle
may fall out of stratus or stratocumulus layers
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that do not extend into the freezing tempera=
tures. particularly at sea and in coastal dis-
tricts witli onshore winds. In the Tropics, and
also DON/arm maritime air masses in tem-
perate latitudes, cumulus has been observed
to yield light. moderate, and even heavy rain
though the tops did not extend above the freezing
level.

The explanation for the latter phenomenon
appears to be that in the Tropics, where the
freezing level is high. cumulus can develop
to such great depths without reaching osp and
that coalescence between cloud droplets becomes
effective enough to result in appreciable rain.
When Ihe cloud droplets are of initially different
sizes and hence have different settling rates,
some of them will collide and coalesce. This
increases their settling rate, and consequently,
the number of collisions per unit of time. By
such a chain reaction, the droplets grow to
sufficient size to fall out as precipitation.
A cloud of great vertical extent is needed for
this process to result in heavy precipitation.
This condition it satisfied in the Tropics.
The high temperatures found there give a high
liquid-water content. which also furthers the
coalescence process.

The drizzle which falls out of nonfreezing
layer clouds is a more gentle display of the
coalescence process. Drizzle appears to be
more frequent over the sea and along the sea
borders, other things being equal; this fact
favors the part played by salt nuclei. Precipita-
tion from nonfreezing clouds his not been
noted in continental air masses.

From these observations we may reach the
following conclusions. The coalescence process
may account for much of the precipitation
which falls in the Tropics; the classic theory,
on the other hand, applies to most of the
precipitation occurring in middle and high
latitudes. Whenever moderate or heavy rain
falls in the temperate or Arctic regions, it
originates mainly in clouds that, in the upper
portions at least, have reached negative Celsius
temperatures-

A further conclusion based, on many
studies of temperature of the cloud top
as a. condition for precipitation reveals that
when rain or snowcontinuous or inter-
mittent reaches the ground from strati-
forth clouds, the clouds solid or layered=
extend in most cases to heights where
temperatures are below -12° C or even
-20° C.



Nuclei

The foreign particled in the air may be
divided into three classes:

1. Hygroscopic nuclei.
2. Sublimation nuclei. ,,,

. 3. Neutral or nonhygroscopic particles.
When air is cooled- so that it approaches

the dewpoint, the hygroscopic nuclei begin to
absorb water from the air. The larger nuclei
will then cause condensation to occui even'
'before the saturation point is reached.However,
as the drolis grow .in size they become so
diliited that they become less and less active
as hygroscopic material. The condensation pioc-
ess can then proceed only when the air is
cooled slightly below its dewpoint so that a
slight amount of supersaturation is present.
It can be seen that condensation on hygro-
scopic nuclei is a continuous process, be-
ginning at Tow relative humidities.

The most common hygroscopic nuclei are
sea salts, sulfuric acids, and nitric acids.
Hygroscopic nuclei vary it number, with the,
maximum over, cities, decreasing 'in number
over rural areas, and at a minimum 'over the
oceans. Annual variations in amounts of hygro-
scopic nuclei are caused by the increaded amount
of combustion taking place during the winter
months. Diurnal variation is caused by the
lack of sunlight at. night to oxidize sulfur
and nitric dioxides. Since the source region for
hygroscopic nuclei is at the surface of the

e
ee rth, they decrease in number with altitude.

Sublimation nuclei are much smaller and
wer in number than hygroscopic nuclei. They

are shaped like an ice crystal. Ice forms on
these nuclei below water saturation, but at
or above ice saturation. Sublimation nuclei
are not very active between 0° C and -10* C;
in fact, when considering the entire atmosphere
at all temperatures down to about -40° C,
there are more 1 iqeid droplets than ice particles.

Neutral or nonhygroscopic particlea are
partNles such as ordinafy dust. These particles
may Act as condensation nuclei, but seldom do.

The atmosphere has been described as' an
AEROSOL, which is a colloidal system in
which the dispersed water vapor is composed
of either solid or liquid particles; and in which
the dispersing medium is the air. A cloud has
been described as colloidally unstable by virtue
of its position in a turbulent atmosphere.

There have been many theories presented
on the processes leadh* to colloidal instability

within a cloud which would cause the growth
of raindrops. A few of the more feasible ones
are as follows:

1. Electrical attraction.
2. Hydrodynamical attraction.
3. Vapor pressure gradient from smaller

to larger drops.
4. Introdution of extremely hygroscopic

nuclei.
5. Collision due to turbulence.
6. Vapor pressure gradient from warmer

to colder drops.
7. Vapør pressure gradient from liquid

to ice (Bergeron-Findeisen 'theory).
8.. Nonuniform drops in the grairitational

field.
The last two theories are considered to be

the most important in the formation of raindrops.
The liquid-to-ice theory is the most important
during the initial foimation of the droplet, but
once they have grown to such size that they
begin to fall, the. gravitational field theory
becomes the most important.

Cloud and Weather
Modification Methods

,.
Activity in cloud and weather modification

has been on a sound and realistic basis only
since 1958. This opinion was recently expressed
by scientists from the National Center for
Atmospheric. Research in Boulder, Colorado,
in an article on the research the center is
undertaking to effectivgly modify weather.

Cloud modification methods have been mainly
in the use of dry ice, silver iodide, and water to
increase the cloud amoudt and to possibly trigger
precipitation.

The object of seeding with dry ice is to
cause the coexistence of ice and water. Seeding
with dry ice may be used to dissipate clouds,
to precipitat louds, ,or to make existing
clouds more stent.

The use of er iodide has been found to be
the most effe source of ice crystal nuclei
found to dat and is most effective at
temperature ow -10°C.

The of water atle pts to employ the
principle of nonuniform d ps in the gra'vita-
tional field. It may be use4 on actively convecl,
tive-portions of large cumulus clouds. ,

According to 4chaefer, the most favorable
atmospheric condi ions for precipitating clouds
by seeding are large cumulus clouds without
precipitation already occurring, abundant
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moisture, a large lapse rate, a glow concen-
tration of ice nuclei, .-the absence of wind
shear. and either no inversions or few inver-
sions, or weak ones.

In practical applicaton of this weather
modification program, the prevention of thunder-
storm formation, hail, windstorms, and torren-
tial rain may be accomplished by either dissi-
pating or overseeding, or increasing
precipitation by seeding tlieclouds with the prop-
er amounts. No evidence appears to exist that
clouds can be milked of their moisture in flat
regions, but indications are that seeding, espe-
cially with silver iodide smoke, can increase
precipitation as much as 10 to 15 percent.

Another application of this process is the
so-called CLOUDBUSTERS of the Air Force.
They have found that holes or windows can be
punched in certain clouds which hinder aircraft
,landings and takeoffs, parachute drops, and
rescue and reconnaissance missions. Windows
more than 3 miles wide have been created by
overseeding such clouds with dry ice pellets.

The dissipation of certain types of fogs can
be accomplished by seeding. This is more effec-
tive for cold fogs and has little effect on warm
or ice crystal fogs.

STABILITY AND INSTABILITY

Most weather phenomena depend upon
whether The air masses are stable or unstable.
As stated before, moisture content plays an
important part.in weather. A parcel of air may
be stable when dry and then may beCome unstable
if it is lifted to saturation. An understanding of
stability and instabilityls, therefore, essential to
a forecaster.

.
STABIUTY is the*state -of equilibrium in

which a parcel of air has a tendency to resist
,displacement from the level at which it is in
equilibrium with its" ehyironment or, if dis-
'placed, to return to its original position. IN-'
STABILITy is the state of equilibrium in which
a parcel of air when displaced has a tendericy
to move farther away from its originalposition.

The stability and instability of air depend ...
a 'great deal.on the moistive content of the air.
Therefore, a discussion of equilibrium of air
should be separate with respect tb dry air and
saturated air.
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Equilibrium of Dry Air

The methdd used for determining the equili-
brium of air will be the parcel method, whefein
a parcel of air is lifted and then compared to the
surrounding air to determine its equilibrium.
The dry adiabatic lapse rate is always usedas a
reference to detersnine the stability or instability
of dry air.

ABSOLUTE INSTABILITY. Consider a
column of air in which the lapse rate is greater
than the dry adiabatic lapse rate (the lapse rate
is to the left of the dry adiabatic lapse rate on
the AROWAGRAM). (See fig. 44.) If the parcel
of air at point A were displaced upward to point
B it would cool at the dry adiabatic lapse rate.
Upon arriving at point B, it would be warmer
than-'the surrounding air. The parcel would

mars a IOTTT ADIABATIC) 040 11. (HOIST ADIABATIC)
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Figure 44. =Absolute;instability
(any degree of satuittion).

therefore 'have a tendency to continue to rise,
seeking air of 'its own density. Consequently,
the column would be unstable. From this, fhe

'rule is established that if the lapse rate of a
column of air, is greater than the dry adiabatic
lapse rate, the.column is in a state of ABSOLUTE
INSTABILITY. The term "absolute" is used
because this applies whether the air is dry or
saturated, as is evidenced by displacing upward
a saturated parcel of air from point A along a
Saturation adiabat to point B'. The parcel is
more unstable 'than if displaced along a dry
adiabat.

STABILITY.Consider a column of dry air
in which the lapse ,rate is less than the dry
adiabatic lapse rate (the lapse rate is to the

9
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right of the dry adiabatic lapse4 rate on the,
AROWAGRAM),, (See fig. 45.) 1.1 the parcel at
point A were displaced upward to point B, it
would cool at the ,dry adiabatic lapse rate, and

I upon arriving at point B it would be colder than
the 'surrounding air, It would therefore have a

_tendency to return to tts original level. Conse-
quently, the column of air would be stable.

POINT I COLDER THAN'
THE SURROuNOINO AIR

S.
ORY AOIABATIC

LAPSE RATE

ACTUAL
LAPSE RATE

0.

Figure 45.Stability (dry air).

Froni this, the rule is established that if-\the
lapse rate of a column of DRY AIR is less t an
the dry adiabatic lapse rate, -the column is
stable.

NEUTRAL STABILITY. Consider a column
of DRY AIR in which the lapse rate is ecival to
the dry adiabatic lapse rate. The parcel would
cool at the dry adiabatic lapse rate if displaced
upward. It would at all times be at the same
temperature and density as the surrounding air
and would have a tendency neither to return to
nor to move farther away from its original
position. The column of dry air, therefore,
would be in a state of NEUTRAL STABILITY.

Equilibrium of Saturated Air

When saturated air is l6'ted, it cools at a
rate different from that of dry air. This is due
to release of the latent heat of condensation,
which is absorbed by the air. The rate of cooling
of saturated air is known as the saturation adia-

'ANL,

batic lapse rate. This rate is used as a reference
for determining the equilibrium of saturated air.

ABSOLUTE STABILITY.Consider a colimin
of air in which the lapse rate is less than the
saturation adiabatic lapse rate (the lapse rate is
to the right of the saturation adiabatic lapse rate
on the AROWAGRAM): (See fig. 46.) If the
parcel of saturated air at point Awere displaced
upward to point B, it would cool at the iaturation
adiabatic lapse rate, and upon arriving at point
B it would be colder than the surrounding air.

!OWS IDRY ADIASATICI ARM IMDIST MAIO rtl 1.
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figure 46.Absolute stabitty (any, degree
of saturation).

The layer, therefore', would be in a state of
ABSOLUTE STABILITY, From this, the follow-
ing rule is established: If the lapse rate for a
column of air is less than the saturation adia-
batic lapse rate, the column is absolutely stable.
Dry air cools dry adiabatically and also would be
colder than the surrounding air. Therefore,
this rule applies to all air, as is evidenced
when an unsaturated parcel of air is displaced
upward-.dry adiabatically to point B', where
the parcel is more stable than the parcel

:displaced along a saturation adiabat.

INSTABILITY.Consider now a column of air
In which the lapse rate is greater than the
saturation adiabatic lapse rate.ASee fig. 47.)
If a parcel of saturated air at point A were
displaced upward towoint B, .it would cool at
the saturation adiabatic lapse rate. tiPparriv-
ing at point B, the parcel Would be warmer thin
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the surrounding air. For this reason, it would
have a tendency to continue movingfarther from
ith original position. The partel, therefore,
would be tr. a state of INSTABILITY. The fol-
lowing rule is applicable: If a lapse rate for a
column uf SATURATED AIR is greater than the
sati.ranui. adiabatic. lapse rate, the column is
unstable.
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Figure 47.Instability tsaturated -air).

NEL RAL STABILITY.Consider a column
of saturated air in which the lapse fate is
equa1 ! to the saturation adiabatic lapse rate.
A parcel of air displaced upward would cool
at the saturation adiabatic lapse rate and
Itiuuld at all umes be equal in temperature
tO the surrd'unding air. On that account, it
would tend iier to move farther away from
nor to returntxlits original level. It, therefore,
would be in a state of NEUTRAL STABILITY.
The rule for this situation is that if the laps*
rate for a culumn of saturated air is equal to the
saturatioh adiabatic la'pse rate, the clumn is
neutralke/stable.

Conditional Instability

In the treatment of stability and instability
so far, only air that was either dry or saturated
was considered. Under normal atmospheric
conditions, natural air is unsaturated to begin
with hut becomes daturated if lifted far enough.
This presents no problem if the lapse rate for
the column of air is greater than the dry adia-
batic lapse rate tabsolutely unstable) or if the
lapse rate js less than the saturation adiahltic
lapse rate (absolutely stable). However, if the

- --
lapse rate for a column of natural air lies
between the dry adiabatic 'lapse rate and the
saturation adiabatic lapse ra/te, the air may be
stable or unstable, depending upon the distribu-
tion of moisture. When the lapse rate of a
column of air lies between the saturation'adia-
batic lapse rate and the dry achabatielapse rate,
the equilibrium is termed CONDITIONAL IN-
STABILITY, because the stability is conditioned
by the'moisture distribution. The eqUilibrium of
this column of air is determined by the use of
'positi e and negative energy areas. The deter-
minati n of an area as positive or negative de-,
pends pon whether the environment is colder
or rmer than the ascending parcel. Positive

as are conducive to instability; negative areas
are conducive to, stability.

TYPES OF CONDITIONAL INSTABILITY.
Conditional instability may be one of three types.
The REAL LATENT type is a condition in which
the positive area is larger than the negative,
area (potentially unstablef. The PSEUDO-
LATENT type is a condition in which the positive
area is smaller than the negative area (potent-
tally stable). The STAbLE type is a conditionin

, which there is no positive area.
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ENERGY AREAS FOR MECHANICAL LIFT-
ING.A negative ar:"0.- is the are (on an
AROWAGRAM) bounde4 by the temperature
curve; the dry adiabat from the surface pcint
to the hfting condensation level (LCL); and the
moist adiabat from_ the LCL to its intersection
with the temperature curve (this point on the
temperature curve -is, termed the level of free
convection (LFC)). In figure 48, the negative
area is shaded with slanting lines.

A positive area is the area .(on an
AROWAGRkM) to the right of the temperature
curve, bounded by the 'temperature curve and the
saturation adiabat ektended upward from the
LiT. In-figure -48, It id- ihaded with a dotted
pattern.

ENERGY AREAS FOR CONVECTIVE LIFT-
ING.If lifting by convection is expected, the
negative area is determined by locating the
intersection of the temperature curve, the
average mixing ratio, and a dry adiabat. The
average mixing ratio is chosen because more
than just surface parcels are involved in convec-
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Figure 48. LCL, -LFC, and negative and
positive areasmechanical lifting.

tive activity. The standard practice is to average
the mixing ptio for a 100-mb stratum above the
surface, or 'to average the mixing ratio fen. the
moist surface layer when it is less than 100
millibars in vertical extent. In addition, ,each'
locality should add a small factor, deternilned
locally, to allow-for an incre in moisture;
this is especiallY true on co ines' or
large riverg and lakes. This pr
use of a realistic moisture conte
layer (which will be thoroughl
convective procesd). This level i
convective condenSation level (C

&downward from this intersec,tion an
thee lemperature curve and the dry adi
negative area., It represents the ener
must be supplied' in order that a
air will rise from the surface to a le
it will continue ,to rise without a
enerfy from an outside source.

n of- the dry adiabat draw
ith/the surface 'level de
temperature necessary

vec Notice that in this sitn
ativ area is to thelight of
cur , whereas with rnech
neg Lve area is to .the left of

rve. (Set fig. 49.) or

t for the low
mixed in- th
known as thr

). The# a t.
bound y

of
ere

of
inter-

*the
$ the

e, 'con-
e neg-

mperature
cal Jilting the
e temperature

section of 'the mixing ratio and the temperature
curve;that is, the CCL., (See fig. 49.1

TEMPERATURE
'CURVE

The poditive ar
s the-area

. curve, bounded by
the saturation adiab

,

a in a situ 'on of convective
right o the temp ature

e tempe ture curv.
t extende from thel

SATURATION
ADIAIAT' %AVEAGE

MIXING
iNSTIO

ORY
ADIARAT Postrivi

';' AREA

" A

CCL

NEGATIVE
AREA

Figure 49. CCL, and negative and positive°
areas,convective lifting.

Autoconvection

AOToCONVECTION is a condition which is
started spontaneously_ by a layer of air when the
'lapse rate of temperature is such that density
inayeases with elevation. For density to increase
with altitude, the lapse rate must be equal to or
eXceed 3.42° C per, 100 meters. (This is the
AUT6CONVECTIVE LAPSE RATE.) An example

this condition is found to exist near the
.surface of the earth in a road mirage or a
dust devil. These occur over surfaces winch
are easily heated, such as the. daett, open
fields, etc., and are usually found during periods
of intense surface heating.

Convection Stability
and Instability

So far in the discussion of convection stab-
ility and,inatability, we have consideyed PARCELS
of air. Let- us ,now examine LAYERS of air.
A layer of air which is originally stable may
become quite, unstable due to moisture distri-
bution if the entire layer is lifted.

Convective stability is the ondition that
occuts when tbe equilibrium of a ayer of air,
because of the temperature and humidity distil.-
bution, is such that wheii thentire layer is

ted, its stabilify is- increased.
A
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Convective instability is the condition of
equilibrium cif a layer of kir occurring when
'the temperature and,humidity distribution is such
that when the entire layer of air is lifted,
its instability ii increaS

CONVECTIVE STAB Y. Cbeiiilhrisider a
layer of air whose hum

i
ty distribution is dry

at the bottom and moist/at the top. If the layer
of air is lifted, the top and the bottom will cool
at the same rate until the top reaches saturation.
Thereafter, the top will cool 'less rapidly
than the bottom. The top will .cool saturation
adiabatically; the ttom will still continue to
cool dry adiabatic ly. The lapse rate for the
layer then will d crease. The stability will
increase.

The layer must be unstable at the beginnthg
and may become stable when' lifting_ takes
place. .

In a la,yer that is convectively stable, the equi-
valent potential temperature increases with
eleyation.

CONVECtIVE INSTABILITY.Consider a
layer bf air in which the air at the bottom is
moist and the air at the top of the layer is dry.
If this layer of air is lifted, the bottom and
the top will cool dry adiabaticallyuntil the lower
portion is sathrated. The lower part will then
cool saturation adiabatically while the top of
the layer is still cooling dry adiabatically.
The lapse rate then begins to increase, causing
the instability to increaSe.

In a layer of convecti ly unstable air, the
equivalent .potential temp attire DECREASES
with elevation.

In order to determine the c nvective stability
or instability of a layer of air, you should first
know why you expect the lifting of a whole
layer. ..The obvious answer is An orographic
barrier or a frontal sur ace. Next, determine
how much lifting is to 'sheeted and af
what level dpes it commence, for you need
not necessa ly have to lift a layer of air close
to the surf e of the earth. The amount of.
lifting wV11, bf course, depend on the situation
af hand. In determining the convective stability
or instability of a layer of air at a particular
locality,proceed as follows;, .

1. -Lift the driest end of the lapse rate
dry adiabaticalli-ufp saturated and then moist
adiabatically for predetermined number of

i' millibars. .

.2. gift the moist end of the lapse rate dryV
,A.diajOlically until saturated, thence moist adia-
liatically for' an equal number of millibars.

3. Connect the upper to the lower point
thus 'formed with a straight line, representing
the new lapse rate.

Refer to figures 50 and 51- for a presen-
tation of convective stability and instability.'

Stability Determination from
Existing Lapse Rate

We can very simply test the stability con-
ditions of the plotted sounding by observing the
observed temperatures and lapse rates in refer-
ence to superimposed lines representing the dry
and moist adiabatic lapse rates on the AROWA-
GRAM.

For instance, if we observe that the lapse
rate on the actual sounding is to the right of
the moist adiabati$ rate, the air is absolutely
stable. If it lies)between the moist and dry
adiabatic lapse rates, its stability is dependent
on the moisture present, and it is called con-
ditionally stable. If the lapAe rate is greater
thad the .dry adiabatic lapse rate, we have
absolute instability in the air and can expect
vertical currents to cause _turbulence in that
area.

Figure 52 illustrates the varying degrees
of lir stability which are directly related to the
rate at which the tempera-changes with
height.

Determining Bases of
Convective Type Clouds

We have seen from our foregoing discussion
in an earlierasection of this chapter that Mois-
ture iP impektant in determining certain sta-
bility conditions in the atmosphere. We know,
too, that the difference between the temperaaure
and the dewpoint is an indication of the relative
humidity, alit that when the dewpoint and the
temperature are the same, the air is saturated
and some form of condensation cloud may be
expected. This lends itself to a mans of
estimating the height of the base of clouds
formed by surface heating; that is, cumyliform
type c w4hen the surface.temperature d
dewp re,known: W ithow that the delipo nt
will c easelin temperature at the rate nf 1° F
per .4,000 feet during tt lifting process. Theaseendin parcel in the convective current ill
experien e a decrease in temperaiure of a t
5 1/2' F r 1,000 feet. Thus, the ciewpoint a
the tempe ature approach each other ft the rateof 4 1/2 F per 1,000 feet. As an examplgi

. .
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NORMAL LAPSE
RATE

MOIST ADIABATIC

7.7A STABLE

1111. ONOMONALLT !ASTABLE

MINETIMI UNSTABLE

Figure 52.Degrees 'of Stability in rela---
tion to temperature changes with height.

or the light from fluorescent tubes produced by
the action of ultraviolet light on chemicals t74.-
closed in the tube.

Luminous bodies are those bodieS which pro-
duce their own-light. We think of the sun and the
stars as luminous bodies. Illuminated or non-
luminout bcidies are those bodies which merely

reflect the light they receive and are therefore
visible becauseloof this reflection.

Frequencies

The waves which produce the sensation° of
light are all very short, which means.tliat the
frequency of light waves, iS very high. WAVE-
LENGTH means the distance from the crest of
one wave to the crest of the following wave.

In order to measure these wavelengths con-
veniently, p. special unit of measure was de-
rcised and has been named for the scienti-st who
devised it. This Unit is called an ANGSTROM
UNIT, or more usually, an ANGSTROM.In more
recent work, these wave's are measured in

, which are millionths of
mcterS.

A brig( study of figure 55 Indicates that
light with a longer wavelength (such as 700 mil-' liMicrons) will be red, and sthat light with a
shorter wavelength (500 millimicrons for ex-
ample) will be blue-green. From this At could

be reasoned that the color of 'light depends
strictly on its wavelength. Actually, the color
of light is dependent upon its frequency, just as
sounsi depends tipon its pitch, or frequency.

When the wavelength of 700 millimicrons
(fig. 56) is measured in a vacuum, it pia-
duces the color known as red-, but in another
medium this wavelength will be other than 700
millimicrons. For example, when red light ihat
has been traveling in air enters glass, which is
a medium of different density, .it loses speed,
and ifs wavelength becomes shorter,, or com-
pressed. The fact that it continues to be red is
becausezthe frequency.remains the same, thus'
demonstrating the principle that color depends
upon frequency of transmission. It must be kept
in mind that the scale in figure 56 refers to
wavelengths in air.

Various colors depend on the freguency of
transmisSion of the various component wave-
lengths of the visible Spectrum which are present,
in equal amounts in white light.

Theory'

The exact nature of light -is not fully under-
stood, although men who study theoretical phys-
ics have been trying to discover its exactnature
for many centuries. Some expertments seem to
show that light is composed of tiny particles,
and some indicate that it is made up of waves. '

First one theory and then the other attraC
the approval and' acceptance of the physici s.
TOday there are scientific phenomena whic can
be explained only by the wave theory and an-
other large group of occurrences which can
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Figure 54.Illustration showing that very stablg air retains its stability even when ittis
forced upward; forming a flat cloud. Air which is potentially unstable when forced

upward becomes turbulent and forms a towering cloud.

be made clear by the particle or corpuscular
theory:. Physicists, bonstantly searching for
s9me'new discovery which would bring these
contradictory theories into agreement, gradu-
ally have come to accept a theory concerning light
which is a combination of these two views.

According to the view now generally accepted,
light is a form of electromagnetic radiation;
that is. light and similar f . o radiation are
made Alp of moving elev .effr. magnetic forces.

simple example o otion similar to these
radiation waves can be made by dropping a pebble
intO a pool of water. The wavesispread out in ex-
panding circles until 'they reaCh the edge of the
pool in much the saine Manner as the rays of tight
spread 'from the sun. However, the waves in the
pool are very slow and clumsy in comparison
with light coming froth the sun which travels ap-
proximately 186.000.miles per second.
. Light radiates froin its source in all direc-
tions until absorbed or diverted by coming in con-.
tact.with some substance. Lines drawn from the
light source to any point On one 91 these waves

/indicate the direction in which the wave fronts
are-moving. these lines are radii of the spheres
formed by the wave fronts. la diagrims of opti
cal and projection equipment and inlother illu
trations of image formation,, these line@ s
direction of movement and are calledlight.rays.
Although single rays of light do not exist, light
"rays," es used in illustrations, provide a con-

. venient method of giving the direction in which
light is traveling at ,any point.

A large volume of light is called a beam, a
narrow beam is called a pencil, and the smallest

ortion of a pencil is a pght ray. A ray of lieht,
thee, can be illustraiesi as a straight line. This
straight. line drawn from a light source rra4'
represent an infinite number of rays radiating
in all directions from the source. (See fig. 57.)

Wave fronts near the light source are sharply
curved, while those at a distance are almost flat.
Light rays from a distant source 9r object are
considered to be parallel) as. illustrated in
figure 58.

Characteristics

. When light waves, which travel in, straight
lines, encounter any substance, they are either
transmitted, reflected, or absorbed (§ee fig.
59.) Those substances which permit the

ULTRAVIOLE T

GREEN
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ORANGE

2;-.L--71' INFRARED

Figure 55. Wavelength of yaiious .visible
c

and invisible colors.
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REFRACTION OF'1.4GHT BY A PRISM. THE LONGEST RAYS ARE INFRARED; THE SHORTEST, ULTRAVIOLET.

WAVELENGTHS IN MILLIMICRO'NS
.10.6 10-4 10-2 1 10 2 10 4 10 6 108 1010 1012 1014 1016

1 I 1

COSMIC GAMMA X-RAYS" ULTRA- INFRA- HERTZIAN RADIO LONG
RAYS RAYS . VIOLET RED WAVES WAVES ELECTRICAL

RAYS RAYS OSCILLATIONS

VISIBLE SPECTRUM
400 mo MO mji

Figure 56.Wavelengths and refraction.

penetration of clear vision through them, and
which transmit almost all the light falling upon
them are said to be transparent. There is no sub-

'stance known whichis perfectly transparent, but
Many substances are nearly so. Those substances
which allow the passage of part of the light but
appear clouded and i,riapair vision substantially,
are called trahslucent. Those substances which
do not transmit any light are called opaque.

.

).

;

Figure 5/. Waves and radii from a neir-$
by light source.
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All objects which are not lig4 sources are
visible only because they reflect all or some part
of the light reaching them from some luminous
source. If light is neither transmitted nor re-
flected. it is absorbed or taken up by the medium.
When light strtkes a substance.some absorption
and reflection always take place. No substance
completely transmits, reflects, or absorbs all
the tight which reaches its surface. Figure 59
Shows how glass transmits, absorbs, and reflects

Candlepower and Foot-Candles

Illumination is the Itght received froma light
source. The intensity of illumination is measured
in foot-candles. A,Toot-candle is the amoun: of
light falling upon a surface lsquare footln area,
1 foot away from the light source of ,1 candle-
power.

Law of Inverse Squares , 4

The law of inverse squares states that the
arnouqt of light a body receives is inversely

15 4
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proportional to the square of the distance from
. the source of light. Therefore,

candlepower.foot-candles . Or'tistance Squared' -

cpfoot -candles =

RE FtECTION

The term -reflected light- simply refers to
those light waves that are neither transmitted
nor absorbed, but are thrown back from the sur-
face of the medium hey encounter. If a ray of
light is directed ag inst a mirror th l'ght ray

.that strikes the su face is c ed the incident
ray and the one that nces f is the reflected
ray. The imaginary li rpendicular to the
mirror at the point where the ray strikes is the
NORMAL. The angle between the incident ray and
the normal is the angle of incidence. The angle
between the reflected ray and the normal is the
angle of reflection, These terms are illustrated
in figure 60. -

If the surface of the medium contacted by the
inc ident light fay is smooth and polished, such as
a mirror, the feflected light will be terown back
at the same 'angle to the surface as the incident
light The path of the light eflected from the
surface forms an angle exaqtly equal to the one
formed by its path ir. reach ng the medium. This
conforms to the raw of reflection which states:
The angle of Incidence equal to the angle of
reflection. .

A common application of this law in projeC-
tion equipment is seen when it is necessary to
direct light in a new direction. By usinga ray of
light with a Mirror at a 45 angle and by applying
the law of reflection, we -can see -how this-is
accomplished. The apparatus would be similar to
that shown in figure 61. The light ray striking
the 45' mirror will reflect a beam at the same
angle as the incident ray. resulting in a change, of
direction of NS. -

A mirror -ts an excellent reflecting surface
because it iSilat and unbroken The combina-
tions of many, incident beams will keep the same
relationship between beams even after reflec.-
tion This means that all parallel rays will strike
at the same angle of incidence and will be re-
flected at the same angle of reflection. Theyviill
remain parallel after reflection. This is called
regular (or specular) reflection. (See fig. 62
iA).)
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Figure 58.Waves and radii from a distant
light source.
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Figure 51Light rays reflected, absorbed,
and transmitted.
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Figure 60.Terms used to describe.the
reflection of light.

Reflection from a smooth surfaced object
presents few problems-It is a difterent matter,
however, when a rough surface reflects light.
The law of reflection still holds; but because the
surface is .rough, the angle of fincidence will be
different for each ray of ligk. The reflected
light will be scattered in all.direations as shown
in figure 62 (B). This form of reflected_ light
is callethirregulir or diffused
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Figure 61. Applying the law of reflection.

What happens when parallel rays of light
strike a 'curved mirror? Agafn, we go to the law

- of reflection for the answer. If the reflecting
object is a concave mirror, which is the most
common type of curved reflector used, the parallel
rays striking its surface will be reflected in the
manner shown in figure 63. If this seems to be in
error, remember that the normal is perpendicular
to the surface of the medium and the normals on a
curved surface will not be parallel to one anothet.
The result isthat reflected rays come together
or converge.

As illustrated in figure 63, when parallel
rays are reflected from a concave mirror, they
converge almost to a point (if the concavity is
parabolic, they converge exactly to a point);
they then cross and diverge or spread out again.
What would happen if you p4t a sourCe of light at
the point where the rays cross? As you will
remember, tle rays oi light from a nearby object

INCIDENT LIGHT RULECTED LIGHT

. INCIDENT LIGHT'

-

SPECULAR

(A)

REFLECTEO-LIG-HT SCATTEREDti

oifFusio-
.

Figure 63. Reflection from a concage
mirror.

are not parallel but radiate out from the source,
as shown in figure 57. All the-light that strikes
'a concave mirror in this case is reflected in a
narrow beam of parallel rays as shown in
figure 64. In this way, the light from a source
is intensified because the light that would normally
be lost is diredted back past the source and is
added to the beam.

REFRACTION 4
The Change of direction Mich occurs when a

ray of light passes from one transparent sub4....
stance into anotlier of different density is called
refraction. This phenomenon enables a lens to
form an image. Without-refraction, light waves
would pass in straight lines through transparent
substances wIthout atii change of direction. Only
shadow patterns could,be made wiiit them.

Refinction is due to-the fact that light traiels
4 ,yarious speeds in- different transpayent *sub-
tancea, The ratio 'of the speed of. light in air to
ts speed .in eich.transparent subtance is called

e index -of refraction for that particular sub-
. i4ance. For example, light travels about one and
One-lalf times as faat in air as itdoes in glass,

1

po the index Of refraction for glass is about 1.5.*

Tablei a refractive indices are useful in such
specialized tasks as navigation, in which instru-

:mentrs Must iocelvedight rays from many differ-,
1 ent angles. ,-4,

CURyATURE OF MIRROR 41

LIG 1' SOURCE

. ., .Figure . Reflected light. .

(A) Regular (specu ); (B) Irregular (diffused). Figure 64. Projection by a concave mirror.
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Refraction, or change of direction, always
follows t simple rule. When the light ray passes
from one transparent substance into another of
greater density., refraction is toward the normal.
(In this rule, the norinal means a line perpen-
dicular to the surface of.the mediuth at the point
of entrance of the light ray.) In passing from one
-transparent substance into another of leiser den-
sity, refraction is away from the normal.

Refraction through a piece of platd glass is
shown in figure 65. The ray of light strikes
the glass plate at an oblique angle. If it were to

INCIDENT RAY
STRIKING ONE
SURFACE

continue in a straight line, it would emerge from Figure 66. Path of light
the plate at point A. But in accordance with the a prisin.
rule just given it is Vent toward the normal and "a`'

emerges froth the ilass Pat point B. Upon enter-
ing the air, the ray does not continue on its path
but is bent away from the normal and along the
path. BC, in the air. If the two surfaces of the
glass are parallel, the ray leavirig the glass is
parallel to the ray entering the glass. The dis-,
placement depends upon the thickness of the glass
plate and the angle of entry into it.

All-rays striking the glass at any angle other
thin perpendicular are refracted in the same
manner. In the case of a perpendicular ray, which
enters the glass normal to the surface, no re-
fraction 'takes place, and the ray continues
through the glass and into the air in a straight
line.

'When a ray of light passes through a flat
sheet of glass, it emerges parallel to the incident

LIGHT RAY,

PLATE GLASS

RAY GENT
TOWARD NORMAL

NORMAL

NOR MAI.

RAY RENT
AWAY FROM NORMAL

Figure 65.Refraction through a, piece of
" plate glass.

,
'

RAY EMERGIMG
FROM, OTHER
SURFACE

ray through..

ray. This holds te only when the two surfaces
of the glass areparallel. When the two surfaces
are not parallel, as in apristh, the ray is re-
fracted differently at each surface of the glass
and doei not emerge parallel to the incident ray.

Figure 66 shows that both refractions are in
the same direction, and that the ray coming out
of the prism is not parallel to the ray going into
it. The lavi of refraction explains what has hap-
pened. When the ray entered the prism, it was
bent toward the normal; and when it emerged, it
was bent away from the normal. Notice that ,the
deviation is the result of the two normals not
being parallel.

If two triangular prisms are placed base-to-
base, si in figure 6'7, parallel incident rays
passing through.them are refracted and caused to
intersect. The rays passing through different
parts of the prisms, however, will not intersect
at the seine 'point. In'the case of two prisms,
there are only four refracting surfaces. The
light rays froth different. points on the same
plane will not be refracted toapoint on the same
plane behind the prism. They emerge. from the
prisms and intersect at different pOints along an
extended common baseline, as- illustrated by
points A, B, and C of figure 67.

When a beam of white light is passed througn
a prism, as shown in figure .56, it is ,re-
fradted and Aispersed into its,component wave-
lengths. Each of. these wavelengths reacts dif-
ferently on the eye, which then sees the various

- colors that compose the visible spectrum:This
experiment with the. Prism was first conducted
in 1666 by the'same Sir Isaac Newton who formu-
lated the corpuscular theory of light reception.

The visible spectrum is recorded as a mix-
ture of rediorange, yellow, greed,.blue,
and violet (fig. 56). It can be readily demOrk.:
strated that white light result when".4
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PRIMARIES (red, green, and blue) are mixed
together in overlapping beams of light. (NOTE:
These are not the primaries used in mixing
pigments. ) Furthermore, the C OM P L E -
MENTARY or secondary colors (magenta, yel-
low, and cyan) may be shown with equal ease by

Figure 67.Refraction of light rays by two
prisms base-to-base.

*r

mixing any two of the primary colors in over-
lapping beams of light. Thust red and green light
mixed in equal intensities will make yellow
lignt; green and blue will produce blue-green
light which is termed cyan;. and blue and red
light correctly mixed will render Magenta (a
purplish red).

It should be noted that a few,modern feits
vary the treatment of the color scale slightly
from Newton's qriginal seven spectral colors, -
This is due partly to developments in themixing
via& of pigments (paints), and partly to the dis-
coveries of Maxwell: and the related theory of
Young and Helmholtz. This theory assumes that
rhe retina of the eye is equipped -with three
varying- groups -cif- nerveS, sensitive roughly to
red, green, and blue-violet light.

Mirages

A mirage is an opUcal illusion due to the re-
fraction of light as it passes through nonhomo-
genous layers of the atmosphere. Distant objects
are seen in an unnatural position, sometimes
elevated, sometimes depressed, and often in-
verted; this phenomenon ,occurs most in hot
climates over surfaces that are warmed by In-
solation, such as sandy plains.

Mirages may occur in any regibn, eveda city
street. They are generally of three types, the
inferior mirage, the superior mirage, and the
lateral mirage. These depend, resjzsctively, on
Whether the spurious image appears below, above,
or to one side of the true position of the object.
The inferior mirage is the most common and is
responsible for the illusion of a body of water
in a desert or for the illusion of a wet highway
on a hot summer day. The superior mirage,
More spectacular but less frequent, causes
distant objects, trees, ships, mountains, etc.,
to apear inverted in the sky. Multiple or complex
mirages have been observed, an example of
which is the Fata Morgana.

Corpuscular Rays

These rays are beams of light apparently
diverging Yrom-the sun, seen both before and
after sunrise.and sunvt, especially in a hazy or
humid atrkoSphere. -The beams- -are rendered

- luminous by ttke dust:-.of watei -vapor. They are
especially striking when they shine through rifts.
in the clouds. They are .actually parallel and their
apparent diverg6ncy is a result of perspective.

A.TMGISPHERIC OPTICAL PHENOMENA

We think of_ atznospheriptical phenOhiena
as those phenomena of. the atmosphere which
can be explained in terms of optical laws. Gizen,
,below is a desbription Of some of the optic
phenomena which we cominonly observe. Sonre
of,the atmospheric elements, such as moisture,
Serve as a prism -to break a light source down
into its.various component colors.

I -

Rainbows
,

The -rainbow is a semic4cular arc, usually
_exhibiting all the plimary-cclors, which appears
opposite the sun as a result of reflebtion, re-
fraction, and diffraction of the sunlight or moon-
lightby water dyoplets. Rainbows occur when the
sun ia near the 'horizon, The various colors are
determined by the, waved being reflected or re -,
fracted. The coloration depends on the'size of

\ the droplets. Large droplets yielc%illiant bows,
with the limiting,color red. Medium drops have '
a limiting color of orange,-and inside the violet
there are bands in Which-pink predominates. With
small drops, supernumerary bows appear to be
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separate from the primary bow. With very srhall
drops, the rainbow degenerates into a white fog
with faint tracies of cothr at its edges.

Halos

A halo is a luminous ring around the sun or
the moon caused by refraction of light rays
from the sun or moon through an ice crystal
cloud or in a sky fillea with ice ciystals. Halos
occur in two Sizes, one with a rathus of 22
degrees and The other with a radius of 46 degees.
The most common is the 22-degree halo or frag-
ment of it in a circle of 22 degrees radius
around the surf or moon, red on the inside, fol-
lowed by yellow and green, to blue on the outside.
Whitish halos are caused by the reflection of light
from the surface of the ice crystals. A colored
halo may be distinguished from a corona by the
fact that it has the red nearest the sun or moon,
while the corona has the red in the outer rmg.

-- .

_

Coronas

A corona is a luminous ring surrounding the
sun or moon caused by the diffraction of light
by tiny raindrops. The light source is the sun.or
the moon. As distinguished from the halo, the
color lequence of the coronalis opposite that of
the halo, since the red is ail the outside. The
radius of the corona is inversely propOrtional to
the size of the water drops. A small corona in-
dicates large drops; a large corona, small drops.
When a corona is observed to be rapidly becom-
ing smaller, it may, in conjunction with other
signs, indicate that a storm is imminent, be-
cause the more humtd the air, the larger the
water droplets.

Cloud Iridescence
Cloud iridescence is actually nothing more

than a portion of a corona. It is caused by the
diffraction of light from the sun or moon. The
particles are so small that no concentricity is
noticed.
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APPENDIX I

SQUARES, CUBES, SQUARE ROOTS, CUBE ROOTS4
LOGARITHMS, AND RECIPROCALS-OF NUMBERS

7

No. tours Cube 8=1 Cubs
loot

Los.
.

109
'1668.

NuoDsa.

Cum.. 6no

'I I I 1.0000 1 0000 0.00000 1000 oon 3 142 0 7854
2 4 8 I 4141 I 2599 0 30103 500 000 6 183 3.1416
3 9 27 I 7321 I 4422 0.47711 333 333 9,425 7 0486
4 16 64 2.0000 1.5874 0 60206 150 000 12 566 12 5664
5 23 125 2 2361 1.7100 0.69897 200.000 15 706 19 6350

6 36 216 2 4495 1.8171 0 77815 166 667 18 850 28.1743
7 49 343 2 6458 1.9129 0 84510 142 857 21.991 38 4845
8 64 512 1 8264 2.0000 0 90308 125 000 25 133 50 2651
11 81 729 3 0000 2.0801 0 95424 111.111 28 274 63 6173
10 100 1000 3.1623 2 1544 I 00000 100 000 v 416 78.5398

II 121 1331 3 3166 1 2240 I 04119 90 9091 34.558 95.0332
12 144 1728 3 4641 2 2894 1.07918 83.3333 37 699 113 097
13 169 2197 3 6056 2.3513 I 11394 76.9231 40 641 132.732
14 196 2744_ 3.7417 2 4101 1.14613 71 4186 43 982 153 93i
13 225 3375 3 8730 2 4662 I 17609 66 6667 47.124 176 715

16 156 4096 4 0000 2 5198 1,20412 61.5000 50 165 201 062-
17 289 4913 4 1231 2 5713 I 23045 58.8235 53.407 226.980
18 324 5832 4 2416 26207 1.15517 55.5556 56.549 254.469
19 361 6858 4 3588 2 6684 1.27875 52.6316 59 690 183.529
20 400 8000 4 4721 2 7144 1.30103 50.0000 62 832 314.159

21 441 11261 4.5826 2.7589 1.32222 47 6190 65.973 346 361
22 484 10648 4 6904 2 8020 1.34242 45.4545 69.115 380 133
23 529 12167 4 7958 2 8439 1.36173 .43.4783 72 157 414.476
24 576 13824 4 8990 2 8845 1.38021 41.6667 75.398 452.389
25 625 15615 5.0000 2.9240 1.39704 40.0000 78.540 490 874

26 476 17576 5 0990 2 9625 1.41497 38.4615 81.681 530.929
27 729 19683 5 1962 3 0000 1.43136 37 0370 84.623 572.555
38 744 21951 5 2915 3 0366 I 44716 34.7143 87.965 615.751
29 $41 24389 5.3852 3 0723 I 46140 34.4828 91.106 660.520
30 900 27000 5.4772 3.1071 1.47711 33.3333 94.248 706.858

31 961 20791 5 5678 3 1414 1.49136 32 2581 97.389 754 761
32 1014 32768 5 6569 3 1748 1.50515 31 2500 100.531 1104 248
33 1989 35937 5 7446 3 2075 1.51851 30.3030 103.673 855.299
34 1156 39304 5 8310 3 1396 1.53148 21.4118 106 814 907 920
35 1225 42875 5 9161 3 2711 I 54407 28.5714 109.956 962 113

36 1296 46656 6 0000 3 3019 1.55630 27.7776 113 097 1017 88
37 1369 50653 6 082: 4 3321 I 56820 27 0270 116 139 1075 21
38 1444 54172 6 1644 3 3620 I 47978 26.3158 119.381 1134.11
39 1521 -49319 6 2450 3 3912 I 59106 25 6410 122 521 1194 59 .

40 1600 64000 4 3246 3 4300 1 60206 25 0000 125.66 1256 64

41 1681 68921 6 4031 3,4482 1.61278 24 3902 128 $I 1320 14
62 1764, 740118 6 4807. 3 4760 I 62315 13 3095 131 95 3355 44
43 1848 79507 6 5574 .3.5034 I 63347 23 2558 135 09 1452.20
44 1934 831114 6.6332 3.5303 1.64345 12.7273 138 23 1520.53
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Ns. Nun Cubs egri t2: Log. moo
.

No .Thil.

45 2025 91125 7082 3 5569 I 65321 22 2222 141 J7 1590 41
46 2116 97336 7823 3 5430 I 66276 21 1301 144 51 1661 90
47 2209 103823 8557 3 6088 I 67210 21 2766 147 65 1734 94
41 2304 110592 9232 3 6342 1 68124 20 4333 150 80 1809 56
49 2401 117049 0000 3 1593 I 69010 20 4082 153 04 1845 74

50 2500 125000 0711 3 6840 I 69197 20 0000 157 OM 1963 50
51 2601 132651 1414 3 7044 I 70757 19 6074 160 22 2042 42
52k, 704 140608 2111 3 7125 I 71600 19 2304 163 36 223 72
5 2409 141877 2801 3 7563 I 72424 IA 8679 166 50 2206 18
54 2916 151464 3485 3.7798 I 73239 18 5185 169,65 2290 22

55 3025 166373 .4462 3 8030 1.74036 111 1818 172 79. 2375 43
56 3136 175616 4833 3 $249 I 74414 17 8571 175 03 2463 01
57 3249 145193 5498 3 8485 I 75587 17 54$9 , 179 07 2551 76
SS 3364 195112 6158 3 4709 I 76343 47 2414 182 21 2642 08
59 3481 205379 .6411 3.4930 I 77085 16 9492 185 35 2733 97

60 3600 216000 7460 3 9149 1 77415 16 6667 188 50 2827 43
61 3721 226981 4101 3 9365 I 78533 16 3934 191 64 2922 47
62 3144 238321 11740 3 9579 1 79219 16 1290 194 78 3019 07
63 3969 250047 9373 3 9791 I 79034 15 8730 197 92 3117 25
64 4096 262144 0000 4 0000 1 80618 i5 6250 201 06 3216 99

65 4225 274625 0623 40207 I 41291 15 3846 204 20 331831
66 4350 287496 1240 4.0412 1 41954 15 1513 207 55 3421 19
67 4449 300763 1454 4 0615 I 82607 14 9254 210 49 3525 65
61 4624. 314432 2462 4 0817 I 83251 14 7059 213 63 3631 68
69 4761 328509 3066 4.1016 I 83845 14 49211 216 77 3739 28

10 4900 343000 3666 4 1213 I 84510 14 2857 219.91 3848 45
71 5041 357911 4261 4 1408 I 85126 14 0845 223 05 3959 19
7) 5184 373248 4453 4 1602 'I 85733 13 4889 226 19 4071 50
73 5329 389017 5440 4 1793 I 86332 13 6986 229 34 4185 39
74 5476 405224 6023 4.1943. I 86923 13 5135 232 48 4300 84

75 5625 421875 6603 4 2172 I 87506 13 3313 235 62 4417 86
76 5776 438976 7178 4.2358 I 84081 13 1579 238 76 4536 46
77 5929 456533 7750 4 2543 I 84649 12 9870 241 90 4656 63
71 6014 474552 .11311 4 2727 I 89209 12 8205 245 04 4778 36
79 6241 493039 8842 4.2908 I 89763 12 6582 248 19 .4901 67

80 6400 512000 9443 4.3089 I 90309 12 5000 251 33 5026 55--".
SI 6561 531441 0000 4 3267 "I 90849 12.3457 254'47 513 00
82 6724 551368 0554 4 3445 I 91381 12 1951 257 61 5281 02
I3 6489 . 571787 1104 4 3621 I 91908 12 0482 260 75* 5410 61
44 7056 592704 1652 4 3795 I 92428 11 9048 263 89 5541 77

45 7225 614125 2195 4 3968 I 92942 II '7647 267 04 5674 50
46 7396 636056 2736 4 4140 I 93450 II 6279 270 IA 5808 40
17 75,69 658503 3274 4 4310 1.93952 II 4943. 273 32 5944 64
SS 72%4 641472 9-3408 4 4480 I 94448 II 3636 - 276 46 6042 12
49 79?I 104969 9.4340 4.4641 I 94939 11.2360 279_60 6221.14
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X4 keen UM V LEi. 1M.
SUMP. Cliess. 4ma

110 8100 729000 9.4868 4.4814 1.95424 11.1111 '182.74 436173
91 6261 133371 9.3394 4.4979 I 93904 10.9890 283.11 '6503.88
112 6464 778688 9,5917 4.5144 I 96379 10 6696 289.03 6647.61
93 1649 104357 9.6437 4.5307 1.96448 10.7527 292.17 6792.91
94 1136 630514 9 695 4.5461 1, 97313 10.6383 295.11 419.78

93 9023 837375 9.7468 4.3629 1.97772 10.3263 298.43 7028.22
94 9216 884736 9.7980 4.5789 1.98227 10.4167 301.59 7238.23
97 9409 912673 9.8489 4.3947 1.98677 10-3093 304.73 7389.81
94 9604 941192 9 S995 4 6104 1.99123 10.2041 307.41 7542.96
99 9801 970299 9.9499 4.6261 1.99564 10.1010 311.02 7697.69

'100 10000 iboomo 10 ... 4 6416 2.00000 10.00000 314 16 7151.98
101 10201 1030301 10 04.. 4 6570 2 00432 9.90099 317.30 6011.85
107 10404 1061208 10.0993 4.6723 2 00860 9.40391 J20 44 8171.28
103 10609 1092727 10 )439 4 6875 2 01244 9.70874 323.38* 6332.29
104 1081 1124864 10.1910 4.7027 2.01703 9.61338 326 73 8494.87

105 11025 1157623 10_247 4.7177 2.02119 9 52381 329 87 8659.01
106 1123 1191016 10 293 4 7326 2 02531 9.43396 333.01 8824.73
107 11449 1225043 10 3441 4.7473 2.42938 9.14379 336.13 8992.01
108 11664 1259712

1

10.3923 4 7622 2 03142 9 25926 339.29 9160.18
109 11881 1295029 10.4403 4.7769 2 03741 9.17431 342.43 9331.32

110 121 1331000 10,4881 4.7914 2 04139 9 09001 145.58 9503.32
111 12321 1367631 10.3337 4 8059 2 04532 9 00901' 348.72 9676.19
112 12544 1404928 10.5430 4 8203 2 04922 8.92157 351.46 9152.03
113

114

1276 1442897
129961 1441544

10.6301

10.6771

4 8346
4 8488

2.05308
2.05690

8.84936
8.77193

355 00
358.14

10028.7
10207.0

115 1322514520675 10.7238 4 4629 2.06070 8.69365 361.28 10386.9
116 1343ø 1560896 10 7703 4 8770 2 06446 8.62069 364.42 10368.3
117 11689 1601613 10 8167 4.8910 2.06819 8 54701 367.37 10731.3
118 13924j 1643032 10.8626 4.9049 k2.071118 8.47458 370.71 10935.9
119 14161f 1665159 10.9087 4 9187 107155 8.40336 373.83 11122.0

120 144001 1728000 10.9545 4.9324 2.07918 8.33331 376.09 11309.7
121 146411 1771361 11.0000 4.946a 2.08279 8.26446 363.13 11499.0,
122 14464 1815848 11.0454 4.9597 2 08636 8.19672 383.27 116119.9
123 15129 1860862 11.0005 4.9732 2.08991 8.13008 346.42 11882.1.
124 611537 1906624 11.1355

s
4.9866 2.09342 8.06452 389.56 12026.3

125 15623 1953123 11.1403 5 0000 1.09691 8.00000 392.70 12271.1
124 1587. 2000376 11.,1250 5.0133 2.10037 7.93651 395.84 1246$.0
127 161 . 2044383 1172694 5.0265 1.10340 7.87402 398.98 12647.7
128 16384 2097152 11.3137 S 0397 2.10721 7.81250 402.12 12868.0
129 16641 2146689 11.3578 5.0528 2.11059 7.73194 .403.27 13069.8

130 1.... 2197000 11.4018 5.0651 2.11394 71,69231 408.41 13273.2131 17161 2244091 11.4453 S 0761 2.11727 7:&1339 411.53 13478.2
132 17424 2299968 11.4891 5.0916 2.12657 7.57576 444.69 136114.103 17689 2352637 11.5126 5.1045 2.12385 7.51840 417.81 13892.0134 11654 2404104 11.5758 3.1172 2.12710 7.46269 420.07 14102.6
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APPENDIX II

NATURAL SINES; COSINES, AND TANGENTS'
OF ANGLES- FROM 00 .to 900.

Doan.
.

.Tunctlos 41.0. 8.10 41.2* 4.2* 8.4 6 4.8° 0.4, 11.7* OA°

0

1

2

3

4

5

5

7
'

il

9

10

11

12

13

14

Ns
us
Amp

Ma
COO
tan

sin
WS
tam

iht
. too

ea*

sks
Ca
tea

alit

cos
tan

Ns
cos
tan

'sia

COO
tan

sla
cos
tan

sin
cos
tan

sin

cos
tas

sin
cis
tag

oia
cos
tan

_sin
co.
tat

sin
cos
tan

0 ....

I ...
0 0300

0 0174
0 9904
0.0170

0 0349
0 9914
0 4048

0 0623
o Ism
0 0624

0 0604
0.4176
0.000

0 0472
0 9462
0.0474

0 1016
0.00
0 1061

0 1219
0 . eta
0. UN

0.1332
0 9003
0 140

0.1164
0.077
0 140

0 1734
0.9041
0.1743

0.1144
0.1411
0.1044

0.2074
0.9741
0.2124

0.220
0.9744
0.2306

0.3410
0.006
0 240

0 0017
I 0000
0 0017

0.0112
0 4044
5 0192

0 064
0.9903
0.0147

0.0641
0.3318
0 0442

0.0718
0.074
0.0717

0 0414
0.9060
0.0812

0.100
0 9943
0.1048

0.1238
0.9022
0.1248

0.1404
0.900
0.1421

0.1481
0.9874
0.1402

0.170
0.9444
0.1711

0.1421
0.1413
0.1041

0.

0.21

0.2267
0.970
0.2117

0.3414
0.1080
0.2412

, V

0.0031
1 0000
0.0034

0.0030
0.0144
0.0030

0 030
0.013
0.020

'0 asis
0.1914
0.0440

0.0722
0.9073
0.0734

0.0904
0.018
0.0110

0.1000
0.1043
0.1086

0.1218
0.1111
0.1313

0.1424
0.0404
0.1441

0.1640
0.0871
0.1830

0.1771
0.9142
0.170

0.1942
0 9410
0.1140

0.2113

4.2142

0.2244
029734
0.2348

0.240
41.084
0.2610

13'

0 4052
1.0049

0 0062

0.4127
0.017.
0.0327

0.0401
0 011
0.0402

4.0676
0.9913
0.0677

0.0160
4.902
0.0712

0.0924
0.1947
0.0021

0.1.

0.

0.1h
...

0.1271
0.1111
0.1281

0.1444
0.9434
0.1469

0.10
0.1460
0.1 '

0.1744
0.303
03417.0.114

0.1961
0... .

0.1

0.2130
.'0117.

0.2 .

0. - ..

.0.9722
0. -

0.24 ,

0.

4.2441

111"

-
0 0010
1.0409
0 0070

.i 0244
9907
.0244

0 0413
0 9901
0 0414

0.0543
0.9982
0.0644

0 0747
0.9611
0.0761

0.0041
0.9964
0.000

0.1118
0.1088
0.1123

0.1218
0.1117
0.1213

0 1441
0.

0.1477

0.1131
0.

0.1

0. ,

0.

0.1177
o. .

0.201

0.2147
0.4747'11
0.2111

0.21
0.

0. -

0.

0.

0.

......,
14'

0 0C47
1.0000
0.0067

0.0200
0.4097
0.0342

0.0434
0.000
0.0437

0.0610
0.3111
. 0612

0..-

0.

0.07

...

0.104
0.0143

0.1122
0.9934
0.1130

0.1306
0.1111
0:1317

0.1478
0.9830
0.1416

0.1410
0:4442
0.1673

0.1822
0.9422
0.103

0.104
0.1711
0.2044

0.2144
0.3741
0.2217

0.2134
0.4734
0.3401

0.2404'42.2111
0.1411
0.200

AP

0.0106
0.990
0.0106

0.0274
0.096
0 0274

0.0484
0.0949
0.004

0.002$
0.3940
0.4929

0.002
0.0048
0.4406

0.0076
0.4041
0.0011

0.1144
0.9034
0.1187

0 1223
0.1112
0.1234

0.1446
4 1441
0.1812

0.1448
0 0860
0.101

0.1440
0.1121
0.1871

0.2311
0.3211
0.3013

0.2141
0.4788
0.220

0.2881
0.1730
0.2410

0.0877
0.2604

DV

0.0 -
0.4449
0.0122

0.0111
0.9494
0.0297

0 0471
0.9080
0.0472

0.0446
0.3373
0.0447

0.0611
0.9014
0.0422

0.0193
0.1061
0.0014

0.1147
0.032
0.1174

0.1140
0.1110
0.1342

0.1112
0.

0. .

,

0.1
0.0467
0:1744

0.144
0.. .
0. .

0.2028
0.3712
0.2071

0.21
0.17
0. -'

0.2341
0.9711
0.2438

0.

0.0673
0.3433

I

0.0140
0.909
0.0160

0.004
0.9131
0.0314

0.0484
0.3111
0.0484

0.0663
0.1471
0.0664

0.4427
0.9144
0.4440

0.1011
0.044
0.1411

0.1144
0.040
0.1112

0.1317
0.1102
0.1270

0.180
0.902
0.160

0.1702
0.9844
0.1727

0.1874
0.1122
0.1904

0.2044
0.3713
0.2081

0.2214
0.1741

0.2271

0.2346
0.9711

0.3414

0.2184
0.9641
0.302

0.0
0.

0.0

0.. ---

0.

0.. -

0.0104
0.1441
0.

0
0
0

0.

0.

0 018

0.1
0 904
0.

0.110
0.

0.

0.122
0.
0.

0.184
0
0.

0.1

0.114
0.17

0.

0.
0.1

0.

o.
0.

0.

0.97
0.

0.

0.

0.247

0.2171
0.

0.344
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APPENDIX III /.
_ 4,

. sMATHEMATICAL !SYMBOLS

SYMBOL- N'AME OR MEANING SYMBOL NAME OR MEANING.. .
+ Addition or positive value 4. Square root symbol I

a

Subtraction or negative value .4--- Square root symbol,with. vinculum.
Vinculum is made long enough to

± Positiye or negative value cover all factors of tne numb
whose square root is tobe taken.* Multiplication dot (Centered; not to

1 be mistaken for decimal point.) . n -
NI Radical symbol: Letter n repre-

sents a number indicating whichx \Multiplication sypibol
root is to be taken.

I ( ) Parentheses .
i or j

/-., ( I Bracket*
Grouping

{ } Braces ' symbols cc Infinity sym

Vinculum (oversoore)4

--,

,

Imaginary unit; operator j for elec-
tronics; r presents r:T.

Percent
,Ic

- Division symbol*

Ratio symbol
>

Proportion symbol

-.. Equality symbol

i :'Not equal" symbol
1

< Less than,

<
= Less than or equal to

> Greater than

>
= Greater than or equal to

,

-
Ellipsis. Used in series of num-

bers in'which successive num-
bers are Predictable by their /
conformante to a pattern; mean-
ing is approxiffiated 11 "etc."

log? N Logarithm of N to the base a.
. _

log N Logarithp of N the base 10.
(understood)

ln, N Natural or Napierian logarithm of N.
Base of the natural or Napierian
logarithm system.

:

Absolute value of X.

71 Pi. The ratio of the circumference
of any circle to its diameter..
Approximateknumeridal value is
22/7 .t

x -"Varies directly as" OP "is propor- _.) Therefore
tional.to" (Not to be mistaken
for Greek alpha (a).) L or 4 Angle

...
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APPENDIX IV
1

GREEK ALPHABET

A a s. Alpha
B tfl et : Beta
r 7 Gamma
A 3 Delta
E e Epsilon
Z} Zeta
n 11 Eta
0 0 0 Theta
I t Iota
It x Kappa .
A X Lambda
M p MA_

x -----

J

1

-

r

/

.

4,

Al.t.

..4.0....."..........

129

:r

N r.
2 t
0 o
n incs

.11 p

Zot
T r
T v

X X
is 4,

-,11,

1

2 01

, ,

Nu
Xi
Omicron
Pi

Taft
MI

I Tpsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega

,

)
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APPENDIX V

.F9RMULAS

Areas

The area of 'a square it equal to
the square of a side.

The area of a triangle is equal to
one hall the base times the
height.

, A r irr2 The area of a circle is equal to
the radius squared times pi.

A = lw The area of a .rectangle is equal
to the length* times the width.

A = Ch The lateral area of a cylinder is
equal to the circumference of
the base times the hefght.

FA.ti AC 724040 - 131

Areas

A = 4sr2 The square area of a sphere is
equal to 4 ,times pi times the
radius squared'.

V = e3

V = Bh

4
V =

3

202

Volumes

The volume of a cube !equals the
cube of an edge.

The volume of k rectangular solid
or cylinder equals the area of
the base times the height/

4The volume of a sphere equals
pi times the radius cubed.

a
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INTR:ODUCTION TO OCEAN RAPHY

Oceanograiihy ,is the applidtion of the five
basic scienc physi6s, hemisfrST,Ine0orology,
'biology, and geofogto 4he phenatnéna of the
ocean. The field of oceanógiaphy embraces a var-
iety. qf widely separated fields such as sedimen-
:tation, 'ecology, bacteriologY, biochemistry; hydro-
dynardics, acqustics, and oiStics;Studiepineachof
these field3 have bden fnade, but there is, still
thg need even: greater efforts in all of
boeanograp'ty's related fields. The inCentive for
'study lies in the ateas Q1 transpOrtatidrifclimatio
control, and the potential source of food, fresh

4 water, m1r.Pr?1 substances, and pqwer.

4.

. 414

,

The ex:t nt of the ocean alone -makes it an
. anpottant. s jeot for itudy. The ocean covers

70.8 'percent of the surface of ,the earth. The
. ocean's diyis ns comprise this 70.8 percent in tile

following v. : the Atlantic, 16.2 percent; the
Pacific, 32. percent; the Indian, 14.4 percent;
nd marcrin 1 and aajacent areas, 7.8 ./perce#t.
ee figUre IL) The acific alone covers more

of the earth's 'surface thanthe enttre area covered
by land: 1-

,

Our nati n.is framed by,over 12,000 mites of
coastline. Or. y one other-continental nation; th0

tr

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

16.27

P.S.
woOrwasmesa..sors.

wesownsolrow..araaasoolammesses=emesawsPoosseimasomonn=.=:.somm.....ean.
INDIAN

MARGINAL
AND

\ DJACE,NT AREAS

Figure 1. The Earths's surface land vs. water.

1
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Soviet Union, has a longer border ,with the sea.
America's growth as 3.12 internationarpower has
beftn enhanced by, the free flow of thought, talents,
and products of industry over the sea. In 1961,
President Kennedy wrote to Congress, "Knowledge
of the oceans is more than a matter of curiosity.
Our very survival may hinge op it.',' The ocean;
from surface to bottom , is a strategic zone for
national lefense. Our citizens turn tb the, sea
for fook,recreation, mmeral resourcesq fresh
water, and waste disposal. Today4 the,sea holds
food resources for an expanding world population,
two-thirds ,of which suffer fiorn dietary protein
deficiencies. I

As the ocean holds one of the keys to exist-.
ence, it also holds the sword of destruction. The
complexities of air-sea interaction spawn devas-
tating hurricanes and storms whose winds and
watef sur,zes take American.lives and destroy'
our property. Each year thatisands of our citizens
lose their lives while engaged in the pursuit of
employnfent and recreation on and near our waters.

THE NATIONAL OBJECTIVE
.

The federal government has established a
broad national objettive in oceanography: to
csmprehend the ocean, its boundaries, its pro-
perties, and its processes, and to exploit this
comprehension in the public interest and in the
enhancement of our security, our cult'ure, our
international posture, and our economic growth.

Five subordinate goals support this ob-
i , jective:

,

1. To strengthen basic science.

2. T'o improve natiOnaPdefense.

a., To manage resources in. the ocean.

4. o manage resources in domestic waters.

5. To pro ect life and property ashore and
to insure the safety and efficiency of
operations at sea.

,Jhe Interagency Committee on Oteanography
(IC ) was established .in 1960 as a permanent
co mittee of the Federal Council for' Science

Technology. The Committee was charged to
provide the essential direction and coordination
of the national Oceanographic program,

/

2

incorporating its judgement for . .44 tee and em-
phasis in terms of both _long- scientific)
needs and the requirements of gov !.nment agen-
cies. Pperating within the frame, .-rkJf the Long
Range National Oceanographic .:363-1972)4
ICO technical panels prepare anni. _commenda-
tions for the conduct of 'the fri_ral program.
The Committee revieAfliese recc mmendations
insirre program hay.nce, adequacy resources,
and response to tuitional goals. Th.-2 Thmmittee's
r6commended program is subm'ittt.d fo the Fed-
eral Council for Science and Itchnology for
final review and approval.

HISTORY OE OCEANOGRAPHY
. I

In order, to fully appreciate the...goals of
4urrent ocean9graphic proRims, you should'be
aware pf the progress made in oceadography
since its beginnings. 4

The earliest studies of the oceans were
concerned principally with prOblem of navigation.
Infoxmation concerning tides, currents, soundings,
ice, and distances between ports was needed as
ocean commerce increased. According fo Post-
donius, a depth of 1,000 fathoms had been meas-
ured in the 1Sea of Sardinia as early As the
second century BC. About themiddle of the
19th centnry, the Darwinian theories of evolution
Rive a great impetus to the collecticn.of marine
organisms, since it is believed by srfine that all
terrestrial forms have evolved from oceanic
ancestors. Later, the serious depleCon of many
fishvies called for investigation, of the relation
of trie economically valudble orzanisms to the
physical characteristics Qg their environment,
especially in northWestern 'Europe and off Japan.
Still later, the growing use of the oceans in
warfare,,particularly after the development of the
submarine, required that much effortbe expended
in pr9plems of detection and attack, resulting
in the study of many previously negkcted scien-
tific aspects cif the sea.

,

Oceanographic- Exproragon

Exploration of the seas was primarily geo-
graphical until the 19th century, although the ac-
cumulated observations of seafarers. as recorded
in the early charts and sailing directions, often
included data on tides" currents, and other
oceanographic phenomena. The gr....it 7oyages of
discovery, tuirtidularly those begthr.;ng in 1765
with Captain Cook, and contr. ,,d by such

2 f_16
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. commanders as La Perouse, Bellingshausen, and
Wilkes, Included scientists in their complements.
However, scientific work On ..e oceans at thity. period was severely limi . by lack of suitable
instruments for probing co! itiops below the sur-
face. Meanwhile, Lieutenant Matthew Fontaine
Maury, USN, working in the forerunner of jhe
U. S. Naval Octanographic Office in Washington,
developed to a high degree of perfection the
analysis of log-book observations. His first
results, published in. 1848, were of great impor-
tance to ship operations in the recommendation
of 'favorable sailing routes, and they stimulated
international cooperation in the fields of ocean-
ography and marine meteorology.

the rapid advances in technology after 1850,
f "oceagraphic instrumentation problems were not

negl ed, with the result that the British Naiy
in 1872-76 was able to send HMS CHALLENGER
around the world on the first purely, deep-sea
oceanographic expedition ever attempted. Her
bottom samples, as analyzed by Sir John Murray,
laid stile foundation of geological oceanography,
and 77 ot her sea water samples, analyzed by
C. R. Dittmar, proved for the first time that
varlbus tonstituents of the salts in sea water
are everywhere in virtually the same proportions.

Since that time, the coastal waters and fishing
banks of many nations have been extensively stud-
ied, and numerous vessels of various nationalities

c have conducted work on the high seas. Notable
among theskhave been the Am erican ALBATROSS
from 1882 a 1920; thel Austrian POLD in the .

Mediterranean and Red 'Seas between 1890 and
1896; the Danish DAND, which during its voyages

:of 1920-22 discovered the breeding place of the
European eels in the Sargasso Sea; the American
CARNEGIE in 1927-29; the German METEOR in
the Atlantic from 1928 to 1938; and the British
DISCOVERY II in the antarctic between 1930
and 1939. Notable also were the drifts of the
Norwegian vessels FRAM and MAUD inthe arctic
ice pack from 1893 to 1896 and 1918 to 1925,
respectively; the attempt by Sir George Hubert
Wilkins to dperate under the ice in the British
submarine NAUTILUS in 1931; a4d the Russian

....1 'station set up at the North Pole n 1937, which
made observations from the drifting pack ice.

At the same time, investigations pursued
.ashore under the leadership of Helland-Hansen
in NorWay and Elonan and the Bjerknes in
Sweden prOvided the theoretical basis for the

21) .?
3

8
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exploration of ocean cbrrents. Martin Knudsen
in flew:nark worked out the precise details of
the relationship between chlorinity, salinity, and
density, thus enabling the theories to be veri-
fied by field observations.

During World War II, basic investigations
were interrupted while work on purely military
applications of oceanography was carried out.
Deep-sea expeditions were renewed by the Swed-
ish ALBATROSS afteo.the war, followed by the
Danish GALATWA, the second British CHAL-
LENGER (built 1931) and DISCOVERY II in
the antarctic, and vessels of the AmericanScripps
Institution in the Pacific. Oceanographic work was
carried out by Anlericals and Russians in the
arctic. By 1961, a total of ten Russian and three
United States drifting ce stations hadbeen estab-
lished. Two United States stations were also estab-
lished aboard floating ice islands.

Institutiow

Among the leading oceanographic institutions
in Europe are the Geophysical Institute of the

..University of Bergen in Norway; the Oceanografaa
Institute at Goteborg, Sweden; the National In-
stitute of *Oceanography in Great Britain; the
German Hydrographic Institute in Hamburg; and
tle Museum of Oceanography at Monaco. The

rine Biological Station at Naples, Italy, has
served as a model for others throughout the world.

In the Far East, the Hydrographic Division
of the Maritime Safety Agency is perhaps the
most prominent of a number of Japanese ocean-
ographic activities. The Institute of Oceanology at
Vladivostok is 'the foremost oceanographic estab-
lishment on the Asiatic mainland.

Canada maintains the Pacific Oceanographic
Group at Nanaimo, B. C., and the Atlantic
Oceanographic Group at St. Andrews,, N. B.
In the United States, the leading nongovernmental
oceanographic institutions include the Scripps In-
stitution of Oceanography of the University of
California, La Jolla, Calif.; the Department of
Oceanography of the University of Washington,
Seattle, Wash.; Woods Hole Oceanographic In-
stitution, Woods Hole, Mass.; the Marine Lab-
oratory of the University of Miami, Coral Gables,
Fla.; ,and the Department of Oceanography of
Texas A. & M. College, College Station, Texas.



There, voist also various international organ-
izations inlhe field of .oceanography, which co-
ordinate and promote international cooperation.
The International Council for the Exployation of
the Sea was established with headquarters in
Copenhagen to exchange data on fisheries problems
in the waters of northwestern Europe. The Council
has been notably successful, and similar organi-
zations have been established in other areas.

THE COAST GUARD
AND OCEANOGRAPHY

Alexander Hamilton, in a 4 June 1791 letter
to the captain of the revenue cutter BALTIMOR.Et
stated:

It has also occurred (sic) that the
Cutters may be rendered and (sie) in-
strument of useful information, con-
gerninK the coasts, inlets, Bays and
Rivers of the Vnited States. And it will
be particularly acc eptable if the Officers
improve the opportunities they will have

. . in making such observations
and experimehts" in respect to these
objects as may be useful in the busi-
ness of navigation, communicating the
result from tim e. to tim e to the Treasury.

This directive from the Secretary of the Treas-
ury of our fledgling republic initiated oceano-
graphic and hydrographic_ data collection by the
parent service of the modern Coast Guard, and
these activities were conducted on an informal
basis for more than.75 years:-

In 1867, within three Months after signing
the Alaskan purchase treaty with Russia, the
United States dispatched the revenue cutter
LINCOLN to assess the natural resOurces of its
newly aCquired domain.. The territory was-spar-
sely inhabited, and the l5inds and waters were
yirtually unlmown to the new owners. For several
months, the LINCOLN plied Alaskan coastal
waters while scientists aboard,collected enviion-
mental data and samples. Speed and direction of
tides and currents and temperatures of surface
and subsurface seawater were measured and re-
corded. The cruise of the LINCOLN exemplifies
early Coast Guard activities contributing to the .
still-expanding interest in'oceanography.

For over 100 years, the Coast Guard has
pursued a policy of supporting national

4

oceanographic projects with its unique resources.
This activity can be.traced from the .cruise of
the cutter LINCOLN in 1867, through the. Arctic
expedftions cif the cutters CORWIN and BEAR,
(figure 2), to the historic cruises of the cutter
NORTHWIND in the first half of the 1960's, and
to the 1970 cruise of the cUtter SOUTHWIND.

A

4..

Figure 2.USCG cutters BEAR and' CORWIN in
Alaslcan ice jam, about 1890.

Since 1914 the Coast Guard has conducted
the International Ice Patrol Service in the North
Atlantic Ocean as required by 46 USC 738 and
the International Conference on the Safety of
Life at Sea. Some Coast Guard contributions to
oceanography which were produced by Ice Patrol
activity are:

1. DevelOpment of survey methods into a
sophisticated routine to produce period-
ically dependable ocean-current charts.

2. Development Id standard dynamic topo-
graphic chefs of the Grand Banks of
Newfoundland.

3. Introduction of the conductivity bridge
for salinity determinations at sea.

4. Introduction of a portable shipboard
Ic2mputer for rapid data processing and
pibduction of dynamic topographic charts
during the progress of a stirvey.

Although hampered by lack of legislative
authority, the ocean-station program brought
another opportunity in oceanography to the Coast
Guard. However, the ,oceanographic work of the
OSV's was limited to cooperative projects wbich



were funded by Other agencies. Their systematic
time-serie4 observations of the. temperature
structure 1.1 plankton distribution constitute the
only long- ' -1.- oceanographic collections at these
m id-oce L. -. 4.*. ?lions.

Recogn : ng the capabilities of the Coast
Guard and supporting Presidential emphasis on
oceanograprrr, the 87th Congress passed an
Act which amended Title 14 of the United States
Codes' to provide for expansion of Coast Guard
activities to the conduct of "oceanographic re-
search on the high seas and in waters subject
to the jurisdiction oi the United States." Signed
into law on 5 October 1961, the Act added a new
section to Title 14:.

$

94. Oceanographic Research

The Coast Guard shall conduct such
oceanographic research, use such equip-
ment or instruments, and collect and
analyze such oceanographic data, in
cooperation with other agencies.of trk
Governmeq, ox not, as may be in the
national interest.

The Coast Guard responded to the Congres-
sionar mandate by issuing a nine-yearprovisional .
long-range plan in oceanography on 5 March
1962. This plan suggested four basic divisions
of Coast Guard oceanographic activity: -

1. Ocean Station Project

2. Special Patrols Project

3. Coastal Oceano aphic Project

4. Cooperative nail' y Projects
,

The 1962 PI
Coast Guara Oc- ographic Unit to Plan Coast
Guard activtues, to provide scientific and tech-
nical direction, and to process and disseminate
the collected data. By 1965 the Unit was located
in facilities !n Washington, D, C and was manned
by officer did enlisted personnel as well as
scientific, teennical, and administrative civilian
personnel.

mended exiians ion of the

In Aug.i3t 1965, the Commandant outlined the
Coast Guard program and its areas of espon-
sibility:

5

t,

1. Commandant The Commandant directs
the Coast Guard oceanographic program
toward fulfillment of the Coast Guard's
goal.

2. _Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit-- The
Oceanographic Unit is responsible for
development and cognizance of standard
intra-service oceanographic programs,
provision of scientific and technical sup-
port for these programs, and the conduct
of oceanographic research in support
of Coast Guard missions.

3. Area. Commander Authortty for approv-
ing cooperative oceanographic projects
involving the use of ships and aircraft
unddr his operational control or requir-
ing coordinated use of major search and
rescue facilities of more than one district
within the area boundaries resides with
the arei commander.

4. `District Commanders Authority for
approving cooPerative projects involving
the use of district .facilities on a local
basis resides with the district com-
mander.

4

5. Lnit Commander Responsibility for
proper conduct of the assigned ocean-
ographic missions rests with the unit
commander.

6. Supervision The authority directing the
performance of a cooperative ocean-
ographic project is responsible for con-
tinued supervision of the project to its
completion.

7. Referral Requests to assIst in cooper-
ative projects which are of doubtful
oceanographic validity or which ap-'
parently conflict with or duplicate es-
tablished programs should be-referred
to the Commandant. Any other proposal
may be referred to the Commandant for
advice concerning the propriety of pro-
viding Coast Guard support.

In accordance wi an interagency agreement
for support of the tional Oceanographic) Data
Center, the Coast Guard provides funds in addition
to any data collected in cooperation with other
agencies or institutions.

2 i 9
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Some of the ships and projects of the sixties
were the CASCO on project EQUALANT; EVER-
GREEN and EASTWIND between Brazil and the
Mid- tlantin Ridge; EDISTO off the West Coast
of -CliIe .ind .ff the East Coast of Argentina;
NOR IND IA the Arctic, GLACIER inthe Wed-
dell Sea; COVRAGEOUS, LAUREL, and ROCK-
AWAY on proAct BOMEX; and the ACOSHNET in
the Pacific.

Cl

.*

As we look ahead in the seventies, there
will be more projects, more ships, and more men.

. To start the seventies, we have an Academy pro-
gram to train officers, a class "A" school at
Governors Island to Aram enlisted personnel,
three vessels designated ,kAGO'sthe ROCK-
AWAY, EVERGREEN, and ACUSHNETand the
experience to do the varied tasks that we may be
called upon to perform.

41.
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MARINE GEOLOGY

ORIGflI OF THE OCEANS

Although many leading geologists still disa-
gree with the conclusion that the structure ohhe
continents is fundamentally different from that of
the oceans, there is a growing body of evidence in
support of the theory that the rocks underlying
the ocean floors are more dense than those
underlying the continents. According to this theory,
all of the earth's crust floats on a central liquid
core, and the portions that mike up the continents,
being lighter, float with a higher freeboard. Thus,
the thinner areas, composed of heavier rock,
form natural basins wl-Tre water has collectpd.

If The origin of the water in the oceans is also
cAtroversial. 'Although some geologists have
postulated that it fell in great torrents of rain
as soon as the earth cooled sufficiently, another
school holds that the atmosphere of the origi 1

hot earth .was lost, and thaf the water gradu
accumulated as it was given off in ste,Im by vol-
canoes or worked to fhe surface in hot springs.

. 9,000

6,000

3,000

MEAN
E SE
lac, LEVEL

3,UGO

.6,000

9,000

12.000

Figure 4, A relation5hip of approximate height and depth offielected points to mean sea level.-

Most of the water on the earth's crust is now
in the oceansabout 328,000,000 cubic statute
miles, or about 85 percent oi die total. The mean
depth of the ocean is approximately 3,800 meters
(figure 4), and the total area is 139,000,000 square
statute miles.

BASIC EARTH STRUCTURE'

In this branch of oceanography, we shall deal
with the container of the ocean. The basic struc-
ture of the earth will be our first consideration.

:The earth is diyided into three parts: the crust,
mantle, and core. The crust, also called the
lithosphere, Is the outer, solid portion of the
earth that is bounded by the atmosphere and the
hydrosphere and by the mantle. The mantle,
also called the asthenosphere, is the relatively
plastic *region between the crust and core of the
earth. The core, also called the centrosphere, is
the sentral zone of the earth. (See figure 5.)

OREM

IIGH POINT

1\.

MEAN LAND
ELEVATION

MEAN
CRUST
DEPTH

MT. EVERES 8,850M

MEAN OCEAN DEPTH

850M

2,400M

'3,800M

DEEPEST POINT MARIANA TRENCH 11,000M
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ure 7.Generai f.-,at:,ires extending seawarl ma-)r.a.na areas.
The MOHO., named after a Yugoslav seismol-

ogist, A. Mohan:1qm, is a 1:ne of aiscontinuizy
between the crust and mantle and has beendeter-
mined to exis,t at an average depthof 25 km ander
continents out only 6 km bencaththe ocean flor.
Even hubgb Project MOHOLE ,yas terniinatt-d byCo ss tlt 6'6, plans are in eKistence c innthrough the eirth's cr.s: z crease lmcv,a,,geof the outer portion of the earth.
4
OCE.IN'S CON:AINER

Nov, that the basic earth strt.ct.;re has : eer.
rext consideration the oontainer

or thal portion of the crust that is covered by
sea water The container is ,;enzl-iiiv ddedinto three major prov,inces: ;1) :he continental
shelf, 12 ). che. continental slope ana rise, ana
the ocean bas.n.

Continent...1 shetf

In ger.er al the continental shelf slopes gently
seaward to ackptleis usually from 60 to 101 fathoms
and terrnirlates lt a break, (,!alie' tiw continental

shelf in 'he slooa wnere the gentle slope
abruptly b,cames much steeper. This break may
range from a sharp edge to rounded shoulderNhere tne'gracient rInges from less than 1:1,000
7-11' . than ,1:40 711f-is.

tTho-inental sh tv s var: zre,atly in idth
o:f ...daciatcd coastsmd ar:as are preiominantly low. and flat

irountainous ccasts,
the ihelf may ;)i,. Aorlidwirie, the

. rang'.fl."r1 ner c t. rr 3 MCA

*.ithylzh sione a he 1-ielf is
.q,ent!e, vithIn zh- sht.lf nounaaries terraces,

depressius, Ana steep-walled can-
may )(.;,cur. ',here these features provide

tn, irea "_ 3,1 igxi a continental
clne -1. ',he well-known e:iamples of a

borderland ts the trim off the southernCalifornia
Qoast. instead ot the usual gently,sloping area of
minor rel:,,f typical of shelf areas, this area is

-faensive region of peaks and valle's more or'
rat3i:1 '0 -:1P. 0-Era:hie/ trends r,f the
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adjacent land. Some .of these peaks extend above
sea level to form islands, and some of the valleys
reach depths exceeding 5,000 feet. All of these
features ,nceur within an area that normally
would be r:e inated a continentalshelf.

Continental Slope

Beyond the break at the seaward edge of the
shelf is the continental slope, which inclines
downward toward the ocean depths, giving way to
a less steeply sloping zone known as the contin-
ental rise before the deep sea floor Is reached.
Generally the continental slope off mountainous
coasts has an Incline of about 1:20 miles, but
off toasts with wide, well-drained plains these
slopes incline about 1:30. Extreme slopes, such as
Viose off rolcanic islands where the shelf usually
is absent, mar incline as much as "50°. As on
the continental shelf, the slope can and usually
does have minor relief superimposed. What is
called gullying on-land is a feature that probably
is typical of most of the slope areas of the world,
particularly on the upper parts of the slopes.
Common features of the slope are extraordinarily
large gullies, known as submarine canyons. Most
canyon heads are at or near the break in the shelf,
but a few extend across part of the shelf. The
Hudson Canyon off New York is a classic example
of a subvarine canyon.

Ocean Basin

Continental slopes grade smoothly to the in-
cline of the contiriental rise, and this in turn
grades almost Imperceptibly to the floor of the
ocean basin. This transition takes place at great
depth, usually 500 fathoms or greater.

The deep sea floor is believed by many to be
a flat featureless plain. Actually it does have, at
most, a very gentle average InOline of no more
than 1:90 miles. However, this is true only over
considerable distances. The relief superimposed
on this average incline may be at least as
rugged as the larger topographic features found
on land. For example, seamounts rising from the
ocean floor are widespread in the Pacific, and
great mountain chains or ridges and deep trenches
or furrows are common in all oceans. (See figure-
8.) The larger ridges of the bottom often are
oriented parallel to the coasts of the continents

4 so that the oceans are divided into elongated
basins. Transverse ridges in turn tend to sub-
divide these basins hito smaller basins. These

13

bottoni features are found in the Atlantic, Arctic,
and Indian oceans and in the western Pacific
Ocean. The following are some of the major
longitudinal ridges in the world:

1. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge divides the At-
lantic Ocean into the western and elude=
basins. This most conspicuous of longitudinal
ridges extends from Iceland south across the
Equator to about 55°S. The ridge rises from >-
depths of about 2,500 fathoms, is continuous
at depths of less than 1,500 fathoms over the
greater part of Its length, and in several
places rises above.sea level to form islands
such as the Azores, St. Peter and St. PAlul
Rocks, Ascension, and Tristan da Cunha.

2. The Indian Ridge extends from India
to Antarctica and is wider but does not rise
as close to the surface as the M Atlantic
Ridge.

3. In the Pacific Ocean the ridges are less
conspicuous, though the West Pacific Ridge,
which is composed of several shorter ridges,
can be traced from Japan to Antarctica.
Another ridge extends south and west of
Central America.

4. In the Arctic Ocean the Lomonosov Ridge
extends from nbrthern Greenland to the shelf
off the New Siberian Islands and separates
this ocean into two basins.

'Trenches are of much more limited extent
than the great ridges, but within these relatively
small areas the deepest points in the ocean are
found. Depths in some of the deepest trenches
are in excess of 34,000 feet, with the deepest
sounding (36,173 feet reported by the VITYAZ,
March 1959) recorded in the Marianas Trench.
Conversely the highest mountain on land, Mount
Everest, has a height of approximately 8,850
meters. (See figure 4.)

PrObably many of the sea bottotn features
have existed essentially unchanged since tneir
formation, since little or no erosion takes place
at the depths in which they are found. These same
features on land soon would tend to be smoothed+
and leveled by the action of wind and water. Most
of the bottom features subject to active erosion
are those near enough to the surface to be
affected by wave action or strong currents, which
tend to level irregular surfaces. The topography

2 6
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Vnly the smallest particles remain in suspension.
Thus, the .size of the thaterial being transported
an.d depsited depends,on velocity and associated
turbulence- of, the wate'r.

Martne sediinents are subdiVded into two
major groups: pelagic and terrigenous. Pelagic
deposits are those found in deep v.ater far from
shore and may be predominantly either organic
or inorganic in origin. These,deposits are char-
acterized by the absence of terrestrial mineral
grains larg.e7,r. than colloidal. The.most common
constituents ay,Sclay minerals and the'remains
of plakictoniciAntcellular organisms. The three
rr, st Thundant pelag,-: sediments *Me calcar-
e,w6 oozes pero....nt, mostly giobigerina ooze),
red, crav pereent), and siliceous oozes (14 Ar
percent, %-.,stly ,diatom..00ze). (See table 1.)

rerrigen:,us -:eposots are found near snore
and In most semienclosed seas, gulfs, and hays;

e'-:mair. some -- of land
::gure 11.)

Pelagic deposit: containing more than 3U per-
cent org trite material ar.- known as cc, zes. t sually
*hese sew $-:nts are -ta:f-s o.r verv,.:gat colored.

nt;scunception is that tht Dozt-73 are
ver3, -tine often they are in the ooarse to
fine sand range. Oozes can be quchvided into
two general types, calcareoug or siliceous, ':ie-
pending on the composition of their organic con-
stituents. Piese two types ,can be further sub-.
divided accon.anz'to the chlracteristic organi:m
pr-sent, .=- ft4ie calcareous category
rh-ere diercpodir,d c-,ccolith -

ooze:, .1,r.:1 v.ttiu tne sihceous category there
acf. .7-1,dichriar, oozes. (-fee :nide I.) .

deaosit:, n
contain :,sis than 30 percAlri;r2-,anic
Althouzh reci clay. since the firs.t

-e ..iso
oer,nr ui ther col,;rs: :a tact most thr,1 are
brrAn ,r .1.egardies's r'..dor. 'nese
Jeoosits re c3n4ose, preaominantly of mitc.,r1.1
of ,:lay 3zzc or small r.

Terrigenu,1 cover a Arie range of
ftpths tnd v Iriation tr. color, teNture,
and composition. Th-- classification of these
setiiments :s not as straightforward .1.-3 that cf
the pelagi? serliment;. numbe,r of .systems,nave
been suggsted, i,ut the character of terrigenoes
Jepcsits so -vie: uppn condit:Ons

de.
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Table 1.- Areas Covered by Pelagic Sediments.

Atlantic Oceani Pacific Ocean Indian Ocean !

.

Aread % 1

,

A7ea * %
.

ii Area ' .4
1,

Arl

Calcareous oozes:
Glebilerina
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Tota'

Siliceous, oozes:,

Diatom
Radiolarian
Total
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*(Milh.cls Kell

40.1

15
41.6

4.1
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Figure 11.- Distribution of the Major Types of Deep-Sta Sediments (See Tztble 1.)
,

'that no one system has a very wide application.
Compared to pelagic .depo s, te igenous de-
posits cover a smalf perc ntage of the sea tier.
Since they show great'changes in characteristics
within relatively short distances seaward, t oc-
currence of the transitional types makes de tion

.difficult. Therefore, a system of merely de ribing
the mass properties of the bottom materials
must suffice. Descriptive terms which depict

011

the color, texture, and composit'on of materials
are tised; such terms include "green diatomaceous
silty clay" or "gray calciareous

The thickness of the sediment ,.:over over the
ocean bottom has been detelinimpl .it a number
of locathms by seismic exploration. Off the east
cpast of the United States, the i:okness has
been estimated as about 17,0( eet on the

16 219.
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confinental shelf and about 30,000 f eet on the
continental slope and adjacent ocean floor. Off
the United *Itates along the outer edge of the
continental shelf bi the Gulf of Mexico;sediments
are aboui ?li,000 feet thick. Off the southern
coast of :::..ifornia the thickness varies from
10,000 feet in The basins to pradtically no sediments
over the ridges where rock is exposed. This
last exntrple is fairly typical of most regions
exhibiting radical topographic differences; that
is, the amount 'of sedimentary cover is at a
minimum over elevations (nonexistent in sothe
locationS) and at.a maximum over depressions. In
general, the average thickness of sediments in the
Atlantic has been estimated to be about 2,000
feei and in the Pacific about 1,000 feet. The value
for the Atlantic probably is higher because of the
greater number of large rivers carrying sediment
into this ocean.

t,7
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Bottom sediments can be closely associated
with the transmission of underwar sound, part-
icularly in regard to the bottom refl% tjon (bounce)
mode of transmission. The most se ous limitation
of this type of transmission is th loss of sound
energy into the bottom. This energy loss mainly
depends on bottom composItion, frequency of
sound transmitted, and angle of incidence of 4ihe
sound ray at the sea bottom. The different types
of bottom sediments are known to have varying
effects on sound ranging, and several factorS
have been suggested as the principal causes of
these variation. -

Also associated with our consideration of the
ocean bottom are such topics as mining and
petroleum. We have purposely forgone a dis-
cussion of such topics in order to emphasize
those areas of marine geology with which a
Marine Science Technician is more involved.

t.
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P HYSICAL OCE ANOGRAP HY

Until recent years, physical oceanography.was
probably one of the least understood subjects of
science, in general, the results of physical ocean-
ography found the greatest application in the
solution of fisheries' problems. Therefore, phys-
ical oceanography was considered more of a
secondary study in the field of marine biology,
and/most of the early investigations made by
sciintific specialists were of the classic or.
general appraach. Specialized investigation in
other related fields of oceanography has evolved
with the aggregation, or comingtogether, of highly
trained re-earchers, eaclf a specialist in his own
field. Because of the existence of several sim-
ilarities between oceanic and atmospheric prob-
lems, many meteorologists have been inducted
into and Successfully adapted to' the field of
physical oceanography.

Many advances in physical oceanography have
been made a the last few years as a result of
the development of improved observation pro-
grams a Id hgh gpeed computer,systems which
digest vast amounts of information (climatological,
observatioali, etc.) previously impossible except
through low: and laborious physical computations.
This accuteelated data has provided the basis for
many stunler. that are now available.

,Much 1--.-etter improvement in future instru-
mentation =oil be necessaty before the study of
physical oceanography can parallel the pace of
present-day. meteorology. Original instrumen-
tation, iratrementation in numbers, and the
feasible means of utilizing this instrumentation
are needed before researchers will be capable
of attaining the desired degree of worldwide syn-
optic obserrat'on.

THE THREE-LAYERED OCEAN

"AleorKenient method of visualizing the sea
is to divide it into three different layers: (1)
the mixeu layer, (2) the main thermocline, and
(3) the deep .ayer. We will now consider the
bounder! es, ranges, and variations of these layers.

19.

The mixed layer is a region of fairly con-
stant warm temperatures which, 'in middle lat-
itudes, exist from the surface to an average crePth
of about 450 meters. in this layer the mixing of
water is caused by action of surface storms, wind
friction, wave acticn, etc. Below the mixed layers,
no matter how violent the storm, no milizig
will occur.

The main therrnocline is the central layer of
the ocean in which there is a rapid, decrease
of water temperature with depth.

The deep layer is the bottom layer of water
which, in middle latituded, exists oelow 1,200
meters. The deep layer is characterized by fairly
constant cold temperatures, generally less tnan
4* C.

PHYSICAI: PROPERT:ES OF SEA WATER

Some of the most common physical prop-
erties of sea water are temperature, pressure,
salinity, density, water color, transparency, ice,
and- sound velocity. Less commonly known or
determined properties are specific heat, osmotic
pressure, eddy viscosity, electrical conductivity,
compressibility, radioactivity, and syrface ten-
sion. Development of instrumentation for use in
securing measurements of the most common of
these;parameteis.nas been fairly rapid'in recent
years. The least ::ornmOn parameters areusually
determined by complex mathematical calculaticn
and formelation from one or a combination of the
common parameters.

Two variaolestemperature and pressure
determine the physidal properties of pure water.
Here, however, we are interested in sea water
and its properties. Besides temperature and pres-
sure, salinity is Also a ariable to be considered.

. -

The state of motion and the presenceof small
suspendeo particles are also important attributes
of sea water. For one thing, sea water absorbs
radiation differently than pure water, since the
sudpended rtritter causes inoreased scatteruig of



A. -Mean Annual Sea Surface Temperature (°C) for 10° Zones

Northern Hemisphere
. -

Southern ilema ere
.

Lati..:
tude Atlantic Indian

..
_ Pacific

Mean
for all
oceans

.

Atlantic Indian

,

Pacific
.

Mean for all oceans

0-10 26;6 27.9 27.2 27.3 25.2 27.4 26.0 26.4
10-20* 25.8 27.2 26.4 26.5 23.1 25.9 25.9 25.1
20y30 24.1 26.1 . 23.4 23.7 21.1 22.-5 21.5 21.7
30-40 20,4 - 18.6 18.4 16.8 17.0 17.0 17.0
40-50* 13.4 - 10.0 11.0 8.6 8.7 11.2 9,8
50-60 8.7 - 5.7 6.1 1.8 1.6 5.0. 3.0
60-70 5.6 - - 3.1 -1.3 -1.5 -1.3 -1.4
70-80* - - - -1.0 -1.7 -1.7 -1.7 -1..7
80-90* - - - . -1.7 - . - -

0-90* 0-80
.20.1 275 22.2 1-9.2 14.-1,-- 15.2 16.8 16.0

13. -Annual Surface Temperature (4C) Variations in Northern Hemisphere

Latitude Equator 10 20* 30 400 50

Oceans 2.3 2.4 3.6 5.9 7.5 5.6
Coritinents 1.3 3.3 7.2 10.2- 14.0 24.4.

Want, 1961)

Table 2. -Mean Teinperature Data
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(Defant, 1961)



the radiation, bringing about an Ireasetah
sorption In layers of similar thickness: The
motion of One. water causes a change in the pro-
cesses cf chtmical diffusion, heat conduction,
and transfer of momentum from one layer to
another.

It can readily be seen, therefore, that some
physical properties of sea water are dependent
upon pressure, temperature, and salinity; while
on the other hand, other properties are affected
by the suspension of minute matter and motion
characteristics. The latter variables cannot be
accurately measured; whereas pressure, temper-
ature,- and salinity can be determined with great
accuracy.

Temperatufe

The tomperature of the' sea water, primarily
in the upper portions of the mixed layer, has a
marked effect upon the atmospheric and climatic
conditions over the surface of the earth. In all
latitudes, the ice-free portions of oceans receive
a surplus of radiation and, therefore, at all
latitudes, heat is' given off to the atmosphere.
Since the sea retains a portion of this heat, the
sea surffce temperature is normally higher than
the air temperature. This has been borne out
by observatio:.s. However, this is true only when
the average cohditions are considered, as this dif-
ference is Jependent upon the locality, the season
of the year, the character of the atmospheric cir-
culation, and the character of the ocean currents.

The temperature of the ocean ranges from
about -2°C to 10°C. Ocean water that is nearly
surrounded by land may, have higher temperatures,
but the open Sea, where the water is free to
move about, hardly ever has temperatures higher
than 30°C, because ocean currents distribute the
heat and tend to equalize the temperature. The
temperature of deep and bOttorn water Is always
Iowvaryirg beween 4*C and -1°C.

The annual variation of sea surface temper-
atures in ary region depends upon the variation
of incoming radiation, the character of the ocean

'currents, ancl the character of the ,atmospheric
circulation. Although the annual mariation of
surface temperature varies from one locality
to another a feW features stand out. First, the
annual range of surface temrierature is much
greater over tile northern hemispheric ocean than

ov_er that of the ?Duthe rn Hemisphere. Second, in

21

th6 -southern-hemispheric ocean, the annual range
is definitely related to the range of incoming
radiation, but the northern hemispheric ocean
does not have the same relation. It appears
that in the northerir ocean the great range of
temperature is associated with the character of
the prevailing winds, particularly the,cold winft
blowing from continent to ocean; Near the Equater,
a semiannual variation exists, correspondingto the
semiannual period of incoming radiation.

The diurnal variation of sea surface tem-
peratFe In open ocean is found to be slight; on
the average, from 0.2°C to 0.3°C. The greatest
variation takes place in the Tropics, with lesser
variation at higher latitudes. The rangeof diurnal
variation depends upon cloudiness and wind vel-
ocity.

For subsurface layers, the annual variation
of temperature depends upon several additional
factors, namely, the variation bf the amount of
heat that is directly absorbed at different depths,
the effect of heat conduction, the variation in
currents related to lateral displacement, and the
effect of vertical motion. Diurnally, the variation
of sea temperature in the subsurface layers is
largely unknOwn. The diurnal variation is so slight
that knowledge of the small variation is essential
only to the study of tlie diurnal exchange of heat
between the atmosphere and the ocean.

The basic vertical thermal structure of the
ocean in its simplest form was briefly described
under the "three-layered ocean" concept. There
is generally little temperature change with depth
through the mixed layer, a sharp temperature
decreasethrough the thermocline layer, and a re-
turn to a gradual decrease in temperature through
the deep water layer. (See figure 12.)

We can best ilderstand the basic latitudinal
vertical temperaure distribution by considering
the vertical temperature disMbution at high, mid-
dle, and low latitudes in winter. At high latitudes
the vertical temperature structure is essentially
isothermal. In mid latitudes, the structure is
essentially the same as that described above for
the basic vertical structure. In low ratitudes, tne
mixed layer extends to about 300 feet, with
the main thermocline lying hetween 300 and 2,100
feet. (See figure 13.) In this layer a temperature
drop of about 8°C greater than in mid latitudes
occurs due to the higher surface temperature at
these latitudes. The deep water layer lies below
2,100 feet.
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Figure 12, Typical thermal structure of the
oceans (winter conditions in tvidlatitudes).

At high latitudes there is no marked seasonal
water temptrature change. In mid latitudes, due to
the graduaT warming of the surface layer, a sea-
sonal thermocline develops at a depth below which
Me warming has ho effeCt. This warming takes
214ce in the upper few hundred feet of the surface
layer. It results in a seasonal thermoc line becom-
ing superimposed on the main thermocline with
the total thermocline exiiting over a broader

r
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600

1,200

tsa
CI 1,500

60' *50

r ange of depth. Such a seasonal thermocline makes
an appearance in spring and duiappears by late.
autumn. (See figure 14.) In low latrtudes a small
seasonal temperature change maKe.6 't difficultto
distinguish between a seasonal thttrne,cline and the
permanent therrnochne.

Salinity
. ..
Salinity is formally defined as "the, total

amount of dissolved solids in sea water in parts
per thousand by weight when all *le .a rbonate has
been converted to oxide, the bremt.de and iodide
to chloride, ahd all organic matter is completely
oxidized." The symbol used to eXpress salinity
is o/oo, which indicates the grams of dissolved
material per kilogram of sea %%quer

-.
Salinity of sea water is based on the quantity

of dissolved salts contained in a giy.....1 amount of
sea water after certain chemical changes have
taken place. Direct determination of :these values_,
by recommended procedure is rarely carried out
at the present time, because the r,--thod is too
difficult and slow. Sea water compos.tion adheres
to the 4..aw of Constant Proportims; i. e., the
total amount of the major conscitients in any
two samples is always present in the same rel-yative proportion The con mt:stitue I sea water
have been divide into major and trunor groupings
with 10 major constituents and between 32 and
49 minor constituents, depending upon the ref-
erence used. (See table 3.)

Since chloride ions constitute ,n..)re than half
of the total amount of chemica6 :n ..ea water,

LATITUDE
406 300 20' 10°, /X7...e,.ye.cd.0.,,,,,,

.0.,
Le,e SgyevAR erF A././.%..,..fi4e)...5}3, 0-.57 .:,,,..;',- '.... ,....e.

-..- . Jar
. : ,

-4,it* , -;1...i. .k- o' -i.
'' " 1

1:453144.*.f.-4g g.MAIN THERMOCLINE-jeA
-

*DEEP WATER

Figure 13.. -North-south distribution of a simple three-layered ocean (North Atli..th.: in winter).
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. Figure 14.Upper level thermal itrature of
seasonal thermocline inmiddle latitudes.

salinity values can be empirically related to
chlorinity once the latter has been established by
cherpical means. In 1964, the IAPO (International
Association of Physical Oceanography) adopted
the following equation for determining salinity
from chlorinity: Salinity = 1.80655 x chlorinity.

Ocean water generally has b. salinitybetween
33 o/oo and 37 o/oo, with 'an average salinity
of 35 o/oo for the world ocean. In open oceanic
areas, surface salinity is decreased by pre-
cipitation, increased by evaporation, and changed
by vertical mixing and inflow of adjacent water.
In nearshore regions, salinity is generally re-
duced by river discharge and runoff from land.It In regions where ice occurs, salinity generally
increases, during periods of ice 'formation and
decreases cituring periods of ice melt.

Surface gatinity varies with latitude ina sim.7
ilar manner in all oceans. Maximum salinities
occur between 20° and 23' north and south latitudes,
whereas minimum salinities occur near the Equa-
tor and toward the higher latitudes. (See figure
15.) The controlling factor in average surface

9
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Table 3. Sea Water Constituents.

A. Major constituents
Chlorine 18.980 g;kg (%)
Sodium 10.561
Magnesium . 1.272
Sulfur 0 884
Calcium 0.40
Potassium ... 0.360
Bromine 0.065
Carbon 0.028
Strontiuni 0.013
Boron 0.005

B. Minor constituents
Silicon 4 X 10-, to 2 X 10-4
Fluorine 1.4 X 10-1
Nitrogen 7 X 10-7 to 8X 10-'
Aluinmum 5 X 10-7
Rubidium 2 x 10-7
Lithium 1 X10-:
Phosphorus I x 10-7 to 1 X 10-'
Barium 5 X 10-1
Iodine , 5X 10-4
Arsenic 2 x 10-' to 2X 10-,
Manganese 1 x 10" to 1 X 10-,
Copppr 1 X10-*
Zinc 5X 10-1
Lead 4 X 10-,
Selenium 4 X 10-1
Cesium 2 X10-,
Uranium 1.5 X 10-8
Molybdenum 5X 10-18
Thorium 5X 10-1$
Cerium 4 X 10-18
Sib er 3 X 10-11
Vanadium 3 X 10-10
Lanthanum 3 X 10-11
Yttrium 3X 10-11
Nickel 1 x 10-1*
Scandium 4 X l0-11
Mercury 3X 10-"
Gold 6X 10-is
Radium 3X 10-11 to 2X 10-1,
Cadmium Trace
Cobalt Trace
Tin Trace

salinity distribution is the difference between
evaporation and precipitation (E-P); the effect
of ocean currents is of minor importance. Ex-
ceptions to this general statement do occur and
local variations should be expected, especially
near the mouths of such rivers as the Amazon,
Rio de la Plata, and Mississippi, and in th3
Atlantic coastal waters of the United Stems,
Labrador, Spain, and Scandinavia. Probably the..

best known region of strong horizontal salinity
gradients is the region of the Grand Banks where
the warm, saline Gulf Stream waters mix with
the waters of the colder, less saline Labrador
Current. Here, water with a salinity as low as
32 o/oo may possibly override or lie adjacent
to water of Salinity greater than 36 o/oo. A
similar situation prevails in the Pacific Ocean
in the region northeast of Japan where the Kuro-
shio and the Oyashio mix.

Positive (increasing with depth) salinity gra-.
dients tend to develop in latitudes higher than
40° north and south, where precipitation generally

2? 5
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exceeds evaporation. In summer, these positive
-sallnitygrayitentsuSuAlly are accompanied by
strong negative temperature gradients. Vertical
stability of the water column, especially in
coastal miens, results; and these strong, shallow
salinity (and temperature) gradients persist
throughout the summer.

Pressure

Pressure beneatlhe ocean surface is meas-
ured in term5 of decib s. A decibar Is one-tenth
of a bar. As you alread know, a bar is 1 million
dynes per square centimeter. The pressure exerted
by 1 meter of sea water very nearly equals 1
decibar.

The cause of the great pressure near the
boitom of the sea is the weight of the fluid above.
The weight per unit volume of sea, in turn, varies
with the temperature and salinity. In a column
of water of constant depth, pressure increases as
the ternperatqre of the sea decreases or the sal-
inity increases, or both.

40°

1"c\
38*1

36';

- - -

t4.I

1:7c 32°

tit I

FRE(

ke?

Since pressure in the ocean is essentially

ier

a function of depth, the numerical value of
pressure in decibars approximates the ocean depth
in meters. Therefore, the range in pressure is
from zero at the surface to over 10,000 decibars
in the deepest part of the ocean.

Density

Density is mass per unit volume. In oceano-
graphy the centimeter-gram-second .system is
used, in which density is expressed as grams per
cubic centimeter. The ratio of the density of a
substance to that of a standard suustanCe under
stated conditions is called -specific gravity. By
definition, the density of distilled water at 4°C or
39.2°F is one gram per milliliter (approximately
one gram per cubic centimeter). Therefore, if
this is used as the standard, as it is in oceano-
graphic work, density and specific gravity are
virtually identical numerically.

Thr (It:r.sity of sea v,ater deptInus upon salin-
ity, temperature, and pressure. (See figure 16.)

;CE TN THE SEA

'" 30°

28°1-

26°

10 20 30 10

.SALINITY PARTS PER TIOUSAND
Figure 1S. _lationship be,tween temperature of maximum density and freezing point for water of

varying salinity.



At constant temperature and pressure, density
varies with salinity or, because of the relationship
between this and chlorinity,_ with the chlorinity.
A temperature of 32'F and atmospheric pressure
are considered standard for density determination.
The effects of thermal e:Zpansion and compress-
ibility are used to determine' the density at other
temperatures and pressures. The density at a
particular pressure affects the buoyancy of various
objects, notably submarines. The density is also
important in relation to ocean currents.

The greatest changes in density of sea water
occur at the surface, where the water is subject
to influences not present at depth. Here density is
decreased by precipitation, run-off from land,
melting of ice, or heating. When the surface
water becomes less dense, it tends to float on
top of the more dense water below. There is
little tendency for the water to mix: therefore,
the condition is one of stability. The density of
Surface water is increased by evaporation, form-
ation of sea ice, and cooling. If the surface water
becomes more dense than that below, it sinks to
the level at which other water has the same den,
sity. Here it tends to spread out to iprrn a layer",
or to increase the thick.ness of the layer below it.
The less dense water rises to make room for it,
and the surface water moves in to replace that
which -has descended. Thus, a convective circula-
ton is established. The circulation continues until
the density becomes uniform from the su-rface
to the depth,at which a greater density occurs.
If the surface water becomes sufficiently dense,
it sinks all the way to the bottom. If this occurs
in an area where horizontal flow is unobstructed,
the water which has descended spreads to other
regions, creating a dense bottom layer. Since
the greatest increase in density occurs in polar
regions, where the air is cold and great quantities
of ice form, the cold dense polar water sinks to
the bottom and then spreads to lower latitudes.
This process s continuecl for a sufficiently
long period of time that the entire ocean flOor

:tovered with this dense polar water, thus
explaining the laYer of cold water at great
depths in the ocean.

As we will see, in some respects, the ocean-
ographic professes are simtlar to those occurring
in the atmosphere. The convective circUlation in
the ocean is, somewhat similar to that in the
dtmosphere. Water masses having nearly uniform
characteristics- are analogous to air masses.

26

Compressibility

Sea water is nearly incompre.t.ble, its co-
efficient of compressibility bein.., 0.000046
per bar under standard conditions this value
changes slightly with changes ot teimpe.rature or
salinity. The effebt of compres071 .s to force
the molecules of the substance clo,.r together,
causing it to become more dense E.en though
the compressibiliq is low, the tot..ti effect is
considerable because of the amount of water in-
volved. If compressibility 'of sea mater were
zero, sea level would be about 90 feet higher
than it now is.

Viscosity

-Viscosity is resistance to tic-, a water is
slightly more viscous than fre:11 water. Its
viscosity increases with greater but the
effect is not nearly as marked as that occurring
with decreasing temperature. The, rate is not
uniform, becoming greater as the wmperature
decreases. Because of the effect of temperature
upon viscosity, an incompressible. ;,iect might
sink at a faster rate in warm surfac: water than
in colder water below. However, for most objects,
this effect may be more than offset by the
compressibility of the object.

Because of the turbulent motion s &thin the sea
the actual relationships existing u t. cean are
considerably more complicated that- nrhcated by
the simple explanation given above. " -tisturbing
effect is called eddy viscosity.

Specific Heat

Specific heat is the amount of 1..14; required
to raise the temperature of a unit mass of a
substance a stated amounf. In oceancg-lphic work,
specific heat is stated in centimeter-g,ram-second
units, as the .numbbr of calories n ...led to raise
one gram of the substance 1°C. Specific heat at
constant pressure is usually the quantity.desired
when liqulids are involved, but occasionally the
specific heat at constant volume is required. The
ratio of these two quantities has a direct rel
lationship to the speed of sound in sea water.

The speCific heat of sei watar decreases
slightly as salinity increases. Hoaever, it is
much greater than that of land. This accounts,
in part, for the greater temperatin e range of
land and the atmosphere above it. iesulting In



SUBMNCE-- SIAECIFIC HEAT

SOLIDS

.i.3 bestos 0.200
. Bronze 0.104
Clay 0.190
Glass 0.160
lee 0.500
Sand .9.190
Stone 0.200

LIQUIDS
,

Mcohol 0.650
Ammonia 1_012
Mercury 0.030
Petroleum 0.504
Sea water 0.940
Fresh water 1.000

,
Table 4.Representative list of the SPecific Heat

of various substances.

monsoons and the familiar land and sea breezes
of tropical and tempesrate regions.

Thermal Expansion

The rate of expansion with increased tem-
perature is greater in sea water than in fresh
water. Thus, at temperature 15°C or 597 and
atmospheric pressure, the coefficient of thermal
expansion is 0.000151 per degree Celsius for fresh
water and 0.000214 per degree Celsius for water
of 35 parts per thousand salinity. The coefficient
of thermal expansion increases not only with
greater 'salinity, but also with increased temper-
ature and pressure. At 35 parts per thousand, the
coefficient of surface Water increaies from
0.000051 per degree Celsius at VC to 0.000334
per degree Celsius at 30°C, At a constant temper-
ature of 0°C and a salinity of 34.85 parts per
thousand, the coefficient increases to 0.000276
per degree Celsius at a pressure of 10,000
decibars (at a depth of approximately 10,000
meters).

Thermal Conductivity

In water, as in'other substances, one method
of heat transfer is by conduction. Fresh water is
a poor conductor of heat, having a cOefficient of
thermal conductivity of 0.00139 calories per sec-
ond per centimeter per degree Celsius. For sea
water it is slightly less but increases with
greater temperature or pressure.
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However,if-turbulenoe-is-present.---which-it
nearly always is to some extent in the *ocean,
the processes of heat transfer are altered. The
effect of turbulence is to increase greatly the
rate of heat transfer. The "eddy" coefficient
used in place of the still-water coefficient is so
many times larger, and so dependent upon the
degree of turbulence that the effect's of temperttUre
and pressure are not important.

Electrical Conductivity

Water without impurities is a very poor
conductor of electricity. However, when salt is
in solution in wtiter, the salt molecules are ionized
and therefore are carriers of electricity. Hence,
the electrical conductivity of sea water iadirect-
ly proportional to the number of salt molecules
in the water. For -any given salinity, the con-
ductivity increases with an increase in tempera-
ture.

Radioactivity

Although the amount of radioactive material
in sea water is very small, this material is present
in marine sediments to a greater extent than in the
rocks of the earth's crust. This is probably due
to precipitation of radium or other radioactive
material from the water. The radioactivity of the
top layers of sediment is less than that of deeper
layers. This may be due to absorption of radio-
active material in the soft tissues of marine
organisms.

Refractive Index

The refractive index of sea water increases
as salinity becomes greater, or as temperature
decreases. Since it vagies with frequency of the
radiant energy, the "D line" of sodium is usually
used as the standard for comparison.

Surface Tension

Surface tension is usually expressed in dynes ,

per centimeter or ergs per square centimeter. .
The surface tension of water in dynes per square
centimeter (pressure) is approximately equal
to 75.64 - 0.144T + 0.0399CI, where T is tem-
pera re in degrees Celsius snd CI is the chlOr-
int of the water in Parts per thousand. 'As
in cated by the last term, the surface tension
in reases with chlorinity and is therefore a little
m re for sea than for fresh water. However,
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the presence of impurities causes it to be some- --
what Iess than indicated by the formula:

Transparency

"Transparency" may be defined by any of
the following terms: (1) the percent of surface
light present at a specified depth, (2) the percent
of absorption of lig* per unit length of path,
(3) transmission of light as a percentage of
transmission through distilled water, (4) hydro-:
lokical range, and .(5) Secohi disc value.

The degree of transparency ls a result of
the combined effects of scattering and absorption
of light by the water slirface, suspended particles
of mud, clay, sand, dissolved matter, and plankton,
as well as water molecules themselves. Scattering
is the redirection of light by suspended particles,
generally smaller in size than most plankton. When
a train of light waves encounters particles (in-
cluding molecules) whose dimensions are com-
parable to the wavelength of the light transmitted,
scattering-occurs. Minute particles scatter blue
light most effectively, whereas larger particles
(size of chalk dust or larger) scatter all wave-
lengths equally well. Absorption is the process of
reduction of light through light conyersion into
other forms of energy, namely, heat. This is
accomplished by suspended particles and/or

Figure 17. Relative transmtssionand sfattering
of various colors by water.

water molecules. About 50 percent of the total
radiant energy is absorbed in about the first 2- inch
layer of the sea surface.

In distilled water, scattering is related to the
molecular structure of the water. However, light

absorption in normal (35 o/oo salinity) sea water
does not differ In any important respect from that
in distilled water and, as far as true absorption is
concerned, sea water is identical with distilled

.1 liGINO
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Figure 18. Transparency chart of the North Atlantic Ocean. '
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water. In clear qceanic water, absorption pre-
dotninates, but in turbid nearshore water, ,scat-
tering is tile dominating factor although absorption
still is iniportant.

Water Colo:

Deep (clear) ocean water is very transparent
to the blue portion of the light spectrum; deep
water is less transparent to green, yellow, and
violet. The transmiSsion of red, infrared, and
ultraviolet light is practically nil in the sea.
In the more turbid coastal, bay, and estuarine
waters, green and yellow light penetrate togreater
depths than does the blue light. (See figure 17.)

The various wavelengths of light are scattered
differently hy oceanic water. The scattering of
blue light ;.,y water molecules and minute sus-
pended particles results in the apparent blueness
of the deep ocean water. However, the change in
water color from blue to green and yellow in
coastal ar,-:.3 cannot be attrihgted solely to scat-
tering; part is ascribed to the inherent colors
of suspended particles or dissolved solids and
gases. Plankton often imparts a greenish, yellow-
ish, or brownish red color to the water.

Ice

Ice covers about 3 percent Of the world's
water surfaces. The two main types of ice found
ill the seas and oceans are sea ice, which accounts
for 95 percent of the total qiiverage, and glacier
ice. Sea ice results from the direct freezing of sea
Water. It rwly be subdivided into ice ofone year's
growth or I :ss (young ice and first-year ice) and
ice of more tlian one year's growth (old ice or
second-year ice and multi-year ice). A further
breakdown listinguishes between freely floating
ice (drift icel and ice that is attached to the
shore (shortitast ice). Glacier ice initially is
composed c.Z-llrge accumulations of compacted
snow that ch the sea as coastal glaciers and
ice shelves. The fronts of these glaciers breakoff
and releai, Large numbers of icebergs and
growlers, v iwn then float away.

Sea Ice.

Young ice and first-year ice - This ice forms
in one year or less. Young ice ranges in thickness
from 10e60 30 centimeters, whereas first-year
ice -is at leaqt 30 centimeters thick. 'Since ice
does not usn form during summer, the period
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of. ice formation generally begins with the onset
of freezing weather in autumn.

The freezing of a body of water is governed
primarily by the temperature, salinity, and depth.
However, the formation of ice may be retarded
1;)y winds, currents, arid tides. Pure wateTireezes
at VC, but the freezing point of sea w7cer de:-
creases approximately 0.28°C per a 5 0/00
increase in salinity. Thus, at 35 o/oo, water will
begin to freeze at -1.9 C. (See figure 16.) Shallow
bodies of low salinity water (less than 24.7 b/oo)
freeze more rapidly than deeper basins-because
a lesser yolurne must be cooled. As a result, the
first ice of autumn usually appears in the mouths
of rivers that empty over a shallow contineni.al
shelf, such as that of northern Siberia..

During the increasingly -longer and colder
nights of autumn, winter fast ice forms along
the shorelines as a semipermanent feature and
widens by spreading into more exposed waters.

are close together, as in the East
Sibe an Sea, winter fast ice blankets the sea
surface and bridges the waters between all land
areas. Winter drift ice usually forms in the
numerous openings within the polar pack, in the
open water of the surrounding seas, or along the
edge of fast ice that is broken by the action of wind,
tide, and current.

Second-year ice or multi-year ice - This ice
is the perennial sea ice found primarily in the
arctic and antarctic polar pack.. Ice of all ages,
including a small portion of first-year ice, is
amalgarriated in the polar pack, which is a vast
mass of converging, crushing, and dividing floes-
of various sizes, shapes, and thiclniesses that
drift around the Arctic Basin and Antarctica.
Most of this polar drift ice has attained a state
of equilibrium in which annual freezing- corn-

pensates for an equiviti,ent amount of summer
melting. Polar fast ice is confined to northern
Greenlanct, northern Ellesmere Island, and local
bays in Antarctica.

-
The average distribution and variability ofsea

ice is such that a minimum is generally attained
during the month of September while a maximum
is generally attained during the month of March.
In both cases, reference is to the Northern
Hemisphere, with the conditions in the Southern
Hemisphere being nearly opposite minimum
during March and maximum during Septem-
ber.

3
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Figure 19. Accessibility of Antarctic Coasts.

the thickness of ice is related to the heat
oteficit, defined ,as the daily accumulation of
(Agrees below freezing (degree daysj since the
anset of frost. This relationship presents the
apProximate mimber of degree days required for
sea ice to attain certain thicknesses at various
sus3ained 'mean temperatures. Sea ice may grow
as much ait 10 to 15 centimeters in the first
24 hours. However, because the ice acts as its
own insulator, the rate of growth decreases as
the ice thickens. ror the same reason, snow
also retards the develoPment of sea ice.

Flat first-year ice rarely exceeds 2.5 meters
in thickness; however, the ice may grow consider-
ably thicker as a result of splashing, spraying,
and flooding. The thickness of smooth multi-year

4)

ice usually reaches a state of equi:ibriurn after
several years in the-polar pacic. Multi-year ice
normally fluctuates between thicesses of 3
metersa.in late summer and 4.5 m:..t.rs in spring.
The aralic polar pack averages a thickness of
-3.5 meters; the antarctic pack, somewhat less.

The drift of sea ice is primarily dependent
on the wind. Within the normal range-of wtnd
speeds, the ice generally is deflected about 30'
to the right of the wind between 60* and 90'
latitude in the Northern Hemisphere. The de-
flection is to the left in the Southern Hemisphere.

Although winds, currents, tide.., and swell
may break up ice, the warm temperatures of
spring and sum mer are the most destructive. When
the factofe coinbine, breakup is rapt,i.
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IMTED CE ,, MOE- WEATHERED ItIDGE HUMMOCKS

Figure 20. Various types of ice topography caused by pressure.

.River ice usually begins to disintegrate soon
after the mean air temperature exceeds 0°C.
Estuaries become ice free when inland water,
warmed by strong continental heating, flows into
the colder sea. The breakup along other portions
of a coastline usually is initiated by warm offshore
winds..

In the early stages of disintegration, cracks
begin to crisscross the ice surface; then, as
water seeps into,these fissures and permeates
the inner ,iCe structure, the entire mass of ice
becomes considerabV weakened. As the fragments
separate and decreaSe in size, melting is accel-
erated. Surface melting produces deep puddles
that may be as wide as 500 feet. Owing to
local differences a wind, tide, current, and coastal
configuration, ice may persist frcim only a few
dayS74:4 months after the initial breakup. If
the 'summer is short, freezing may begin before
the old ice has disappeared,

W en drift ice is slowgd in its forwardmotion
by suJf obStacles as a shore, a narrow strait,
anl field, or convergent winds, the ice con-
centration will first increase to 10 tenths. Then,
as the pressuze increases, the ice buckles and
forms large mounds, hummocks, 'and rows of
undtklations or ridges. Slabs , of Ice resembling
huge pieces of a jigsaw puzile may slide over one
another in a process known as rafting. fluni-
mocking, ridging, and rafting are manifestations
of pressure ice. (See figure 20.) Interse sounds
thit resemble moans, screeches, bangs, and thun-
der emphasize the tremendouSe impact of con-
verging ice. These noises can be heard over
many miles, especially on calm winter
nights.

7

Pressure ice may attain heights in excess of
10 meters, although stibh dimensions usually re-
sult from grounding in shallow coastal wathrs.
For exaniple, the ice may, rise to 20 meters in
the narrow and shallow passages of the Canadian
Archipelago. Intense hummockingocciirs through-
out the arctic pack. (See figure 21.) In the
Antarctic, where the ice is less confined, hum-
mocks generally are smaller than in the Arctic.

1 7.
.44

Figure 21:Fast Ice.

Whenever the process that leads to pressure
ice" is reversed .(divergent wind, offshore. cir-
culation, and a widening strait), the ice field
loosens and exposes numerbus openings of all
shapes and sizes. (See figure 22.) At low tem-
peratures, when the opening freezes over, the
oPening Is sqmetimes referred to as a skylight.
Openings may be large (polynyas), narrow (leads),
or incomplete (cracks). The frequency of openings
varies widely with loca,tion .and seasons Openings
are moit numerous in summer and near ice
boundaries with a seaward wind; they are rarei
regions of intense hummocking.
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Figure 22.Fracture and polynyas in sea ide.

Any strip of open ot ice-free coastal water
is called a coastal lead. This lead may be,caused
by' offshore winds, idflow of warm river water,
or rapid warming of shallow basins iVspring.
Strong offshore winds are -more effective in
creating coastal leads than prolonged light winds.
During the cold months, coastak-leads rapidly
ice Wier when the wind abates. Onshore winds
generally seal all coastal leads with large amountS
of *drift ice that sometimes fuse to the remaining
fast ice and give it a rough outer boundary.

Land Ice

Ice of land .origin, ilacier ice, is composed
initially of large adcumulations of compacted
snow that have reached the sea as coastal glaciers
ar.d ice shelves. Icebergs of irarious sizes and
shapes break off (calve) from the fronts of these
glaciers and drift away with the sea currents.
Since 86 percent of the world's glaciers occur
in Antarctica, mist icebergs originate around
that continent. Numerous coastal glaciers, some
protruding seaward' as much as 85 miles, pour
la.rge amounts of ice into the surrounding ocean.

Greenland, where most of the remainder of
the world's glaciers are located, constitutes the
main sdurce of icebergs in the Northern Bemis-
phere (about 90 percent). Although many icebergs
are calved along the east coast of Greenland, the
principal source region is along the west coast,
where nearly 70 percent of Greenland's icebergs
originate near 68* north latitude in the vicinity of

32

Disko Bugt, The, icebergs generally do not drift
very far from their source; consequently, most of
them are confined to the Baffin Bay, Davis Strait,
and Labrador Sea areas. As many as 95 percent of
all 'of Greenland's icebergs become trapped in bays
and shallow water before reaching 46°N; a rela-
tively Akan number regch farther south.
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t.Figure 24.A tabular iceberg,

In the Arctic Ocean, ioeliergs are relatively
rare and art. gen5rally confined to the immediate
vicinity of glacier-bearing islands. On rare
occasions, .celiergs from Severnaya Zemlya have
appeared al-Tg the eastern shore of_Paluostrov
Taymyr rzr..nsula. Because of thsR restricted
extent 3f 'stand glaciers, bergs caled in the
;retie ar.*- -st, .111. Svalbard icebergs, for exalutple,

nev,er exLFed a height of 20 meters. Small
icebergs Ire tlso calved in the passages of South
Viaska but melt- before entering the Bering Sea
and northe Pacific Ocean.

Nearl- half of the icebergs in the Southern
Hemisphere are tabular, a result of the extensive
areas Of lee that surround ;ntarctica. (See
figure 244 k. )iversely, most No rthcrn Hemisphere
Icebergs a irregularly shaped. (See figure 25.)
However, tht tabular ice islands of the Arctic
originate ir the ice shelf of northern Ellesmere
Island ann r.0.--thern Greenland.

Figure 25 SCG Achushnet (W.GO 167) on
In,t .r.ational Ice Patrol, 1950.

Icebergs originating in Greenland average 70
meters in height and 280 to 450 meters in length
when first ,formed. The largest ones may exceed
120 meters in height and.several miles in length.
However, as they drift away from their region
of origin, they decreas-e in 'size under the effe-As
of melting and erosion. The height frequency of
icebergs observed in Baffin Bay and Dav)s
Strait during the period.tietween 1946 and ±955
showed that 30 percent of the bergs observed
%%ere between 15 and 30 meters in height while
nly 1.4 percent were 120 meters or more in
height. (See table 5.)

HEIGHT IN m'ET Eit,5 PERCENTAGE

15 to 30 29.6
31 to 60 50.7
61 to 90 15.5

. 91 to 120 2.5
120 or greater 1.4

Table 5. The height frequency of icebergs
observed in Baffin Bay and, Davis .,Strait during

the years 1946 to 1955.* .

South of Newfoundland, the highest berg ever
observed was '30 meters and the longest was 520 .

meters. Ice islands, though relatively low in
heighthave a total thickness of as much as 75

, meters and may be as long as 20 miles. Ice-
bergs origmating in other parts of the Northern
Hemisph,ere are rarely as high as 20 meters.

1 The tabular icebergs of the Southern Hemi-
sphere, which average a heightof 30 to 40 meters,

3.3
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sometimes reach. a height of 100 meters; buttheir horizontal dimensions- maY greatly surpassthose,of the Northern Hemisphere. For example,
oue iceberg observed near Scott Island- in 1,956
measured 60by--203- miles. The irrekular and
dome-ehaped icebergs af Antarctica may exceed
450 Meters in height.

The: visible height of icebergs is dependent
-upon the shape of the berg and the density dif-
ference betwee% sea water and ice. Sea waterwith a temperature of -VC and 35 o/oo willproduce a water density condition that will allownearly 90 percent of the ice mass to remainsubmerged. The type of berg will determine theheight of the ice mass that is visible. In thecase of the tabular berg, the depth below the sur-face is About seven times the height above theituter line. In the case of the pinnacle or ir-_

regularly Shaped berg, the depth averages about
five times that portion that is 'above the waterline.

Ice i'slands are a rare form of floating icewhich originally broke away from the shelf ice-
of northbrn Ellesmere Island and Greehlarid.Thesemassive slabs of ice,, which may be as thickas 75 meters and as 'extensive as 30(Y square
miles, may drift for many years in the arctic.
paok, often completing several loops around the.Arctic-Basin before finally breaking up or esCap-
ink through the man'y passages of .the Western
Hemisphere.

Because of their deep draft, ice islands.re--

spond primarily to subsurface currents., As aresult, they usually move more slowly than the
surrounding sea ice, at an average speed ofslightly more than 1 nautical mile per day.

UndeNater Sound Velocity

The direction that a sound wave will travel
in the -ocean is largely dependent upon the speedof the individual sound wave or ray within thebeam. 'The speed of sopnd in'sea water depends
on the temperature and composition of the-water.
In general these quantities vary both horizontallyand vertically, but only temperature is of any
great significance. Changes in velocity with
depth (even slight ones due to warming of the
surface water on a bright, calm day) deflect thesound beam from the desired straight pathand may cause it to overshoot or undershoot anobject.

^1.
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The yelOcity of sound is dirte:y proportional
to the temperature_of the meditai 'See figure 26.)The velocity of (ohnd in air is 4331,5 meters persecond at 0°C and increasee 0.6 mrters per second
for each degree Celsius increasg terpperature.In sea water of 35 ojoo at 0--C. .he velocity ofsound is 1(149.1 meters 'per se:.oao or 4.4 times
the speed of sound in air. The Increase in vel-
ocity per-temperature change is greater ai lower
temperature.-Ile velocity will increase by 41.1.misec if the temperature of. the sea water ,s
increased to 10°C and 72.8 iiilsec ,f the terhper-
ature of the sea water is in,..--sed to,20°C.
, The pressure and salinity aft.,et the velocity
of sound, but to a lesser degree r the temper-
ature effect. As the depthor pressur- increases so
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Eigure 26.Effect of temperature, salinity, andpressure on, the speed of sound in sea water.
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does the sotind velocity. An increase in salinity.
will also increase the sound velocity.

ranging -warig-ftrwhich Mir NG-Upper
few hundred feet of water are involved, temperature
is generally the most important factor causing
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variations in sound velocity. Salina); is relatively
.uniform in the open ocean and therefore is of min-
or importimce in determinini; sound velocity.
PurthermOrc, in layers where vertical salinity

,gradients-4;tst, there is nearly always a-vertical
temperature gradient. (See figure 27.)
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lianasion the vertical velocity
gradient is more important than the velocity itself,
since it is the change in velocity with depth that
determineS how much refraction will take place.
.(See figure 27.) The velocity gradient is readily
determined from the gradients of. salinity and
temperature. The salinity gradient is.defined as
ihe rate of change of salinity with depth, in
part-s per thousand per meter. The temperature
gradient is the rate of change, of temperature with
depth, in degrees Celsius per meter. These grad-
tents are therefore called positive if the cLuantity.
in question increases with depth; neittive if if
decreases. in the majority of cades"tegiperature
gradients in the sea are zero' or ifetative: iIore-
over, except in certain localiiedareas,teinPera,
ture gradients contivt theound vél6citYgradients.

-

With a zero gradient in temperature (mixed
layer), echo ranges are long _because the sound
rays are very nearly strifght, having only a slight
upward iGiqvature due to the pressure effect.
On- the other hand, with a strong negatiye gradient
near the surface, echo ranges ,will be short be-
cause the sound beam is refracted sharply down-
ward. In the ocean it is common to find a mixed
layer overlying a neiative temperature gradient.
In such cases the echo range on an 'object in
the mixed layer will be long, but the part of
the sound beam that enters the negative gradient ,

will be-refracted downwaid, resulting in reduc-
tion of range.

, There are two phenomena which may cause
reduction sof range by refraction. With a strong
negative temperaturd gradient from the surface
downward, each ray of the sound beam curves
down in a great arc, and beyond the horizontal
limits of the _beam is a so-called shadow zone
into which no sound penetrates other than by
scattering. An echo ranging vessel will not be
able to deted a:n: object in zthe shadow zone,
but as soon as the latter comes within the direct
beam, the echoes will come in loud and clear.

With slighter negative temperature gradients
and generally with any gradient underlying a m ixed
layer, the shadow zone is not very clearly defined.

An object in the negative gradient beneath a
mixed layer may be within the direct beam but
still be undetectable because the echoes are too
Weak to be heard against the background of rever-
beration and ship's noise. This is known as
the "layer effect."
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Among the many factors affecting the trans-
mission of sound under water, the following are
considered to be particularly important: (1)
reflection (2) refraction (3) reverberation, and (4)
attenuatkoer:

Reflection Sound energy striking some solid
surface may be reflected ad a mirror reflects
light with little loss of intensity, may be scattered
in many directions, or. may be lost by absorption
into the medium.

, .
The Surface of tit sea is rarely smooth; there-

fore, sound energy striking it is seldom relfected
specularly (mirror reflection). Instead, only
minute elements of the sea surface reflect
sound as a mirror; however, because the orien-
tation of each of these "mirrors" is changing
contimibusly; the sound energy is reflected in many
directions. Aside from the need for an accurate
description of the sea surface, prediction of the
reflective characteristics of the sea surface
necessarily includes frequency of sound source
and angle of incidence. (See figure 28.)

Because of the acoustic property differences
between air and water, almost all sound energy
is reflected at the air-sea interface. The fact
that 99 percent of the sound energy in echo raaging
is confined to the sea is important, because
longer ranges than are predicted by ray diagrams
are obtained and some portion of the sound
energy is reflected back to the source as re-
verberation.

The ocean bottom also may reflect sound;
however, the amount of sound energy reflected
from the bottom depends upon the type of bottom
material. A smooth sand bottom reflects sound
very effectively. In contrast, a soft mud bottom
is an especially poor reflector.

A smooth iock bottom is perhaps the best
reflector because the amount of_ energy absorbed
is small. Unfortunately, in many areas rock
bottoms are irregular and consequently reflect
sound in many directions. Much of this energy
is ,scattered back tqlpie sound source, causing
intense reverberation which effectively masks
any possible return signal. Nevertheless, if bot-
tom properties are conductive to reflection and if
refraction is favorablet long ranges are possible:

Obviously bottom reflection ip most effective
over reasonably flat bottoms. When echo =sing
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A:Diagrammatic drawing of outgoing ping show-
ing shape ,^` beam pattern and divergence of
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showing effect f refraction.

Figure 29. Some characteristics of sound during travel.

occprs mmocky or steeply sloping bottoms,
ranges ari adversely affected. For example, a-
submarine might hover behind a rise on the bot-
tom where little if any sound energy could reach it.

Refracion Variations in the temperature
and salim.: :f sea water, can profoundly affect
sound tram .oission because they produce variation
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in the speed of sound as it travels from one point
to another. This, in turn, causes refraction of
sound waves. This phenomenon led to the devel-
opment of the bathythermograph (BT) and accom-
panying prediction methods as instruments of
naval warfare. (See figure 29.)

Sound waves travel in straight lines only in a
medium in w hich the speed is eve ryw here constant.
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(See figure 27.) In sea water the speed of sound
generally varies with depth. Suppose, for example,
the, speed increases with depth. In that case
every rak- of the sound beam will be curved
toward the surface. The more rapid the change
of speed with depth, the more strongly the rays
will be curved. bending of the sound rays is
refraction.

Reverberation hen a sound pulse is emit-
ted in the ocean, the echo from an object may be
masked by interfering or unwanted sounds. This
background of interferende is caused by rever-
beration and background noise. Reverberation is
diszinguished from background noise in that
reverberation results directly from the emi4ed
sound pulse.

If the surface and bottom of the ocean were
absolutely smooth and no suspended matter
(including fish) were in the water, there would be
no reverberation. However, irregularities in the
ocean surface, bottom, and %%ater are capable
of scattering the sound pulse and echoes. That
portion of the scattered sound whidi returns to the
transducer is called revertieration. The intensity
with which reverberation occurs is directly

rtional to the source intensity and ping
leigth. Thus, increased sound output results in
in eased reverberation; a long pi ng length causes
more reverberation than a short one.

Attenuation SOund energy propagated
through' a ,volume.of sea water undergoes.some
loss of energy because of attenuation, that is,
absorption and scattering. In the passage of sound
through water, some of the eaergy is converted
into heat; this is call absorption. Scattering loss
results from reflectors in the water that may
va,ry in size from minute air bubbles to a wIsale.

Absorption results due to .the fact that as
a sound wave passes through the sea it is ac-
companied by successive Compressions and ex-
pansions of the medium, which produce some

frictional heat loss from the sounC . aye as well
as heat loss produced by the .:.,)ciation of
dissolved salts in sea water.

Although scattering is a con c..nent in the
attenuation of sound, its contributiun is not as
important as that of absorptiOn. When sound rays
in deep ocean areas strike refleet_Irs such as
bubbles, fish, and siispended matter, the rays are
deflected and small amounts of so; ::- energy art
scattered in matty directions. Th e. part of the
scattered ray returned to -the rec, ver is known
as reverberation: the part not re(tirned is lost
energy.

Sea ice effectively .scatters ---,And beams,
especially when the underwater profiie of the ice
is uneven, as in humniocky ice fis,ids and with
ice containing nuinerous air bubbles. In ice
fields the:low frequencies (subsonic) appear to be
transmitted most effectively, owing to the higher
rate of absorptiun of the higher frequencies, par-
ticularly ultrasomc frequencies.

.Ambient siva noise is the general continuOus
spectrum of noise which is found naturally in
the sea. (See figure 30.) Since ambient sea noise
comes from all directions, the noise effect
relative to an Object may Ife decreaLed by im-
proving the abihty to direct the sound beam
and listening device.

sound channel is produced4derconditions
of temperature, salinity, and defith in such a
manner that a minimum velocit) for sound is
trapped between areas,above and belo v. with higher
sound velocities. These differences in velocity
cause_ a sound wave to be refracted from above
and below in such a manner that the sound
waves will travel for great digtances at 'velocit)

Nakinimums for that layer of water. (Sée figure 3l..)
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MARINE .,BIOLOGY

Sea water has all of the chemical elements
need d to sustain plant and animal life. Because
of th s and the fact that the oceans contain about
:300 times as much space for the existence of life
as is available on 'land -and in 'fresh water,
'organic material is present in vast quantities.

The infi.lite forms of marine organisms are
classified and grouped in a number of ways. 1.
The universally recognized system is a class-
ification according to structural, func ional, and
reproduct:ve relationships 1-,d degree df indiv-
iduality. The following is an example o the prin-
cipal subdivisions by which a common marine
animal, the edible mussel, is classified:
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Order Prinodesmacca (the more
primitive Pelecy a)

Family Mytilidae (the Mussels)

Genus. Mytilus (a mussel)
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Other systems group organismsby other sets
of oharacteristics, One, commonly used, divides
all marine life into three categories based upon
habits of locomotion, mode of life, and environ-
mental_distribution, as follows: (1) Nekton the
swimming animals living in the pelagic (oceanic)
environment, (2) Benthos - the attached, creeping,
and burrowing organisms living at the bottom of
the sea, and (3) Plankton all of the flWing or
drifting life in the pelagic environment. Plankton
May be divided into: .(a) the phytoplankton, con-
sisting. of microscopic floating plants, and (b)
zooplankton, consisting of feebly-swimming or
floating animals. Most plankton vary in size froni
microsCopio units to those a small fraction of
an inch in length.

Most organic material in the sea-is in the
form of plankton that does not have sufficient
strength to choose its environment and is at the
mercy of the prevailing,ocean currents. Either
directly or indirectly, hearlyi all marine life
depends upon these organisms. By means of pho o-.
synthesis, a process using sunlight, phytoplankton
change chef-meal nutrients (silicates, nitrates,
and phosphates) in the sea into primary food
wIlah is used by the zooplankton and, to some
extent, by iarger animals. However,'inost of the
larger animals feed upon the zooplankton. The
chemical nutrients are replaced bythe excretion
of animals and bacterial action in the decompos-
ition of dead plants -and animals. Thus, a food

cycle is continually going on from . chemical
nutrient to phytoplankton to zooplankton to nekton
and benthos to chemical nutrients. (See figure 33.)
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Figuie 33. An example bf the Oceanic life
cycle.
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t he growth of pldttipratittorr T.:quires both
sunlight and a supply of chemical '.1_trients. Sun-
light insufficient strength to permit photosynthesis
penetrates to a maximum depth of 0-cut 100 meters
or less. This upper layer in whi,111 the process
occurs is called the euphotic zert-., Within this
zone, photosynthesis is limited primarily by the
supply of chemical nutrients. Uncer favorable
conditiorth, phytoplankton may incrLa e by as much
as 300 percent in a single day.

The abundancs, of marine life is directly
related to the supplkof phytoplankton. In shallow
water, the chemical" nutrients on the bdttom are
stirred uP by motioh'of the water, and carried
into the euphotic zone. This is why ah area such
as the Grand, Banks is a good fishing ground. In
polai regions the chemicalnutrient; are relatively
abundant, bping brought to the surface by con-
vective currents as the cold surface water sinks
and is replaced by the warmer water from the
bottom. In the tropics, on the other -hand, the
sea is relatiVely stable, and the chemical nutrients
have a tendency to sink below the euphotic zone.
Even though the clear, blue water has the deepest
euphotic zone, photosynthesis proceeds at a slow
rate. For this reason, blue is sometimes called
the "desert color of the see"

Ocean currenti, and manne life are so inter-
related that currents can sometimes be traced
by their supply of plankton. In general, the oceanic
circulation helps sustain marine life by stirring
up the chemical nutrients and carrying them, or
the plankton formed from them, into regions which
have an inadequate supply; However, the reverse
effect ,pan occur. A notable example occurs .from

.time to time off the west coast of South America.
At varying intervals averaging about 12 years, a
well-developdd stream; of tropical water having
a relatively small supply of chem:cal nutrients
and plankton flows southward, close to the shore.
This' water replaces_ the. colder water .which is
rich in chemicaP. hutrients and plankton. The
result is a wholesge destruction of fish which
cannot obtain a sufficient supply of food. In some
areas the dead fish are washed ashore in such
quantities as to constitute a serious problem. With
the destruction of so many fish, the supply of
guano (manure of sea birds)also decreases because
of the death of large numbers of the birds which
depend upon the fish for their food supply. since
this phenomenon commonly occurs near Christ-
mas, it is called "El NIO." A-.strong current
such as the Gtilf Stream annually carries many
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fish to their deaths by transporting them from
their normally starm habitat to areas where they
encounter water which is too cold for them to
endure;

'FOULING AND DETERIORATION

1mong the many important problems associ-
ated with Marine biology, none has greater econo-
mic significance than the control of marine fouling
and deterioration. As a Marine Science Technician,
you are probably well acquainted with the costly
effects of marine growth on ships' hulls and salt
water intakes. (See figure 34.) An equally im-
portant problem is the damage of shore installa-
tions- resulting from the penetration of wood,
plastics, concrete, and other structurally im-
portant materials by several marine organisms.
It has been conservatively estimated that the annual
cost to the Navy alone for the protection and main-
tenance of ships, waterfront structures, and off-
shore equipment against biological deterioration
and fouling is approximately S100,000,000. Far
more importantly, however, uncontrolled fouling
and deterioration by marine organisms can effect.=
ively reduce the combat readiness of naVal nips
and shore facilities.

Figure 34. A section of 6-inch p.ipe rerrioved
from a ship; indicating fhe results of marine-

fouling growth.oft

The fouling of ships' hulls is, of course, an
age-old problem. Man's historic efforts to dis-
courage'marine growth has resulted in the devel-
opment.of chemical agents, which today can pro-
tect hull surfaces for as long as 24 months. The
problem is far-from solved, however, because
the development and use of submerged equipments
vital to oceanic operaticinsand technological pro-
gress constantly introduce new requirements for
enduring antifouling agents.
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The biological fouling of a sonar transducer

can seriously impair the transducer's effectp.re-
ness by attenuating sound transmission. Incertain--
areas of the world, critical fouling of unprotected
surfaces can occur within a few months, rendering
sonars unfit for research or ASW operations.
Some succes in developing reliable protective
coatings foJ sonar domes has been realized,
but the prob em is complicated by the requirezner)t
that the agent used must not alter the equipment's
acoustic properties..

The growing use of underwater optical instru-
ments presents further complications. Complete
fouling of an underwater televisión lens can be
accomplished in an incredibly short period of time.
Obviously, the lens cannot be painted with anti-
faing paint, as in the case cf'a ship's hull.. .
The development of durable but transparent pro-
tective coatings is` a necesSary preliminary to the
planned installation of submerged optical equip-
ment such as television monitoring stations.

Moreover, the proposed construction of large.
stationary structures in relatively deep ocean wa-
ters for various military and commercial projects
creates additional fouling problems. Already, the
underwater structures used in the recovery of
offshore petroleum are approachmg deeper wa-
ters. BecauSe of the size. and Permanency uf
proposed structures, frequent maintenance will
be impractical, if not impossible. Therefore,
antifouling agents of enduring effectiveness must".
be developed. However, little field data is available
at the present time to warrant the assumption
that deep-ocean fouling mill not differ from that
occurring in shallow coastal waters.. For this
reasdn, far More data must be obtained about the-
ecology of fouling organisms in the deep sea
before reliable fouling deterrents can be de-
veloped.

Deterioration of submerged installations by
marine organisms is another serious 'threat to
present and proposed marine operations. Ex-
tensive destruction is caused by species of
Limmoria, or gribbles. (See figure 35.) These
'animals are related -to the shrimp and lobster
and are worldwide in distribution. They are nor-
mally found attacking the surface of submerged
piling and other wooden structures in shallow
water, but materials other than wood, such as the
gutta-percha insulation of submarine cables in
depths up to 110 meters, have been penetrated by
gribbles. Other crustaceans burrow into, and
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consequently weaken, stone seawalls. .(See
ure 36.)

5

Figure 35.Wood gribbles bore into a piling.
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Figure 36.Rock-boring bivalves, worms and
sponges attack hard, limestone

Certain 'mollusks, such as the well7known
teredo; or "shipworm," which are relatives
of the clam and oyster, attack submerged wooden
structtires in harbors,'or burrow into rocks and
coml. Mollusks are also responsible fordestruc-
tive 'attacks' on gutta-percha insulation of cables
at depths ranging from a few feet to 2,200 tneters,
causing physical damage and short circuits.
Others have been found to penetrate solid lead
sheathing of submarine power cables. Even
concrete is not immune to destructive attacks
by these creatures.

Mdine bacteria play a surprisingly important'
role in the deterioration and fouling of materials
and equipment in sea water and marine sediments.
These micro-orgtnisms accomplish their .de-
struction in a number of ways. By forming over
antifouling agents, _to which they are apparently
immune, they provide a foothold for barnacles
and other fouling animals. Cellulose-decomposing
bacteria cause millions of dollars worth of damage
to net cordage, Seines, a'nd lines used by corn-
mercial fisherman. Also present in the sea are
Cellulose-consuming fungi which infest natural
fibers and woods. Rubber productS such, as hoses

or gaskets, generally regarded as berm-impreg-
nable, have been found to be decomposed by the
action ,of marine bacterialSulfate-reducing bac-
teria have been assdciated with the accelerated
corrosion of submerged metals. Here again, the'
problem of protecting deeply submerged materials
from the ravages of these organisms is compli-
cated,by the fact that some bacteria actually thnve
in deeper water, reproducing only_ when subject
to great pressures.

Even the color of materials used in under-
water installations has an influence on the attacks
by marine fish. Attracted by the white color of
polyethylene insulation of marine cables, certain
fisn cause -extensive damage by nibbling on the
insulation. Biologists have suggested a less
'attractive insulation color in order to reduce
such attacks.

To meet .the requirements for"' solving the
problems of deterioration and fouling, biologists
must better understand the vital processes which
govern the life cycles and behavior ot the
offending organisms. Adequate knowledge of such
processes should lead to the discovery of an
inherent weakness in each organism Which is
susceptible to external control.

BIOLUMINESCENCE

A biological phenomenon well kno4vn to mari-
ners is the relatively common yet curious sight of
luminescence in the sea. Although luminescence,
was first believed to be caused by the presence
of phosphorus within the water, for :i-slmust two
centuries it has been known to be biologically in-
duced. In its most familiar form, luminescence
is observed as a bluish-green fluorescent glow
in waters disturbed by bow waves and wakes and
by cresting waves. Luminescent displays oc-
casionally attain more spectacular proportions,
however, forming parallel bars, or 'lzheel
spokes," of pulsating light extending from horizon
to horizon., Sometimes the wheel spokes appear
to rotate like a giant pinwheel. OA

.A simplified versiOn of the occurrence is.
that tiny plants and-animals, some even micro-
scopic, exiSt in the near-surface regions of the
sea in countless numbers and react to various
stimuli by emitting light. The light emitting
properties of many of these organisms permit
them to alternate, or flash; their light in a
manner similar to the common firefly. In most
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cases, the rhythm of flashing depends upon the
Icnd of stimulation introduced.. Some of the ldwly
duioflagellata, a group of single-celled organisms
strangely cast on the borderline between plants
and animals, are known to possess a luminescent
chardcteristic. Since they abound in the upper
poriPons of the oceans, dinoflagellata are among
the better 'known organisms resj5onsible for the
luminescence observed by seafarers.

Because they often exist in huge concentra-
tions, luminescent organisms are capable of
producing an afnazing amount of light. In certain
geographic regions, agitation of the sea by the
passage of a vessel at night produces enough
illumination on deck to enable one to read. When
the stimulation is passed through the organisms
in waves, their rhythmic reaction may give the

.impression of a symmetrical swirling movement
of light, thus creating the pinwheel illusion. The
parallel bar effebt occasionally observed is ac-
counted for by the movement oft'ihe sea, ,which
even under calm conditions, circulates Vertically
in such a way as to concentrate the-organisms
in horizontal streaks.

While surface displays are the most fre-
quently observed, bioluminescence is not confined
to the upper regions of the sea. Light-producing
organisms have been found to exist at every
depth. In the blackness of the abyssal depths,
where sunlight never penetrates, the light pro-
duced by pertain animals provides almost constant
illumination, to the mutual benefit of themselves
and. others not so equipped. The fact that the
latter creatures have well-developed eyes and are
obviously dependent upon alien sources of light,
is evidence a .the close interrelation of these
deep dwelling species. To fully understand the
significance of luminescence in the ecology of
marine life is a constantly expanding project
for oceanographers,.

To the casual observer, luminosity of sea
water is but a harmless manifestation of natural
wonder. In.the conduct of naval operations, how-
ever, the phenomenon is viewed with a jaundiced
eye. Observed from the air, or from tile bridge
of a large vessel, the luminous wake of a ship
travelling at even moderate speedscan be detected
for some distance, clearly revealing the position
and,' roughly, the direction and speed of the
ship. Duting World War IL amphibious' landings
an4 oth ,e1. naval movements were, on several
occasions, compromised by the presence of

/
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biolum inescence. Consequentl) , an,,tr er goal of the
oceanographer .s to eventuall) est, lish a pattern
of reoccurrence in order to forecast the periods
of luminescence- in areas of projected naval
operation.

(m)

Figure 38.Representative bioluminescent or-
ganisms.

THE DEEP
SCATTERING LAYERS

Another biological phenomenon which has -
gained increasing importance to both mariners
and oceanographers clusing the last two decades
is the sea's "deep scattering layers (D.S.L.$)."
Briefly, these are the horizontal sound reflecting
bands that_exist at various depths over broad
reaches of the world's ocean. Mariners today are
probably quite familiar with the physical aspects
of the D.S.L.s, which often produce "false bot-
toms" on the recbrding traces of echo-sounding
devices. (See figure 39.) Indeed, it has been
widely conjectured that misinterpreted "echo-
grams" may have led to the charting of non-
existent shoals. Today, determination a the
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exact composition, behavior, and distribution of
the layers is a-continuing oceanographic project,
for much more Information is needed regarding
their postible influence on sonar systems.

,

Figure 39.Representation of the deep scattering
layers (D.S.L.$).

Discovered by accident during World War II,
the "layers" have a relatively brief but inter-
estirig history. A group of physicists experiment-
ing with sonic submarine detection gear consist-
ently, and annoyingly, recorded echoes from a
uniform layer some distance above the sea's
floof: During daylight hours an exceptionally
well-defined layer was frequently observed at
300 to 350 meters. At night it disappeared. The
feature could only be attributed to a suspended
stratum of some sound reflecting, or scattering,
agent and thus -derived the name "deep scattering
layer." The name was pluralizedafter subsequent
experiments revealed the existence of multiple
layers.

Soon after this, initial discovery, a causative
solution was sought in some physical property
of the sea cNnble of producing the sonic re-
flection. To this end, attempts were made to
correlate the phenomenon with-density discon-
tinuities, or abrupt'temperature differences, in
the sea. However, workers were unable to suggest
any physical effect that would account for the
layers' chardcteristtc of ascending to the surface
at sunset and descending to depth at sunrise.%

Due to both the lack of any physical effect
and the diurnal vertical migrations of certain
marine animals, biologists postulate that the
scattering layers, are of biological origin. This
theory has endured the test of time and'is univer-

- sally accepted today.

On the basis of this correlation and later
field experiments, it was concluded that huge
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aggregations of tiny planktonic animals were
reflecting some of the ionic impulses, or "pings,"
from sound apparatus. The animals, it was sug-
gested, rose to the sUrface at nightfall to feed
upon the abundant phytoplankton.. At daybreak they
would again seek the darkness of depth, either
through the fear of predatation or their natural
sensitivity to light. Further investigations, him
shown that during the day the layers remain at
depths roughly between 210 and 730 meters. At
night they rise almost to the surface and diffuse,
or they may merge into a broad band as much as
150 meters thick. Most places in the deep ocean
usually have three layers, the deepest at an
average of 575 meteXs. Sometimes, soun ng
traces show very diffuse laygrs that stay t
the same depth day and, night.

From physical evidence as a resiilt of sam-
pling and bathyscaph observations, many re-
searchers are of the opinion that shrimp-like
crustaceans called euphausiids and sergestids are
the reflecting agents in the layers. (See figure 38.)
Others, however argue that crustaceans rarely
occur in sufficient densities to produce reflection
layers. In rebuttal, the latter researchers suggest
that fish and similar animals with swim bladders,
or gas filled bubbles, are the causative agents.
Quantities of myctophid, or lantern fish, 2- ,to
3-inch predators which feed upon crustaceans,
have been collected in net tows to reinforce
this contention. At least one observer has con-
cluded that concentrations of tiny jellyfish equip-
ped with gas-filled floats are a source of the
scattering layers.

The complexity of the problem is indicated
by the apparent likelihood that several_ agents
are iiriolved, for'a single layer often"splinters"
during vertical migration into as many as four
separate elements. These elements never cross
one another, each seeking a precise- depth as
though adjusted to a particular level of twilight.
Because of this stratification, exact identification
of each element is dependent upon the sampling
devices* seleetivityt which at present leaves much
to be desired.

The inevitable development of improved sem,
piing techniques and echo- 'soundingapparatus will,
undoubtedly, resolve the problems of the deep
scattering *era. But apart from the acoustical
problems the' layers present, biologists view the
phenomenon as a valuable ecological tool for un-
derstanding the mass distribution of life within the
sea.
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NATURAL SEA NOISES

Marine animals contribute another source of
ooustio-interference. Contrary to the belief that

the sea was a silent environment, many aquatic
animals are now known to produce noises of
widely varying nature. At times, concentrations
of animal sound-emitters can set up a veritable
clangor beneath the sea, and because of the diverse
_properties of air and water, little of it ever
reaches the casual listener above the surface.
Over hydrophones, however, these "fishy" noises
can be plainlY heard and recorded: While the
sea's inhabitants are apparently well adjusted
to this condition (having no other choice), such
noises can have serious effects on naval oper-
Vions.

The- military implications of natural sea
noises were not fully realized until World War II,
when their intensity and worldwide distribution
were recognized as limiting fac tgr...? in anti-
submarine operations. Early reseficliers found
that hydrophone reception was decidedly hampered
by the ambient noise level produced by animal
sornd-emitters. Some of The sounds are character-
istic of surface'and underwater craft, At least one
organism, or grOup, produces a sound like an
unrhythmic hammering on steel to the under-
standable dismay of a hydrophone operator.

Mindful of the obvious operational and psy-
chological stress that the noises placed on ship's
crews, the Navy- initiated a program to record
and identify them. The- object of the program was
to train operators of acoustic gear to discriminate
between biological sounds and-mechanical sounds
and to possibly redesign equipment to filter out
undesirable sounds.

The problem of identification is complicated
by the fact that, over hydrophones, the souncs made
by an individual animal may differ from the effect
-produced by a group. Thus, the croaker often makes
a drumming sound, but the noise produced by a
dense shoal of croakers has been described as re-
sembling that of a pneumatic drill tearing up pave-
ment. In some instances their chorus becomes so
voluminous that it drowns cut completely anyship
or propeller noise. The snapping shrimp, an-in-
edible variety smaller than a man's little finger,
produces a sharp "snaji" with its lobster-like
Claw, but the over-all noise created by a large
number of suoh animals is a continuous crackling
noise similar to radio static. (See figure 40.)

Figure 40.--Snapping shrimp.

In the effort to catalog marine-animal noise
workers found it necessary to correlate the sounds
recorded with more familiar terrestrial ones. To-
day, it is known thatporpoises and whales whistle,
click, bark, and moan; barnacles slurp; black
mussels crackle; toadfish croak, growl, and whis-
tle; wealth sh, silver perch, arid spot perch produce
a rapid, raspy croak; the Atlantic croaker, true
to its name, makes a similar, almost drumming
sound at a slower rate; the northern puffer or
swellfish squeaks and coughs, among other noises;
the striped barnfish coughs; and the striped sea
robin makes a sound like fingernails being scraped
over a drum. On. the other hand, many fish have
been found to be practically mute, such as the
flounder and mullet.

The manner in which the organisms produce
their sounds is fairly well known. Crustacea
sbunds are normally of the percussion variety,
such as the claw-snapping of shrimp. The noises
made by free-swimming fish are usually the pro-
duct of their swim-bladder. This organ varies
in form _with the species of fish, and the type of
sound-emitted is a particular function of its size,
shape-, and the manner in which it is vibrated.
Fish also produce rasping, scraping, grinding, or
whining noises either by grinding their teeth or
by rubbing their fins rogether.

The exact function of marine animal noises
is still uncertain. They appear in some instances
to be associated with breeding and spawning; in
others, to be defensive and protective. It seems
likely that sounds produced by at least some fish
are used by them for spatial orientation in a
manner similar to sonar. It has also been deter-
mined that some of the sounds, made serve no
useful purpose at all and in some cases even reveal
the originator's presence to a lurking predator.
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Figure -II. Estimated distribution of fish noise based on the presence and*.abundance of sonic speoies
and their sonic abilities.

Marine biologists are particularly interested
in determining the exact biological significance
of sounds and look upon the non-military use of
hydrophones as a valuable oceanographic instru-
ment. It it evident .that if certain sounds are
peculiar to certain animal grtups, underwater
listening could be used to plot the distribution
of such animals. Moreover, by classifying the
creature's various sounds, such as those made
while spawning and fee.ding and those believed
to he -emotional," biologists hope to broaden
their understanding of the behavioral traits of
marine animals.

CORAL REEF:::

Probaoly no branch of oceanography in-.

volves as many of the earth's sciences as the
study of the nigin and development of coral reefs."
Primarily an active biological process, the build-
ing, of a reef embraces geological, chemical,
and physical processes, the extent of which varies
with the location and type of formation under
construction. 'Achile considerable work has been
done in this field over the years, there remain
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wide gaps in knowledge which impede progress,
particularly in the physiology- and ecology of
reef organisms.

Following World War II, a war fought in
coral seas of which little was known, a marked
intensification of coral, reef investigation took
place which has resulted in the acquisition of val-
uable biological data. The importance of continued
research lies not only in the fact that the con--
stantly growing reefs pose a serious threat to
present and future marine operations, but im-
proved, harbor maintenance and the stabilization
6f many important islands may depend upon a
better .knowledge of coral formation. The studies
are also important in expanding our knowledge
of the general ecology of the sea, for as a reef
develops, other organisms become adapted to the
environment, thriving and contributing to a rel-
atively 'closed system" of existence.

The most important builder of a coral reef
is a polyp, a creature very low on the scale of
evolution. These animals cement themselves to an
underwater platform and proceed to iecrete an
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external layer, or skeleton, of calcium carbonate
which, due to the shape of the young polyp,
produces a stony limestone cup. As each polyp
matures, It grows ein size and complexity of struc-
ture, branching and multiplying to eventually form
large mass:es of dense rock. At certatn-tirnes-of
the yeq, the polyps reproduce their kind by
relep.si* larva, which are carried by the currents
to iter sites, where, if suitable conditions of
tenrature and depth exist, a new reel is formed.
It has been estimated that billions of tons of rock
are thus created each year.

Corals are specialized carnivores, subsisting
on tiny planktonic animals which they capture with
their paralyzing tentacles. Typicallieef-building
corals characteristically contain within their
tissues numerous algae ceHs which they are
incapable of expelling. This symbiotic relationship
between animal and plants contributes mutually
to each other's well being, the exact sigmficance
of which is the subject of considerable contro-
versy among marine biologists. It appears evident
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that the relationship is beneficial, at least to the
host polyp, for the most vigorous coral growth
occurs within the lfghted depths, from 20 to 30
fathoms, a-Pparently due to the fact that the
contained algae, like all plants, r (Jure light for
survival.- c,

Coral growth is also dependeht on other fac-
.

tors which include favoiable temperature, salinity,
and nutrient value of the surroundng water mass.

A secondary but integral part of reef con-
struction are the various calcareous algae which
grow upon the reef. In the coursr ..-;f time, these
stony plants have a mortise-like effect upon the
environment that binds the reef mass together,
contributing to its over-all strength.

Coral reefs are constantly subject to various
forces that can damage or weaken them. Erosion
from the constant battering of the sea c-an even-
tually cause massive breakage, and the depos-
ition of sediments on living coral beds results

A bed of both calcareous and stony coral

Elkhorn coral

Figure 42. Representative coral forms.
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A. HAMMERHEAD SHARK
,

94'

B. WHITE SHARK

C. TIGER SHARK

D. SAND SHARK

Figure 43, Some Members of the Shark 'Family and their Different Visual Characteristics
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in 4:ventua1 death of the beds. A number of
snails, worms, and barnacles bore deeply into
the very foundation of coral colonies. Naturally,
a greater knowledke of the effects of these forces
is essential to present and future coral reef studies.

HARMFUL AND USEFUL
ASPECTS OF MARINE LIFE

Probably the most important problem that
man associates with surviyal at sea is the danger
of attacks- by obnoxious animals. Whether this
or othd factors are the primary detriment to
survival is debatable. The fact remains that sea
life poses a serious threat to naval operations

'involving swimmers and divers. Furthermore, as
the rapid advances in underwater equipment and
techniques extend the depth and range of such
operations, there is a greater need for effective
deterrents against the threat.

The number of species of marine animals
capable of harming man has been estimated at
more than 3,000, and these are separable into
three categories: poisonous, venomous, and car-.
nivorous. The last category is- undoubtedly the
most familiar, for it includes the biters such as
the fearsome shark. For a man in the water,
the fear of sharks is well founded, feOr out of
approximately 250 species that inhabit the seas.,
more than 50 are -known to be dangerous. Fur-
thermore, sharks arecto be found in all oceans
from 45' north to 450 south latitude.

Because of the many attacks attributed to
them, no other marine animal has been more
extensively observed than the shark. Over the
years, chenlical repellent agents have been devel-
oped and used in survival circumstance's. Their
effectiveness has been less than complete, for
incidents have been recorded in which sharks
have demonstrated unpredictably savage.conduct
in apparent disregard of the repellents released.

Attacks by other marine carnivores such as
the barracuda and the moray eel present a physical,
as well as psychological hazard to many types of
underwater operatiois. Venomous animals, such
as the stonefishes,sea snakes, and numerous
invertebrates, and a variety of stinginorganisms
represent a c8nstant menace to the survivor at
sea or the unwary swimmer or scuba diver.
The development of truly effective defenses against
all of these forms will require far more ecological
and behavioral information than is now available.
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Figure 44. Some obnoxious fishes: .A. Moray eel.
B. Parrot fish. C. Sea bass, or grouper. D. Bar-

racuda. E. puffer.

On the brighter side, however, there aie good
indications that marine life itself can provide
the answers to these and many other problems.
It has been observed that certain marine animals
and plants produce substances which either kill,
repel, or confuse other forms. By isolating and
examining these §ubstances, biologists hope to
discover more effective repellents or deterrents
for use against obnoxious animals.

Studies of the pharmacological properties of
marine plants and animals may open .the door
on a new family of drugs. The defensive poisons
exuded by many sea organisms are believed tobe_

7
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the source of potent new drugs for possible use
in the war against cancer as well as other human
diseases. For example, anti-cancer drugs-are
being sought in the, tissues of shark Igrains.

Studies of the amazing swimming- character-
istics of certain marine animals, such as the
dolphin and seal, may provide information useful
in the design and construction of new hulls for
surface ships and -submarines. Research on the
swimming techniques of ?narine animals indicates
that many possess highly efficient propulsion
mechanisms, completely silent and actomplished
without detspatable turbulence. This phenomenon
is of considerable interest to the Navy in the
development Of future submersibles.

Biologists have determined that many kinds
of marine animals have the ability to detect
and identify targets at great distances and then
swim toward them with unerring accuracy. Closely
related to this phenomenon is the ability of shoals
of fish to perceive and respond quickly to some
sort of self-induced signal. These signals suggest
a highly effectiVe system of underwater com-
munications, Research in this field is expected'
to evolve new concepts of target detection and
identification, long-range submerged navigation,
and underwater communie41ions.

Many other unique capabilities of marine
organisms are being studied in an effort to create
new, and improve existing, man-made devices.
Biologists are investigating how marine animals
such as whales, porpoises, seals, and numerous
fishes can sound rapidly to great depths without
developing the bends and other diseases con-
tracted by humans under similar conditions.
The remarkable process by which some marine
animals can replace lost or damaged parts of
their bodies may hold secrets of cell formation
useful to medibal sciences. The anti-bacterial
activity of marine algae may aid :n thedevelop:.
meet of new antibiotics. The possibility; of em-
ulating natural processes of air purification by
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constructing analogues based on the photosyn-
thesis of algae is being investigated as a means
of improving submarine habitability. These are
but a few of the potentially great discoveries
at hand, .and, in every instance, success will
depend upon the systematic acquisition of fun-
damental biological data.

. THE CHALLENGE
OF MARINE BIOLOGY

The foregoing has been a brief look at some
of the problems and a few of the paths open or
being opened to solve the pcoblems faced. There
can be no serious doubt that these problems
can be solved at the present level of our technolo-
gy. The results of applied research today w,11 be
merely the_ basic knowledge of tomorrow, as
whole nev, concepts and goals will'undoubtedly
come into focus. This, however, is a healthy
progression and one which will provide the nec-
essary motivation for continued effort.

The modern challenge to marine biologists'
is to understand, explain, and predict the in-
tricate interrelatmnslups of life in thP sea.
It is, of course, impossible to foretell the excent
that this knowledge will affect the future of max-
kind. That it will be profound appears evident
in the mariy imaginative programs being under-
taken. The ultirnate goalS are far reaching and
constantly being extended as the scrences adjust,
almost daily to.an increasing awareness of the
ocean's great potential. Today, It seems reason-.
able to envi Sion spectacular achievements in inner
space that will parallel those of outer space.

To this end the National Oceanographic
Program will bekgreatly aided by-the formationof
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration that was formally organized in late
1970. The formation of NOAA will reduce dup-
lication of effort as well as give the concerted
effort needed to systematically investigate the
ocean and atmosphere.
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WATER MOTIONS

WAVES AND SURF

Ocean surface waves are-advancing crests
and troughs of Water propagated by the force
of the wind. Waves usually are defined and
measured by their height, period, and length.
Height is the vertical distance between crest
and trough, period is the time between passage
of successive crest& or troughs at a reference
point, and length is the horizontal distance be-
tween successive crests, Deepwater wave-
length and period are related by a simple equa-
tion: wavelength w 5.12 x period2 . Also, individ-
ual wave speed (knots) 21 3.03 x period.

Although wave observations can be made by
direct measurements, some uncertainty may
exist as to what actually has been measured.
Therefore, in order to obtain a clear idea as to
the combinations of waves present -on an ap-
parently confused ocean surface, a knowledge
of the growth of wind waves (sea) and the decay
of swell is necessary.

Growth of Wind Waves (Sea)

' Under the influence of a newly formed wind,
ripples develop into waves whose dimensions
tend to increase with the wind velocity, dura-
tion, and fetch (the length of the area over
which the wind is blowing). Waves also ard
subject to decaying influences, as discussed
later. Further development in a steady wind
results in variously dimensioned waves with
progressively increasing heights and periods,
until a steady state of sea is reached in which
the sea is fully developed for the prevailing wind
speed. That is, the relativeoroportions of waves
of varying heights and periods remain the Same as
long as the wind does not change. These wind waves,
generated locally by a continuing wind, are known
as sea. Although this sea originated in a singite wind
system, it is a combination of many different waves
which &re angular and short crested, have various
heights and directions, and give the appearance
of a rapidly changing ocean .surface.

4
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Comparisen of visual wave height observa-
tions and. the more comprehensive mechanical
wave height measurements shows that the former
indicate only the higher waves. An observe/4E
judgment of wave height., is biased toward the
higher waves, whereas a wave meter measures
all ,of the waves. Fortunately, a simple relation
exists between the two: A visual observation of
wave height at a given time and place is almt
the same as the average of the highest 1/3 of
all the-waves at that time and place. This average
is called the significant height.

With present obseivational techniques, the
features of an individual sea wave are unpredicta-
ble. What can be forecast, however, is the statis-
tically probable distribution of heights, periods,
and directions of sea. The different distributions.
for the various sea states are illustrated in
Table 6 for...fully developed seas, where averages
rather than distributions are.given. '

The wave frequency; speed, direction, and
fetch of the wind; and the decay distance (the
distance the waves proceeded from the gener-
ating area) are used to obtain a number (E)
which is related to wave height. Values of wave
height, length, and period are subsequently de-
termined from E. Instructions for making such
a statistical forecast are found in N.O. Pub.
No. 603.

Swell

Se persists only in the fetch area and for the
dimatio of the generating wind. J.f., the wind
dies ddvn or if the waves leave themlikch area,
the ocean surface waves become swell, which in
time can be distinguished from sea by its
appearance. Swell waves characteristically are
rounded, their crests are longer and lower than
those of see waves, and they are more regular
in height, period, and direction. A particular
swell can be followed for some distance across
the ocean's surface.
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Another important difference between sea
and swell is the uniformity or nonuniformity of
periodS, heights, and directions. Sea wave periods
are variable, whereas swell wave periods are
fairly uniform. Under the influence of a gen-
eratingq,vind, sea waves are from various dir-
eOtions. A group having a ,given direction tends

-to travel together, but as these-waves leave
the area of generation they separate from the
sea waves havthg other directions; this is lmown
as angular spreading. This group of separated
sea waves now is known as unidirectional swell.
If a subgroup of swell waves having a given
period is chosen from the unidirectional group
and if then the subgroup travels a few hundred
miles, another phenomenon, known as dispersion,
becomes evident. Th waves having shorter
periods (traveling slower) will have dropped
behind the subgroup, and the longer period waves
will have sped ahead of the subgroup. Thus,
any swell sufficiently removed from its origin
is comparatively uniform in both period and
di rection.

, Forecasts of the distribution of swell char-
acteristics are made in terms of the separation
(filtering) by angular spreading and dispersion.

Wave Decay.As a swell waveprogresses, in
the absence of a sustaining wind, its height
decreases with a consequent reduction in wave
steepness (height to length ratio). l'hia altera-
tion of wave form, that is, the tendency of
waves to level off to a smooth ocean surface, is
known as wave decay. One reason 'for wave
decay is a loss of energy from the wave that is
brought about by: (1) internal friction (eddy
viscosity), (2) resistance encountered as waves
ted1overtake the wind, (3) restraint by cross-

inds, (4) action of currents in the path of
waves, and (5) the effects of seaweed, ice,
shoals, islands, or continents in the path of waves,

In a group 'of waves which were generated to-
gether in a storm area,.height decay occurs partly
because of the deoaiof individuaIwaves and partly
because of angular spreadft ana dispersion. In
the latter phenomenon, waves are separated from
each other throiigh angular spreading (differences
in direction) or through dispersion (differences in
period or wavelength). In each process, wave
heights which formerly reinforced each other in
height no longer do so, and the effect is that the
observed wave heights are less than before angular
spreading and dispersion took place, although the
heights of the individual waves are essentially the
same.
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Another aspect bf wave decay; the change of

Wavelength, comes about as a resalt of ths-
persion; that is, long waves travel ahead of
short waves because cif the difference in speed.
Thus, the assortment of wavelengths near a
generating storm contains comparatively few
long-length waves as compared to the assort-
ment away-from the-storm.

Surf

Waves which originated in a distant storm
often travel as long low swell which, although
scarcely noticeable until they near the sho:e,
eventually become surf. As these waves pass
among outlying islands, they are deflected and
scattered; They are further bent around points
and into bays, tending to orient their crests
parallel to the shoreline. Hence, there is often
considerable local variation in surf character-
istics.

Sea and swell involvei;not only action at-the
surface but also mAkion of water particles at
depth. As a wave passes through an area, the
surface water particles in the area move up,
forward, down, and backward, describing circes
in planes parallel to the direction of wave
travel. Subsurface water particles do likewise,
describing circular orbits whose diameters dim-
inish with increasing depth. As the wave enters
shallow water, the particles orbit beneath the
surface, and the orbits become ellipses which
flatten with depth. Finally, at the bottom the
particles no longer have vertical motion. In deep
water, below the greatest depth of wave influence,
there is no motion due to wave action, whereas
in shallow water, particles oscillate to and fro
along the bottom parallel to the direction of
wave travel.

As the wave enters water of depth less than
one-half the wavelength, it is said to feel bottom.
As its wavelength decreases, steepness increases
and height may change. When the steepestsurface
of the waye inclines more than 60° from the hor-
izontal, the wave becomes unstable and plunges
forward.

When breakers and surf are forcasted, a
number of factors must be considered, as varia-
tibns in these factors greatly influence local surf
conditions. Some of these factors aret the height,
period, length, and direction of the incoming
wave train; the winds near shore; bottom and
beach topography; angle of breakers with shoreline;
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distance of outermost breakers from the beach;
and average depth of water at point of breaking.

DepictiOn of Sea and Svilgll

A knowledge of sea and swell 'conditions is
basic in the planning of many naval operations.
Fcir example, the effectiveness of sonar equip-
ment can be limited by wave conditions; rough
seas produce high backgr und noisd whereas
relatively calm seas may oduce the al strati-
fications that affects so r ranges. the effi-
ciency of air and radar search for submarines
and snorkels also depends, to some extent, upon
surface wave conditions.
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Sea anti swell usually are presented graphic-
ally in atlases and other oceanographic publica-
tions by means of roses, which picture sthe
percent frequency of various sea snd swell
height categories by direction. Also, bargraphs
and isolines are used to give the percent fre-
quency of urrence of selected sea and sm,ell
height catègies.

Data for sea and swell presentations usually
are obtained from machine punch cards whose
sourcetsmaterial is wave observations from
marine meteorological and oceanographic forms,
deck logs, and special observation forms. Addi-
tionally, Ave data may be computed directly
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from wind observations at sea. Tile data are
generally, conibined into sea and swell _roses for
areas of Various sizes, deL*nding upon the relative
unifornrty of condlpons within the area and the
number of avAilable observations. Examples of the
frequendy distribution of sea are shown in firire
46, and examples of the 'frequency distributiqn
of swell are shown in figure 47. Note that swell
penetrates some distance into ice coverectareat,

.depending on its period and the concentration
and thickness of the pack, whereas sea is largely
attbnuated by ice.

Sea and swell data usually are grouped by
seasons, since in'most areas of the world seasonal
variations are greater than those of shorter
periods. However, the presentations of the data are
general and do not take intooaccount temporary
local effects such as the passing of storms,
frontal systems, local atmospheric disturbances,
and land and sea breezes %%hich occur along
coastlines.

Controls

Since, as has been stated, v.avesareproduced
1) winds, the principal controlling factors in
determining average wave patterns over an
ocean area and the seasonal changes in a local
area are the climatological features having' a
primary effect on wind, namely, surface baro-
metric pressure distribution and storms. Figure
48 is a typical synoptic wave chart for die
North Atlantic, with the atmospheric pressure

'pattern superimposed, showing how waves are
related to winds over a major ocean area. The ,

wave heights have been reported by ships -or -I
have been determined from wind velocities and
duration, fetch, and decay distance. The re-;

001.1ationship of the major wave trains to the synoptic
weather pattern is obvious, as ,is the association
of the higher waves with the strong winds of
low pressure systems.

Although, ocean waves are. generated as a.
direct result of wind action, other factors 'affect
their magnitude and direction. The following
are examples:

Currents. When waves enter an area of
strong flpposing currents, the wave form steep-
ens even to the point of breaking. Conver-/ sely, when waves move with a component of
the current, they increase in length and decrease
in height.

a
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Bottom Topography. .Water is deffned as
shallow if the water depth is less than one-half of,

.the distance between wave heights on the surfixe
(wavelength). Changes iri 'depth within tlup shallow
wafer zone result in velocity changes of various
'segments of a wavq,.- This process, called wave
refraction, is similar to the bending of light.rays
when they pass through various substances. Wave
velocity decreases as water depth decreases, and
unless-the direction of propagation is perpendicular
to the bottom- cOntours, the portion of a wave
entering shallow water moves more slowly than the
portion of the same 'wave in deeper water.
The portions of shallow water waves passing
over depressions on the bottom move faster
than the portions on either side; hence, wa9e-
crests stretdi and heights decrease. Obseiva-
tions of variations in wave heights in shallow
water day indicate the approximate position of
underwater rtdges and depressions. Islands lying
in the path of waves cause refraction around
their sides. Leeward of an island, the waves
may meet and pass through each other, producing
a confused cross sea.

Local Winds. All sea areas near tlite shores
of continents and large.. islands are influenced
by land and sea breezes. Modification of the ex-
itting wind field, by onshore winds during the
afternoon and by offshore winds during mcrn-
ing causes corresponding increases or decreases
in sea eighis. Also, gravity winds, which are
formed when dense cold air accumulates on eon-
tinental lighlands and flows rapidly down the
slope and out over the sea, produce high waves
for short distances from'. shore.

CURRENTS

A general knowledge of currents is es-
sential ,for'an,understandmg of bOth the intkaction
Of the sea ind air and the oceanic circulation
in general, 'Oc'eanic circulattón. plays a mafor'
rOle in the distribution of many environmental
factors.

.Althougli the directions and speeds of the
principal surface currents are fairly well !mown,
knowledge of subsurface currents is seriously
limited. Recent important developments i n current
meaiuring devices and new \current investigating
techniques have led to some significant discover-.
ies in subsurface circulation. IFOt example, a
southward flow has been found to great depths
berreatli the..pow;eriul, northIsfekting Gulf Stream,
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and an unexplained jet of eastward-flowing sub-
surface water (the Cromwell Current) with speeds
to 3 knots has been discovered setting counter to
the .west-setting North Equatorial Current in the
Pacific Ocean. However, direct subsurface cur-
rent measurements in the ocean are not nearly
abundant enough to establish a pattern of sub-
surface circulation. Our knowledge of subsurface
circulation is based primarily on a method of
water density eomputations from the distribution
of temperature and salinity, factors much easier
to measure and for which much more abundant
data are available. Current charts that are con-
structed from these computations are generalized,
but knowledge of subsurface currents would be
even more 'scanty if based entirely on direct
observations.

Currents in the sea generally are produced by
wind, tide, differences in 'density between water
masses, sea level differences, or runoff from the
land. They may be roughly classified as tidal or
nontidal currents. Nontidal currents, those not
caused by tidal movement, include the- permanent
currents in the general circulatorsszstems of the
ocean; geopotential currents, which are thOse as-
sociated with density differences in water masses;
and temporary -currents, such as wind-driven cur-
rents, which arise from meteorological conditions.
Tidal currents are the horizontal expression of
tide forces and usually are significant only in shal-
low water, Where they often become the strong or
doininant flow. Although-tidal currents willpe con-
sidered in greater detail at the endof this section,
it is important to note here that currents are usual-
ly a combination of tidal and nontidalcurrents. One
type of current, the hydraulic current, can be clas-
sified as either tidal, nontidal, of a combination.
Hydraulic currents are caused by differences in
sea level between two bodies of water and usually
occur in straits separating such bodies of water.

Wind-driven currents, of course, are those
motivated by the force of the wind exerting stress
on the sea surface. This stress causes the surface
water- to move, and this movement is, transmitted
to,the underlying water to a -depth Which is de-
pendent mainly on the strength and persistence of
the wind. Most ocean currents are the result
of winds that tend to blow in a given direction
over considerable amounts of time. Likewise,
local currents, those peculiar to an area in which
they are found, will arise when the wind blows
in one direction for some tirrie. In many cases,
the strength of wind may be used as a rule of
thumb for determining the speed of a local

a 5-6
current; the speed is figured as 2% of the wind's
force. Hence, if a wind blows for 3 or 4 days
in a given direction at about 20 knots, it may be
expected that a local ctitzrent of nearly 0.4 knot
is being experienced.

The speed of a current is known as its
drift. Drift is normally nteasured in nautical
miles per hour. The term "velocity" is often
used as the equivalent of "speed" in reference
to current, although strictly "velocity" implies
direction as well as speed. Set, the direction
in which the current acts or proc.geds,,is measured.
according to compasS points of'degrees. Obser-
vations of currents are made directly be rnechaqi-
cal devices that record speed and direCtion, or
indirectly by water density computations, drift
bottles, or visuallY (slicks and water color
differences).

Ocean Currents

The system of currents in the oceans of the
rld keeps the water 'continually circulating.

The midwinter positions of these major orJean
currents (general circulation) are shown infigure
49. These positions shift only slightly with the
seasons, except in the northern part of the Indian
Ocean and along the China coast where the mon-
soons cause the currents to flow in opposite
directions in winter and summer. Currents appear
on most" charts as well-behaved continuous
streams defined by clear boundaries and with
gradually changing directions. These representa-
tions usually are smbothed patterns derived from
averages of many observations and do not repre-
sent synoptic or instantaneous situations. Figure
50 is an example, based on actual observations

, of the meandering of the Gulf Stream, that can
be expected within short periods of time. Un-
fortunately, prediction of such meanders cannot
be made at present. Thus, surface and subsurface
charts must represent resultant or prevailing
currents derived statistically and based on many
observations.

Ocean currents usually are trongest near the
surface and sometimes attain considerable speed,
such as 5 knots or more reached by the Florida
Current. In the middle latitudes, however, the
strongest surface currents rarely reachspeeds
abolle 2 knots. At depth, currents generally are
slow (less than 0.5 knot), but recent investigations-
have disclosed the existence of high velocity
streams, such as the Cromwell Current in the
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Itcific Ocean. At.very great depths, in trenches
for example, it was believed that currents were
imperceptible, but now some evidence indicates
a. measurable flow.

Winds are the pvimary generating force
responsible for the general current patterns
shown in figure 49. Figure 51 shows the wind
systems, of the world whose characteristics are
similar in-many respects to the currents shown
in figure 49. A wind-driven current does -not
flow in exactly the same direction as the wind,
but is deflected by the earth's rotation. This
deflecting force (Coriolis force), greater at higher
latitudes and more, effective in deep water, is to'
the right of Jhe wind direction in the- .Northern
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Hemisphere arid to the left in the Southern Hemi-
sphefe. At latitudes between 10°N and 10S, the
current usually sets down wind. In general, the
angular difference in direction between the wind
and the surface current varies from about 10' in
shallow coastal areas to as niuch as 45' in some
areas of the open ocean. The angle increases with
depth of current, and at certaindepths the current
may flow in the opposite direction to that at the
surface. Some major wind-driven' currents are
the West Wind Drift in the Antarctic, the North
and South Equatorial Currents that lie in the
trade wind belts of the ocean, and the seasonal
monsoon currents in the western Pacific.

Ocean currents have a definite structure
which often is obscured near the surface by effects
of winds and other factors. Large density gradients
may develop in the vicinity of strong ocean cur-
rents. Withih the prevailing current systemscen-..
tered at mid-latitudes, the surfaces of equal
density slope downward toward the right of the
observer facing downcUrrent in the Northern
Hemisphere and downward toward his left in the
Southern Hemisphere. In some areas, where cur-
rents carrying water of different densities con:-
verge, confused currents Usually exist, Examples
of such areas are the 'convergence of the warm
Gulf Stream and the cold Labrador Current in
the western Mlantic and the warm Kuroshio
and the cold Oyashio in the western Pacific.

In deep water, currents are related to the
therrhocline (layer of rapid temperature decrease
with depth), and three general ,situations may
be recognized: (1) Above the thermocline the
subsurface. Currents have about the same speed
and direction as surface currents, (2) current
speed frequently decreases sharply at the thermo-

,o0coline, and (3) below the therniocline currerit
eeds gradually decrease with depth, and their

direction may differ appreciably from that above
the thermocline. The depths to which significant
subsurface flow Can be detected vary with each
current or in different parts of the same current.
Usually, water having characteristics of that on
the surface extends deeper near the ,axa Of
major current systeins.-Though seasonal-it/arming
may develop a sharp shallow _thermocline, the
stronger current and resulting turbulence near the
axis of a system produces a deeper homogeneous
layer conducive to better detection ranges.

When adjacent currents of different phygical
characteristics set (flow) in opposite directions,

such as the cold south-setting coastal/current
and the warm north-setting Gulf Stream along
our east coast, warm wafer often forms a shal-
low wedge over the denser colder water. For
example, figure 52 shows a latitudinal cross
section of two currents flowing side by side.
Since the distance in this figure frorn A to C
represents 100 miles, the vertioal scale is redly
exaggerated. In proceeding from A to C, the sub-
marine travels through two areas of fairly deep
surface layers near A and C. In each of thene
layers the thermoclines aie deep, and.sound con-
ditions are relatively good. Away from the centers
of thesecurrent systems, the surface layers shosl,
and hear B (the boundary between the two cur-
rents) the :Alarm water overlies the cold water
as -a. shallow wedge. Tongues of warm and cold
water intertwine along this interface and usually
cause poor sound conditions. Similarly, where

.the west-setting North and South Equatorial
Currents border on the east-setting Equatorial
Countercurrent, the thermocline is shallow and
echo ranging conditions are poor.

fLOPIIIh 11116 1.11111

Figure 52. Idealized cross section of 'ancii.ean
current and countercurrent.

Eddies, which vary in size from a few miles.
to 75 miles. or More in diameter, branch from
major currents. Large eddies are common on both
sides of the Gulf ,Stream from Cape Hitte:eas

o the Grand Banks. How long such -eddies
persist and retain their dparacteristics near the
surface is not well known, but large eddies near
the Gulf Stream are known to persist longer
than a. month. The surface speeds of currents
within these eddies, when first formed, may reach
2 knots. Smaller eddies have much less momentum
4E1 sgctrit die down or lose their surface character-

istics through wind stirring. Eddies are a potential
source of poer 'end- variable ,sound conditions.

Vertical Currents

In addition to currents that travel hori-
zontally in the sea, there also are those that
move vertically. In some areas this vertical
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MoTernent is primarily responsible for the oc-
ourrence of strong thermal gradients. Most
vertical circulation occurs in the upper Logo
feet. Vertical circulation at great depthi is
represented by a general overturning of the
water masses, rather than vertical transport by
definite currents.

Sini lig of Surface Water, A highly variable
phenomenon much influenced by local water
movements and weather is the vertical down-
ward molrement (sinking) of hea4ier (denser)
sirface water. Sinking may occur in almost
any part of the Means, but ordinarily occurs at
the convergence between two." water masses of
difrerent characteristics, especially where there
is considerable cooling or evaporation of surface
water. fiinkirg may be significant to submarine
operations in a conveigence zone that is only
a few yardd wide and several miles long. Such
a convergence area may have the choppy ap-
pearance of a tide rip and contain debris brought
into it 'by the converging currents.- Also, the
downdraft sometimes is strong enough to sink
debris of slight buoyancy, and the surface currents
may be strong enough to hold a drifting vessel
in the convergence despite crosswind. Unfortun-
ately, very little information- is available about
the. size and form of the downward currents,
since most observations of their existence have
been at the surface.

Upwelling.r Converse to the descending
movement of surface waters is the ascending
movement (upwelling). Upwelling may occur any-
where in the oceans, but most often it occurs in
coastal regions where a strong wind blows the
surface water seaward and allows the deeper
.colder water to rise in its place. Upwelling
normally occurs along the west coasts of conti-
nents,-being particularly strong off Peru, Cali-
lornia, and the west coast of Africa. Offshore
winds tend to produce upwelling, but wind par-,

-all.eling the coadt also may cause upwelling along
thg shore, as Coriolis force will deflect the flow
,of water considerably (figure 53). For example,
a north or, northwest wind along the coast of
California causes upwelling, whereai a southerly
wind does not, In the Southern Hemisphere south-
erly winds may cause upwelling, as off the coast
of Peru.

C'oastal and Tidal Currents

Coastar Cuirents erg caused mainly by river
-aischarge, tide, and wind; however, in part they

Figure 53. Example of upwelling in Northern
Hemisphere.

may also be producedby the circulation in the
open ocean. Because of the tides or local topo-
graphy, coastal currents often are irregular.
Much theory regarding deepwater currents does
not apply to water movement shoreward of the
100-fathom contour.

-Tidal currents, a factor of little importance
in general deepwater ciculation, are of great
influence in coastal waters. The tides furnish
energy through tidal currents, which keep coastal
waters relatively well stirred, often resulting
in-isovelocity sound conditions. However, close
to shore and especially near the mouths of es-
tuaries, fresh water outflow often is restricted
to the surface and produces a distinct layer. A

strong tidal current usually produces considerable
turbulence. This turbulence may affect sound.
conditions, maneuverability of vessels, and factors
of importance to ASW.
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. Having considered the relationship of coastal
currents and tidal currents to one another and to
ocean currents, let us now examine In greater
depth the tidal phenomenon.

Tidal Phenomenon

The tidal phenomenon is composed of two
closely related movementstide ancItidal current.
"Tide" refers to the vertical rise and fall of
water, and "tidal current," to the horizontal
flow. The tide rises and falls; .the tidal current
floods and ebbs. The movements are intimately
related, and both are caused by ,forces of the
moon and the sun upon the earth.

Tides. In general, a tide rises and falls
twice daily. The tide rises until it reaches a
maximum height, called high tide or high water,
and then falls to a minimum level, called low
tide or low water. The difference in height
between consecutive high and low waters is called
the range of the tide.
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The rite of rise and fall of a tide is not

uniform. From low water the tide rises slowly
at first and increases until about half way to high
water. Then the rate of rise decreases until,
high water is- reached, at which time the rise
ceases and for a brief period, called stand, no
change in water level can be detected. A falling
tide behaves in a similar manner.

A graphic representation of the rise and fall
of the tide at New York during a 24=hour period is
shown in figure 54. Notice, that the tide curve
has a general form of a sine curve.

Figure 54. The rise and fall of the tide at
New York.

As we have already stated, tides result from
.differences in the gravitational attraction of
various celestial bodies, principally the moon and
the sun, upon the earth. The moon has the greatest
tide-producing effect; the sun has somewhat less.
The effec t of other heavenly bodies is insignifi-
cant.

The gravity of the earth acts aliproximately
toward' the earth's center and tends to hold the
earth in the shape of a sphere. However, the
moon and sun provide disturbing, or tide-produp-
Mg, forces.

Figure 55 represents the tides which would
be produced by the moon alone if the ,earth were
a non-rotating, perfect sphere with a uniforin
coating of water. The gravitational attraction of the
moon would cause the waters to bulge out at two
opposite points. These bulges, drrectly in line
with the moon, would be the two pointa of max-
imum high tide, From there the water level
would slope, down to minimum low tide 90° from
the points of high tide. If the earth were then
rotated under the water, all places on its sur-
face would be,carried through alternate high
and low tides.

^
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Figure 55. Tidess are caused by a bulging
out of water in the direction of the moon and

in the direction opposite the moon.

The gravitational pull of the moon or sun
does not actually lift the water in the bulges
from' the earth. The fluidity of water permits
the water to move in the direction of the attracting
body and pile up at---the point nearest the center
of the attractive force, as well as at a point
180° from it. The piling up or accumulation of
water causes the bulges.

Because of its comparative closeness to "
the earth, the moon has a greater tide-producing
effect than the sun. Therefore, we will consider
the moon and its effects in greater decail.

The tide-producing forces of the moon tend
to create high tides on the sides 'of the earth
nearest to and farthest from the moon, with
a low tide belf between them. As the earth ro-
tates on its axis, a point on earth passes through
two high and two low.' tidal areas' each da:, if
the moon is over the equator *(igure 56A). As
the moon orbits around the earth, it occupies
different positions relative to the equator. The
angular distance of the moon, north or south,
from the equator is called its declination. When
the moon is north or south of the equator, the
tidal force pattern is as shown in figure 56B, and
a point on the equator passes thrbugh two unequal
highs or only one high. Thus, due to the moon's
declination, a particular plkce may have two high
tides in a day, one of which is higher than the
other, and two low tides, one of which is lower.
The various tides during the day at a given
place are termed higher high water, lower high
water, higher low water and lower low water,

The tide-producing forces due, to the sun
are similar to those of the moon, and the tide
experiepced on earth is a resultant of the two,
That part of the 'tide caused by the tide-pro-
ducing forces of*the moon is called lunar tide.
That part caused by the sun's forces is solar
tide.
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Figure 56. Tide-producing forces. The ar-
ie rows represent the magnitude and direction of

the horizontal component of the tide-producing
forr:e on the. earth's surface, (A) When the
mcon is in the plane of the equator, the forces
are equal in. magnitude at the two points on the
same parallel or latitude and 180* apart in
longitude. (B) When the moon is at north (or

t south) declination, the forces are -unequal at
such points and tend to cause an inequality in
the two high waters and the two low waters of a
day.

A body of water has a natural period of
.ocillation that is dependent upon its dimensions.
The ocean is not a single oscillatingbody; instead,
it is made up of a number of oscillating basins.
When such basins are acted upon by the tide-
producing forces, some respond more readily to
daily or diurnal forces, others to semidiurnal
forces, and others almost equally to both. Hence,
tides at a place 'are classified as one of three
types semidiurnal; diurnal, or mixed ac-
cording to the characteristics of the tidal pattern
occurring at the place.

, In the semidiurnal type of tide, there are
two high and two low waters each tidal day,
witii relatively ,small inequality in the high and
low water. heights. Tides on the Atlantic coast
of the United States are representative of the
semidiurnal type, which-is illustrated in figure
57"by the curVe for Boston Harbor.

In the diurnal type of tide, only a single hIgh
and single low water occur each tidal day.
Tidea of the diurnal type occur along the north-
ern shore of the Gulf of Mexico, in the Java Sea,
tn the Gulf of Tonkin (off the Vietnam-China
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Figure 57.-i Semidiurnal type of tide.

coast), and in a few other localities. The tide
curve for Pakhoi, China, (figure 58) is an example
of the diurnal type.

3 6 1:1114,1 4 3 6 6 ItISIS/1
10 .0476S 440U6S

Figure 58. Diurnal type of tide.

In the mixed type of tide, the diurnal and
semidiurnal oscillations are both important fac-
tors, and the tide is characterized by a large in-
equality in the high water heights, low water
heights, or in both. There are usually two high
and two low waters each day, but occasionallY
the tide may become diurnal. Such tides are
prevalent along the Pacific coast of the U. S.
and in. many other parts of the world. Exam-
ples of mixed tyPes of tide are shown ih figure 59.
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At Los--Atigs,_ it is typical that the inequali-
ties in the high and low waters are about the
same. At Seattle the. greater inequalities are
typi.cally in the-low waters, while at Honolulu
the high waters have the greater inequalities.

A special feature of a mixed tide that is
Sometimes observed is the double loiv water (as
at Hook of Holland) and the double high water (as
at Southampton, England). At such places there
is often a slight fall or rise in the middle of the
high or low water period. The Practical effect
is to create a longer period of stand at.high
or low tide. Tide tables direct attention to these
and other peculiarities where they occur.

The natural period of oscillation of a body of
water may accentuate either the solar or the

,

lunar tidal oscillations. Although, as a general
rule, tides follow the moon, the relative -im-
portance of the solar effect varies in different
areas. There are a. few places; primarily in the
South Pacific and the Indonesian areas, where
the solar oscillation is the more important, and
at those places the high and low waters occur
at about the same time each day. At Port Ade.
laide, Australia, (figure 60) the solar and lunar
semidiurnal oscillations are equal and nullify
one another at neaps.

The attractive force of the sun is slightly less
than half the amount caused by the moon. This
is because of the, moon's relative size and short
distance from the earth as compared to the
sun. Therefore:lunar tides are more pronounced
than those caused by the sun.
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When the moon and sun are in line with the

earth (at both new and full *moon), the two
effects act together or reinforce each ,other.
High tides are then at a maximum, and low tides

a minimum. Tides caused by the joint action of
the sun and moon are called spring tides. The
name has no connection with the seasons of the
year.

The sun and moon are at quadr ature when they

are 90* from one another as measured from the
earth (at both first and last quarter). At quadrature,
the two tidal effects tend to counteract each other.
High tides are not as high nor are low tides as low.
These tides are called neap tides. Spring tides have
the greatest range; neap tides, the least range.

A tide at a particular place exhibits many
variations during the month (figure 60). The
range of the tide varies in accordance with the
intensity of the tide-producing force, though
there may be a lag of a day or two between a
particular astronomic cause and the tidal effect.

As the moon orbits around the earth, its dis-
tance froM the earth varies. At perigee, the

moon is at the point in its orbit nearestlhe
earth. At apogee, the moon is farthest from
the earth. The moon's distance from the earth
affects the strength of the tide-producing forces
and, consequently, the range of the tide.

%hen the moon is closest to the earth at
perigee the semidiurnal range is increased and
perigean tides occur. When the moon is farthest
from the earth at apogee-7. the smaller,'
apogean tides occur. When the sun ---413d moon

are in line and ire pulling together, as a(
new and full moon, S'pring tides occur. When the
moon and sun oppose each other, as at quadrature,
,the smaller, 'neap tides occur. At certain times,
these phenomena coincide, reinforcing each other
to produce the great, perigean spring tides and
the small apogeini .neap tides. These are var-
iations in the semidrurnal portion of the tide.

Mien the moon is at its maximum semimonthly
declination (either north or south), the rangeof the
tide is at a maximum. The tides that occur during
this period are called tropic tides. When the moon
crosses the equator, the diurnal range is at a mm-
imum. These smaller%range tides are called
equatorial tides,

When the range of tide is increased, as in
spring tides, the high waters rise higher, and
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the low waters fall lower. The greater the range
of a tide, the more depth at high tide and the
less depth at low tide. For example, there is
more depth at neap low water than at spring low
water. With tropic tides, there is usually more
'depth at one low water during the day than at
the other.

While it is deksable to know the meanings
Of these terms, the best way of determining the
height of the tide at any given place and time
is to examine the tide predictions for the place
as given in the tide table. Figure 61 illustrates
variations in the ranges and heights of tides in
a locality where the water level always exceeds
the charted depth.

Tide Cycles: Tide predictions can also be
based on a knowledge of tide cycles. The basic
tide cycle extends from any phase of a tide to
the next recurrence of the same phase. Airing
a lunar day (averaging 24 hours and 50 minutes)
each of the two semidiurnal cycles is completed
in about 12 hours and 25 minutes. Another cycle,
which is caused by the phases of the moon,
lasts about tWo weeksthe approximate time that
the moon requires to change from new to full or
from full to new. The tide cycle involving the
moon's distance from the earth requires approx-
imately a lunar month (a sY'nodical month of about
29 1/2' days). The sun's declination and distance
Cycles are a half year and a year in length,
respectively. An important lunar clYcle, called
the nodal period, ,is -18.6 years (usually expressed
in round figures as 19 years) 4, For a tide value,
particularly a range, to be considered a true
mean, it must either be based upon observations
extended .over the nodal- period of time or b,e

adjusted to take account of variations known
to occur durinethe period.

ince theilunar tide-producing force has the
greater effect in producing tides at most places,
the tides "follow the moon." If the earth were
not rotating, high water on the _open sea would

occur at about the time of meridian passage
(upper and lower) of the moon. Because of the
rotation of the earth, high water lags behind mer-,
fdian passage. The tidal .day, which is also the
lunar day, is the time between consecutive transits
of the moon, or 24 hours and 50 minutes on the
average. Where the tide is largely semidiurnal in
type, the lunitidal intervalthe interval between
the !noon's meridian transit and a particular
phase of tide is fairly constant throughout the
month, varying somewhat with the tide cyoies.
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Figure 61.-2- Variations in the ranges and heights of tide in a locality where the water level alWiys
exceeds the charted depth.

In the ocean, the tide may be of the nature
of a progressive wave with the crest moving

. forward, a stationary or standing wave which
oscillates in a seesaw fashion, or a combination
of the two. Consequently, caution should be used
in inferring the time of tide at:a particular place
from tidal data for nearby places. In a river or
estuary, for example, because the tide enters
from the sea and is usually sent upstream as a
progressive wave, the tide occurs progresarvely
later at various places upstream.

The nature of a tide at any given place
can also be affected by land-mass interference.
Land masses interfere with the action that would
normally be carried out if the earth were without
these barriers. This is especially true of harbor
basins with narrow, restricted entrances where
the water is kept from flooding the basin as
rapidly as the water level of the ocean rises.
Similarly, the water is prevented from ebbing
as quickly as the ocean level falls.

Tidal Datums: Determination of the height
and depth of tides is,based on an arbitrary point
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of reference known as a tidal datum. There
are a number of such levels of reference that

important to the mariner. The relalion of
the tide each day during a month to these datums
is shown, for certain places,in figure 60.

The most impatant leVel of reference ,to
the Mariner is the datum of soundings on charts.
Since the tide rises and fails continually while
soundings are being taken during a hydrograOlic
survey, the tide should be observed during the
survey so that sOundings taken at all stages of the
tide can be reduced to a commondatum. Soundings
on charts show depths below a selected low water
datum (occasionally mean sea level), and tide
predictions in tide tables show herights above the
4arne level. The depth of water available at any
tiMe is obtained by adding the height of the tide
at the time in question to the charted depth, or
by subtracting the predicted height if it is neganve.

By international agreement, the leveQlsedas
chart datum should be just low enaigh so that
low waters do not go far below, it. 4,t, hiost

.
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places, however, the level used is one deter-
ined from a *mean of a numlier of low waters

( sur.11y. over a 19-yea eriod); therefore, some
lo waters can be xpected to fall below it.

T following are s me of the tidal, datums in
ge oral use.

ghest low water datum in considerable
use i; mean low water (MLW), which is the

; average height of all low waters at a plaCe. About
half of th waters fall below it. Mean low
water ing (A WS), usually shortened to low
water .springs, is the average level of the low
waters that occur at the times of spring, tides
Mean lower ispv water (MLLW) is the averag
height of the lower low waters 'at a place.
Tropic lower low water (TcLLW) is the average
height of the lower low waters (or of the single
daily low waters if the tide becomes diurnal)
tha. occurs when the moon is near maximum
declination and the diurnal effect is most pro-
nounced. This datum is not in common use as a
tidal reference. Indian spring low water (ISLW),
sometimes called indian tide plane ofharmonic
tide plane, is a low datum that includes the
spring effect of the semidiurnal portion of) the
tide and the tropic effect of the diurnal portion.
It is about the level of lower lbw /water of
mixed tides at the time that the moon's maximum
declination coincides with the time of new or full
moon. Mean lower low water springs is the average
level of the lower of the two low waters on the
days of spring tides. Some still lower datums
used on charts are determined from tide obser-
vat'ons, and some are determined arbitrarily and
arc later- referred to the tide. Most of these
datums fall close to one of two datumslowest
normal, low water and lowest low water. Lowest
normal low water is a datum that approximates
the_amhrage height of monthly lowest low waters,
discarding any tides disturbed by storms'. Lowest
low water is an extremely low datum. It conforms
-generally to the lowest*tide observed, or even
somewhat lower. Once a tidal datum is established,
it is generally retained for an indefinite period,
even though it might differ slightly from a better
determination from later observations. When this
occurs, the .established datum may be called
low water datum, lower low water datum, etc.

slightly from half-tide level, which is the level
midway between mean high water and mean low

water.

Inconsistencies of terminolopri.are found
among charts of different countnies and be-
tween charts' issued dt different times. For ex-
ample, the spring effect as defined here is a

e of only the semidiur al tide, yet it is

used synonymo y with tropic ef-
f refer o increased range of a
'd urna tide. Such inconsistencies are being re-
duce through increased international coopera-

In some areas where there is little or no
tide, such as the Baltic.Sea, mean sea levet SL)
is used as chart datum. This is the a rage
height of the surface Of the sea for all stages of
the tide over a 19-year period. This may differ

Large-scale'charts usually specify the datum
of soundings sold may contain a tide note giving
mean heights of the tide at one or more places on
the chart. These heights are intended mere-
ly as a rough guide to the change in depth to
be expected under the specifjed conditions. They
should not be used for the Prediction of heights
on any particular day. Such predictions should be
obtained from Tide Tables.

Heights of land features are usually referred
on nautical charts to a high water datum. The

....2.,ne used On chart§ of the United 'States, its
territories, and posse sions, and Widely used

1?elsewhere, is mer igh water (MHW), which
is the average heiglit, o all -htgh waters over a
19-year period. Any other high water datum in
use on charts is likely to be Mgher than this.
Other high water datums are mean high water
springs (MHWS), which is the average level of the
high waters that occur at the time of spring tides;
mean higher high water .(MHHW), which is the
average height of the higher high waters of each

c_day; and tropic higher, high water (TcHHW),
which is the average heiet o. f Ae higher, high
waters (or the, single deny high waters if the
tide becomes diurnal) that occur when the moon
is near maximum declination and the diurnal
.effect is most pronounced. A reference merely
to "high water" leaves some doubt as to the
specific level referred to, for;the hdight of high
water varies from day to day, We the range
is large, the variation during a'two-week period
may be considerable.

Tide Predictions: The tide atdifferentplaces
responds differently to the tide-producing forces.
Thus, the nature of the tide at any 'place Can
be determined most accurately by actual obser-
vation. The predipctfons in Tide Tables and the
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tidal data on nautical charts are, based on such
observations,

Tides are usually obeierved by means of, a
continuously-recording gage. A year of obser-
vation is the minimum length deairable 'for de-
terthining varioui factors used in prediction.
A longer period of tithe is necessary for de-
termining mean sea level or long-time changes
in the-relative elevations of land and sea. Far
these, as well as other special uses', observations
have been melde at important locations over

.periods of 20, 30 and even 50 years.

Observations for a month or less will estab-
lish the type of tide. Such observations can be
used for comparison with tides of a similar type
to determine differences and variations.

Most published tide predictions are made on
the tide predicting machine. In ita calculation's,
the machine takes into account all of the various
tide-producing forces and factors, includingphase
of the moon, and distance ,and declination of the
sunand moon.

Column

.4
of the table gives times a advance or

retard of the time ofthe tide near Ihe reference,
station. Differences are, marked 'either phis or
minus and must be added to or subtracted from
the times shawn in Table, 1, according to thé,
sign listed in Table, 2., 'the mean range and spring

range of tide are alio listed and, are shown-In
feet and tenths of, feet.

Table 3 proVides information for use in find-
_ing the approximate heigilt of the tide at any

9-41ime between high water. and low water

Tabled Is a sunrise-sunset table af five-day
idtervitls kir, various latitUdes from 7611 to
60'S `(40'S in one volume).

Table 5 provides an .4ijustment to'convert
the local mean time of Table 4 to zone or standard
time,

Tide Tables: Tide Tables are published
annually by tilt National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. They are published in four vol-
umes, which_ cover the areas of Europe and West
Africa; East Coast of North and South America,
including Greenland; West Coas of North and
South America, including Hawai and the Cen- .

tral and Western Pacific Ocean Indian

Table i gives the daily tide p
of reference stations, explanation
typical tide curves for certain U
ports, and daily predictions for refe
tons. In order to extract the time o
any port in the vicinity of a reference
it is first necessary_to locate the neare
ence point and then if a ratio or diff
indicated, apply 'it to -the tabular valu
or height of tide of giereference stati
ing,tolhe information desired.

dictions, its
of the table,

ted Sta
ence

ti

Table 2,Ats Tidal Differences a
UPlanation of the table, and lists
Subordinate stations in geographi
cording to latitude and rongitud
such information as,. will be ap
predictions of a ptated referenc
blipg marin6r5 to obtain tidal i
vicinity of the subordinate station.

Cons
conda

al o

nts,
Or

and includes
licable to the
station, ena-

mation foT the
he Differences

Table 6 (two volumes Only) gives the zcne
time of moonrise and moonset'for each day al'
the year at certain selected places.

Table 7 gives 'certain, utronomical data. In
the two volumes not having moonrise-moonset
tables, this is Table 6.

Tidal Currents. As you have already learned,
the rise and fall of -tides cause currents called
tidal currents. 'When the horizontal movement is
tow*d the, land, the current is known as a flood
current, and inversely when it is away from tha
land, it is called an ebb current. ,The petiod
of time . when there is no motion of the water,
such as when the tide is near high and again
When it is near low water, is called slack water.
The Maximum speed of a current betweenconsec-
utive slack waters is referred to as the-strength
of Mood or the strength of,ebb. Although Vie term
"strength" is often used to refer to speed, it is
used more often ,to refer to the greatest speed
between consecutive slack waters.

Tidal currents are most .pronounced in the
entrances to large tidal basins thht have restrict-
ed openings to the sea. This fact often accounts
for steerage problems experienced by vessels.

Tide rips caused by swift tidal currents flow-
ing over an irregular bottom often setup rips and
eddies that are generally deceptive in appearance
.and will sometimes change a ship's course as
much as 30degrees. One characteristic appearance



of a tide rip is An the coloring of the water.
The line caused may 'not always be straight,
but can usually be seen if watched for. Another
characteristic is the small wavelets caused by the
wind. The water outside the current will often
hate many small wavelets, whereas the swift
mining current may be barren of wavelets, and
again a quite visible line may be detected, giving
the helmsman a clue to what may be forthcorning
as the ship passes from one side of the line to
the other.

In rivers or straits, where the directiorkof
flow is more or less restricted to certain channels ,
the tidal current is reverefing; that is, it flows
alternately in approximately opposite directions,
with slack water at each reversal of the current.
During,the flow in each direction, the speed varies
from zero at the time of slack water to a maximum
at the strength of flood or the strength of ebb,
which 'occurs about midway between the slacks.
Reversing currents can be indicated graphically,
as in- figure 62, by arrows that represent the
speed of the current at each hour. The hood
is usually depicted above the slack water line
and the ebb below it. The tidal curve formed by
the ends of the arrows has the same character-.
istio sineform as the tide curve. (In illustrations
for certain purposes, as in figures 65 and 68, it
is convenient to omit t arrows and shovconly
the curve.)

.
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Figure 62, Reversing tidal current.

A slight departure from the sine form is
exhibited by the reversing...current in a strait,
such as East- River, New York, that cOnnects
twa tidal bodies of water. the tides at the two
ends of a stsait are seldom in phase or equal
in range. This Wient, called hydraulic current,
isigenerated largely by the continuously changing

. difference. in height of water.at the two ends. The
Speed of a hydraulic current varies directly in
relation ta the height of the water atthe two ends.
The speed reaches a maximum more qui kly a
remains at strength for a longer gerio
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shown in figure 62, and the period of weak current
near the lime of slack is consideralgy shortened.

Besides being found in narrow bights or
.along coasts, tidal currents are also found
on the high seas. These, however, are not as
frequent as the tidal currents near shore.

Offshore, where the direction of flow is
not restricted by any-barriers, the tidal.current
is rotary; that is, it flows continuously, with the
direction changing through all points of the compass
during the tidal period. The tendency for the tee-
tation in direction has its origin in the deflecting.
force of the earth's rotation, and unless modified
.by local conditions, the change is clockwise in
the Northern Hemisphere and counterclockwise in
the Southern Hemisphere. The speed usually varies
throughout the tidal cycle, passing through two
maximums in approximately opposite directions
and- two minimums about halfway ketween the
maximum in time and direCtion. Rotthity currents
can be depicted, as in figure 63, by a series of
arrows representing the direction and speed of the
current at each hour. This depiction is sometithes
called a.current rime. Because of the elliptical
pattern formed by the ends of the arrows, it is
also referred.to as a current Cipee.

Figure. 63.Rotary tidal current. times are
hours before and after high and low tide at
Nantucket Shoals Lightship. The bearlOg and
length of each arrow represents the hourly

direction and speed of the.current..

*rents areedltssified as semidiur al,
diuAial, 'or !axed, corresponding to a considera le
degree to the type of %de at the place, but often
with a stronger semidiurnal tendency.

The tidal currents in tidal estuaries al ng
the Atlantic coast of .the United States are
examples of the semidiurnal type of revlbraingcur-
rent: At Mdbile Bay entrance,. thqy are almolet
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purely diurnal. At most places, 'however, the
type is mbced a greater or lesser degree. At the
Tampa and Galveston entrances, there is only
one flood and one ebb each day when the moon
is near its maximum declination, and two floods
and two ebbs each day when the moon is near
the equator. Along the Pacific coast of the United
States, there as gen
ebbs eve dir but
has a reater speed and
o er, the inequality va
f the moon.. The inequalities in e current often

differ Considerably from place to place even
within limited areas, such as adjacent passages
in Puget Sound and various passages between
the 'Aleutian Islam*. Figure 64 shows several
types of reversing current. Figure 65 shoWs how
the flood disappears as the diurnal inequality
increases at 6ne station.

ly-.two floods .and two
of the floods or ebbs
nger duration than the

the declination
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"Figure 64.Several types of reversing currents.
The pattern changes gradually from day to day,
particularly for Mixed types, whibh pass through
cycles somewhat similar to those shown for tides

by figure 59,

In a purely setnidiurnal. type of current
u4ffected by nontidal flow, phe flood and ebb
each last about six hours and 13 minutes. But
if there is either diurnal inequality or nontidal
flow, ,the durations of flood and ebb may be quite
unequal.

4 I
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Figure 65:Changes in a current of the mixed
type. Note that each day as the inequality&icreases,-,./
the morning slacks draw together ih time until on 4-7,
the 17th the morning flood disappears. On ,thal
day the current ebbs, throughout the morning.

. Offshore rotary currents that are purely
semidiurnal repeat the elliptical pattern (figure 63)
each tidal cycle of 12 hours and 25 minutec. If
there is considerable diurnal inequality, the
plotted, hourly current arrows describe a set of
two ellipses of different.sizes during a period of
24 hours and 50 minutes, as shown in figure 66,
and the gre'ater the diurnal inequality, the greater
the difference hetweeh the Sites of the two ell ipbes.
In a completely diurnal rotary current, the smaller
ellipse dis appears and only one ellipse is produced
in 24 hours and 50 minutes.
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Fi re '66.Rotary tidal current with diurnal
Meg ality; Times are in hours referred to
tides (higher, high, lower low, lower high, and ,

higher low) at Swifthure Bank Lightshin .

curren ave periods and cycles Simi-
lar to %those of the ides, and are subject to
similar variations, but elboti and ebb of the
rent do 'not neCessarily octtif at th
as the rise and fall of the tide.

. , 444
The speed at strength increase

vr, reases
with, the variatfon,in range of tide durin: o-week,
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minthly, and annual cyclea. The strong currents,
spring and perigean, occur near the times of new

, and full moon and near th'b times of the moon's
perigee, respectively, or at times of spring
ant' perigean tides, respectively.- The weaker
currents, the neap and apogean, occur at the
times oE neap and Apogean tides, respectively.

,

4. , As' With %ides, a. mean value represents an
aveiage obtained from a 19-year series. Since
a series of currentobservations is usually limited

-10 to a day or two and seldom covers more than
a month or two, it is necessary to adjust the ob-

. served values, usually by comparison with*tides
at a nearby place, .to atain such a mean.

As you have already learned, a current
. existing at any time, is seldom purely tidal;

it usdally includes a nontidal current that is, due
to drainake, oceanic circulation, wind, or another
cause. The method in which tidal and ,nontidal
currents combine is best explained graphically,
as in figures 67 and 68. The pattern of the tidal
current remains unchanged, but the curve is shifted
from the point or _line from which the currents
are measured in the direction of the nontid4
7,-urzent and by an amount equal to it. It is
sometimes more convenien aphically merely
to move the line or point of orIgmin the opposite
direction.
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Figure 67.Effect of nontidal current on the ro-
tary tidal current of figure 63. If the nontidal
current is northwest at 9.3 knot, it may be
represented by BO, ancf all hourly directions
and speeds will then be measured from B. If it.is
1.0 knot, it will be represented by AOand the ac-
tual resultant hourly directions and hpeeds.wiltbe
measured from A, as shown iby the akrows.

Thus, the speed of the current flowing in the
direction of the nohtidal current is increased by
an amount equal .to the 'magnitude of the non-
tidal current, and the speed of thecurPentflowing
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Figure' 68.Effect of nontidal current on the
reversing tidal 'current of figure 61. If the nontidal
current is 0.5 knot in the ebb direction, the
ebb is increased by moving the slack waterline
from position A up 0.5 knot to position B. Speeds
will then be measured from this broken line as
shown by the scale on the, right, and times of
slack are changed. If the nontidal current is
1.0 knotin'the ebb direction, as shown by line
C, the speeds are asshown on the left and the
current will dot revtrse 'to a flood in the after-
noon; it will merely, slacken at about 1500.

in the opposite direCtion is decreased by an
equal amount. In figure 67 a nontidal current is
represented both in direction and speed by the
vector AO. Since this is greater than the speed
of the tidal current in the opposite direction,
point A is outskle. the ellipse. The direction
and speed of the combined tidal and nontidal
currents at any time is represented by a vector
from A to that point on the curve representing
the given time, and Can be scafed from the
graph. The strongest and weakest currents may
no longer be in the directions of the maximum
and minimam of the tidal.current.

In a reversing current (figure 68), the ffifect
is to advance the time of one slack and to retard
the following one. If the speed of the nontidal cur-
rent exceeds that of the reversing tidal cul'rent,
the resultant current flows continuously in one
direction without coming to a slack. In this
case, the speeil varies from a maximum to a
minirhum and 6ack to a maximum in each tidal
cycle.

In figure 68 the horizogt* line.A represents
slack water if only tidal currents are present.
Ljne B represents the effect of a 0.5-knot non-
tidal ebb, and *line C, the effect or a 1.0-Knot
nontidal ebb. With the conditions shown at C,
there is only one flood each tidal day. If the non-
tidal ebb were to increase to approximately two
knots, there &would be no flood, two maximum
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ebbs., and two minimum ebbe occurring during
a tidal day.

As 'we have already suggested, at many
places where current and tide are both semi-
diurnal, there is a definite relation between
times of current and 'tithes of high and low
water in the 'locality. Current atlases and notes
on nautical charts often, make use of this rela-
tionship by presenting for particular locattbns
the direction and speed of the cu'rren,t at each
succeeding hour after high and low 'water at a..,
place for which 'tide predictions are available.

In localities where there is considerable di-
urnal inequality in tide or current, or wherep
the type of current differs from the type o
tide, the relationship is not constant, and it
may be hazardous to try to predict the times of .

cmrrent from times of tide. Note the current
curve for Unimak Pass in the Aleutians in
figure 64. It shows the 'current as predicted in
the Tidal Current Tables. Predictions of high
and low waters in the Tide Tables might have
led one to expect the current to change from '
flood to ebb in late morning, whereas actually
the cureent continued to run flood with some
strength at tifat time.

Since' the relationship between times of tidalt..
current and tide is not everywhere the same
and may be variable at the same place, one
should exercise extreme caution'in using gen-
eral rules; The belief that slacks occur at local
high and low tides and that the maximum flood
and ebb occur wI

mtvi

en the tide is rising or fall-
inrmost yapidly ay be approximately true at
the seaward entrance to, and in the upper reaches
of, an inland tidal waterway. But generally
this is not true in otherparts of inland waterways..
When an inland waterway is extensive or dts
entrance ,constricted, the blacks in some lints
of the 'igateriiray often occur'midway between the
times 'of high and low tide. Usually in such
waterways the relationship changes from place
to place as one progresses upstream, slackwater
getting firogressively later with respect to .the
loeal tide until at the head o.t tidewater (the
inland limit of waler affected by a tide) the slacks
occur.at the tinies of high and lo* tide.

The variation in the speed of the tidal cur-
rent from place to place is not necessarily con-
sistent with the range of tide. It may be the
reverse. For example, currents are weak in

the Gulf of Maine where the tides are large,
*and strong near Nantucket Island and in Nan-
tucket Sound where the tides are small.

At any one place, however, the speed-of the
current at strength of flood and ebb varies dur-
ing the month in about the same proportion as
the range of tide, and one Calluse this relationship
to determine the relative strength of currents
on any day.

In inland tidal waterways, the time of tidal
current variesacross the channel from shore to
shore. On the average, the current tiirris earlier
near shore than in midttrearn; where the speed
is greater,4Differences of half an hour to an
hour are not uncommon, bdt the difference va-
ries and the relationship may be nullified by
the effect of nontidal flow.

The speed of the current also varies across
the channel, usually being greater in midseream
or midchannel 'than near shore, but in a wind-
ing river or channel the strongest currents oceur
near the concave shore. Near the opposite (con-
vex) shore, the currents are weak or may eddy.

In tidal rivers' the subsurface current acting'
on the lower portion of the hull may dirrer
considerably from the surfate currett. An ap-
preciable' subsurface current may be, present
when the surface movement appears to be prac-
tically slack, and the subsurface current may
even be flowing with' appreciable speed in the
opposite direction to the surface current.

In a tidal estuary, particularly in the lover
reaches where there is a considerable difference

, in density from top to bottom, flood usually be-
gins earlier near the bottom than at the surface.
The difference, may' be an hour or two or as
little as a few minutes, -depending upon the
estuary, the location' in the estuary, and freshet
'conditions. Even wpen the fresh water runoff
becomes so great as to prevent the surface cur-
rent from flooding, it may still flood below the
surface. The difference in time of ebb from
surface to bottom is normally, small but subject
to variation with time and-location.

The ebb speed at strength usually decreases
gradually frOm top to bottom, but the speed.of
flood at strength often is stronger at sesurface
depths than at the surface. .
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Observations: Observations of a tidal current
are made by means of either a current meter or
a current pore, and lbg line. ,In" the past, most
successful meters required a vessel anOobserVels,
in continual attendance,,as is necessary Iv_ith the.
pole and line. Because of. the difficulty and
expense o?f such observations, they usually covered
only a period of a day ortwo at a place, Observe.-
tons of a month. were:the exception, and Longer.
series -were obtained -'Only where ship and ob-
servers were available because of other duties,
such as at lightshIps, where observations have
been continued over a number of years.

Newer meters which have been or are being
devecoped are suspended from a buoy and record
either in the buoy or send sp.eed and direction
impulses by radio to a base station on ship or
lanc. With them, the period of observation has
been increased so that in some surveys of United
States harbors, the minimum period of observation
is idur days, with obsertrations at several stations
being continued over a period of 15 to 29 days.

Tidal Current Tables andcharts: Predictions
of tidal currents must be based on specific in-
formation for the locality in question.Such infor-
mation is contained in various forms in many
navigational publications.

Tidal Current Tables, issued annually, list
daily predictions of. the times and strengths of
flood and ebb currents aril) the times Of in-
tervening slicks. LXie to lack of observational
data, coverage is considerably 'mord limited
than for the tides. The Tidal Current Tables do
include supplemental data by which tidal cur-
rent predictions-..can be determined for many
pJaces in addition fo those for which daily pre-
dictions are given. The predictions are Made
by the tide-predicting machine, using ourrent
harmonic constants that are obtained by ana-
lyzing current observations in the same manner

.as for tides.

Tidal Current Tables are sonwhat simil r to
Tide Tables, but the coverage isless exten4ive,
being given in two volumes-one for fte P.cific
and one for the Atlantic. The volume for the
Pacific contains four tables; the volume for the
Atlantic, five tables. Of the followingdescriptions

?AA AC 724238

c,27(

of each of the Tidal Current Tables, those for
Tables 1 through 4 apply to both the Atlantic

. and he Pacific and the description of Table 5

'applies only to the Atlantic.

T.ahle 1 contiins a ,complete list of predicted,.
times of maximum currents and, slas4s, ahd_the
velocity of the maximum currents, fa Aumber
of reference stations., .

'
Table 2 gives differences, ratios; and other
information related to a relatively large number

t of subordinate stations.

Table_3 provides infoimation for use in Aiding
the speed of the current at any time between
tabulated entries in Tables 1. and 2.

78

Table 4 gives the number of minutes the current
does not exceed stated amounts, for vatiqus'
maximum speeds'.

Table 5 (Atlantic Coast of North America only)*
gives information on rotiry tidal currents.

' It must be noted that the content of these
tables is not limited to 'only the data mentioned
above. Each tahle contains additional, useful in-
formation related to currents.

Sets ,of tidal current charts, each containing
i2 charts, are published,hy the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration Of the Depart-
ment of Comiperce. Thege charts are printed
in color and show, by use of arrows ,and num-
bers, the direction and velocity of tbe tidal
cunrents for each hour of the tidal cycle. The
charts, good for any year, present a ,cornpre-
hensive view of the tidal current movement in
the respective waterways as a whole, and also
supply a means for readily ascertaining the di-
rection and velocity of the current at various
localities throughout the area covered, at any
time.

.These charts are available for 'the following
locations: San Francisco ,pay, Narragansett Bay
to Nantucket Sound,,Long Island Sound, Block
Island Sound, .New "York. Harbor and BoSton
Harbor, Delaware..Bay and River, Tampa Bay,
and Puget Sound-northern and southern parts.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF METEOROLOGY

An understanding of meteorology necessi-
tates an understanding of some mathematics and
physics. However, it is often difficult to-sepa-
rate the physical aspects of meteorology into
pure physics. Therefore, some physical aspects
of meteorology are treated as part of meteor-
ological explanations. In other cases the pure
physics is self-evident.

The treatment of meteorology in this course
ws.progresses from the overall governing funda-

mentals of meteorology in this section to 4.

thorough description of meteorological element§
in Section 2. Sections 3 through 5 consider the
meat of the study of meteorology: atmospheric
circuLition; fronts; air masses; and weather
phenomena, such ,as thunderstorms, tornadoes,
and hurricanes.

HISTORY OF METEOROLOGY

Perhaps one of the best ways for a Marine
Science Technitiati to launch into a study of a
major science such as meteorology is to review
a little of its history. Learning how meteor-
ological concots evolved through the centuries

..allow,s you to gain appreciation of the problemen:
which meteorologists faced in the past:

Combining the observed fact* with the kn6wn
laws pf physics and chemistry, weather experts
have developed the saience referred to as ME-
TEOROLOGY. .MeteoroIogy is defined as the
science, or branch of phy,siss, treating of the
atmosphere and,its phenomena, especially of its,
va riations of NO: pressure, moisture, and winds.
Previously you'. may have- heard "meteorology"

i

referred to 4,S, r'aerology," but with the tech-
niCal advance, in the science of weather, the
all-encompasging Ard -"meteorology" is now
officially dsej.

Though :meteorology ' iS young_ in develop-
ment, it is old in history and 'dates badk te
the pre-Chrtspan exa. In writing the history bf..
meteOrology, it is difficult to -give comprete

-coverage because of its close relationship to
other sciences, such as mathematics, physics,
and astronomy.

At the beginning man undoubtedly took notice
only of spectacular weather phenomena. .As he
progressed intellectually, he ascribed weather
phenomena to the manifestations of the gods.
In pre-Biblical times, weather proverbs were
formulated and passed on from generation to
generation. It is known that wind vanes were
in use in Greec& around 100 B.C. As early as
400 B.C., ancient Oreek scholars wrote treatises
on meteorology and related subjects. Two of
these were Hippocrates and Aristotle. Hippoc-
rates wrote his first book 'showing the influ-
ences of weather on the medical well-being of
man. Aristotle collected material on meteor-
ology and put it into his Meteorologica, recog-
nized until recent times as an authoritative
treatise on weather. Also during this period,
rainfall measurements, were made in India, wrere
the amount of rainfalLwas of particular interest
in agriculture.

Theophrashis, a student Pf Aristotle, com-
piled the Book of Signs, which consisted of
numerous signs for rain, winds, storms, and
fair weather. 'Virgil, the Roman, mhde a similar
compilation in his Georgics. Erasmus Darwin,
the grandfather of Charles Darwin, put into
verse form similar.signs for weather. Much of
the folklore and prOverbs conceriffng weather
have thus been preserved through'the ages. Many
of these rules or signs were remarkably re-
liable soine of thtm were ,Rure superstition.
All 21 them -looint-,to man's concern abouetne
WeatiTer and his attempts to study it and foietell
it.

Very little -progress was made in meteor-,.

ology as a science during the Dark Ages. Meteor-
ology awaited progress in mathematics and
physics for-theoretical advances and progress in
technology for advances in instrumentation. With-
out instruments to measure the atmospheric
elements, meteorology was lifeless..

,
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The Renaissance marked the beginning of

rapid development in meteorology. This devel-
opment in meteorology occurred in conjunction
with the developments in physics and mathe-
matics. At the time there were few meteor-
ologists- as such. Instead, there were' mostly
philosphers, mathematicians, or physicists who
made discoveries and inventions with meteor-
ological application. Francis Bacon introduced
the scientific method to the study.of meteorology.
Galileo invented the air thermometer. Torricell(
invented the barometer and discovered the trite'
nature of ,atmosPheric presiure. Hooke con-
structed an anemometer and other.instruments
of meteorological significance., Edmund Halley
made surveys of heating on the earth and corre-.
lated them to the general circulation. Boyle
and Dalton experimented with gases and formu-
lated thefrfamous laws. -

Following this period, steady, improvement
in instruments was achieveq. By the middle of
the, eighteenth to the middle of the nineteenth
century the theoretical foundations of the atmo-

_spheric processes were- laid. It was during this
period that the fIrst organizednetworkof meteor-
ological stations was set up. This brought about
the first attempts at constructing synoptic charts..-
The Frend, astronomer Le Verrier established'
the usefulness of synoptic charts when he was
commissioned by Napoleon HI to trace the his-
tory of a destructive storm that had caused
serious damage to the French fleet in the Black_
Sea.

-

The most important achievements in modern,
weather forecasting have been made since 1918,.
when V. Bjérknes, a Norwegian meteorologist,
and his associates developed the polar front
and wave theory of cyclones. These develop-
ments led to the air-mass and frontal methods
of weather forecasting whiplf 'have become- a
basic tool n present-day forecasting. The use
of radio equipment for upper air sounding has
provided useful information for 3-dimensional
analfsis of the atmosphere. A very fruitful
period in the history of meteorology was be-
tween World War I and World War II. Some of
the important discaveries and developments were
as follows:

1. Polar front.

2. ,Wave theory Of cyclones.

4

3. Air-mass and frontal methods of fore-
casting by V. Bjerknes.

4. Theories on convection, copdensation,
and precipitation processes.

5. Improved techniques of surface ancLupper
air obseriations.

,6; Reporting networks established and eX-
panded.4..

7. Accuracy in 24- to 36-hOur forecasts
improved.

8. Experiments in long-range forecasting.

During and since World War II many of
the developments have been in the field of
electronic means for obtaining meteorological
data. Some of the equipment includes the follow-
ing:

1. Transmissometer Set, AN/GMQ-10.

2. Cloud Height Set, AN/GMQ-13.

3. Aerographs Sets, AN/AMQ-17 and -:18.

4. Rawin Set, AN/GMD-1.k, and GMD-2.

5. Radar Sets, AN/FPS-41, -68 -and -81.

6. Weather satellites.- The TIROS program
has proven highly successful for satellite weather
data collection during the past few years. The
need for a continuous daily full-earth coverage
is provided by TOS (TIROS Operational Satellite):

The major postwar advance in .theoretical
and practical meteorology is the application of
electronic computers in numerical Weather fore-
casting. In addition, thorough studies are being
made of thunderstorms and tropical cyclones
(hurricanes and typhoons) and have already re-
sulted in better methods of forecasting- these
phenomena. Improved methods for forecasting
tornado conditions have aiso been developed.
Theories concerned with the development of
wave cyclones have been refined as a result
of the availability and utilization of upper air
data.

The foregoing treatment of the. history of
meteorology was necessarily brief. However,,,
it should have -been sufficient to showlthat great
strides have been. and ,are sti1l bein Made in
meteorological science:" These advances are
treated in detail in later chapters.

2
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EART'H-SUN RELATIONSHIP

The earth is a part of the solar system.
lithough the system has many components, we
are primarily interested in only the earth and
the sun. In this section, we will consider the.
effect the sun has upon th earth.

SUN

The...rein may be regarded as the only souice
of neat energy that is supplied to the earth's
surface and the atmosphere. The cause of all
weather and motions in the atmosphere may,
therefore, be found in the energy radiated from
the sun.

The sun, %ith a surface temperature of about
6,000 0. (10,300! F.), radiates electromagnetic
energy in all directions. The earth intercepts
About one MO-billionths of this energy. Most
of the electromagnetic ener p. radiated by the
Aun is in the form of light waves. Only a tiny
fraction is in the form of heat waves. Even so,
bettei' than 99.9 percent of *the- earth's heat is
derived from the sun. Radiant energy is the
prinw contribution by the sun.

EARTH

of the nine planets of-our solar system, the
earth is third in distance from the sun. Its
maximum distance from the sun is 94 million

riles in Summer and its minimum distance
from the sun is 91 million miles in winter. It
has an atmosphere more than 600 miles thick:

- MOTIONS OF THE EARTH

the earth is subject to four motions: rotation
of the earth about Its axis, reolution of the earth
:round the sun, precessional motion, arid solar
motion. Only two of these motions are Of any

- importance- to meteorology: :the earth's rotation .

about its axis and its revolution around the sun.
.f

The 4 rth _rotates 13n its axis once in 24 hours,__ -
and 6ne-half of the earth's surfacp is therefore
tacing the- sun at alL times. TheQside facing the
sifn is experiencing' daylight -and .the side facing
away, from the sun i; experiencing darkness, :
atich account for our thy and nig1),. Rotation
about its axis takes place in an easMard direc-
don. Thus, the sun rises in the east and sets
in theoteest, as illustrated in figure 1:

'"
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The second Motion of the earth is its revo-
lution around the sun. The revolution around
the sun and the tilt of the earth on its axis are
responsible for our 'seasons. The earth makes
one complete revolution around the sun in approx-
imately 365 1/4 days. The eFth's axis is at an
angle of 23 1/2° to its plane of rotation. The
earth points in a nearly fixed direction in space
toward the North Star' (Polaris) at all, times.
This tilt of the earth has major consequerves,
as you will see by-examining figure 2.

When the earth is to the left of the sun as
shown for June in figure 2, the Northern Hemi-
sphere is inclined 23 1/2' TOW ARD the san.
This inclination results in more of t0.osun's
rays reaching the Northern Hemisphere than
the Southern Hemisphere. On or about June 22,
the sun shines OVER the North Pole down the
other side to latitude 66 1/2' N. (the ARCTIC
CIRCLE), and the most perpendicular_rays of the
sun are received at 23 1/20 N. lat. ( the TROPIC
OF CANCER). The Southern Hemisphere is ti7ted
AWAY from the sun -at this time, and the sun's
rays reach only to 6 1 / 2 ° S . lat. (the ANTARCTIC
CIRCLE) and do not go beyond this latitude.
The area between the ..ntarctic Circle and the'
South Pole is In darkness;_ the area between
the Arctic Circle and the North Pole is receiv-
ing the sun's rays for 24 hours each day. Note
carefully the, shaded and unshaded area of the
earth in figure 28for all four positions.

At the equinoxes in MArch- and September,
thee tHt of_the earth's axis, Is neither toward
nor- away =from the sun. For this reason, ,the
earth receives equal numbers- Of the sunls rays_. -
in both the Northern Hemisphere and the So4h-
ern Hemisphere and file sun's rays shine most
perpendicularly at the _Equator.-

_ .

In December, the situation is exactly re--
versed fram that in June, The Southern Hemi-
sphere now receives more of .thf sun's rays.
The _most perpendicular rays of the sun -are

- received a.t 23 1/2° S. lat. (the TROPIC: .-OF.
C.PRICORN). Ylie south polar-area is completely
fti sunshine, and theportk polar area is com-
pletely inciarkness,.

- . .

Since-..the revolution of the earth around
Ithe Xun is a gradual process, the changes in
-the area receiiting the sun's Nis are gradual,
and the changes in seasonp are also graival.
However, it is customary and convenient to. -

7
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Figure 1. Rotation of the earth about its axis (during equinoxes).

mark these changes by specific dates and to
identify them by specific names. These dates
are as follows:

/ 1, March 21.7 The VERNAL EQUINOX,
whVn. the earth's axis is perpendicular iolhe
sun's rays. Spring begins in the Northern He,rni-
sphere and fall begins in thekithern Hemisphere.

2. June 21. The SUMMER SOLSTICE,
when the earth's axis is-inclined 23 1/2/loward
the sun and the- sun has reached itS- northern-
most zenith at the Tropic of' Cancer. Summer
officially &it/ mencksk in the NMern Hemisphere
and .winter_tiegins in the,Southern Hemisphere.I

3. September 22: e AUTUMNAL EQUI-
NOX, when the earth's ax is 'again perpen-
dicular to the sun's rays. ThiS date marks the
beginning of fall in the Northern Hemisphere
and spring-qn the Southern Hernispheire. It is
also the date, along with March 211 when the sun
reaches its highest position (zenith) directly
Over the Equator.

4

4. December 22. The WINTER SOLSTICE,
when the sun has reached its southernmost zenith
position at the Tropic of Capricorn. It marks
the beginning of winter in the Northern Hemi-
sphere and the beginning of summer in the
Southern Hem isphe re .

. In some years the actual dates of the solstices
and the equinoxes vary by a day from the dates
give here because the period of revolution is
365 1 days and the calendar year is 365 days,
except or leap year when it is 366 days.

Bec use of its 23 112* tilt and its revolution
around the sun, the earth is thus marked by
five natural light (or heat) zones according to the
zone's relative position to the sun's rays. Since,
the sun is ALWAYS at its zenith between the
Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn,
this is the hottesi zone. It is called the Equa-
torial

I
Zone, the Torrid Zone, the Tropical Zone,

or simply the Tropics.
1

The zones between the Tropic of Cancer
and the Arctic Circle and between the Tropic

4
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Figure 2. Revolution of the earth around the sun.

of Capricorn _and the Antarctic Circle are the
Temperate Zones. These zones receive sunshine
all year, but less of it in their respective winter
and more of it in their respective summer.

The zones between the Arctic Circle and the
North Pole and between the Antarctic Circle and
the South Pole receive the sun's rays only for
parts of the year. (Directly at the poles there
are 6 months of darkness and 6 months of
sunshine.) This, naturaly, makeS them the cold-
est zones. They are therefore known as the
Frigid or Polar Zones.

SOLAR RADIATION,

Previously you have studied the motionsof the earth in relationship to the sun and
-partictilarly-* in relatioif to the sun's rays. Now
ybu will explore what the sun's rays are and
what effect they have on the weather.

AII substances radiate electromagnetic
energy: ThiS typepf energy radiated.isprimarilk

.071
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dependent on the temperature of the substance. 0
The higher the temperature, -the greater the
radiation intensity and variety of wavelengths..

Solar radiation is defined as the total elec-
tromagnetic energy emitted by the sun. The
sun's 6000° C. surface emits gamma rays,
X-ran, ultraviolet, visible light, infrared, heat,
and electric waves. Even though the sun radiates
in all wavelengths, about half of the radiatioa is
fIstbJ. light with most of the remainder being

a

The earth receives the sun's SHORT WAVE
radiation, converts it to LONG WAVE radiation,
and reradiates it out to space. This procesS is
known as MOLECULAR STIMULATION. A meas-T,

'ure of molecular activity is temperature. There- .

for; a substance whichis undergoing molecular
stimulation is having its teinperature raised.

The rate
.
,of solar radiation received just -

outside the earth's atmosphere has been found
to be-nearly constant (2 to 3 percent Variutio

2



and to have an 'approximate average value of
1.94 gram calories per minute per square centi-
meter. This value is known as the SOLAR
CONSTANT.

For work in meteorology, the measurement
of _solar radiation at the fringe of the earth's
atmosphere was found to be impractical. What
was needed was a measure of the sun's radiation
actually received at the earth's surface. Such
a measurement Was found and is referred to as
INSOLATION. Insolation is the rate at which
solar radiation Is received by a unit horizontal
surface at any point on or above the surface of
the earth. _Henceforth in this training course,
Insolation is used when.speaking about incoming
solar radiation.

HEAT TRANSFER

Heat is a form of energy. Heat is also an
ndx e of molecular activity. We measure the
quantity of heat in calories and the degree of
heat as temperature. Look at it this way. Ima-
gine two pots of water on a stove, each at the
same temperature, but one pot having tWice the
amount of water as the other. Since both potsof water are at the same temperature, the
molecules of water are moving at the same
speed. However, since one pot has more water
(and more molecules in motion), more heat .
(calories) was required to bring the water.to
the same temperature as that in the other pot.

As stated preidously,. molecular stimulation
produces heat and that- mOlecular stimulation is
due to RATilATION. -Radiation is not the only
means of stimulating M olecules. The other mligid
of s:.imulating molecules is CONDUCTION, wh-
is the stimulation of molecules-occurring-between
two substances when one substance stiMulates
another. Therefore' we ,can say_ that we are
dealing with ligAT TRANSFER,. . ._. . . . .

'Heat -transfer4very important In Mete:A.--
ogy. All weather as we kn6w it cdrnes-about

bedause a heat transfer- has taken place, sonie-
times aione, and sôrrcetimes in-oonjunction with

-rpripeessei .tiet us briefly _investigate .the
- three Methods of heat transfer,

Rad'ation

'Radiation refers to the process by Which
electromagnetic 'energy is propagated, through.

6

space. Radiation occurs at the speed of light,
that is,, at about 186,300 miles per second.
Radiation travels in straight lines and does not
need a material medium through which to pass.
It is the most important single means oftpheat
transfer for the earth as a whole. All of the
heat the earth receives is by radiation.

ConduCtion

Conduction is the transfer of heat through
molecules which are in contact with one another.
Most solids are good conductors, of heat. The
atmosphere (and gases in general) are poor con-
ductors of heat. Conduction of heat in the atmo-
sphere takes place in the first few inches of
air above the ground. In general, it is insignif-
icant as a method of heat transfer in meteor-
ology.

Convection

Convection is the method of heat transfer
in, a fluid resulting in transport and mixing
of the properties of that fluid. Visualize a pot of
boiling water. The water at the bottom of the 1
pot is heated by conduction. It becomes less
dense and rises. Cooler_and denser water from ,

the sides and the top of 0-e- pot arushes in and
replaceS the rising water. In times the water
is thoroughly mixed.0-As long as heat is applied
to the pot, the water continues to transfer heat
by convection. The transfer of heat_by convection
in this case applies only to what is happening..
to the water i the pot.

Convection occurs regularly in the atmo-
sphere; the air "boils':t --so -to speak, and the-

_results of this boiling are mass motions in the
atmosphere; for example, the big bulging cumu-
lus clouds We see in the sky._

.

Ady.ection

Advection is really a forni-of convection,
but n .meteorology it means the tran4fer of
heat or other properties along the HORIZONTAL.
Convection is the term reserved for the VER-.
MAL -transport ..of, heat. Henceforth ,in this
training, course, the wor'ds "convection? arid
"adv.ection" Are used to,iaean the vertical and
horizontal transfer °of atmospheric properties,
respectively.

2 0
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Figure 3. Differential Insolation,.

EFFECTS OF THE E.ARTH

Having gained the necessary background
you are now ready to study the disposition
insolation, the Insolation balance, and heat
balance in-the earth's atmosphere.

DISPOSITION OF INSOLATION

The earth is not uniformly warm. This
means that there must be differences in insolation
over the surface of the earth. This portion of the
section-explains how the differences in insolation
are accounted for.

Dispersion

In the portion of this section entitled "MO-
TIONS OF THE EART" you learned that the
earth's' axiS is inclined at an angle of 23 1/2°.

'This inclination of the earth's axis causes the
sun's rays to be received on the surface of the
earth at varying angles, depending on theposition
of the earth. When the sun's rays are not per-.
pendieular to the surface of the earth, they
become DISPERSED over a greater area, as can
be seen in figure 3. Therefore, if the same
number of Rlys has to cover a larger area,
they cannot produce as much heat when they are
dispersed, and the temperature in the area where'
the sun's rays are dispersed mtist be lower.
Dispersion of insolation in the a(tmosbhere takes
place daily all over the earth due to the rotation.
of the earth, as can be seen from examining
figure 1. Dispersion of insolation also 'takes
place with the seasons in all lalitudes of the

** earth, but especially in the latitudes in the
polar areas, as illustrated in figure 2.

7
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sorption

Insolation Is absor ed by a substance and is
converted to heat, as h already been explained.
Some substances abso s all radiant energy which
reaches them; spm absorb none; 'and some
absorb only that in specific wavelengths. The
lattei is the case w th some of the constituents
of the atmosphere. he earth's surface absorbs
an average of 51 ent of the isolation.

,Reflection

Reflection is the process whereby a surface
turns back a portion of the incident radiation
into the medium through which the radiation
came.

Some insolation is reflected by a substance.
This means that the electromagnetic waves simply
bounce back to space'without stimulating mole-
cules. The earth reflecti an ave-rage of 36
percent of the insolation. The percent of reflec-
tivity of all wavelengths of a surface is known
as its ALBEDO. The earth's average albedo is
from 36 to 43 percent. In calculating the albedo
of the earth, the assumption is made that the
average cloudinegs overThe eirth is 52 percent.

All surfaces do not haVe-the same degree of
reflectivity; consequently they do not have the
same albedo. Some examples 'are as follows:

, 1. Uppef surfaces of clouds. From 40
to 80 percent, with anaverageof about 55 percmt.

2. Snow surfaces. Over 80 percent for
cold, fresh snow; as low as 50 percent for old,
dirty snow.

3. Land surfaces. Froin. 5 percent for
darIS forests to 30 percent for dry land.

A. Water surfaces. From 2 percent when
tee sun is directly overhead to 100 percent Alen
the sun is very low on the horizon. This in-
crease is not linear; after the sun is more
than 25° above the horizon, the albedo is less
than 10 percent so that, in general, the albedo
of water fs quite low.

When the earth as'a v'ihole is 'considered,
cloud surfaces are most important in determimng
the earth's albedo,

2;



-Scattering

,Insolation is also sCattered before it reaches
the earth's surface. When in.solation is scattered
in the sky, it causes us to see a blue sky.

Greenhouse Effect

The atmosphere itself absorbs some of the
insolation, but on a selective basis. The shorter
wavelengths of Insolation pass through the atmo-
sphere to the earth, but earth radiation (longer
wavelength infrared radiation) is "trapped" by
the atmosphere. SoMe of this trapped radiation
is reradiated to the' edith. Tbis causes a higher
earta temperature than would'Ocar from direct
insolation alone. This Is the greenhouse effect.
It gets its-name because the process is the same
as that taking place in a greenhouse: Most of the
short-wave solar, radiation passes through the
glass roof , and is absorbed by objects inside.
These objects reradiate at their temperatures,
which are relafively low corripared to the sun's
temperature; consequently they emit infrared
radtati which is absorbed by the glass. The
glass, 'turn, radiates energy back into the
greenii u e, as well as outward, so that the
temperature., inside the greenhouse remains
warmer thlikthat outside.

,

Inversions '0.
.#

Inversions describe the atmospheric condi-
tions when the temperature increases with alti-
tude, rattier. than decreases as is usual. Inver-
sions result from the selective absorption of
the earth'z radiation by the water vapor in the
air and alsd- from the sinking or subsidence of
air, whin results in its coMpression and, there-
fOre), heating. Either effect alone may cause an
iiersion; combined, the inversion would be
stronger.

:Inversions are a frequent occurrence, espe-
cially at night, in the Tropics, and in the polar
regions. For night conditions all over the world,
for the polar regions, and for theiropical regions,
It may be said that Inversions In the lower
levels are the rule rather than the exception.

!RADIATION BALANCE
IN THE ATMOSPHERE

. The sun radiates Insolation to the earth, the
earth radiates ene5gy back to space, and the

,

atmosphere radiates energy also.'.As is shown
in figure 4, a balance is maintained between
incoming and outgoing radiation. Now let 'us
consider the various radiation processes in
maintaining this balance.

InsOlation

t..1The insolation that en rs the earth's atmo-
sphere is alnrst entirely short-wave radiation.
About 36 percent is reflected back into space
by the surface of the earth, cloud, cover, azti
atmospheric particles; 13 percent is abborbed
directly by water vapor and air; and 51 percent
is absorbed by the earth. These figures are
representative of ayerage conditions.

Terrestrial (Earth) Radiation

Radiation emitted by the earth is almost
entirely long-wave radiation. Most of the ter-
restrial radiation is absorbed by the water vapor
in the atmosphere, with a small amount (about
8 percent) being radiated directly to onter space.
Some is carried aloft by convection and turbu-
lencei and the condensation-precipitation-evap-
oration cycle (hydrological cycle) carries the
remainder intc the atmosphere.

Atmospheric Radiation

The atmosphere reradiates to outer space
most of the terrestrial radiation (about 43%)
and insolation (about 13%) that it has absorbed.
Some of this radiation s emitted downward
and is known as COUNTERRADIATION. This
radiation is of great importance in the green-
hodse effect.

Diffuse Sky Radiation

About 25 percent of the incoming solar radia-
tion is scattered by the atmosphere. Abdut two-
thirds tof this scattered rabiation reaches the

. earth as diffuse sky radiation. Diffuse sky radia-
tion may account for almost 100 percpnt of the
radiation received by polar stations durihig winter.

Summary

The foregoing discussion accounts for the
TOTAL radiation. Some of the radiatiOn makes
sexeral trips, being absorbed, reflected, or
reradiated bythe earth or the atmosphere. Inso-
lation comes into the atmosphere, and all of It'
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Figure 4. Radiation,balance in the atmosphe,re.

is reradiated. Ildw many trips it m ikes while
in our atmosphere does not matter. The direct
alosorption of radiation by the earth and atmo-
sphere and the reradiations into space balance.

HEAT BALANCE IN
THE ATMOSPHERE

You ha7 seen how the balance of incoming
and outgoing radiation in the atmosphere is
maintained. Due to the differential Insolation
(uneven heating) that the earth receives, abalance
of heat must be maintat.ned on earth.

It has been shown that the earth absorbs
more Insolation than the atmosphere above it,
and because the intensity of reradiationdecreases
through each ascending layer, temperature nor-
mally decreases with height to the trolfpause.

In the Tropics, heat is being supplied to the
atmosphere constantly. The temperature of the
aii is thus higher thaninareas poleward. Because

4.4.3

of the expansion of warm air, thi column of
air is much taller than over the poles. At the
poles the earth receives little Insolation and the
column of air is much shorter and heavier.
This differential in Insolation sets up a circula-
tion that transports warm air from the Tropics
poleward aloft and cold. air from the poles
equatorard on the surface (figure 5). Modifi-
cations to this general circulation are discussed
in detail in Section 3.

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

The earth's atmosphere is divided into layersor zones according to various distinguishing
features as illustrated in figure 6.. These divi-
sions are for reference of thermal structure
or other significant features and are not int-arided
to imply that these layers or zones are idde-
pendent domains. The earth is surrounded by
one atmosphere, not by a number of subatmo-
spheres.

2
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The temperatures shown are generally based
on the latest "U.S. Extension to the ICAO Stand-
ard Atposphere" and are representative of
mid-lathude conditions., The extension to 500
miles shown in the insert is speculative.

These layers and zones are discussed under
two separge classifications. One is the METEOR-
OLOGICAL. classification, which defines zones
acotirding to their significance for the weather;
and the other isthe ELECTRICAL classification,
which defines zones according to electrical char-
acteristics of gases of the atmosphere.

Meteorological Classification

In the meteorological classification (com-
mencing with the earth's surface and proceeding
upward) are encountered the troposphere, tropo-Ipause, stratosphere, stra opause, mesophere,
mesopause, therinosphere ,and the exosphere.
These classifications are based on terriperature
characteristics.

TROPOSPHERE. The troposphere is the
layer of air enveloping the earth immediately
above the earth's sprface. It is approximatdly
5 1/2 miles (29,000 ft or 9 km) thick over the

toles, about 7 1/2 miles (40,000 ft or 12.5 km)
think in the mid-latitudes, and about 11 1/2
miles (61,000 ftor 19 km) thickover the Equator.
The figures for thickness are average figures;"
they change somewhat from day to day and from/
ssason to season. The troposphere is thicker
in summer than in winter and is thi,cker during
the day than during the night. The thickness or
the troposphere is important lp forecasting the
weather. All weather as we know it occurs in the
tropospherp.

10
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Table 1. Gaseous composition of the dry
atmosphere.

Cu * Percent'

Nitrogen ( N,) ' 78.09

Oxygen (0,k. 20.95

Argon 0.93

Carbon Dioxide 0.03

Other Cases' less than .0.01

'Other gases include traces of neon. hebtun. hydrogen.

kmpton, and xenon

The troposphere is co*osed of a mixture
of several different gases,Ay volume, the com-
position of dry air in th troposphere is as
follows: 78 percent nitrogen, 21 percent oxygen,
nearly 1 percent argon, knd about 0..03 percent
carbon dioxide. In adcion, it contains minute
traces of other gases, s ch as helium, hydrogen,
neon, krypton, and other, (See table 14

The air in the troposphere also contains a
variable amount of water pox. The maximum
amount of water vapor 5at the air can hold
depends on the tempera ure of the air and the
pressure; that is, the figher the temperature,
the more water vapor it can hold at a given
pressure. How.eyerf,th amount of water vapor
the air can hold is rer more than about 4
percent by volume.

The air also contains variable amoun of
impurities, such as dust, salt particles, soot,
and chemicals. These impurities in the air are
impOrtant because, of their effect on visibility
and especially because of the part they play in
tie condensation of water vapor. If the air were
absolutely pure, there would be little condensa-
tion; these minute particles act as nuclei for
cOndensation of water vapor. Nuclei which have
an affinity for wate:r vapor are called HYGRO-
SCOPIC NUCLEI.

The temperature in the troposphere usually
decreases with height, but there may be inver-
sions for relatively thin layers at any level.

TROPOPAUSE. The tropopause is a tran-
sition layer between the troposphere and the
stratosphere. It is not uniformly thick, and it
is not continuous from the Equator to-tire poles.
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Figure 6. Upper atmosphereContinued.

In each hemisphere the existeriv of thre* sdi-
tinct tropopauses is generally agreed upon
one in the subtropical latitudes, one in middle
latitudes, and on in subpolar latitudes. These
may overlap or ma be folded.

The tropopause is characterized by an iso
thermal lapse rater that is, it is marked b
little oir no increase or decrease of temperature
with increasing altitude. The composition of
gases is about the same as that for the tropo-
sphere. However, water vapor is found only
in very minute quantities at the tropopause and
above it.

STRATOSPHERE. The stratosphere di-
re-Aly overlies the tropopause and extends to
aeout 30 miles (160,000 ft). Temperature varies
littla with height in the stratosithere through
the first 30,000 feet; however, in the upper
portion the temperature increases approximately
linearly to values nearly equal to surface:tem-
geratures. This increase in temperature through
this zone is attributed to the presence of ozone
which absorbs most of the incoming ultraviolet
radiation.

STRATOPAUSE. The stratopause is the
top of the stratosphere. It .is the zone marking

12

cD.

'another reversal of temperature with increas-
ing aftitude.

1

MESOPHERE. The mesophere is a layer
approximately 20 miles (100,000 ft) thick whiCh
directly overlies the stratopause. The tempera-
ture decreases with height from about 0 C. at
the' stratopause to about .-93° C. at the meso-
pause.

MESOP.AUSE. The mesopause is the thin
boundary zone between the mesophere and the
thermosphere. It is marked by a reversal of
temperature; i.e., temperature again increases
with altitude.

THERMOSPHERE. The thermosphere, a
second region in which the temperature in-
creases with height, extends from the meso-
pause to outer space.

41
EXOSPHERE. The vecy outet limit of the

earth's atmosphere is regarded as tke exo-
sphere, it is the zone in which gas atoms are
so widely spaced that, they rarely collide with
bne another and haw individual orbits around
the earth. `.lt is believera ,not to be of meteor-
ological significance.

Electrical Classification

'the description of the electrical classifica-
tion is necessarily brief because you do not
need much detail on this- classification. The
primary emphasis is on the effects on communi-
cations and radar. The electrical classification
outlines three zonesthe troposphere, the ozono-
sphere, and the ionosphere.,

TROPOSPHERE.:- In the troposphere, the
primary emphasis is on the formation of inver-
sions of temperature; that is, the increase of
temperature with gain in altitude.,Certain types
of inversions cause significant bending or re-
fraction of radio and radar waves. Uh'cler certain
circumstances the range of commuitication and
radar is thereby increased, and under other
circumstances the range is shortened. There-
fore, the formation of inversions is impprtant
to 'communicators 'and radar operators. Meteor-
ologists are called upon to forecast the forma-
tion of inversicns.

OZONOSPHERE. This layer is nearly
coincident with the stratosphere. As was discussed

\./
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. earlier in this section, the ozone found in this
zone is responsible for the increase in tem-
puature with height in the stratophere. There-
forc, the ozonosphere? is the primary source
)f heat in the rarefied upper atmosphere.

IONOStliERE. &The ionosphere extends
from about 40 miles (200,000 ft) to an indefinite

,
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height. Ionization of air molecules through this.
zone provides candittons that are favra.ble lor
radio propagation. This zone is subdivided into
the D, E, and F regions. The F Tygions are con- .

isidered the most important for Increasing corn-.
4-nunication capabtliti es.
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METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS

The next step in the study of meteorology
is to le.:aim the propertip of Meteorological
elements. Tiles( i:lements are the weather or
they make the weather. Any element which plays

a part in defining the state of the atmosphere
is properly a meteorological element. However,
in this discussion, interest lies mostly with
those elements which affect the atmosphere from
the aspect of naval operations; that is, interest
lies in the elefnents which make the weather
good or bad for naval operations-2'5"db urface,
surface, air, and spade.

Most weather, as it is known nd as it has
a bearing on naval operations, o urs in the
troposphere. The meteorological e ements that
bring about this weather, are air temperature,
atmosphenic pressure, humidity, hydrometeors
(cloud fogs, precipitation), lithometeors, lunii-
nous, meteors, igneous meteors, and winds. These
elements receive most of the coverage in this
section.

Above the tropopause, little or no weather
as such occurs, bedause Water vapor is present
only in 'very small quantities. Since precipita-

, tion, fogs, and clouds arecomposed of condensed
water vapor, we can deduce that the presence of
water Vapor in the air is the most iipportant
factor controlling the type and intensity of weather.

PRESSURE

Although extremely light, air has weight and
is highly elastic and compressible. Because of
its weight and density, the atmosphere exerts
a certaan pressure. By definition, atmOspheric
Pressure is'a force per unit area. Under standard
conditions, the atmosphere exerts a pressure
of 14.7 pounds per square inch upon the surface
of the earth at sea level. This is equivalent to
1,013.2 mb. The millibar is the unit of pressure
commonly used in meteärology.

Molecules present in the atmosphere exert
pressure _in all directions at the nme time;

4
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this makes it possible to measure' atmospheric
kessure by several different means.

TEMPERATL RE

One of the most important properties ot the
atmosPhere is its ability to absorb and lose
heat. The heating and cooling of the atmosphere
exert a tremendous influence on the processes
that determine the weather. Consequently, tern-
perature is one of your
It is .necessary to know the
ture, the scales and inst

principal concerns.
eaning of tempera-
ments used in its

measurement, and the important temperature
values. Procedures for observing temperature
are given in another pamphlet.

Temperature may be regarded as a measure
of molecular motion 'determined from.an)bsolute
zero point at which all molecular motion stops.
Temperature may -be defined as the degree of
hotness or coldness, or it may be c'OnSidered
as a measure of heat intensity. This, being the
case, we may conveniently measure temperature
in several different' ways.

One way of measuring temperature is by means
t of a liquid thermometer. Observe the changes

in volume of certain sensitive substances, such as
alcohol or meitury, which expand greatly gwith
an increase in molecular activity (temperature
increase) and contract greatly when the molecular
activity slows down (temperature decreas?.$).

Another ;nay to measure temperature is to
place subgtances, usually metals, next to one
another and note tlaNdifference In their expansion
or contraction. Each substance has an expansion
coefficient which is based on the amount it ex-
pands per degree of temperature increase. One
metal alone can be used to measure tempera-
ture; but since the expansion is usually small,
it is very difficult to get an easy and an accurate
measurement. Two metals welded together make
the measurement easier, bacause the strip with
the lesser expaision' coefficient bends the one
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with the greater, and the curve of bending is
easily magnified, thus affording an easy and
accurate measure of temperature. Welded strips
of two dissimilar metals are called bimetallic
strip's.

Another method of measuring temperature is
by a color comparison of the same substance at
different temperatures. You know that iron is
blue-gray when cpld, beconies orange when heated,
then red, and finally turns almost white when
it is completely, melted and about to vaporize.
For ' ordinary meteorological purposes, , this
method is unimportant.

There are other methods, such as measur-
ing the electrical resistance of a substance
(resistance changes with temperature; therefo-re,
you can find temperature by finding the resist-
ance), spectral _analysis, measurements of the
speed of sound, and measurement of electro-
magnetic radiation. Some ofthese methods are
indirect and have little direct application in
meteorology at the present time.

_

Temperature measurements used most ex-
tensively are those dealing with a confined
substance (alcohol or mercury), differences in
linear expansion (bimetallic strip), and ctianges
in electrical resistance (radiosondes).

Long ago it.was recognized that uniformity
in the meaiurement of temperature was essen-
tial. ft would be foolhardy to rely on such sub-
jective judgments , of temperature as "cool,"
"cooler," and "coolest"; therefore, arbitrary

, scales were devised. Some of them are described
in this section. Thioare the Fahrenheit, Celsius,
and absolute (Kelvin) scales. These are the
scales in use I?), most meteorological services
of all the countries in the

rworld.
FAHRENHEIT SCALE

The Fahrenheit scale was Invented by Gabriel
Dariel Fsahrenheit about 1710. He was the first
to use merettry in a thermometer. The Fahren-
hei t. scale has 180-divisions or degrees between
the Zreezing point (32' F.) ahd boiling point
(212" F.) of watet.

CELSIUS-SCALE

The Celsius scale was devised by .Anders
Celsius during the 18th century. This scale
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has" reference , points with respect to water of
0' C. for freezing and 100' C. for boiling.

The terms "centigrade scale" anU "degrees
centigrade': Mtve been used for mans years;
however, the accepted terminology is "Celsius

e scale'.:-'and "degrees Celsius."

ABSOLUTE SCALE

Another scale in wide use by scientists in
many fields is the absolute scale or Kelvin
scale (also called the thermodynamic tempera-
ture scale). It was developed by Lord Kelvin
of' England.,On this scale the freezing point of
water is 213° A, (or K.), and the boiling point of
water is 373 A. (or K). The absolute zero
value is considered to be a point at which,
theoretically, no molecul.ar activity exists. This
races the absolute zero at a minus 27.3' on
he Celsius scale, since the degree divisions/areequal in size on both scales. The absolute zero
value on the Fahrnheit scale falls at minus
459.6" F.

SCALE CONVERSIONS

Since all three scales are used in meteor-
ology, it is often necessary to change the tem-
perature value of one scale to that of another
,scale. Only a few methods for such conversion
are described in this section.

It is helpful to note that there are 100
divisions between the freezihg nd boiling points
of water on the Celsius scale, whereas there
are 180 divis ons .between, the same refertnces
on the .Fahre eit scale. Therefore, one degree
on the Celsiu scale equals nine-fifths degree
on the Fahrenheit scale. For converting Fahren*
heit values to Gelsius valuesi the formula is:

C = * - 32') x

For example, 50- F. is equivalent' to 10 C.
13y applying the formula,

= (50 - 32 x = 10 Celsius
9

For converting Celsius value to Fahrenheit
values, the formula is:

= 79. x C + 12
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For' example, 5 C. is equivalent to 41' F. By
applying the formula,'

= -9 x 5' + 32' = 41' F.5

To change a Celsius reading to an absolute
valueidd the Celsius reading to 273' alge-
braically,. For example, rntnus35° C. is equiva-
lent -to 238 absolute, arrived at by adding
minus 35 G. to 273°..

To change a Fahrenheit reading to an abso-
lute value, first convert the Fahrenheit reading
to'-its equivalent Celsius value, which is then-
gdded algebraically to 273°. Consequently, 50° F.
is equivalent to 28' absolute, arrived at by
converting 50' 'F. to 10° C. and then adding the
Celsius value algebraically to 273°.

Another method of converting temperatures
from one scale to another is the decimal method.
This method uses the ratio C. eqyals 1.8° F.
To find Fatrenheit from Celsius, multiply the
Celsius value by 1.8 and-add 32. To find Celsius
from Fahrenheit, substract 32 from the Fahren-
heit and divide the remainder by 1.8. The follow-
ing examples illustrate the method:

1. Given: 24° G.; Find: 'F.
24 x 1.8 = 43.2 '-
43.2 + 32 = 75.2 or 75° F.

a. Given: 96° F.; Find: 'C.
96 -' 32 = 64
64 1.8 = 35.5 Or 36' C:

You., are often called upon to conv'ert
peratures from one scale to another. Learn how

`'tto make these conversions and learn them well.'
They will make your work easier and more
efficient.

TE. PER-ATURE APPLICATIONS

Temperature is a comprehensive term and
concept. For this reason it' is reasonable to
expect many variations in its expression and
application. For instance, meteorologists use
such terms as potential temperature, wet-bulb
temperature, virtual terni5erature, maximum tern-
periture, mean temperature, and many others.
These terms have their special Meanings, which
are defined in the proper place where the con-
(ept first appears in this training course. When
meteorologists simply say temperature, they
mean the free air temperature. The free air

/ :

temperature is the temperafure of the air near
the surface of the earth, measured so that air
flows 'freely at the point of observation and
where n influences other than the, fre
cause the thermometer to, ,be_affected. This
means that the reading is run made direct
sunlight, or too close to buildings.or other heat
sources.

HUMIDITY

As indicated earlier, weather conditions
depend greatly upon the amount of water in the
air. The water may be in any of three forms
gas, liquid, or solid. As a gas, it is called water
vapor, which is invisible. SoIid or liquid water
is visible as precipitation or as clouds.

Hu tdity is a comprehensive concept; titre-
fore, there are available many different defi-
nitions and many different manner§ of expressing
hum idity.

Most of the weather that interferes witr: the
operation of aircraft is directly associated with
water in some form. The water that is of
primary interest at this point is that which
exists in a gaseous state. in this section :t is
necessary to consider -the characteristics of
water vapor, the various manners in which
humidity is expresseit and some of the instru-
ments that are used in measuring humility.

WATER VAPOR CHARACTERISTICS

Water vapor 'is a universal constituent of
the atmosphere. Any given volume of atmosphere
at a given temperature can contain only a certain
maximum quantity of water vapor. The maxi-
mum amount (by volume) of water vapor that
the air can hold is about 4 percerit. If more
and more water vapor is injected into a given'
container of dry air kept at a constant tem-
perature, a point is reached when thewatervapor
condenses, or becomes 'liquid, as,fog within the
container or as dew on its walls. As more and
more water vapor is added, more of it con-
denses, but the total amount of vapor in the
container remains unchanged, though the amount
of liquid water in the form of fog or dew in-
creases. The volume of air in the container is
then said to be saturated with water vapor. The
quantity of water vapor needed to saturate the'
container of air does not depend on the amount
of air, ih the container; it takes approximately
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the same amount of water vapor to produce
saturation whether the cqtainer is on.the ground
with air in it at a Press-lire of 1,000 millib rs,
or at 17;000 feet altitude with only 500-mi11i ars

.40
of air pressure if the temperature is-the e.
In Vie second case, there is more water vapor
per gram of air, though not more total water
vapor In the given container.

Although the quantity p water vapor ill a
saturated volume of atmos ere is independent
of the amount 'of air present, IT DOES DEPEND
ON THE TEMPERATURE. The higher the tem-
perature,- the greater - the tendency for liquid
Water to turn into vapor. At a higher tempera-
ture, therefore, more vapor must be injected
into a given volume before the saturated state
is feached anddew or fog forms. On the other
hand, cooling a saturated volume of air forces
some of the vapor to condense and the quantity
of vapor in the volume to diminish.

DEFINITIONS OF HUMIDITY

The actual amount of water Vapor contained
in the air is usuapy less than the saturation
arnotmt. The amount of water vapor in the air
is expressed in several different manners. Some
of the principal methods are described in,.the
following portion of this section.

Relative Humidity

Although the major portion of the atmosphere
is not saturated, for weather analysis it is
desirable to be ale to say how near it is to
being saturated. This reIationsbip is expreSsed
as relative humidity. The relative humidity of a
volume of air is the ratio (in percent) between
the water vapor actually present and the/water
vapor necessary for saturation at a given tem-
perature.

Assume, for instance, that the temperature
is 25° C. The amount of water vapor needed to
saturate a cubic meter of air at this temperature
is 23.05 grams. If observation indicates only
11.525 grams of vapor in a cubic meter, the
sample volume is half saturated, or its relative

midity is 50 percent.
., .

Relative humidity is also defined as the
ratio (expressed 'in percent) of the observed.
vapor pressure to that required for saturation
at the same temperature and pressure.

- Y

,

RelatiVe hiimidity shows the degree of satu-,
ration, butO gives no clue to the actual amount
of water vapor in the air. Thus, other expres-
sions of humid1ty are useful.

Absolute Humidity

The mass of water vapor present per unit
volume of spape, usually expressed in grams
per cubic meter, is, known as absolute humidity.
It may be thought of as the density of the water
vapor.

Specific Humidity

Humidity may be expressed as the mass of
water vapor contained in a unit mass of air (dry
air plus the water vapor), or as the ratiO of the
density of the water vapor to the dpnsity of
the air (MIXTURE OF DRY AND '1/4,ATER
VAPOR)tv.cr-its is called the speOific humidity
and is expressed in grams per gram .or, in
grams per kilogram. Since t,is value dependS
upon the measurement of mass, and mass does
not change with temperature and pressure, the
specific humidity of a parcel of air remains
constant unless water vapor is added to orftaken
from the parcel. For this reason, air which is
unsaturated may move from place to place or
from level to leitel, and its specific humidity
remains the same as long as no water vapons
added, or removed. However, if the air is satu-
rated and is cooled, some of the water vapor
must condense; consequently, the specific hu-
midity (which reflects only the water vapor)
decreases. If saturated air is heated, its spe-
cific humidity remains unchanged unless water
vapor is added tci it, in which case the specific
humidity increases. The maximum specific hu-
midity which a parcel may have occurs at
saturation and depends upon both the temperature
and the pressure. Since warm air can hold
more water vapor than cold air at constant
pressure, the saturation spectfic humidity at
high temperatures is greater than at low tem-
peratures. .Also, since moist air is less 'dense
than dry air at constant temperature, a parcel
of air has a greater specific hurtadity at satura-
tion, if the pressure is low, than when the pressure
is high.

Mixing Ratio

The mixing ratio is defined as the ratio of
the mass of water vapor, to the mass of DRY .AIR
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'and is expressed in grams per gram or in grams
per kilogram. It differs from specific humidity
only in that It is related to the mass of dry air
instead of to the total dry air plus water vapor.
It is very, nearly equal numerically to specific

tumidity, but it is always slightly greater.4The
mixing ratio 'has the same characteristic prop-erties as the specific humidity, in that' it is
conservative for atmospheric processes involv-ing a change in temperature but is nonconserva-
tive for changes involving a gain or loss of water
vapor.

Previously you 'learned th'at air at any
given temperatuie can hold only a certain amount
of water vapor before it is saturated. The total
amount ,of vapor which air holds at any given
temperature, by weight relationship, is referred
to as the saturation mixffig ratio. It is usefulto note that the following relationship exists
between mixing iatio, saturation mixing ratio,
and relative,humidity: Relative humidity is equal
to the mixing ratiobldivided by the saturation
mixing ratio, multiplied)by 100. If any two of
the three components in this relationship areknown, the third may be determined by simple
mathematics.

Dewpo

The dewpoint is the temperature to whichair must be cooled, at constant pressure and
constant water vapor content., in oTder for satu-
ration to occur. The dewpoint is a conservative
and_ very 'Useful element. sWhen atmospheric
pressure stays constant, the dewpoint reflects
increases ansi decreases in moisture in the air
and also shows at a glance, under the same con-ditions, how much cooling of the air might
result in condegsed moisture.

HUMIDITY MEASUREMENTS

Humidity is measured by several different
methods. The instruments and procedures used
in humidity measurements are treated in the
appropriate sections discussing instruments. Itsuffices to say here that cooling, vapor pressure..
differentials, expansion coefficients, and elec-trical resistance are the primary means used
to determine the humidity of the air.

WINDS

In general, a TeferenCé to wind means aLr
in natural horizontal motion relative to the:,
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surface of the earth. Actually, wind' has niany
components of direction. It may be upward or
downward directed in a certain horizontal di-

' rection. 11,e vertical components aiite difficult
to measure. Thus we deal only with the hori-
zontal componentthe horizontal direction andspeed. In meteorology, reference is geneilly
rhade to the vertical component of the wind as
turbulence, updrafts, or downdrafts.

The cause of windflow is the v'ariation in
pressure, which in turn,results from a variation
in temperature. The proceises which cause a
variation in pressure and temperature are de-
scribed in section 1 of this training pamphlet,
and the details of atmospheric circulation are
covered in section 3.

At ti'mes \confusion arises from the meaning
of wind direction. Wind direction is always the
direction 'FROM which the wind is blowing: Wind
speed may be expressed in a number of man-
ner's, such as miles per hour,zkilometers per
hour, feet per second, meters per second, or in
nautical dines per hour (knots).In meteorology,wind., speed is often expressed in knots. Wind
speed measurements are commonly made .bythp tise of anemometers. There are teveral
types of aneinometera in use; 'the details of
their operation are 'covered in appropriate sec-tions on instruments.

LUMINOUS METEORS ,. -

The luminous meteors aFe any one of a
number of atmospheric phenoniena which appear
as luminous patterns in the Sky. They constitute
suck phenomena as solar and lunar halos, solar
and lunar coronas, rainbows, fogbows, and aurora
boreales and aurora australis (northern and
-southern lights) . Luminous meteors are not active
elements;, that is,. they generally do, not cause
adverse 'weather. However, except for the auroras,
they are related to cloudO which do cause ad-
verse weather. Thus, they help in describing
the state of the atmosphere.

HALOS

A halo is a luminous ring around the An
or moon. When it appears around the sun, it is
a solar halo; when it forms around the mit is a lunar halo. It usually appears whitish,
but it may show the spectral colors (red, oraage,
yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet) with the
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red ring %a the inlide and the viol t ring on the
outside. ;The sky is darker inside ring than
outside. Halos are formed by REF CTION'of
ligkt as St passes through ice crys Is. This:
means that halos are .almost exclusi ly as-
sociated with cirriform clouds: Refrac on of
light means that.the light Passes.through'p sma;
'that i, ice crystiils .whicN act as prtsins. me
reflection of light also takes place.

Halot appear. in various - sizes, but th
. .

mos: common. size is the Jrnel.122-degree halo.
The size of thee halo' can be determined visually.

_with ease. Technically, 'the radius of the 22-
degree halo subtends an arc of 22 degrees. This
Simply means that the, radius 'of the4halo
equal tb a 22-degree angle as measured by. an

4 observer on earth. Halos of other 71zes are
formed th the same manner. .
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the case of coronas, the diffractive
agenta-arre-ire -water droplets of mid-.
clouds.

'RAINBOWS
A

The rainbow _is a circular arc seen opposite
the sul, usally exhilStint all the primarycolors,

'with red on the outside. It it caused by diffrad-
tion refraction, and ,reflection of light within
raindrops, often with a.secondary bow outside

e. primary one. In 'this case the colors ari
ersed. The colors of a rainbow are red to'

ue and violet:

CORONAS

corona is a luminous ring surrotufding the
sun (solar) or moon (lunar) and is formed by
DIFFRACTION of light t;), water droplets. It
may vary greatly in size, but is usually smaller
than a halo. All the spectral colors may be
visible, with red on thw outside, but frequently
the inner colors are not visible. Sometimes
the spectral colors or portions of them are
repeated several times and, are somewhat ir-
regularly distributed. This phenomenon is called
iridescence:

NOTE

At this point it is good to teview
the definitions of reflection, refraction,
,and diffraction. Reflection occurs when
light simply bounces off a substance.
In reflection,- the angle at which light

.arrives (angle of incidence) is equal to
the angle at Which it bounces off (angle
of reflection). In refraction, the light
enters the substance, is bent within the
substance, and leaves at an angle dif-
ferent from that at which it entered;
Prisms are good refractors; and bee-.
cause they are regular in shape, the
angle of refraction can be calculated.
Diffraction. is similar to scattering.
It occurs when the particles causing
the diffraction are larger in diameter
Ivan the wavelength of the light, re-
sulting in the dispersion of light. In

OGYSOWS

. 'jqgbow is a whitish semicircular -arcs
seern opposite the sun in fog. Its outer margin
ha& reddish tinge; its innee margin has a
bluish . Inge. The_ middle' of die band is White.
An addi octal bow', with the colors reversed,
sometintes upeais inside the first.-

AURORAS /
!/ -

An aurora is a luminescence in the atmo-
sphere. It is primarily an electricarphenornenon
involving, charged particles in the upper IrrtrIM"
§phere in the higher latitudes in both hemi-
spheres. It is losely associated with magnetic.
storms. An au re may appear in such forms as
arcs, rays,curtainslrogronas, etc. In the Northern
Hemisphere it is called aurora borealis; in the
Southern Hemisphere it is known as aurora
australts. Auroras are usually whitish, but they
may have various ccilors. The lower edges of the
arcs and curtains of the aurora are usually
fairly well defined; the upper edges are usually
ill-defined.

AthGLOW

Airglow is similar in origin and nature to
auroras; it, too, is an upper atmospheric elec-
trical phenomenon. The main differences be-
tween airglow and aurora ire that airglow is
quasisteady ("quasi" means seemingly) in ap-
pearance, is much fainter than aurora, and
appears in the middle and lower latitudes. -,

LITHOMETEORS

AlOng withwhydrometeors, due consideration
must be given to lithometeors, since they affect.
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the state of the atmosphere. Lithometeors com-
prise .a class of atmospheric phenomena among
which dry haze andosmoke are the most com-
mon examples.. In contrast to hydrometeor,
which consists largsly of,water, a lithometeor
is composed of solid dust or sand particles, or
the ashy products of combustion.

HAZE

Haze is suspended ilusf or salt partcles so
small that- they cannot be ingi..viduallc felt or
seen-by the, unaided eye. They reduce visibility
and lend a characteristic opalescent appearanceto the air. Hazt resembles a uniform veil over

the landscape that subdueS its colors. This veil
has a bluish *tinge when viewed against a dark
background and a dirty yellow or orange kinge
when viewed against a bright batkground..

'irregular differences:in air temperature may
cause a shimmering veil over the -landscape.
This is called optical haze.

r
SMOK, .

Smoke i ine ash partfires suspended in the
atmosphere. When smoke is present, the diskof the sun at sunri,and sunset appears very
red and during theidaytime has a reddish tinge.

Smoke at a distance, such as from forest fires,
usually has a light grayish or bluish color and
is evenly distributed in the upper air.

DUST

Dust is finely divided solid matter, uni-
formly distributed in the air. It imparts a
tannish or grayish hue to distant objects. The

, sun's disk is pale and colorless or has a yellow
tinge atall periods of the day:

SAND

Pine particles of sand picked up from the
surface by the wind and blown about in clouds
or sheets constitute a troublesome lithometeorin some regions.

IGNEOUS METEORS

ightning is the only common igneous meteor
of tijiportance in meteorology. It is a visible
ele rical discharge occurring inthe atmosphere.It occurs as a discharge within a cloud, from
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cloud to cloud, or betweeh cloudstand the ground.
Distant lightning is any lightning that occurs
far from the observer that the resulting thun ercannot be heard. It may be observed as streaks
or sheets. .

HYDROMETEORS

HydrometeOiV are coMposed primarily ofwater in either liquid or solid state. Hydro-
meleors comprise all forms of precipitation,
such as rain, drizzle, snow, and hail, and such
elements as clouds and fogs.

PRECIPITATION

1E1.

Precipitation includes all forms of 'mot Imrethat fall to the earth's surface, such I. s tais,
snow, hail, drizzle, etc. Dew and frost ar notforms of precipitation, although they are hydro--
meteors. They are treated in a separate section.

Precipitation is classified according to.bothits form (liquid, freezing, and solid) and size
(and rate of 411). The size of precipitation drops
determines their rate of fall to a large extent.
Also, the size determines some of the different
types of precipitation. Droplets with a diameter
somewhat less than 0.2 mm constitute precipita-
tion which usually evaporates before it reaches
the groundVIRGA. Droplets with Adiameter of
less than 0.02 inch (0.5 mm) constitute DRIZZLE,
andthe larger droplets constitute RAIN. Droplets
with a diameter less than Oil mm do not falliand
are not classified as precipitation. They ire
referred to as cloud droplets.

Rain 7

Piecipitation which reaches the earth's sur-face as waterydroplets with a diameter of 0.02
inch (0.5 mm) or more is claSsified as rain.
If the droplets' freeze on contact with the ground
or other objects, the precipitation is classified
as freezing rain. Rain emanating from convec-
tive clouds is referred to as rain showers.
Showers' usually start and stop-rather suddenly;
they are quite intermittent in character; and the
drops of which they are composed are usually
larger and the impact (therefore the intensity)
of the dFops 4s greater than with other types ofrain.



Drizzle

Drizzle consists of very snill and uni-
form:iy dispersed droplets that may .appear to
float while following air currents. Sometimes
drizzle is referred to as /mgt. Unlike fog drop-
lets, drizzle falls to the ground. However, the
rate of fall is very slow. The slow rate of fall
and the small size of tee droplets distinguish
drizzle from rain. When the droplets freeze on
contact with the ground of other objects, they
are called freezing drizzle. Drizzle always re-
stricts visibility.

Snow

Snow Artsists of white or translucent ice
crystals. In their pure form the ice crystals
are highly complex, hexagonally branched forms.

'however, most snow falls as parts of crystals, -
as individual crystals, or more commonly as
clusters and combinations of these. Snow occurs
in meteorofogic41 conditions similar to those
in which rain occurs, except that with snow the
initial temperatures must be at or below freez-
ing. Snow falling from convective clouds is termed
snow showers.

Snow. Pellets (Soft Hail)

c Sometimes called soft hail, snow pellets are
white, opaque, round (or occa ally conical)
kernels of snowlikt consisten 1/16 to, 1/4
inch in diamete,r. They are isp and easily
compressible. They may rebou d or burst when
striking hard surfaces. They occur almost ex-
clusively in showers.

Snow Grains

Sometimes called granular snow, snow grains
take the form of minute, branched, starlike
snowflakes,/ or of very fine simple crystals.
Thei are the solid equivalent of drizzle with
diameters generally less than 0.04 inch (1 mm).

Sleet (ice Pellets)

Sleet, sometimes called ice pellets, is
composed of frozen raindrops or drizzle or
largely melted and refrozen snowflakes that
rebound when striking hard surfaces. Their
fall may beecontinuous, intermittent, or show-
ery.
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Hail .

Ice balls or stones which range in diameter
from that of a medium-size raindrop to an
inch or more are referred to as hail. They
may fall detached or frozen together into ir-
regular, lumpy masses. They are composed
either of clear ice or of alternating clear and
opaque snowflake layers. Hail formi in cumulo-
nimbus clouds and is associated with thtnder-
shower activity. Surface temperatures are usually
above freezing when hail &curs. Determination
of size is based on the 'diameter, in inches,
of normally shaped hailstones.

Precipi tat idn Theory

Precipitation is an outgrOwth of condens'a-
tion. The condensation theory is discussed in.
this section under "Cloud Formation." The
main concern at the present time is with the
growth-of condensed water droplets and their
subsequent descent to the earth's surface.

Several theories have been fotmulated in
regard to. the growth of raindrops, and all of
them have some validity. The theories which
are most widely accepfed today are treated here

- in combined form.

Raindrops grow in size primarily because
water exists in all three phases in the atmo-
sphere, and the air is supersaturated at times
(especially with respect 015 ice) due to adiabatic
expansion and radiational cooling. This means
that ice crystals coexist with liquid water drop-
lets in the same cloud. The difference in ttie
vapor pressures between the water droplets and,
the ice crystals cause§ water droplets to evap-
orate and then to sublimate directly onto the
ice crystals. Condensation alone does not cause
droplets of water to 'grow in size. The turbu-
lence in clouds permits this droplet growth proc-
ess and aids it. After the droplets become
larger, they start to descend and are tosbed up
again in turbulent updrafts within the cloud. The
repetition of ascension and descension causes the
ice crystals to grow larger (by water vapor
sublimating onto the ice crystals) until finally
they are heavy enough to fall out of the cloud
as some form of piecipitation. It is believed
that mosrprecipitation in the midlatitudes starts
as ice crystals and that most liquid precipitation
results from' melting during descent through
a strattan of warmer air. It is generally believed
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that most rain iir'the Tropics forms without
going through the ice phase.

In addition to the above process' of droplet
growth, simple ACCRETION is important. The
droplets colliding with other sriialler ones simply

\---2 hold the smaller ones, and the droplets thereby
accumulate more layers. During the growing
process, the droplets which form the outer
layers are frozen onto the larger droplets. This
process of accretion 4-thought to be especially
effective in the growth of hail. There are,, tobe sure, other factors which explain in part
the growth Of precipitation, but the aformen-
tiond processes are the primary ones.

1'
'DS

.\ cloud is a visible mass of nute waterdroplets, or ice particles, susp ded in the
atmosphere. It differS frofn frjg in that it does

. not reach to the surface of the earth. Clouds
are a direct expression of the physical proc-
esses which are taking place in the atmosphere.
An accurate description of both type and amount
plays an important part in the analysis of the

. weather and in forecasting the changes which
are taking place in the weather.

Cloud Formation

To be able to thoroughly understand clouds,
you must know the physical processes which,
form clouds.

Three conditions must be met before clouds
can form as a result of condensationpres-
ence of sufficient moisture, a cooling process,
and hygroscopic or sublimation nuclei in the
atmosphere. Moisture is supplied to the atmo-
sphere by evaporation and is distributed hori-
zontally and vertically by the winds and vertical
currents. The first task is to considfir the hy-
groscopic and sublimation nuclei.

Hygroscopic nuclei are particles of any
nature on which condensation of atmospheric
moisture occurs as a liquid. It can be said
that hygroscopic nuclei have .an affinity for
water or that they readily absorb and retain
water. The Most effective hygroscopic.nuclei are
the products of combustion ,(sulfuric and nitric
acids) and salt sprays. Some dust particlesare also hygroscopic, but not effectively so.As has been stated, the presence of hygroscopic
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nuclei is a must. Water vapor does snot readily
condense without their presence. Air has been
supersaturated in laboratories to over 400 Per-
cent before condensation began when there were
no hygroscopic nuclei present. On the other
hand, condensation has been induced with rela-
tive humidities of only 70 percent when there
was an abundance of hygroscopic nuclei.

The condensation which results when all
three mentioned conditions are fulfilled is in
the fesrm of clouds, fogs, or haze. Fogs are
merelY\ clouds on the surface Of the earth. Fogs
receive, treatment in a separate portion of this
section.

In our industrial cities in,which b3rodncts
of combustion are, profuse, the 'distinction be-
tween smoke, fog, and haze is not easily dis-
cernibtbz A dombination of smoke alid fog gives
rise to rthe existence of the so-called "smogs"
which are characteristic of iheseindustrial areas.

Little is known about the properties of sith-
limation nuclei, although it is believed that they
are essential for sublimation to occur at all.
It is assumed that sublimation nuclei are very
small and very rare, possibly of.a quartz or
meteoric dust origin. All cirriform clouds are
composed of ice crystals and are believed to be
formed as a result of direct sublimation. Sub-
limation is the process whereby water vapor
changes into ice without passing through the
liquid stage.

In the atmosphere, water clouds, water and
ice crystal.clouds, and pure ice crystal clouds
may exist at the same time.

Next under consideration is the cooling proc-
ess which may induce condensation. There are
several processes by which the air is cooled
convective cooling by expansion, mechanical cool-
ing by expansion, and radiational cooling. Any of
thethree methods may be working in conjunction
with another method, thus making it even more
effective. The methods are as follows:

1. Convective cooling. The ascent of a
limited mass of air through the atmosphere due
to surface heating is called thermal convection.
If a sample of air is heated, it rises (being less
dense than the surrounding air) and decreases
in temperature at the day adiabatic lapse rate.
(An adiabatic process is one in which no heat is



Iiad d to or taken away from the miss of a( r
by exchange with its enVironment during the
process.) The parcel of air continues to rise
until 'the surrounding air tias a temperature
equal to, or higher than, the parcel of air.
Then convection ceases. Cumuliform clouds are
formed by this -means with their bases at the
altitude of saturation and their tops at the point
where the temperature of the surrounding air
is tne same as, or greater than, 'the tempera-
ture of the parcel of air.

2. Mechanicil cooling. In this section,
orographic and frontal processes for clod(' for-
mation are discussed as follows:,

a. Orographic. If air is compara-
tively* moist and is lifted over mountains or
hills., clouds may often be formed. Tlie tjpe 6f
cloud depends upon the lapse rate (the rate of
decrease in temperature with increase in height
unless otherwise tioecif(ed) of the surrounding
air. If the lapse rate is weak (that is, a small
rate of ctioling with an increase in altitude), the
clouds formed are of the stratiform type. If
the lapse rate of the surrounding air is steep
(that is, a large rate of cooling with incre,asing
altitude), the clouds formed are of the cumuli-
form type.

7 b. Frontal. In the discussion of Clouds
bing ?O'hied by frontal slopes, we have two
huge masses of air, each having its own char-
acteristic properties. Due to the difference of
demity, the two air masses do not readily mix.
Warm air is lets dense than cold air. There-
fore, the warm air moves up over the cold
air. The cold air acts like an inclined plane,
and the boundary between the two masses of

.air is called the frontal surface.

It warm air flows slowly up over a cold
mass p0air, the air is cooled adiabatically to
its dewpoint and stratified clouds are formed. On
the other hand, if cold air pushes under warm
air, the warm is forced aloft rapidly, and upon
condensation, cumuliform clouds result.

3. Radiational cooling. At night the earth
reradiates long-wave radiation, thereby cooling
rapidly. The air in emits& with the surface is
not heated by the outgoing_ radiation but, in-
stead, is cooled by contact 4th the cold surface.
This contact cooling lowers the temperature

of the air near the surface, causing a surface
inversion. If the temperature of the air is
cooled to its dewpoint, fog and/or low clouds
form. Clouds formed in this manner dissipate
during the day due to surface heating.

Cloud Classification

The international classification which has
been adopted by most countrfes, is a gest help
to pilots and meteorological persOnnel alike, The
importance of an international classificatiop of
clouds cannot be overestimated; since it ttnds
to malie cloud observations standard throughout
tile world. As for the pilot, if he can properly
interpret the meaning or clouds, he is usually
able to avoid the types which are dangerous to
aircraft.

Clouds have been divided into 3 stages, 10
genera, 14 species, and 9 varieties. This classi-
fication is based primarily on the process which"
produced the clouds. Although clouds are con-.
tinually in a process olidevelopment and dissi-
pation, they neverthelesa, have many distinctive
features whicmake thisiclassificatio'n possible.

ETAGES. .0bpervations have shown that
clouds are generally encountered over a range
of altitudes varying from sea level to about
60,000 feet in the Tropics, to about 45,000 fept
in middle latitudes, and to about 25,000 feeein
polar regions.. By convention, the part of the
atmosphere in wbjch clouds are usually present
has been vertically divided into three etages
high, middle, and low. Each etage is* defined
by the range of levels at which clouds of certain
genera occur most frequently.

Cirrus, cirrocumulus, and cirrostratus are
always found in the high etage. Altocumulus
and altostratus are found in the 'middle etage,
but altostratus may4 often extend into the high
etage. Nimbostratus is invariably found in the
middle etage, but may eitend into the high, and
especially the low etage. Cumulus, cumulonimbus,
stratus,, and stratocumulus are always asso-
ciated with the low etage, but the tops of cumulus
or cumulonimbus may extend into either or both
of the two other etages.

The HIGH ETAGE extends from about 10,000
to 25,000 feet in polar 'regions, 16,500 to 45,000
feet in temperate regions, and 20,000 to 60,000,
feet in tropical regions.
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The MIDDLE ETAGE extends from about
6,500 to 13,000 feet .tn polar regions, 6,500
to 23,000 feet in temperate regions, and 6,500
to 25,000 feet in tropical regions.

The LOW
earth's surface to
the earth.

ETAGE extends from near the
6,500 feet in all regions of

GENERA. The genera of clouds
follows:

1. Cirrus (Ci). Thin featherlike

are as

clouds.

2. Cirrocumulus (Cc). Thin cotton or
flake-like clouds.

3. Cirrostratus (Cs).
sheet cloud.

Very thin,

c>2 7
a tuft which is not in the form of a rounded
protuberance.

3. Spissatus. Cirrus which is sufficiently
thick to appear grayish .when viewed towards
the sun.

/
. Castellanus. Clouds which present, in

,

7-4-41st solne portion of their upper part, cumuli-
form protuberances in the form of turrets. The
turrets, which are generally taller than they
are wide, are connected to a common base. The
term applies mainly to cirrocumulus, altocu-.
mulus, and stratocumulus, but especially alto-
cumulus.

,

5. Floccus. A species in which each
cloud unit is a small tuft with a cumuliform
appearance, the lower part of which is more or
less ragged and sometimes accompaniedby virga.
The term applies mainly to cirrocumulus anr
altocUmulus, but especially altocumulus.

high

4. Altocumulus (Ac). Sheep-back-like
clouds.

5. Altostratus (As). Medium high, uni-
form sheet cloud.

6. Nimbostratus (Ns). Low amorlihous and
rainy layer.

7. Stratocumulus (SC). Globules massesor rolls.

8. Straps (St). :Low, uniform sheet cloud.

9. Cumulus (CO, Dense, dome-shaped
puffy looking clouds.

10. Cumulonimbus. (Cb). Cauliflower tow-
ering clouds with cirrus veils on top.

SPECIES. The following are the definitions
of the various species of clout. The cloud
genera in which these species generally occur
are also mentioned. In addition, the species are
also enumerated under individual cloud descrip-
tions.

1. Fibratus.. Detached clouds or a thin
cloud veil, consisting of nearly straight or more
or less irregularly curved filaments which do
not terminate in hooks or tufts. The term applies
mainlf to cirrus.

2. Uncinus. Cirrus often shaped like a
comma, terminating at the top in a hook, or in
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6. Stratiformis. Clouds which are spread
out an extensive horizontal sheet or layer.
The term applies to altocumulus, stratocumulus,
and occasionally to cirrocumulus.

7. Nebulosus. A clo.ud like a neAulous
*veil or layer, showing no distinct details. This
term applied mainly to cirrostratus and stratus.

8. .Lenticularis. Clouds haVing
of lenses or almonds, often lo
having well-defined outlin
mainly to cirrocumulus, alto
cumulus.

ha Shape
g:aqd and

applies-
and streto-

9. Fractus. Clouds in the form of irreg-
ular shreads, which have a clearly ragged ap-
pearance. The term applies only to stratus and
cumulus.

10. Humilis. Cumulus clouds of only
slight vertical extent; they generally app
flattened.

.

11. Mediocris. Cumulus ciciuds of mod-
erate vertical extent, the tops of which show
fairly small protuberances.

12. Congestus. Cumulus clouds which are
markedly sprouting and are often of great verti-
cal extent. Their bulging upper part frequently
resembles cauliflower.
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13: Calvus.- Cumulonimbus in which at
least some protuberances of the upper part are
beginning to lose their cumuliforrn outlines but
in which no cirriforrn parts can be distinguished.

14. Capillatus.- Cumulonimbus character-
ized by the presence, mostly in the upper por-
ion, of distinct cirriform parts of clear4 fibrous
structure. Often - appears in the form of an
anvil, plume, or vast disorderly mass of hair.

VARIETIES.- Varieties of clouds are es-.
tablished mainly bn the basis of the cloud's
transparency or its arrangement in the sky. The
varieties are nine in number; but since observa-
tions of clouds do not ordinarily ipvolve the re-
cording of the specific variety, they ar not
covqed here. A detailed dqscjiption,4f the
several varieties can be found ii file tion-
al Cloud Atlas. However, a 1knowledge of the
varthties of a species of clouds aids you, the
observer, greatly in identifying the gloud; and
for this reason, we urge you to read th Inter-
national Cloud Atlas.

SUPPL E ME NTARY FEATURES.- Supple-
mentary features and accessod clouds; like
the varieties, aid in the clear idEptification of
clouds. Supplementary features are incus, mam-
ma, virga, praecipitatio, arcus, and tuba. They
are defined and associated with the parent clouds
in tne next portion on Clout:f Description.

The accessory clouds a e those cloud forms
which are distinct, but ich are relatively
minor in ve,rtical oyohorIzon extent, and me
defiaitely associattd, with.. the parent clouds.
The accessory cloUds are' plieus, velum, and.
pannus. These terms are defined next.

Cloud Description

Clouds are named and described with Latin
term3. Therefore,-it is necessary for the Marine
Science Technician to become familiar with
the terms used in these descriptions. The mean-
ing of the Latin wordt suggests the shape of
the cloud. Later in thN training course, these
terms are again uged when you observe, log,
enende, 'and decode clouds during the process
of an observation. 'The iMportant Latin terms
along with the associated cloud genera or species
are as follows:

1. Arous.:- Arch, arcade, bow (Cb, Cu).
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2. Alto.- H'eight, upper air.

3. Calvus.- Bald, stripped, bared (Cb):
4. Capillatus.- With hair (Cb).

5. Castellanus.- Castlelike (Cc, Ac, Sc):

6. Cirrus.- Lock or tuft of hair.
1. Congestus.- Congested, piled up (Cu,

Cb).

8. Cumulus.- Pile, heap, accumulation.

9. Duplicatus.- Doubled or repeated (Ci,
)C3, Ac, As, Sc).

1G. Fibratus.- Fibrous (Ci).

11. Floccus.- Fluff or tuft (Cc, Ac).

12. Fractus.- Fracture, break (St, Cu).

13. Humilis.- Small, humble (Cu). -

14. Incus.- Anvil (cp).

15. Intortus.- Twist, entangle (CD.

16. Lenticularis.- Lenticular, Lens shaped
(Cc, Ac, Sc).

17. Mamma.- Breast or pouch (Ac, As,
Sc, Cb).

18.4 Mediogris.- Medium (Cu).

19. Nebulosus.- Nebulous, misty, foggy
,(Cs, St).

20. Nimbo.- Rainy cloud.

21. Opacus.- Shady, thick, bushy (Ac, As,
Sc, St).

22. Pannus.- Shreds. (Ragged shreds some-
times in layers, below or attached to
As, Ns, Cu, Cb.)

23. Perlucidus.- To allow light to pass
through (Ac, Sc).

24. Pile us.- CaP (Cu, Cb).

25. Praecipitatio.- To fall down (from a
high place) (As, Ns, Sc, St, Cu, Cb).

26. Radiatus.- Being radiant, having rays
(Ci, Ac, As, Sc, Cu).

Spissatus.- To thicken, to condense
(CO;

28. Stratus.- Spread or flatten out.

29. Translucidus.- Transparent (Ac, As,
Sc, St).
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Tuba. Tube, conduit,
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Figure/. Cirrus.
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trumpet (Cb, as isolated tufts,%lines drawn across the sky,
branchi featherlike plumes, and curved Lines
ending tufts.

Cu).

31.* U-ncinus. Hook shaped (Ci).

32. Undulatus. Waved, wavelike (Cc, Cs,
Ac, 4s, Se, St).

33. Virga. Rod, stick, (Streaks of pre-
cipitation which evaporate before reach-
ing the surface.) (Cc, Ac, As, Ns, Se,
Cu, Cb.)

34. Velum. Veil. (Accessory cloud veil,
close to or attached to uppe(r portion
of Cu or CI%)

HIGH CLOUDS, High clouds are described
as follows:

1. Cirrus (Ci). Cirrus (figure 7) are
detached clouds of delicate and fibrous appear-
ance, generally white (cirrus are the whitest
clouds in the sky) in color, without shading.
They/ appear in the most varied forms, such

27

Since cirrus are composed of ice crystals,
Wir transparent character depends 14-.)on the
agree of separation of the crystals.

Before sunrise and after' sunset, cirrus may
still be colon/ bright yellow dr red. Being
high altitude cltuds, they light up before lower
clouds and fade out much later.

Cirrus often indicate the direction in which
a storm may lie.

Cirrus appear in the following.- species
cirrus fibratus, birrus uncinus, cirrus apfs-
Satus, cirrus castellanus, and cirrus flocknis.
In addition, these species may have several
varieties.

2. Cirrocumulus (Cc). Cirrocumulus (fig-
ure 8), commonly called mackerel sky, look like

3
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Figure 8. Cirrocumulus.

479.,

Figure 9.

rippled Sand or like cirrus containing globillar
masses of cotton usually without shadows. Cir-
rocumulus are al indication that a storm' is
probably approaching. The individual globule6
Of cirrocumulus are rarely larger than 1 degree
as measured by an observer on the surface of
the earth at or near sea level.

Cirrostratus. t

28

Cirrocumulus may be observed in four spe-
ciescirrocumulus stratiformis, cirrocumulus
lenticularis, cirrocumulus castellanus, and cir-
rocumulus floccus.

3. Cirrostratus (Cs), Cirrostratus (fig-
ure 9) are a thin, whitish veil, .which does not

31:b
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Figure 10. Altocumulus advancing over the sky in parallel bands.

Altocumulus are divided into four species
altocumulus stratifOrmis, altocumulus lenticu-
laris, altocumulus castellanus, and altocumulus

.flochus. In addition, altocumulus may. he ob-
served in several more varieties.

blur the outlines of the sun 1 or the moon, but
gives rise to ha s. A milk veil of fog, thin
stratus, and altos'tatus are distinguished from
a 'veilf'of cirrostratus of similar appearance by
the halo phenomenon, which the sun or moon
nearly always produces in a layer of cirrostratus.

The appearance of cirrostratus is a good
indication of rain. In the Tropics, however, cir-
rostratus quite often may be observed with no
rain following.

Cirrostratus occur in two speciescirro-
stratus fibratus and cirrostratus nebulosus.

MIDDLE CLOUDS. Middle clouds are de-
scribed as follows:

1. Aqcumulus (Ac). Altocumulus (fig-
ure 10) are a layer (or patches) of clouds c -
posed of flattened glodular masses, the small st
elements of the regularly arranged layer being
fairly small- and thin, with or without shading.
The balls or patches usually arl arranged in
groups, in lines, or in waves. Tiffs cloud form
differs from cirrocumulus by generally having
larger masses, by casting shadows, and by
having no connection with cirrus forms. A corona
or irisation is frequently observed on altocum-
ulus.

29
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2. Altostratus '(As). Altostratus (figure
11) look like thick cirrostrams; but without halo
phenomena; altostratus are a fibrous veil or
sheet, gray or bluish In color. Soiqetimas the
sun or moon is completely obscured.

,

Light rain or heavy snow may fall from a
cloud layer that is definitely altostratus.

Altostratus-. can sometimes be observed at
two different levels in the sky and sometimes
in conjunction with altocumulus, which may also
exist at two different layers in the sky. Alto-
stratus are not divided ihto any species, bat
several varieties of these-Iclouds do appear.

LOW CLOUDS. Low clouds are described
as follows:

1. Nimbostratus (Ns) . Nimbostratus (fig-
ure 12) are a low, amorphous, and rainy layer
of cloud. Of a dark gray color, they are usually
nearly uniform and feebly illuminated, seemirgly
from within.

201
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Figure 11. Altostratus.

figure 12. Nimbostratus.

When precipitation occurs, it is in the form
of continuous rain or,snow. However, nimbo-
stratus may occur without raincrsnow reaching
the ground. In cases in which the t)recipitation
does not reach the ground, the base of the cloud
is usually diffuse and looks wet.

In most cases, nimbostratUs evolve from
altostratus layers which grow thicker and whose
bases become lower until they become a layer
of nimbostratus. I.

Nimbostratus are not divided into 4ny species
or varieties.

2. Stratocuinulus (Sc). StratoCurnulus
(figure 13) are a layer (or patches) of clouds
composed of globular masses or rolls. Tbe

-smallest of the regularly arranged elementsfare
fairly large. They are soft and gray, with darker
spots.

30

Underneath stratocumulus waves or ,rolls,
strong winds occur. Under the thick parts, strong
up-currents rise. Above the- cloud layer, 1 the
airt is smooth, but it is turbulent below and
within the layer.

311
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Figure 13. Stratocumulus.

1.

Figure 14.

Stratocumulus appear in three species
stratocumulus stratiformis, stratocumulus len-
ticularis, and stratocumulus castellanus. Sev-
eral varieties of stratocumulus are also ob-
served.

3. Stratus (St). Stratus (figure 14) are
a low, uniform layer of aclouds, resembling fog,

31

Stratus.

S.

30 3

but not resting on the ground. When a layer of
stratus is broken up into irregUlar shreds, it is

- designated as fractostratus. Stratus nebulosus and
stratus fractus are the two species of stratus.
Three varieties of stratus also form in the sky.

A veil of stratus gives the sky a character-
istically hazy appearance. Usually, drizzle is
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Figure 15. Cumulus (congestus).

Figure 16. Cumulonimbus (capillatus).

the only precipitation associated with stratus.
When there is no precipitation, the stratus cloud
form appears drier than other similar forms,
and it shows some contrasts and some lighter
transparent parts.

4. Cumulus (Cu). Cumulus (figure 1,5)

are dense clouds with vertical development.
Their upper surfaces are dome shaped and
exhibit rounded protuberances, while their bases

32

are nearly horizontal. Fractocumulus resemble
ragged cumulus in which the different parts
show constant change.

.- Strong updrafts exist under and within all
cumulus formations. In fact, cumuluS, like other
forms of vertical development, are caused by
updrafts.

Four species of cumulus form in the sky
cumulus humilis, cumulus medlocris, cumulus
congestus, and cumulus fractus.

313 t.
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5. Cumulonimbus (&): Climulonimbus

(figure 16) are heaVy masses of cloud, with
great vertical development, whose cumuliform
summits resemble or towers. Their
upper parts have a fibrous texture; often they
spread out in the shape of an anvil.

Cumulonimbus are cumulus type clouds with
great vertical devefopment; tops- may extend
higher than 60,000 feet. The top is corpposed
of ice crystals and often resembles ari
Cumulonimbus are the familiar thunderclouds,
and their precipitation is of a violent, inter-
mittent, showery character: Hail often falls
from well-developed cumulonimbus.

Cumulonimbus appear in two speciescum-
ulonimbus calvus and cumuloninibus capillatus.
Cumulonimbus have no varieties, although they
may show dile of several supplementary fea-
tures, such as mamma, pileus, virga, or tuba.
The tuba is the tornado funnel.

The Marine Science 'Technician must learn
to infallibly recognize the various cloud types
as seen from the earth's surface.

In figure 17 there is a view of- all tYpes of
clouds in a tier, each cloud type being shown at

' its average height.

Although one never sees all these types at
any one time in nature, quite frequently two or
three layers of claks of different types may be
observed simultaneously.

FOG

Fog may be defined as a cloud on the earth's
surface; that is, visible condensation in the
atmosphere of sufficient density to interfere
with marine and aerial navigation. Fog ,varies
in depth from a few feet to many hundreds of
feet. Its density is variable, resulting 'in visi-
bilities from hear zero to several miles.

Fog consists of visible water droplets or
ice particles suspended in the atmosphere. It
differs from other clouds in that it exists on the
ground or on the -surface 'of bodies of water,
while other clouds may be thousands of feet
aloft. It differs from rain or mist in that its
water or ice particles are more minute and
suspended, and do not fall earthward.
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The forecasting of, fog is frequently a diffi-
cult job. In addition to knowledge of the meteor-7
ological causes of fog,formation, it is necessary
to have a thorough knowledge of local geography
and topography, for a slight air drainage may
be enougfi to prevent fog formation, or a quick
shift in the wind direction may cause fog, to
cover an airport.

The atmosph&re may be considered as a
mixture of water =vapor in dry air. The amount
of water vapor which the air can hold depends
primarily upon the temperature.. The higher
the terperature, the more water y.apoi the
air calf contain. For any given amount of water
vapor, die temperature can be reduced just
so much without liquid water particles being-
condensed out. If the temperature drops below
this point, some of the invisible water vapor
must be condensed out in the form of visible
water droplets, as the colder air can no longer
retain.41.1.& solution.

The temperature to which air must be
cooled, at a constant pressure and a constant
water vapor content, in order for saturation to
occur is the dewpoint. This is a variable, based
upon the amount of water vapor present in the
atmosphere. The more water vapor present. the
higher the dewpoint. Thus, the qewpoint is really
an index of the amount of water vapor prtisent
in the air at a given pressure.

The two manners in which the temperature
and dewpoint may be .made' to coincide are as
follows:

1. By raising the dewpoint until it equals
the temperature.

2: By lowering thglemperature to the dew-
point.

The first results from the addition of water
,iapor to the air by evaporation from water
surfaces, wet ground, or rain falling through
the air. The second results from the cooling
of the air by contact with a cold surface under-
neath.

Types of Fog

There fare several classifications of fog
radiation fog, advection fog, upslope fcg, ahd
frontal-fog.

qr
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Figure 17. Layer diagrarn

RADIATION FOG. Radiation fog, which
generally occurs as ground fog, is caused by
the radiational cooling of the eafth's surface.
It forms only at night'and over a land stirface.*
It never forms over a water surface. This
type of fog usually covers a wide area.

After sunset, the earth receives no eat
from the sun, but it continues to radiate heat.
The surface begins to cool because of tliiS heat
loss. As the earth cools, the layer of air close
t.6 the earth is cooled by conduction (the transfer

34

CUMULUS

Jia

of clouds at vaiious levels.

of heat from warmer to colder matter by con-
tact). ir his causes the layer near the earth
to_be cooler than the air immediately above it,
a condition called an inveirsion. lf the air be-
neath the inversion layer is suf ficiently moist
and it coolp to' its dewpoint, fog forms. (See
figure 18.), In case of a calm, this cooling by
conduction affects only a very shallow layer
(a few inches dee4, because air. is a poor con-
ductor of heat. Wind of low speed (3 to 5 knots)
causes slightly turbulent currents. This ,turbu-
lence is enough to spread, the fog through

3o6
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Figure 18. Radiation fog.

succeedingly deeper layVrs. As?" the nocturnal
cooling continues, the ,air temperature drops
further, more moistnre is condensed, ,and the
fog becomes deeper and denser.

After the sun: rises, the earth is heated.
Radiation from the warming surface heats the.
lower air, chusifig evaporation of the lower part

.of the fog, thereby giving the appeer.ance of lift-
ing. Before noon, heat radiated from the +m-
ing surface of the earth destroys the inversion,
and the fog- evaporates into the warmed air.

Radiation fog is common in high-pressure
areas/Where the wind speed is usually low (2 to
5 'knots) and clear skies are frequent. This
permits maximum radiational cooling..

ADVECTION FOG. Advection fog is the
name given to fog produced by air in motion.
or to fog formed in one place and transported
to another. This type of fog is formed, when
warmer air is transported over colder land or
water surfaces. Cooling from Mow takes place

_and gradually builds up a fog layer. The Cooling
rate depends on the wind speed and the differ-
rnc between the air temperature and the
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temperature of the surface over which the air
travels.

Advection fog can form only in regions
where marked temperature contrasts exist with=
in a short distance of each other, and only
when the wind blows from the warm region
toward the cold regiOn. (See figure 19.) It is
easy to locate areas of temperature contrast
on the weather map. They are usually found
along coastlines or between snow-covered and
bare ground..

SEA FOG is always of the advection type
and occurs when the wind brings moist, warm
air over a colder ocean current. The greater the
difference between the. Air temperature and the
dcean temperature, the deeper and denser the
fog. Sea fog may occur during either the day
or the night. Some wind is necessary, not only
to provide some vertical mixing, but actually
also to move the air to. the place where it is
cooled. Most advection fogs are found at speeds
between 4 and 13 knots. Sea fogs have been
maintained with wind speed as high as 26 kuots.
They exist at such speeds because of the lesser
frictional effect over a water surface. Winds
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Figure 19. Advection fog.

of equal speed produce less turbulence over
watf.r than over land.

Sea fogs, which tend to persist for long
periods of time, are quite deep and dense.
Since the temperature of the ocean surface
changes very little during the day, it is not
surprising to hear of sea fogs which have listed
for weeks. A good example of sea fog is that
off the coast of.Newfoundland.

LAND ADVECTION FOG is found near large
bodies of water, that is, along seacoasts and
large iakes. Onshore breezes bring maritime
air over a land surface which has cooled by
radiation at night. (See figure 20.) Also, fogs
may form over the ocean and be blown over
the land - during either the day er the night.
Another situation favorable to fog formation
is one i5 which air flows from warm, bare ground
to snow-covered ground.nearby. ,

Land advection fog cannot exist with as
high wind speed as the sea type because of
the greater turbulence. U only a slight amount
of cooling its necessar3i to cause condensation,
even a cloud cover may permit the kind surface
to coo: enough to cause fog. This type 6f fog
disirspates over a land surface hi much the
same fashion as radiation fog; however, since

it is usually deeper, it requires a longer time
to disperse.

STEAM FOG, another type of advection
fog, occurs within air masses; but, unlike other
air-mass fogs, which are formed by the cooling
of the air temperature to the dewpoint, steam
fog is caused by saturation of the air throtigli
evaporation of water. It occurs when cold air
moves over warm water. Eva5oration from the
surface of the warm water easily saturates the
cold air, causing fog. It rises from the surface
like smoke. It should be noted that the actual
process, heating cold air over a warm surface,
tends tQ produce instability. Denseness and per-
sistence are favored by the presence of an
inversion above the surface, which prevents the
fog from rising very high.

-This type of fog forms on clear nights
over inland lakes and rivers in late fall before .
they are frozen. They are prevalent. along the
Mississippi River and Ohio River at that time
of year.

ARCTIC SEA SMOKE (name given to steam
fogs in the Arctic region) forms when cold
air moves over a warmer water surface, which
is most often found in breaks of the surface
ite in this area.
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Figure 20. Fog caused by an- onshore wind and cold coastal water.

UPSLOPE FOGS. There is a type of fog,
called upslope fog, which is caused by Adiabatic
cooling of rising air (adiabatic cooling is the
cooling of the air by expansion as it rises).
Upslope fog is formed when moist, warm air is
forced up a slope by the wind. The cdoling of,-
the air is almost entirely adiabatic, since there
is very little conduction to the surface of the
slope. The air must be stable before it starts
its motion so that the lifting does not cause
convection, or vertical currents, which would
dissipate the fog.

-
Some wind speed is needed, of course, to

cause the upslope motion. The .fog is usually
found where the air movea up a gradual slope.
This type of fog is deep and requires consider-
able time to dissipate. The most common fog
of this type is called CHEYENNE FOG and is
caused by the westward flow of air from the
Missouri Valley, which produces fog on the
eastern slope of the Rockies.

FRIkNTAL FOGS. Frontallogs are another
hazard which must be added to the list of
weather troubles associated with fronts (a front
is the line where two air masses meet). 'Ile
actual fog occurs under the fronta/ surface in
the cold aimass. It is due to the evaporation
'of falling rain. This additional water vapor
gradually saturates the air. Precipitation falls
from the lifted warm air through the Cold air.
Evaporation fromItthe rain continues as long as
the temperature of the raindrops is higher than
the temperature of the ,air, even- though the
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cold air is already saturated. Naturally, the
upper regions become _saturated first because
the temperature and dewpoint are lower at the
higher altitude. As the evaporation from the rain
continues, a layer of clouds begins to build

--down from the frontal surface. Eventually, this
cloud layer extends to the ground and becomes
fog. During the day, there may be enough tu.:bu-
lence caused by solar heating to keep this cloud
off the ground. -However, after dark, because of
dying convection currents and the nocturnal cool-
ing of the air, the ceiling drops very suddenly.
It is this sudden closing in after dark that
makes this type of fog so dangerous.

Cold fronta ukally move so rapidly and have
such narrow bands of precipitation and high
wind speeds that COLD-FRONT FOG is com-
paratively rare and short lived.

WARM-FRONT FOG, on the other hand, is
common and dangerous. Since frontal systems
are quite extensive, warm-front fog may cover
a wide area. This- type fog is also very deep,
because it extends from the ground to the frontal
surface. The clouds above the frontal surface
also slow down the dissipating effect of solar
heating. All those factors make the warm-front
fog the worst possible type to encounter. (See
figure 21.)

DEW

Dew is a deposit of waterdrops on objects at
or near the ground. It is pro.ducedby condensation
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Figure 21. Warm-front fog.

of water vapor frota . the surrounding clear
air and occurs on relatively calm, clear nights.

FROST

Frost, or hoarfrost, is a -deposit of ice
having a crystalline appearance. It generally
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assumes the form of scalea, needles, feathers,
or fans. Hoarfrost is the solid equivalent of
dew and should not be confused with white dew,
which i6 dew frozen after it formed. Frost
forms as such directly without going through
the liquid stage.
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CIRCULATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE

For an understanding of large-scale motions
of the atmosphere, it is essential that the Ma-
rine Science Technician study the primary or
general circulation of the atmosphere as a
whole.

The sun's radiation is the energy that sets
the atmosphere in motion, both horizontally and
vertically. The vertical motion is caused by the
rising and expanding of the air when it is
warmed, or the descending and cOntracting of
the air when it is cooled. The horizontal motion
is caused by differences of atmospheric pressure;
air moves from areas of high pressure towardareas of low pressure. Differencep of tem-
perature, the cause of the pressure differences,
are due to the unequal absorption of the sun's
radiation by the earth's surface. Due to the
relative position of the earth with respect to the
sun, much more radiation is absorbed near
the Equator than at other areas, with the least
radiation being absorbed at or near the poles.
Consequently, The principal factor affecting the
atmosphere is incoming solar radiation, and
its distribution depends on the latitude and the

The differences in the type of surface; tbe
differential heating; the unequal distribution ofland and water; and the relative position of
oceans to land, forests to mountains, lakes to
surrounding land, and the like,' cause different
types of circulations of the air.

First, there is the general or primary
circulation of the atmosphere as a whole. This
explains the circulation of the atmosphere as
a whble with little attention to details ana minor
differences from time to time or place to
place.

Then, there. are the secondary circulations.
These explain the various adjustments the pri-
mary circulation makes 'to major differences
in heating which result from the distribution of
Jand and sea on a large, but not a global, scale.
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Finally, there are the various tertiary (third
order) circulations, which explain the adjust-
ments of the primary and secondary circulation!!
to strictly local differences in heating.

GENERAL CIRCULATION .

Thee general circulation theory attempts to
explain the global circulation of the atinospnere
with some minor exceptions. The general cir-
culation theory is based on and evolved from
physical laws and observed weather data. Since
the earth heats unequally, the heat is carried
away from the hot area to a 000ler one as a
result of the operation of physical laws. This
global movement of air which restores a bal-
ance of heat on the earth is the general circula-
tion. Since heat is the first cause, we will
discuss the world 'temperature distribution first.

WORLD TEMPERATURE GRADIENT

Temperature gradient is the rate of clump
of temperature with distance in any given direc-
tion at any point. World temperature gradient
refers to the change in temperature that exists
in the atmosphere from the Equator to the poles.

The change in temperature, or temperature
differential, which causes atmospheric circula-
tion can be compared to the temperature dif-
ferences produced in , a pan of water placed
over a gas burner. M s the water is heated, it
expands and its de4ty is lowered. This re-
chiction in density dnses the water to riee to
the top of the pan. As it rises, it cools and
proceeds to the edges of the pan. It cools 'further
and sinks 'to the bottom, eventually 'working its
way back to the center of the pan Where it
started. This process sets up a simple circu-
lation pattern due to successive heating and
cooling.

-
Ideally, the air within the troposphere may

be compared to the water in the pan. The most
direct rays 'of 'the sun hit the earth near the
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Equator and :cause a net gain of heat. The air
at the Equator heats, rises, and flows in the
upper atm9sphere toward both poles. Upon reach-
ing 'the p6ies, it cools 'Ind sinks baek toward
the earth, where it tends to flow along the
surface of the earth back to the Equator. Simple
circulation of the atmosphere would oedur as
described above if it were not for the following
factors:

1. The earth rotates, resulting in an ap-
parent force known as the Coriolis (or deflect-
ing). effect and also resulting in constant change
of the area being heated. The Coriolis effect
is the mere important result of the two.

2. The earth is covered by irregular land
and water surfaces.

Regions under the direct rays of the sun
receive more heat per unit thne than those
under oblique rays. The heat brought by the
slanting rays of early morning may be compared
with the heat that is caused by the slanting rays
of winter. The heat which is due to the more
direct rays of midday tnay be compared with
the heat resulting from the more direct rays of
summer.

The length of day, ince the angle of the sun's
rays, influences the temperature. The length
of day yaries with the latitude and the season.
Near the Equator there are about 12 hours of
daylight every day In the year, and the sun at
noonday is always high in the sky (giving nearly
direct rays). Consequently, equatorial regions
have no pronounced seasonal temperature
changes.

During the summer in the Northern Hemi-
sphere, all places north of the Equator have
more than 12 hours of daylight. During the
winter the situation is reversed, latitudes north
of the Equator having less than 12 hours of
daylight,

Large seasonal variation in the length of the
day and the seasonal difference in the angle at
which the suliis rays reach the earth's surface
cause seasonal temperature differences in middle
and high latitudes.

The weak temperature gradient in the sub-
tropical areas and the steeper gradient poleward
can be seen in figure 22. Note also how much

steeper the gradient is poleward in the winter
season of each hemisphere than it is in thei

. summer season (See figures 22 and 23.)
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PRESSURE OVER THE GLOBE

Previously you learned that pressure de-
creases with an increase in temperature. This
is the principal factor in the distribution of
pressure ovver the world. In figures 24 and 25,,
note that a low-pressure area lies along the
doldrums in the equatorial region. This is due
to the higher temperatures maintained throughout
the year in this region. At the poles, permanent
high-pressure areas remain near the surface
because of the low temperatures in this area
throughout the entire year. The subtropical high-
pressure-areas at 30 N. and S. lat. are caused
mainly by the "piling up" of air in these regions.
There are other areas which are dominated by
relatively high oriklow pressures during certain
seasons of the year.

ELEMENTS OF CIRCULATION

We have previously shown how temperature
differences cause pressure differences. Pressure
differences in turn cause air movement. Now
let us go a step further and consider how the
air movements work and how they evolve into
the various circulationsgeneral, secondary, and
tertiary.

Static ,Zarth

If the earth were a nonrotiting sphere com-,
posed . of a uniform surface, the atmospheric
circulation would be relatively simple. The air
at the Equator would be heated and become less
dense, causing it to rise and expand. Due to less
Insolation at the poles, the air would be cooled
and become denser, causing it to descend. There-
fore, if the earth were static, the flow of air
would be a simple circulation from the poles to
the Equatorfat the surface, and from the Equator
to the poles aloft.

Static Nonuniform Earth

On a static earth composed of nonuniform
surface, the atmospheric circulation would be
very similar to that of a static earth with a
uniform surface, with the exception that some
major eddies or currents would be set up within
the primary cell. The major,eddies thus formed
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would be of a more or less permanent nature,
changing only with the seasons. The differences
in heating of the various surfaces 'would have
a deflecting effect on the prnhary flow, and the
circulation would become more complex.

Rotating Nonuniform Earth

The earth is neither static nor uniform;
therefore, it is necessary to proceed one step
further to explain theerimary atmospheric cir-
culation.

Due to the rotation of the earth, there is
an apparent deflecting force on winciflow called
the Coriolis effect. (See figure 2a.) This effect
causes a deflection of the winds to the right
in the Northern Hemisphere and to the left in
the Southern Hemisphere. The complex circula-
tion resulting from the interplay of the Coriolis
effect with the flow of air is known as the
3-cell theory. (See figure 27.)

Figure 26. Coriolis effect on windflow.

THE 3-CELL THEORY

The rotation of the earth exerts a tremen-
dous influente on the circulation of the earth's
atmosphere. The 3-cell theory of the circula-
tion offers an explanation of the effect of the
earth's rotation.

According to the 3-cell theory, the earth is
divided into six circulatioh beltsthree in the
Northern Hemisphere and three in the Southern
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Hemisthere. The dividing lines are the Equator,
30* N. and S. lat., and 60° N. and S. lat. The
three cells of general circulation of the Northern
Hemisphere are similar to those of the Southern
Hemisphere.

First, observe the tropicafcell of the North-1
ern Hemisphere which lies between the Equator
and 300 N. lat. The air at the Equator heats
and rises. When it reaches the extremity of the
troposphere, it tends to flow toward the North
Pole, By the time the air has reached 30 N.
lat., the Coriolis effect has deflected it so
much that it is moving eastward instead of
northward. This results in a piling up If air
hear 30° N. lat. and a descending current of
air toward the surface which forms a belt cf
high pressure. When the descending air reaches
the surface, part of it flows poleward to become
part of the midlatitude cell; the other pkt flows
toward the Equator, is deflected by the Coriolis
effect, and forms the northeast trades.

The midlatitude cell is located between
30' and 6V N. lat. The air which comprises
this cell circulates-poleward at the surface rnd
equatorward aloft with rising currents at 600
(polar front) and descending currents at 300
(high-pressure belt). However, in general, the
winds, both at the surface and aloft, blow frorti
the west. This is easily explained for the surface
wind by the Coriolis effect on the poleward mov-
ing surface air. The west wind aloft iS not so
easily explained. Most authorities ree that
this wind is frictionally driven b the west
winds in the two adjacent cells. _

The polar cell lies between 600 N. lat. and
the North Pole. The circulation in this cell
begins with a flow of air at a high altitude toward
the pole. This flow cools and descends at the
North Pole and forms a high-pressure are.) in
the polar regions. After reaching the surface of
the earth, this air tends to flow equatorward
and is deflected by the Coriolis effect so that it
moves from tbe northeast. This air converges
with the poleward flow from the midlatitude cell
and is deflected upward with a portion circulating
pbleward again and the remainder equatorward:
The outflow of air aloft between the polar and
midlatitude cells causes a semipermanent low-
pressure area at approximately 60° N. lat. and,
due to the discontinuity in the temperature and
density of ,these two cells, the polar front de-
velops in this area.
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Figure 27. Idealized pattern of the general circulation.

In order to complete *le picture of the
general circulation of the atinósphere, observe
the prevailing winds and the pressure 12elts
of the world and examine some of the factors
affecting windflow.

The equatorial belt of light and variable
winds between the northeast trade winds of the
Northern Hemisphere and the southeast trade .

winds of the SoUthern Hemisphere is called the
doldrums of the intertropical convergence zone
(ITCZ).

The doldrums vary in position and tend to
move north and south of the Equator with the
suns though more of the area is generally located
slightly to the north of the Equator. In the
region of the doldrums the temperatures are
high, and the wind is convergent (a net inflow of
air into <die area), which results in excessive
precipitation.

On the poleward side of the doldrums the
TRADE WINDS are found. Whenever the dol-
drums are absent in aqme part of the equatorial
region, the trade winds of the Northern and
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Southern Hemisphere converge, causing heavy
rain squalls. A noticeable feature of the trade
wind belt is the regularity of these systems,
especially over the oceans.

The wind blOwing aboved counter to the
trade wihd is the ANTITRADE. Formerly it
was called the COUNTERTRADE.

In the subtropical high-pressure belts cen-
tered, in the mean, near 30 N. and' 30° S.
latitudes, winds are light and variable. These
areas are referred to as the HORSE LATITUDES.
Due to the descending air, "fair weather is often
characteristic of this region. The pressure de-
creases outward from this area, and the pre-
vailing westerlies are on the poleward side,
with the trade winds on the equatorial side.

The prevailing westerlies, which are on
the poleward side of the trade winds, are per-
sistent throughout the midlatitudes. In the North-
ern Hemisphere their 'direction at the surface
i s' from the twet.and in the Southern Hemi-
sphere from the north t, due to the deflection
caused by the Coriolis effe as the air moves
poleward.

3./7
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Poleward of the prevailing westerlies lies
the belt of low pressure known as the polar
front zone.

In the polar cells the surface winds are
known as the polar easterlies. They move from
the northeast in the Northern Hdmisphere and
from the southeast in the Southern Hemispher
They are very shallow due to the low tern-pera-

-tures and are overlain by the westerfies.

Geostrophic and Gradient Wixids

The variation of pressure from one locality
to anoffier is the initial factor that produces
movement of air, or wind. Assume that at three
stations the pressure is lower at each successive
point. This means that there is a horizontal )
pressure gradienta decrease in pressure in this
casefor each unit distance. With this situatiOn,
the air moves from the area of greater pressure
to the area of lesser pressure.

On a weather map, the barometric pressure
readings are entered from the reports of many
stations. Some of the stations report the same-
pressure readings. One of the first steps toward
analyzing a weather map is to draw lines con-
necting points of equal pressure. These lines
are called isobars.

If the force of the pressure were the only
factor acting on the wind, the wind would flow
from high to low pressure, perpendicular to the

'isobars. Since experience shows the wind does
not flow perpendicular to isobari, but at a
slight angle across them and towards the lower
pressure, it is evident that other factors are
involved. These other factors are the Coriolis
effect, caused by the rotation of the earth;
frictional force, caused by the wind coming in
contact with the surface over which itis passing;
and centrifugal effect, due to the curvature of
the isobars. a a, unit of air moves under the
influence of pressure force and the Coriolis effect
(no friction force involved), the movement of air
would be parallel to the isobars; this wind is
termed either a gradient wind or a geostrophic
wind. .

Gradient wind is defined as a steady hori-
zontal motion of the air blowing parallel to
curved isobars. Geostrophic wind is defined as
a steady horizontal motion of air along straight
isobars. It can be stated that the geostrOphic
wind is a special case of gradient wind.

*4
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Figure 28. Frictional force effect.

Suppose a unit of air (figure 28) moves with
the speed and direction S. The deflecting force
D is at right angles to the speed and direction
S. The resultant force R is the resultant of the
deflecting force D and the frictional force F
which is directly opposite to the speed and
direction S. To have a balanced motion, the
pressure force P must be equal to the resultant
force R and have a direction opposite R. Since
the angle from S to R is greater than 90', the
angle from P to S is smaller than 90°. Since
the pressure force is perpendicular to the iso-
bars and -the angle from P to S is less than
90', the actual wind must flow to the left of the
isobars. Since the frictional force decreases with
altitude, the wind speed increases with. inOreas-
ing height.

The frictional layer is generally considered
to be the layer of the atmosphere found app;oxi-
mately below 3,000 feet, where the friction is
most noticeable.

Frictional Force

Friction tends to retard air movement. Fric-
tion depends on the nature of the surface over
which the, air is moving. It is least over water
surfaces and greatest over mountainous terrain.
The effect of surface friction extends from the
surface to approximately 3,000 feet. It is usually
safe to say that the wind above 3,000 feet is the
same as the gradient or geostrophic wind in
direction and speed. The reason the surzace
wind flows across the isobars instead of parallel
to them is because of the frictional effect. The
Coriolis effect and centrifugal effect depend upon
the speed_ of the air particles making up the
wind, but the pressure force depends upon the
horizontal spacing of the isobars. Since the
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Figure 29. Centrifugal effects on windflow.

frictional effect decreases the speed of the air
particles, the forces hat are in balance with
the pressure gradle4. when aloft are weakened
when introduced to te frictional layer over the
earth. This means hat the pressure force is
tke dominating forte at the surface, and the
surface winddirect n is pulled somewhat toward
the direction of the pressure force. (See figure
28.).

Centrifugal Effect

Centrifugal effectjs afactor when the isobars
are curved. Its influence on the%wind dependa
upcitiffithespeed of the wind and the radius of
curvature of the. isobars. (See figure 29.)'

Abate the frictional layer in a low:pressure
area, the , pressure gradient force equals the
combined Coriolis,. and centrifugal effects. In a
ligh-pressure area above the frictional layer,
the pressure gradient and centrifugal effect
balance the Coriolis effebt.

CycThstrophic Wind

The Coriolis effect is at a minimum near_
the Equator; and as a result, the pressure gradient
force is balanced primarily by the centrifugal
effeet..The wind that results when the:pressure
gradient force is balanced kly the centrifugal
effeet is called the cyclostrophic wind. In the
cyclostrophio wind, the pressure gradient force
is inward directed and the centrifugal-,effect is
outward directed. This is the balanceof forces
for a low-pressure system ,near the Equator.
An ext.mple of cyclostrophic winds are the winds
found in a hurricane.
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Convergence and Divergence

Convergence is the condition .that exists when
the distribution of winds within a given area is
such that:there is a net horizontal inflow of air
into an 'area. The removal of -the resulting
excess 4s accomplished by an upward movement
of air; .cOnsequently, areas of convergentiVinds
are regions favorable to the occurrence of
precipitation.

fl147ergence is the conditioniiat exists when
the distribution of winds within a given area is
such that there is a net outward horizontal flow
of air from the area. The resulting deficit is
compensated by a downward movement of air
from aloft; areas of divergent winds are regions
unfavorable for the occurrence of precipitation.
Since the wind flows from higher to lower pres-
sure areas, it can be seen that convergence
is associated with low:pressure areas and di-
vergence with high-pressure areas. (See figure
30.Y

SECONDARY CIRCULATIONS

The general circulation is modified by the
distribution of land and,water over the surface
of the earth, causing uneven heating and cooling
of the earth's surfade, and also the changes in
heating Which result from the change 4n seasons.

CENTERS'OF ACTION , (
The Modifications of the general cirdulation

result in permanent and semipermanent high-
pressure and low-eressure cells !Town as
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-centers of actibm centers have.one 'or
more closed isobars; the centers of action in

--the Northern HemispOre are the semipermanent
Aleutian low, the Icelandic low, the Pacific high,
the Atlantic (or 1,tzores) high; ind the high-
preesure areas that form' over Siberia, northern
Canada, and the United Atates during fh% winter
mOnths.

tiguie Convergence and divergence.

/-;
During the summer months, the subtropical

highs (Pacific and Atlantic) are more Oronounced
than during the winter months. As the *inter
months approach, these higher pressure areas
weaken and move toward.the Equator.

The Aleutian and Icelandic lows become
mOre prOnounced during the winter months.
Normally, the Aleutian low is centered in the
Gulf of Alaska during the winter months. The
Icelandic low is centered usuallypetween Green-
land and Iceland. linder certain conditions these
lows split into two separate centers. The Aleutian
low sometimes has one cenW,r in the Gulf of
Alaska and another center off Kamchatka. The
Icelandic low at times has one center located
over Labrador and a second Center in the form
of a long trough extending southwestward from
Spitsbergen to a point off Ireland. (A trough is
defined as an elongated area of low pressure.)

In winter, oceanic areas are warmer than
continental areas of the same latitude. The
temperature range of continental areas is much
greater than ocean areas over a given period of
time. The principal reason for this difference
ib teniperature range is that the upper layers
of the ocean are subject to almost constant
motion; therefore, heat losses or heat pins are

distributed throughout large volumes of water.
This mixing process sharply reduces the tem-
perature.contrast between day and night as well

, as between winter and suimner. An additional
consideration that helps explain the difference
in temperature .ranges. over oceaMo and con-
tinental areas is the difference between the
specific heat a water and land. Since the specific
heat of water is greater than land, water ab-
sorbs more heat than land for the same rise
in temperature. Also, the heat from water is
releaseOmore evenly than that from land.

You can then see that surfaces which are
colder than surrounding surfaces generally have
higher atmospheric pressure, and that surfaces
which are warmer than surrounding surfaces
gen rally have lower atmospheric pressure. This
rule also explains why the-doldrums around the
Equator exist all year around and move only aorth
and south a little with the seasons.

During the winter months, the weather on
the west coast° of continents is milder thari that
on the east coast of continents. On the west
coast the air has traveled over the warmer weter
areas and has been modified by them. On the
east coast of a continent the air has traveled
over the colder land mass and takes on the
characteristics of the cold land mass.

During the winter months, the low tempera=
ture causes the air over continental areas to
become denser than air over the warmer ocean
areas. Since the atmospheric pressure depends
on the weight of the air, the pressure increases
over the ,continents during the, winter months,'
and cold anticyclones are formed. When the
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summer months approach, the anticyclones dis-
sipate and are replaced by areas of relatively
low preisure due to warmer air masses. The
opposite is true -of the ocean areas. -Durtng the
summer months; the ocean areas are colder
than' the land mass, and the anticyclones be-
come predominant over the beeanare'as.,

Over-the Arctic add Antaietic regions, and
over the glaciated continental areas of Green-
land, permanent anticyclonic_systems, are pres-
ent near the surface of the earth- due to ex-
tremely cold air' masses. In the equatorial
region at the earth's surface,..there is an area,
of permanent low pressure due to the warmer
air masses.

-

MIGRATORY SYSTEMS

general (primary) circulation of the atnio-
sphere, based on ,an average of wind conditiOns,
is a more or less quasi-stationary circulation.
Likewise, much of the secondary circulation
depends on more or less static conditions which,
in turn, depend on permanent and semipermanent
high-pressure and low-pressure areas. Changes
in the circulation patterns thus far discussed
have been largely seasonal. Howeversecondary
circulation also includes wind systems which
migrate constantly, producing rapidly changing
weather conditions, especially in the middle lati-
tudes throughout all seasons.

. The migratory systems of circulation are
associated with air masses, fronts, cyclones,
and .anticyclones. Air masses and fronts are
covered in detail in t.he next section. They are
only introduced here to, show their relationship
to the secondary circulation of the atmosphere.

Air Masses

. The general circulation produces large bodi es
of air whose physical properties are somewhat
homogeneouq, a fact upon whin the principles
of modern weather analysis and forecasting are
based. 'These large bodiee of air are called
air masses. An air mass is defined as a large
body cf air whose physical properties, level for
level, notably temperature and humidity, are
more or less uniform horizontally.

The areas where air masses are formed are
called source regions, The designation of an
air mass depends on its source region. For

instance, if the source region is the open un-
frozen polar sea region, in ,t.he, vieinity of' 604

-1. latitude, it is designated as maritime polar.
.Air niasses migrate from their source re-.

eons. As they leave the source regions, they_
begin to change.. The airthat remains -in contact
with the earth's surface for a period of time
acquires the characteristics of the miderlying
surface. _

-

The characteristics of the air mass depend
upon its life history, which is determined by the
following: The source region, tlie trajectory (or
path) of the air mass after it leaves the source
region, the 'age of the air mass (the time that
elapses after the a,ir mass leaves its source
region), and its present geographical location.
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Fronts

The, -centers of action bring together air
masses of different physical /froperties. The
region of transition between two air masses is
called a frontal zone. The primary frontal zones
of the Northern Hemisphere are the Arctic
frontal zone, the polar frontal zone, and the inter-
tropical convergence zqne. The most important
frontal zone affecting thZ United Statei is the
polar front. The polar front is the region of
transition between the cold polar Sir and warm
tropical air. During the winter months (in the
Northern Hemisphere), the polar front pushes
far -southward due to greater contrast between
the physical properties, of the air masses than
during the summer months. During the summer
months (in the Northern Hemisphere), the polar
front moves northward and .at times becomes
indistinct.

As the term "front" is used in polar front,
it actually 'denotes a frontal zone, which girds
the entire earth. Andther use of the term "front"
is to denote the line of intersection, or boundary,
separating two air masses, such as a cold front,
warm front, occluded front, and stationary front.
These fronts are defined as follows:

/ 1. COLD FRONT. If a wedge of cold air
eits underrunning and displacing a warm air mass,
the line of discontinuity between the two air
masses is called a cold front.

2. WARM FRONT. When a warm airman
is overriding and replacing a cold air mass,
the line of discontinuity is called a warm front.

p
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3. 6c C LUD ED FRONT. An occluded front
Is the condition 'that occurs when a cold front
overtakes and undertides or oveirides, the warm
front.

4. .STATIONARYT- FRONT. A frOnt with
very little movement is called a stationary
front. The term "quasi-stationary" is often used
for a front that is stationary or nearly so.

Antibiclones

An anticyclone is an area of rIelatively high
pressurethaving the wind circulation in a clock-
wise direction in the Northern Hemisphere and
counterclockwise, in the Southern Hemisphere.

The windflow in ananticyclone is slightly across
'the isobars arid away from the center of the
anticyclone. (See figure 31.) Anticyclones, are
coinmonly called highs or high-pressure areas.

anticyclonic
circulation

Figure 31. Anticyclones.,

The formation of an anticyclone or the
intensification of an existing one is called anti-
cyclogenesis. The decreasing of the intensity
of an antictclone is called anticyclolysis.

The vertical extent of pressure depends
greatly on the air temperature. Since density
increases with a decrease in temperature, pres-
sure decreases more rapidly along the V-ertical
in colder air than in warmer air.

In a cold anticyclone. (such as the Siberian
high), the vertical extent is shallow; while in a
warm anticyblone (such as the subtropical high),
the vertical extent reaches high into the upper
atmosPhere due to the slow decrease in tem-
perature with elevation.

When thinking of higns, lows, anticyclones,
cyclones, and air masses, do not confuse the
terms. A cyclone is a low, and an anticyclone

r
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is a high. The terins "cyclone," "anticy.clone,"
"low," and "high" refer to the wind circulation
and to the atmospheric pressure. 4,V cyclone,
for instance, can have in its circulation parts of
three different air maspes.

An air mass does not always have an anti-
cyclonic circulation at the.surface. In the Sahara
Desert, for instance, continental tropical air
prevails; yet in the lowest levels, the pressure
is low and the .circulation is cyclonic at certain'
times (usually in summer) (a thermal low). The
circulation and the pressure reverse to anti-
cyclonic flow and high pressure only as one
progresses upward through the -air mass. There-
fore, when speaking of an air mass, use only that
term. When thinking of pressure or circulation,
use cyclone or low, and anticyclone or high.

Cyclones

In synoptic meteorology it has been shown
that cycronth and anticyclonic systems ire pri-
marily the result of the interactions betwaen
different air masses. This is especially true of
cyólones which have their origin on the fronts
separating the Major air masses.

A-cyclone is a circular or nearly circular
area of low atm'ospheric pressure around which

-the winds blow counterclockwise, and slightly
across the isobars towatd the center in the
Northern Hemisphere and clockwise in the South-
ern Hemisphere. It is commonly called a low or
a depression. This use of the v(ord "cyclone"
should be distifiguished from the colloquial use of
the word as applied to the tornado. (See figure 32.)

The forthation of a new cydone or the intensi-
fication of an existing one is called CYCLO-
GENESIS. Cyclogenesis usually occurs with
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C yclonic
circulation

Figure 32. Cyclone.
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DkEPENING (a decrease in atmospheric pres-
sure), but the terms are not synonymoue. The
decrease and eventual ,extinction of a cyclone is

4 called CYCLOLYSIS. Cyclolysis refers to cir-
culation in the atmosphere and should not be..

,confused with FILLING (an increase in atmo-,
spheric pressure), although the two processes
usually occur -together.

Cyclones, in middle and high latitudet are
referred to as extratropieal cyclones, and the
tropical cyclones are referred to as hurricanes,
typhoons, baguios, or willy-willies, 'depending
on their geographical location. (Tropical cy-
clones are discussed in section 5.)

When some temperature or topographical
irregularity occurs along the boundary line be-
tween two air masses, a wave (the first stage
of an extratropical cyclone) develops, with cy-,
cloric circulation taking effect. These waves
usually develop into cyclones and travel along
the frontal zones. The usual stages of develop-
ment of a cyclone are formation, growth, occlu-
sion, and dissipation. (See figure 33.)

Atmospheric waves may 6e compared with
ocean waves in the following manner. Over the
ocean a gentle breeze, which actually represents
relative motion between air and water, produces
waves. If -the wind speed exceeds a certain
limit, the tops of the waves, are removed in the
form of whttecaOs. The whitecaps indicate that
the discontinuity surface between the air and
water has become unstable and the two fluids
have begun to whirl together.

4.1 In the atmosphere a similar process takes
place when the boundary between two dissimilar
air masses is distributed by an acceleration of
either adjacent air mass. These waves, although
different from ocean waves, obey the Same
physical laivs.

When the atmospheric waves become un-
stable, a condition similar to the formation of
whitecaps on the ocean occurs. The portions of
two air masses adjacent to their line of mutual
contact tend to whirl together. This is called
the occlusion process.



The crest 'of a wave forming along an atmos-
pheric discontinuity occupies the center of a low-
pressure area. This accounts for the fact that bad -
weather is associated with low-pressure areas.

- Whenie polar front moves southward, it is
usually associated with the development andmove-
ment of cyclones and with outbreaks of cbld
polar air. The cyclonic circulation associated
with the polar front tends to bring polar air
southward and Warm moist tropical air north-
ward.

.
-During the winter months, the wa.rni airflow

Usually occurs over water,, e.cbld air'
moves southward over continental areas. , In
summer the situgtion-is reveraet47. -

n

large cyclones that form on the polar front
-are usually followed by smaller cyclones and
are -referied to as families. These smaller
cyclonea tend to carry the front farther south-
ward.-

In an ideal situation these cyclones come in
succession, causing .the front (in the Northern
Hemisphere) to lie in a southwest to northeast
direction.

MONSOON WINDS

The- term "monsoon" is of Arabic origin,
and means season. The monsoon wind is a
seasonal wind that blows from continental in-
teriors (or large land areas) to the ocean in the
winter, and in the opposite direction during the
summer. The monsoon wind is most pronounced
over India, although there are other regions with
noticeable monsoon winds. Over India the mon-
soons blow from the northeast during January
and from the southwest in July, and are caused
in the winter by the air blowing out of the high-
pressure area of Siberia and in the summer by
the wind flowing into the low-pressure area over
central Asia, (See figure 34.)

In summer the weather associatdd with
monsoon winds is almost constant raja. This
condition is caused by mass motion of air from
the retatively high-pressure area over the ocean
to a low-pressure area over land. When the,
air leaves the ocean, it is warm and moist.
As the air travels oVer land toward the low-
pressure area, it is, also traveling from a lower
altitude to a higher altitude. The air is lifted
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mechanically and cooled to its condensation
point by this upslope motion.

In winter the weather situation is the re-
verse of stunmer. Clear skies predominate dur-
ing this- season. This is caused by. the malt
motion of. air from a high-pressure area over
land to an area of lower pressure over the ocean.
At the air leaves the high-pressure area over
land, it is cold and dry: As it travels over
land toward the AJcean, there is no source of
moisture to induce precipitation. The ail is
also traveling from a higher altitude to a lower
altitude; consequently, this downslope motion
causes the air to be warmed at the adiabatic
lapse rate.- Thit warming process has a still
further clearing effect on the skies.

JETSTREAM -

The jetstream is a special circulation; how-
ever, since .it is so closely associated with
secondary circulations of the migratory type,
it is,discussed here.

The jetstream-is a band or belt of winds
with a strong westerly component which mean-
ders around the globe. By saying that it has a
strong westerly component, it is meant that it
flows primarily from the west or from adjacent
directions such as northwest or southwest. By
saying that it meanders, it is meant that it is
not found at the same latitude or elevation all
around the earth at the same-time, but it has
a wavelike trajectory. It may range from 25
to 100 miles in width and up to a mile or two
in depth. Sometimes the jetstream is a con-
tinuous band, but more often it is broken or
split at several points.

Jetstreams are found in both the Northern
Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere, but
much more is known about the predominant one
in the Northern Hemisphere. This is the one-
normally referred to when only the term "jet-
stream" is used. It is located in the high tropo-
pause along the boundary of the polar front
zone where there is extreme horizontal tem-
perature contrast. Normally, there is a break
in the tropopause where the jetstream exists,
or it may be.said that it exists where the tropo-
pause has its greatest slope.

The winds in the jetstream occasionally
exceed 250 knots. Most of the time the winds
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range from about 100 to 150 knots. However,
a band of winds Is clasied as a jetstream only
when the winds in the band have a speed of 50
knots or more. The jetstream is stronger in
winter than in summer.

The jetstream is associated with a strong
gradient *of temperature along both the hori7
zontal and the vertical. It can be'Atinid-Where the
tropopause undergoes the greatest Ching?, in
height. It, is closely 'associated with migratory
low-pressure systems and- the pOlarfrOnt.kost
of the time therg are:do-40s of a jetstream on
the surface- The jetstream iticreaseg in in-
tensity -with elevation to just below the tropo-
pause where its maximum speed is reached.
Thereafter, it decreases in intensity again.

The jetstream is very important both in
forecasting weather and in. flight operations.
In forecasting the weather, it is important rela-
tive to the development and the movement of
fronts and low-pressure systems. In flight opera-
tions, it is important as something to be avoided
when the flight plan goes against it, and as some-
thing that can be used to gain time When the
flight plan is with the wind direction. A 150-
knot- win'd can increase or decrease the speed
of an aircraft to a large extent, depending on
the direction of the flight relative to the wind.

TERTIARY CIRCULATIONS
ft.

Many regions have local weather phenomena
caused by temperature differences between land
and water areas or by local topographical fea-
tures. Those weather phenomena which show
up as circulations of air and are due to local
features are termed tertiary (third order) cir-
culations. A knowledge of these circulations
which have a significant effect on-the local weatii-,
er conditions in important for Marine Science
Technicians.

LAND AND SEA BREEZES

There is a daily contrast of heating of local
water and land areas similar to the seasonal
variation. During the day,, the land is warmer
than the water area, and at night the land area
is cooler than the water area. A-slight variation
in pressure is caused by this temperature con-
trast. At night the wind blows from land to sea
and is called a land breeze. During the day,
the wind ,blows from water areas to land areas

.r.
,

and is called a sea breeze. These breezes are
shallow and do not penetrate far inland. Often
in the middle and higher latitudes, these breezes
are not noticeable, due to stronger winds of
other character. (See figure 35.)

MOUNTAIN AND VALLEY WINDS
_ _

During the day, mountain slopes are warmer
than the surrounding atmosphere at the- same
level; this heating effect causes the wind to
flow upward from the valley area ,along the
mountain slopes. At night the situation is reversed,
and the slopes become colder than the surround7
ing atmosphere; this cools the atniosphere in
the lower levels near the surface of the slopes
and causes the wind to flow downward into the
valley. Winds ascending a mountain slope are
called ANABATIC winds. At times these anabati9
winds are unnoticeable due to the effects of
vertical convection. The reverse of the anabatic
wind is the KATABATIC wind. Hence, the katz-
batic wind occurs when the wind flows down the
slope. (See figure 36.)
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FOEHN AVINDS

The foehn wind is a warm, dry wind with a
strong downward component onthe leeward side
of mountains. When air flows up and over a
mountain barrier, it undergoes expansion and
cools at the dry adiabatic lapse rjate (1' C. per
100 meters) until the temperature drops to the
dewpoint. Condensation occurs, and a cloud forms
above the mountain with possible precipitation
on the windward side of the mountain. During
the descent of the air on the leeward side of
the mountain, heating takes place, due to com-
pression, again at the dry adiabatic lapse rate.
These winds are characteristic of the Alps, and
also of the Rockies, where they are known as
chinook winds.

FUNNEL EFFECT

Winds blowing against mountain barriers
teM to flatten out and go around them. If the
barrier 4s broken by a pass or a valley, the
air is forced through the break with considerable
speed. Such forcing of wind through narrow
valleys is known as the funnel effect. A good
example of the funnel effect is the, Santa Ana
wend of Southern California. This type of wind'
was discussed in a Previous pamphlet in the
portion entitled "Bernoulli's Theorem."
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SEA BREEZE

GLACIER WINDS
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Figure 35.7- Circulation of land and sea breezes.

with the snow surfaces. This cooling effect
- makes the air denser, therefore heavier than

the surrounding air. When this air is set in
motion, it flows down the sides of the glacier
or plateau. Drainage winds of this variety cover
a wide rangefrom /ight local breezes that
descend through the valleys from small isolated
glaciers to the violent outbreaks of Old air
that rush down the lee side of a continental ice
plateau. The latter is caused by the development

Glacier winds, or fall winds as they are
sometimes called, occur in a great variety in
all parts of the world where there are glaciers
or elevated land masses that become covered
by snow and ice during winter. During winter,
the irea of snow cover becomes most extensive,
permitting a maximum amount of radiational
cooling of the surrounding air coming in contact

L,
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Figure 36. Mountain and valley winds.
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of a gradient wind that sets in motion the
reservoir of extremely. cold air from the high-
level snowfields. These- winds in many 'areas
occur as violent squalls of short duration when
a mass of cold air is released over the edge
of a cold plateau and plunges down through an
adjacent valley or fjord to sea level.

When a changing pressure gradient Ls in
motpn a large cold air mass over the edge of
a plateau, this action sets.in motion the strong-
est, most persistent, and most extensive of the
glacier or fall winds. When this happens, the
fall velocit'y is added to the pressure gtadient
fdrce so that the cold air rushes down to sea
level along a front which may extend for hun-
dredt.; of miles. This condition occurs in w4lter
on a large scale along the edge of the Green-
land icecap, where in some places the wind
attains a velocity in excess of 90 knots for days
at a time and reaches''more than 150 miles out
to sea.

Since all of the drainage winds are heated
adiabatically in their descent, they are pre-
dominantly dry. 'Occasionally, the glacier Winds
pick up moisture by falling precipitation when
thery underride warm air. All glacier or fall
winds are essentially cold winds even with the
adiabatic heating which they undergo, because
of the extreme coldness of the air in its source
region. Contrary to all other deiCending winds
which are warm and dry, the glacier wind is
cold and dry. It is colder, level for level, than
the air mass it is displacing. In the Northern
Hemisphere the glacier winds descend frequently
from the snow-covered plateaus and glaciers of
Alaska, Canada, Greenland, and Norivay.

EDDIES AND TURbULENCE

Turbulence is the irregular motion of the
atmosphere when the air flows over an uneven
surface, or when two currents of air floW past
each other in.different directions or at different
speeds. The main source of turbulence is the
friction along the surface of the eanth. This is
called mechanical turbulence. Turbulence is also
caused by irregular temperature distribution.'
The warmer air rises and the colder air de-
scends, causing an irregular vertical motion of
air; this is called thermal turbuldnce.

.
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re 37. Eddy winds.

turbulence is intensified in un-
is weakened in stable. These
fluctuations in the wind with

from a few'minutes to more than
se wind variations are strong,
wind squalls and are nsually

associated with convective type clouds.. They
are an indica on of pproaching towering cum-
ulus or cumuiônimbqâ clouds.

Gustin s and turbulence -are more or less
synonymo . Gustiness is the' irregularity, in
the wind speed which creates eddy currents
disruptingl the smooth airflow. Thus, the term
"gustines " is usually used in conjunction with
sudden i termittent increases in_the wind speed
near the surface levels, and turiSulence is used
with re erence to levels above the surface.
Gustine can be measured by wind instruments,
whereas turbulence is always an estimation.

An eddy is the more or less circular motion
of the ind produced by an obstruction in its
path, s ch as irregularities on the earth's sur-
face ( Us and mountains), trees, and buildings.The le h of an obstacle and the stability of
the ai are the factors yhich determine whether
ttk, ai will flow around or across the object.
Turbu ence .caused by large objects, such as
buildi s, is usually a combination of horizontal.

'and v rtical eddies. (See figure 37.)

here may be a stationary eddy on the wind-
ward side of a mountain if the windward side 'has
a st ep sloPe. The leeward side of mountains
has he most pronounced eddy activity, and in
mos cases violent downdrafts exist. The down-

- dr s ire extremely dangerous to aircraft, and
inst nces are recorded of their having caused
air raft to crash into mountain sides...
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AIR gAssEs AND FRONTS

'Personnel studying for advancement as Ma-
rine Science Technicians must know a great deal
about air masses and frosts. In this section a
more complete picture of the partthat air masses
and fronts-play in the overall weather ato7 is
given. It is readily seen that air masses and
fronts are the keys to modern weather analysis
and forecasting.

AIR MASSES

The atr-mash conCept is one of the most
important developments in the history ofmeteor-
ology. An air mass is a large body of air

-whose physical properties's' particularly tem-
perature and moisture distribution, are nearly
homogeneous, level for level. Forecasting is
largely a matter of recognizing the various air
masses in the weather picture, determining their
characteristics, and predicting their behavior.

AIR=MASS CLASSIFICATION

Air masses have been classified geographi-
cally and thermodynamically by .Tor Bergeron,
a Norwegian meteorologist. His systga of classi-

. fication has become almost universl in usage.
The geographical classification, which refers to
the source region of the air mass, divides air
Masses into four basic categories. These are
arctic (A) or adtarctic, polar (P), tropical (T),
and equatorial 1E), the first three of which are
further divided into maritime (m) and conti-
nental (c). Maritime arctic/antarctic air masses
are-rare,- since there is a predominance of land
masd or icefields in the polar regions. Virtually
all equatorial air masses are considered to be
maritime in origin. An air mass is considered
to be maritime if its source of origin is over
an oceanic surface. If the air Mass originates
over a land surface, it is considered continental.

An additional air-mass classification is
sometimes used along-with the four basic cate-
gories mentioned above. This is 'We superior
(S) air mass which is an extremely dry air
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mass and is generally found aloft over the south-
western United States, but is sometimes located
at or near the surface,

_ -
You can easily remember the types of air

masses by using the letters in the word "tapes"
to stand for the first letter of each *type of air
mass.

The therznodynamical classification applies
to the relative warmth or coldness of the air
mass. A warm air_mass (w) is one which is
warmer than the underlying surface; a cold air
Mass (10 is one which is colder than the under-
lying surface. For example, a continental polar
cold air mass is classified as cPk. An mTw
clasdification iiidicates that the air mass is a
maritime tropical warm air mass.

Air masses can usually be identified by the
type of clouds within, them. Cold air masses
usually show cumullform clouds, whereas warm
air masses contain stratiform clouds.

8ometimes, and with some air masses, the
thermodynamic classification may change from
night to day. A particular air mass may show
k characteristics during the day and w char-
acteristics at night.

AIR-MASS SOURCE REGION6

The air-mase source region is the area where
the air masa originates.. The condition which is
ideal for the production of an air mass is, the stag-
nation of air over a rather; Uniform surface (water,
land, or icecap) of uniforM temperatureand bum-
idity. The length of time diair mass stagnates over
its source region depends, on the surroundingpre s-
sures. The air acquires definite properties and
characteristics, from the surface up, and becomes
virtually homogeneous throughout, and its proper-
ties become rather uniform at each,level. In the
middle latitudes, the land and sea areas with the
associated steep latitudinal temperature gradient
are generally not homogeneous enough for source
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Figure 38.- Air-mass source regions.

regions. These areas act as transitional zones
for air masses after they have left their source
regions.

The source regions for the world's 'air
masses are shOwn in figure 38. Note the uni-
formity of the underlying surfaces; also note
the relatively uniform-climatic conditions in
the variCus source regions, such as the southern
North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans for maritime
troplcal air and the deep interiors of North
America and Asia for continental polalt

.,.

Arctic Air

There is a permanent high-pressure area
in the vicinity of the North Pole, within which
is found the arctic air-mass source region.- In
this region there is a gentle flow of air over
the polar icefields, allowing, the formation of
the arctic air mass. The air is characterized. .
by being dry aloft-and very cold and stable in
the lower altitudes.

Antarctic Air

This air is developed in the antarctic region.
It is colder at the surface' and other levels
than arctic air in fall and winter.

Continental Polar Air

The continental polar source regions con;
sist of all the land areas dominated .by the
Canadian and Siberian high-pressure cells. In
the Winter these regions are covered by snow
and ice. Because of the intense cold and the
absence of -water- bodies, very little moisture
is taken into the air in these regions. Note that
the word "polar" when applied to air-mass
designations does not mean air at the poles
(this area is covered by the words "arctic"
and "antarctic"). Polar air 'is 'generally found
between 40° and 60 _latitude and except for
that found over northern and central Asia, is
generally warmer than arctic air.

,

,Maritime Polar Air

The maritime polar source regions consist
of the open, unfiozen polar sea areas in the
vicinitY of 60' latitude, north and south. Such
areas are sources of moisture for polar air
masses; consequently, air masses forming over
these regions are moist, but the moisture is
sharply limited by the temperature.

Continental Tropical Air

The continental tropical source regions can
be any significant land, areas lying in the tropical

t60
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regions, generally between 25 north latitude
and 25' south latitude. The large land areas
found there are usually desert regions, such as
the Sahara or 1Calahari Deserts of Africa, the ,

Arabian Desert; and the 'interior of Anstraliii.
The air over these land areas is- hot and dry.

Maritime Tropical Air--
The maritime tropical source retions are

the large zones of open tropical sea along the
belt of the subtropical. anticyclones. High-pres-
.sure 'cells stagnate in this area most of the
year. The air is warm due to low. latitude-and
is able to hold considerable moisture.

Equatorial Air

The equatorial source region is the ama
from- about 10' north to 10' south latitudes,
within 'which the thermal Equator is found: It
is essentially an oceanic' belt which is very
warm and has a high .moisture content. Con-
vergence of the trade winds from both hemi.6
spheres and the intense insolation over this re-
gion causes lifting of the air, which is unstable
and moist, to high levels. The' weather asso-
ciated with these conditions is characterized by-
thunderstorms throughout the year.

AIR-MASS MODIFICATION

A. soon as the air mass begins to leave the
source region, it undergoes modificatidns. -The
changes depend greatly on the nature of the
surface ov.er Which it travels. Starting in the
lower levels, the changes in physical properties
travel upward through the air mass. The. rate
of change 'depends upon the "extent of the dif-
ference between the original propertie and those
of the surface over which the air mass travels.
How much the air mass changes in physical
properties depends upon the rate at which it
travels over the new surface and the time that
has elapsed *since it left its source region.

For example,' if a warm, Moist body of air
moves over cold, dry land, Its characteristics
are modified; moisture is lost, .n. .e tempera:.
ture 1s lowered. .If an air mass n s recently
left its source region, it will not hay had time
to become as modified as an air mass t has
been removed from its source region r a
longer period of time.

7.
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Modifications of .air masses are due to
one or more of the following: (1) radiation,
(2) evapOration or con'densation, and (3) con-
vergent or divergent windflow.

It has been observed lhat if an air mass has
a cyclonic trajectory, the lower layers are
predominantly unstable; if the air mass had an
anticyclonic trajectory, the lower layers are
stable. Dissimilar weather conditions occur with
different trajectories of the air mass.

AIR-MASS WEATHER

Within an air masse weather is controlled
primarily by the moisture content of the air,
the relationship between surface temperature
and temperature of the air mass, and terrain
(upslope or downslope). Rising, air is cooled;
descending air is. warmed. Condensation takes
.place when the air is cooled to its dewpoint A
cloud warmed above, the dewpoint temperature
evaporates and dissipates. Stability tends to
increase if the surface temperature is lowered
or if the temperature of the air at.higher levels
is increased while the surface temperature re-
mains the same. Stability tends be reduced
if the surface temperature remains the same
and the temperature aloft is lowered.

Smooth stratiform clouds are 'associated
with stable air, whereas turbulence, convective
clouds, and thunderstorms are associated with
unstable air.

Winter Air Masses

The following paragraphs-primarily describe
winter air-mass weather. of North America.
Significant features of air masses of the rest of
the world are also pointed out.

CONTINENTAL ARCTIC (cA).. Continental
arctic air, either k or w, is the coldest air over
North America; however, the cooling rarely
extends above 700 mb (10,000 ft). Most cA air

, is designated k and has an unstable lapse -rate
in the lower layers. The stabilityof cA air, though,
dePends primarily on its trajectory. If theRath
of cA air is cyclonic, instability, snow flurries,
and low cloudiness result (especially in the
Hudson Bay to Great Lakes region). East of the
Appalachians, cAk air-produces little weather.
When cAk air has an anticyclonic trajectory, the
weather is fair (as in the Midwest).

I.
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Elsewhere in the world, continental arctic
air is significant only over western EUrope and
the Antarctic Continent, -The appearance of cA
over western Europe is infrequent; When cAair does appear, it is heavilr.modified and
unstable, thoughquite cold:

,

The Antarctic Continent is the spawning
"ground for cA air in the,ffiouthern Hemisphere,
but this air seldom leages that continent. When
it does leave it rapidly becomes mP air. The
coldest air mass in _the world is the antarctic
cA air mass.

CONTINENTAL POLAR (cll. When a cP
mass moves out of its source region over'

warmer land, the lower layers of the air are
gradually heated and the stability is decreased.As long as the air is moving over a snow-
covered surface, the decrease in stability does
not completely eliminate the stable characteris-
tics acquired in the higher levels, at the source
region. USually an outbreak of.continental polarair is accompanied by windi of 15. knots or
mcre, and this wind helps decrease the stable
conditions in the lower levels; -

After the air passes over the snow-covered
regions !Ind moves over a surface having a
temperature above freezing, rapid changes in
air properties normilly occur. The surface .
temperature increases rapidly and soon elim-
ine.tes the -stable conditions that had eadeted.

Since the heating from below is' more "pig
than the addition of moisture, the relative
humidity is decreased. Under this condition,
the condensation level rises and skies are gen-erally clear.

-.A particularly- troublesome situation often
aiiises when the cold air flows from a" cold,
snow-covered surface to a water surf ce, and
then ovet a cold, snow-covered s ce again.
This frequently happens with a r crossing the
Great Laketi. Air flowing over the water sur-

.face is heated rapidly near the. surface and ma
eventually become Unstable., Also, Water va
is added quickly to the ilir.13)', evaporation from7*
the Alatively warm water surface. The air
beco'mes saturated, or , nearly 'so. Water vapor
May' be added to such an extent that steam fog
forms. Thus, evaporation may continue from the
warm water even after the cold air has become
saturated, resulting in condensation. This

condensation appe
instability of the r,
it forms, growing I
the lakes, this air a
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as fog, but due to the
the steam is lifted as
clouds. After crossing

flows over a cold,
snow-covered surface. 'iThe surface cooling:in-
creases the stability and may produce fog at
night.

The air may be subjected to forced lift in
approaching the Appalachiane. This upslope flow
causes cooling and condensation and may.result
in the forming of towering cumulus or cumuld-
nimbus clouds-with enow showers. On tbe east-
ward side of the mountains, the air descends
and warms adiabatically, ciusing the clouds to
be partially or completely dissipated.

Consider how cPk air can become mT air.
In winter, when cPk air reaches the warm
waters off the southern coast of the United
States, it, s. temperature is usually about 10'lower than the water temperature. The air is
rather unstable when it reaches the water sur-
face. The same, thing happens when the air flows
over the Great Lakes, except the Great Lakes
are a relatively small area, whereas now the
modification occurs over such a large area that
a new air mass is formed. Both the tempera-
ture and moisture content of the air rapidly

.._iinatelkse, beginning in the lower levels and
410L"'quickly affecting the higher levels, Thus, "rapid

changes in the weather can be expected as cPk
air moves over an mT source region.

After mP air crosses thtiatocky Mountains
and stagnates in the Great Basin, it often be-
comes cP air. By the -same token-, cP air inov-'
ing out over the Atlantic rapidly modifies to
become .mP air.

2-

In Siberia, cP air is the coldest air mass on
record- in the Northern Hemispherd; in the
Southern Hemisphere this) air mass is unknown.

,414ARITIME POLAR' (me). Consider the
weather associated with maritime polar air
(mP): In its source region, Maritime polarair, in general, is characterized by surface
temperatures. above the freezing point, moder-ately steep lapse rates, and near saturation
up to rather- high levels. Howevek, since the
air aloft is cold, it has a low capacity for vqtter
vapor; hence, the water content may be small
even though the relative humidity is high. The)matter is characterized by cumulus and
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cumulonimbus clouds with showers and by good
visibility except in shower areas.

North America is affected by maritime polar
air which comes prinlarily from a source region
-in the North- Pacific. This air Mass usually
re:spits from -the modification o.f cold continental

which has moved from Asia or the frozen
aiEtic. The continental air is heated from below
and picks -up additional ,poisture as it moves
over the ocean, resulting in a characteristically
unstable air mass. The convective activity is
increased as the air mass is lifted over the
mount:ain ranges along the western coast of the

.continent. This 'fitting results in heavy rain
and snow 'showers With considerable turbulence
and icing on the.windward side of the mountains.
If. the trajectory of the air _mass. as it moves
across the ocean is cyclonic, the instability is
increased; if it is anticyclonic, the instability is
decreased. Maritime polar air may acquire
stable characteristics in its lower levels before
reaching the continent if it moves over cold
ocean currents after its original modification,
When this occurs, it is characterized by strati-
fied clouds, fog, and drizzle:

Maritime polar air of Atlantic origin which
occasionally affects the eastern coast of North
America differs in two respects 'from that of
Pacific .origin. Surface temperatures are colder,'
and the vertical extent of the convective activity
is less.

Maritime polar air also affects the south
Alaskan coast but seldom reaches the Alaskan
ihterior due to the mountain ranges which it
must cross.

In western' Europe, mP air masses pre-
dominate. They are' quite varied in the weather
they cause, depending on whether their tra-
jectories are cyclonic or anticyclonic. The most
unstable conditions are the rule with a cyclonic
trajectory.

In the Southern Hemisphere, mP air is the
most prevalent air mass and is quite similar
to its Northern Hemisphere counterpart in char-
acteristics and in the weather it causes:

MARITIME TROPICAL (mT)."--- The mT air
which is formed over the Gulf of Mexico is
usually conditionally unstable. This instability
may be /feleaged by frontal or orographie lifting.

3
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When naT air is forced up in the eastern moun-
tains of the United States, practically the same
types of weather result as were discussed under
the Great Lakes effect. However, the weather
associated witb the mT air is more intense be-
cause of the greater quantity of moisture in-
volved, and extends to a higher level. If mT
air is forced' over mountainous terrain, t.s in
the eastern part of the United States, the condi-
tional instability of the air is released at higher
levels. This might produce thunderstorms or at
least large cumuliform clouds. These clouds
may develop out of stratiform cloud systeins and
therefore may be encountered without warning
by a plane flying within the clouds. Icing may
also be present. Thus, as with the Great Lakes
effect, a combination of all three hazards (fog,
thunderstorms, and icing) is possible.

Now consider the weather associated wtth
maritimb tropical warm air (mTm) of Atlantic
origin. In winter, when the land surface - is
relatively cold, the inT air moves northward
as mTw. It is cooled from belovr. This cooling
results in mare stable conditions near the sur-
face. Due to the high moisture content, con-
densation dccum (either as fog or as low stratus)
particularly at ,night when radiational cooling
plays an important part. In the lower latitudes,
the heating effect of the sun usually causes
suflc)entonvective lift to produce cumuliform
clouds in the rnoon.-

Maritime tropical air of Pacific ortgin is
quite rare in winter, but it causes torrential
,,rains on those rare occasions when it invades
the California coast.

In western and southern Europe, the iiwas ion
of mT air brings milder weather .than in the
United States. 'Loy?' clouds, fog, and drizzle are
the normal results with mT, because the air is
usually quite stable. This air mass seldonf
invades eastern Europe.

Maritime tropical air masses of the Southern
Hemisphere are very similar to those of the
Northern Hemisphere in both characteristics
and weather.

- In Asia, mT air is frequent over southeast-
ern Asia (including India), but it does not cause
much weather.' In summer this' air is re-
placed in southeast Asia with equatorial air,
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aild it is this equatorial air which brings With
it the monsoon of that region.

- CONTINENTAL TROPICAL (cT), Continen-
tal tropical air is entirely absent from the
North American Continent in winter. The. pri-
mary regions with cT air in winter are north
Africa and Asia Minor. This air is unstable but
quite dry, and thus causes Tittle weather, and it
does not reach southern Euro'pe in winter.

The only other source of true csT air in
winter is the interior of Australia. In the South-
ern Hemisphere Winter, this air ia.unstable but
dry alid causes little weather.

SUPERIOR AIR (5). Superior air is a
high-level air mass found over the South Central
States. It frequently reaches the surface; and
due to subsidence effects, it is the warmest air
mass on record in the North American Conti-
nent in both seasons.

Summer Air Masses

In summer the arctic front retreats to
northern Canada and disappears in the arctic
over the North American Continent. In Europe
and northern Asia, an outbreak of arctic air is
rare, -and little needs to be said about this air.
In the Southern Hemisphere, the arctic air
which leaves the Antarctic Continent is rapidly
modified to mP and therefore is of little interest
to us here.

mArimmg POLAR. dver the North Ameri-
can Continent, the whole Pacific coast is usually
under the influence of mP air. It is much
milder in summer than in winter, and seldom'
extendia east of the Rockies. The coastal weather
is generally clear with scattered cumulus.

Along the Atlantic coast the occasional influx
of mP brings relief froM heat waves, but causei
little weather.

In Europe, inP air is quite predominant. It
is quite unstable, but usually too dry to cause
much shower activity. Maritime polar air is
quite rare in Asia, but in the Southern Hemi-
sphere it is the most predominant air mass,
encircling the whole Southern Hemisphere.

CONTINENTAL POLAR. The source region
is confined roughly to. the .northern two-thirds

of Canada, but polar air of Canadian origin
occasionally invades the United States in sum-
mer. When it does, it preserves to a large
extent its temperature characteristics. Con-
vective activity in the United States is extensive
but mild, confined in height to 700 mb (10,000
feetj' or less.

Continental polar air is infrequent over
Europe in summer. Occasional-invasions of this
air come from Russia or the Balkans, and
these invasions are marked by warm but rela-
tively stable weather. In northern Asia (Siberia),
this air is dominant. Occasionally it may spread
as 'far south as the Himalayas. Continental polar
air is entirely absent from the Southern gemi-
sphere in summer.

MARITIME TROPICAL. On the west coast,
mT air of Pacific origin has little or no in-
fluence on the weather, but on the east coast
mT air is themostextensive air mass in summer.
The mT air is quite warm and quite moist with
a dewpoint near or in excess of 70° F. at the
surface. Low stratiform clouds are the rule in
the mornings, especially along the east coast,
becoming convective clouds during the day, with
frequent thunderstorms by late afternoon. De-
spite- the thunderstorms, flying condttions are
not hazardous because the thunderstorms' are
easily circumnavigated. Ground fogs are frequent
with northward movement of mT air over land.
Sea fogs are frequent with movement over water.
The famous fogs of the Grand Banks are typical
of mT aAver a cold ocean current.

When mT air invades southwestern Europe,
the weather is somewhat cooler than in the
United States because of the cold ocean currents
and the stable_ anticyclonic circulation. Over
water, niT has stratiform low clouds, fog, and
drizzle. Over land' the air is subject to mild
convection.

Asian mT air originating over the Pacific
is extremely warm, moist, and, unstable. its
characteristics are much like equatorial air.
Strong convective activity and .heavy showers
are the rule in summer in southeast Asia.
Over the western NOrth Pacific great fog banks
form in summer in mT air, much in the Same
manner and for the same reason as do the fog
banks over the Grand . Banks of the Atlantic
coast.
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The mT air masses of the Southern Hemi-
sphere are quite similar to their counterparts
of the Northern Hemisphere; that is, on the
east coast of South America, south Africa, and
Australia, the weather is similar to that on the
east coast of North America. On the west coast
of South America, Australia, and south Africa,.
the weather is similar to that on the North
American west coast.

CONTINENTAL TROPICAL. This air is
found only during summer, forming over a small
area of northern Mexico, western Texas, New
Mexico, and eastern Arizona. It can be identified
by its extremely high surface temperatures,
very low humidities, large diurnal temperature
ranges, and rare precipitation. Flying conditions
are excellent with respect to weather,-birclear
air turbulence is extensive.

European cT air masses have their source
regions in north Africa and Asia Minor. As
they move into southern Europe, much Moisture
is added and instability showers resUlt. In north
Africa and Asia Minor, cT air is prevan:i all

riyear round. Dung summer, the north can
air mass is the hottest air mass on record in
the world. It is extremely warm and dry, but
quite unstable.

In the Southernfiemisphere, cT air ts found
in summer in South America, Australia, and a
stnalrava of ionth Africa (the Kalahari Desert).
.The Sou& American cT air is. usually modified
mT air. The south African cT air masS is
small and soinewhat; cooler than either of the
other Southern Hemisphere cT air masses. The
Australian cT air is similar in all character
istics to the north African cT air mass.

EQUATORIAL AIR. Equatorial air is the
air on either side of the thermal Equator, with
the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) sep-
arating the Northern and Southern Hemisphere
equatorial air. It is warmer than mT air, and
more moist at all levels. In India and southeast
Asia this air is often referred to as monsoon
air. During summer it is characterized by ex-
treme convective activity and heavy Showers_
in both hemispheres.

SUPERIOR. As was pointed out previously,
S air is observed in the Northern Hemisphere
both in winter and in summer. The only difference
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between winter and summer S air is that the
temperatures are higher in summer.

AIR-M4k.SS PROPERTIES

In studying air masses, it has been
mined that the physical properties of.
Mass depend upon its life htstory.

deter-
an air

During the life span of an air mass, some of
the physical properties, such as the surface air
temperature and humidity, are apt to change
frequently and rapidly due to lifting, conduction,
radiation, evaporation, or some local topograph-
ical feature. Some properties of the air mass
remain almost constant for a period of time.
An element of an air mass that has little change
from day to day is considered as being con-
servative. A nonconservative property is one
that changes frequently and rapidly.

Although a strictly conservative property
probably does not exist in the atmosphere, there
are certain properties that fg.r a short period
of time, and under certain conditions, are so
nearly constant that they may be considered
as conservative.

The most important physical properties in
air masses are those that concern temperature
and moisture. The various expressions of tem-
perature and moistire are summarized in table
2. You should learn the significance of the var ous
properties listed in this table.

Since many nonadiabatic processes occur
near the surface 'of the earth, it becomes nec-
essary to study the adiabatic conditions of the
upper atmosphere in classifying an air mass.
Some authorities differ as to the propertes to
use in air-mass identification. However, from
table 2, you- can see that the equivalent potential
temperature and the potential wet-bulb tempera-
ture are conservative relative to both dry adia-
batic and moist adiabatic temperature changes,
while other elements are conservative in regard
to only one type or- nonconservative in relard
to both types of temperature change.

In order to understand table 2 better, it
is imperative that you learn the definitions of
the various properties listed in that table. Tem-
perature, relatfve humidity, dewpoint, and mix"-
ing ratio are defined and explained in the pam-
phlet about physics. The remaining terms are
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Table 2. Conservative characteristics of the physical properties of air
masses with respect to adiabatic temperature changes.

Property

Conservative with respect to

Dry adiabatic
temperature
'iehanges

Moist adiabatic
temperature

changes

Temperature No No
Relative humidity No Yes
Dewpoint temperature* Quasi-conservative No
Wet-bulb temperature No No
Mixing ratio* Yes No
Potential temperature Yes No
Equivalent temperature No No
Equivalent potential temperature Yes Yes
Potential wet-bulb temperature. Yes Yes

*These two properties are conservative with respect to nonadtabatic teniperature changes;
therefore, it is advantageous to use these elements in the analysis of surface weather charts.

defined in this' section. Most of the following
temperature values are obtained from an AROW-
A'GRAM.

Potential Temperature

The potential temperature is the tempera-
ture that a Parcel of air would have if it were
lowered (or raised) dry adiabatically to the
1000-mb level. The temperature at the desired
level, as it appears on an AROWAGRAM, is
used for this purpose and is expressed in de-
grees Celsius,

-

Equivalent TemperatUre

The equivalent temperature cannot be deter-
mined accurately on the AROWAGRAM. A rough
estimate can be obtained by lifting the air
parcel adiabatically to the limit of the chart,
then bringing the parcel down dry adiabatically
to its Original pressure level and reading the
temperature. The principle involved is real-
ization of all latent heat of condensation.

Equivalent Potential Temperature

The equivalent potential temperature is
nothing but the equivalent temperature reduced
dry adiabatically to the 1,000-mb level.

Wet-Bulb Temperature

The wet-bulb temperature is the lowest
temperature to which the free air can be cooled
by evaporating moisture into it. Normally this
temperature is a direct-observation element;
that is, we simp6, obsetie the thermometer
and read the temperatuxe directly. -Above the
surface, this temperature muit be found by
indirect means. An AROWAGRAM may be used
for this purpose, and the wet-bulb temperature
is found by raising the parcel dry adiabatically
to .saturation, and then reducing it along a moist
adiabat to the original level from which it was
raised. The wet-bulb temperature is normally
expressed in degrees Celsius.

Potential Wet-Bulb Temperature

The potential wet-bulb temperature is the
wet-bulb temperature raised or lowered along
a saturation adiabat to the 1,000-mb level. It
too, stands in the same relation to the wet-bulb
temperature as the potential temperature does
to the temperature. The eastest way to re-
.member the difference between these various
expressions is to associate the word "potential"
with the 1,000-nib level.
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FRONTS

Since most major changes of the weather
are associated with fronts, it is essential for
the Marine. Science Technician to become thor-
oughly familiar with them. This requires that
he understand the relationship of fronts to cy-
clOnes and air massed, and the characteristics

"of, and the vieather associated with, the various
tyks of Wonts. He must also know the relation-
ship icklw e e rt. fronts and pressure systems. Pi-
nally, e must become adept at following frontal
movements and anticipating their speeds and
the Modifications which they undergo along the
way.

RELATION OF FRONTS
TO 'CYCLONES

Every front is associated with a cyclone in,
a systematic way. The cyclone is a counter-
clockwise circulation (in the Northern Hemi-
sphere) around a central low-pressure area,
about which the fro' nts move. Cyclones con-
tribute to and partly control frontal movements,
but the reverse is not true. The development
and the life cycle of cyclones are discussed
In the next section of this training course.
Suffice it to say here that cyclones are the
center of bad weather, and from them branch
out the fronts with their bad weather z6nes.

RELATION OF FRONTS
TO AIR MASSES

In the previous section a front was-defined
as a boundary, or line of discontinuity, sep-
arating two different air mvses. From the
definition, the close relationship that exists
bttween air masses and fronts can be readily
seen. In fact, without the air masses there
would be no fronts.

On a surface map a front is indicated by a
line separating two air masses; this is only a
picture of the surface conditions. These air
masses also have vertical extent. (See figure
39.) .A cold air mass, being heavier, tends to
underrun a warfa air mass. Thus, the cold air
is below and the warm air is above the surface
of discontinuity. The slope of a frontal surface
is usually between 1 to 50 (i mile vertical for
50 miles horizontal) for a cold front and 1 to
300 (1 mile vertical for 300 miles horizontal)
for a warm front. For example, 100 miles from

eati-Otial
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Figure 39. Vertical view of frontal syStem
(without clouds shown).

the place where the frontal surface meets the
ground, the frontal surface might be somewhere
between 2,000 feet and 2 miles above the earth's
surface, depending on the slope. The slope of a
front is of considerable importance is visualizing
and understanding the weather along the front.
In general, all the cross sections of fronts as
shown in this section summarize pictorielly all
the pertinent features of all types of fronts
under average conditions.
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Cold Fronts

A cold front is the line of discontinuity along
which a wedge of cold air is underrunning and
displacing a warmer air mass. This term is
also used, but inexactly, when referring to a
cold frontal surface.

There are certain weather characteristics
and conditions that are typical of cold fronts.
In general, the temperature and humidity de-
crease, the pressure rises, and in the Northern
Hemisphere the wind veers (usually from south-
west to northwest) with the passage of a cold
front. The distribution and type of cloudiness
and the intensity and distribution of precipita-
tion depend primarily on the .vertical velocities
in the warm air mass. On the basis of this
latter factor, cold fronts are classified as slow-
moving and fast-moving cold fronts.

SLOW-MOVING COLD FRONT. With the
slow-moving cold front there is a general up-
glide of warm air along the entire frontal sur-
face except for pronounced lifting along the
lower portion of the front. The average slupe
of the frOnt is approximately 1:100 miles. The
cloud and precipitation area is extensive and
is characterized by cumulonimbus and nimbo-
stratus clouds, showers, and thunderstorms at,
and iMmediately to the rear of, the surface
front. This area is followed by a region of rain
and nimbostratus clouds merging into a region
of altostratus clouds and then cirrostratus clouds,
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which may extend several hundred miles behind
the front.

The development of cumulonimbus clouds,
showers, and thunderstorms is largely dependent
on the original instability characteristics of the
warm air mass. Within the cold air mass there
may be some stratified clouds in the rain area,
but there -axe no clouds in the cold air beyond
this area* unless the cold air mass is unstable.
In the,* latter case, some cumulus clouds may
devalOp. This type of front is usually slow
moving; 15 knots may be considered average. See
figure 40 for a cross section through a typical

.slow-moving cold front;

FAST-MOV1NG COLD FRONTS. With the
fae-moving cold front there is descendingmotion
of the warm air along the frontal surface at
high levels, and the warm air near the surface
is pushed vigoronsly upward. This type of front
has a slope of 1:40 to 1:80 miles and usually
moves rapidly; 25 to 30 knots may be considered
as an average speed of movement. As a result
of these factors,- there is a relatively narrow
but often violent band of weather. If the warm
air mass is conditionally unstable and moist,
cunaulonimbus clouds, showers, and thunder-
storma occur just ahead of li.nd at the surface
front, and rapid clearing occurs behind the
front. Frequently, alt6stratus and altocumulus
droud layers form and drift ahead of the main
cloud bank. The more unstable. the warm air

15,000
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mass, the more violent the weather. Ik the warm
air is relatively dry, this type of front may not
produce precipitation or clouds. It is with the
fast-moving cold front that squall lines are
associated.

,

Figure 41 shows a typical cross section
through a fast-moving cold front; it also shows
the cloud shield, precipitation shield, and frontal
slope (exaggerated in the vertical) assoOiated
with this type of front.

Warm Fronts

A warm front is the line of discontinuity
where the forward edge of an advancing mass
of relatively warm air is replacing a retreating
relatively colder air mass. As in the case of
the cold' front, this term is used inexactly when
referring to a warm frontal surface.

Certain characteristics and weather condi-
tions are associated with warm fronts. The
winds shift from southeast to southwest or west,
but the shift is not as pronOunced as with the
cold front. The temperatures are colder ahead
of the front and are warmer after the passage
of the front. Not being greatly affected by daily
heating and cooling of the earth's surface, the
dewpoint is normally more constant than the
temperature through the day except with the
passage of a front. Therefore, the dewpoint is
a good index of frontal passage. The average
slope of a warm front 1:150.

CIRRO- CIRRUS
STRATUSe-"'
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CUMULONIMBUS,/ ,

1
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Figure 40. Vertical cross section of a slow-moving cold front.
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Figure 41. Vertical cross section of a fast-moving cold' front.

Occluded Fronts
A characteristic phenomenon-of a typical

warm front is the sequence of cloud formations.They are noticeable in the following order:
Cirrus, cirrostratus, altostratus, nimbostratts,
and stratus. The cirrus clouds may appear
700 to 1,000 miles ahead of the surface front
followed by cirrostratus about 600 miles and
altostratus about 500 miles ahead of the surfacefront.

7

Precipitation in thrform of continuous or
intermittent rain, snow, or drizzle is frequent
as much as 300 miles in advance of the surface
front. The precipitation is associated with nim-
bostratus ibove the frontal surface and stratus
w4hin the cold air. However, when the warm air
is cOnvectively unstable, showers and thunder-
storms may occur in addition to the steady pre-
cipitation. Fog is common ahead of a warm front.

Clearing usually' occurs after the passage of
a warm front, but under some cdnditions drizzle
and fog may occur within the warm sector.
Warm fronts usually move in the direction of
the isobars of the warm sector; in the Northern
Hemisphere this is usually east, to northeast.
Their speed of movement is normally less thanthat of cold fronts; on the average it may be'
considered to be about 10 knots.

Figure 42 summarizes 'pictorially the perti-
nent features of warm fronts under average
conditions.
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An occluded front occurs when a cold front
overtakes a warm front. One of the two frcnts
is lifted aloft, and the warm. air between the
fronts is shut off from the earth's surface. An
occluded front is often referred to as an occlu-
sion. The type of occlusion is determined oy
the temperature difference between the cow'
air in advance of the warm front and the cold
air behind the cold front.

WARM TYPE OCCLUSION. If the air in
advance of the warm front is colder than the
air behind the cold front, the cold front rides
up the warm frontal slope. (See figure 43.)

COLD TYPE OCCLUSION. If the cold air
ahead of the warm front iã warmer than the
cold air behind the cold front, the cold frontal
surface underruns the warm front and the oc-
cluded front, is called a cold type occlusion.
(See figure 44.)

The primary difference between a .vrarm
type and cold type occlusion is the location of
the associated Upper front in relation to the
urface front. (4ee figure 45.) In a warm type

occlusion the upper cold front, precedes the
surface occluded front by as much as 200 miles.
In the cold type occlusion the upper warm.front
follows the surface occluded front' by 20 to
50 miles.
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Figure 45. Sketch of occlusions (in the hoirizontal) and associated upper fronts;
Since the occluded front is a combination of

a cold front and a warm front, the resulting
weather is that of the cold front's narrow band
of violent weather and the warm front's wide-
spread area of cloudiness and precipitation oc-
curring in combination along the occluded front.
The most violent weather occurs at the tip of
the occlusion.' (The tip is the point at which
the cold front ,is overtaking the warm front-)

Stationary Fronts

When a front is stationary, the cold air
mass, as a whole, does not move either toward
or a.way from the front. In terms of wind di-
rection, this means that the wind above the
friction layer blows neither toward, nor away
from the- front, but parallel to it. It follows
thai the isobars, too, are nearly parallel to a
stationary front. This characteristic makes it
easy to recognize a sta6.tionary front on a weath-
er map.

The fribtional inflow of warm air toward a
stationary fpont causes a slow upglide of air on
the frontal surface. As the air is lifted to and
beyond its lifting condensation level, clouds
form in the warm_aix above the front. ,

If the warm air in a stationary front' is
stable, the clouds are stratiform. Drizzle may
then fall; and as the air is lifted beyond the
freezing level, icing conditions develop and light
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rain or snow may fall. At very high levels,
above the top of the front, ice clouds are present.

If the warm air is conditionally unstable and
sufficient lifting occurs, the clouds are then'
cumuliform or stratiform with cumuliform pro-
tuberances. If the energy release is great (warm,
moist, unstable air), thunderstorms result. Rain-
fall if generally showery.

Within the cold air mass- extensive fog and
low ceiling may result, where the cold air is
saturated by warm rain or drizzle fallingthxough
it from the warm air mass above. If the tem-
perature is below 3e F., icing may occur, but
generally is light.

The width of the band of precipitation and
low ceiling varies from 50 miles to about 200
miles, depending upon the slope of the front
and the temperatures of the air masses. One
of the most annoying characteristits of a sta-
tionary front is that it may greatly hamper
and delay air operations 'by persisting in the
area for set,eral days.

PRESSURE'AT ,FRONTS

7One of the important characteristics of all
fronts is that on both sides of a front the pres-
sure is higher than at the front. This is true
even though one of the air masses is relatively
warni and the other is relatively cold. Fronts
are associated with troughs of low pressure.



(A trough is defined as an eldngated area of
relatively low pressure.) A trough may have
U-shaped or V-shaped isobars.

Friction causes the air near the ground to
drift across the isobars toward lower pressure.
This causes a drift of air toward the front from
both sides. Since the air cannot disappear into
the ground, it must move upward. Hence, there
is always a net movement of air .upward in the
region of a front. This is another important
characteristic of fronts, since the lifting of
the air causes condensation, clouds, and weath-
er. 'While air 'motion within an area of high
pressure is downward and outward, motion in
a frontal zone is inward and upward. (This is
the divergence and convergence, respectively,
mentioned in section 3.)

Since low-pressure areas are formed along
p riinary fronts when wave development takes"
place; it is easy to see that a close relationship
.e*Sts between cyclones and frontal systems.

Every Moving cy0lone usually has two sig-
nificant liries 7;ef ConVergence distinguished by
theFinal pr,OPe'Aies. The discontinuity line on the
foiWard side Of the cyclone where warm air
replaces cold- air ishe warm front; the dis-
SO,ptinuity fine in the reir portion of the cyclone

'1111.1re displades warm air is the cold
front.

:14,1n figure 33, the _wave development and
forMation of., a cyclone'? show that frontal sys-
teFes are *Sent throughout the,different stages.

'A-nticy4lones aie usually coexistent with
areas of litdocis weitlier. This is due mainly
to d;vergence.-iloweVer; frontal, systems may at
tmes penetrate the. anticyelones to some ex-
teat.

FRONTAL ISIOVENENT

The weather is greatly affected by the move-
meat of frontal ,systems. Front the time the
front develops until it passes out of the weather
picture, it is watched closely. The speed at
which it travels and the modifications which
it undergoes are important considerations in
analyzing and forecasting the weather.

Speed .

The speed of the movement of frontal sys-
te,ms is an important determining factor of

weather conditions. Rapidly moh fronts usu-
ally cause more severe yeather than slower
moving fronts. For example, fast-moving cold
fronts often cause severe prefrontal squall lines
which are extremely hazardous to flying. The
fast-moving front does have the advantage of
moving across the area rapidly, permitting the
particular locality to enjoy a quick return of
good weather. Slow-moving- fronts, on the other
hand, may cause extended periods of unfavor-
able weather. A stationary front which may bring
bad weather can disrupt flight operations for
several days in succession.

Knowledge of the speed of the frontal system
is necessary fOr accurate forecasting. If the
front has a somewhat constant speed, it makes
the forecaster's job comparativety easy. How-
ever, if the speed is erratic or unpredictable,
the forecaster niay err as far as time and
severity are concerned. His forecast may never
materialize in cases in which the front becomes
stationary and dissipates without passing over
the forecaster's area.

Modifications

There are many factors that can modify
the movement of frontal systems. In this section
only a _few of the more important factors are
considered.

EFFECT OS MOUNTAINS. Mountain ranges
affect the speed, the slope, and the weather
associated with, a front.' The height and hori-
zontal distance of the mountain rahge, along
with the angle of the front along the mountain
range, are the influencing factors. The effect
of mountain ranges differs in regard to cold
fronts and warm fronts.

As a COLD FRONT approaches a mountain
range, the lower portion of the front is retarded
as the upper portion pushes up and over the
mountain. On the windward side of the mountain,
precipitation is increased due to the additional
lift.as the warm air is pushed up along the
mountain slope. After the front reaches the crest
of the mountain, the air behind the front com-
mences to flow down the leeward side of the
range. If the air on the leeward side' of the
mountainArWarmer than the air in the rear of
the cold front, the warmer air is forced away
and replaced by the colder air mass. As the
cold air descends the lee side of the mountain,

#
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Figure 46. Effect of adiabatic heating.

the air warms adiabatically (figure 46) and
clearing occurs within it. However, since the
cold air is displacing warm air, typical cold
frontal clouds and precipitation may occur within
the warm air if the warm air is sufficiently
moist and conditionally unstable. In some cases
maritime polar air which has crossed the Rockies
is less dense than maritime tropical air-from
the Gulf of Mexico which may lie jUst east of
the mountains. If the maritime polar air is
moving with a strong westerly wind current and
the maritime tropical air is moving with a strong
southerly wind current, the maritime polar air
may overrun the maritime tropical air. This
results in elfi,en1C1?Nheavy showers and violent
thunderstorms and is one of the conditions under
which tornadoes occur.

If colder stagnant air lies to.,the lee side
of the mountain range, the cold front on pa5sing
over the range does not reach the surface and
travels as an upper cold front. Under this
condition frontal activity is at a minimum. This
situation does not continue indefinitely; either
the stagnant air mixes with the air above and
the surface of separation becomes spread out,
or the upper cold front breaks through to the
ground With the development of thunderstorms
and squalls.

As a cold front passes a mountain range, it
may 'develop a bulge or a wave as a portion of
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the front is retarded. In the case of an occlu-
sion, a new and separate cyclone circulation
may occur at the peak of the warm sector as
the occluded front is retarded by a mountain
range.

In general, it may be said that the area of
precipitation is widened as the front approaches
the range and that there is increased intensity
of the precipitation area and cloud system on
the windward side of the range and a decrease
on the leeward side. (See figure 47.)

,
, Consider the effect of a mountain range on

a WARM FRONT. When a warm front approaches
a mountain range, the upper section of the
frontal surface is above the effects of the moun-
tain range and does not come under its influence.
As the lower portion of the frontal surface ap-
proaches the range, the underlying cOld wedge
is cut off, forming s, more or less stationary
front on the windward side of the range. The
inclination of the frontal.surface above the range
decreases and becomes more horizontal near the
mountain surfaces, but the frontal surface main-
tains its original slope at higher altitudes. While
the stationary front on the Windward side of the
range may be accompanied by prolonged pre-
cipitation, the ab of ascending air on the
leeward side Of e causes little or no
preqipitation. The air descending the lee-
ward side of the range causes the cloud system
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Figure 47. Effect of mountains on a cold front.
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Figure 48. Effect of mountains on a warm front.

to dissipate and the warm front to travel as an
upper front.

Frontogenesis (tile formation of a new front
or the regeneration of an old front) may occur
An the pressure-trough area that accompanies
the front. The frontal surface then gradually

forms downward as the frontal system moves
away from the mountain, and it extends to the
earth's surface again..

;

Therefore, the effect of the mountain range
on a warm front is to widen and prolong the
precipitation on thelwindward side of the range,
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while on the leeward side the precipitation band
is narrowed and weakened, or dissolved. (See
fixure 48.)

Mountain ranges have much the same effect
on OCCLUDED FRONTS as they do on warm and
cold fronts. Cold type occlusions behave as cold
fronts and warm type occlusions behave as warm
fronts. The occlusion process is accelerated
when an open wave approaches a mountain range
because the warm front is retarded while the
cold front continues its normal .movement until
it reaches the mountain range.

1 EFFECT OF OCEAN CURRENTS. Ocean
currents have a modifying effect on frontal
movement. To understand why ocean currents
have such an effect, it is necessary for you to
consider the movement of the currents.

In middle latitudes, ocean currents- carry
warm water away froth the Equator along the
eastern coasts of continents, 'and carry cold
water toward the Equator along the western
coasts of continents. The most active frontal
zones of the winter season are found where cold
continental air moves over warm water off
eastern coasts. This situation is noticeable over
the Atlantic Ocean off the east coast of the,
United States. As a cold front moves off the
coast and over the 'Gulf Stream, it becomed
intensified, causing wave development to occur
near the Cape Hatteras area. This gives the
east coast of the United States .much cloudfness
and precipitation. A similar situation occurs
off the east coast of Japan. That area in the
Pacific generates more cyclones than any other
area in the world.

OTZSE EFFECTS. The movement of . a
frontal system from one area to another often
has a great modifying effect, causing the front
to be regenerated in some instances and to be
dissipated in others. Transition affects waves
and cyclones as well as fronts.

When dissipating extratropical cyclones enter
regions of frontogenesis and cyclogenesis, these
cyclones are frequently regenerated into active
disturbanCes. This is usually caused by an
influx of warm moist air to the east and cold
air to the west of the center. In a ktuation in
which a well-defined cSreone, associ ted with
a front (or fronts), moves eastWard over the
Rocky Mountains, the frontal system is usually
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weakened by the time it descends the eastern
slopes. If there is an influx of warmer moist
air from the Gulf of Mexico, the frontal systern
is regenerated as it moves eastward. If the
circulation jto the east of the mountain range is
such that no moist air is drawn into the cyclone
or frontsl system, frontolysis (tile p ces of
a front weakening or dissolving) takes plac

Frontal systems moving from water to :and
areas tend to weaken if an influx of moist air
is not brought into the situation. On the other
hand, a frontal systeni moving from land areas
to water areas is generally regenerated by the
influx of moist air. For example, a frontal
system may become quasi-stationary in the
vici the east coast of the United States.
This fron stem is usually oriented in a
northeast-south est direction and occurs mostly
during the suthr and autumn months, when
outbreaks of cP air Move southeastward over
the States. These fronts usually lose their n-
tensity over the Southern States and moveme
ceases. Frequently, stable waves develop an
travel along this frontal system, causii.g un-
favorable weather conditions. When these waves
move out to sea and warmer moist air is
brought into thean, they become unstable waves
and are regenristed as they move across the
ocean.

EASTERLY WAVES AND THE ITCZ

EASTERLY WAVES

An easterly wave is defined as a wavelike
disturbance which moves east to west in the
current of the tropical easterlies. When viewed
from a horizontal plane, an easterly wave is
normally oriented from northeast to southwest.
In a vertical plane it may slope to the east or
to the west, or it may be vertical. The slope of
an easterly wave *may change with time. The
location Of the bad weather associated with an
easterly wave is an indication of the slope. The
weather associated with easterly waves is show-
ery precipitation and thundershowers. The clouds
associated with easterly waves are cumulus
congestus and cumulonimbus. Tliey are a.rrEnged
in parallel bands with layers of altocumulus
and altostratus clouds along with higher layers
of citrus clouds connecting the cumulonhnbus
clouds. Visibility is good except in the areas
of precipitation.
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Figure 49. Vertical cross section of a stable easterly wave.

There are three types of easterly waves
stable, neutral, and unstable.

Stable Wave

This type of wave slopes to the east with .

height. To the west of the trough line, wirl
at the surface arid aloft are predominantly north-..
easterly. This area experiences falling pres-
sures; but due to' divergence at all levels,
fair weather prevails. East of the trough liiie,
the surface and upper air wihds veer to the
southeast. The ifitepte convergence found in
this area produces widespread cloudiness and
siiower activity. This is the Most common type
of easterly wave. (See figure 49.)

Neutral Wave

With a neutral wave, the bad weather is
symmetrical around the trough line, and the
most intense weather occurs along the trough
line. This type -of wave is vertical (no slope)
and is typical of a wave that' is intensifying.

Unstable Wave e

This type of, wave has the most violent
weather and is often associated with the devel-
opment of typhoons and hurricanes. The weather
assocfated with the unstable waye is ahead-of
the trough line, and the wave slopei to the west
with height.

INT ZEIT ROP,IC AL
CONVERGENCE ZONE ,

. The intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)
is a weather band in the doldrums that extends
around tjae earth. It is caused by the -cdnver-
gence: of, the northeast trade winds of the N.orth-
ern Hemisphere A nd the southeast trade winds
of the Southern Hemisphere. In most cases
the ITCZ has no sharp frontal discontinuity,
but is a zone varying in width from 50 to 400
miles.

Since the wind shift. across" the ITCZ' vanes
from place. ta place due :to the%differeni inten-
sitias of ,the 'two trade winds,, the wegher band
varies correspon ingly Wiath and intensitY.

The ITCZ's position varies with the season; ,

it tends to follow the gun. lb reaches its north-
ernmost pOs'ition in late August and its south-
ernmost position in February. The mean posi-.
tion of, the ITCZ in 'the Atlantic is always north
of the Equator. In the 'eastern Pacific it doeS
not d'hanger positions appreciably and ;lies north
of the Equator. In the western Pacific, however,
it lies across northern Australiaix February and
is'' over the Philippines in, Tate August.
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The intensity of the weather depends upon
the stabifity of the air masses and' the degfee
of convergence. The contin'uous formation and
dissipation of cUrnulonimbus clouds result: in /
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Figure 50: Weather conditions in an active portion of the ITCZ.

many intermediate and high clouds of the alto-
stratus and cirrus types.

At its worst, the ITCZ is an area of solid
cumulonimbus -clouds rising to ,40,000 feet 'or
more, with thick layers of altostratus extending
outward from several layers. Frequently, ceil-
ings and visibilities are lowered to near zero
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in heavy rain. Under such conditions, turbalence
is severe with heavy thing in clouds above the
freezing level. Oee figure 50.}

At its best, the ITCZ may be merely an
area of broken- to overcast 'altostratus clouds,
with swelling cumulus clouds below.
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SPgCIAL PHENOMENA

This section deals with the hazardous and.
destructive weather phenomena that continually
pose a thre,at to ships, aircraft; and other, struc-
tures. The formation, detection, and movement of
thunderstorms, tornadoes, waterspouts, dust
devils, and tropical cyclones are discussed; in
addition, the various emergency weather warn-
ings and conditions of readiness used to minimize
damage from these phenomena are explained.

THUNDERSTORMS

A Marine Science Technician must be cog-
nizant of thunderstorm activity in order to advise
pilots as to the best possible routes for flight.
Since approximately 44,000 thunderstorms occur
daily over the surface of the earth, a pilot will
sometimes fly through a thunderstorm or a
thunderstorm area. The turbulence within mdst
thunderstorms Is considered one "of thd worst
hazards of flying.

Ground 'personnel also need to be advised of
the strong gusty surfade winds that are often
associated with the thunderstorm.

Much of the information about thunderstorms
in this sectioiP is based on the findings of the
Thunderstorm Project which was conducted in
1946 and 1947 at OrlandoFla., and Wilmipgton,
Ohio, as a joint project of the weather services
tA the Armed Forces and the Weather Bureau.

FORMATION

The thunderstorm represents a violent and
spectacular atmospheric phenomenon. The thun-
derstorm is usually accompanied by lightning,
thunder, heavy rain, gusty surface wind, and
frequently by hail. A certain combination of
atmospheric conditions le necessary for the
formation of a thunderstorm. These factors are
conditionally unstable air of relatively high hu-
midity .and some type of lifting action. Before
the air actually becomes Unstable, it must be
lifted to ,a point where it fs warmer than the
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surrounding air. When this condition is brough;
about, the relt4tvely warmer air continues to
rise freely until, at some point aloft, its tem-
perature has cooled to the temperature oi the
surrounding air. In order to bring the warm
surface air to a point where it will continue to
rise freely, some type of external lifting action
must be introduced. Many conditions satisfy
.this requirement. For example, an air mass
may be lifted by heating, terrain, and fronts or
convergence.

STRUCTURE

. The fundamental 'structural element of the
thunderstorm is the unit of convective circulation
known as a convective cell. A mature thur.der-.
storm contains several of these cells, which
vary in diameter ,from 1 ,to 6 miles. By radar
analysis and measurement of drafts, it has been
determined that, generally, each cell is inde-
pendent of surrounding cells of the same storm.
Each cell progresses through a cycle which lests
from 1 to 3 hours. In the initial stage (cumilus
development), the cloud consists of a single cell;
but as the development progreSses, new Qells
form and older cells dissipafe. -

The life cycle of theAhunderstorm cell con-
sists of three distinct stages; they are the cu-
mulus stage, the mature stage, and the dissipat-
ing or anvil stage. (See figure 61.)

Cumulus Stage

Although most cumulus clouds do not become
thunderstorms, the initial stage of a thunder-.
storm is always a cumulus cloud. The chief
distinguishing feature of this cumulus or build-
ing stage is an updraft, which prevails through-
out the entire cell. Such updrafts vary from a
few feet per second to as much as 100 feet per
second in mature cells.

Mature Stage

'The beginning of surface rain, with adjacent
updrafts and downdrafts, initiates the mature
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Figure 51. Life cycle of a thunderstorm cell.

stage. By this _time the apex of the average cell
has attained a height of 25,D00 feet or more..
As the raindrops begii to fall, the frictional drag
between the raindrops and the surrounding air
causes the air to begin a downward motion.
Since die lapse rate Within a thunderstorm cell
is more than the moist adiabatic rate, the
descending saturated air soon reaches a level
where it is colder than its environment; con-
sequently, its rate of downward motion is ac-
celerated. This is a downdraft.

A short time after the rain starts its initial
fall, the updraft reaches its maximum speed. Air-
craft _Nements made by the Thunderstorm

show that updrafts increase in speed
with altitude up to 25,000 feet, which was the
top level of flight. They also show that down-
drafts are usually Strongest at the middle and
upp,3r flight levels, although the variation in
speed from one altitude to another is less than
in the-case of updrafts. Downdrafts are not as
strong as updrafts; downdraft speed ranges from-
a few feet per second to about 40 feet per -second.
Significant downdrafts seldom extend to the top
of the cell because in most cases only ice crys-
tals and snowflakes are present, and their rate
of fall is insufficient to cause appreciable down-
drafts.

Tne mature cell, then, generally extends far
abo7e 25,000 feet, and the lower levels consist
of sharp updrafts and downdrafts. adjacent to
each other. Large waten droplets'are encountered
suspended in the updrafts, and descending with
the downdrafts as rain.

3v
Dissipating (Anvil) Stage'

Throughout the' life span of the mabire
more and more air aloft is being dragged down
by the falling-raindrops. Consequently,;the-down--
draft spreads out to take the place- of the dis-
sipating updraft. As this process progresses, the
entire lower portion of the cell becomes an
area of downdraft. Since this is an unbalanced
situation, and since the descending motion in the
downdraft effects a drying process, the entire
structure begins to dissipate. The high winds
aloft have now carried the upper section of the
cloud into-the anvil form, indicating that gradual
dissipation is overtaking the storfn cell.

VERTICAL DEVELOPMENT

Measurement

Measurements of the vertical extent "of thun-
derstorm activity were made by personnel of the
Thunderstorm Project by using radar equipment
with a range-height indicator (RHI). They found
that the closest correspondence between the
radar-measured top and the actual top occurs
during the cumulus stage.

Of the stOrms observed, those of greatest
vertical extent were of the air-mass variety.
The few frontal storms observed appeared to
be the least in vertical development. Storms
of 50,000 feet or over were measured in less
than 10 percent of the cases observed. The
average of all-laights measured was 37,000 feet,
and the maximum height measured was 56,000
feet. These figures are from the findings of'the
Thunderstorm Project only and are based On
radar data collected during the summer of 1947
in Ohio. Thunderstorms have been accurately
mersiired as high as 67,000 feet, and it is
believed that some severe thunderstorms ac-
tually attain a greater height than this.

4Drarts and Gusts,

Rising and descending drafts of air are, in
effect, the structural bases of the thunderstorm
cell. A draft is a large-scale vertical current
of air that is continuous over many thousands
of feet of altitude. Speeds of the drafts are
either relatively constant or gradually varying
from one altitude to the next. Gusts, on the
other hand, are smaller scaled discontinuities
associated with the draft proper. A draft may. .
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be compared to a great river flowing at a fairly
constant rate, whereas a gust is comparable to
an eddy or any other random motion of water
within the main current.

Considerable data on drafts were collected
and tabulated by Project personnel, and certain
very definite conclusions can be made. Smile of

'the findings are as follows:

1,- The maximum updrafts were found in
the middle and upper levels flown.

2. Mean updraft and downdraft velocities
increased with, heights.

3. Updrafts were generally of greater ve-
locities than downdrafts. ,

THUNDERSTORM WEATHER

Rain

Liquid water in a storm may be ascending
if encountered in a strong updraft; 'it may be
suspended, seeMinglY _without motion, yet in
extremely heavy_concentration; or it may befall-
ing to the ground. Rain, as normally measured
by surface instruments, is' associated with the
downdraft. This does not preclude the possibility
of a pilot entering a' cloud and being swamped,
so to speak, even though rain has not been ob-
served from surface positions. Rain is foimd in
almost every case of penetration below the
freezing level. In instances in which no rain is
encountered, the storm probably has not developed
into the mature stage.

Statistics show: although heavy rain is gen-
erally reported at all levels of a mature storm,
that specific altitudes seem to represent the
greatest frequency of heavy rain. In all observa-
tions the greatest incidence of heavy rain oc-
curred in the middle and lower levels of the
storms. The 10,000- to 11,000-footlevel showed
the greatest frequency of heavy rainfall, and the
5,000- to 6,000-foot level showed the next great-
est frequency.

Hail

During the operations of the Projeot, hail
was encountered at a maximum of 10 percent of
the traverses at any given altitude. Very seldom
was it found at more than one or two levels

4*.
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within the same storm. When it was observed,
its duration was very short. The maximum
occurrence was found to be at the middle levels
for all intensities of hail. However,, the area
from which the data werertaken iê far removed
from ' the region of the 'greatest surface hail,.
the Great Plains States..

Snow

The maXimum frequency of moderate and
heavy snow occurred at the 20,000- and 21,C00-
foot levels. Snow, mixed in nuiny cases with
supercooled rain, was' encountered ar all al-
titudes abdve the freezing level. This presented
a unique icing problemwet snow packed bn be
leading edge of the wing of the aircraft and
resulted in the formation of rime ice..

Turbulence

There is a certain definite correlation,be-
tween turbulence and precipitation. Previously
it was believed that precipitation had a dampen-
ing effect on turbulence. This was found to be
nearly 100 percent in error. It is-clearly evident
that the intensity of associated turbulence, in
most casea, varies directly with the intensity of
the pYecipitation.

Icing

Since icing presents, an obvious flight hazard,
it is well to analyze data relatingto this problem.
At the 20,000-foot level, ice was encountered on
more than 50 percent of all traverses. The
majority of this ice was classified as rime,
In no case did the ice accumulate to the degree
that safe flight was not possible, but it is be-
lieved that this was mainly due to the relatively
short duration that the aircraft was subjected
to icing conditions in these traverses.

Since the freezing level is also the zone of
greatest frequency of heavy turbulence am. gen-
erally heavy rainfall, this particular altitude
appears to be the most hazardous.

Surface Wind

A significant hazard associated with thunder-
storni activity is the rapid change in sullice
wind direction and speed immediately prior to
storm passage. The strong winds at the surface
accompanying thunderstorm passage are the
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result of the horizontal spreading out of down-
draft currents from within the storm as they
approach the surface of the earth.

The total wind speed is a result of the down-
draft divergence plus the forward velocity of
the storm cell. Thus, the -speeds at the leading
edge, as the storm, approaches, are greater than
those at the trailing edge.. The 'initial wind
surge, as observed at the surface, is known as
the FIRST GUST.

The speed of the first gust is normally the
highest recorded during storm passage, and the
direction may vary as much as 180 degrees from
the previously prevailing surface wind. First-
gust speeds increase to an iverage of aboui 16'
knots over prevailing speeds, although gustii of
.oVer 78 knots (90 mph) have been recorded.
The average change of wind direction associated
with the first gust is about 40 degrees.

CLASSIFICATION

All thunderstorms are similar in physical
makeup; but for purposes of identification, they
may be divided into two general groupsfrontal
thunderstorms and air-mass thunderstorms.

Frontal

Frontal thunderstorms are most commonly
associated with the warm ad cold types of
fronts. 7

The. warm-fronf thunderstorm is caused when
warm, moist, unstable air is forced aloft over
a colder, denser shelf of retreating air. Warm--
front, thunderstorms are generally scattered;
they are difficult to identify because they are
obectired by other clouds.

The cold-front thunderstorm is caused by
the forward Motion of a. wedge of cold air into
a body of warm, moist, unstable air.. Cold-
front storms are normally positioned aloft along
the frontal surface in what appears to be a
continuous line. _ ,

Und_er special conditions, a
_

line cif thufiderstorinb, develop& ahead of a cold
front. This line of ounderstorms is known as
a prefrontal squall line. Its distance ahead of'
tho .front. ranges -from 56 to 306 Miles. Fre-
fronal thunderstorms are usually intense and
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appear very menacing. Bases of the clouds are
very low. Tornadoes sometimes occur when this
type of activity is present.

Air Mass

Air-mass thunderstorms are subdivided into
several types. In this discussion, however, only

. two basic types are mentionedthe convective
thunderstorm and the orographic thunderstorm.

CONVECTIVE: Convective thunderstorms
mai occur over land or water almost anywhere
in the world. Their formation is cauSed by
solar heating of various areas of the land or
sea, which, in turn, provides heat to the air in
transit. The land typo of convective thunder-
storms normally forms during the afternoon
hours after the earth has gained maximum heat-
ing from the sun. If the circulation is such that
cool, moist, convectively unstable air is passing

-over this land_ area, heatink from below causes
convective currents and results in towering
cumulus or thunderstorm activity. Dissipation
uSually begins during the early evening hours.

,

Storms that occur over bodies of water form
in the same manner, but at different hours. Sea_
storms usually forin during the evening after the
sun has set. They dissipate during the late
morning. An example that combines both types
of convective thunderstorms is the situation that
exists in Florida.-Circulation around the Ber-
muda high, transports, moist air over the land
siirface of Florida during the entire day,. The
Bermuda higli causes air to flow from Vie east
over Florida. Thunderstorms off the east-torida
coast at night sre caused by warm air advee-
lion from the east wind and the warm axis
of the Gulf Stream, aided by nocturnal cooling
of air above sea level, setting up an unstable
lapse rate. During the hours of sunlight, the
land snrface is considerably warmer than the
air; consequently, the air is subjected to heak-
ing from below. Convective currents result, and
the common afternoon thunderstorm is observed.
After sundown, the earth loses its heat. Dissi-
pation occurs, and _:the ipparent movement of
the storms to sgà takes place. As the circula-
tion causes air to flow over the-peninsula at
night, the air is cooled by the land Surface. As
this same air moves out-over the warm water,
it is heated from, below, and cumulus activity
occurs. Water, not being Subject to such rapid
temperature changes as land, retains much of
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. -the heat it, has gained during the day. When
the sn.n rises, the gir over the sea surface be-
comes warmer than the surface, thereby de-
stroying the balance necessary to keep a storm
aotive, and dissipation occurs. As a general
rule, convective thunderstornis are scattered
and easily recognized. They are relatively high,'
and visibility is generally god in the surround-.
ing-area.

OROGRAPHIC. As the name implies, or-
ographic thunderstorms -form in mountainous
region's, particularly adjacent to individual peaks.
A good example of this typo of storm occurs
in the northern Rocky bfountain region. When the
circulation of the air is from the west, moist
air from the Pacific Ocean is transported to the
mountains, where it is forced aloft by the up--
slope of the terrain. If the air is also condi-
tionally unstable, this upslope motion causes.
thunderstorm activity on the windward side of the
mountains. This activity may forth a long, un-
broken line of storms similar to a cold front.
The storms persist as long as the circulation
causes an upslope motion.

From the windward side of the mountains,
identification of orograPhic storms may soine-
times be difficult because the storms are ob-
scured by other clouds. From the* lee side,
identification is positive; the outlines of each
storm are plainly visible. Orographic storms,
almost without exception, enshroud mountain
peaks 'or hills.

FLYING CONDITIONS

The safest procedure for pilots, when,their
flight tapes them over thunderstorm .aras, is
to- circumnavigate or fly around the Storms. For
propeller-driven aircraft, a pilot should be ad-
vised against flying through or under thunder-
storms, since the violent drafts may., cause
structural damage'to the aircraft. Also, low ceil-
ings and poor visibilities, as a result of heavy
precipitation, and severe icing conditions render
a flight through or under thunderstorms Very:,
hazardous. In the case Of-most-air Mass stdrms,
circumnavigation is usually possible. Frontal
sforms May extend for several hundred miles
in a solid line; therefore, a 'pilot' should be
advised to fly between individual cells.

,

The high service ceilings -of jet aircraft
make it 'feasible to advise pilots of this type
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aircraft to fly over or around the tops of thun-
derstorms. At times it is operationally advan-
tageous and feasible to fly under some types
of thunderstorms. Normally, this is a safe pro-
cedure over water; but over land it is dangerous,
particular,ly With the- orographic type thunder.-,
storm where the terrain may be very rough and
violent downdrafts may force the aircraft dan-
gerously close to the surface.

TiltINDERSTORM DETECTION

The.information of upper air observations and
the surface weather charts gives indications
of thunderstorm activity. However, since these
charts are normally prepared at 6- and 12-hour
intervals, it is understandable that certain weath-
er phenomena may form during the periods
when obServations for maps and upper air sound-
ings are not scheduled.

Although a synoptic weather map gives def-
inite indications of an approaching front or
hurricane, or of the presence of thunderstorms
in a specific area, minute-to-thinute tracking of
these weather phenomena is not possible. From
the above-mentioned sources, the exact time of
the occurrence of .adverse weather is extremely.
difficult _and, at times, impossible to forecast.

Radar has provided meteorology with an
additional tool to be used in the-colleôtion of
atmospheric data. It has been proved that re-
flection of radar pulses from clouds associrted
with pretipitation permits the Continuous track-
ink of the position of such clouds with respect
to the location of a station. Radar methods,
make it possible to, forecast the approaen
unfaiorable weather withs:greater accuracy and
with less difficulty than can be achieved by "Other
methods.

,It is.beyond the scope of this training course
to discuss the relation 'between forecasting and'
radar_ in detail; however; one of the basic`means
of presentation should- be mention&dthe PPI

ToSition rndicator). The ,PPI van is fre-
qiiently employed where the tactical conditions
require that range _and bearing' information be
obtained -boncerningobjects in or near a ,iori-
zantal plane Centered at the site of the radar
station." Not Only can the proximity of storms be
ascertained, but also their siSeed, area, and
development can be juidged accurately by an
experienced observer. Within the limitations of
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the radar equipment used with respect to range,
prenise short-range forecasts vital to the safety.
of personnel and equipment can be issued.

Destructive phenomena, such as the thunder-
storm, can be detected, and their apprbach to
the ship or station can be timed. In this.manner,
storm warni*s can be given sufficiently early
So that storm conditions '. may be set. With a
radar range of 80 to 100 miles, a warning can be
issped 5 to 6 hours prior to the arrival of a
destructive storm traveling at a speed of less
than 20 knots.

The. radar echo from a convective.Ounder-
storm of a PPI scope Is shown in .figure 52.
The radar-was -adjusted for a 25-mile range.
The concentric lines are 5-mile markers. The
bright area at azimuth 190 and the 8-mile range
is a thunderstorm.

The weather map of an area in which con-
vective thunderstorms are prevalent gives no
definite indication of the probability of a storm
occurring at any given location. All that cah be
said, following a careful study of the weather
map, is that the air in the vicinity of ths ship
or station is -unstable and that thunders rms
will probably occur in the area. The torm
picked up on 'the PPI scope in figure k2 d'd
not appear pn the weather map.

TORNADOES, WATERSPOUTS, AND
DUST DEVILS

TORNADOES

A tornado is an exceedingly violent whirling
storm with-a smalI diameter, usually a quarter
of a. mile or less. ^The length of the track of
a tornado on the ground may be from a few
hundred feet tO 300 'miles; the average is less
than 25, miles. Data from -recent tornado studies
indicate that the velocities of tornadic winds
are in the general range of 150 to 300 miles
per hour. A large reduction of pressure in the
center due to the spiraling of the air seems to
cause buildings in the path of the storm 'to
expkde. The speed'of the storm over the earth's
surface is comparatively slowusually 25 to
40 mph.

Forecasting the occurrence ol tornadoes has
provessed relatively fast since the late 1940's.

Figure 52. Radar echo of a thunderstorm.

It is now possible for forecast centers to out-
line an area of several hundred square miles
wherein tornado activity is expecta It is not
possible to forecaSt the occurrence of a tornado
in a specific place. This is due, in part, 'to the
siZe of tornadoes, their erratic movement, and
thei r !)calized nature.

Most of the tornadoes in the United States,--""
occur in the late spring and early summer, and
are associated with thunderstorm activity and
heavy rain.

Although much has been writtenon tornadoes,
little of this material has offered a really
satisfactory explanation of their cause or mode
of formation. Tornadoes have been observed
with various synoptic situations and usually are
associated with overrunning cold air. Practically
all meteorologists agree that tornadoes are the
result of extnme instability and consequently
steep lapse rates in the atmosphere. Statistics
show that the majority of tornadoes appear about
75 fo 180 miles ahead of a cold front along the
prefrontal squall line. Figure 53 shows the
various stages of development of a tornado.

A situation that is noticeably favorable to
tornado activity is cold air advection aloft.
When mP air moves across the United States,
it becomes heated in the low levels from the
Western Plateaus. Having a density equal to
or less than the mT air moving northward over

lihe Mississippi Valley, the mP air rides up over
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Figure 53. Stages of development of a tornado.

the mT air. The mP air still maintains low
temperatures at higher altitudes; this causes
extreme instability.

The following conditions may indicate pos-
sible tornado activity:

1. Pronounced hortzontal wind shear. (Wind
shear is the rate of change of wind velocity
with distance.)

2. Rapidly moving cold front.

3. Strong convergence.

4. Marked convective instability.

5. Dry air mass superimposed on a moist
air mass. Abrupt change in moisture content,
usually below 10,00Q feet.

6. Marked convectfori to 'the minus 10' C.
isotherm.
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WATERSPOUTS

Waterspouts are -tornacfoes that form over
'ocean areas. TheyGmay be divided into two
classes. One is e true waterspout in which

,.--the vortex fo
surface. This t

at 'the cloud and extends to the
occurs mainly in advance of

a squall line. The second type, often called
'the pseudo-waterspout, originates just above
the water surface and build tupward; this type
is identical with whirlinedust 'often seen on
deserts.

DUST DEVIL

Dust devils, phenomeim of whirling, dust-
laden air, are caused by intense solar radiation,
which sets up a steep lapse rate near the ground.
They are best developed oil a calm, hot after-
noon with clear skies, and in desert regions. As
the intense surface heating sets up a steep lapse
rate, a small circulation is formed when the
surrounding air rushes in to fill the area of the
rising warm air. This warm ascending air
carries dust, leaves, and other small material
to a height of a few hundred feet.

TROPICAL CYCLONES

Each year many lives are lost mid millions
of dollars in property dams% occur in the
wake of the most destructive of all weather
phenomena, the tropical cyclone. Although the
wind velocities associated wi,th these storms are
less than in a tornado, the tropical cyclone
covers hundreds of times the area and lasts
many times longer than the tornado. The tota.l
damage, as a result of these storms, is many
times greater than that of tornadoes.

Tropical cyclones occur in many localit?es
throughout the world and are known by various
names. In. the Atlantic- area, tropical cyclones
are known as hurricanes, In the North Pacific
they are known as typhoons. In Australia they
are known as willy-willies, and in the Philip-
pines they are baguios. For tracking and sta-.
tistical purposes, these storms are given femi-
nine names tO help identify them, but a fully
developed tropical cyclone by any name means
havoc and destruction.

The, military services and governmental
agencies have become so concerned with these
storms that the Navy and Air Force continually
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maintain weather reconnaiss13.nce squadront for
the primary duty of tracking these storms.
These squadrons penetrate the storms at various
levels to determine the storm's intensity, lo-
cation,_ and direction of movement.. In addition
to these squadrons, radar sites are located
along the-coastlines and on islands to track the
paths of these storms.

The Marine Science TechniVan is frequently
called upon to track tropical cyclones on charts
and, with the long ranges of aircraft flights,
to aid in advising pilots on routes to fly in
order to avoid these storms. Thus, it is neces-

4sary for you to have an understanding of the
classificatiOrt, characteristics, and formation of
thes,3 storms.

CLi1SSIFICATION

Tropical lows are similar to the extratropical
lows which form on the polar front, except that
frontal systems are not associated with .these
low!. These tropical lows are classified accord-
ing to the maximum- wind speed produced by the
circtlation of the, wind.

Tropical Disturbance

Tropical lows are classified as tropical dis-
turbances when sighted as isolated cyclonic
circulations. Only weak surface winds are pres-
ent in this state. All violent tropical cyclones
start as tropical disturbances, but not all tropical
disturbances develop into tropical Oclones.

Tropical Depression

A tropical low producing maximum surface
winds up to 33 knots' is classified as a tropical
depression. At this stage, these lows can be
located on a surface synoptic chart by an iso-
baric pattern producing one or more closed
isobars.

Tropical Storm'

A tropical low producing surface winds of
'34 to 63 knots inclusive is classified as a, tropical
storm.

Tropical. Cyclone

A tr4ical low producing surface winds of
64 knots or more is classified as 'a tropical
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cyclone, representing the fully developed hurri-
canes and typhoons.

FORMATION

Tropical lows develop over ocean- areas and
are never found closer than 5 degrees to the
geographical Equator, thus indicating that Cor-
iolis force is an important factor in their develop-
ment. Areas of Unsettled weather, such as may
be found along the ITCZ (intertropical conver-
gence zone) and an intensifying easterly wavt,
are conducive to the formation of tropical lows.
Most hurricanes originating in the southern North
Atlantic and in the Caribbean area form on
easterly waves, and typhoons of the western
Pacific generally develop along the ITCZ.

A combination of additional heating (warmer
than normal water surface temperature) and
surface convergence with divergence aloft is the
probable triggering mechanism for the formation
of a cyclonic circulation. After the cyclonic
circulation is established, the tropical low may
develop rapidly to tropical cyclone force. The
inflow (cOnvergence) of air at the surface is
reduced at this time, and the outflow (diver-
gence) aloft continues unchecked. This reduces
the pressure in the center of the low which, in
turn, increases the pressure gradient. This in-
crease in pressure gradient eventually, through a
balancing process, results in an increase in
wind speed around the low.

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

The energy that sustains tropical cyclones
comes from the energy that is released through
the latent 'heat of condensation. 'Therefore, in
order to exist, a tropical cyclone must have warm
air with a high moisture content. This air is
lifted by convergence and by the instability of the
air until it condenses. It is at this time that
heat is liberated. 1.1 a tropical cyclone passes
over land and the source of moisture is cut off,
the storm soon -dissipates.. If the storm passes
into higher latitudes over water and the source
of heat Is disrupted, the storm assumes the
characteristics of an extratropical.cyclone. *-

The average life span of these storms is
about 6 days Loin the time they form until they
enter land or recurve to the higher latitudes.
Some storms last only a few hours, and a few
last as long as 2 weekS. The evolution of the
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aVerap storni from birth to dissipation has been
divided into four stages.

Formative

41' he formative stage begins when the cyclonic
circulation develops, and it ends when the cir-
culation reaches tropical cyclone intensity. The
development of tropical lows in this stage can be
a slow process, requiring days for even a weak
cyclonic circulation to begin; or itican be ex-
plosive, producing a well-formed eye within 12
hours. The "eye," found at the center of the
circulation, is a roughly circular area of com-
paratively light ,winds and fair weather. Winds
remain, below 64 knots during this formative
stage, and the strongest winds are likely to be in
one quadrant only. In the formative stage the
surface pressure drops to about 1,000 millibars
in the center.

Immature

This stage is marked by the intensification
of the storm. In this stage the pressure drops
rapidly to well below 1,000 millibars. Winds of
tropical cyclone force form a tight band around
the center, usually with a radius of no more
than 20 to 30 miles. The cloud and precipitation
patterns change from disorganized squalls to
narrow organized bands spiraling inward. In
this stage;-only a small area is involved, usually
an area of less than 60 miles in diameter.

Mature

At this stage the surface pressure is no
lonØ.r falling and the maximum wind speeds
a no longer increasing. Instead, the circu-

ion expands in horizontal extent during the
mature stage, which may last a full week. The
radius of winds of cyclone force inky increase
to 200 mile-s--dilring the mature stage.

Decaying

The tropical cyclone reaches the decaying
stage when the circulation*moves over land
and dissipates, or when it moves far enough
north or south (to higher latitudes) to assume
the characteristics -of an extratropical cyclone.,

CHARACTERISTICS

As we all know, there are no two w ther
phenomena that are exactly alike. In the ca e of

tropical cyclones, no two are the same size or
'have the same wind velocities. There are many
differences in tropical cyclones, but all of them
do have certain characteristics which make them
a distinct type of weather phenomenon.

Size

As previously mentioned, the size of tropical
lows can vary considerably. On an average,
during the immature stage, the area being af-
fected bY the storm has a diameter of abouc 60
miles, increasing to 400 miles or more at the
time of maximum maturity.

Circulation

As with all low-pressure,areas, the winds of
a tropical cyclone revolve- around the center
in a counterclockwise direction in the Northern
Hemisphere and in a clockwise direction in the
Southern Hemisphere. The velocity of the sur-
face winds increases toward, the center of the
storm, reaching a maximum just before entry
into the eye or center. The veloCity of the sur-
face wind varies considerably from one storm
to another and also with the stage of develop-.
ment. It is not uncommon to finn maximum

.winds in the matnre stage as high as 150 knots.

Eye

A peculiarity of the tropical cyclone is the
calm center, called the eye. When the eye passes
over a given locality, the wind, which has been
extremely violent, suddenly dFCreases to a much
lower speed and at times becomes calm. ar.d
the precipitation stops. After 4'the eye passes
over an area, the violent winds begin again and
blow from the opposite direction. The diameter
of the eye in an average mature storm is about
15 miles, much lesq, in the immature, storm
.stage. However, the diameter may attai 40
miles, or more, in a large t4-opical c clone.

Clouds

The cloud sysn associated with a tropical
cyclone may appea imilar to an approaching
warn,iront. Azt4A,00O miles in advance of
the storm centerj there is an abundance of
cirrus olouds. the storm a roaches, cir-
rostratus, altostratus, altocumulus, and nimbo-
stratus clouds appear. At_ the outer portion of
the area being affected by the storm circulation,
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Figure 54. Barograph trace with tropical cyclone.

there may be considerable cumulus and cumu-
lonimbus olOuds producing heavy showers and
thunderstornis. Bands of very dense clouds,
mostly nimbostratus, seem to spiral toward the
center of the storm. The center, or eye, usually
shows a marked thinning of the clouds, and
the sun is often visible.

A pecular feature of the tropiCal cyclone is:
During its life cycle, all the clouds of the three
cloud stages (etages) are represented.

Prec'.pitation

As the storm apProsches, precipitation usu-
aily begins a's showers and thunderstorms well
in advance of the storm center. The precipitation
becomes very heavy continnous rain that persists
nnti the storm has passed the locality, exceptfOr a brief clearing as the eye passes. The
amount of rainfall in a tropical cyclone is very
hard,toldetermine. Rain gage measurements give
only a poor approximation of the rainfall in
these 'storms, siitce the wind drives the rain
horizontally and picks up water that has alfeady
fallen to the ground. The arnwints of precipita-
tion also vary considerably from one storm to
another. Recorded precipitation haabeen as low
an a trace, in spite of winds of 120 mph. On
the other hand, it has been as great as 100
inches, which is 3 oir 4 times the amount of
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the annual average precipitation of naost areas
of the Temperate Zone.

Pressure

The pressure in the centers okature
tropical cyclones averages about 950 to 960
millibars. The lowest pressure eyer recörded
in the e.1)e of a-tropical cyclone was around 890
millibars. Although the pressure in the center
qf these storins is,very-low,'a falling barometeri
doea not give. warning -of approachipg tropical"
cyclones far in adVance of the center, as pre-
viously believed. Instead,' the pressure decreases
slowly, as it does in various other situations,
until well within storm where -it then drops
very rapidly, reaching a minimum in the eye.
In figure 54; . the barograph trace is super-
imposed on the diagram of the storm. Notice
that if the ship is guided by barometric read-
ings only, it is well within the storm area .

before the significant drop in pressure occurs.

Movement

In general, tropical' cyclones move around
the outer periphery, or edge, of the subtropical
high-pressure areas on file equatorward side.At first, this direction is usually westerly,
recurving to northwest, north, and then north-
east on the western side of these subtropical
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highs (in the Northern Hemisphere). The paths
of these storms Can, and often dg, vary con-
siderably. One storm may follow'an expected'
path, while the movement of another storm
may be very erratic. In certain cases, these
storms have been known to make leaps in their
paths of motion. In other cases, a storm has
split, and two separate storms have move'd off
in separate paths.

The average speed 'of movement of these
storms is about 11 knots before recurving ,and
about 16 knots after recurving.

Sea Condition

Tidal waves may be associated with tropical
cyclones when the slope of the ocean bed and
the contour of the coastline are favorable. In
the Northern Hemisphere the most disastrous
tidal waves occur where there is a gentle sloping
ocean bed and a bay to the right of the path of
motion of the storm,

A well-known sign of an approaching tropical
cyclOne 'in the open sea is the long, low; heavy
swell that travels far in advance of the storm.
This heavy swell is often observed as much as
1,000.miles in advance of the center of the storm.
The wind waves and sea that are found within
the storm are ,usually mountainous, but are
fairly regular as far as direction is concerned.
The wave directions are usually only at a alight
angle to the wind direction in the body of the
storm. Within the eye, the wave height is still
mountainous; but the wave direction is totally
confused, making for a particularly hazardous
navigation problem. Wave heights being equal,
the most dangerous waters for a ship are those
where the wave direction is confused.

.

STRUCTURE

In horizontal extent, tropical cyclones are
very similar to the extratropical lows found in
the Temperate Zone. Tropical cyclones may be
found on a surface synoptic chart enclosed in an
isobaric pattern that is almost round in the case
of slowly moving storms and extremely oblong
in the case of rapidly moving storms. The
windS and weather that occur in connection with
these storms, are seldom symmetrical; that is,
they are frequently more violent in one sector
than in another. For this reason, these storms
have been divided into two partsthe right
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semicircle and_ the left semicircle. These semi-
circles aredesignated with respect to the direc-
tion in which the storm is moving. For example,
if a tropical cyclone is moving westward, the
northern semicircle: is the right semicircle.

Right Semicircle

The right semicircle is frequently referred
to as the dangerous semicircle. The winds blow
in the same general direction in which the whole
storm is moving;, therefore; the force of the wind
is increased by the speed of the storm itself.
The right front quadrant is the most dangerous
quadrant in the storm.

Left Semicircle

The left semicircle is frequently referred to
as the safe or navigable semicircle. In this
sector the winds blow in a direction roUghly
opposite to the storm's motion. Doenot be fooled
by the term "safe." All sectors of tropical
cyclones are extremely dangerous. Safe, in this
case, simply mearis less dangerous than the
right semicircle. The lower left rear quadrant of
the storm is usually the least dangerous.

Vertical Extent

A tropical cyclone is constructed of very
heavy masses of clouds that may extend as high
as the tropopause.

CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA

Tropical cyclones (Northern Hemisphere)
occur most frequently during the summer months.
The months of greatest frequency in the western
North Pacific are July, August, September, and
October. In the southern North Atlantic the
greatest frequency is during August, September,
and October. (See figure 55.)

The western North Pacific tropical cyclones
(typhoons) surpass the tropical cyclones of the
Atlantic in number and intensity.

,
During June the tropical cyclones (hurri-

canes) of the Atlantic seem to originate mostly
in the western Caribbean; during July, August,
and September the majority of them form in the
Cape Verde area. The principal originatOg area
is again in the Caribbean during OctobeI and
November.

k.
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Figure 55. Typçal hurricane/typhoon, tracks.

Generally speaking, the tropical cyclone
se&son in the Northern Hemisphere is from May
to November, with the greatest frequency during,
September.and October.

410 tropical cyclones have even been reported
in the eastern South Pacific and the South, At-
lantic.

TRAdKING

Since trohcal cyclones are among the sever-
est of all storms and cause such extensive
daMage to personnel and property, ed h tropical
cyclone must be closely observ: a1 . tracked,
and all possible precautions en to safeguard
personnel and equipment.

There are several methods by whichtropical
disturbances (and the following stages of their
development) are tracked. At strategic locations,
aircraft squadrons of the Air Force, and the
Navy are assigned to weather reconnaissance
duty. They penetrate the storm at various levels
and determine the storm's intensity, location,
and direction of movenielat.

The Storms can he tracked bY radar, using
methods similar to those used for tracking
thunderstorms. A storm is apparent on a PgI
scope as a huge mass of cloud e0hoes, far mile
intense and covering a much greater area than
echoes from other weather phenomena. When
the storm appears on the radarscope, the cloud
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Figure 56. Hurricane as represented on a
radarscope.

echoes sweep around in concentric circles or
tight spirals. (See figure 56.)

More recently, the Navy ,anci the National
Weather Service have used some automatic weath-
er buoys in tropical ocean areas. There are
several types of these automatic weathe r stations.
Some of theim are expendable and some are per-
manent installations anchored to the ocean floor.
These automatic weather stations furnish weather
reports from parts of the oceans where weather
reports are sparse. Thesëjautomatic weather
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stations make early detection of tropical cyclones .
in the formati've stage easier through analysis of
their transmisaions.

EMERGENCY WEATHER W*ARNINGS

In the previous portions of this section, you
have learned how various- hazardous and destrvc=

live:weather phenomena develop. It was noted
that a tornatin- may affect only a small area,

. whereas a, mature tropical cyclone covers many
hundreds of square miles. These weather phe-
nomena, regardless of, their size, are S. con-
tinued, and potential threat to ships, aircraft,
and stations in their path. Extensive material
damage and personnel injuries may result from
flying objects, sustained high winds, gusty winds,
hail, and lightning. For this reason, it is* of the
utmost importance that timely and accurate
warnings be issued, so that the proper condition

'of readiness may be set.

The procedures for forecasting and issuing
destructive weather warnings are beyond the
scope of this pamphlet but it is necessary for
Marine Scieilce Technicians 'to have an under:-
standing and knowledge of the terminology and,
critgria used for various wind warnings and
conditions of readiness.

WIND WARNINGS

Warnings of winds associ .
cyclonic circulations of tropi
discussed in this Section under t G

Warnings of winds associated wit
terns located in latitudes outside tro

kor by systems of tropical origin othe
cyclonic circulations, are expressed in
ing terms:

clos
origin' w

ical cyclones
weather s

cal r

.

1. SMALL CRAFT WARNING.
is used to indickte winds up to 33

,irkorastal and inland waters only).

2. GALE WARNING: Thi
bd. indicate winds between 34, .
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3. STORM WARNING. T s te
to indicate winds of 48 knots or eater.

.CONDITION OF READINESS

th a6proad
bito es necessary

g destructi
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or minimile loss and damage to material arsl
injury .to personnel. The precautionary action
'to be taken is dictated by 'the proximity of the
destructive, force, winds., The CONDITION, or
READINESS indiciteS the diStance in time from
the ship' or station Of the ossible threat of
destructive force winds. These conditions of
readiness are as follows:

1. Gale/StOrm/Hurricane (TyphbOn) Condi-
tion IV.

Tiend -indicates a possible threat of
,destrtictive Winds 'of force indicated within 72
hours.

2. Gaie/Storm/HurriCane (Typhoon) Condi..
tion UI. "

Trend indipates a possible threat of
destructive winds of force indicated within 48
hours.

3. Thunderstorm / Tornado/ Gale /Storni/
Huriicane (Typhoon) Condition II.

Destructive wind's of force indicated are
anticipated withi. n 24 hours or; in the dhse of
thunderstorms or tornadoes, are reported or
expeO:ted in thegeneral area.

,4. Thunderstorm / Tornado / Gale/Storm/
H^1.47ricarte (Typhoon) Condition I.

Destriptive winds of force indicated are
,imMinent.

COASTAL WARNING DISPLAYS
7

To supplement written and broadcastedrrili-
tary and National ,Weather Service-warnings, a
simplified system of coastal displays has been,
put into effect. These display signals, as shown
in figure 57, are as follows:'

1. SMALL CRAFT WARNING. One red
pennant, displayed by day and a red light over a
white light at night to indicate wirtas up to 33
knots and/or sea conditions dangerous to small
craft operations are forecast for the area.

2: GALE WARNING. Two red pennantS
displayed by day and a white light above a red
light, at night 'to indicate winds ranging from
34 to 47 knots are forecast for the area. ,



3. STORM WARNING.= A single square
'red flag with a black center displayed during
daytime and two red lights at night to indicate
winds ranging from 48. to 63 knots are forecast
for the area.

4.

C TAA AC.72.569.

SMALL CRAFT

I

SMALL CRAFT

. .

. 3 63

4. HURRICANE WARNING. Two sqaare
red flags with black centers displayed by day
and a white light between two red lights at
night to indicate that winds of 64.knots and above
are foxecast for the area.

DAYTIME SIGNALS

GAL! STOP.M HU/IMAM!

NIGHT SIGNALS

GALE

- Figure 57. Coastal warning displays.
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WEATHER OBSERVATIONAL EQUIPMENT ,
AND INSTRUMENTS

-q/

The purpose of this section is to discuss
weather 2bservational equipment used tomeasure
temperature, pressure, wind, and precipitation.
Many of these instruments are already farhiliar
to you as a Marine Science Technician. Our

4 specific purpose is to describe thesp instruments
and how they operate and to explain how you
sholld maintain them.

STANDARD AIR THERMOMETER

Liquid-in-glass thermometers are the type
used as standard air thermometers. The stand-
ard air thermometer consists of a small glass
tube terminating in a bulb filled with a suitable
thermometric fluid (figure 1). Since mercury
and alcohol have a much greater ,coefficient of
expansion for each degree change in tempera-
ture than the glass of the. thermometer ,tube.or
bulb, either is an excellent thermometric fluid.
As the fluid contracts or expands in 'volume with
changing temperatures, "the fluid column within
the glass bore of the tube falls or rises. The
changing height of the column is a measure or
indication of the tdriperature changes to which
the thermometer.is exposed. If the height of the
column is .read against a suitable tempera-
ture scale engraved on the tube, the thermometer
lean be used to indicate temperature values at
ihe instant of observation. The range of the
standard 'air thermometer is from -20' F to
4-120' F.

h

A

3606

Handle the standard air thermometer care-
fully to avoid breakage of the glass tube which
Nntains the thermometric- fluid. It is important
-Wt you keep.zithe thermometer stem and bulb
clean and free of dirt, dust; and salt spray.
Clean the stem and bulb by" wiping with a soft
cloth.

During rains or snows accompanied by high
winds, the therniometer may become wet. Ttie
presence of moisture on the dry bulb causes an
erroneous indication of the free au tempet:ature.
If you observe moishire on the bulb, wipe it off
carefully 10 tb 15 minutes before taking a read-
ing.

The metal back uppn which the thermometeia
mounted at times becomes tarnished. Lemove

and plean the metal at least once every 3 months,
or more often if necessary. Under no condition

,should .you use an abrasive as the cleaning
agent. Clean the metal back with a soft cloth
soaked .in a solution of bicarbonate of soda.
Wash and dry the back thoroughly after cleaning.
Upon reassembly, apply_a drop of light oil to the
brass mounting screws.

os,

Frequently, the black pigment in the etched
graduations on the scale becomes worn and makes'
reading difficult. To renew the. etcNap, remove
the thermometer from the metal back, carefully
clea'n`and dry the thermometer tube, then rub the

Figure 1, Standard air thermometer.
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Figure 2. Standard psychrometer.

stem or back (as the case may be) with a soft
,aoth saturated Vith a mixture of ivory black or
lampblack, and varnish untH the graduations are
readable...Remove excess pigment by rubbing the
parts of the thermometer lightly with a piece of
tissue paper.

If the mercury column in the thermometer
becomeS separated, attach a psychrometer sling
to the metal backing of the thermometer and
whirl, If the whirling hap no-effect, tap the bulb
of the thermometer against the heel of the fleshy
part of the hand. The slight jarring effect should
reunite the mercury column. If this fails, heat
the bulb of the thermometer tube-gently by plac-
ing it near a light bulb. The heating forces the
*liquid into the top of the tube until the entire
column is united. Leave a small space at the top
of the tube while heating; otherwise, the ther-
monigter will break: Never attempt to reunite
the mercury by heating the bulb over an open
flame. If all methods fail to eunite the column,
replace the thermometer.

Since mercury freezes at -39' F and becomes
sluggish at -35 F, after -35 F a standard air
thermometer no longer indicates accurate air
temperatures. For'this reason, an alcohol stand-
ard air thermometer should be substituted for
the mercury air thermometer when the temper-
ature is expected to fall to and go below -35 F.

THE SI.WG PSYCHROMETER

A psychrometer has as its basic construcupn
two standard mercury-in-glass tirgrmomete
identical with the air thermometei, sewed a
unit to a metal back, or support. The two ther-
mometers of a psychrometric unit (figUre 2)

*are alike, with one bulb mounted an inch and a
half lower than, the other. The upper bulb is
termed the' dry bulb; the lower, the v.4t bulb
(covered by a woven muslin wick secured above and
below the bulb with a strong thread). The primary
objective is to obtain the temperature readings
of thy dry-bulb and the wet-bulb thermometers,

I

and then calculate the difference between the two
readings. The difference is called the depression

'of the wet bulb, which is used to find relative
humidity, dewpoint; and vapor pressure. Oblter-
vations are interpreted by consulting appropriate
psychrometric tables or-computers.

1
The standard psychrometer, when used as a

portable handwhirled instrument, is termed a
SLING psychrometer, shown in figure 3. The
sling consists of a Wooden grip, with a swivel
head and harness type snap or spring clip for
attaching to the top hole of the psychrometer
fraMe.

When not in use, the sling psychrometer
should be hung on a suitable hook in a secure
position in the instrument shelter..

For a check on humiddy; remove the psy-
chrometer from the iiiserument shelter and take
it to a clear and open plaCe, preferably exposed
to the wind, Never touch the bulb or stem in
handling or expose it to,the direct rays of the sun
while making an observation, Moisten the' wick of
the wet-bulb thermometer with clean water at the
time'you make an observation. Stand in a clear
shady place facing into the wind and hold the psy-
chrometer as far in front of the body as possible.
Rotate the psychrometer with the wrist. For the
best results, whirling should produCe airflow ot
not less than .15 feet per second. Brings the
psychrometer to a stop without any sharp jar
and bring-to eye level. Then read both thermom-
4ers to the nearest tenth of a degree, reading
the WET-BULB thermometer FIRST. Repeat the
whirling and make other re/dings until two suc-
cessive wet-bulb readingS are the same.

If, however, the'ternperature is high and the
relative humidity is low, or it is expected that,
the final temperature of the wet bulbwill be-3r F
or less, moisten the wet bulb thoroughly several
'minutes before taking a reading so that a drop
tif water' will have formed on the end Of the bulb.
This reduces the temperature of the wet bulb
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Figure. 3. Sling attachment.

without danger of the wick drying out before the
temperature reaches its lowest point. In areas
where the temperature is high and the humidity
low, uselirebooled water for moistening the wet
bulb to avert premature drying of the wick.
Water can be precooled for this purpose by
storing it in a porous jut

, Replac the wick on the psychrometer's wet-
bulb thermometer at least once a month and
more often when local atmospheric conditions
cause a rapid collection of dirt and foreign
matter on the wick. Psychrometers used on
board ship collect salt very rapidly, and daily
replacement of the wick may be necessary to
obtain accurate readings,

The stainless steel metal backuponwhichthe
theimdmeters are mounted should be cleaned at
least once every 3 months, or more often if
necessary. Excess lubricant, dirt, and other for-
eign matter should be removed from the psy-
chrometer sling at least once a month.

Once each mbnth, place one or two drops of
MIL-0-6085 oil on the sling psychrometer swivel
fink: Do not overlubricate.

Wil113 ELECTRIC PSYcHROMEfER
(ML-450A/UM)'
I -

The hand electric psychrometer (ML-450A/'
Op is a portable instrument used to pbtain free
air temperature and the Wet-bulb tempeiature.
(See figure 4.) ,

Although' the psychrorheter is constructed
40" primarily of noncorrodible materials, prolonged

eXposure to weathering, salt air, stack gases,
"and other corrosive elements shorten the useful
life of the instrument. The instrument should
therefore *be sheltered when not in actual use.

1. Sliding door.
2. Spring contact.
3. Battery com-

partment.
4. Water bottle,
.5. Bottle com-

partment.
6. Hinge pin.

7. Thermometer
holder.

8. Wet-bulb wick.
9. Knob..

10. Exhaust ports.
11. Sliding air

intake.

Figure 4. Hand Electric Psychrometer
(ML-450A/UM)

The two thermometers comprising the psy-
chrometei have a range from plus 10' F to plus
110' F. The psychrometer comes with a carrying
case and three water bottles. With the exception
of the three standard flashlight batteries which
supply the sower, it is ready for Neration as
issued. (See figure 5.)

The electric hand psychrometer (ML-450A/
UM) requires very little maintenance. Forproper
operation, keep the instrument 'free of dirt and
other foreign matter.

When the instrument is not to be used for a
prolonged period of time, remove the batteries
frbm the case because batteries will corrode and
damage the instrument.

When cleaning the instrument, wash all
plastic parts with a mild soap and warm water;
rinse with clear water-and dry: Wash the ther-
inometers with a mild soap and warm water;
rinse with clear water and dry. Wipe eleêtrical
contacts with e clean lint-free cloth. If neces-
sary, use fine sandpaper to remove corrosion

, ,1*
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1. Neck' strap.
2. Spare thermometers.
3. Psychrometer.'
4. Instructions and tables.

5. Box (extra wick, 'thread,
and lamp).

6. two-ounce bottle.
-, 7. Carrying.case.

-Figure 5. Hand Electric Psychrometer in carrying case.

or pitting. No, lubrication is necessary for this
instrument; no special tools are required for its
overhaul, ,

Batteries

Three size4:1) (standard flashlight) dry cell
batteries are required. To insert the batteries,
remove the sliding door at the end of the case
and rotate the spring contact from the battery
compartment to the bottle compartment. Insert
the batteries with a minimum of inclination of
the instrument from the horizontal to avoid
distortion ,of the contact at the far end of the

,compartment. 'Insert the batteries so that the''
center contact enters the compartment first.
After the batteries are in place, yotate the spring
contact to its original Position on the end battery
and replace the 'sliding door.

Replacing the Wick

To replace the wick, first remove the sliding
air intake exposing the thermometer bulbs. Then
remove the wick. Slip a length of wicking over
the bulb. Secure it at the top of -the bulb with a
thread at the constriction between the bulb and
the stem, using a loop and square knot. Form
a loop in a second thread and place it at about
the middle of the bulb, stretching the wick firmly
and snugly against the bulb. Tie with a double
loop and-square knot. Clip the ends Of the thread
and cut off the excess wicking about One-eight
inch below the bottom of he bulb.'
Removing and Replacing Thermometers

If either thermometer is damaged, it is nec-
essary to remove both thermometers\andreplace

4' 3 78
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them with a matched pair. To remove and re-
plce the thermometers, first remove the air
intlake and the thermometer retainer's:Then lift
out the thermometers. After this, remove the
rubber bushings from the bulb ends of the ther-
mometers and the bushings from the other ends
of the thermometers.

Place the longer bushings on the bulb end of
the new thermometers so that they are flush
with the end of the thermometer holder. This
seals the small holes in the air intake when it
is slid into position.

CAUTION: Position the rubber bushings on
the thermometer so that the retaining clamps
rest on them. Otherwise, the pressure of the
retaining clamps may break the thermometers.

Replace the thermometers, positioning them
so that the graduations are visible and so that
both mercury columns are magnifiedwhen viewed
from the same position. Replace and tighten the
thermometer retaining clamps.

Reuniting the Mercury Column

If the mercury column of either thermometer
separates, make an effort to reunite the mercury
column. To do this, remoVe the thermometer
as described earlier. Gently heat the thermometer
bulb under a light bulb to gradually force the
mercury to the top of the tube. Care must be
taken so that+ the mercury does not, cause the
thermometer to berst. Upon cooling, the mercury
shotild rec,ede as a united column

1.

Replacement of Limp

To 'replace .a lamp, first remove the sliding
air intake and retaining scrw that _keeps the
thermometer :holder in the correct position.
Then raise thes utrestrainesi end of the ther-
mometer holdiii upward to provide access, to the
lamp. Finally,reinove the rectSilter and change
lamps, replace, the !titer, secure the thermometer
holder, and, êplace trhe Ali intake.

Inspections
_

Inspect for cracks or breaks 'in the plaStie
parts., Inspect, 'threaded holes and screws for

5
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wear and inspect the fan for damage. Inspect the
thermometers Sur ci avks and scpandvd tmr-
cury columns. Inspect the carrying case tur
damage, and the motor shaft for smoothness of
rotation.

Repair or Replacement

Replace all plastic parts that are broken,
cracked, or have missing or damaged threaded
inserts. Replace, damaged screws. If the motor
shaft does not turn freely or if the fan is iam-
aged, replace the motor and fan assembly. If
the contacts on the contact block do not contact
the motor terminals correctly, bend them care-
fully to insure good electrical contact. If one
thermometer is broken, replace both thermom-
eters with a new matched set. Also replace a
carrying case that is damaged beyond use.

Troubleshooting procedures for the hand
electric psychrometer are listed in table 1.

Testing the Psychrometer

To test the psychrometer, first idstall fresh
battery cells. Theft turn the control knob on the
rheostat-switch in a clockwise direction. The
motor should run, causing the fan to draw air
into the sliding air intake and force it out of
the exhaust ports.- If this does not happen,
the battery cells ai,e improperly installed. Pro-
per installation of the battery cellfrshould correct-
the trouble.

As the control knob is turned, in the clock-
wise direction, illumination should increase.
If it does not, check the rheostat-switch, and
lamp. If either is defeCtive, replace it.

PRESSURE INSTRUMENTS
c,

ANEROID BAROMdERS

Mercurial barometers are quite accuratef but
they are expensive and are not easily trans-
ported. 'For numerous practical purposes, they
are replaced or supplemented by a mechanical
instrument known as the aneroid barometer.
The term !`aneroid" means without liquid. The
aneroid barometer, then, is a liquidless barom-
eter, utilizing the change in shape of an evacuated.



Table it Troubleshooting chart for Psychrometer ML-450A/UM.
Trouble Probable cause Remedy

Fan does not operate or runs
slowly, but lamp lights,

Fan hitting side of case ..
Defective motor or fan loose

on shaft.

Loosen fan mottor mounting scre4:s
and reposition assembly.

Replace motor and fan absembly.

Motor does not operate or
runs slowly; no illumina-
tion.

.

Weak battery cells
Battery cells improperly

installed, -- -
Defectiverswitch g

Replace cell's.*
Install battery cells corredly.
.

.

'Repi,ace rheostat-switch. -

Illumination not variable,
but mptor operates.

Defective rheostat-switch..
Defective lamp

Replace rheostat-switch.
Replace lamp.

.

Air forced out of intake _
port.

. -

Battery cella improperly in-
stalled.

.
Install battery cells correctly.

Wet-bulb temperature does
not stabilize af ter,
2 l'// minutes.

Weak battery
Defective motor
Damaged fan blade

Replace battery.
Replace motor and fan assembly.
Replacemotor and fan assembly.

Dry-bulb temperatures of
both thermometers do
not match (wick removed).

Separated mercury column
Broken thermometer

R nite or replace.
Rep't.e with a new matched set.

metal cell to measure variations in atmos-
pheric pressure.

The aneroid barometer gets its name from
the pressure-sensitive element used, in the in-
strument. It is an aneroid, 'which is a thin-
walled metal capsule or cell,, sometimes called
a diaphragm, that has been either partially or
completely evacuated of air. The aneroid is
usually made of beryllium copper or phosphor
bronze. Most .aneroid cells in the currently
used aneroid barmAeters are self-supporting
and dp not require external or internal springs
to prevent the c.lrushing of the cell walls by at-
mospheric pressure.

:

accur tely _indi ate atmospheric pressure in
millibar

The pressure element of the precision aner-
oid is a Sylphon cell, which consists of a bellow-
shaped metal cell having 13 corrugations and
an internal spring to provide pressure calibra-
tion. This element is sensitive to minute var-
iations in atmospheric pressure. The Sylphon
cell is connected to an iqdicating pointer or index
by means of a quadrant gear and lexer system
in such a manner that the- movementrof the cell,
for a given change in atmospheric pressure,-is
greatly magnified by the linkage and is trans-
mitted to the index hand or pointer With a mini-
mum of friction in the moving parts..The instru-

_ment has a range from 880 to 1,050 mb, and
it is accurateto 0.67 mb.

In a common type of single .aneroid. cell
barometer, the top of the evacuated cell is se- --?.
cured-to" a suitable linkage which transmits the
motiorisof the 'aneroid to an index hand or pointer, .
whicti indioates the pressure. (See figure 6.).
Precision Aneroid Barometer (AER0-1936-LISN)

This precision aneroid barometer is standard
equipment for shote stations.

Of preciaion design and manufacture, the
precision aneroid barometer is .constructed to

Ao.

s

-

The precision aneroid barometer is com-
pensated'for temperature changes; therefore, the
indicated readings require no tempeiltture'cor--
rections as are reqifired for the mercurial
barometer.

4:
Aneroid barometers utilize Opring.ptessure

to balance the effect of the air kessure On the-

4



Figure 6. Simple diagram of the
aneroid barometer.

Sylphon cell. Therefore, no corrections 'for effect
of latitude (gravity) need be applied.

The pressure element, dial, and linkage are
mounted on a sturdy metal frame that, in turn,
is Shock-spring suspended from the aneroid
case. This spring suspension minimizes the effect
of jars or shocks that would otherwise 'affect
the linkage and index setting of the barometer.

A screwdriver adjustment, located at the
base of the Sylphon cell, is provided to make
adjustments to the pressure readings of the in-
strumeht.

-

Th4` piecision aneroidtarometer, when prop-
erly calibrated and set to statieni pressure, may
be used for observational purposes in lieu of
the mercurial barometer.

After the precision aneroid barometer is
installed in a irmanenr location, a-series of
comparative readings are taken. 'These coin,
parativer rekingi are the differences between the
station pressure taken from the anffoid barOm-
eter -and the station pressure frbm ehe mercurial
barometer. These differences are logged and
the algebraic mean is computed to determine

"sn atceptable instrument correction. 1'6 cor-

7
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Figure 7. Precision aneroid baronleter
(AER0-1936-USN)..0

rection is then posted on or near the instrument
and applied to subsequent station pressure read-
ings.

When adjusting the setting of the aneroid
barometer, use a small screwdriver and remove
one-half of the apparent error in reading on the
first adjustment. Tap the case lightly to permit
the linkage and index h"and to settle to the new
setting. Obtain a current statiion pressure from

coirected reading a- the mercurial barometer
and -note -the amonnt of- remafning_ error in the
aneroid.. Again adjust to remove one-half of
the, remaining error, tazthe case, and allow the
'hand and linkage to settle. In this manner, a
field maintenance technician may adjust a pre-
cision aneroid to a correction of zero.

In moulting the aneroid barometer, keep it
away from areas where it might beexposed to
sudden shocks or 'rapid thermal changes, but
place it .in an area easily reached by thepli-
server. Before each reading, tap the case slightly
to- remove the drag effActs of linkage frictiOn.
To minimize the effects qf vibiation on shore

:stations, aq to minimize the effects, of pitch,
roll, d vibration in ships, shock-mount the
precision aneroid barometer. (See figure 7)-.

7;-
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Figure 8, Precision Aneroid Barometer (ML-448/UM).

Precision Aneroid Barometer (ML-448/UM)

The precision aneroid barometer (ML-448/
UM) is used aboard ship and in the Semi-
Aut atic Meteorological Station AN/GMQ-14-(,),
The nciples of operation are identical with
those of the precision aneroid barometer (AER
1936USN). The only authori field adjustment'

. to be made on this instrumen is the current
pressure adjustment. This adjustment iscrnade

t)' in the same manner as that fot the AERO-1936-
USN aneroid barorneter. The ,ML-4487CM (fig-
ure 8) has atrange of pressure from 910 to 1,060
mb and in the normal-iange o level ores:-
sures -is accurate to. wit1ti1 0.67 mb, _Outside
the norrfnal sea level p.r.es re range, It is still
accurate to within 1.0 mb.

OPEN-SCAL BAROGRAPH (ML-3)

A barograph is a pressure instrument that
is used to obtain a continuous graphic picture of
atmospheric pressure. The standard barograph

8

Used today is the 4-day open-scale barograph,
ML-3 (AER0-1932-1SN). It makes a continuous
autographic record of the variations in baro-
metric pressure.

The open-scale barograph (sometimes re-
ferred to as the MICROBAROGRAPH) (figure 9)
is an instrument foi the visible recording of
minute Changes in barometric pressure. Two
Sylphon lements (aneroid cells) mounted one
above thê other in tandem are enclosed in a
cylindrica case with a.thumbscrew adjustment
knob at.the toP controlling the setting or adjust-
ment .of _the piessUre element and 'hence, the
pen setting. The tandem element magnifies the
motion resulting from, the -expansion or con--
traction of the Sylphon cells with atmospheric
pressure changes. The lever linkage system
further magnifies the scale value of the tires-:
sure element movement that is-transmitted to
the pen arm 'which carries the pen. A continubus
record of the pressure is made on a chart which
is graduated fot every 1-mb change in pressure

3 8 2
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Figure 9. Open-scale barograph (31L-3).

and can be read fairly accurately to one-tenth
of a millibar. The chart- is mounted on a drum
oPerated by a high-grade, 8-day clock, geared to
produce one chart revolution in 4 days.

T ope scale barograph is sensitive to
jars nd shocks., Dashpots are used to minimize'
th effects of jars insofar as possible. The
d hpots are two oil-filled cylinders in which
a piston in each moves to retart or dampen sud-
den movements of the pen arm due to shock.
The dashpot pistons do not, affect the normal
variations and changes- in the pen arm setting
produced by changes in atmospheric pressure.

The microbarograph has a range from 965
to 1,050 mb and an accuracy to within 0.68 nib.

Operation

e shall now describe the following operating
procedures: mounting, inking the pens, filling
dashpots, winding the clock, changing the chart,
time-checking the instrument, making the current-
pressure adjustment4 anii making the time adjust-ment.. --

-

In MOUNTING a microbarograph, observe
the same kind of care as that afforded. any

37(
barometer. Mount it on sponge rubber inside

--the weather office, near the mercurial barom-
eter, and away from sources of shock or sudden
temperature changes. The surface op which the
microbarograph is. placed should be firni and
level.

When INKING the pen, do not fill the pen mole
than half full. Use the prescribed ff10 instrument
ink only. This ink is hygroscopic and collects
moisture readily; hence, we have the precaution
not to fill the pens more than half full. Ink
the pen frequently and check the ink at every
6-hour1y time check. During periods of high
humidity such as rainy or foggy days, the ink
may absorb a great deal of moisture and the pen
may overrun. When this occurs, take a piece of
blotter and very gently absorb the ink from the
pen, band replace the ink with a fresh supply.
This action assures a neat and legible trace; it
also prevents the pen and pen arm from becoming
soiled with ink.

Check the DASHPOTS frequently, at least at
every chart change. Keep the dashpots filled
with dashpot oil to within three-eights inch from
the top 'at all times. Do not fill the dashpotS
above the specified level, since the pistons may
cling to the top of the fluid.

Wind the CLOCK at'every chart change, that
is, every 4 days. Wind the clock fully, but take
care* not to overwind it. Although no specified
number of turns are given, about 14 half-turns
usually suffice...Remember the clock movement
is for 8 days, and the chart is changed every 4
days. Underwmd rather than overwind.

The CHART CHANGE is made at the standard
synoptic hour closest to noon every 4 days be-
ginning with the first day of 44ach month. In
making the chart change, make sure that the
chart _fits snugly around the drum, that the chart
is not bent or otherwise mutilated, and that it
rests firmly against the bottom of the drum,:
'Make all the correct, entries and notations on
the chart- in accordance witheurrent instructions.

TIMEICHEcKthe- microbaerOgraph at every
6-hourly synoptic observation. If you cannot make

383



the time-check at the prescribed time for a
particular reason, make it at the next succeed-
ing 3-hourly observation. The time-check mark
should consist of a careful upward stroke of
the pen arm of about two printed divisions
(2 mb) on the chart.

Make the OURRENT PRESSURE ADJUST-
MENT whenever the instrument is in error more
than 1.5 mb. Adjust the pressure by turning the
knurled thumbscrew on top of the case protecting
the SyIphon cells, but do not atterript to correct

"?,more than half the error at a time. When adjust-
ing the pressure for half the error at a time, tap
the instrument lightly after you have turned the

- screw. Then wait a few minutes and repeat the
process until zero correction is attained.

/ When a TIME ADJU MENT is indicated
record trace is in'error by ore than one our 4---/of a chart division), disenga the TO
chart, lift the drum off the s, and tur 't
clockwise so that the time is fast. Then.set th
druhi back into the gear and turn it counter-
clockwise until the pen tip indicates the correct
time. When making this counterclockwise turn,
bring Me pen very close to the chart, but
not quite engaged with the paper.' When satisfied
that the time is correct, engage the pen. The
counterclockwise turning Of the drum in this
time adjustment takes up the slack in the gears
and assures that the time rernains correct.

Maintenance_

Only two maintenance functions are permitted
on the microbarograph: cleaning and lubrica-
tion. Dust the entire instrument with _1- soft
itamers-_hair) bruah, being especially careful
when dusting the linkage -4Stein; _

.

Part of the cleaning function concerns the
--.:..-.penlf the pen, fails to make'i Tine'clear line,

it rimy- need -c1eanirig-bt.replacing, To remove
the. pen, shift the pen away from the chart, using
the pen shifting lever. Draw the pen from the
iien arm by a steady pull th line_ with ,the arm.
If the'; Pen is ,not,easily removed by a 1ight:1)1AI,
carefully loosen the prongs that s_ecure it to the
pen arm. uSing Ift knife edge. The effective pen

. 2C

arm length of 7 5/8 inches must be maintained
when the pen is replaced. When removing or
replacing the pen, be careful not to bend the pen
arm.

Wash the pen in warm soapy water, rinse it
in clear water, and dry. If washing has not
removed all the dry ink, soak the pen in the ink
(10 instrument) with which it is normally used,
and then wash it as described above.

Lubricate the pivots of the linkage system
once every 6 months with one small drop of
M1L-L-6085 (clock type) oil. Apply the drop
with a toothpick in order to avoid puOng too
much oil on the parts, and wipe away any'excess.

When the instrument shows an erratic cor-
rection from one time-check to another, shifting
back and forth from a plus correction to a
minus correction, notify the supervisor. The

instrument is likely defective and needs replac-
ing. When the microbarograph continues to in-
dicate a time error, notify.the supervisor. He
may desire to make an adjustment with the chart
drive gears of the drum. Do not attempt this
adjustment yourself, unless you are shown how
to make it.

or

MARINE BAROGRAPN

4

The purpose of the marine barograph is to
register and record the atmospheric or baro--
metric pressure, encountered on board ships at
sea. Because of the magnified scale, high sen-
sitivity,-'. and accurate temperature compensa-
don, it is also Often referred-to- as a microbaro-
graph. The instrument is designed to maintain
its precision through the varied and exactingcon-
ditions encountered m marine uae. Its record is
neither interrupted nor rendered inaccurate by---
pitch, roll, or vibration' of theship: An-adliistable,
grease-filled damping cylinder provideS a means
of preventing -rise and-fal-1 of. the ship from
causing a carreiponding wavy -.trace on this
chart. The unit, as Seen in figure 10, is quite
portable and ban .record pressure either in its
immediate vicinity or.at some remote external
point while located -within a pressurized cabin

.systern.- This baragraph.has a total usable range
of 170 mb or TW10E the.attual chart wisith_oyer
which the entire range has been calibrated and
has been compensated for temperature.
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1. Case. 7, Chart. 13. Element cover.
2. Plastic sheet. 8. Chart cylinder. 14. Mechanism shield.
3. Handle. 9. Chart drive mechanism. 15. Spacer.
4. Latch. 10. Hose connector. 16. Pen shaft assembly.
-5. Chart drive assembly. 11. Base. 17. Adjustment icnob.
6. Chart clip. 12. Element assemply.

Figure 10. Marine barograph.

The aittight case locks to the base by means
of two latches. When it is in place, a flexibit
rubber tube running to the hose connector from
a remote source provides the means by whiCh
"topside" readings are recorCled independently
of the cabin pressure surrounding the instrument.

The marine barograph has ihree, principal
sections within the gasketed case: the cha

385

drive assembly, the element assembly, Ind the
pen shaft mechanism assembly. The last two
sections are of no interest to the regular user-
-observer-of the instrument.

The chart drive assembly.consists of a chart
drive mechanism, a chart pylinder, a chart, and
a chart clip. The chart drive mechanism is an
8-day, spring-wound clock with antibacklash gears

A
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and a self-contained key. The removable cyl-
inder ,ts driven at the rate of one revolution in
108 flours (4 1/2 days) through additional anti-
backlash gears. As a result, vibration and shock
do not mike, the chjatt record irregularly as a
result of play in the 'cylinder dNve system. In-
side the cylinder top is a knurled nut Which per-
mits removal of the "cylindbr kr Winding the
clock. The 108-hour,, 965- t6 1,060-mb chart is

ld in place by chart clip., .
ec-

The element assembly, which is covered
by the element aover, is the centw section. It
consists, of a pair of vertically mounted bellows
whose outboard ends ire secured to brackets.
These brackets are moved apart or together by
the adjustment knob .on top for zeroing the pen
position. The inboard ends are flexibly connected
to a beam which moves as pressure vailations
affect the bellows.. Between the two flexible
connections is a temperature compensation de-
vice, "-which is adjustea to correct tempera-
ture change errors occurring throughout the
element assvnbly.

The pen shaft mechanism is the right-hand
sectioo under the mechanism shield. The shield
and its spacers are to protect the mechanism
from dantge as the case is removed or replaced:
The mechanism includes range and linearity, ad-
justments, the damping device, and the tempera-
ture compensating lever which compensates for
changes in temperature. The damping device
is a set of cylinders With a thin layer of special
fluid. The damping and spring loading make it
possible for the Varograph to be subject to tilting
up. to 22 1/2 in any direction and not vary mbre
than ±0.3 mb from the true reading. Normal
accuracy is within ±0.3 inb .of true pressure.
Al-so, the instrument may be carried about by
its handle without any preparation. If rougher
treatment is anticipated, the pen arm should be
secured.

Operation

Daily Use. This barograph needs very lit-
tle attention. It records bardnietric pressure
on a 108-hour chart and 'can be read at any
time by interpolation to within one- to two-tenths
Of a millibar. Be sure the chart heading is
filled out before it is remdved from the instru-
ment's.location.

WinAing and Chart Changing.= Every time
you cn-ange a chart, wind the clock. Approximately
8 pulls of the key is enough. Then reinstall the
cylinder and chart. Be sure there is enough ink
in the pen nib.

Pen and Ink: Very little ink is needed;
a half-full pen 'should uffice. In fact, in damp
weather the nib may pear to become fuller,
because' the instrume t ink is hygroscopic and
absorbs moisture. As this abSorption continues,
the trace becomes paler because of dilytion.
Wash and re-ink. A wide trace is_ cau§ed by
dust accumulated on the point or a dull or bent
point.

Use Beyond Chart Range. The normal
barograph chart has a range of 965 to 1,060 mb.
When approaching any extreme pressure condi-
tion Which may carrY the An off the chart,
turn the adjustment knob to move the pen about
40 mb away from the close edge of the chart..
When the contiition is passed, reset by the
exact same amount and mark the affected portion
tsf the chart accordingly. The total calibrated range
is 915 to 1,085 mb.

Plastic Sheet Window. Use a damp cloth
to clean the plastic sheet window.in the case.'
Do not use a solvent cleaner or a dry cloth,
as either can damage the plastic-pane.

Maintenance

Very little maintenanZse is required .for the
marine barograph. Under normal operating con-
ditions this ingtrument should be cleaned well/ once a year. The element covehshould be removed
only to clean out any bulky dirt, cobwebs, etc. Do

/not wipe out this meChanism. Check the pen for
wear or roughness and replace as necessary.
Clean and oil the ,chart drive mechanism annually.
Do not attempt this oiling locally unless you
are properly insttucted in the method of doing it.

12

MERCURIAL BAROMETER (FORTIN)

In 1643 Torricelli, an Italian physicist, made
the first' crude barometer. The mercurial bar-
oflieters that are used today operate on the
same principle. In the construction of the baro-
meter, a long glass tube, open at one end and
closed at .the other, is filled with mercury.

3 8 6
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Figure 11. Principle of the- mercurial
. barometer.
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The open end is sealed temporarily and then
placed into a basin (cisterd) of mercury, after
which the end is unsealed. This allows the
mercury in the tube to descend, leaving a nearly
perfect vacuum at the top of the closed end of
the tube.

When the atmospheric pressure is increased,
the mercury in the cistern is forced into the glass
tube. As the atmospheric pressure is decreased,
the mercury in the tube flows into the ciste1NI.
The height of the .mercury column in.the tube
is therefore a measure of the air pressure.
(See figure 11.)

Description

, J

The mercurial barometer (M L-512/ ) con-
sists principally of a column of mercu in a
glass tube enclosed in a brass casing, a mer-
cury cistern, and scales for determining the
height of the mercury. (See figure 12.)

Glass Tube and Brass Casing, The glass
tube is 34 to 35 inches long, about 0.25 inch in
internal diameter, and clear and free from
optical defects. The top of the glass tube is
sealed anclirr filled with mercury except at its
upper end (this end is evacuated), and the open

b.
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Figure 12, Fortin mercurial barometer
(AIL-512/GM) with mounting case, ML-48.

bottom end is immersed in a reservoir of
mercury in the cistern.

:
, The glass tube is supported vertically in

the center of a tubular brass casing. The top.of this casing is provided with a brass swivel
ring by which the instrument is supported in
use. This brass casing encloses and protects the
glass tube, carries the scales by which the height
of the mercury column is determined, provides
a track fkr the movable vernier, and provides a
mountirrrbase for the thermometer.

-.The glass tube is 'joined to the cistern
by a piece of soft kid leather which ,is folded
in a special manner, tied securely to the con-
stricted portion of the tube, and then 6c1 to the
top of the mercury cistern. .
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1.' Glass tube.
2 Brass casing
3. Leather joint.
4, Top flange.
5. Flanged cylinder.
6. Leather gasket.
'7. Ivory point.
8. Glass cylinder.,
9. Mercury.

10. Long screws
11. Leather gaskets.
12. Lower flange.
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13. Upper curved

cylinder.
14. Split-ring clamp,
15. Leather gasket.
16. Lower curved

cylinder.
17. Wooden beaking.
18. Leather bae
19. Cistern housing.
20. Screwcap.
21. mkdjusting screw.

Figure 13. Exterior and cross section view of
a Fortin barometer cistein.

1
Cistern. The mercury cistern (figure 13)

consists of a small flanged boxwood cylinder (5),
a short glass cyltnder (8), two curved cylinders
(13 ana 16) made of boxwood, and a kid leather
bag (18). The ivory point (7) projects downward
from the roof of the cistern. the mercury
cistern is enclosed in a metal cistern housing
(19) that is closed by a screwcap (20) at the bot-
tom which carries the adjusting screw (21). Prior
to each observation, this adjusting screw is used
tb raise or lower the level of mercury in the cis-
tern so that the ivory point just perceptibly touches
the surface of the mercury.

p
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The leather joint and leather bag are porous

to air, but impervious to mercury. This germits
the cistern air,pressure to be identical-with that
outside, but prevents mercury leakage.

Mounting Case. The motinting case (ML-48
( )) is a rectangular box of mahogany or plywood.
The covet of this case is split longitudinally
through the center and each side is hinged to the
hack. With the cover open, the barometer is
completely exposed, so that all parts are acces-
sible and adjustments can be made easily. A metal
hanger inside the case near the top and a center-
ing ring near the bottom provide means for sus-
pending the barometer. Two openings in the back
of the case are fitted with white opal glass or
heavily pigmented white Plexiglas to facilitate
reading the scales and observing the cistern level.
Two brackets are provided for 'mounting the
case on a wall, post, or other suitable vertical
surfaces.

Scales. The Fortin barometer has two
scales._ One is the stationary scale, which allows,
reading of the barometer to the nearest 0.05 of
an inch (also graduated in millibars, but not read).
The other is an adlustable scale, called the vern-
ier, which is graduated so as to allow reading
the barometer without interpolation to the nearest
0.002 of an inch.

Maintenance

Preventive maintenance for the F rtin bar-
ometer consists largely of cleanIng, inor aciT.
justments, and daily inspections. These inspec-
Mons include checking for cracks in the glass
tube or cylinder; damage to the wooden case;
loose screws in case brackets, hanger, and cen-
tering ring of the case; and condition of the
mercury column. If a cracked tube, mercury
leakage, or other damage that may affect the
accuracy of the instrument is discovered, it

' becomes necessary to request a replacement bar-
ometer and to ship the defective barometer to
NAS, Norfolk or NAS, Alameda for overhaul.

iThe barometer and case should be kept clean
by wiping with a soft, clean cloth1/40ccasionally;
/he scales may be wiped clean and a thin coat of
high grade clock or instrument oil applied, Do,
'not use a commercial polish on the scales or
use heavy pressure when wiping them,

*
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The only repairs fhat may be perfornied,
, locally are changing a broken thermometer and

repairing a damaged wooden case.

MERCURIAL BAROMETER (TONNELOT)

The Tonnelof barometer is comprised of a
windowed case and gimbal mount supporting an
assembly consisting of the cistern assembly,
mercury hibe, *scale, thermometer, nd caVing'
tube. The windowed case protects the ins.tru-
ment and is provided with top .#nd bottom case
hangers for mounting the instrument. he gim-
bal mdunting permits the barometer to be ex-
tended forward out of, thevase. The brass casing
tube houses the mercury'tube and supports the
scales, thermometer, vernier slide and adjust-
ment knob, gimbal nhgs, and cistern assembly.

v

The operating pnnciple of the Tonnelot bar-
ometer is identical to that of the Fortin barom-
eter. The significant difference between the In-
struments is that the Tonnelot barometer has a
fixed cistern, and the Fortin barometer's cistern,
s was stated earlier in this section, must be

adjusted to the rtference point (ivory tip) for
each pressure observation. '

The Tonnelot barometer is a delicate in-
strument and is easily damaged, especially dur-
ing siCipment. For this reason the Naval Weather
Service has gradually been replacing this bar-
ometer with the more durable Fortin barometer.

LN'D MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

WEND MEASURING SET (AN/UMQ-5( ))

The wind measuring Set (AN/UMQ-5( ))
(figure 14) is the standrd equipment designed
to provide a visual ingication andhor printed re-
cord of w.ind direction and speed values. Various
options of the system are provided to permit
continuous recorthng of wind direction and.speed
values at several measuring sites.

Components

A set incl.-Claes a minimum of one transmitter,
. one support, and one recorder or_ indicator. A

maximum of six recorders and/or indicators can
be ugeti witheach transmitter.

4f.
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TranSmitter, (MI---400( //040-5).- The
transmitter (figure 14 (A)) ir; a cane tuonnivdbn
a vertical suports. The tai) of the vane brings
the nose into the wind. The nose consists pri-
marily of a screW type impeller directly coupled
to a tachometer-magneto. The magneto's voltage
output is directly proportional to the wind speed

. and is conneCted to the plug in the transmitter's
vertical supporrthrough brushes and slip rings
and then down to the indicator or recorder
whose voltmeter automatically indicates or re-
corsis the voltage in knoth. ,MotiOn' of the Vane
is transmitted mechanically toe synchro located
inside the enlarged section of the verticarsupport,

The transmitter is placed on top of a con-
nector housing. The, electrical cable leading
from the housing through the support then goes
to any one, or all, of the combination ()Nix re-
peaters, whether all indicators, or allrecorders,
or a Combination of them. A follower synchro
then converts the electrical energy into wind
direction indication or recording. The, trans-
mitter is designed, to carry- the repeaters.

The transmitter vane alines itself to within
3° of the true .vind direction when displaced .8°
from the true direction of a 4.4-knot wind. The
wind speed is accurate to within + 1.5 knots for
winds of 3 knots to 40 knots and + 3 knots for
winds of 40 to 120 knbts.

Indicator (ID-300( )/UMQ-5). The ID-300
( ) indicator (figure 14 (B)) conbists pi two
units: the panel assembly and the mounting case,
which holds the panel assembly. The panel
assembly containS the wind drection indicator
and the wind speed indicator pOsitioned in two
4-inch dials, the lighting circuits, and the double-

-range switch for the speed section.. The wind
diiectiipn indicator consists of a sy,nchro fol-
lower on whose rotor Shaft is mounted a pointer
that indicates wind direction values on a 360e

circular scale. The dial is graduated at the
carqinal and intercardinal compass points as
well as every 5' from north. The wind speed
Indicator is a precision, high-sbock type y,Olt-
meter whose pointer indicates wind speed in
knots on a scale whose ranges are.0 to 60 knots
or 0 to 120 knots. The scales are circular about
an arc of approximately 2700. Selection of ranges
is accomplished by the use of the double-range
switch to change the range front 0 to 60 knots to 0
to 120 knots. The lighting circuitconsiits of a rhe-
ostat, transformer, and seven 6-volt dial lights,

II
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DIRECTION
INDICATOR CASE

SPEED PANEL
INDICATOR ASSEMBLY
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Figure 14. Wind Measuring Set (AN/UMQ-5( )), (A) Transmitter, (B) indicator
(ID-300( )/UMQ-5), (C) Indicator (ID-586/UMQ-5), (D) Recorder, and (E) Support.
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.This indicator is accurate to within + 2' in
wind direction and + 1.2 knots on the 0- to 120-
knot wind speed range.o

Indicator (ID-586/1:MQ-5)..The 1D-586 ini-
dicator (figure 14- (C)) consists of a speed indica-
tor (v6ltmeter) ai4 a direction indicator (synchro)
mounted on a: panel which is inserted in a case.
The tv.o indicators position their pointers on 8-
inch dials. A six-tapped dummy loa"d resistor is
attached to the terminal board mounted in thebot-
torn of the case. No panel lighting or dual-range
circuits are installed in this indicator. Efch of the
indicating assemblies (speed and directigan) is re-
movable and may be installed individually.

This indicator is "accurate to within + 20 in
wind direction and + 1.2 knots in wind. speed.

NOTE: This indicator may _not be used in
conjunction with the wind measuring set (AN/
UMQ-5D).

Recorder (RD-108( )/UMQ-5). The RD-
108( ) recorper (figurt14 (D)) basically consists
of ti direction mechanism, speed mechanism, chart
drive mechanisn, chart guide7pen ift m cha-
nisms, chart, and case. A descri ion o eadh
is given in the following paragraphs.

The recorder is- acduratet to within Tn
wind direction and- + 1.2 knots in wind speed.

Wind Direction Mechanism: The wind dir-
ection mechanism consists of a- synchro fol-
lower which po itions the pen througli a gear
train which conve ts 540 wind degrees of synchro
rotation to appro imately 62° of pen rotation,
corresponding to 5 0 wind degrees of the chart.
Whenever wind conditions are such that the pen
would run off the chart in recording wind dirk-
tion, a repositioning mechanism is energized.
This mechanism removes power frbm the syn-
chro, drives the pen to theapproximate center of
the charts.. and then returns power to the synchro
so that recording is continued after the pen is
displaced 360 wind degrees toward the middle
of the chart, . ,

The repositioning mechanism consists'of the'
following:

1. 'An induction motor mechanicallycoupled
to thesynchro-pen gear tr k in.

17

2. A power control relay which 'removes
power from the synchro stator circuit during
repositioning.

3. Limit switches.

4. Two relays which remove power from the
synchro motor and control the direction of ro-
tation of the repositioning motor st that the pen
is always driven toward the center of the chart
when the motor is energized.

The \ direction inking system consists of the
sitillpen and .riary ink tank. The pen is de-

signed to fit to a pen holder attached to the
synchro geir train and has 'a small tube which
fi6 into the ink tan and feeds ink by capillary_
action to the penpoi t, hich rests on the chart.

l

Wind Speed , Mechanism: The wind speed
mechanism consists of a- voltmeter mechanism
which drives the wind speed pen across the speed
section of the chart. Also included in the speed
section is at six-tapped dummy load resistor
connected acYduss a terminal board.'The pen and
inking system of the speed section is identical
to that of the direction seetion.-

Citart Drive Mechanism: The chart drive
mechanism is a removablq, self-contained aS-
sembly consisting of a frame and various mounted
parts. The assembly con/ains the chart drive
raitor, drive gear train, drive roll, idler ,roll,
chart tr*igh, removable take up reel, takeup
motor, alfd hinged panel. Also mounted on the
assembly are the speed change' geTrs, chart
drive ON-OFF switch, takeup motor micro-
switch, and the plug through which power is
introduced to the mechanism. When the mechan-
ism is seated inside the recorder case and the
chart drive switch is in the ON position, the
chart prive motor moves the chart across the
drive roll and under the pens at a rate deter.7
mined by the change gears selected. The chart

*js rerolled on the takeup reel lit the takeup motor.
;

Ctiart Guide-Pen Lift Meonnisin: The chart
guide-pen lift mechanism is an assembly which
glides the &tart across the drive rolf, holds
the chart drive rinedhimism in place, and pro-
vides a mounting for the illuminating larnps
and the.direction and speed scales. The assembly
is pivoted so amt. it may be lifted to gain access
to the chart drive mechanism and ink tanks and
to lift the pens off the chart.
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Chait: The,strip type chart is divided into
two main, channels. The right cHannel is for
the recording of wind speed and is graduated
everY 2 knots from 0 to 120 knots. The left
channel is 'for the recording of wind direction
and is graduated every 10' over a 540° range.
The entire chart is 100 feet long and 10 3/4.
inches wide, .Directitin letters iepresenting the
cardinal compass points (N-E-S-W-N-E-S) are
printed above, the appropriate nuinerical direc-
tion values. The chart is designed for use with
the 3-.inches-per-hour chart speed, and the time
flees are graduated to le minutes and num-
bered every hour. Holes on either side and
in the center of the chart provide positive drive
between the chart and the sprocket drive roll.

a/ The chart has a running time of approximately
15 days when used on the 3-inches-per-hour
chart speed. I,

,

The recorder chart speZis are 1 1/2, 3, or
6 inches per hour, depending on the- chan
geari selected.

S Case: The case is made of Cast aluminum
and has a hinged door. The door contains 'a
plastic window large enough for 'viewing the
indication scales, p9is, and 7 inches of the past
record. It also is provided with a rubber gasket
to insure a tight fit when the door is closed. A
peess at the bottom rear of the case has
connections for the power and intercomponent
cables. .

Support.= The support (figurg 14(E)) is 'of
the tripod type design, having a tubular upright
mast and three legs constructed of tubula,r steel
tubipg. Each leg is equipped with a mounting foot.
The top of the support is provided with a clamp
to hold. the transmitter seburely in place when
mounted. Wires may be run through the center
of the mast into the transmitter connector housing.
The support may be tilted for servicingthe trans-
mitter. A guy plate is provided for the attach-
ment f guy wires, if necessary.

ol

Another upport is used 'with the .AN/UMQ-
5( ) stem. It is very similar to the support
shown in figure 14, (E), with only minor changes
in fittings and provisions for a conduit built
into it,

Model Differences. Transmitters ML-400B
and ML-400C are identical to earlier models,
except that they ft re larger in the synchro section
to allow for the use of six repeaters.

I

0

\35
, .

stim.t.

The ID-586 indicator has no predecessor:,
The ID-300B and ID-300C indicators are iden-.
deal with older models with the exception of
the resistance strip to allow for the adjustments
needed when from one to six repeaters are used. t

o
The RD-108B and RD-108t recorders dif er

from earlier models primarily l'ii the reáy
system to allow for the one to six repeate
running from the same transmitter. The re-

_
corder that is available with the .AN/L7MQ-5D
has a 'pen stiip arrangement that prevents the
pen from cItching in the center holes of the
chart.

Operation

Installation of Ch Speed Change GeatA.
\The recorder is equipped with chart drive gehs

to give a chart speed of 3 inches per hour,
which matches the tisme gradtiatthns of the char?
supplied. (See figure 15(A).,) Change gears NI
provide a chart spelt, of 6 inches per hour
or 1 1/2 inches per hour are mouvaited'on a stud
on the left side plate of the chart4drive mech-
anism. The change gear arrangements given
in the equipment handbook show the combination
of gears to 'Obtain the different rates of chart
speed. To change the- rate of chart speed, con-.
sult the equipment handbook.

18

Installation of CIA. Install the chart ac-
cording to figure 15 (B). Cukthe chart corners as
shown in figure'15 (A). Wind several turns of the
tapered end around the takeup reel before in-
stalling the reel in the chart drive mechanism.

Installation of Chart Drive Mechanism.7
Lift up the operation levers (figure 15 (C)).
Place the chart drive mechaniam in the recorder
so that the pivot slots in the mechanism side
plates are seated on the pivots mOunted in the
case,. Returtrithe mechanism to its normal op-
erating positi6n. Lower the operatidh levers over
the chart drive roll. '

Installation of Ink Tanks and Pens. Fill
both ink tanks about three-fourths full through
the pen opening; use the ink and ink tank filler
furnished with the recprder as 5 hown gin figure
15 (D). Do not use standard writinginks. Keep the
bottle tightly capped to prevent dirt from getting
into the ink.

Raise the scale Plates and insert the ink
tanks in the receptacles on top of the speed and

3 92
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Figure 1.5. Recorder RD-108( ) views. (A) Recorder chart drive mechanism (left side view),
- (13) chart threading diagram, (C) recorder chart drive mechanism (right side view), and

(D) filling ink tanks.

direction Mechanism assemblies, and see that
they are under the spring clips.

44,Set the pen elements in the pen 'element
forks (penholder) by seating the knife edges of
the elenients into the slots of the fork.

# r -

NoTE: The ink tanks and pens may be
installed or removed for servicing when the
chart , drive mechanism is removed,, is
f6rward, or is in its-operating position.

scale). Disc. xt the leads from the synchro
follower, for thi: .djdstment.

Filling Pens. Fill the pen with the pen fil-
lekfurnished with the recorder.

First compress the bulb of the pen filler;
then lay the frat side of the soft rubber tip on

tilted the chart. kisert the penpoikt into the hole in
the rubber tip and let the filler suck in ink

\tom the ink tank through the pen. The pen
Zeroing Speed Pen. With the chart feeds from the .ink tan4c by capillary action once

mechanism instaped and a chart Thstalle in th it is filled:
drive mechanisinTloosen the thumbscrew securing
the speed pen zel'o adjustment lever and adjust Remove the pen elVent frorn the filler.
the speed pen to read zero on the chart (not the The pen should rest lightly on the chart.

19
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Swing the pen across the chart a few times.
If it does not write properIy, the.pen probably
has an air bubble in it, in which case the pen
filling operation must be repeated.

NOTE: Do not apply power to the'recorder
when the direction pen is being swung.

Be sure that the pen is properly seated and
that it does not rub on the ink tank. Also, check

f to see that it does not rub on the indication
scales and the pen lift bar when they are in
their operating positions. The indicating flag
above the pen must not touch the scale plate.

NOTE: The pen element is correctly bal-
anced at the factory when full of ink and will
stay off the chart until the pen is filled.

t.
Setting Chart to Time. Withthe power cable

connected and all power switches in the ON
position, turn the chart set knob until the correct
time line on the chart is under the pens. (See
figure 15 (C).)

,
NOTE: After time setting the chart, do not

tilt the chart drive mechanism forward; power
suPplied to the chart drive motors will be
interrupted, thus losing the time setting.

Unrolling Chart for Examination. Ty/unroll
the chart record from the takeup reel while the
chart mechanism is operating, grasp the chart
on either side, near the takeup reel, and pull
the chart from the.reel. Be careful to keep the
chart straight and taut as it is allowed to rewind
on the reel.

Removing Chart from Takeup Reel. Remove
the chart from the takeup reel by first removing
the reel from the recOrder. Then pull the plain
flanged end from the core of the reel. Slide the
chart off the core.

Transmitter and Indicators. The trans-
mitter requires no operating procedures. The
only operation .necessary for Indicator ID-300
is the adjustment of the light rheostat and switch-
ing the range selector gswitch as desired. In-
dicator ID-586 requires no operating proce-
dures. / :t

t
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Maintenance ,

.
The wind measuring set (AN/t310-51 »

Ls one of the best types of wind equipment in
current use. This equipment generally requires
very little maintenance. The maintenance of
this equipment consists Vnostly of inspection
and lubrication.

Transmitter Maintenance. Once a week
(or more often during severe weather conditions)
visually inspect the transmitter for evidence
of physical damage, such as broken impeller,
rust, and weakened mast4 Under normal conpions
the iprnent should require lubrication' every
2 years. However, in subtropie or polar climate
the equipment maveed lubrication more often.

Indicator Maintenance. The only service
inspection required for the indicators is an ob-
servation of their operation to detect erroneous
readings or failure of lamps.

Recorder Maintenance. In recorders, re7
pair or replace only the light bulbs, pens, ii
tanks, chart drive motors, and chart drive
switches. Replacement of other recorder parts
requires the use of overhaul facilities and per-
sonnel. .t.

When cleaning the recorder, DO NOT clean
electrical partg. Clean the mechanical parts
as follows:

Wabh exterior painted surfaces and the
window with soap and water; rinse and' dry
thoroughly. Do not wash the inside of the case.
Do not clean the windows with a solvent, since
minute cracks may result.

Clean the ink tanIts by prying off the covers,
removing them from the recorder, and wdshing
the parts in warm water. Rinse and dry thor-
oughly. If washing does not remove all of the
dried ink, loosen the remainder by soaking
in alcohol; then wash as before. Be sure the
vent in ehe cover ate open and that the
cover is n t bent in removing.

Clean the pen element by blowing water or
alcohol through it with the pen filler. Loosen
clogged ink particles that block the pen by

-running a fine piano wire through the tube and
then cleaning as above.

394
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Figure 16. Wind Measuring Set AN/PMQ-3( ).

Lubricate the recorder every quarter. This
interval is established for operation,tin a 24-
hour basis under 'moderate climatic conditions.
Whenever clima1ic conditions necessitate more
ftequent intervalp for general servicing, shorten
the lubrication'interval accordingly. Avoid, over-
lubrication,wpith is injurious to the recorder.
hi:spect the equipment- after lubrication. Remove
_all excessóil, as it tends to. collect dust or to .
gum up. Apply oil by dipping a. toothpick in tpe
oil a'nd applYing it to the surface to be lub-
ricated. Remove excess oil with a clean; lint-p
free cloth.

A

The pen elements are properly balanced
when they are full 'of ink, and the balance
adjustment should.not be changed unless neces-
sary. Whenever rebalancing' is required, screw
the two balance weights as necessary along the
shaft pn the rear of the lien to rebalance. The
pen balance should be such that when the chart
is tapped lightly with one finger, the pen bounces
up and down on the chart. A pen pressure that
is too heayy on the chart causes the pen to drag

21.
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toward the center of the chart or noticeably
reduces the speed of ,response of the pen, Ac-
coidingly, if maximum response speed is desired,
the pen pressure must be no, greater than is
necessary for satisfactory inking. Handle the pen
element carefully; a bent element causes incor-
rect readings.

WIND MEASURING SET. (AN/PMQ-3( ))

Operation

The wind measuring set (AN/PMQ-3,-3A,
-3B,. and -:3C) is a portable hand anemometer
which indicates direction to 3600 and speed
from 0 to 60 knots. The wind, upon striking the
small cylindrical turbine (figure 16), causes the
turbine to rotate. The turbine is 'wired to -a
small electrical generator, which produces a
voltage propOrtional to the speed of the turbine.
The Voltage is transmitted to the indicator,
which is a voltmetEr graduated in knots instead
of volts. The indicator has 2 scales, graduated

\-F)
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Table 2,eL Troubles and remedies (wind speed systemAN/PMQ-3( )),

Trouble
,

Probable cause
(

Remedy.

No pointer movement 0-60
range or 0-15 range.

...Defective detector
)1 Defective speed indicator ... .4eiclace detector 1

Replace indicator.

No pointer movement 0-60
rangg only.

4P.

Defective Speed indicator ...
.

Replace indicator.
.

No pointer movement 0-15
range only.

(

4.

Defective switch or defective
speed indicator.

.

-

t..

N

Connect the terminals
of,the switch to-
gether; if indication
is obtained. replace
trigger assembly. If
no indication is ob-
tamed, replace indi-
cator.

.*

Pointer does,not rest/on
zero when turbine is
stationary..

Speed
.
indicator not properly

zeroed.
Turn zero set adjust-

arent located on the
front of the indicator.

)Sluggish pointer
movement.

-Dirty or damaged speed
indicator.

_

Replace indicator.
.

from 0 to"15 knots and froinA to 60 knots. The
upper trigger on the handle controls the scale
to be used.

NOTE: On the 3B and 3C models, the range-
change switch is a separate toggle switch to
prevent inadvertent use of the low scale in high
winds with consequent damage to the indicator.

Wind speed indications are accurate within
1 knot in the range of 0 to 10 knots', 1 1/2 knots
in the range of 11 to 40 knots, and 2 knotê in
the range of 41 to 60 knots.. The vane alinet
itself in a 4-knot wind when displaced 5*, from
the wind direction.

The direction un4t is a twin-tailed assembty
with a pointer, which faces into the wind. The
direction is read from the azimuth plate in
whole degrees. To make an accurate direction
reading, it is neceSsary to orient the instrument
on a known bearing. The lower trigger is a
spring-loaded 'brake used to lock the motor on
a given,setting after exposure to the Wind, and
is also for convenience in reading.

The equipment is issued ready for useand
cciiiies stowed in a carrying casie containing a
spare wind speed transmitter and a spare,Wind
vane, The instrument should always be replaced

in this carrying case after use. Spectal care
should be'taken in removing the anemometer
from the case an4 replacing it, in the case,
because damage m y easily result to the wind
vane section.

Maintenance

In the care And maintenance of the wind meas-
uring set (AN/INQ-3( )), no special .service
taols are needed. In inspecting the equipment,
make ,certain that the turbine and vane are free
to rotate and that there is pointer movement
when the turbine is rotated. Check for freeness
by holding the instrument 4n its operating posi-
tion and walking' at a moderate rate of speed
in an .areA where there is no air movement.
If the vane assuthes the correct position and there
is a 'speed indication on both scales, 'it is pro-
bable that the instrument is in a satisfactory con-
dition. If 'trouble developi in the wind speed
system, correct the, trouble by replacing a com-
ponent with another known_to be in good condition.

When the wind speed* indicator does
dicate "0" when the turbine is stationary, ma e
an adjustment at the zero adjustment _control
screw (figure 16) to bring the,pointer indication
exactly to zero. See table 2 for a list of additione
maintenance problems ed their remedies.

22
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MEtEOR91.,?GICAL MiASURING .SET (AN/
PISIQ-5( )) .

The.meteorological meisuring set (AN/P.MQ-
5( )) is designed to measure end to indicate
atmospheric pressure, temperature, relative hi,-
midity...w.Krdirection, and wind speed. The
equipment is light in.-weight and portable and is
especially adapted to use under circumstances in
which it is expbsed for only a few miputes to'the
weather .conditfons it is designed tb measure.
lt-ie,equipped. with loolcing devices whereby the
measurements are retained for examination and
recording at the convenierice of the obserier. The
equipment comes complete with a carrying case.
(See figure NJ'.

4

Wind indicating.equipment aboard most sh'ips.
id shown id figur2 18. The various components
have different locations ori different ships.

I..

StT ASSEMBLED

Figure 17. Meteorological Measuring Set
. (AN/PMQ-5( )).

No lubric'ation or cleaning -is required by
th e. operator, except that he should lubricate the
wint-Speed transmitter every 6 months or at
ank time the, turbine appears to be running
sluggishly.

Check with Your supervisor as to how to
lubricate the transmitter; or. in the abgerwe of

supervisor, consult the handbook for the
instrument.
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Figure 18. Shipboard Wind Indicating
Equipment.



FOUR-INCH.RAIN CAGE (ML-217)

Precipitation.measutements are made from
samples caught in gages or from samples taken
from representative areas when the caech, of
solid forms in the .gage isInot representative.

a he standard meteorological instrument for
measuring RAINFALL is the nonrecorcing plas-
tic -rain gage consisting of a-4-inch diamete
collector ring and funnel, which_ fit over the
top of a tripod-mounted overflow container, and
.a clear plastic measuring tube. The rainfall
drains-from the collector ring through the funnel
into the measurpg tube, which has graduations
in, the wall for direct reading to the nearest
hundredth of an inch. (See fiere 19.)

7 - , 01Ir

The depttkof water in the tube is determined
at the time of each regular 6-hourly-observation
and at, the. time of the midnight 'observation. The
tube, 'when full, holds 1 inch of rainfall. In the
evept that more than 1 inch falls between the
above-mentioned observations, the excess drains
into the overflow container. At the next obser-
vation, empty the measuring tube and then pour
the amount collect-ed in the overflow container
into the measuring tube and measure this amount.

The depth measurement of the water equiv-
alent of the SOLID FORMS of precipitation, such

24

4
Figure 19. Standard 4-inch rain gage.

as 'snow, sleet, hail, and freezing rain,.is more
difficult to obtain. The rain gage can be used,
provided the collector ring and measuring tube
are removed. The solid forms are collected in
the Overflow container.

The rain gage prbbably requires as little
maintenance as any other meteorological instru-
ment. About the only maintenance required for
the standard 4-inch rain gage is to keep it clean
at all times and make sure it is mounted firmly.

4
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DECK EQUIPMENT

In this section, we will cover some of the
deck equipment associated with oceanographic
observations, such as winches, wire rope, the
oceanographic platform and A-frame, brocks,
counters, and the oceanograpliTe. weight. Other
equipment, such as bottle racks, wire angle indi ca-
to r, .and related equipment will be covered when we
discuss the type of observational program in-
vq,jtved.4

WINCHES

In the field of oceanography, there are many
different applications for winches of all sizes,fbut in this course we will restri our coverage.
to the winches that are presen y used by the,
Coast Guard:- .

Te Cciast Guard uses two basic types of
winches for routine obserVations: bathythermo-

HOIST

graph and oceanographic. The bathythermograph
(BT) winch is used primarily-for temperature
versus depth observations, but it ban also be
used for other observational programs that do
not place a large strain on the winch or as
wire rope, such as small net tows and bottom
samplipg with the Scoopfish. Sewer Coast Guard
vessels are equipped with the Electronic Bathy-
thermograph Hoist, Model GEAD-3, manufactured
byroSkagit Corp., while the older vessels are*-
equipped with the E6/S winch (figure 20). Other
BT winches (figure' 21) may be in operation,
but at the present time these two winches have
the widest usage.

The Coast Guard now uses four different
oceanographic winchesthree Models manufac-
tured by Northern Line (figures 22 and 23) and
one Model manufactured by Jered (figures 24,

MI.011

Figure 20. E6/S BT winch operating positions. Figure 21. ACCOEquipment Division BT winch.

25
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Figure'22. View of No4r1tei:n Line wirch Model 1210-CdHW
Showing gruna and Fairlead.

Figure 23. View of Northern Line winch Model 1210-CGHW
Showifig Power Unit and Operator's Station.

25; and 26). MI four winch models are good
winches and will accomplish the job for which
they are designed when they are properly op-
erated and maintaified.

The proper operation of these winches is
a matter of operator's common sense and the
individual - piece of machinery. By "common
sense", we, refef ta practical judgments about
the .sea State, type of observation, and the work
load, as well as to any other factor that affects
the day-lo,.day operation of the winch. One of
the most Common causes of winch fakyfre or

of equipment over the side can be traced

31 /

to the biggest common sense factor of them all,
excessive speed! SLOW THAT WINCH- DOWN!
The type of operation and the sea state will
govern the winch speed, but it is safe to say
NFVER EXCEED 100 meters per minute. By
"piece of machinery", we refer to the design
characteristics as well as those operational
characteristici peculiar to a particular winch.

The proper maintenance of winches include.s
1 ricating aad maintaining the winch in an op-

ative cOndition and keeping the winch area clean.
Routine preventative maintenance is required
both at sea and in port. Since your job at sea
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1. Line Meter Cminter

2. Line Speed Inch( ator

3 Counter Ile,,et

4. Operating SWik hes

5. Hydrtaulic Motor

6. INI1A PAYOV.Cont rid
Iland1e

7. Control Manifold

8. Hydra ulic.Pump

9. Oil Filter

10. Reservoir.

11. M'eter Light and
Heater Sw;tches

IL. Brake Limit Switch

13. 13ake Hand Wheel.
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Figure 24. Jered Hydrographic Winch Frorit View.
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Figiire 25,- Lead Head Adjustments on the Jered winch.
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1. Electric Motor
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Box

3. Meter Light Wiring

4 Lead Head

5. Lead Screw

6 Drive Chaio and
Sprocket Cover

7. Brush and Slip
Ring Assembly

8. Cable Drum

9 Brake' Band

- 10. Oil Heater

11 Heat Exchanger

l. Temperature
Actuated Regulating

,' Valve

1
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,.... will be governfed by" your operational work load, 4
you should plan to undertake any major repairs
or maintenance projects.while in port. You should
report any mechanical irregularities to the head
of the engineering departmeht. Remember that the
teChnical manhals for your particular winch arp
your beat guide for the proper care ofyour equip-
ment. .

1

,. You, as' an MST, must know your winch
and how it operates. Be sure you know the braking
System and how it works, because there is, no
time for second guessing the situation during
oceanographic operations. The lack of know-
ledge of your winch can rese in loss of .gear
or personal injury. Know where the controls
are, what their functions are, an 1 how they react.
Test your equipment before each peration. Again,
the best source of information is the technical
manuals. The combination of knowledge and
expeileriee develops the skill you require to
operate, or instruct others tooperate, a winch.

)( WIRE ROPEc.
Wire rope is used on many different jobs

in oceanOgraphy, such as lowering; hoisting;
and rigging platform stays, platform life lines,
and many special arrangements 'in support of
oceanographic observations. To perform these
jobs successfully, you must iave a working
knowledge of wire rope.

This Section contains useful information on
the subject of wire rope. It discusses types
of wire rope and their characteristics, con-
strxiction, and usage. Instruction also is provided
on various procedures applicable to the care
and handling of wire rope.

cs.
PARTS

Wire rope consists of three parts: wires,
strands,- and core. (See figure 27.) In the man-
ufacture of rope, a number of wires are laid
together to form the strand. Then a number of
strands are laid together, usually around a cen-
ttal core, to form the rope.

CONSTRUCTION

The basic unit of wire rope construction is
the individual wire, which may be made of steel,

CORE

Figure 27. Parts oft<re rope.
X,

iron, ogr. other metal, in various sizes. In mak-
ing a rope, the number or wires to a strand will r
vary, depending on the purpose for which the rope
is intended. Wire rope is designated by the num-
ber of strands per rope and t e number of wires
per strand. Thus, a 6 x 19-1/2" rope will have
,6 strands with 19 wires per strand, but will have
the same outside , diameter as a 6 x 37-1/2"
wire rope, which will have 6 strands with 37 wires
of muah smaller size per strand. Wire rope
'made up of a large number of small wires is
flexible, but since the small wires are easily
broken, the wire rope ia not resistant to external
abrasion. Wire rape made up of asmaller number
of larger wires is more resistant to external
abrasion but,it leis flexible.

The central corethe element around which
the strands aee laid to form the ropemay be
a hard fiber (such as, manila, hemp, or sisal),('
a. Wire strand, or an independent wire rope.
Each type of eore serves the same basic pur-
pose, that of affording support to the strands
laid around it.

A .fiber core offers the adviintage of in-
creased flexibility. In addition, it serves as a
cushion to reduce the effects of sudden strain
and acts as a reservoir for the oil necessary
for lubrication of the wires and strands to re-
duce friction between them. Wire rope having a
fiber core is used in places where no severe
heat is involved and where flexibility on the
part of the rope is important.

.0"

A wire strand core not only provides more
resistance to heat than a fiber core, but alsO
adds about 15 percent to the strength of the
rope. On the other hand, the wire strand makes
the rope less flexible than when a fiber core is
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used. This type of rope is used in places where
hot work is involved.

An kndepe4dent wire rope core is a sep-
arate wire rope over which the main strands
of the rope are laid. It usually consists of six
7-wire strands laid around either a fiber core
or a wire strand core. This type of coie gives
the rope additional strength, provides support
against crushing, and supplies maximum re-
sistance to heat.

Wire rope may be obtained either galva-
nized (coated with zinc) or plain (uncoated).
Two neethods are used to galvanize wire rope.
These two methods are the hot dip and the
electrolytic process. The hot dip method reduces
the strength, since an elevated temperature
is involved. This tends to draw some of the
temper from the wire. The electrolytic process
is simply an electroplating process and does
not involve any raise in temperature; therefore,
.it has little or no effect on the properties of
the wire. Galvanizing helps protect the rope
against corrosion, ,but it also makes the rope
stiffer and rediwes the -Strength by as much as
10 percent.

Wire rope may be fabricated by either of
two methods.. if the strands or wires are shaped
to conform to the curvature of the finished rope
prior to laying up, the rope is termed PRE-
FORMED. If they are not shaped-before fabri-
cation, the rope is' termed NONPREFORMED.
When cut, 'Wormed wire rope tends not to
unlay , and it is more fleible than nonpre-
form/d wire rope. With'nonpfeformed wire rope- stlthe twisting process produces a stress in-the
wires, and when it is cut dt broken the, stress
causes the strands to unlay. In nonpreformed
wire, unlaying is rapid and almost instantaneous,
and could cause serious injury to someone not
familiar with

GRADES OF WIL ROPE

Wire rope is manufactured in a number of
different grades, three of which are:, mild plow
steel, plow steel, hnd improved plow steel.

Mild plow steel rope is tough and pUable.
It can stand up under repeated strain and.siress,
and has a dtrengt1'r of from 200,000 psi to
220,000. psi. These characteristics make its
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use desirable for cable tool drilling and, other
purposes where abrasion is encountered.

Plow steel wire rope is unusually tough and
psesses great strength. This steel has a tensile
strength of-220,000 to 240,000 pounds per square
inch (psi).- This rope is suitable for hauling and
hoisting and is used extensively on buoy tenders.

Improved plow steel rope is one of the best
grades of rope available. It is stronger, tougher,
and mor,p resistant to wear then either plow steel
or mild plow steel. Each square inch of improved
plow steel can stand a strain of 240,000 to
2150,000 pounds.

WIRE ROPE LAYS

The term lay refers to the direction of the
twist of the wires in a strand and the strands in
the rope. In some instances both the wires in the
strand and the strands in the rope are laid in
the same direction, and in other instances in the
opposite direction, deriending on the intended use
of the rope. Five different lays of wire rope
currently in use are illustrated in figure 28.
The following explanations will help you to rec-
ognize and identify eacti of the five types shown.

RIGHT REGULAR LAY: In this type the wires
in the strands are laid to the left, while the
strands in the rope are laid to the right.

LEFT REdULAR LAY: In this case, the
wires are laid up to the rightto make the strands,
and the strands are laid up to )he left to form
the rope. (In this lay, each stof fabrication is
exactly opposite from tile right regular lay.)

RIGHT LANG LAY: Here the wires in the
strands and the strands in the rope are both laid
up to the right.

-LEFT LANG LAY: With this type the wires
in the strands and the strands in the rope are
also laid in the same directi'on, but in this in-
stance the lay is to the left (rather than to the
right as w4th rightlang lay).

REVERSE LAY: The wires in one strand are
laid up to the right, the wires in the adjacent
strand are laid up to the left, the wires in the next
strand are to the right, and so forth, with
alternate directions from one strand to the other.
Then all strands are laid up to the right.
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RIGHT REGULAR LAY
ROPE LAY RIGHT STRAND LAY LEFT

LEFT REGULAR LAY
ROPE LAY LEFT. STRAND LAY MGHT

RIGHT LANG LAY
ROPE LAY RIGHT STRAND LAY RIGHT

LEFT LANG LAY
ROPE LAY LEFT. STRAND LAY LEFT

REVERSE LAY
ROPE LAY MGHT STRAND LAY
ALTERNATELY LEFT AND RIGHT

Figure 28. Typical wire rope lays.

TYPES OF WIRE ROPE

While the main types of wire rope used
throughout the Coast Guard consist of 6, 7, 12,
19, 24, or 37 wires in each strand with 6 strands
laid around fiber or steel centers (figure 29),
the wire rope that we are primarily interested
in is the type installed on cutters for ocean-
ographic work.

Most of the original oceanographic wire
rope installations were pf the 7 x 19-3/16"
diameter stainless steel wirepreformed air-
craft cord. Experien2e has indicated that 3 x 19
3/16" diameter stifinless steel wire 'has many
advantages over the 7 x 19 wire. Therefore,
most new installations of oceanographic wire are
of the 3 x19 type of construction. -
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6 STRANDS of 19
WIRES (6 a 111

STRANDS of 12
WIRES 16 a 12)

6 STRANDS of 37
WIRES (6 171

6 STRANDS of 2
WIRES 16 a 24)

Figure 29. Arrangement of strands
in wire rope.

MEASURING WIRE ROPE

9q7

Wire rope is designated as to size by its
diameter in inches. The true diameter of a wire
rope is considered as being the diameter of the
circle which will just enclose all of its strands.
The correct and incorrect methods of measuring
wire rope are illustrated in figure 30. Note,
in particular, that the CORRECT WAY is to
measure from the top of one strand to the top
of the strand directly opposite it. "The wrong
way, as you will note, is to measure across two
strands side by side. Use calipers to tgke the
measurement; if they are not available, a cre-
scent wrench will do.

To ensure an accurate measurement of the
diameter of a wire rope, always measure the
rope at three places at least 5 feet apart. Use
the average of the three measurements as the
diameter of the rope.

Figure 30. Correct and incorrect methods
of measuring wire rope.
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WIRE ROPE FAILURE

Some of the common causes of wire rope
failure are listed below:

1. Subjecting the rope to severe or con-
tinuing overload.

2. The rope overriding or cross-winding
on drum.

3. Cperating the rope over sheaves and
drums of inadequate-size.

4. Operat'ing the rope over sheaves and
drums with improperly fitted grooves or broken
flanges.

-
5. The rope jumping off sheaves.

6. Using rope of incorrect size, construc-
tion, or grade.

7. Improperly attaching the rope to fittings.

8. The rope dragging over obstacles.

9. The rope kinking.

10. Subjecting the rope to acid fumes.

HANDLING AND CARE

.., To render sa.fe, dependable sexvice over a
maximum period of time, wire rope must be
given the care and upkeep necessary to maintain

it in good condition. Various procedures appli-
cable to the care and handling of wire rope are
given in the following subsections. It is recom-
mended that you not only study these procedures
carefully but, what is more important, that you
also put them into practice on your job. They
will help you do a.better job NOW, and in the
long run will result in a longer useful life of
the wire rope.

Coiling and Uncoiling

Once a new reel of wire has been opened, it
may be coiled or faked down like line. The
proper direction of coiling is COUNTERCLOCK-
WISE far LEFT LAY wire rope and CLOCK-
WISE for RIGHT LAY rope. Because of the gen-.
eral toughness and springiness of wire, however,
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. Figure 31. Throwing a back turn to make
wire lie down.

it has a tendency now and then to resist being
coiled down". When this occurs, it is useless to
fight the wire by forcing down the stubborn turn;
it will only spring up again. But if you throw it
in a back turn,, as shown in figure 31, it will lie
down properly. When faked down, a wire rope will
run right off like line; but when wound into a coil,
it must always be unwound.

You will find that wire rope ha.s a strong
tendency to kink during uncoiling, or unreeling,
especially if it has been in service for a long
time. Keep in mind that a kink can cause a weak
spot in the rope, which will wear out quicker
than the rest of the rope.

A good method for unreeling wire rope is to
run a pipe or rod through the center and moUnt
the reel on drum jacks or other supports sothat
the reel is off the ground (see figure 32). In this
way the reel will turn as the rope is unwound,

Figure 32. (Left) Unreeling wire rope.
(Right) Uncoiling wire rope.
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Figure-33. Drum winding diagrams for
selection of proper lay of rope.

and the rotation of the reel will help keep the
rope Straight. During unreeling, pull the rope
straight forward, as shown in figure 3-3, and

,try to avoid hurrying the operation. As a safe-
. guard against kinking, NEVER unreel wire rope

from a reel that is stationary.

1. To uncoil a Small coil Cf wire rope, simply
Stand the coil on,edge and roll it along the ground
like a wheel or hoop, as illustrated in figUre 32.
NEVER lay the coil flat on the floor or ground
and uncoil it by pulling on the end, because such
practice is lik* to cause kinks or twists in the
rope.

To re-reel wire rope back onto a reel or a
drum, you may have difficulty unless you re-
member, that it tends to roll in the opposite
direction of the lay. A right lay wire rope, for
example, tends to roll to the left.

Closely observe figure 33, which shows drum
winding diagrams, for selection of the proper
lay of rope. When putting wire rope onto a
drum, you should have no trouble if you are
familiar with ,the methods of overwinding and
underwinding shown in the illustration.

When wire rope is run off one reel-to another
reel, or, ont6 a winch or drum, it should be
run from TOP TO TOP or from BOTTOM TO
BOTTOM, as shown in figure 34.

7

Figure 34. Transferring wire from
reel to drum.

Kinks

'LOOP

KINK

RESULT

Figure 35. Kinking in wire. rope.

If a wire rope becornes kinked (see figure 35),
never 'try to pull out the kink by putting a Strain
on either part. .As soon as you notice a'kink, un-
cross the ends, by pushing them apart. (see step 1
in figure 36.) This reverses the process that
started the kink. Now turn the bent portion over
and place it on your knee orsome firm object and
push downward until the kink straightens out some-
what. Then lay it co:ca flat surface and pound it
'smooth with a wooden mallet.

34 .

Vt.

Figure 36. The 'correct way to take out
a kink in wire rope.
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Figu;e 37. Fleet angle.
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If a heavy strain has been put on a *ire rope
with *a kink in it, the rope can no longer be
trusted. Cut out the kinlced part and splice the

- ends together.

Reverse Bends

Whenever 'possible, drums, sheaves, and
blocks used with wire rope should be placed so
as to avoid reverse or S-shaped )aends. Re-.
verse bends cause an unnecessary amouA of
shifting of the individual wires and strands, in-
creasing wear and fatigue. Where a reverse
bend is necessary, theiblocks and drums affect-
ing the reversal should be of Jarger diameter
than that ordinarily used #d should be spaCed
as far apart as possibl

Size of Sheave

It is not possible to prescribe an absolute
minimum size for wire rope sheaves, owing to
the number of Lectors involved. Experience has
show , however, that the diameter of a sheave
shoçi NEVER BE LESS THAN 20 TIMES THE
DIA:\ ETER OF THE WIRE ROPE.

Another thing to remember in connection
with sheaves and drums is tq keep the FLEET
ANGLE as small as you can. The fleet angle
is formed by running wire rope between a sheave
and- a hoisting drum whose axl,es are parallel
tb .each other, as shown in figure 37. Toe large
a fleet angle can cause the wire to clithb the
flange of the sheave and may even break the
flange. It Can alto cause the wire to climb over
itself on- the drum. When setting up the sheave
and drum; keep them far enougiT apart to make
the fleet angle small. About 15 times the width
of the drum should be. the minimum distapce
between the drum axle and the sheave axle.
This will ensure that the fleet angle is no more
than 1 1/2 to 2 degrees. (The width of th drum
is measured from flange to flange.)

35

Voo
Seizing and Cuthng

Great care is exercised in the manufacture
of wire rope to lay each wire in the strand and
eadh strand .ln;the rope under uniform tension.
If the ends of the rope are not secured properly,
the original balance of tension will be disturbed
and maximum service will not be obtaihed, be-
cause sonie strands will carry a'greater portion
of the load than others. Before cutting steel wire
rope, place three sets of seizing on each side
a the point where the rope is to be cut.

To make a temporary wire rope seizing,
wind on the seizing wire uniformly, using tension
on the wire. After taking the required number
of turns as in step 1 in figure 38, twist the ends
of the wires4' counterclbckwise as in step 2.
Grasp ends with end-cutting nippers and twist
up slack as in step 3. Do not try to tighten
seizing by twisting. Draw up bn seizing as in
step 4.. Again twist up the slack, using nippers,
as hi step 5. Repeat steps 4 and 5 if necessary.
Cu ends and pound them down on the rope
as i step k If the seizing is to be permanent,
or if the rope is 1 5/8 inch or more in diam-
eter, use a serving, bar ot iron to increase
tension on the seizifig wire when putting on the
turns.

411
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Putting temporary seizing
on wire rope.



Figure 39. Hammer-type wire rope cutter.

Wire rope can be cut sudcessfully by a
number of methods. One effective yet simple
method is that of using a hammer-type wire
rope cutter (see figure 391. (Remember that
all wire must be seized before it is cut.) For
best results in using this method, place the
rope in the bottom of the cutter, as illustrated,
so that the blade comes between the two central
seizings. With the blade claim against the rope
at the location of the cut, strike the top of fhe
blade sharply several times with a sledge ham-
mer.

Wire rope can be cut easily with a hydraulic
wire rope cutter. This device works, basically
like a hydraulic jack; as you pump the handle,
a cutter comes down and cuts the wire rope.

Bolt caters are suitable only for cutting
*wire of fairly small diamete; but the oxyacety-
lene torch will cut Wire of any diameter.10ther
cutting tools include the hacksaw and cold chi-
sel, but with them the cutting operation is
Slower.

Inspecting for Wear

You ghould frequently inspect wire rope
for fishilooks, kinks, and worn and corroded

_Apots. Wnrn spots show up as shiny flattened
surface& TO determine the wear, you must
know (1) the original diameter of the wire rope,
(2) the present diameter of -the wire rope at the
worn place, and (3) the diameter of a single
wire in one of the strands of the wire rope. The
original diameter of the rope is shOwn in the ship's
reco ds. Find the actual diameter by measuring
wi

or
a micrometer or vernier caliper, as shown

in igure 30. Now, subtract the measured diameter
of the wire rope from the original diameter, If the
difference is half the diameter Of the single wire,

1
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Figure 40. Use of wire rope clips.

the safe working load of the wire rope is reduced
materially. If the difference is equal to or greater
than the diameter of the single wire, replace the
rope. Even if no worn spots are apparent, measure
wire rope occasionally to determine the overall
wear. Take three or four measurements at inter-,
vals of several feet and find the mean. The same
rule applies here as with worn spots: Replace the
rope if the outer wires are worn to one-half their
original diameter.

Rusting and corrosion of the wires and deteri-
oration of .the fiber core sharply decrease the
strength of a rope. It is impossible to estimate
accurately the loss in strength from these effect&

Wire Rope Clips

A temporary eye splice may be put in wire
rope by using clips. A single clip, as shown
in figure 40, consists of three parts: I.4-bolt,
roddle (or saddle), and .nuts. The correct and
incorrect methods of applying these clips to
wire rope are shown- in--figur-401theseeend-

/ incorrect method shown is the most comMon.
Notice that the CORRECT way is to apply the
clips so that the U-bolts bear against the bitter
end, that- is, the short end of the rope. If the
clips are attached incorrectly, the result will be
distortion or mashed spots on the live end of
the rope. An old rule to remember is "never
saddle a dead horse".

In_applying the clips, make sure the distance
between them is equal to six times the diameter
of the rope. After a rope is under strain,
tighten the clips again. Tighten the clips on
operating ropes every few hours and inspevt
the ropes carefully at. points Where there are
clips. Pay particular attention to the wire at
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the -clip farthest from the eye, as vibration
and whipping are dampened here and fatigue
breaks are likely to occur.

To obtain maximum strength in a tem-
porary eye splice, use the correct size and
number of wire clips. The size is stamped on
the roddle between the t;vo holes.A thumb
rule for determining the number of clips re-
quired for various sizes of rope is to 'multiply
the diameter of the rope by 3 ahd add 1; stated
as a formula,'this means.

3D + 1 = number of clips

As an example, if the rope has a diameter of
1 inch, deteribine the number of clips as fol-
lows:

3 x 1 + 1 = 4 clips

In case the answer contains a fraction, use
the next largest whole number.

The clips should be properly spaced to pro-
vide a good hold on the rope. To determine the
correct- distanêe between the clips, multiply
6 times the diameter of the rope. Here, as in
determining the number of clips, if thlfanswer
contains a fraction, use the next 1argt whole
number.

An improved type of wire rope clip which
has been developed is shown in figure 41. This
type has a few advantages over that shown in
figure 40, In the improved type, both halves
are identical and provide a bearing surface
for both parts of the rope. Thus, the plip cannot
be put on wrong, and it will not destroy the wire.
It also allows a full swing with a wrench.

, Inspect and tighten wire rope Clips at regular
interals. Also, after comparatively long use, the
clips should be-removed and the rope examined
for broken wires. If any are present, the dam-
aged pirt should be removed and a new attach-
ment made.
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Figure 41. Improved type wire rope clip.

While only 2 wire clips are required oh
3/16" wire to make a safe temporary eye splice,
a minimum of 3 wire clips 'is recommended to
assure proper wire alignment. A similar condition
exists when you make a temporary eye splice
using a Nicopress sleeve (figure 42); only 1
sleeve is required, but the use of 2 sleeves
is recommended to ensure that no equip,ment
loss results because of an improper sleeve
application. Space the Nicopress sleeves in the
same manner recommended for spacing wires,
clips.

F,igure 42 shows the Nicopress tool and
sleeves used for making temporarj eye.splices
in wire rope. Also shown are thimbles, swivels,
wire clips, and shackles. These are a few of
the tools and equipment commonly used when you
areewerking with oceanographic wire rope.

This section has ,covered wire rope in
general; more detailed inforniation may be fOund
in Chapter 27 of the Naval Ships Technical
Manual. Additional information about oceano-
graphic wire rope may be found in CG 410
or N. 0. Pub. 607:

1.1
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Figure 42. The Nicopress tool and sleeves, wire rope, thimbles, swivels, wire-clips, and shackles.
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Figure 43, Platform, ALFrame, meter wheel, and counter W.,.
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PLATFORM RIGGING.

The platform, gallows, meter wheel, counter
cable, counter (see figure 43), and oceanographic
weight are all part of a ,completed rigging
necessaty for most hydrographic work performed
by Coast Guard vessels.

Platform

The rigging of the oceanographic platform
is not a difficult task if done properly. A great
deal of time and eneru may be saved by keep-
ing the platform in good .repair and the rigging
fittings well lubricated. As you rig the plat-
form in the working position, ensure that all
bolts and pins are securely in place. An impro-
perly sized fitting can cause slack in the rigging
that may well result in warped connecting points.

Upon completion of a cruise, the disassem-
bling of the platform rigging is nearly as im-
portant as the assembling. At the time of dis-
assembling, you should clean the various con-
nections, inspect the sigging for wear or other
weak points, and relubricate the various fittings
as required. By following this procedure andnoting any discrepancies, you will know the
condition of your equipment and what needs to
be replaced and will assure yourself a smooth
and rapid rigging the next cruise, ,

Gallows

After the platform is in position, rig the
gallows (A-frame). As you rig the gallows,
exercise the same care that you did in rigging
the platform. The height of the gallows and the
wire angle have an effect on your ability to
work with equipmerit that you must place on, or
retrieve from, the oceanographic wire. If the
gallows is too high and the wire angle is too large,
the equipment is difficult to reach; inveraely,
if the gallow-i- iS too low and the wire angle is
too small, damage to equipment cati result or
the wire can become fouled, or even sheared,
by the platform or the ship's hull.

Cofisiderations other than .equipment safety
are necessary; personal safety should always be
FIRST, If the 'gallows is high, neVer over-reach
your position while working with equipment on the
platform. If the, gallows is low, be mindful of
the dangers to you or your men by a low meter
wheel and running wire.
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Meter Wheel

After you have positioned the gallows, yOU
may rig the meter wheel (block). The meter
wheel is a diamond-shaped roller bearing block
combining some of the features of both blocks
in figures 44 and 45. Normally rig the meter
wheel from the top of the gallows by using a
shackle. Pass the shackle through a ring secured
to the gallows while passing the shackle screw
pin through the round eye of the meter wheel
swivel. (See figure 46.)

A properly rigged meter wheel will swing
freely from 'the gallows. This swinging action
will prevent the wire from jumping the meter
wheel sheave even if your ship is pitching or
rolling moderately.

Care and maintenance of the meter wheel
is important to the success of, your oceano-
graphic program. Check the wheel for ease of
movement before each cruise and each cast.
To prevent the wheel from binding, lubricate
it periodically. The wheel has -grease fittings
that permit quick and proper lubrication with a
grease gun. You must judge the frequency of lub-
rication that your work load requires; however,
it is recommended that you purge the wheel prior
to the first hydrographic station, after each
station, and before subsequent hydrographic sta-
tions if weather cbnditions are bad or the time
between stations is long. Unless the wheel is
binding or visual inspection reveals a problem,
an annual disassembly for inspection of the bear-
ings and internal wear should ensure trouble-
free service of a meter wheel.

Counter

A counting device is required for most
oceanographic work. The oceanographic winch is
usually equipped with a counter that indicates
the amount of wire payed out, and the meter
wheel is usually equipped with a direct countef.
In addition to these counting devices, a remote
counter is required equipment. Ths remote count-
er, which is normally rigged oh the gallows,
provides the most accurate measurement of cable
payed out. The remote counter's required main-
tenance is minori, keep the counter clean and
well greased.
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Counter Cable

A counter cable is used to connect the re-
mote counter to the meter wheel. A properly
rigged counter cable has sufficient slack to pre-
vent excessive strain on the connections at the
meter wheel or counter during periods of bad
weather or large wire angles. These connecting
cables are available with a plastic coating to
redtice corrosion and to increase service life.
With proper lubrication and proper fitting con-
nections, the counter cable will perform well,
hut always have a spare one aboard for each
cruise.

Weight

n oceanographic weight completes the basio
platf rm rigging and is used to stabilize the
oceangrc wire. This-weight usually consists
of a metal block . about 24 inches long with an
eye-ring at each end. The weight does not
require maintenance, but painting it a light color
white or yellow will make it prominent as it
nears the water's surface.

PLATFORM AREA SAFETY

Since deck safety has such a broad base,
we will restrict this section to the areas of

a safety associated with oceanographic work.

While the safety of deck equipment is very
important, the safety of personnel is ALWAYS
the prime consideration. Under normal operating
condition3.,...personnel observing the following min-- imum safety requirements should be able to
function in a safe and proficient manner. The
important thing to remember about safety of
any nature is that a basic knowledge of the job
and/or equipment coupled with common sense
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rooresults in safe and efficient performanc under
normal operating conditions.

Mien you analyze the nature of any as
task for possible types of personal injury, ou
should determine your need for appropriate safety
equipment. When you are subject to head injury,
wear a hard hat. If your feet are liable to injury,
wear safety shoes. When working on the plat-
form, wear a work-type vest, because you are
often subject to falling over the side. Ih a
situation requiring you to remove outboard life
lines, wear a harness with an attached safety
line in addition to the life vest. If sufficient
personnel are available, they should hand-tend
this safety line; otherwise, secure the line to
the ship.

With these recommended precautions in mind,
an ideal oceanographic team conducting a Nansen
cast would be outfitted as follows:

1. Safety officer - hard hat,

2. -,Oceanographic supervisor - hard hat,
safety shoes, and life vest.

3. Platform man - hard hat, safety shoes,
ife yes , d swimmer's harness.

4. Bottle passer - hard hat, safety shoes,
and life vest.

5. Winch operator - hard hat.

Rig the swimmer's harness and the attached
safety line in such a fashion to allow a man fall-
ing from the platform to hit the water and still
have some slack line. The reason for this length
of line is to prevent the man from being stopped
shbrt and incurring bodily harm from the fall
or from striking the side of the ship. A pro-
perly tended line will prevent the man from
being drawn into the screws and will facilitate
hauling the man aboard.

The handling of oceanographic wire an
ever-present safety hazard. To minimize this
hazard, you should always wear gloves to proèct
your hands frorn fish hooks that may have
developed in the wire. A useful device to aid
in fending the wire away from the platform during
periods of low wire angles is a leather arm
guard. The platform man should have this device

0
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laced to his forearm when he is either lowaring
or retrieving a Nansen cast.

The position Of the oceanographic platform
aboard your vessel may present hazards to both
personnel and equipment. High wire angles may
result in a situation that requires the platform
man to overextend his reach. To prevent this
hazard, reduce the wire angle by a boat hook;
however, for added leverage, a hook on the end
of a line fair-led through a block works extremely
well.

As mentioned previously, one of the duties
of the platform man is to fend the wire from
the platform. This action prevents the equip-
ment on the wire from striking the platform and
also reduces the possibility of severing the wire
on the platform edge. The possibility of severing
or fouling the wire on the edge of the platform
can be greatly reduced if a roller assembly is
installed on the outboard edge of the platform.

The platform's position may also bring about
a pendulum situation. This is a situation that
results when a heavy object is positioned on the
end of the oceanographic wire. As the object
breaks the surface, the rolling action of the ship
sets the objectn motion, swinging it back and
forth. Extreme caution is required in this sit-
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uation. Simply applyh force on the wire may"
dampen the swinging ac on; more positive mea-
sures may be requiredsuoh as a man position-
ed at a lower level with a means to fend the
object off. 'A light rod or boat hook with a C-
clamp attached can be effective in some cases.

The pendulum effect can cause extensive
damage to deep-sea reversing thermometers,
STQ.sensing units, sonar pingers, and bottom
sampling equipment. Be aware of the dangers
to both your men and your equipment, because
you require both to perform a successful ob--
servational program.

If you are the oceanographic supervisor
or the man working on the- platform, one of the
best ways to insure a safe working area is to
conduct a personal. check of all safety keepers,
cotter pins, and shackles. Be sure that the
shackles are safety wired.

In closing this area of instruction, remember
hat the suggestions in this section are for the
most part MINIMUM requirements, and, at no
time are they to be, considered all .inclusive.
The Commandant, as well as area, district, and
unit commanders. issues Instructions and Notices
for YOUR safety and the safety of your equip-
ment. Know, WHAT to do and WHEN to do it!
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eCE.ANOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS

N ATER SAMPLERS

To know the ocean is to analyze its con-
tents. One of a Marine- Science Technician's
most important ,jobs is collecting water samples
for analysis.

The simplest, and perhaps the earliest, water
sampler-is nothing more than an orcparybucket.
As an effective water sampler, the bucket is
restricted to surface samples. Water drawn from
a bucket gainple is of little or no value for
oxygen or nutrient analysis.

The need for uncontaminated water,samples
from the ocean's surface to various depths below
the surface has fostered mkny varied sampling
devices. History indicates that the first sampling
device was a bottle invented by Hooke in 1611.
Since., then, more than 50 types have been devel-
oped and used by different researchers over the.
years. Experience has shown that a simple but
rugged design was called for. The equipment
used _for water sampling must withstand the rig-
orous nceati environment.

NANSEN BOTTLE

The sampler\,that has the widest usage in
the Coast Guard today .is the ,Nansen bottle.
This sampler was geveloped in the latter part

.of the 19th century by the famed Norwegian
arctic explorer and oceanographer, Fredtjof
Nansen.

The Nansen bottle (figure 47) is a metal
reversing water sampler with a 1.25-liter cap-
acity. 'The bottle- is fitted at both ends with
tapered plug valves that ara joined with a con-
necting rod. This arrangement allows the bottle
to withstand the great pfessures of deep water.
At any desired depth the bottle can be reersed

11%
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(figure 48), closing the valves and. obtaining a
water sample for that particular level.

While the Nansen bottle is simple in ,both
operation and construction, it requires proper
maintenance and preparation_prior to use. Before
you -use a Nansen bottle on a station, check it
carefully for proper operation of parts. Lub-
ricate the valves with silicone stopcock grease
to insure smooth movement as well as a water-
tight seal. Lubricate all moving parts with pene-
trating oil to give free action. Test the bottle-treleasing mechanism for roper action. If it is
weak, the bottle may tr prematurely during
ldwering of the cast. If the release mechanism
is too stiff, the bottle may not reverse when
it is tripped. The air vent holes should be free
of any foreign material and the vent screw
should turn smoothly. Smooth action of the drain

fpetcock is also required.

A Nansen bottle spare-parts kit is available
through regular supply sources and should be
part of your ship's allowance list. This kit con-
tains spare clamps, springs, washers, pins, and
necessary tools to effect minor repairs and
general maintenance.

NISKIN BOTTLE

Another water sampler that is becoming
more useful in oceanographic work is the Nisign
bottle (figure 49). The Niskin bottle comes in
various sizes and can easily be adapted for a
variety of observations requiring larger samples
than those provided by a Nansen bottle. A Niskin
bottle with a 1.7-liter capacity is available and
can be nsed for quality control sampling required
with STD operations. This size bottle requires
a barrel type messenger as a tripping device.
While the Niskin bottle is a sturdy piece of
equipment, it is subject to breakage if not handled
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with care. Usual repair of a bottle consists of
gluing the bottle to the mounting mechanism.

ROSETTE MULTI-SAMPLER

The General Oceanics Rosette Multi-Sampler
(Model RMS-12) is an electrically actuated set of
sampling bottles mounted on an Underwater trig-
gering unit that allows the bottles to close sequen-
tially on command from a shipboard deck unit. The
sampler can be used alone or onsthe same sea
cable with most Bissett-Berman STD Measuring
Systems . Monitoring the STD system's strip-chart
plotter during a cast enables a sampler to be trig-
gered as it pas.ses through an area of interest to an
observer. The RMS-12 contains twelve 1..7-liter
sampling bottles (figure 50).

The Rosette Multi-sampler system is com-
prised of a deck unit, underwater triggering unit,
and samplers. The Rosette deck unit supplies pow-
er and actuation signals to the triggering unit
through a single-conductor sea cable. The sam-
plers can be fitted with reversing thermometer
frames (figure 49C). When this system is used
with an STD system, the Rosette deck unit is elec-
trically intercdnnected between the STD deck unit
and the sea cable, and the Rosette underwater trig-
gering unit is electrically interconnected between
the sea cable conductor and the STD underwater
unit. When the Rosette sampler is triggered, the
STD system is automatically cut out of the system
for approximately five seconds to actuate and re-
charge the sampler mechanism. When using
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Figure 49. Niskin Bottle (A) before trippingAB) after tripping, and (C) thermometer frame.
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reversing ther,mometers, wait ten minutes for the
thermometers to equilibrate at eacp sampling
depth at which they are used beforetriggering the
sampler.

Maintenance of the multi-sampler ie4imfted
to washing down the samplers and the deck unit
with fresh water after each immersion and to
ensuring that the releasing pins are free from
foreign matter and are well lubrigated with a
silicone spray. On a weekly basis, remove the
top plate of the underwater triggering unit by
unscrewing the six allenhead, screws in order
to enable thorough cleaning of all releasing pins,
springs, plastic pin, and pin slots in the upper
plate. Apply silicone grease to the allenhead
screws before replacing the top plate.

TEMPERATURE MEASURING EQUIPMENT

SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE

The temperature of the sea water surface
is one of the most common temperature measure-
ments observed today. The method most "fre-
quently used to measure this temperature is
to immerse the bulb end of an ordinary ther-
mometer into a water sample collected in a buc-
ket and to read the resulting temperature. Another
common method of measuring sea water surface
temperature is to measure the temperature at
the sea water, intake. The need for improved
equipment and methods otfetemperature measure-
ment is widely recognized..

Bucket Method

The types of thermomete9 used for measur-
ing bucket temperatures vary from the ordinary
air sensing type to the special construction
type. An observation program that demands great
accuracy -requires special construction of the
thermometers such as an expanded scale, for
more accurate readings. The accuracy of a temp-
erature reading depends upon the construction
and markings of the thermometer; therefore,
it is recommended that you estimate to the
nearest one-tenth of the scale's value; e.g., if
the scale is marked for each 2.0 degrees, you
should estimate the value to the nearest 0.2 degree.

T.he recommended procedure for measuring
surface sea water temperature by the bucket
method is to obtain the sample forward of any
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, overboard discharges, move.kpe bucket to a
shaded area protected from the wind if possible,
immerse the bulb-end of the thermometer into
the sample and swirl it until the temperature
has stabilized, and then read the thermometer
whi,le the sensing bulb is still immersed in
order to prevent 'an erroneous reading caused
by evaporation. A minimum of 41,1 readings
should be taken to insure a valid temperature
measurement.

Sea Water Intake Method

Sea water intake temperatures may be used
if necessary; however, it is recommended that
a periodic comparison be made between the intake -

reading .and the readings obtained, by the bucket
method. A .series of such readings at different
cruising speeds of: your vessel will indicate an
even better 'comparison, and any difference that
appears to be consistent should be, used to
correct readings obtained by the in ke method.

SUBSURFACE TEMPERATURE

The measurement of subsurface water temp-
erature is a more difficult task than the measure-
ment of surface water temperature. In this course
we will cover the subsurface temperature measu-
ing methods most commonly used in the Coast
Guard. These methods involve four types of
measuring instruments: the deep-sea reversing
thermometer, the mechanical bathythermograph,
the expendable bathythermOgraph, and the sal-
inity-temperature-depth measuring system.

Deep-Sea Reversing Thermometer

Deep-sea .reversing thermometers are uSed
in conjunction with water sampling bottles. These
thermometers are yery expensive and require
delicate handling. The purpose of these ther-
mometers is to measure in gitu water temp-
eratures, by reversing the thermometers at a
desired depth, at which .time the mercury that
has enteted the stem will indicate the temper-
ature of the water at that particular depth.

These thermometers' operation is simple,
but their construction requires delicate handhng.
There are basically two types Of deep-dee re-
versing thermometersthe protected and ,the
unprotected (figure 51). Each thermometer actu-
ally consists of -two instrumentsz---the main
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thermometer and the auxiliary thermometer.
The main thermometer is the reversing instru-
ment that indicates the water temperature, while
the auxiliary is an ordinary thermometer used
to indicate ambient temperature conditions used
for correcting the main thermometer reading.

The main thermometer is essentially a
double-ended thermometer. In the upright or
lowering ,position, it has a- large reservoir of
mercury at the lower'end connected by means

.of a fine capillary to a small bulb at the upper
end. The capillary is Conitricted and branched
jitst above the reservoir. This branching point
is Called the Appendix dead arm. The function
of the appendix dead arm is to provide a means
of separating the mercury in the reservoir.

Above the appendix dead arm, the thermometer
id bent in a 360 loop, referred to as the pigtail,
and then continues straight and terminates with
the bulb at the upper end.

. .

The main thermometer is so constructed
that in the upright or lowering position mercury
fills the reservoir, the capillary, and sometimes
part of the bulb, depending upon the temperature.
When the ,thermometer reverses, the mercury
column breaks at the appendix dead arm and
descends into the bulb, filling it and part of
the stem,, thus indicating the temperature at the .
depth of reversal. The meroury remains at this_
reading until the thermometer is returned to
the upright position; then the Mercury drains
from the bulb and back into the reservoir.
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Figure 52. Special carry.ing cases
for storing and transporting thermometers.

The protected and unprotectedthermometers
are similar in basic construction; however, the
protected thermometer is enclosed in a sealed
glass jacket that protects the thermometer from
hydrostatic pressure. The space,surrounding the
reservoir of the main thermometer is filled
with niercury to insure good therrnal sensing
qualities, -thereby gjving a trite reading of the
surrounding water parcel. The unprotected ther-
mometer has, a glass jacket; but unlike the pro--,.;
teeted thermometer, the unprotected thermometer
iS :subjected to hydrostatic pressure because
there iS an opening at one end to allow direct-
contact with the water. The readings indicated
by the unprotected thermometer are a result
of both water temperature and water pressure.
The unprotected thermometer is very useful for
determining the depth at which the thermometers-.
,were reversed. This depth is called thermometric
depth and is compared to desired depth to deter-
mine accepted depth.

,

When you are handling reversing thermom-
eters, take care NEVER to allow atherinometer
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to lay on its side. The reason for this is that
the construction of these thermometers is such
that , if they are in a horizontal position, the
mercury in the main therm'orneter may become
separated. This _separation can trap gas in the
stem and, cause the instrument to malfunction.
Foy this reason, thermometers are always trans-
ported from one vessel to another by hand-

.,carrying.

A special carrying case (figure 52) is made
for the storage' and transport of these thermo-
meters., These cases are padded with shock
absorbent, material and have compartments' for
either 48 or .60 Thermometers:The thermometer
are placed in the .case with the reservoir end
down; however', if the air temperature is expected
to drop, to -10° C or lower, the thermometers
should be reversed to prevent damage to the

4 auxiliary thermometers. Thereversing thermom-
eters 'should be reversed once each 24 hours to
insure satisfactory functioning of these instru-
ments. If no, observational programs are ex-
pected within a 5-day period, the exercise period
may be reduced to once every 48 hours.
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Figure 53. 8athSrthermograph (BT).
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Figure 54. BT temperature and pressure elements.

In N. 0. Pith. 607, there is a chapter about
manipulating malfuncttonlna reveising thermo-
meters. The only malfunction that is considered
to be correctable aboard ship is the malfunction
referred to as FTD (fails to drain). This is the
condition that 'exists when the mercury does
not properly empty out of- the bulb when the
tbermorneter is righted. This condition is easily
recognized and shbuld be handled as outlined
in N. 0.- Pub. 607.

Mechanical Bathythermograph (BT)

The best single indeX to subsurface con-
ditions is the temperature distribution in the
Wer layers of the ocean. An important in-

'strifinent for measuring this distribution is the
bathythermograph (BT), a device -which records
the sea temperature variation with depth., The
mechanical BT can be operated at ship speeds

,

4

up to 18 knots, with the best operation at speeds
of 12 knots or less. The mechanical BT is a
brass, torPedo-shaped Osh containing sensing
elements for measuring temperature and pres-

.sure, and a recording slide coated with a stable
gold alloy. (See figures 53 and 54.)

The thermal element, corresponding to the
mercury column in a glass thermometer, con-
sists of about 45 to 50 feet of fine copper tubing
filled with xylene. The tubing is wound around
inside the tail fins of the BT and comes into
direct Contact with the sea water. As the xylene
expands or contracts with the changing water
temperature, the pressure inside the tubing
increases or decreases. This pressure change
is transmitted -to a Bourdon tube, a hollow
brass coil spring which carries a recording
stylus at its free end., The stylus records the
movements of the Bourdon, ea it expands or

50'
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Figure 55.-7., The BT.and its parts.

contracts with changing temperatures, on a coated
glass slide. The slide is 'held rigidly on the
end of a coil spring enclosed in a copper bel-
lows (sylphon cell). For a view of the bellows
and a further breakdown of construction, refer
to figure 55.

- 1Water pressure, which increases in pro-
portion`lo depth, compresses the sylSlion.as the
BT sinks. This depression of the sylphon pulls
the slide toward the nose of .the BT at right
angles to the direction in which the stylus moves
to record a combined record of temperature
versus depth (pressure). The maximum depth
range of a BT varies and is stamped on the nose
of the BT.

Since external pressure slightly affects the
internal pressure of the xylene in the Bourdon
and since temperature changes also influence
the movement of the sylphon, each instrument
must be carefUlly calibrated by the manufac-
turer.

A temperature of 105° F 'will bring the
recording stylus up- against a siop pin; if this
temperature is exceeded, permanent deforma-
tion of the brass coil of the Bourdon will occur'
and the calibration .of the instrument will be
ruined. Fdr this reason always keep the BT
out of the sun and away from the vicinity of
firerooms, steampipes, and other' sources .of
heat. MI instrument that has been overheated
may have the stylus arm jammed by the pen
lifter bar in the high temperature position. If,
another BT s aboard, use it and turn in the
damaged instrument for adjustment. If a spare
is not available, gently lift the stylus arm from
the pen lifter bar and let it swing back to the
low temperature side. The temperature cali-
bration will henceforth be in error as a result
of deformation of the Bourdon.

5.1

4 7
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Figu a . Grid mount assembly and slide
viewer.

The BT is an accurate measuring instruT
ment; and while the construction is reasonably
rugged, the internal mechanisms are delicate.
Careful handling is essential to maintain the
accuracy of.the measuring elements.

After each period of use, rinse the BT with
fresh water. Never store a BT that is being with-
drawn from the water without thoroughly rinsing
it. Rinse- the interior of the BT with one-half
cupful of grade III rust preventive compound
each week. Place the. BT in a clean bucket with
the tail fins down. Slide the sleeve forward
toward the nose, pour in the compound, and
close the sleeve. Then cover the four ports in
the body, shake the BT and turn it over on its
nose and back several times so that every part
is co4ered. Let the compound drain out. The
compound can be used several times as long
as it is clean. Do not oil the BT; fresh water
rinses after each use and rust preventive com-
pound rinses weekly comprise all the lubrication
necessary.

A special grid is supplied with each BT for
converting the stylus trace to values of tem-
perature and depth. These grids are riot inter-
changeable between 'instruments. It is the design
of the grid that compensates for the external
pressure forces acting on the sylphon and the
Bourdon tube.

A BT slide viewer and grid mount such aS
that shown in figure 56 is used. The BT slide, as
seen through the viewer, is shown in figure 57.
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Figure 57. BT slide as seen thrdugh

the viewer.

BT slides are packed in plastic boxes of
50 each. The slides have a very stable alloy
coatine on ode side; nevertheless, handle the_
slides by the edges only. Inspect the slides when
open* a new box, and report any-defects in
accordance with current NavShipSysCominstruc-,tions.

.Slides currently in use ire of two types:
smoked glass, which has been in use since the
BT was designed in 1938, and staballoy, a glass
slide coated on one side with' a stable gold
alloy. The staballby slides are now replacing
the older smoked glass slides; however, you may
encounter.both types.

When you remove used slides from the BT
after making an observation, label them, rinse
them in fresh water, and return them to the
plastic box. BT slides are a standard stock
item in the electronics system and are obtained

t through any normal supply channel.

Figures 58 and 59 show how a slide is in-
serted in the BT and how the slide is marked.
These procedures will be covered in greater__
detail in the pamphlet covering observational
procedures;

It is advisable to check the BT from time
to time _for temperature and depth errors. Most
errors result from- exceeding the maximum
temperature and depth range and from improper
handling. To discover malfunctions, compare
the traces/of two BT's which have been lowered
hi the sainfe water. Determine temperature errors
by immersing the thermal elements of the BT

e
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Figure 58. Inserthi-tilie slide.

Figure 59. Marking the slide.

in a bucket of water and measuring the water
temperature With a bucket thermometer. Deter-
pine depth (pressure) errors when the ship is
hove-to and lower the BT with a zero wire angle.

Use, the following limits of error as a guide
in determining need for repair or recalibration:

1. The temperature of the BT differs from
the ,bucket temperature consistently by 4 F or
more.

4?8



2. The temperature of the BT shifts er-
ratically from reading to reading, aS compared
to the bucket temperature or another BT.

3. The BT shows double -traces over. the '
entire length of the trace.

4. The BT shows a depth error of more
than 10 feet for a 200-foot instrument, 20 feet
for a 450-foot instrument, or 40 feet for 0a,
'900-foot instrument.

5. The stylus is dull and consistently pro-
duces a wide trace regardless of 'cleaning.

6. The date of the last calibration is more
than 18 months past:

If the BT exceeds any of the above limits, or
fails- to operate satisfactorily, turn it in to
thea nearest Bathytheimograph Repair Facility
along, with all its accessories, including grids
and grid mount assembly: The addresses for the
existing repair facilities are as follows:

1. Bathythermograph Repair Facility
Boston Naval Shipyard
Boston, Mass. 02129

2. Bathythermograph Repair Facility.
Mare Island Naval Shipyard
Vallejo, California

3. /3athythermograph Repair Facility
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
Navy #128
c/o Fleet Post Office
San Francisco, California

Requests for BT replacements should be
submitted to NavShipSysCbm in accordance with
existing instructions.

Complete descriptions of the mechanical
BT, slide, grid, and related equipment, along
with instructions for taking a BT observation
can be found in NAVOCEANO Pub. No. 606-c,
Oceanographic Office Observers Manual
Bathythermograph Observations.

Expendable Bathythermograph

Expendable bathythermographs have recently
been evaluated as a replacement for the
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Figure 60. Launching the XBT.

mechanical bathythermograph. This program has
resulted in instrumentation that is far superior
to mechanical bathythermographs in accuracy,
utilization, and total cost per reading.

Shipboard Expendable Bathaierniograph.
The Bathythermograph Set A147380-56, which
is built by the Sippicaq Corp., is an automatic
method for obtaining and recording ocean temp-

. erature data from shipboard while underway
(figure 60). The system, which can be operated
in virtually any sea state without changing the
ship's normal mode of operation, obtains a coin-
plete temperature profile to a depth of 1,500
feet in 90 seconds. Temperature readout is in

F and feet, unless the optional ° C and meters
chart is used.

The basic units of the system and their
relationship are shown in figure 61. The tints
are the probe (the expendable porlion of the
system), the launcher, and the recorder, (figure
62). Once the probe has been manually released
from the launcher, the, system automatically
records the temperature profile to the maximum
depth rating. Up to 200 profiles can be made on
a single roll of chart paper..

The prdbe release function requires an op-
erator to be stationed at the launcher. No stand-
by is, required at the ,recorder after check-
out unless communication of information from
individual probe drops is necessary.

- In operation, the expendable canister is
placed in th6 launcher and the breach is closed
(figure 63). This action results in a:waterproof
electrical connection between the recorder and
the probe. To launch .the probe, pull a pin which
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Figure 62. Recorder.
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Figure 63. Loading canister in breech.

protrudes from the launcher and holds the probe
in place. The probe is then free to fall from
the canister and doWn the launch tube. As the
probe, which is wire-linked back fo the launcher,
strikes the water, an electrode triggers the
recorder. The probe then descends at a known

rate. Both the probe and the canister in the
launcher contain specially wound spools of wire.
Since ,the wire is spooling from both ends,,
remains stationary in tht... water and tht. shi

rtually no restrictions
on spved or mancuvvring.
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A thermistor in the probe measures tem-
perature variations in the water to a depth of
1,500 feet, at which time the wire in the probe
and in the canister (for a ship proceeding at
30 knots) is expended and breaks. The empty
canister is -left in the launcher to protect the
contacts and discarded prior to another launch.
The resulting strip chart is used in the usual
manner. The tolerances and equipment for this
system are listed in table 3.

A cost effectiveness study comparing ac-
curacy, utilization, and cost of mechanical
bathythermographs and XBT's was conducted
to determine whether the new system could
effectively replace standard bathythermographs.
The results of this study show a sign' ant
Cost, accuracy, and utilization improveme4 for
the XBT systerh. An important factor in his
study was the cost of fuel expended in peed
changes necessary to obtain mecha bathy-_
thermograph readings during certain tac al
situations.

Expendable bathythermograph systems
been discussed for some time as an alterma ive
to mechanical bathythermographs. No 'until re-
cently, however, has the technology been avail-
able to build such a system at a reasonable
cost. The following three major factors are
inVolved:

1. The determination that the terminal
velocity of a probe falling through water is
reproducible enough, under all .environmental
conditions°, t6 enable the use of time as a meas-
ure of depth in lieu of a depth sensor.

2. The ability of thermistor manufacturers
to produce large ivantities of reproducible, inex-
pensive therrdistors with fast response character-
istics.

/3"

P., The ability of wire manufacturers to pro-
duce extremely long lengths of special wire
with no pinholes.



Table 3. Tolerances and equipment-associated with the AN/SSQ-56.

TOLERANC ES
SYSTEM

Temperature range
Temperatuie accuracy
Depth range

Depth accuracy

Deployment cycle time
Ship speed

Gradient resolution

Full-scale pen travel
Operating modes

RECORDER
Power supply requirements:

Nominal

Range

Accuracy

28' to 96" F or -2" to 35" C
*0. 4' F full range or 0. 2' C
0 to 1500 feet with T-4-probe

2%or 15 feet, whichever is greater
90 seconds for 1500-foot drop
0 to 30 knots

63% of a step change in temperature in 3 feet; 95% of a step
change in temperature in 9 feet

second
(a) Check mode
(b) Launch mode
(c) Measure mode
(d) Reload mode

4,

Chart (available in 'C and
meters or ,F and feet)

120 VAC 60 Hz, 1-phase, 25 watts
107 - 127 VAC 57 - 63 Hz

± 0.22 F

200 probe drops per chart

EQUIPMENT
Package Equipment Size Weight,

Cardboard carton Probes (12 per carton). ; 14 1/4-x 11 1/4 x 17 1/4 in. 38 lb
c$ .

t 17.3 kg
Wooden container Launcher (with 100 ft. cable) 62 x 12 1/4 x 10 1/4 in. 110 lb.

158 x 31.1 x 26 cm 64.4 kg
Calibration canister.

-,-- 50 kg- , .
Canvas cover safety chaiit160, --- ---_

Wooden container Recorder (with power cable). 16 x 20 1/2 x 18 in. 57 lb
,0a 40. 6 x 52.1 x 45.7 cm 25.9 kg

Extra chart paper. --- ---
Instruction manual. 2 copies . ...5._. ,

4 32
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Figure 64. Bathythermograph Transitter
Set AN/SSQ-36.

The XBT system in it§ .present configura-
tion is being installed in certain ships to support
special programs. General fleet introduction
will proceed subsequent to the -development and
evaluation of an appropriate recorder and an
inboard lawith capability. Experience gained
from present installatibns indicates that launch
through a hull opening well aft and above the water-
line may be the optinlum solution.

The new system will not only provide a
marked improvement tactically, but will prof-
vide more reliable and easily processed data
for such applications as environmental prediction
programs.

airborne Expendable BT (AN/SSQ-36).
Bathythermograph Transmitter Set AN/SSQ-

(BTS) is an expendable unit designed to be
dropped into the sea from an aircraft. When

AN/SSO-36

ROTOCHUTE WADES

2
CAP

RETAINING
SPRING

LANYARD

RETAINER

LATCH SPRING

RELEASE PLATE /-
TRIGGER

TEMPERATURE
PROBE

TRANSMITTING
ANTENNA

Figure 65. Sequence of operation.

deployed, the BTS detecs and transmits sea
water temperature data to the dispensing air-
craft or another suitable receiving station.

The design of the unit is such that all op-
erating adjustments and preparations for use
are made- at the time of manufacture. For this
reason, no preflight checking or adjustment
is required. Likewise, since the equipment will
be expended in operation, neither maintenance
nor service will be required in normal usage.

This system determines.sea water tempera-
ture from depths of sea level to 1,000 feet. It
transmits this information to a receiving air:
craft for recording an interpretation. (See figure
64.)

The drop limitations from the aircraft range
from a maximum speed of 150 knots at a min-
imum altitude of 150 feet to a-maximum speed
Of 250 knot§ at 500 feet.

When the BTS has cleared the launching
tube of, the aircraft, a rotochute (an assembly
of four autorotationai blades) opens to stabilize
and slow the descent of .the BTS. When the
BTS strikes the water, the rotochute is jet-
tisoned. (See figure 65.)

Upon entering the water, the lower section
of the BTS becomes flooded, permitting the
sea water battery- to activate. Approximately
5' seconds later the transmitter section of the
BTS emits a continuous, unmodulated, VHF
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0.-1611111'
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Underwater Unit

Figure.6.6. Model 9040 Salinity-Temperature-Depth
Measuring System, Overall View.

carrier signal. After transmitting the carrier
for approximately 30 'seconds, a timing circuit
releases the temperature probe, permitting it
to descend at a constant rate. Simultaneously,
the VHF carrier signal is modulated by an
audiofrequency signal generated within the de-
scending probe. This audiofretaiency signal varies
directly in frequency with changes in the water
temperature environment of the de'scending probe.

The probe descends at a constant rate of 5
feet per second, until its terminal depth of 1-,000
feet has been reached. The receiving aircraft
records temperature variations transmitted by
the BTS. Integration of the known time rate
of the probe descent with water temperature
data provides accurate recordings of the sea
water temperature/depth relationship. An auto-
matic timing circuit causes transmission to
cease after amiroximately 6 minutes.

The BTS incorporates an automatic scut-
tling device consisting of a Water-soluble plug
in the outer casint below the waterline. When

03

z

the plug dissolves, water is permitted to enter
the watertight compartment, causing the BTS
to sink. The floating period of the BTS is a
function of water temperature; the plug dissolving
mbre rapidly in warm water than cdol water.
In no case, however, is the dissolving time less
than 15 minutes nor more than 15 hours.

A detailed description of individual com-
ponents is contained in the handbook accom-
panying the equipment.

, Salinity-Temperature-Depth
Measuring System

.58'

The Salinity-Temperature-Depth (STD) Meas-
u ring System currently used in the Coast Guard
is the Model 9040 system that replaces the Model
9006 System. The STD is manufactured by the
Bissett-Berman Corporation and consists of a
compact, rugged, underwater unit and a cabinet
containing surface deck terminal equipment
(figure 66). The underwater unit is eqt.ipped
with precision transducers which sense salinity,
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temperature, and depth data. Solid-state elec-
tronics in the underwater unit convert the sensed
parameters into a composite FM data signal
which is transmitted tWrough a sea cable to the
surf.ice duck terminal equipment for processthg
and 'recording. The deck terminal equipment
'separates individual data signals-trom the F,M
composite signal and records salinity and tem-

., perature data as a function of depth on pressure-
sensitive paper in the plotter..

AC
POWER

DErA TERMiNAL EOLIIN.IENT

Functional Descri-ption. Figure 67is a black
diagram of the Model 9040 STD system. The
system consists of the underwater unit connected
via a winch system to the surface deck terminal
equipment, The winch system consists of the
sea cable, slip rings, and connecting cable.
External 115 VAC line power is converted in the
deck equipment to regulated 28 VDC for the
signal converter electronics and to 150 ma
constant current for the underwater unit. With
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power applied, the STD equipment automatically
measures and records the sensed variables of
seawater properties.

The underwater unit consists of the sal-
inity, temperature, ahd depth sensors; a Bis-
sett-Berman PARALOC oscillator (which is an
integral part of each sensor); and a. mixer
circuit. The salinity, temperature, and depth
transducers and their associated solid-state elec-
tronics are located in the sensor package, section
of the underwater unit. The Paraloc circuits,
the salinity system balance amplifier, and the
mixer. are located in the FM.electronics section
of the underwater unit.

Seawater ,salinity is determined in situ by
sensing conductivity, temperature, and pressure.
Conductivity is measured by sensing the con-
ductivity of dissolved solids in the seawater which
provide an inductive loot that couples two trans-
foriners in the conductivity head. Seawater con-
ductivity is a complex functioh of temperature,
pressure, and. salinity; and in the Model' 9040
system, automatic compensation is continuously
aptlied for the effect of temperature and pres-
sure changes, as well ac for a terhPerature
effect on depth. These compensations provide
an output which is a direct function of salinity alone
and which is directed to a Paraloc that gen-
erates an FM signal which is an analog of
the measured salinity.

The Paraloc is an AC voltage-to-frequency
converter which operates within a fixed FM band-
Width that is- established for each Measured
parameter. Output signal changes from the Para-
loc are directly proportional to Input voltage
variations. The result, then, of a change in
seawater, salinity is an FM signal, the fre-
quency of which increases with increasing sal-
inity and decreases with, 'decreasing Salinity.
This signal is applied to the mixer.

The temperature transducer is a platinum-
resistance thermometer which forms one leg
of a bridge. It is completely protected from strain
caused by ambient pressure and, even at great
depths, maintains a short response time. Var-
iation's in temperature change the resistance of
the platinum conductor and, consequently, change
the yoltage dropped across it. This voltage is
'applied to a Paraloc circuit, which generates
an FM signal analogous to the voltage differ-
ential created.by changes' in temperature. This
signal is transmitted to the mixer.

The depth system incorporates a pressure
transducer containing a strain-gage bridge which
is in balance at zero psi and becomes increas-
ingly unbalance'd as pressure increases. Re-
distance changes in the bridge ciicuit are con-
verted to a frequeridy analog in the Paraloc
and are.transmittad to the mixer.

The underwater signal mixer receives and
regulates power, from the deck terminal equip-
ent and transmits it to the sensors. It also
multiplexes and amplifies FM signals frodr the
paralods and transmits them up the sea cable
to the deck terminal equipment. Multiplexing
all data into an FM composite signal permits
continuous and simultaneous, transmission of
all sensor data to the deck unit in a single'
conductor sea cable.

The mixer receives 150 constant cur-
rent from the deck power supply and converts
it to regulated voltage. Constant current instead
of constant voltage is supplied from the deck,
because variations in cable impedance would
cause variations in line drops, with subsequent
variations in the voltage supplied to the sensor
systems. The current remains constant and
does not change due to cable drop. The incoming
constant current is regulated to 6 VDC and 28 VDC
in the mixer and is supplied to the sensor and
Paraloc circuits.

The signal converter unit contains the power
supply, the distribution amplifier, and a dis-
criminator for each sensor. These components

,are all plug-in circuit board modules. A band-
pass filter at the input of each discriminator
accepts a specific seasor signal and rejects
the others in the FM cOmposite signal. Separate
salinity, temperature, and depth front panel-
range-selection controls provide for expanded
range switching of,. each, sensor data channel to
allow the extreme,*apcuracy of each signal to be
displayed within the resolution of the recorder.

The front panel of the signal converter unit
also contains a POWER ON switch for applying
power to the STD system and a TEST/OPERATE
switch for selecting operating mode of the signal
-converter unit. In OPERATE mode, the' switch
connects the input of the distribution amplifier
to the sea cable and the output to the TEST jack
for monitoring the composite data signal during
normal operation. In TEST position the dis-
tribution amplifier receives its input from the

'TEST jack rather than from the sensors,-
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permitting insertion of signals from an oseil-
lator for rdutine maintenance checks.

*
The power supply circuit is functionally

divided 'into a constant voltage supply and a
constant current supply. The constant voltage

,....,,ection
provides regulated +28 VDC to the signal

onverter electronics regardless of Wad var-
iations. The constant current section provides
regulated 150 ma current to the underwater
unit as long as line impedance does not exceed
250 ohms. The power supply is energized by
means of the POWER ON switch located on the
front panel of the signal converter.

Amplification of the FM signal from the
-underwater units, is accomplished in the dis-
tribution amplifier, which provides a low imped-
ance output to drive the discriminators. This
unit also separates data signals from the DC
power which enters the .distribution amplifier
from the power supply. The destribution amplifier
accommodates the composite input, amplifies the
signal, and provides three output connections
to the salinity, temperature, and depth filters
leading to the discriminators. A fdlirth am-
plifier output is available for future installation
of a fourth sensor channel, such as sound vel-
ocity. -

The-pandpass filters assigned to each dis-
criminator are used for separating thea sensor
signal from the amplifier FM composite signal.

A separate discriminator plug-in card is pro-
vided for each parameter. All di scriminator cards

4re
identical and may be interchanged. In the/ discriminator, the accepted data signal is am-

plified in a preamplifier circuit and is then
applied to a Schmitt trigger to produce a square-
wave output whose frequency is the/ same as
the sensor input. This square wave lights the
front panel lamp over the range switch and is
also supplied to one of the front panel test
jacks for monitoring or for recording by external
dix6Fel:\Tglamp provides an indicationthat the
sensor- is functioning within its band anct that its
signal is being received at' the deck unit.

The square-wave output is further shaped in
the discriminator and then applied to the fre-
quency-to-DC converter, which produces a 0-10
my output. This voltage is furnished to the plotter
inputs to provide a record of salinity, temperature,
'and depth.
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1 able 4.-- Range uf

SALINITY Switch
Position

5
6

1*

Range Selected

30.0 ppt to 32.0 ppt
3.5 ppt to 33.5 ppt
33.0 ppt to 35.0 ppt
34.5 ppt to 36.5 ppt
36.0 ppt to 38.0 ppt
37.5 ppt to 39.5 ppt

. 30.0 ppt to 40.0 ppt

The salinity range switch on the front panel
provides a 0-10 my DC input to the plotter
for any of the selebted salinity ranges. There
are seven ranges for the full range of 30-40 ppt,
or expanded segments of the full range, as shown
in table 4.

The temperature range switch provides a
0-10 my DC input to the plotter for any of the
selected temperature ranges. There are eleven
ranges available for the full range of -2° C to
+ 36° C, or expanded segments of the full
range, as shown in table 5. It should be noted
here that switch positions 10 'and 11 indicate
temperatures above + 36° C and that position
11 indicates a temperature below -2° C. These
laet two scales are marked as indicated for
readability purposes only and do nbt refiect an
accuracy beyond that of -2° C to +36° C.

The depth range switch provides a 0-10 my
DC input to the plotter for any of the selected
depth ranges. There are three ranges available
for the full range of 0-3000 meters, or expanded

Table 5: Range of Temperature.
T EMPERATURE
Switch Position Range Selected

1 - 2°C to + 3°C
2 + 2°C to + 7°C
3 6°C to +11°C
4 +10°C to +15°C
5 +14'C to +19°C
6 +18°C to +23°C

+22°C to +27°C
8 +26'C to +31°C
9 +30°C to +35°C

10 *4-34°C to +39°C
, 11 *-10°C to +40°C

*System accuracy is guaranteed only from -2'C
to +36°C. Ranges are marked ..as indicated for
readability purposes only.
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7 segments of the full range. These' range's are

0-,750.met 500 meters,.and 0-3000 meters
in swil.ch.*positions 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

The discriminators drive a two-Stylus strip
chart plotter, which is equipped withthree servo-
amplifiers drive styli (commonly referred to as
"pens") to record salinity and temperature.
The difference between styli and pens is that
pens leave a trace wqh ink, whereag in this
case, the trace is caused by the pressure of
the styluf o. preisure!-sensitive chart paper.
The third servo-amplaier controls the chart
drive mechanism, which moves the chart as 'a
function of depth. The Iron panel of the plotter
is equipped with a LINE swi that applies or
;moves power to the plotter. The individual
solid-state servo-amplifiers each ntain a power
ON/OFF switch, damping controls, and a gain
(sensitivity) control with coarse and fi adjust-
ments.

The basic'operating principles of the plotter
are illustrated in figure 68. (Note that only
one X function is shown; there are 'actually

SLIDE.% ME. NloTION
IPA PEP)

IIVOVIATED VOLTAGI
POUT)) SVPM

'AMPLIFIER
STACFS

Figure 68.1- Plotter Siznplified,Functional Diagram.

te

'13-7

two X-functions, but both are idelntical so far as
plotter Operation is concerned.) Because all
three systems operate at the same time sand in
the same manner, the following 'description of one
of the null-balancing, systems applies equally
to the other two.

The essential parts of each null-balancing
system are: (1) the null balancing measuring
circuit, (2) the null-detector amplifier, (3) the
balancing motor and linkage, and (4) the display
system, that is, the plotting and indicatingdevices .
The measuring circuit consists of an adjustable
calibrated electromotive force (EMF) which is
connected in opposition to the EMF being meas..,
ured. If these two .'EMF's, are not equal, an
"error" or unbalance current flows and is detect-
ed by the'amplifier's input circuit. The calibrated
EMF is obtained from a measuring slidewire
whose movable contact is positioned by the
balancing Motor until the calibrated EMF is equal
8 the EMI.- being measured.

Any error, that is, any difference between
the EM F being easured and the calibrated EMF,
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is converted to VAC by means oua synchronous
-chopper and is then amplified by means of the
amplifier. After amplification, the error signal
is applied to the control 'winding of the i.e.,.
versible balancing motor, which then works
through the mechanical linkage to adjust the cal-
ibrated F.M F. The current in the driving coil oil
the synchronous converter is so. phased that
the amplified signal on the coitrol winding is
substantially in quadrature with thevoltage applied
to the line winding of the balancing motor. Thus,
maximum motor torque is obtained for any
unbalance in the measuring.circuit.

The syskem is sensitive to the direction
of error' current so that the motor always ad-
justs the calibrated EM.F in the proper direction
to redube the magnitude of the error current.
The motor continues to drive until the error
current is so small that the amplified signal
will no longer produce motor rotation. Am-
plification is such that this occurs when the
error current is substantially zero and the
calibrated EMF differs by only a negligible amount
from the EMF being measured. A null or balance
condition then exists.

'While adjusting the calibrating EMF, the
motor also drives the display system. There-
fore, the pointer and stylus -position of either
X function or the pointer position of the Y
function directly indicates the calibrated EMF
and hence the EM7 being measured. The in-
dicator soale of each function, is marked interms
of the variable prodUcing the measured EMF.-

vo (
the ocean. The housing contains the sensor
electronics. Redundant pressure seal design,
where at least two independent sealing mech-
anisms are used on each penetration of the
houspg, eliminates the possibility of flooding.
The. underwater unit design enables up and down
casts to be recorded with essentially the same
accuracy.

Major components of the underwater unit
are the FM and sensor electronics, package
and the sensing elements. .A removable end
cap permits access to the plug-in electronics
package. The sea cable electrical connector is
mounted on the end cap. An eye in the end term-
ination perMits lifting the underwater unit. The
seawater sensing elements are protected by
a metal gilard ring encircling the sensor bulk-
head.

,The end cap is secured by six socket-head
cap screws and is removable for gaining access
to the electronics. A water tight connector on
the entk cap provides the electrical connection-
for sensor power and for data signals between
the underviater unit and the single conductor
sea cable.

The upper electronics (figure 69)..trontains
the FM electronics package, which is com-
prised of six circular plug-in circuit cards.
The six circuit cards, in descending order are:
mixer, depth Paraloc, temperature Paraloc, op-

,,werAki,wal amplifier, salinity Paraloc, and bal-
oe"-ance amplifier.

The X; stylus plots the salinity trace; the
'stylus plots the temperature trace. Both

styli move from right to left and move full
scale on the chart paper. Thus, the extreme riglit-
hand stylus position corresponds to a zero-
millivolt input from the discriminators, and the.
extreme left-hand position corresponds to the
10-millivolt input from the discriminators.,, 4.

The chart drive moves the chart dOwn on
increasing voltage input. Thus, with t bottom
of the dhart at the bottom of th art table,
the input from the discriminators is maximum
(10 millivolts) and with the bottom of the chart
at the top, the input is zero millivolts.

Physical Description. The underwaterunit,
figutE 66, is a pressure housing that con.:
structed to withstand environmental effects of

The lower. electronics (figure 69) contains
circular plug-in cards consisting of: salinity,
second order tertiperature itompensation, and
temperature-depth circuits. The temperature,
pressure, and salinity bridge compensation cir-
cuits are also mounted on these cards.

All seawater sensing elements are mounted.
at the lower end of the housing and are sealed
with redundant pressure seals to ensure max-
imum protection against flooding: The sensing
elements consist of a conductivity sensor, two
pirinum-resistance thermometers, two therm-
istor probes, and two strain-gage pressure trans-
ducers. The sensors are identified in figure 70.

The deck terminal equipment (figure 71) is
housed in a metal Cabinet with top and rear access
doors. The cabinet is designed for bolt mounting
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Table 6. Inspection Requirements.

COMPONENT INSPECT FOR CORRECTIVE KTION

Deck terminal equipment Loose or missing hardware; accu-
mulated dirt; dents Clean; repair? or replace

component
Cabling and wiring Breaks, shorts, grounded leads;

faulty insulation or terminals;
Improper clamping or support;
inadequate lacing or tying;
excessive slack or tension

Repair or replace damaged
wire

Electrical connectors Corroded or bent contacts; bent
pins; dirt or oil on contacts Clean, repair, or replace

Resistors, fixed and
variable ,

Swelling, charring, and discol-
orations; loose pigtails; cracked
or loose solder joints

Determine cause and replace
as necessary

Capacitors Leakage; loose pigtails; cracked
or loose solder joints Determine cause and replace

as necessary
Printed circuit boards Broken or loose eyelets; melted

plastic; cracks Repair or replace as necessary

Semiconductor devices Broken or loose leads Replace as necessary; use
heat stnk on connections
when soldering

Tfansformers Overheating: leaking; broken or
loose wire connections Repair or replace as necessary

Surface and underwater
. units Dirt and fouling; loose or miss-

ing hardware Clean and repair components
as required

Temperature probes Cleanliness If very dirty, clean as de-
scribed in text.

Conductivity head Cleanliness; cracks In plastic
Picket If ve6, dirty, clean as de-

scribed in text.
If cracked jacket, replace
head.

Sensor electrical
conneOtors

Cracks; bent pins; cleanliness

Plotter gears, rails Wear and dirt

Repair, replace, or clean
as required. Lubricate with
lubriolate prior to connecting

Clean cirty nearing surfaces
with a lint-free cloth dam-
pened in trichlorethylene

Noisy operation Relubricate if parts are dry
Plotter sliciewire Dirt

43
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on a table or other suitable surface and is
provided with lifting lugs at the top. The cabinet
is vented to allow cooling air circulation for
the signfil converter unit and plotter.

The signal converter unit is contained in a
rack- npunt enclosUre constructed from anodized
alumknum. The front panel has a POWER ON
pushbfitton switch, 1 TEST/OPERATE pushbutton

And separate rotary switches for salinity,
temperature, and depth range selection, with
.ndicator lamps mounted above each range switch.
The front panel also contains fuur standard wea-
therproof, bayonet-type connectors, commonly
referred to as BNC connectors, for monitoring
the FM composite sensor signal or the separate
sensor frequencies. The interior of the en-
closure contains a power fuse and plug-in circuit
cards consisting of the power supply, the dis-
tribution amplifier, and three linear-frequency
discriminator cards ( salinity, temperature, and
depth). Terminal strips at the rear panel provide
connections for fhe sea cable and plotter. Access
to the cabinet is gained through a hinged top
panel or a reMovable back panel.

Operation. The theory of operation given
in the following paragraphs traces the power
from the deck terminal equipment to the under-
water umt back to the recorder of the deck
terminal equipment.

The deck terminal equipment, that provides
power to the system and processes data signals
from the underwater unit is comprised of a
signal CO nverter and a strip-chart recorder
(plotter) enclosed in a cabitiet. The signal con-
v*rter (figure 67) is energized when 115-VAC,
60-Hz, single-phase power is applied througii
the PM% ER ON switch to the power supply
module. The power supply module furnishes
150-ma constant eurrent through interconnecting
cabling to the underwater unit and +28 VDC
to the distribution amplifier module and the dis-
criminator modules in the signal converter.,The
deck signal converter has front panel range
switches for changing the plotter tneasuring cir-
cuits from range to range as the salinity, tem-
perature, and depth vary during the cast.

The 150-ma current-turns on the Mixer
and Paralocs in the FM electromcs, providing
excitation to the salinity, temperature, and depth
sensing circuits located in the underwater unit.
The salinity, temperature, and, depth data is

then supplied to the Paralocs, which provide
output frequencies that vary in proportion to
the sensed data. The Paraloc frequencies con-
taining the sensor data are multiplexed in the
mixer and supplied to the sea cable.

The FM composite signal is transmitted
up the sea cable and is received by the deck
signal converter, where it is amplified by the
distribution amplifier and applied to individual
bandpass filters assigned to each discriminator.
The filters separate the salinity, temperature,
and depth frequencies from the FM composite
signal and apply the separate frequencies to
their respective discriminators. In each dis-
criminator, the sensor frequency is amplified
by a preamplifier circuit and is applied to a
Schmitt trigger, the varying-frequency square-
wave output of which is fed to a lamp driver
circuit, to the front panel frequency output jacks,
and to a flip-flop (multivibrator). The lamp
driver amplifies the signal to illuminate an
associated front panel lamp.

The flip-flop further shapes the Schmitt
trigger square wave and applies a symmetrical
square wave at half the input frequency to a
power amplifier driving the frequency-to-DC
converter. Output of the frequency-to-DC con-
verter is a DC level proportional to the measured
salinity, temperature, or depth parameter. Re-
sistors on the range switches scale this output
in 0-10 my increments to drive the plotter
X 1, X2' and Y input circuits. Data is recorded
on pressure-sensitive chart paper.

Maintenance. Preventive maintenance of the
equipment consists of routine inspection, cleaning,
and lubrication to ensure that the equipment is
maintained at optimum operating efficiency.

Inspect the system for evidende of damage,
wear such as deterioration, and scratched or
corroded surfaces. It is especially important
to check buildup of sea organisms (fouling) on
the conductivity sensor of the underwater unit.
Keep this sensor clean to prevent loss of ac-
curacy. The intpection period should be estab-
lished as a function of the system's operating
time. If operation is nearly continuous, inspect-
ions should be more regular than if the STD ,
is used only occasionally. For normal operation,

, when the equipment is used at irregular inter-
vals each week, perform the inspection pro-
cedures in table 6 on a weekly basis.
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Table 7. Cleaning Materials and Lubricants

FUNCTION

General CI eardrIg

Cleaning Temp'erature Sensor Probe

Cleaning Salinity, Sensor Head

Cleaning Plotter Slidewire

General Plotter Lubrication

Lubricating Underwater Connector

0-Ring Lubricant

Clean the underwater equipment' and deck
terminal equipment as instructed in the follow-
ing paragraphs. Table 7 contains a list of clean-
ing materials.

Rinse the underwater equipment with fresh
water after each immersion. It is especially
important to maintain the sensor probes and
conductivity head free from excessive fouling
caused by seawater and organic material.

Clean/he sensor head hole only when visual
inspection indicates that it is very dirty. Use
any commercial household detergent and a bottle
brush:

When a visual inspection indicates that a
temperature probe is very dirty, clean it by
filling a suitable container with 0.3 normal
hydrochloric acid,' placing the underwater unit
in a position with the probe pointing down, and
soaking the probe until the deposits are loosened.
Then, brush the probe with soft brush or cloth
and rinse it with fresh water.

.

Clean the connectors and coat them intern-
ally With,silicone grease in order to exclude
seawater and make it easier to install and re-
move connectors.

The deck enclosure _and modules are fabri-
cated from aluminum allOy and are protected by
a clean anodized finish. If, after prolonged use

69
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MATERIALS

Commercial Household Detergent

0.3 Normal Hydrochloric Acid

Bottle Brush

Benzine or Trichlorethylene

Leeds & Northrup Recorder Oil
(medium weight, nondetergent)
or equivalent

Silicone grease

Silicone grease or Barum grease
(Parker 0-Lube or equivalent)

and exposure, the finish becomes scratched, you
can retouch it with commercially atailable brush-
on chemical films such as clean ridite or alodine.
Wipe clean the finish with lint-free dry cloth
as needed.

Keep the interior of the plotter cabinet
and the amplifiers dust-free by periodic vacuum
cleaning. Wipe up spilled lubricants with a lint-
free cloth. Clean the slidewire only when op-
eration of the plotter is impaired by dirt on
the slidewire. Periodic cleaning as a preventive
maintenance procedure is neither required nor
recommended as long as the plotter is operating
satisfactorily. If cleaning is required, remove
the slidewire cover by twistingthe cover counter-
clockwise. Clean the slidewire with a clean
lint-free cloth dampened in trichlorethylene.

The plotter requires periodic lubrication
at the points. shown 'in figure 72. Most points
are lubricated with an oil can, but the pen slide
bars are lubricated by a light wiping with an
oily cloth. The gears are lubricated using a
No. 3 or 4 artist's brush dampened with oil.
A medium weight nondetergent oil is recommended
for lubricating the plotter. Exercise caution to
ensure that the slidewires are NOT oiled. Wipe
clean all points to be oiled before you lubricate
them, and wipe up all excess lubricant with
a clean lint-free cloth.
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Figure 73. Underwater Unit Disassembly Procedure.

If the underwater unit has leaked and sea-.
water has reached the interior of the housing,
.clean the equipment immediately. If leakage
amounts to only a few drops, wipe off the
moisture. However, if any degree .of flooding
has occurred, rinse all components that bave
been in contact with seawater immeetiately with
distilled or fresh water followed by an alcohol
rinse. The following is the recommended pro-
cedure for emergency cleaning and drying of
a flooded underwater unit:

1. Remove the housing from the base.
(See figuke 73.)

2. Rinse all components and the interior
of the housing and base with distilled water
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BASE.

or fresh water to dissolve and carry away
salt dep*its. Drain off the water and rinse
in alcohol to absorb any remainingmoisture.

3. Remove three screws that secure the
card cage to the base and carefully bend
the cage away from the base. Exercise cau-
tion to prevent straining the electrical leads
froni the sensors.

4. After thoroughly rinsing the cavity in the
base with water and alcohol, disconnect
electridal connectors to the depth trans-
ducers and carefully rinse the pins and
mating holes in the female connector, with
water and alcohol. - ,
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5. Dry all components thoroughly. An oven
set at a MAXIMUM of 50° C may be used
to hasten the drying operation.

6. After the instrument is dry, test it func-
tionally to-determine if damage has been in-
curred. If damage haS been incurred, replace
Or repair the damaged parts as reqalired.

7." -Examine the housing, base, and end cap
for damage such as cracks and fractures. Re-
place these parts if they are damaged. Exam-
ine the "0" rings -and seats. Replace Any
faulty 0-rings and refinish any damaged
seats.

#

,

8. After determining the cause of leakage
and taking remedial action, reassemble the
underwater unit.

Figures 74 and 75 are presented here to
indicate the location of some of the internal
mechanisms and adjustments that can be per-
formed on the 9040 STD terminal equipment.

BOTTOM SAMPLERS

While the use of bottom samplers is limited
in the Coast Guard to special projects, a Marine
Science Technician should be familiar with some

72 '
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Figure 76. Principle of operation of gravity-tyPe corers.

of the equipment currently in use by the ocean-
ographic community. For this reason, this course
will cover a few of the more commonly used
bottom samplers used by the U. S. Naval Ocean-
ographic Office.

Collecting marine sediments involves the use
of a variety of samplers, which fall into three
basic categories: (1) corers, (2) snappers or
grabs, and (3) dredges. Selection and Lite of the
prbper device 'will depend on the nature of the
investigation, the character of the bottom, the
depth of _ water, and the, shipboard' equipment
available for lowering and retrieving the sam-
pler. For example, if the inkrestigation has to do
with the strength of the -sediment or its ability
to support equipment; the sample should be ob-
tained with one of the larger corers so that
engineering properties as well as size and com-
position analysea can be made. On the other hand
if previous reconnaissance indicated the character
of the bottom to be hard and rocky, perhaps a
dredge or grab sample will verify this condition.
Where, the depth of water is great and the sed-
iments are unconsolidated, excessive washout
may eliminate the use of certain devices.

CORERS

A typical coring device consists of inter-
changeable core tubes and an upper assembly.
-die upper aasembly provides support for the drive
weights and the core tubes. These corers essen-
tially are driven into the ocean floor by gravity,
and the bottom sample is retained in the core
tube. The time involved in a coring operation is
dependent on water depth and the speed at which
the wire is payed out and retrieved. The length
of the core collected will be governed by the
penetrability of the bottom, the, length .Of the
corer, the amount of weight on the device, and
the design of the corer. In areas of predomi-

. nately rocky" or coral bottoms, it may be im-
possible to obtain a core.

74

Two types of coring devices being used are
the gravity-type and. piston-type. Both types
of corers achieve their penetration of the ocean
floor by gravity; i.e., when the release mechanism
I's tripped, the specific gravity of the device is
great enough, to cause the corer to free-fall rapidly
through the water and strike the bottom with enough
force to penetrate the ocean floor (figure 76).
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Figure 77. Principle of operation of piston-type corers.

IMerest in obtaining undisturbed core samples
has resulted in the development of several pis-
ton-type bottom coring samplers. These piston-
type cdrers are designed to offset the downward
force of the coring device on the sediment. The
piston inside the coring tube reduces distortion
to the upper layers.of the core sample, promotes
greater penetration of the o.cean floor, and, ac-
cording to some autharitieS, provides a more
representative sample of the bottom sediment
column in 'situ (figure,77). Piston-type corers
rigged without the piston4nechanism are gravity
corers. Sometimes in an emergency when a re-
le,ase mechanism is not available, gravity corers
are rigged without the device; but the speed
at which the corer sinks through the water is
Whited by the payout speed of the winch, and
true free-fall speed is not achieved.
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Phleger Corer

The Phleger corer, a gravity-type cOrer, is
designed to obtam cores up to 4 feet in length.
It is widely used for collecting marine sediments
because of its small size and weight. The corer
has an overall length of 3 or 5 feet-3 feet
if the 12-inch coring tube is used and 5 feet
if the 36-inch tube is used. The corer is usually
operated from an oceanographic winch using
5/32- or 3/16-inch oceanographic wire.

The Phelger corer assembly (figure 78)
consists of the following components:

1. The main weight (80 lbs.), which is com-
prised of the upper tube, the mai nbody weight,
check valve, :tail fin assembly, and bail.
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Figure 78. Phleger corer ass ly.
2. Coring tubes, 12-and 36'.:inch.

3. Core catcher. ,

4. Cutting edge.

5. Release mechanism with a 20-foot chain.

6. Trigger line and weight.

7. Plastic liner, 1 1/2-inch outside diam-
eter, with end caps.

8. Spare parts and 2 shipping cases.

In general, the Phleger corer'requires very
little maintenance, but each corer's storage case
contains spare core tubes, core catchers, and
cutting edges. After each lowering, all sediment
should be removed from the corer by washing,
and anr qamaged parts should be replaced. The
core-catcher springs are delicate and must be
inspected for free-play action. The core cutter
may be dented if the core hits a hard or rocky

.bottom. When the coring operation is completed,
any sediment on the corer should be removed
by washing, and the.entire, device shouldbe rinsed
in fresh' water and stored in the core assembly
shipping case.

Kullenberg Piston Corer

The Kullenberg piston sorer durrintly used
is a modified version ofthe original Kullenberg
corer. The modified version is designed to collect
cores up. to almost 12 feet in length. It iswidely used both as a piston corer and a
gravity corer, and it can be lowered with
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an oceanogra c winch using 5/32- or 3/16-
inch oceanographic wire.

The Kullenberg piston corer assembly ce
-sists of the iollowing components (figures 79"an
80):

41V/

1. Upper assembly or weight stand consist-
ing of main body tube,, adapter, bail, and
collar.

2. Cast lead weight, four to six 50-pounders.

3. Coring tubes, 2-inch inside diameter,
in two lengths-5 1/2- and 11 1/2-feet.

4. Core catcher.

5. Core cutting edge.

6. Piston equipped with a single leather
cup washer and a swivel fitting for attach-
ing the lowering wire.

7. Wire clamp release mechanism with a
trigger line and a trigger weight (40 toi80
pounds).

8. Plastic liner, 2-inch outside diameter,
with end caps.

9. Miscellaneous spare parts and wooden
shipping 'Case.

In general, the Kullenberg corer' requiresvery little maintenance. The corer's storage
case contains spare parts. If the core outter
becomes' dented or chipped or the core catcher
springs becbme damaged, replace the part.
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If the piston leather cup washer becomes worn,
put a nev, washer on the piston. After completion
of the operation, the corer (especially setscrews
and movable fittings) should be rinsed with fresh
water, dried, and oiled lightly. Store the equip-
nient in the shipping case.

Eying Piston Corer

The Ewing.piston corer is designed for use'
where longer cores are desired. It is the largest

453

LOWERING WIRE

SWIVEL

PISTON

t---C.ORING TUBE

PLASTIC LINER

LEATHER CUP WASHER

CORE CATCHER

CUTTING EDGE

piston corer as;sembly. ,

corer ui use by the U. S. Naval Oceanographic
Office, and Several modified irersions that weigh
up to 2,050 pounds have heen been built. Because
of their, weight and size, Ewing piston, corers
are. operationally' limited to ships equipped with
a large winch carrying at least 1/2-inch %tire,
a'boom OT crane capable\ of supporting the corer,
and sufficient ddck space to 'aces emble the corer.

wThe Ewing 'corer ,(21900-pound) assembly
'consists cif the following hcmiponents (figure 81):

6
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77 ,
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Figure 86. Kullenberg piston-corer release mechanism.
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Figure 81. The Ewing corer (2,000 pound) assembly.
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1. The main weight, which includes the
main body tube, the tail fin assembly, bail,
ring, and 20 shaped cast lead drive weights.
Thg overall length of the main weight is
about 5 feet.

2. Coring tubes, which are seamless steel
tubing of 2 3/4-inch outside dianieter and
2 1/2-inch inside diameter, are 20 feet
long. Each end of a tube is drilled and tapPed
to take stainless steel set screws.

3. Coring tube connector sleeves.
(-

4. Piston with three leather washers and
a check valve.

5. Piston stop collar,
_ .....

6. Core catcher.

7. Cutting edge.

8. Tripping release mechanism and trigger
line.

9. Trigger weight (250- to 300-pound),.con-
sisting of a _coring device-- such as the
Kullenberg" piston corer rigged -as a gravity
corer.

10. Plastic liner in 20-footlengths with caps.
_

11. Miscellaneous spare parts.
-

Owing to its sturdy construction, the Ewing
corer generally requires little,maintenance; how-
ever, when the corer attains only partial pene-
tration, the i.emaining portion of the'core may
fall over of its own weight and bend the coring
tube beyond repair. In addition, cuttipg edges
are often damaged by striking hard or rocky
bottom, but they can be hammered or filed back
into shape or replaced. After a coring operation

conipleted, wash down all parts and lightly
grease all threaded surfaces.

Hydro-Plastic Piston Corer

The Hydro-Plastic (PVC) piston corer is a
special-purpose corer designed by the U. S.
Naval Oceanographic Office to obtain semi-
undisturbed core samples. The corer utilizes a
high ,impact grade of polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

4
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Figure 82. The Hydro-Plastic (PVC) piston
cc4er assembly.

plastic for the coring barrel or tube. This
-lighter coring tube has several advantages. It
collects a larger diameter core sample, it haS
a high retention of sediment interstitial water
during storage, Rims gdod sediment penetration,
and it can be sectioned easily for sediment
engineering property analysis. The PVC corer
is widely used both as a piston corer add as
a gravity corer, and it can be lowered with an___
oceanographic wInch using 5/52- or 3116-inch,
wire.

The Hydro-Plastic piston corer consists of
the following components (figure 82):

1. Weight stand assembly, which includes
the main body tube, tail fin,, bail, weight
collar, and six cast lead weights (50.pounds:
each).

2. Plastic coring tubes (PVC), available
in random lengths up to 20 feet; plastic
caps for the coring tube, and adhesive for
sealing caps on the tubes. ,

3. Piston assembly. .

4. Core catcher.



5. Cutting edge.

6. Drill Jig.

7. Wire tripping release mechanism (same
as the Kullenberg corer).

8. Trigger weight and trigger line.

9. Spare parts, bolts, and shipping case,

The Hydro-Plastic corer 'requires very little
maintenance. Spare parts are contained ,in the
storage caie. To protect the weight stang as-
sembly,. the core catcher, and the core cutter
from deterior,ation, wash them and rinse them
with fresh water to remove sediment. Coat
these parts lightly with oil or, as conditions
ifarrant, wi e-brush them and paint them with
red lead. _

Boornerang Sediment Corer'

The Boomerang sediMent corer is a gravity
cdrer that requires no wire or winch for launch-
ing and ,retrieving. It is designed to obtain cores
up to 4 feet in length from water depths as great

as' 6,700 meters. This corer is especially adapt-,
. able to those situations where the wire on the

ship's winches will not reach the oCean floor
because ofexcessive depths.

..:The Boomerang corer assembly consists
y of two components: (1) The ballast

component, which consists of the float retaining
shell, ballast weight, steel core barrel with nose
piece,, and pilot weight (figure 83) and (2) the
float cOmponent, which consists of a 10-inch
diameter fused glass sphere containing a flash-

_

,iifg assembly and a nylon net bag (rigged with
purse string, rubber band, nylon line for, stretch-
ing net bag, and a fl6at-:release-iiim ring), a
core diner valve/release mechanism tube with 6-
foot nylon tether line, a core catcher, and a hollOw
rubber ball (figure 84). The items of the float com-
ponent, which are recoverable, are installed in the
ballast component, which is expendable.

The complete assembly is shipped with a
48-inch CAB (Cellulose Acetate ButYrate) plastic
liner in the core barrel and with plastic caps
taped over the ends of the core barrel. The
float-release arm and the ,pilat ,weight are con-
nected by a wire, and the pilot weight is held snug-.
ly against the ballast weight with a hose clamp.

.
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Figure 83. Boomerang corer ballast cOmponent.
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Figure 84. Boomerang corer float component.

After being rigged to take a core, the
complete assembly is dropped overboard into
the ocean; it free-falls and its core barrel
is driven into the ocean floor by gravity (figure 85).
As the Boomerang core barrel penetrates the
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Figure 85.-- Principle of operation of Boomerang gravity-type corer:

ocean floor, the float component with the sedi-
ment core liner is released from the ballast
component. The float component then rises to
the surface with the core. The ballast component
remains on the ocean floor.

In general,- the Boomerang corer requires
very little maintenance since the ballast coml.
ponent is never recovered. The float component,
however, usually is recovered and Should be
kept and matched with another ballast component.
The following maintenance should be performed
on the items in the float component:

1. Nylon lines and net bag - Rinse with
fresh water and dry before storing.

-
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2. Spheres and spacer Rinse with fresh
water.

3. Core catcher - Rinse with fresh water,
dry, and oil lightly.

4. Valve/release mechanism tpbe - Rinse
with fresh water, dry, and oil lightly.

SNAPPER OR GRAB SAINIPLERS

Various snapper or-grab samplers are used
to ,obtain small samples of the superficial layers
of the 'ocean bottom. These samplers are-ex.-
cellent for sampling Surface sediments, but
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Figure 86. Orange Peel bucket sampler.

they do not provide an undisturbed sample show-
ing structure and microlayering. gxamples of
these bottom samplers include -the Orange Peel
bucket sampler, _the,_Clamshel/ snaptier, the Van

.1*
V.gen bOt"tbin ss-mpler and the underw-ay S.coopfish.

. . -

Orange Peel Buôleet Sampler

The Orange Peel buckei sampler, a grab
sampler, derives its name froni its resemblance

)H?

The sampler weighs 45 pounds and can be equip-
ped wah four lead _blocks to increase its weight
to approxi'mately 120 pounds.. It holds between
200 and 300 cubic inches of sediment when full;
however, the fine portion of-the sample is sub-
ject to washing. Hence; the 'sediment obtained
may not beCompletely representative of the bot-
tom. The Orange Peel bucket sampler generally
is operated from 'the oceanographic winch using

to the,segments of a peeltd orange (figure 86). -*3/16-inch wire.
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Figure 87.7 Clanishell snapper.

After each lowering .is completed, wash the
remaining sediment from the sampler, rinse
with fresh water, dry, and lubricate all moving
parts. Check the cotter pins and the ratchet
chain links, tighten the sheave' bolts and the
weight bolts, and when necessary, wire-brush
the sampler and paint it to prevent corrosion:

Clamshell Snappers

Two general types of clamshell snappers
are used by NAVOCEANO. One, shown in figure
87, is about 30. inches lOng and weighs about
60 pounds. The other is pnly 11 inches long and
weighs only 3 pounds.

The larger clamshell snapper is ruggedly
constructed of stainless steel. The cast snapper
jaws are closed by heavy arms actuated by a
strong spring and a lead weight. In the open
position, a foot device extends below the jaws
so that it, strikes bottom first and triggers the
snapper: The irripct moves the arms up, releas-
ing the jaws, which snap shut with considerable
ford. The jaws trap about a -pint of bottom
material. This snapper is equipped with tail
fins and is lowered from an oceanographic winch
with 5/32-inch wire.

The small type clamshell snapper, called
a mud snapper, is attached to the bottom of a, .-
sounding lead by means of a hole
lead. The jaws ire *Nctuated by a .spring, and the
tensLon on, the spring can be-adjusted by tighten-
ing or loosening a screwcap. The jaws are held
open b y engaging two trigger pins within the
jaw5. The mud snapper May be operated in
shallow water,by hand loWering or it maybe low-
ered from a bathytherttograpti or oceanographic
winch.

Figure 88. Scoop:fish underwa.y sampler.

Very little- maintenance is required for the
clamshell' §nappers. After the operation is com-
pleted, wash off any remaining sediment, rinse
in fresh water, dry, and lubricate any moving
parts.

Scoopfish Underway Bottom Smapler

The. Scoopfish (figure 88) is designed to
obtain a sample -without stopping the vessel.
It . is ideal for rapid reconnaissance sampling
of surface sediments, but 'it does not adequately
sample very coarse (gravel or larger) sediments.
The sampler weighs 11 pounds and is 15 inches
long.. It has the capacity to collect 10cubic
inches of bottom sediment. It is lowered from a
bathythermograph winch in depths less than 100
fathoms from a ship underway at speed not over
15 knots. When the sampler is beihg lowered,
care Must be taken that the nose lid is not pre-
maturely tripped as the samplerentersthe water.
The' scoopfish is allowed to fall freely in the
same manner as a bathythermograph.

Maintenance. of the Scoopfish is limited to
a wash down ,With flesh water and lubrication
of all moving 'parts. The Scoopfish is uSed where
numerous samples are-to,be obtained in a limit-
ed time.

Van Veen Bottom Sampler
.

The Van Veen bottom sampler iS showq in
.-,-.fikute 89. it weighs approximately 74 pounds

and is capable of collecting 200 or 300 cubic
inches of sediment -sample'. Bedause the jaws

-of the sampler -bverlap, a sample obtaiVed from
consideralile depth can be brrght to the-surface
wail litte loss by.washout.

When the samiiier is being lowered, care
'must be exercised as it is entering the water,

, 83
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Figure 89. The Van Veen sampler with modified
trigger.

because any appreciable decrease of tension on the
lowering wire will trip the sampler prematurely.
Lowering _speed should be maintained at about
60 meters per minute.

Van Veen SamOes are placed in jars ar
canvas bags and are labeled. When the lowering
program has been completed, the sampler is
rinsed with fresh water and is dried, and all
moving parts are lubricated.

Dredges

Dredging operations for bottom sediments
are usually donducted only when coring and grab
sample devices have failed to obtain a bottom
sample. Dredges, used aboard ships incluile

-

Figure 90. Box shaped dredge.

triangular shaped, box shaped (figure 90), and
pipe dredges.

Dredges are constructed of 1/4-inch or
heavier steel plate, and they vary in size and
weight. The forward end of the dredge is open
and the aft end is covered with a heavypill
which is designed to retain a certain size Ifiate-
rial.

The dredge is operated from a heavy diity .

winch or boom using 1/2-inch diameter Idwering
wire. During dredging operations, the ship is
lying to as the dredge is lowered; then the ship
slowly tows the dredge along the bottom at 2
or 3 knots.

While the dredge is being towed, the deep
sea dynamometer sshould be used and should
be watched for irregular tension on the towing
wire. If the tension is very irregular, thedredge
probably is skipping, and more wire should be
payed out to increase the scope. Also, if rocky
irregularities suCh as ledges are encountered,
the dredge will tend to foul. If this occurs, the
ship is stopped and, if possible, the ship is
reversed and maneuvered to free the dredge.
If this maneuver fails, a weak link in the dredge
bridle usually gives way and upsets the appa-
ratus, thus dumping the sample, freeing the
dredge, and saving both the dredge and the
lowering wire.

.84
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Figure 91.-L Model 6220 Laboratory Salinometer.,.

Rocks and representative samples of other
bottom material obtained should be Packed in
wooden boxes, canvas bags, or sample jars, and
then be labeled. A Vresh water washdown of the
equipment after each operatiOn is the only main-
tenance required other than periodic painting and
:nspection for weak points in basic construction.

SALINOMETER

One type, of portable induction salinometer
now used by the Coast Guard is the Bissett-
Berman Corporation Model 6220 Portable

85
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Laboratory Salinometer (figure 91). It is a
precision instrument for measuring the salin-
ity of sea water samples. The Model 6220 is
a Conductivity-type Measuring device which util-
izes an inductively-coupled conductivity sensor
to establish a conductivity ratio between an
unknown sample and a standard at approximately
35, ppt salinity. Actual salinity is then eagily
and quickly determined by reference to a set
of tables. A dtfal-element platinum thermometer
and its associated circuitry sense the temperature
of the sample and apply appropriate compen-
sation. For temperature differences up to +3° C
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between the sample nd the standard, compen-
sation is fully automatic over the range of 0'
to.40 C.

PUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The salinometer is completely contained in
a molded fiberglass case which has a carrying
handle at the top and feet atthebottom (figure 91).
'Remove the front of the case when operating the
instrument. All operating controls are conven-
iently located on the front panel. The instrument
'is equipped with two motors: a pump drive that
provides a vacuum for filling the sample cell,
and a stirrer which agitates the sample to main-
tain temperature uniformity during measure-
ments. Overflow from the sample cell during fill-
ing is drained into a water trap. A switch at
the rear of the instrument selects either 115 or
230 VAC line power.

The sample cell (figure 92) is formed of
molded lexan. It is fitted with a stopcock that
has three positions: fill, drain, and closed. Con-
tained within the sample cell are a toroidal trans-
former that forms an.inductive coupling with
the sea water, a platinum-resistance thermom-
eter, a thertnistor, and the stirrer. Plastic hoses
lead from the cell to the sample bottle and to
the overflow jar.

The overflow water trap (figure 92) is a
reservoir which catches surplus water from the
sample cell. The trap has screw threads at the
top and is easily removed for emptying.

Filling the sample -cell is accomplished by
a vacuum pump located afthe rear of the in-(
strurnent (figure 92). Durihg sample cell-filling,
the operator places a finger .over the FILL
CONTROL opening on the front panel, which is
above the sample cell. A vacuum control needle
valve (figure 92) located near the overflov;
water trap is adjustable to regulate the vactoni.
This allows precise control over filling. A
three-position switch located on the front of the
instillment actuates the pump in the PUMP
position, and the stirrer in the STIR position.

A motor-driven stirrer in the sample ,cell
agitates the sea water being measured to assure
that the temperature-throughout ttie sample re-

__ mains uniform. The stirrer is actuated by the
PUMP-OFF-STIR switch.

. 87

All operating controls for the instrument are
located on the front panel (figures 91 and 92).
They coniist of a POWER ON-POWER OFF
switch, a TEMPERATURE-SALINITY sWitch, a
NULL/TEMPERATURE INDICATOR meter, CON-
DUCTIVITY RATIO dials, STANDARDIZE dials,
a FII.1 CONTROL, and , a pUMP-OFF-STIR
switch. These are described in detail in the
following paragraphs.

The POWER ON-POWER QFF switch is a
two-,position switch that applies line power to
the instrument. A lamp in the switch illuminates
when power is on.

The TEMPERATURE-SALINITY switch is a
two-position switch,' normally in the SAL.INITY
position, which is a spring-loaded momentary
switch in the TEMPERATURE position. In the
SALINITY position, the-circuitry of the instru-
ment is applied to salinity measurements. In
the moMentary TEMPERATURE position, the
temperature of the sample is shown on the
NULL/TEMPERATURE INDICATOR.

The NULL/TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
meter is a dual-purpose meter that indicates
the null condition when conductivity ratios of
samples are, being established during salinity
measurements and that displays the temperature
in degrees Celsius during temperature measure-
ments. The readout obtained at the meter is
dependent on the position of the TEMPERATURE-
SALINITY switch. Directly below the meter is
a slotted zero-adjust screw, which is used to
adjust the NULL INDICATOR pointer.

.!4

'The CONDUCTWITY 134TIO dials (figure 92),
when adjusted to null the NULL/TEMPERATURE
INDICATOR, give a direce reading of the ratio
of the conductivity of the unknown sample to
that of the standard sea water used to stand-
ardize the instruthent. These dials are initially
set by comparing the indicated chlorinity of a
sample of Copenhagen Standard Sea Water with
the STANDA
of the ins
ductivity r
instrument,
meter nulls.
verted to
to 'a set of

DIZING RATIO TABLE on the front
ent 'and by determining the con-.
With an unknown sample in the
d- dials are adjusted until the
dial readings obtained are con-
units of.the sure by reference

s used for tha purpose.

The STANDARDIZE dials are sed during
initial standardization of the instrument. After
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the CONDUCTIVITY RATIO dials haVe been
set as described, the STANDARDIZE dials are
set to precisely null. the NULL/TEMPERATURE
INDICATOR. Thereafter, the setting is not chang-
ed, except for-each new salinity run.

The FILL CONTROL is a small opening
that controls the vacuum to the sample cells.
During all filling, the FILL CONTROL is sealed
with the finger. An adjustable needl valve (fig-
ure 92) provides control oyer filling ra e.

The three-position PUMP-OFF-STIR switch
controls both the vacuum pump and the stirrer.
In the PUMP position, the vacuum pump operates
to fill the sample cell. In the OFF position,
the motors are inoperative. In the STIR pbsition,
the stirrer is actuated to maintairk a uniform
temperature in the water sample while measure-
ments are being made.

Set up the salinometer on a work table or
other suitable surface with drain facilities close
by. If a sink is not available, use a bucket or
large bottle resting on the floor. To perman-
ently secure the instrument to a desk or other
work surfaee, remove the screws which attach
the rubber feet and install bolts in the tapped
holes from the underside of the table. If.it is
desirable to attach the salinometer to a table
from the top side, fasten a .secondary bar with
suitable, holes to the rubber feet and secure
the unit by bolting the bar to the table. In any
case, secure the instrument well enough to pre-
vent damage from ship'S Movement and insulate
if from major Abrations. Remove the front
of the base by opening the latches on the sides
of 'the unit and lifting the front off. Connect

, the pOirer bord to a standard source of 60 Het
115 or 230 VAC power. Note that a three-wire
cord (with groundplug) is used.

OPERATION

RO preliminary adjustments are required
to operate the Model 6220. However, (with power
off) set the NULL/TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
needle to 20' C (centered), using the zero-,,
adjust screw below the needle, before operatifik
the instrument. In altdition, (with power on)
adjust the CONDUCTIVITY RATIO dials to
0.00010, 0.00020, etc., to observe meter sen-
sitivity. Meter deflection should be perceptible
for the smallest change and should be reasonably
linear for tlit first few steps of deflection

(approximately 1° C deflection on NULL/TEMP-
ERATURE 4NDICATOR for the anitial steps and
then diminishing). The instrument is nom, ready
to operate.

The Model 6220 Laboratory Salinometer is
quite simple to operate, and personnel completely
unfamiliar with the instrument can learn tp use
it and make precise measurement in a short
period of time. The first operational step is to
standardize the instrument using Copenhagen
Standard Sea Water. Standardization is necessary
to allow for small drifts in precision components
and in the geometry of the conductivity cell
and to compensate for physical changes due to
ambient tempOirature conditions and aging. After
standardization, the instrument will indicate a
conductivity ratio of 1.00000 for sea water having
a salinity of 35 ppt. However, since Copenhagen
StNdard Sea Water does not always have a
,saliaity of 35 ppt, the conductivity ratio will
vary from unity?. depending upon the salinity
of the stindard.

The second step in Operating the instrument
after it has been standardized is to determine
the conductiyity ratio of the unknown sample.
This. is accompliihed by filling the, sample cell
with the unknown samplt and adjusting the tON-
DUCTIVITY RATIO dials until a ntll is obtained
on the NULL/TEMPERATURE INDICATOR. The-
CONDU.CTIVITY RATIO dial feeding is the ratio-
of-conductivity of the unknown sample to the
conductivity of a standard having a salinity of
exactly 35 ppt. Use this conductivity ratio, in
conjunction with. a set of tal?les to arrive at
the salinity of the unknown sample.

During lie process of making salinity meas-
urements, the standard sea water, the unknown
samples, the instruments, and the room in which
measurements are performed should be at a
temperature of within- +2.5° C of each other.
To accomplish this, store the samples and in-,
strument in the room where measurements are
to be made.

Inasmuch as the purpose of the salinometer
is to perform highly precise measurements of
sea water to defermine its salinity, it is im-
portant that the simple being measured in the
sample cell is truly representative of the un-
known specimen. For this reason, the cell must
be clean, free from bubbles, and uncontaminated
by previous samples.
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The filling controls are comprised of the
FILL CONTROL opening on the front panel, the
vacuunk.control neeale valve bend the sample
cell, the sample cell 'stopcock, and the various
tubes used for filling and draining.

The FILL CONTROL is a small air inlet
that taps into the suction line between the sample
cell and the overflow trap to preclude accidental
drawing of liquid into the cell. Restrict the open-
ing with your finger to fill the cell.

The vacuum control needle valve, which is
located adjacent to the sample cell, controls the
amount of suction to the sample cell and, con-
sequent13., the vacuum at the FILL CONTROL
opening. To obtain a satisfactory filling rate,
adjust the needle 'valve.

The stopcock is a three-position valve that
is used for filling and draining the sample cell.
The stopcock, which has .two ports through which
liquid flows, is placed in a mid-position between
the ports for retaining the sample.

,The.plumbing in the instrument is comprised
of tubing for air suction and for sample draining
and fillug. The two tubes attached to the stop-
cock are or Sample draining and filling. Air
suction and overflow drainage are provided by
the tube connecting the overflow jar to the sample
cell and fill control opening. The other hose from
the overflow jar connects to the needle valve,
which is in series with the vacuum line. From
the needle valve,' a hose returns to the pump.
If the overflow jar is not emptied when full,
excess fluid flows from the pump through a hose
that hangs loose beside the overflow jar.

In order to ensure that the sea water in the
sample cell is representative of the Collected
sample being measur emove all residual
traces of the p s sample tested from the
cell by rinsi the cell with a sample of the
specimen to e measured.

Vigor haki
recomme ded ior
sure thorough

g of the sample is highly
to each measurement to en-
g of the sample to be run.

Shaking also helps to eliminate bubbles resulting
from a rapid change in sample temperature.
Introduce the sample, which should be at the
temperature at which the measurements will be
made, into the cell and drain it at least twice
prior to the actual measurement.
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Slow filling is essential to prevent bubble
formation, particularly on the bottom surface
of the toroid assembly. If bubbles are present
after the stirrer has been started, drain the
liquid back into the sample bottle and then re-
fill the cell (Do not drain the sample back into
the bottle on the first rinse filling of the cell).
Any bubbles in the sampled liquid will decrease
the apparent conductivity and will result in
erroneous salinity values.

Leave the three-way valve open following
each draining to ensure thorough emptying of
the cell and fill tube. A visual check of the cell
is recommended to ensure cell and tube drainage
prior to inserting the fill tube in a new sample.

When large droplets of water cling to the
inside surface of the. cell, the cell requires
cleaning. Fill the cell with a wetting agent solu-
tion such as Tergitol or Cutscum. In the Coast
Guard, a 10% Tergitol solutionis used for this
purpose. Shake the mixture to hasten solution;
then add the 9olution to the cell, stir it for p
minutes, drain the solution, and rinse the cell
several times with fresh or distilled water.

After each day's run, fill the cell with
fresh or distilled water, allowing the water to
run into the overflow jar. Shut the stopcock
to retain the sample and run the stirrer for
approximately fifteen seconds; then remove and
drY the overflow jar. About every other day of
operation, remove and wipe clean the stopcock
and the' internal portion of e cell where the
Stopcock fits. Coat both portions lightly with
a silicone lubricant and reassemble. When secur-
ing the salinometer for storage or transport,
rinse the cell with fresh water in' the same
manner as you do for daily cleanup. Also clean
and lubricate the stopcock as directed.

A routine check to assure that power cables
are not frayed or broken, that all components
are securely mounted, that all water connections
are secure, and that pump and stirrer drive belts
are not worn is recommended upon receipt,
transportation, or shipment of the salinometer.

Table 8 describes the specifications of the
Model 6220 salinometer, while figures 93, 94,
and 95 give a detailed close-up of some .of the
more common working componfhts of this in-
strument.
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Table 8. Model 6220 Specifications.

SALINITY MEASUREMENT

Range

Least Count

Accuracy

0 to 51.ppt

0.0004 ppt

*0.003 ppt

01/.5-5'

Temperature *0.002 ppt for variation of *3 °C
Compensation between 'saniple and standard

TEMPERATURE MEASUREIvrENT .

Range 0°C to 40°C.
Accuracy ±0.5°CV

GENERAL

Dimensions x 15 x .20 inches

Sample Cell Capacity 50 cc
Weight 36 lbs.

115 cr 230 VAC150-60 Hz 1 phPower Required

1. Cap
2. Cap Screw (6)
3. Cell
4. Stopper
5. Stopcock
6. Clamp

1

Figure 93. Samp
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I. Purrp/Off/tir Swf h 5. Stirrer Motor Pulley
2. Thermistor 6. Sample Cell Cap Screw (4)
3. Stirrer Pu ey 7. Salinity Sensor (Toroid)
4. Platinum her ometer ".

7

Figure Top View of Stirrer Drive and Sample Cell.
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1. Stirrer Drive Motor
2. Stirrer Motor Pulley
3, Collar

. 4. Cam
5. Bearing
6. Pump
7. Overflow Tube.

8, Overflow jar
9. Overflow jar Cap
O. Hollow Screws (2)
1:Iluts and IM:Pshers (2)

1/2. Yacuum Control Valve
13. Set Screw
14. Pump Drive Motor

Figure 95. OverfloW Bowl and Pump Details.
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PROCESSING LABORATORY AREAS
AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

-*"LABORATORY SPACES

Shipboard laboratory space is generally di-
vided into areas: the wet-lab and the dry-
lab. The ripment reqUired in-the wet-lab is
generally limited to storage racks forthe various

-pieces of equipment that are used Over the side,
such as the STD underwaterunit, water samplers,
BT's, Rosette Multi-Sampler, nets, corers; or
almost any other piece ofoceanographic gear
that may be used on a particular, oceanographic
cruise.

The dry-lab is used to process the, data
collected. The. STD deck terminal equipment is
normally located in the dry lab. A portion of
the dry lab is often adapted for use as a chem-
istry lab. WhQtever the situation is on your
particularibcsel, the following paragraphs are
concerned with general features and equipment
associated with laboratory spaces on a vessel
that has a broad capability for oceanographic
work.

An arrangement for racking the Nansen
bottles or other water samplers is essential
for proper conduct of operations: The rack
should be fabricated to hold the necessary num-
ber of samplers normally required so that
the samplers are side by side. It must be con-
structed so that the samplers are held securely
in a vertical position and yet can be removed
easily. Below each wa/er sampler, the rack

-should have compartmentls to hold several water
sample Mottles (figure 96). 'The rack should
be near the platform 1.1.or1ang area and protected
from the weather. The rack should be constructed
so that the reversing thermometers may be
easily readwhile they are mounted on the water
sampler (figure 97). A drainage system should
be near the xpounting rack so that sample bottles.
as well as the water samplers themselves may
conveniently be drained.

Other suit-able racks or storage areas should
be constructed for other, necessary equipment,
such as the oceanographic weight, meter wheel,
block, and safety equipment.

Sea ract.s for glassware, chemicals, samples,
and other apparatus should be available in the
dry-lab area.f Laboratory space is generally

4 6 9
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Figure 96. Nansen bottle rack.

Figuse 97. Reading the reversing thermometer
with viewer.

limited and must be used to the utmost; there-
.; foie, efficient arrangement of equipment will

reduce unnecegsary work and is vital to the
personnel Working in teams to keep ahead of
a-backlog of samples.

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

A properly equipped laboratory requires
workbenches, storage cabinets, drawers, racks,
shelves, tables, sinks, adequate lighting, and a
ventilation and temperature control ystem.

qi be of
Workbenches should be -of the 'roof ht for
laboratory work. The benc,
acidproof compotition; the I "4 f!, made of
comMercial laboratory bench ..40, or of heavy
wood top coated with black aci-resistant paint.
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TABLE 9 APPARATUS AND GLASSWARE

ITEM AND SPECIFICATIONS

-30 ml capacity

-125 ml capacity

-1 gallon capacity

-16 ounce capacity

-10 ml capacity

QUANTITY
Bottles, dropping

Bottles, glass

Bottler polyethylene
,1.

Bottle, polyethylene

Burette, Automatic

Clamp, burette

-with glass dropper and rubber bulb

-narrow mouth, ground glass stopper
-screw cap, narrow mouth

-screw cap, narrow mouth ,

-3 way stopcock teflon plug
smallest' scale division 0.05 nil

-double holder'

9

124

1

12

2

1
Cylinder, graduated'

-100 ml capacity 2
Cylinder, graduated -glass -10 mi capacity. 2
Flask, Erlenmeyer 'pyrex -125 ml capacity 12
Flask, filtering -with side arm pyrex -0o ml capacity,, 2
Flask, volumetric -Ray Sorb, With ground glass stopper -250, ml capacity 2

'Flask, volumetric -with ground glass stopper -10'0 rfil capacity 2
Flask, volumetric -with ground glass stopper -1000 ml capacity 2
Magnetic stirrer -115 V variable speed approximate

size 5" x 5" x 5"
1-

Magnetic stirring bar -teflon coated-approximately 5/16" x 7/8"- 3
Pipet, aufornatic,Lowy -ground glass vent stopcocks -50 ml capacity 2
Pipet,. volumetric

-100 ml capacity. 2
Pipet, volumetric.

-5 ml capacity 9

Pipet, automatic plunger
type

a
-2 ml capacity

.
5

Pipet spare barrel -Tbr automatic plunger type -2 ml capacity 6
Rubber bulb -heavy duty -4 ounces 1
Rubber bulb -presstire -3 ounces 1
Stoppers, rubber -2 holes -number 7 1. lb
Stoppers, rubber -one hole -number 1 1 lb
Stopper ties, rubber

200
Support stand, for
burette

Tubing, Standard wall

L-approx. size of base 7" x 12",
height of rOd 20" .

-flint glass 8,mm O., D.
,

4 4
1

1 lb
Tubing, tygon -3/8"10. D 1/4", 1. D. 50.ft
Tubing, tygon -heavy wall 5/8" 0. D:, 1/4" I. D. 20 ft
Glassware brushes -assorted sizes

6
Laboratory detergent " - 2 lbs
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Table 10.7 Chemical Reagents.

Item and-Sbecifications

AlKaline iodide reagenf

Concentrated Hydrocnlocic Acid (61 bottles) or SuifurIc Acid

Distilled water

Manganous sulfate (or chloride iolution)

'otassium Di-iodate standard 0.01 N or 0.1014

SoCium .tnicsolfate solution,
1 N

Star-on indicator soljtion, sa*uraTed

Chloroform, redgent grade

Sodium carbonate . dry powder

Storage cabinets and drawers' should be com-
partmented to prevent excess motion of stored
materials.. The cabinets and drawers should
also be equipped with adequate retalning devices
to prevent them from flying open d ng heavy
seas.

A table or a table-height portioii of the
workbench is necessary 'for titrations and other,
analyses that the analyst must run while seated.
Shelves,*which are necessary over the work-
genches and tables where chemical titrations
are run, should be fitted with sea racks to hold
the large bottles or carboys of standard sOfutions
to which the titration burettes are Connected.

The laboratory's sinks must be big enough
to wash large pieces of glassWare and stall
oceanographic instruments. The sinks should be
ptainless steel and must have acidproof drain-
boards, drains, traps, pipes, seacocks, andover-
board "tii sc hargé outlets. They should be furnished
with hot and cold fresh-Water taps and a salt-

.water tap.

It is recommended that the laboratory deck
- be covered with acidproof paint or an acid-

resistant Plastic (yinyl) tile and be provided
with drainage facilities. The laboratory should
be equipped with numerous regulated voltage
electrical outlets. ComPressed air arid vacuum
,lines alSO are desirable.
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(91 bottles)

tuantity

2-quarts

2 bottles

5 gallons

2 quarts

2 cuarts

1 gallon

1 Quart

1/2 pint

1 pound

A shipboard laboratory should be furnished
with a large variety of miscellaneous -laboratory
equipment. Table 9 is a recommended list of
apparatus 'and glassware required to perform a
program of oxygen analysis. Table 10 lists Vie
recommended chemicals and chemical reagents
to support such a program. Keep in minethat
requirements vary considerably for different
projects and/or surveys.

MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Two things that are very important in op-
erating a shipboard laboratory are neatness and
cleanliness. A sloppy laboratory cat quickly be-
come chaos. As 'soon as you have used a piece
of equipment, clean it and return it to its proper
place of stowage. Considerable time can be lost
searching' for a particular flask or graduide
only to find it broken or too dirty to use. Chippleaci
glassware is dangerous; avoid using it. Clothi
can be ruined and skin burned if spilled acids
are not cleaned,...up immediately.

Although each method of analysis haq detailed
instructions for handling and cleaning its partic-,
ular equipment, the seagoing technician must
familiarize himself with basic laboratory pre-
cautions. At times, you will have to handle
chemicals that are corrosive and toxic. Because
ofthe dangers involved, exercise extreme care
at all times when handling these chemic'als.4

, .
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Most laboratory equipment is delicate, and some
is specially made and is difficult to obtain..

Astly damage and personal injury can result
such material is handled carblessly. It is

obvious, therefore, diet the shipboard. laboratOry
is a space -in which only caudal:i personnel
should be authorized. Thelaboratory shonld
never, under any .ciinumstances, be used. as a

,general passageway or lounge. 6

The latioratory must be well ventilated to
remove.any toxic val5ors created by chemicals.
Since Several types of equipment for sea water
analYsis are calibrated at 20' to 25' C, it is
desi,rable that -.the laboratory be kept in this
'temperature range.

Several types of titration analyses utilize
color-change end -points. For this reason, it
is important that the lighting of the laboratory
be of high quality. .Fluorescenf lights of the
,daylight type are recommended. Smoking is not
recommended in the area for many reasons.
In an area of analysis involving refraction of
light, the light-blue.cigarette smoke will cause
erroneous readings.

A large portion of the laboratory equipment
used at sea consists of delicate glassware.
Although these beakers, graduates, burettes,
pipettes,, flasks, etc., are each designed for par-
ticular functions, they unfortunately are of very
awkward shapes and sizes for stowage. (See
figure 98.) It is) recommended that only those
pieces Of equipnient in fairly frequent use be
arranged in sea racks. The remaining spares
and seldom-used pieces should be wrapped lib-
erally with soft packing material and *stow?d in
drawers or bins so thei will be unaffected by
motion of the ship in rough weather. Do not
crowd glassware in drawers..

Stow cheniicals in bottles or jars with screw
caps or stoppers and pack the bottles or jars

. in cabinets or drawers with dependable...latches
or locks. Wrap fragile bottles with soft packing
material to prevent gintact with ne anofher,and
to keep them from m3inaboutJ with the motion
of the ship. Stow liquids uWighUn tightly capped
bottles in sea racks or compartmented bins.

Stow strong .acids and bases in racks or
bins that are well ventilated and equipped with
a drain to dispose of spilled solution in the event
of breakage, The drain should lead to anoverboard

4

4K1

discharge. One method is to construct a ;ack
at he babk of one of the laboratory sinks
that will drain into the sink. Remember that
it is far better to discard a reagent than to per-
mit unsafe stowage.

A handlingchemicals, wear a laboratroy
Apron ,or coat.. While you are. haridling strong,
.chemicals, Wear rubber troviita paid safety giles
if there is a 1:46ssibilit.of.lnjury frckin
cheznical reaction or splashing; The safe
to mix abid solutiOns is to place a bofitafnéi

water. in a cold water 'bath, stir the Water
nstantly wfth a stirring rod, and pour the°acid

slowly into the water. NEViR, POUR WATER
INTO ACID: Keep acid away`from combustible
material at all times. "-

The most serious accidents that occur ilia
laboratory usuilly result from cOntactwith,strong
chemicals. It is important that safgty and first
aid equfpnient be readily available. In addiAon
to a first aid kit, an overhead quick-pull, safety
shower or some similar apiiaratus should be
provided. If a.corrosive chenfical is spilled on
any part of the hody, flush 'the contaminated
area immediately with large qualtities of water.
Vinegar is effective in neutralizing the area after
large amounts of ater have been used. In the
event of contact between the skin isid aci,d,
rinse the area With large quantities of tap water
and then' ipply sodium' carbonate to neutralize
the area. "

Ke4ping laboratory glasaware and other
equipment clean is of extieme imporiance. Con-
tamination of samplei will result in invali$1
analyses if dirty glassware is' used. Always
clean and dry the workbench tops and tables ifter-
completing analysis of samples or after'Making
up chemical-solutions; :

Before setting up titration apparatua (figure
99), clean meticulously the burettes and pipettes
to be used. Inspecethem frequehtly during analyses
and reclean them at the first signs of adherence
of solutions ç samples to the inner sides of the
glass. The results of aif analysis can be distorted
greatly by the preSence of a SINGLE droplet of
solution or partidle of grease adhering to the
insiiie of the pipette or burette. For example;
a one-drop error in delivery of the Knudsen
pipette can canse an error of 0.16 parts per
thousand of salinity. .

4 72
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silt water

outlet

.10 ml automatic
burette

40 Sodium

Thio-Sulfete

0.01 N
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50 ml
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125 ii
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megketic,
stirrer
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Figure 99. Complete laboratory setup.
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The following- method is recommended for
cleaning glassware. Rinse the instruments inside
and out with fresh water and fill them with a
special acid-dichromate cleaning solutign. Be-
cause this solution is very concentrated, wear
safety goggles and rubber gloveS when handling
thiS solution. Do not let the solution come in
contact with the graduations or other markings
on a burette, as it will remove the color from
the lines and figures. Leave the solution in the
instruments for at least 12 hours. Drain the
acid-dichromate solution carefully from the in-
strument and return the solution to its container
for reuse. Rinse the instrument for about 5
minutes in tap water and then make a final
rinse with distilled water. If there is any sign
of water adhering to the inside of the instrument,
fill the instrument again with-the cleaning solu-
tion and let it stand for at least 2 hours.

11 the instrument is clean, remove the stop-
cocks and allow them to dry; then lubricate
and reassemble them. 'The pipette or bu,rette
is now ready to be set up for titrations. When
running the titrations, keep a close watch on
the condition of these instruments. At .the first
evidence of droplets adhering to the inside,
clean the instruinents again.

The acid-dichromate solution is prepared
from concentrated stilfuric acid and a com-
mercially available solution called Chromerge.
To prepare the solution, proceed as follows:

1. "Slov.ly add a small bottle of ChromArge
concentrate into a 9-pound ,bottle of con-
centrated sulfuric acid.

- .

2. Recap the 9-pound bottle tightly and mix
well:

3. Allow the slightly warmed mixture.to
cool to room temperature before using.

*

(Wear fu)bey gloves and goggles during pre-
paration ,*of the solutiorr.) A crystalline pre-
cipitate 4will form at the' bottom of tfie bottle.
The prebipitate indicates that the solution is
saturated and may be used'over agthn as long
as the precipitaie 'remains. When the dark brown
color of the solutrOn begins -ta show a greenish
hue, it is .an indication that too many impurtties
are preSent. The solution should be disposed
of and a new solution made up.

SAMPLING NETS

Biological sampling nets are designed for
various purposes. Some nets can be used only
when a ship is stopped or at anchor, and other
nets are designed to take samples while a ship
is drifting or underway. Certain nets can be
used to obtain samples .only at the surface, and
still others can be used to collect samples from
any depth desired. Net mesh sizes vary. The
selection of the mesh size depends on the or-
ganisms sought. Qualitative, samplerg sieve or-
ganisms from the water, but,they do not measure
the volume of water that passes through the net.
On the other hand, quantitative samplers not
only sieve organisms but also measure the volume
of water filtered. (See figure 100.)

A qualitative plankton sampling net is shown
in figure 101. The net is cone shaped, and its
opening at tge large end is fitted with reinforced
eyes and is lashed to a metal ring. The small,
or cod, end of the net is attached tg the sampreN._
bucket. 'The qualitative 'plankton sampling nqs
most commonly used have one-meter, half-metetr
and' 30-centimeter metal rings, and are approxr
imately 5 meters, 3 meters, and one meter long,
'respectively.

The qualitative* plankton sampling net- is
simple to operate.; the only tool required is a
medium size screwdriver. The qualitative plank-
ton net may be towed either vertically, obliquely,
or horizontally. After an operation is com'pleted,

,rinse the net and bucket in fresh water to*remove
any', plankton that may have adhered to the sampler;
then, dry .the net in the shhcle. (Keep oil and
greage off the net.)

^99'

CLA.RKE-BUMPLIS
QUANTITATIVE PLANKTON SAMPLER

A Clarke-Bumpus quantitative plankton sam-,
[ler is silown, idligures112-and 103. It is designed
t* be opened and closed at a desired clepth, and
it is equipped with a flow meter that meastites
the volume of water passing through the net.
Thus, a quantitative plankton sample can be taken
at a desire'd depth by means of this sampler
without contamination from plankton in over-
lyihg water strata.

After an operation is completed, 'rinse the 4

sampler in fresh water, dry it,' and lubricate
all metal parts with a light coating of oil.

,
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Figure 101. The half-meter qualiLtive
plankton net.

, Figure 102. Clark BuI1fpu1ivantitative
plankton er,
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Figure 103. Side view of Clarke-Bumpus
plankton sampler.
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figtire 104.-- The inidwater trawl.

Remove the net and dry. it in a shaded area-:
before storing the net. (Keel:, Oil off the net.)

ISACCS-KIDD MIDWA,TER TRAWL

The Isadcs-Kidd midwater trawl shown in
figure 104 as d6veloped at the -UniVersity. oJ .

California, Scripps Institutign of Oceanography.
It is ,capa6le of ,coilecting some of the large

'And mere active nekton forms found in the ocean.
As implied by its name, the trawl was designed
primarily tor use in midwater, that is, ocean

0



water belOw the surface layers. An ordinary
net will surface behind the towing vessel unless
hauled at extremely slow speeds. To counteract
this tendency, the.midwater trawl has an inclined
plane surface rigged in front of the net entrance.
This surface or vane acts as a depressor in a
manner opposite to the elevating action of akite surface.'

The midwater trawl is essentially an asym-
metrical cone of 2 1/2-inch stretch mesh. Ithas a 10- or 15-foot .pentagonal mouth, it is
31- or 72-feet long, and it has a round opening
at the cod end. From a point 3 feet from the
end, an additional netting of 1/2-inch stretch
mesh is attached as a lining, and a perforated
sample container is fastened to the cod end
of the trawl by draw strings.

Placing a trawl in the water is dependent
upon the characteristics of the towing ship and
upon the number df men and equipment.availablefor handling. Generally speaking, however, thecod end is put over the side with bare way on.'As soon as the cod end is streamed and thenet is flowing freely, the depressor should be
lowered just below the prface. If the trawl is
lowered ovv the side rather than the stern,
fouling in the ship's screws can be avoided by
making a gradual inside turn until the trawl is
streaming well aft.

If properly streamed, the V-shaped depressor
will not, only cause the net to dive.but will also
funnel .additional 'water into the mouth of the
net, keeping the net billowed out. As soon as
this occurs and the net is well clear of the. ship,
the ship's speed should be increased to the speed
that will produce the dedired towing speed,Nith
consideration for the relative motion lost .due

_to the pay-out speed of the towing cable from
the winch. A continuous watch on a dyriafriometer
should be maintained, especially during lowering
and retrieving, ,or during .8hanges in weather
.conditions, to avoid. straining or ,parting- the
towing cable qr trawl.

-An alternate and p rhaps better way of
streaming the net is to p ,out cable with the
ship having just enough way on to prevent the

41 trawl from fouling itself. This method allows
a ttawl to sink more rapidly to the/ desired
trawling depth. When it is estimated that this
depth:,has been reached, the ship's speed should'
be increased to the desired trawling speed.
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A trawl will then stabilize itself at a dept
dependent, upon the trawling speedr cable dian
eter, etc.

When it is estimated that enough cable/has
been payed out to place a trawl at a dedired
trawling depth, the ship's speed should be Iwed
to the intended trawling, speed simultaneou ly as
the winch is stopped. Reasonable maneuvering
can be accomplished by the ship during trawling.
The length of the trawling period should be at
least several hours. At an early point in op-
erations, a trial series of tows should be run
so that a graph can be drawn to show the neces-
sary , amount of cable to be payed out for a
certain depth when hauled at a certain speed.

After a trawling period is over, the ship
should be slowed to a desired trawling speed,
less the speed of cable 'recovery by the winch.
The slowing of the ship as the /Winch begins
to retrieve the wire must be a smooth op-

.eration so that the actual net speed always re-
mains the same. Any time the retrieving action
is stopped, the ship's speed shoilld be increased
again to the desired trawling, speed. Cautionshould be taken at all times to see that the
actual .trawling speed of a net is kept constant
to avoid excessive strain frOm an increase in
speed and to avoid allowing, entrapped animals
to escape with a decrease in speed. Any increase
in trawling speed may cause the trawl to dive
more steeply. This additional deepening must be
taken into consideration if tows are being made
close to the bottom.

- Because of the additional strains due tothe surging of the towing ship during heavy
swe 1, the trawl normally will be used in fair
weat1e,r. Special emphasis should be placed on
tra\vling when a pronounced deep scattering layer
is indic ted on the .echo.sounder-. .

.

The, depth of towing id of.prime importance',
and any depth gage available,and suitable shou,ld
be used if pqssible. Experimentation such,as theuse of explosives, or fish poison (a seepage
container of rotenone) in front of the net entrance;
the use of a half-meter plankton net of, coarse
meshlin place of the- cod-end, can, or the instal-1

lation -of several truncated cones of netting within
the cOd end (similar to a fish weir) to prevent
fish from escaping the net may be desired.

^
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After using the net, it is not necessa'ry to
rinse it In fresh water, but spread it out, thor-
oughly dry itcrid then store. it. NEVER store
the net in a damp condition.,

CURRENT MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
7

Probably more types of instruments areused
for measuring currents than for measuring any
other single element of oceanography. Devices
range from the simple drift bottle to sophis-
ticated electronic instruments._

Types of current-meaSuring instruments may
be divided into four broad and general categories,:
free-floating, fixed, tethered, and shipboard.
Those in the first category include dye marks
and floats, or drogues, that can be observed
from ship, shore, or aircraft. Those in the
second category include instruments that are
Attached to piers, towers, or beacons, or are
placed on the bottom of rivers, bays, estuaries,
And other lir r-shore areas. Those of the third
category mei de buoys in either deep or shallow
water, L ose of the fourth category include

"ins ments that can be operated when the ship
underway or anchored.

DYE MARKS

Dye marks are Usedto determine current pat-
terns in coastal waters. This technique involves
releasing quantities of dye at a given point and
checking the dispersion of the dye by means of
visual observation, color photography, or fluor-
ometric measurement. In some applications,
divers carry containers of dye to a predetermined
depth and release it, and in other projects, the
dye may be dumped over the side eta vessel.

PARACHUTE DROGUES

The parachute-drogue method of measuring(
current speed and,- direction has become in-
creasingly more important during recent years,.
In rnaking these -observations, an improvised
array consisting of 'a parachute, a length ,of
wire rope, and a lighted, radar reflector equip- ,

ped buoy is launched from.aship and is tracked.
'-. -Sin-ce the paraCliute sinks to a- predeteymined,

-depth, opens, and moves with the prevailing
currents, tracking the surface buoy and record-
ing the time and poSition results i,n a record
of current speed and direction. This method
is veiy Satisfactory for measuring surface, and
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shallow water current velocity , but because
of a drug force and depth uncertainty,. drogues
are less accurate for deeper observations.

The technique of launching a series of dro-
gues with parachutes at various depths is es-
pecially effective where counter currents ex,ist
or where topography may have an influenci on
currents. The path, followed by the drogue will
be that of the general water mass, and internal
waves or minor current fluctuations generally
will not be reflected; however, by recording
positions at more frequent intervals, rotary tidal
currents and changing current patterns can be
detected.

The parachute-drogue array used by NAV-
OCEANO is shown in figure 105. The para-
chutes usually are surplus material; and the
aluminum TV antenna poles, styrofoam block,
radar reflector and light, chains, connectors,
cables, and weights are relatively inexpensive.
The entire array can be considered expendable
if it does .eventually sink or becomes lost. Con-
crete blocks often are used for weights.

EKMAN CURRENT METER

The Ekman current meter was developed
by Dr. V. Walfred Ekman, a Swedish scientist.
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The meter. (figure 106) is designed to give cur- .
rent 5peed and direction at any depth. The
speed4measuring mechanism consists of an im-
peller, or screw, and a shaft connected to a
set of dials which indicate impeller revolutions.
The direction device -consists of a magnet&
compass and cornpass-ball receptacle. The
receptacle is divideq into 36 chambers, each
representing 10 of azimuth. As the impelleiti
rotates, brOnze balls fall, 'one at a time, from
their reservoir onto the top of the compass
needle and, depending on the heading of the
meter, are guided to one of the 10 direction
chambers. This gives the direction toward which
the current is flowing.

The current meter is lowered by either the
t oceanographic or bathythermograph winch, using

3/32-, 5/32-, or 3/16-inch wire. The impeller
is locked during lcm ering and hoisting. One mes-
senger is sent dOvn the wire to unlock the im-
peller and to set the meter .in operation., A
second messenger is sent dom.' to lock the im-
pellerrfiefore hoisting. Th4 platform from whicii,
the Eckman current meter is suspended should
be anchored to obtain valid measurements.

The Ekman current meter is a delicate in-
strument, and it requires careful handling. After
each current-measurement operation, rinse the
meter with fresh water and lightly oil all moving
parts.

ROBERTS RADIO,CURRENT METER

The Roberts radio current meter is an in-
strument esigned to measure current speed
and directi n. As the word "radio" in its name

.description implies, 'this meter was designed
to be used as a part of a current-measuring
system that transmits current data to the ob-
server hy 'radio. When the ineter and the system
of radio transmission and remote monitoring
ot the cu,srgnt data were developed by Captain
Eihot B./ Roberts of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, they were a marked improvement over
the -other methods of current measuremerits
in use at that time. The Roberts radio current
meter has been used succeskfully on numerows
surveys for over 10 years. Recently, however,
more sophisticated current meters have replaced
the Roberts radio current meter in 0 ap-

has
I

sion

phcations, but because the Robertse
been used so extensively in the pas
being used in some operations, a brie
of the meter is presented.
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Three models of' the Roberts radio' current

meter, along with the internal mechanism of
a meter, are shown in.figure 107. The gear'
mechanism (cut B) is enclosed in a watertight
main body of the meter, and the rotation of the
impeller is- transferred to the gears through the
bulkhead by magnetic drive. As the impeller turns,
two devices in the mechanism make and break
(cut C) an electrical circuit to produce the speed
and direction signals (cuts D and E). One device
is fixed relative to the meter; the other is cbn-
nected with a built-1n' magnetic compass. The
fixed device makes contact at each fifth turn
of the impeller; the other, at evefy 10th turn.
The frequency of the contacts serves as a
measure of current speed, and the time re-
lationship of the contacts serves as a measure
of current direction.

Speed and direction signals are relayed via
watertight cable either to a buoy or to a ship.
If the current meters a-re suspended from an
anchore'd ship, the cable can be brought aboard
and the meters can be monitored directly. If
the curient meters are, suspended from a buoy,
the signals are transmitted by radio and received
at a remote-monitoring base station. (See figure
108.)

During current measurement operations, in-
spect the meter periodically. Remove any rope
fibers, grass, or biological growth from the
impeller and impeller bearing. Check .vivels,
electrical and suspension cables, and ground
tackle. After completing an operation, rinse
the meters with fresh water. Extensive repairs
in the field to the interior mechanism and im-
peller mount of the meter must be undertaken
with caution, because calibration data for meters
are determined by preset impeller response and
magnetic linkR.ge.

GEODYNE MODEL A-101 CLRRENT METER

The operation of the Geodyne Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) (Richardson) cur-
rent meter is described in this section. Model
A-101 of this current meter is used by NAV-
OCE.ANO at the present time(figure 109).

This self-contained digital-film-recording
current merer measures current speed from 0.05
to 5.0 knots and current direction within + 10°.
The data are recorded photographically at sampl-
ing intervals controlledby an internal mechanism,
and as many as 4,500 sets of observations can
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Abe rectcded on a 100-foot troll of film. The

current meter may be programmed to operate
for a period of several days or several months,
dependington the frequency of the observations.
The recoaiing mechanism isbattery-powered,
and the meter is constructed to %ithstand pres-
sures encountered at water depths of 5,000
meters.

Fla Ire 110 shows the location of the main
components ortbe current meter. The intelli-
gence from the sensing devices (rotor, vane,
inclinometer, compass, and fiming devices) is
transtnitted as light through optical-fibers to
the- field of view of the camera. These light
pipes are referred to as channels. A timing
device activates the tight circuits, causing the
varioli's channels in the field of view to flash
and be photographed as a row of dots. The meter
can be programmed to operate continuously,or
at 'predetermined intervals. When oPerating on
INTERVAL, the meter is activated one to 12
times-per hour for a 50-second recording per-
iod, depending on the cam installed on-the time
mecha,nism.

This current meter requires relatively little
maintenance. After retrieving the meter and
removing the data-record'film, close the meter,
wash the exterior with fresh water and dry,_

if

PONTA SUPPLY

for Roberts radio current meters.
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tape tne rotor and -ane to prevent turning,
and replace the meter in the shipping ease.

If flooding has excurred while the_ meter
was ubinerged, the data record will usuall
be ruined, dept.ncling on the extent of the llood-
mg. Nevertheless, to salvage. the current meter

remoe e the components tc.mwra,
,clock, etc.) from the instrument assembly, rinsk
them Aith alcohol, and ,(1. them. Then rinse
the instrument frame ee ith fresh water, dry and
reassemble" the component:,, close the meter,
and place the meter in the shipping case for
return to N \V()CI AN(/ or tA unit that sup-
plied the meter.

Figure 111 shom.s a common display used
with the model A-101 current meter. Figure 112
shows divers actually ,%orking with a curient
meter display.

GEOMAGNETIC ELECTROKINETOGRAPH

The Geomagnetic Electrolunetograph (GEN)
is a shiPboard current measuring detice des-
igned to record tne electrical potential developed
by the movement of .en electrical cable and
electrolyte (sea %eater) through the earth's .nag=
netic field (figure 113). The GEK measures tK

42
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net cuxrent, the surface current minus
the average currents to the bottom.

The essential physical equipment constitut-
ing the instrument is:

1. A matched pair Of electrodes Inounled
200 meters apart on a two-conductor cable
long enough (ordmarily two or three times
the length of the ship) to: stream them
astern, away from the magnetic and' elec-
trochemical influences of the ship.

2. A recording potentiometer asseimbly to
which the cable is connected.

3. gyrocompass repeater mounted above
or close to the recorder assembly.
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With the above equipment, observations of,
'the potential difference developed in the cable
are made when the ship is underway.. These
potential differences result from the athwart-
ship motion both of the cable and of the water
through the earth's magnetic field.' They are
rigidly related to the set and drift of the ship
and thus of the trailing cable. The potential
differefice changes sign when currents set the
ship to port or starboard. The magnitude of
the potential difference depends on the rate
of drift normal to the course, on the length
of cable between electrodes, on the local strength
of the vertical component of the earth's magnetic

field, and on the vertical distribution of water
velocities at the locition. Thrd'ugh measure-

' ments of the potential differences on two courses
nearly at right angles, the drift or component
velocities in these two directions are deter-
mined. The vector sum, or resultant of these
velocities, is the not current vector for that
locality.

SONAR FINGER
.

The sonar pingv is a brttery-powered,
automatic cycling, submersible sound generator
unit. It is used for positioning oceanographic
equipment within measured distances of the ocean
floor. The sonar pinger has been used suc-
cessfully in underwater photography and Nansen.

.Figure 112. Divers planting Geodyne current meter on'tripod.
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Figure 113. Measuring currents with the GEK.

cast operations (figure 114). The pinger trans-
' nuts sonar pulses at precisely timed intervals.

AS the pinger is.lowered toward the bottom
(figure 115), the transmitted pings are received
on A sonar receilzer and displayed on a mon-

.. itor to produce a continuous visual record of
the pinger-to-bottom distance.. Since each sound
pulse is transnutted directly to the ship and
also is reflected by the bottom baôk to the ship,
the intyval between the time the direct and the
reflected pings are received is:

Tdif = 2\D and/or D
Tdif

2 .

here D = pinger-to-bottom distance (feet)
V = velocity of sound in water

(feet/second)

di = time interval betweendirect and
f reflected signals (seconds) .

For example, if the pinger is 1,250 feet
above the bottom and the velocity of sound in
water is assumed to be approximately 5,000
feet per second, the reflected ping will be
received one-half second after the direct ping;

9 X 1 250 -T = = 0.5 seconds.dtf. 5,000 4. Or
Likesise, ,a f.millisecond difference would in-.
dicate distance of 5 feet above the bottom;

5,000 x 0.002
2

5 feet.

4.
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Figure 114. Sonar pingei replaces weight on
Nansen cast.
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Figure 115. Sonar piriger bottom positioning
technique for Nansenapast bottorhto

temperature measurements.
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TRANSFORMER
CONNECTIONS
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DESCRIPTION

The sonar pinger described 'here is the
Edgerton, Gerrneshausen, and Grier' (EG&G),
Mark 1, Sonar Pingbr. The sonar pinger is
composed of three main subassemblies: driver,
pulse transformer, and transducer. The driver
generates an electrical pulse once every second,
the pulse transfornier steps up the 'voltage
of the pulse, aria the transducer cbnverts the high-
voltage electrical pulse into a high intensity
12 kHz sound. The pinger driver Visassembled
is shown in figure 116. It eonsistl Of main
driver circuitry, battery, end caps, and driver
housing. The pulse transformer is shown in
figure' 117. It consists of two windings housed
in a rubber-stoppered clear plastic tube filled
with transformer oil. The transducer is shown
in figure 118; It 'contains ADP (Ammonium
di-hydrogen phosphate)crystals mounted in par-
allel on a backing plate. To achieve good acoustic
coupling with the v.ater, the aluminum transducer
housing is filled with dehydrated .castor oil and
is closed with a special rubber diaphragm.°
In addition to the pinger, a hydrophone and its
amplifiers (or echo hounding equipment 'used in
the passive manner}, paper chart -recorders, and
a triggered sweep osciftscope are requi red n the

, sonar pinger operati, to receive and visually
-or graphically display the pinger signal.

END CAP
HOUSING

MAIN DRIVER
CIRCUITRY

BATTERY 'V RING ON-OFF
CONNECTION

Figure 116. The pinger driver disassembled.
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Figure 117. Sonar pinger pigse transformer.

Figure 118.-7 Sonar pinger tiansducer.

THEORY OF OPERATION

Operation.of the sonar pingei"is automatic.
Once the ()Inger is activaed, the unit_will gen-
erate a sound pulse once per second until the
battery is discharged or until the unit is turned
off. Every 10th pulse is blanked so that the dirst,
ect and indirect ping can be matched.

Idien activated, 6 %olts from the battery
are .applied to the precision-interval tit:Ling-
switch motor and to the two transformer coupled

4 S

111

transistors. They oscillate at approximately 2
kHz, creating a 6-volt alternating cu.uent, whiOh
is rpsed to about 420 volts in the tor,l-oiclitl pow-
er transformer. The 420-volt alternating cur-
rent is rectified to 840 volt? direct current, .
which charges a capacitor. Wnen the capacitor
discharges into-the pulse transformer, an 8,000-
volt pulse is generated and transmitted to the
transducer. The secondary of the transformer
and the crystals _of the transducer foim tunea
circuit which oscillates at about 12 kHz for
approximately 0.5 millisecond (about' 6 cyclvs)

he sogid energy created by the
stals is transmitted ,through
iaphragni and into the water.

every second.
oscillation o
oil to the rubb'ef

,

NANSEN CASX BOTTO1 2PSITIONING
TECHNIQUE,

Figure 119 presents a standard supporting
arrangement for a sonar- pi-hger bi a.Nansen
cast. The pinger assembly, which weighs about
150 pounds, replaces the.100-pound lead weight
normally usedL Two or three Nanseri bottles
(2 meters apafi) are placed on the 4.rire, with
the bottom bottle as near .as practical to the

LOWERIN G

A

NICO=4E SS
SLEEVES

1.44 Me LE

Figure 119. Standard supporting arrangement
for Sonar pingd used on N nstn cast.
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piriger. Diiring the lowering of the cast a:nd
while the messenger is sliding down the wire,
the pinger-to-bottom 'distance =dis monitored so
that the Nansen b'ottles with the reversing ther-
mometers will bet tripped when they are very
near the ocean floor. .

,

BOTTOM POSITIONINGiTECHIELQUE

After a pinger is activated and over the side,
the lowering should be monitored with the ship's
ech2-soun9iirig equipment, a,Precision Depth Re-
corder (MR), and an odcillascope (figures 120,
121, and 122).

With the ship's echo-soundingsystem, deter-
mine the approxiMate depth of water irfãthoms
and compute the largest multiple of 400 repre-
senting this depth (400, 800, j.,200, etc.). For

.example, 2,603 contains 2,400)tis the largest
multiple of 400. Set the ship's echo sounding
system to the listening mode, and theMR to
the -0.-4 to 400-fathom scale. As the pinger is
lowered, the signar tracei on the strip chart
will either diverge or converge, will automatic-
ally shift when they reach the edge of the
chart, and will cross when the pinger-tc-bottOm
distance is equal to the largest multiple deter-
mined for depth. The traces will continue to
diverge and .converge ae, bottom is approached,

'

and .at each crossing the pinger-to-bottom dis-
tance will be Less by 400 fathclms (figur4 122).

Continue lOwering until the pingfir is approx-
imately 100 fathoms off th"e bottom (when traces
are separated by about one-fourth the full scale
451 the PDR); then, reduce the avinch speed and
lower the pinger -with caution: When the flinger
is approximately 20 fathoms off ail !lotto
stop the winch. From this point; rely mainl)
on an oscilloscope..

Begin to lower the cast slowly. Turn the
Time/Division dial, to 5 milliseconds; the unit
nr is set up to measure iiinger-to-bottom
diktance from 37.5 meters down to 3.8 meters
(see table p). When th pinger-to-bottom dis-
tance decreaSes to 15 eters, turn the Time/
Division dial to 2 mill econds; the unit then
is set up to measur' between 15 and 1.5 meters.
Continue to monitor the pinger-to,bottom dis-
tance, paying out and,taking up wire as required
for the desired depth until the operation is
completed,. You are now ready to retrieve the
cast.

If for any reason the pinger should cease
to function during an operation, rpse the cast
immediately. The pinger may be flooded, the
leads may .. have fouled, or one of the components
may have failed. If flooding is suspected, hoist

g- Ilki A.,1107-

011111"1.1
4/01111111. -

air iPRIOP.

PINGER-TO-
BOTTOM DISTANCE

4

Fisure 120. NAVOCEANO scientist using the Mar1s45A Precision Depth Recorder
to determine pinger-to.Lbottom distance.
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(b) Oscilloscope grid showing direct ping at 0. 6,
ind .10.
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0) (-icilloscopr grid. shottitig direct Ong, at 0 and
reflected inng at II, 4 With dial 19) set at 5 milli. ".
,econds. pineerdo-bottorn dktance is 23 meters. With

I

dial (9) set at 2 milliseconds. dIsrance Is 0 meted...)
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table 11.- Sonar pinger-to-bottom distance.

Table based on sound velocity of 1,500 meters per econd (820 fathom+ per soconcp

Secondary *i Oscilloseoie . grid, divisions
time/div,ision
dial 9 settings
(nulliseconds) ' 1 2 3 4 5 , 6 7 9 i0

J.

1 0.75in I.5m 2.25m 3.0m 3.75m 4.5m
2 1.3m 3,0m 4 5m 6.0m 7 3m 9 Orn
5 3.8m 7 5m 11.2m 15.0m 18.Sni 22.5m
10 7.5m 15.0m 22.5m 30.0m 3Sni 45m

20fm# 23fms
20 15m ,30m 451n 60m m75 90n)

25fm1. 33fms 4Ifm 49fm-
.50. - 38m 75m 112m 130ni Istim '225in 375f

20( ms 4 I fins illfins 82fm. IO2fips 12 ifm.
100. 75ni Min 225in 300m 375in 4511nt ,

41flisr 82fins 12.1f ins 164fm. -`205(311- 264fm.

/
/

5.25m li.Om 6 73rn 7 3m
10 5in 12.0m 13 3ni 15 Om

26.2m 30.0m 33.8m 37 3m
52m 60m Om 73m

fm- 33f m. 37fni- 4 lfrns
f31105in 120m 135rn 15Orn
57fm 66fin- 74fm. s2fms
262in 300ni 3 m3sni
143ttn- It, gm- 1 s4fm- 205fm.
7,1-411 01)1011 ti;:im 750in
2s7fm- 31,1111- 4 !Ohio,
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t
the unit inboard and drain it by loosening the
driver lower end cap. check the 0-rings for
nicks ,or cuts. If flooding hat.:. taken place, wash
the parts with trtsh water mnd thy them before
reassenthling. Refer to the instruction manual
in the v-nt that a component malfunction has
i.aused the trouble.- If a lead was fouled and
thstape

nind lower the east again. Check t battery
1 ectricalco nntcted, cover the connectionwith

voltage after each lowering.

I. NDLIM \I It C' \MER.AS

r ndt_rwater cane-ras be classificdunder
tvio c it gones: thou_ operated in shallow*water
uy d-vers and those automatic deep sea systems
that are lowered trom ships. Both groups use
eithk r color or black and white film.

Uhe dtep sea underwater camera ssterns
lri iut ,matic systems that are lowered from
ships Qr are installed on deep sea submersible

Th,:. Edgerton, Germeshausen, and
Grit r (E6&G) ileo-sea underwater camera sys-
tems (figure 123) used by NAVOCEANO to pro-
duce stereo, double-camera, or single-camera
photography make use of the following compon-
ents: (1) an vlectricuily-driven, 35-mm still
camera, (2) light sotirce, (3) battery pack, (4)
mounting rack, and (5) sonv pinger.

The camera .s encased in a watertight steel

e is designed to erate to a maximum
hous,ng tube. (See 124.) The housing
tub
pres:-ure depth of 17,500 psi. The c:Cmera takes
about 500 separate exposures on a standard
100-foot roll of film. The iens, an f/4.5 Hopkin,
:s speciallytdesigned to correct kir the dis-
tortion int Oduced %then light passes from tlp
water thr agh the housing window to the air
inside th camera housing. The lens is pre-
focused t give a depth of field in water of
about 3 I '2 to 20 feet. The maximum distance
wove liottom at which photographs ofthe bottom
are, posiible is deterinined by the film speed,
light .ntensIty, andlens aperture.

Illumination for underwater photography is
,prov.ded ach camera by An accompanying 200-
witt-second, electronic flash (strobe) umt (figure
125h Th,: unit is eFlpsed" in a water-tight
ttd hoLis,ng tube and Kilizes a Xenon flashtube

which is fired by a bank of capacitors. These

LI
strobe units arr.designed to work in synchro-
nization with the camera advance motor. \p-
proxirnately every 15 seeonds, the capacitOrs
discharge and fire the, strobe hght; then, during
the next 6 seconds, ibellim advance motw movts
the film to ,the net frame; meanwhile, the cap-

_acitors are being charged to repeat the cycle.

Power for the hght source and the camera
motor is supplied by two battery packs (figure
126). The packs are contained in steel tubes
similar to those of the camera and the light
source. Each battery pack contains two series
Connected six-volt, silver zinc wet-cell batteries
(figure`127). Model 280 contains a clock-driven
mechanical time .delay switchind Model 281
contairfs a 15-secon& c)cling device. Batteries
usually must be echarged after each lowering.

Many ships use an adjustable mounting rack
for underwater photography. he racks are des-
igned to accommodate a variety of camera ar-
rangements. The rack is constructed of gal-
vanized or stainless Steel channel members,
braalte4, spring loaded nuts,' bolts, and instru-
ment, holders. The spring loaded nuts slide to
any position in .the channel., members so that
cameras, light sources, battery packs, and the
pinger can be mounted to suit the project at_
hand.

4

A sonar pinger, which has already been
4discussed, rounds out the basic eiquipment used
in underwater photography. The positioning tech-
nique Used for a Nansen cast is also used for

'the desired camera location.

TRANSPARENCY MEASUREMENT\
DEVICES

The Secchi disc and Forel scale are used
to measure water transparency and water color,
respectively. The Secchi disc is a circular plate,
having a standard diameter of 30 centimeters.'
One .side is white and the other is black. .A
ring attached at the center of the disc allows
a graduated line to be sepred. A 5- to 7 1/2-
pound -lead weight is attached to the disc so
the device will sink rapidly and vertically.
The line attachcl to the Secchi disc should
be marked off in 1-meterS intervals to at least
50 ri-iters. It recommended that 1/4-inch

-tiller line with a clhosphor bronze core, which
minimizes stretching, be used.
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Figure 123. Deep sea underwater camera sSrstem.
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p.

I re 127. Silver zinc wet cell battery
and filling klt.

C.

Water color is most easily determineddi
conjunction with the Secchi disc (figure 12q). A
standard Foxel scale is used. This scale consists
of a series of.-11 small vials containingammonia-
cal copper sulphate And neutral i)otassium ahro-
mate in such jopc.tions that a different grad-
uaUon of color Is imparted to each vial. These
vials are numeritthly destipiated ald Are com-
pared directly with thq water.

Figure 128. The Secchi disc.
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----TJPPER=AIR EQUIPMENT

In this section you will be introduced to
some f the equipment generally associated
with uppr air observational provams. As a
\taring.. science Teciuucian, you may be required

c to assist others in such programs, or infthe
case of i iebreaker duty, an upper air program
willeicon tute a large percentage of your work
load. In ,i,ther situation, a minimum working
knowledge of equipment associated with upper
air onservations will benefit you in performing
your assigned duties.. .

BA LLOONS

_Sounding -balloons used for upper air ob-
servations are divided into pree major groups:
ceiling balloons, pilot (winds aloft sounding)
nalloons, and radiosonde sounding balloons. Be%
c iuse there are differences between the types
of'balloons, the topics of the storage, handling,
condifioning, and inflation of these balloons are
treated individually in the following sections.

`N.

CEILING BALLOONS

'Tile standard balloon specifically designedto
measure the height of clouds (ceiling) is the
10-grani, black or dark blue ceiling balloon.
The ceiling balloon is 'normally used to deter-
mine the height of the ceiling when the broken
or overcast layer of clouds is 2,500 feet or less.
Sometimes, it is desirable Ao obtain a more
rapid ascent than can be obtained with a 10-gram
balloon, for instance, when taking a balloon ceil-
ing udder adverse wind conditions. Under ad-
verse.conditions, or when it is necessary to Save
time, it is permissible to use either a 30-gram
balloon or a 100-gram balloon, depending on the
desired ascension rate. When using either of
these two balloons, choose the appropriate color

r

of balloon; use red balloons for thin clouds and
black balloons under other conditions.

The Universal Balloon Balance (ML-575/ErM)
is used to inflate the 10-gram ceiling balloon for
use. The nozzle lift should be so adjusted.that
it wghs.,EXACTLY 43 grams When inflating the

'balloon with he.lium.

Since the ceiling balloon is not used to reach'
altitudes much beyd'nd 2,500 feet, the rapidity
of inflpon is not highly important; however, an
attempt 'should be mak to inflate it In about 3/4

119
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to 1 minute.

Cerling balloons should be stored in a dry,
warm environment. The temperature should be
as high as possible, but should not exceed120° F.
NA hen the balloons have been exposed to temper-
atures below freezing, they should be stored at a
temperature qf 65 F or higlter for at, least 12
hours irior to removal from their container.
They should not be placed immediately adjacent
to large electric geneptors or motors. Motors
and generators emit ozone, which is detrimental
to neoprene. Balloons lose their strength with
age; therefore, they should be used in the order
of their production dates to avoid excessive aging.
Ceiling balloons need not be conditioned prior
to use.

PILOT BALLOONS

The balloons used to obtain pibals,(pilot
balloOn observations) are of two types: the
30-gram balloons and the 100-gram balloons.
Both sizes are issued in red, in black, and in
white. They are manufactured in such a manner
that they are without seams and are nearly
spherical in shape when inflated. An extension
of the lower axis, about 2 inches in length, forms



the neck or appendix through which inflation is
accomplished. Two types a balloons are now

`-.../ issuedballoons with a thin neck, or appendix,
that fits over the cup-shaped nozzle of the stand-
ar& pilot balloon balances, and those with .a
thickened, tubular neck, or appendix, that requires
a rounded nozzle on the inflation balance.

fhe numerous pilot balloons used in %Inds
aloft observations were designed for various
weather conditions. If weather, conditionS indi-
Ca that the balloon sounding will reach 7 km or

a 100-kratn balloon is .normally useCi.
Fo ,all other pibals, the 30-gram balloon is used,
except tilat a 100-gram balloon may be used
whenever strong winds in the lower levels make
it probable that a 30-gram balloon would be blown

. out of sight before reaching the cloud layer.
' Normally, an uncolored balloon is used with a

clear sky,411 black-balloon with A low or middle
'overcast, and a red balloon with high overcast.

.. or with a white or grey background.

The conditions a storage for pilot balloons
are the same as those described for the ceiling
balloons. The -handling and conditioning of pilot
balloons are the same as for radiosonde balloons.

Inflation of pilot balloons should be accom-
plished in accordance .with the instructions given
in Circular 0.

RADIOSONDE AND
RAWDISONDE BALLOONS

Different sizes of balloons are used for upper
air soundings, depending on the altitude required.
Most of these balloons are made of fieoprene anci
must be handled with the utmost care. Their
construction is similar to that of pilot balloons,
except that they are uncolored, larger, thinner,
and more flexible than the pilot balloons. No
'particular size balloon is considered standard
issue.

Balloons used for radiosonde and rawinsonde
soundings shoulci..,be stored in their original
sealed containers and in a room isolated from

_ large electric motors or generators. Ideal temp-'
eratures for storage are in the range 35 to
85' F. Temperatures below 32 F and 4bove
111)* F should be avoided during storageVlf, by
necessity, balloons ale stored at temperatures'
below 50* F, they should be removed to an area

having a temperature of 76' F or higher for at
least 48 hours prior to use.

BALLOON C,ONDITIONING

Most of the balloons used for upper air
soundings are made of neoprene rubber. Balloona
made of this material lose part of their elasticity
as a result of long storage and exposure to rel-
atimely low temperatures. U they are released
in this state, they riprmally burst before maxi-
mum altitude is reached. Therefore, before the
balloons can be used, they must be cOnditioned
to restore theii, elasticity. The two methods used
to condition them are accomplished through use
of hot water and dry heat.

Hot Water Method

The hot water method provides the most
'satisfactory -result of the two conditioning ineth-
ods. The equipment needed is a container for hot
water and a wooden plug. A piece of twine or a
rubberband can be substituted for the wooden
plug.

The hot water container should be of smooth
procelain or noncorrosive metal with a rolled
top rim and inner surface free of projections or
roughness which would scratch or chafe the bal-
loon. Additional protection can be provided by
fitting a Cheesecloth bag in the container as a
lining. If the cheesecloth lining is not used, a
false bottom should be placed intehe conditioning
container to prevent the balloon from coming in
contact with the bottom adjacent to the heat
source. The container should be large enough
and contain sufficient water to permit the balloon,
except for the neck, to be submerged without
crowding.

To condition the balloon, fill the container
with water, bring the water to a boil, and turn off
the heat. Exhaust the air from the balloon and
insert the wooden plug in the neck. 1.1 a wooden
plug is not available, use a piece of twine or a
ruliberband to close the neck of the balloon.
Then immerse the entire balloon, with exception
of its neck, and slowly move it around in the
water. After 5 minutes, remove the balloon
from the water. Do not open the neck until the
inflation nOzzle is to be inserted.
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Hot tap water may be used to condition neo-
prene balloons, but the conditioning period must

.



f
ce increased proportionately. The perod ranges
rom 5 minutes at 212" F to 4 hours at 120°F.

Temperatureg below 120° F do not satisfactorily
ondition neoprene balloons.

, ...

If the outside air temperature is above 40° F,
,the balloon can be removed from the conditioning
container, drained free of excess water, and in-
flated without delay. If the outside air temper-
ature is below 4t)° F, the balloon should be dried
completely before launching.

Dry Heat Method

The dry heat method requires,..arteondition-
ing charfiber in which to suspend the balloon.
The chamber must be constructed so that the
balloon can be uniformly heated, since uneven
heating causes uneven expansion of the rubber,
kv-ith resulting stress lines that cause predrature

Aursting. Uri:form heating of. the balloon for 30
minutes at a temperature of 212° F produces
satisfactory results. The conditioning period
must be extended proportionately longer fdr
lower temperatures. By the time a temperature
of 12' F is reached, a conditioning period of 8
hours is required.

togf6

UPPER AIR
ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT

The following descriptions of mechanical .
upper, air accessory equipments provide a re-
sume of some of the technical and oiztrational
characteristics of expendable and accessory items
used in a serunding program. ,

INFLATION KITS

\ Universal Balloon Balance
(ML-575UM)

If neither of these methods can be tised, neo-1
prene balloons may be conditioned by placingliko
them over a heater,_ radiator, or electrkc lamp,
care being taken to shield the balloons from
direct contact with these heat sources. Tem-
peratures as near as possible to the boiling point

v.ater should bc used. The conditioning tem-
perature, however, must not exceed 230° F. (If
latex balloons are used, no conditioning period
is required.)

The balloons are extremely delicate, especi-
ally when in a softened condition after the heat
treatment. No part of the balloon except the neck
4hould be touched with the bare hands. Soft
rubber gloves, soft cloth gloves, or some other
nonabrasive material should be used' to protect
the balloon when it is necessary to handle any
portion other than the neck of the balloon. If
gloves are not worn, make certain that hands

are clean, fingernails are clipped, and rings are
-removed, particularly rings with- high crowns,
sharp edges, or prominent, raised figures. Dust
hands with talc.
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The universal balloon balance is used to
delermine buoyancy and (o Control the inflation of
10-, 30-, and 100-gram balloons: The set con-
tains two aluminum adapters, two brass adapt-
ers, an aluminum valve body, a brass hook
adapter, and a weight pan. These items are
paCked in a small wooden box.

Balloon Inflation Nozzle
Weight Kits(MK-216/GM)

This inflation ea is used to determine the ,

buoyancy and to control the inflation of a radio-
sonde baWoon. Th a. set contains two nozzle
assemblies of different size for large- and
small-necked balloons, a brass weight with mount-
ing post, and a weight stack of assorted weights.

BALLOON SHROUDS

Balloon shrouds are fabric canopies used to
handle and release inflated radiosonde balloons
in high or gusty winds. The shrouiis consist of
nylon parachutelike hemispheres, 6 feet in di-
ameter, with four flaps that fold almost corn-,
pletely around the inflated balloon, but which have
sufficient spacing between the flaps or handles
to allow the neck of the balloon to protrude.
(Eaqh flap has a handle.) On the top of the shroud
is an eyepiece t9 which a string can be tied. The
string may be tied to some fiXed object or held
by another person during the release.

HELIUM AND ACCESSORIES

Helium

Helium is available in two types; oil-free
and oil-putoped. There are four different grades;

4, 7



grades A, B, a14 are oil-free aria grade D
ié oil-pumped. The grade and type of helium re-
commended for balloon inflation is grade D,
oil-pumped. The other grades and type of helium
may be used if necessary.

Compressed gas cylinders are color coded
for proper identification. Helium cylinders have
a gray body; grade D helium also has a gray
cap and an orange stripe around the upper por-
tion of the body, while the cylinders of oil-.
free grades of helium are identified by the buff
colored cap and upper or top part orthe body.
The title "HELIUM" should also be painted
in white on the body of the cylinder.

Helium cylinders contain 200 cu. ft. of com-
pressed gas at working pressures near 2,000
psig. when full. A helium cylinder is 51 inches
long, is 9 inches in diameter, and weighs ap-
proximately 110 pounds. A cylinder should be
considered empty when the gas pressure equals
25 psig. Since cylingers containing oil-pumped
gas are normally equipped with left-hand threads
on the valve outlet, check the thread direction
on tne oi valve you are using to ptevent
damage to the cylinder valve.

When you liland% compressed gas cylinders,
(- the following precautIons are recommended:

1, Make every effort not to drop cylinders
or to strike them against another cylinder or

, object.

2." Do not bump or strike the discharge
valve during handlingoperations.

3. Ensure that the cylinder outlet cap and
cylinder valve protecting cap are in place when
you are harkiling the cylinders.

4. Remove the regulators and repface the
caps before moving cylinders to another location.

r 5. When loading or transferring cylinders,
especially when using a crane or derrick, secure
the cylinders in a cradle, suitable platform, or
racL. Never use electromagnets to move cylin-
ders.

6. .When moving a
it slightly and roll it on
out draggling or sliding.

cylinder by hand, tilt
its bottom gige, with-

7. Never use hooks or lines through the
valve protection captbr hoisting cylinders.

j8. Do not pry loose with crowbars or simi-
lar tools cylinders frozen to the deck or other-
wise fixed.

Sto age of helium cylinders should include
the fol wing considerations:

J. Stow cylinders in approved stowage areas
or compartments for your vessel.

2. Maximum temperature of the stowage
compartment should NOT exceed 130* F.

3. Ventilate compartments containing com-
pressed gases MINIMUM of 15 minutes pilor
to entering a compartment if the ventilation
has been closed down to that compartment.

Regulator

The helium regulator is Used to provide
a low-pressure helium sourcCfo lloon in-
flation. When connected o a heli cylinder,
the regulator provides an indication 4 cylinder
pressure, a regulated he et pressure
suitable for balloon infl n indication
of the number of cubic ?ee rpaining in the
cylinder. The complete regul r is furnished
with adapter pouplings for att chrnent to either
a right- or left-hand female thread on the helium
flask -and with a hose coupling on the outlet.
Outlet connection may also be made to a right-
hand threaded female coupling on a tube or pipe.

When infliting balloons using the heli
gulator, try to use a pressure of abou
psi. .-

PLOTTING BOARDS

Meteorological plotting boards are ued to
determine winds aloft, ballistic winds, true wind
direction and speed at sea, fallout vectors and
the principle of triangulation in meteorological
work. (See figure 129.)

Plotting boards have been issued in two sizes:
approximately 24 inches square and 36 inches

'square.
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Figure 129. Meteorological plotting.board.

ilot ng borrri in the newer
du inum casting or Veavy
stk In he older m&iels,
csqUare wooden boarot At

se,p"brass bearing and a
pin secure the rotractor to the base and yet
allow it to rotate in azimUth.

The protractor is a transparent celluloid or
c,dlulos.: disk. The upper surface is frosted in
order that plottings may he entered in soft pencil
or washable ink. The outer edge of the protrac-
tor is graduated from l' to 360. The base of the
plolting board beneath the protractor is ruled
off in heavy ye rtIcia, orange-red lines 1 centi-
meter apart and hi lighter lines at intervals of
one-half centimeter. From the center of the
bdard, or from the pin, two dikance scales are

V
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ruled off verticall*downward to the bottom of
the boatd, the red scale to the right and the blue
scale to the reft of the heavy vertical index, or
centerline.

. -

These seales are aduated so that on the
red scale, 1 centimett )quals 200 meters; on
the blue scale, 1 centimeter equals 500 meters.
Wind scales are found in .the lower left-hand
corner of .the plotting board. There are a r-vd and
a blue scale for 2-minute periods. The ,red
ticale is used for measuring wind plots on the
red scale, and the blue scale is for measuring
Wind plots on the blue scale. Never use the red
scale to measure the blue scale or vice versa.
To simplify the measuring of thtj wind plots, a
small plastic ruler is provided, which is an exact
mIuplictteof these scates.



The plotting board revuires very little main-
tenance. It should be cleaned after each obser-
vation with an eraser or an approved cleaning

.fluid. When cleaning the plotting board, do not
use any fluid that.is harmful to you or the plastic
protractor.

PARACHUTE

The parachute is a lightweight, expendable,
paper device used _to slow the descent of a
balloon-borne radiosonde after the balloon has
burst. It minimizes the danger to personnel and
reduces or minimizes propertidamage from the
falling radibsonde. The parachute should be used
for ALL upper air soundings iinless there are
specific instructionVo the contrary.

.TRIN REGULATOR

The radiosonde/rawinsonde train regulator
consists of a frame, reel, and braking mechan-
ism. The regulator is furnished with approxi7
mately 60 feet of nylon cord wound on the reel.
The braking mechanism Permits the weight of the
radiosonde to unwind the cord at the nominal
rate of 12 feet per minute. The train regulator
is attached between the parachute and the radio-
sonde and facilitates releases during strong or,

' gusty winds.

CALCULATORS AND COMPUTERS

The important points in regard to calculators,
computers, and evaluators are the cleaning and
sAbring of them. The pointers listed 14 this sec-
tion apply to,all the computers in use, such as the
psychrometric computer, true wind computer,
mixing ratio calculator, andthe like.

To remove accumulations of dirt, dust, and
lint from the spaces between the plates and under
the cursor, draw a pi e of paper through the
space awhile applying a ight pressure to the
disks or cursor. If grease,or gummy deposits
are present, moisten a blotter with soap and
water and proceed as above. Exposed surfaces
may be cleaned with a soft cloth, soap, and
water. Rinse thOroughly and dry. DO NOT USE
SOLVENTS.

Plastic calculators, computers, and evalua-
tors should be returned to their original

packaging prior to storage or shipment. If the
original packaging is no longer available, an
equivalent method will suffice. The items should
not be stored in any atmosphere in which the
temperature exceeds 140° F.

THEODOLITES

SHOlq TYPE THEODOtITE
(ML-4114)

The shpre type theodolite, AER0-1928-cSN
or MI,-474, is a small right-angled telescope,
mounted in suchta manner that it may turn in
a vertical direction to determine elevation and
in a horizontal direction to determine azimuth.
It is designed to be used with Tripod kIL-78 or
with a suitable permanently Oxed substitute
for the tripod (figure 1c30).

The telescope is bent through an angle of
90. The eyepiece acts through the angle of bend
as the horizontal (azimuth) axis of the telescope,
while the object end turns freely in a vertical
(elevapon) plane about the axis. A 45 prism,
located in a cubical chamber at the light-angle
bend of ,the telescope, delves to turn.the optical
line of sight through 90°, corresponding to the
bend in the telescope.

11* The eyepiece As provided with crosshairs
stretched over a reticle for centering the ob-

4* jective.
J

The telescope is pyovided with two sets
of front and rear sights, Similar to gunsights,
which are ineline with the optical axis through
the objective end of the telescop They facilitate
picking up the balloon in the fi d of view of the
telescope when it is first released or when it
iscAccidentally lost film view.

4.f
An elevation circle is provided for reading

the angle of elevation in degrees and tenths of a
degree. This is the angular height of the balloon
measx.<1 fronaothe horizontal reference plane.
This plae is an imaginary flat surface between
the observation point and the horizon.

The instrument is promided with a 360'
azimuth circle. (Azimuth is an arc of the horizon .
represented by the horizontal projection of the
angle between a fixed point (direction), usually
true north, and the object being observed.)
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Figure 130. Shore type theodolite (ML-474).

The telescope is turned itn aziputh by engaging
the worm-driven tangent screw or friction disk
type of tangent screw, which i,4 provided with...rid its
a drum type of vernier graduated to read tenths
of a degree.

-
The telescope and attachments revolve on

a bearing which is a sleeve and spindle at the
center of the aiimuth circle. The aximuth circle
is pivoted to the base plate and is provided
with a clamp, which can be'loosened tb, permit
free rotation of the azimuth circle about the
base plate center. The outside cone beabng of
the base plate, is fitted into the leveling head,
which ;s provilded with four leveling screws.

.4.

,

e

#

-.

Tangent screws provide for a controllable,
slow-motion rotation of the telescope about both

axes.

.M.

In the pilot balloon observation, reliable
measurement is possible only when the instru-
ment is in proper adjustment. A theodolite must
be absolutely level, and its base plate must be
oriented with reference to true north. To aid
in levelkng the theodolite, two small spirit (plate)
levels are mounted on the top plate at right
angles to each other.

The -theodolite has three electric lamp as-
semblies, one to illuminate the crosshairs to

125.
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make them faintly visIble at night, one to illumi-
nate the elevation scale and the drum scale of
the adjacent tangent screw, and one to illuminate
the azimuth scale and its adjacent tangent screw
'drum scale. The lamps are of the miniature,
screw base and are hooded to pr4vent direct

rtight from rWelIhing the observer's eyes. Elec-
, tric%ciArrent is supplied by two ordinary flash-

light batteries, enclosed fn a battery box mounted
on the base plate of the instrument. The battery
box is constructed so that the batteries inserted

' in it are automatically connected in series in
the circuit. A rheostat is mounted on one of the
telescope standards and is connected only in the
crosshairs lamp circuit, to control the amount
of illumination of the crosshairs under various
conditions. Rotating the control knob to the
extreme counterclockwIse,' position opens the
circuit to the crosshairs lamp. A toggle switch;
mognted on the base plate, controls the circuit
of both scale lapps.

CSHIIBOARD THEODOLITE
S.

The shipboard theodnlite (figure 131) differs
quite radically in design from the shore type
theodolite, although it performs the same func-
tions, The essential features of construction
follow.
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Figure 131. Shipboard theodolite.

.A small spirit level is provided on the base
plate, but the theodolite cannot be leveled satis-
factorily 74th it. ?he theodolite is designed for
mounting In the gimbal head of a.tripod with a
counterbalance designed to keep the instrument
as nearly in a true vertical position as possible.
Since friction in the gimbals anli the pendulum
effect of the counterweight affect the level of.the
theodolite, either the true ocean horizon or an
artificial bubble horizon must be used to obtain
the zero level of the horizontal reference plane.

The vertical, or elevation, angle betv.eent the/line of sight to the balloon and the horizontal
plane (true horizon and bubble horizon) is meas-
ured by means of a movable giirror and quad-
rant arm operating in' the "game manner as
a navigator's sextant- The quadrant arm is
graduated to read true vertical angle when the
image of the balloon is brought in line with the
true horizon (or bubble horizon) as a horizontal
reference Aline.

The azimuth circle is provided with a clamp
adjustment that permits ready orientation. Usu-
ally, it is set with the HO' azimuth (horizontal
circle) on the bow of the ship, or parallel to
the fore-and-aft line of the ship and oriented
forward.

ELECTRICAL UPPER AIR
EQUIPMENT

HUMIDITY CHAMBER ML-428/UM

Humidity Chamber ML-428/UM (figure 132)
is provided to secure. a stable environment of
temperature and relative humidity for condi-
tioning AN/AMT-11( ) radiosondes prior to
release. The chamber consists pf a wooden
box equipped with a motor blower, evaporation
tray, test- leads, psychrometer cup assembly,
stand, and control box. (On some units there is
also a heater assernbly

The humidity chamber is equipped with an
automatic switching' device located within the
control box. This switching device consists of
a synchronous timer unit which automatically
connects the three elements of the radiosonde
individually in a predetermined sequence. Lo-
cated on top of the control box are switches
for the automatic timer unit and motor blower
unit. Below the control box is a toggle switch
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Vigure 132. Humidity Chamber ML-428/UM.

which coltrois the battery powerjOn units having
heatL r assembly, there is a toggle switch

located on the right side of thehamber to con-
trol power to the heater assembly.

The humidity chamber should be located as
close tr, the radiosonde receiving equipment as
possible, consistent iAlth rod signal reception,
and preferably in a position near the recorder
where the observ r can obtain psychrometric
readings k%hile the liumidity chamber values are
being recorded. This arrangement also enables
the observer to correlate any variations in
temperature or relative humidity with the values
indicated by the psychrometer. The observer
..:hould stand away from the box during the check

rdue to the effect of body capacities.

The psychrometer is mounted to its support
outside the chamby i.l w lrj ind wet ly.e.bs
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extend downward through the top of the box mto
the chamber. This enables the observer to
obtain readings of chamber conditions without
opening the humidity chamber.

The water in the psychrometer cup muqt be
sufficient in amount to reach above the top of
the bulb of the wet-bulb thermometer when the
cup is'raised. The cup can be filled conveniently
with a medicine dropper or small syringe.
Care should be exercised to avoid striking the
Thermometer bulb with the cup as well.as keep-
ing the psichrometer tube free from toUch-
ing the baffle plate and the psychrometer guard.

Before placing a salt.so1ution in the evapora=
tion tray, coat the inside walls of the tray with
a very thin film of pure petroleum jelly to
reduce the tendency of the salt crystals to creep
over the edge. Place one-half pound of sodium
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chlpride (ordinary table .salt) in the tray. Do
not use any other salt. Add sufficient water to
make a saturated solution and to cover all un-
dissolved salt. This is important, since blowing
salt particles deposited in the radiosorkle might,
give rise to erroneous lock-in values: Place
the tray containing the salt solution in the box
at least 6 hours before making a humidity check
to pfovide time for the box to reach equilibrium
prior to the succeeding hu.midity.check.

The salt solution provides a uniform value
of relative humidity when the chamber is prop-
erly sealed. The recommended relative humidity
value should be< between 60 hand 90-Percent.
When the salt begins to cake, stir it, and add
sufficient water to restore the original con-
sistency of the solution. If the relative humidity
in the closed chamber does not meet the re-
commended value °luring the humidity check,
inspect the conditiod of the salt solution at the
conclusion of the humidity check. Clean the
tray add replace the salt solution whenever the
solution becomes discolored due to foreign ma-
terial.

Operation

Before placing the instrument inthehumidi
chamber, make certain that the contact arm is
off the commutator bar of the radiosonde. Then
invert the instrument and place it on the stand
for which it is adapted in such a manner that
the humidity element is directly- beloW the hu-
midity chamber's blower intake. During this
installation, exercise care to insure that the
temperature element is not broken. Connect the
test leads of the radiosonde to the corresponding
terminal posts of the humidity chamber. Make
sure that the radiosonde antenna properly en-
gages the rubber gasket On the door jamb as
the door is being.closed.

The radiosonde is normally conditioned in
the humidity chamber' for at least 1 hour pre-
ceding the observation. However, do not install,
the humidity element .until 15 minutes prior to
the baseline check. After installation of the
humidity element, close tlie box and wait 10
minutes before turning on the blower motor.
After the blower motor has been opeiating for
not less than 5 minutes, turn.on the test switch
mutor and carry out the baseline check as out-
lined in the. Manual of Radiosonde Observations,
Federal Meteorological HandbookNo. 3, (FM H #3).
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If the air in the testing room is extremely
dry (in winter months), Awe the radiosonde for
the next observation in the humidity chamber
for the entire period between observations in
order to assure complete acclimatization.

Maintenance

Prior to each baseline check, insure that
there is sufficient water in the psychrometer
cup. At times it is necestary to clean the cup.
This is accomplished by removing the restrain-
ing nut on the lifting4roci and removing the
assembly. Take care to avoid bending the lifting
rod when removing or installing the ychro-
meter cup.

Weekly cleaning of the psychrometer assem-
bly to remove salt deposits and monthly replace-
ment of the wet-bulb wick are recommended.

-Daily_ cleaning of the inside of the chamber
to rernove dust and salt deposits and the applica-
tion of paste wax or furniture polish (inside and
outside) at monthly- intervals maintains the smart
material appearance of the humidity chamber
for a longtime.

Inspe& the gaskets and seals frequently to
make certain that the chamber is reasonably
airtight and, if not, replace them as necessary.

Oil the motor.blower at bothbearing points
P. after each 4 hours of continuous operation,

or weekly. If the motor becomes excessively
overheated, check the shatt clearance to ins re
freedom of movement. The test switch Motor bes
not need to be oiled.

Keep the box closed when it is not in use;
otherwise, unstable values of humidity may re-
sult during subsequent humidity checks.

BATTERY, TEST SETS

In order to. ensure a high percentage of
successful radiosonde flights, perform a thorough
preflight check of the radiosonde and associated
battery pack. The standard battery tester is a
twin-voltmeter instrument used to measure A and
B battery voltages of radiosonde bktteries. Read
both A and B voltages directly "bn separate

5 0.1
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Figure 133. Battery Tester and Battery
Loading Plug.

voltmeter dials simultaneously. (See figure 133.)
This equipment testS either battery BA 353/AM
or BA 259/AM, but a special test plug and
cable is required for each.

There is another battery. test set in use.
This test set, the AN/AMNI-1, was designed for

,

testing batteries BA-259/AM and BA-353/AM.
and radiosonde transmitters AN/AMT-4, AMT-
11, and AMQ-9.

By means of simple switching action, the
voltage anEk current outputs of an activated
battery can be checked prior to mounting the
battery on the radiosonde. The test Set can
also be connected to the battery and the radio-
sonde as shown in fikure 134 for preflight
testing. The internal power supply of the test
set may be used to furnish voltages to the radio-
sonde that are normally supplied by a battery.?
The batteries may thus .be conserved for 6 p -
erational flights.

BATTERIES
0.

The batteries under consideration here are,
the water-activated batteries used by meteoro-
logical personnel to proviae power for either
lighting units or radiosonde transmitters. ikll of
the batteries used operate on the same general
principle.

Activate all batteries in strict accordanQe
with the instructions printed -Zin them. The .

_......-..-_

"Figure 134. Battery Test Set AN/AMM-1 connected to Battery BA-353/AM and
Radiosonde AN/AMT711( ) ..

1
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instructions foL.3.ctivaeion of batteries vary
from manufacturer to manufacturer; therefore,

,we will not cover them here.

A battery Should remain in its original
waterproof container until time to activate or
test it. To ensure gab'd operation of a battery,
activate it before it5"shelf life expires. If a
battery las been Stored where -the terhperatures
were very cold, bring it to a Warm (room)
temperaturetefore upingit

Test the batteries in accordance with in-
structions contained in FMH *3 and with those
of the battery tester available.

The batteries and their uses are as follows:

1. BA-292/AM is the lighting unit used for
night pibals or night rabals.

2. BA-353/AM is the power unit for Radio-
sonde AN/AMT-11( )efor,AN/SMQ-1( ) sound-
ings.

3. BA-459/AM is the power supply unit for
Radiosonde AN/AMT-4( ) for AN/GMD-1( )

soundings.

4. BA-3.A/AM is the power supply unit
for R3diosonde AN/AMQ-9( ) for AN/GMD-2
soundings.

ELECTRONIC UPPER AIR
EQUIPMENT

RADIOSONDE AN/AMT-11( )

Radiosonde AN/AMT-11( ), described in this
sect4on. is an expendable scientific 'instrument
designed to be carried, aloft by a sounding
balloon. During its flight, the radiosonde trans-
mits radio signal's. When properly interpreted,
these sigdals give an essentially continuous re-
cord -Of the pressure ,. temperature, and humidity
of the atmosphereihrough which it passes. The

, nominal range ofAthe meteorological sensing
elements _is as follows: barometric pressure
from 1,060 to 5 millibars, temperature from
,+-50* C to -90* C, and relative humidity from 15
percent ;to 95 percent. The frequency of the
UHF (ultra7high frequency) transmitter is ex-
ternally adjustable from 400 to 406 mHz.

,

A

41P A

'the entiee iniosonde (including the en-
closing case,' the radio transmitter, the baro-
metric-pressure switch, and the temperature and
humidity sensing elements, but exclusive ,)f
the battery) weighs approximately 330 grams.
The temperature and hunudity elements are lo-
cated on the outside of the case for best exposure.
All, parts which may need checking or adjusting
before fli-ght are readily accessible.. The power
is supplied by a compact water-activated battery
(Type BA-353/AM) which weighs'etiproximately
260 gramS and has three sections: .3, 7.5; and
4120 volts DC.

Theory of Operation

The telemetering system of the radiosonde
measures the quantity and transmits thisquan-
ti to the receiving station and there records
the q tiantity measured. It uses a UHF signal
erhitted by the radiosonde as a communicating
link. This signal is pulsed at a varying rate
established by an oscillator whose rate,of re-
laxation (10 to 200 Hz) is controlled by a re-
sistance capacitance network' connected -in' its
'grid circuit. The resistance in this network
is varied by' the change 'in the resistance of
the meteorological sensing elements. These
changes of resistance are brought about by,
and are proportional, to, meteorological changes
encountered in the atmosphere. The resistance-.
capacitance network is a circuit composed of
one or more resistors and capacitors. -

Transmitter. The function of the trans-
mitter section is to relay the, data from the
sensing elements /lir means of radio waves to
the radiosonde receptor. A detailed discussion
of the circuitry is not giiien in this course;
however, an explanation of the handling precau-
tions that must be exercised is given.

The output of the UHF oscillator is coupled
directly to the end of a vertical antenna extend4.
ing earthward in flight and 'attached by means
of a small threaded hole in the end of thy plate
line._ Under no circumstances should the radio-
sonde be operated without the antenna, as ex-
cessiye battery current may result .when the
antenna is removed. The transmitter,frequency
is normally set at the factory for ,1103-mHz
operation; however, means have beeh incorpo-r
rated for adjusting the frequency over a range
of 395.5 to 410.5 mHz tO overcome operational
interference and to compensate for changes

130 .
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Figure 135. Radiosonde AN/AM-1".11( ).

resulting from abnormal handring in shipment.
T,fle frequency adjustment screw, which changes
the 1 capacity between the quarter-w,ave tuned
lines, and the tuning capacitor have been pro-
vided for this purpose.

The radio signal of the AN/AMT-11( )

is normally received with Radiosonde Receptor
\N/SMQ-1( ). . "*

Visual Inspection

It is mandatory that all 24 radiosondes in a
carton i)e visually inspected before use. Figure
135 shows a complete radiosonde.

Each carton should contain:

1. Twenty-four radiosonde sets, each with
its correct calibration chart and a can oo ining

humidity element and a temperature Øement.

131

HUMIDITY
CALIBRATION

cHART

2. Twenty-four antennas:

3. One temperature evaluator.

4. One pad of 24 humidity-calibration
charts.

5. One can opener, onepackof lens-tissues,
one roll of sealing tape, and one adjusting tool.

The visual inspection of the radiosonde
includes checks of the temperature, humidity,
and baroswitch sections; inspection of the re-
lay and Vansmitter units; and comparison of.
the, serial numbers on the calibration chait
and the instrument itself. Figure 136-shows the
tratnsmitter and baroswitch in detail.

The relay is noti sealed in an individual
case; consequently, the modulator should be re-
turned p its packing case until it is to be used.
If the,relay contacts are corroded, polish them
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Figure 136. Transmitter and barowitch details.
lightly with the polishing cloth provided in the
accessory kit, using only sufficient pressure to
remove the corrosion. A clean camel's-hair
brush shotild be used to remove all dust particles.

RADIOSONDE AN/AMT-11DX

The transistorized Radiosonde AN/.AMT:
11pc is similar in appearance to the all-vacuum-
tube radiosonde.presently used. One vacuum tube
was retained to achieve optimum performance on
the ultra-high frequency (UHF) meteorological
band. The power output is applimatelf sixtimes that of the earlier type radiosonde.

The performance improvements attained in
Radiosonde AN/AMT-11DX- are expected to pro-
vide an increase in duration and quality of ship-
board meteorological soundings. By design, only a
loW voltage water-activated battery is required.
The fact that the activation tiine is consistent'
a ng the battery sections makes Possible a

mum usable life. The increased power out-
put will improve the reception range by pro-
viding a better signal-to-noiie ratio in an in-
herently "noisy" environthent.

1.

RADIOSONDE RECEPTOR AN/SMQ-1(

Radiosonde Receptor AN/SMQ-1( ) (figure
137) is an electronic meteorological device which
receives, amplifies, demodulates, and graphically
records signals ,emitted from a balloon-borne
Radiosonde .AN/AMT-11( ). The receptoi covers
a frequency range of 390 to 410 mHz. The radio-
sonde transmits data in the form of pulsed
RF (radiofrequency) signals which are modulated
at at) audio rate controlled by the temperature,
pressure, and relative humidity of the atmosphere
through which the balloon-borne radiosonde pas-
ses. Radiosonde Receptor AN/SMQ-1( ) is de-
sigrd for shipboard use.

Operating Principles

The radiosonde signal received by the re-
ceptor consists of pulses of 403-mHz RF energy.
The frequency of repetition of these pulses is
dependent on meteorological conditions. Each
pulse is 150 to 250 microseconds in duration,
and the pulse repetition frequency may vary
from 10 to 200 pulses per second. The received
signal pulses will generally be a series of pulses
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Figure 137.- Radiosonde Receiltor AN/SMQ-1( ).
,

of a particular type. This order makes inter-
pretation and evaluation of the receptor record
possible.

at one audio rate, -followed by a series at
a different audio rate. ach series of pulses
will _cause the receptor to Print on the chart in
a position determined by the audio rate of that
paitiular series of pulses. The radiosonde
transmits series of pulses representing humid-
ity, a series of pulses representing temperature,
and a series of pulses used as a reference. The
order in which these different series are trans-
mitted is known and is common to all radiosondes

r.
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Location

Radiosonde Receptor AN/SMQ-1( ) must be
located in a dry, sheltered area. Since tuning
of the receiver depends to -some extent on aural
(sound wave) recephorf; thg-tocation selected

r
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Figure 138. Radiosonde,Receptor AN/SMQ-1( ).

should have a low aural-noise level. The loca-
tion should be as free from shock and vibration
as possible. When determining the location of
the receptor, allow a minimum access space of
18 inches at the sides, 14 inches at the back,
and 6 feet in the front. This spacing will pro-
vide adequate space for operation, servicing, and
ventilation. Before locating the receptor, consider
the convenience of connecting incoming power and
antenna cables. Avoid installation sites near

0sources of electrical interference, such as elec-,
trical machinery. ..
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Functions of Components

/ 1

Overall Controls. Listed below are func-
tional descriptions of all controls used during the
operation of Radiosonde Receptor AN/SMQ-1( ).
(See figure 138.)

1. The main power sWiich is located at the
right side of the recessed panel in the upper
front of the power supply panel. This switch
controls all 115-volt, 60 Hz, AC input power

5.10.
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to the power supply, recorder, arid the thermo-
statically controlled cabihet heaters. An indi-
cator light to the left of the switch provides a
visual signal when the main power switch is in
the ON position: this indicator light is marked
14001 above the light and IND below.

2. The heater power switch is located at
the left side of the recessed panel in the upper
front of the power supply. This switch controls
115-volt, 60-Hz, AC power to the thermostatically
controlled cabinet heaters when the main power
switch is in the OFF position. An indicator
light marked 14002 above sand IND below is lo-
cated to the right of the switch and provides
a visual signal when the heater power circuit
is energized.

3. Seven blown fuse indicators are centrally
located on the recessed panel in the upper front
of the power supply. These indicators provide
visual signals to detect blown fuses.

4. The chart speed change plunger is located
at the upper right side of thefrontof the recorder
unit adjacent to the drawer handle. Spring loading
of the chart speed change plunger holds it in
the Ot'T or NORMAL position, producing a
chart speed of one-half irich per minute. When
this plunger is held in the depressed,position,
a chart speed of 10 inches perminute is produced.

'5. The chart illumination switch is located
on the upper left front panel of the recorder unit.

6. The chart drive switch is located at the
upper right side of the front of the recorder
unit. The chart drive switch controls the 115-
volt, AC power to the chart drive motor.

7. The RF gain control, marked RF GAIN,
is located on the right center of the receiver
panel. This control combines a:LO gain control,
which is adju ted and locked at the optimum pre-
flight test p9ition by means of a screwdriver, and
a HI gain c ntrol, which is adjusted by the control
knob on tl panel. Turning the control knob clock-
wise I roW this position closes the switch and per-
mits th Jgain. to be adjusted by the control knob.

8. The ANT TRMS (antenna trimmer) con-
trol is located on the receiver front panel. It
provides means for turning the RF input circuit
of the receiver to obtain maximum signal trans-
fe r.
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9. The main tuning dial is for tuning the
receiver to a specific frequency within the
range of 390 to 410 mHz. The tuning dial is
calibrated in mHz. Frequency increases with
clockwise rotation.

10. The antenna selector switch is marked
ANT SEL and is located at the upper right of
the receiver front panel for the purpose of
selecting the antenna to be used, if msre than
one antenna is a lable. The switc h. accom-
modates four antenna. nputs numbered 1 through
4. Position No. 5 provi es means for grounding
the receiver-input when r red.

11. The intensity control is for adjusting
beam brilliance in the cathode-ray tube. It is
centrally located to the right of the oscilloscope
tube.

12. The focus control is provided to bring
the oscilloscope pattern into proper focus. This
control is centrally located at the left of the
oscilloscope tube.

13. The locking control is marked LKG. This
control varies the oscilloscope synchronizing
frequency range from 8 to 250 Hz.

14. The cathode-ray tube is centrally located
on the upper front of the, receiver panel. It
provides a visual presentation of the received
signals.

15. The four-position signal selector switch
is located at the upper left corner of the receiver
front panel and is marked SIG SEL. Its four
positions are marked as follows:

a. RS position permits normal recep-
tion of radiosonde signals by the receiver.

b. GND, 120 CY, and CAL positions are
for test and calibration purposes.

16. The speaker volume control is marked
SPKR VOL and is located near t'he lower left
corner of the receiver front panel:- It provides
a means for adjusting the speaker volume.

17. The frequency meter control is located
below and to the right of the speaker. This con:
trol is marked FRM. It provides a means for
regulating the outptit of the frequerly meter
section.



Antenna. This unit is a vertical half-wave
dipole which operates over a frequency range of
390 to 410 mHz and has a characteristic imped-
ance of 52 ohms. It intercepts the signals from the
radiosonde transmitter and transfers them to
the receiver. The antenna consists of two in-
sulated quarter-wave sections mounted in line
and separated by an insulator. The upper section
is a metal rod, and the lower section is a
metal tube, or skirt. The antenna has a doughnut
shaped directional pattern with a null region
directly above and below. The intercepted signal
is conveyed to the receiver by 100 teet of coaxial
cable. The cable has an impedance of 52 *is
and attenuates the signal approximately 6 db
(decibels) per 100 feet at 400 mHz.

Receiver. The function of the receiver
section of Radiosonde Receptor AN/SMQ-1( ) is
to intercept the transmitted signals from Radio-
sonde AN/AMT-11( ) and relay these signals to
the recorder where they are printed for evaluation.

The receiver consists of seven sections,
each of which is an integral part of the receiver.
A discussion of these sections would be in the
language of an electronics technician; and since
it is not the purpose of this course to train you
to be electronics technicians, they will be listed

y by name. .These sections are as follows:
RF, IF, detector, discriminator, audio, frequency
meter, and monitoring.

Recorder. The recorder is an electro-
mechanical device which measures the varying
DC output voltage of the receiver and records
this information on chart paper. The recorded
data is a continuously changing record of the
pulsed signal repetition rate as received from a
balloon-borne radiosonde. The recorder contains
a comparator section; a 60-Hz servoamplifier;
a pen-drive servo system to which a potentiometer
is connected, feeding back a reference signal
to the comparator.

A chart drive motor controlled .by a chart
drive switch on\ the front panel funetions to
move the chart continuously at a controlled
speed. Two speed selections are provided: a
recording speed of one-half inch per minute
and a rapid Speed of 10 inches Per minute.,The
rapid speed is obtained by depressing a plunger
mounted on the front panel.
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Maintenance

At the present time, the only maintenance
requirements to be performed by Marine Science
Technicians are testing the recorder accuracy
and routine maintenance including exterior cabi-
net cleaning, changing recorder paper, and check-
ing the isk supply in tilt ballpoint pen.

Changing Recorder Paper. To install a roll
of chart paper, release the jam locks holding the
front panel of the recorder against the front of
the cabinet. Slide the recorder chassis out to its
fully extended position (figure 139). Release the
locknut on the right-hand roll support adjusting
screw, turn the screw outto withdraw the support,
and remove the roll of chart paper. With the new
supply 'roll positioned so that the paper will
unroll from the top of the Fon, its left end on
the fixed support, and its right end in line with
the retractable support, turn the adjusting screw
inward until the roll is firmly held between the
supports. The adjustment should be such that a
slight drag is felt when the paper is pulled from
the roll. Thread the paper around the guide bars
and over the feed roll, as shown in figure 140.
Make sure that the paper lies flat on the feed
roll and that the sprocket holes enmesh %kith the

Figure 139. Recorder drawer extended.
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Figure 140. Paper threading diagrain.

sprocket teeth at each end of the feed roll in
alinement. Check the paper feed by turning the
chart drive motor to the ON position.

If the normal speed paper travel is satis-
factory, push the chart lugh-speed plunger in
and observe the high speed travel. Correct
adjustment of the right-hand'supply roll support
will permit the paper to be drawn tightly from
the supply roll without tearing at the sprocket
holes. If no further adjustment of the feed roll
is required, hold the high-speed plunger in until
approximately 6 inches of chart paper are-fed.---
over the feed roll. Move the chart drive motor
to. the OFF position.

Fold a suitable leader edge on the forward
edge of the paper, as shown in figure 140.
Pull the pickatrqape from the takeup roll, pass
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ADJUSTING

SCREW

it around the end of the table, and attach the
spring clip at its end to the end of the chart
paper. Turn the top of the takeup roll forward
with the fingers to tighten the pickup tape.

Cable tension should be such that a light
finger pressure on the cable midway between the
fixed pulleys on the left side will deflect the
cable between one-sixteenth and three-sixteenths
inch. To cheCk or adjust, pull the recorder drawer
to the full-out stop. Tension may be increased
by turning SCR DRIVER ADJ clockwise.

Calibration. Calibration of the AN/SMQ-
1( } is performed in ahoordance with the basic
manual for the AN/SMQ-1( ) and Signal Gen-
erator SG-21B/U, or Linearity Calibrator LCU-
705.

JP*



4.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

THE TELETYPEWRITER

The teletypewriter is little more than-an
electrically operated typewriter. The prefix
"tele" means "at a distance," Coupled with
the word "typeuriter" it forms a word meaning
".typewriting at a distance." When the keyboard,
which is similar to that of a typewriter
operated, the signals produced print charact
in page form, called a hard copy.

The characters appear at both sending and
receiving stations. In this, way, one teletype-
writer will actuate as-many machines as may be
connected together. An operator transmitting
from New York to Boston will have his message
repeated in Boston, letter by letter, virtually
as soon as it is formed in New York. The same
will apply at 411 receiving stations that tie inta
the network. One commonly used machine
the model 28 page teletypewriter, also called
the model 28 printer, a machine widely used by
both military and commercial communication
systems .

MODEL 28 TELETYPEWRITERS

Model 28 is -a-- manufacturer's designation
applied _to a complete line of teletypewriter
equipments. Compared with some of the older
models, the_components-of the model 28 series
feature smaller size, lighter weight, increased
Speeds, quieter operation; and less maintenance.
They are also better. suited for shipboard use
under severe conditions of roll, vibration, and
shock.

One component of the model 28 line (desig-
nated TT-48/UG) is the keyboard-sending and
page-sending and page-receiving teletypewriter
shown in figure 141. Let us look at some of the
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external features of this machine. The numbers
following correspond to those shown in figure141.

1. POWER SWITCH-When turned ON, this
switch .starts .the motor in the teletypewriter
and makes the machine operative. To secure
the machine, turn the power switch OFF.

2. KEYBOARD-Described in next para-
graph. '

3; BULLETIN HOLDERS-There are twoon
the machine. Used as necessary for recording
any information an operator needs to have at
his fingertips.

4. COVER RELEASE PUSHBUTTO'N-Re-
leases cover of machine for raising.

5. COVER-Raised for access to typing unit.
It is hinged at the rear and is counter-balanced
by a mechanism that aids in lifting and holding
it open. \

6. COPYHOLDER AND LINE GUIDE-The
copyholder holds the 'meSsage to be typed. The
line guide helps the operator follow the lines as
he types.

7. -END--0E-LINE INDICATOR L1GHT-A
red lamp that lights at about six characters from
the end of the line. The machine is adjusted to
type 69 characters to the line, including Spaces

,between words or groups.

8. PAPER RELEASE LEVER Located un-
der the cover. When pushed back, this contr

_frees the paper for adjustment. When pu
for4ard, it holds till paper 'fight.

9. LID RELEASE PUSHBUTTONWhen
pushed, it releases lid of machine for raising.
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Figure 141. Model 28 teletypewriter (TT-48/UG).

10. LIDWhen raised, it provides access to
paper, paper release lever, and line space

lever.

11. MESSAGEIn the form of hard copy.

12. LINE SPACER LEVERLocated under
the cover. Pull forward to single spade; push back
to double space.

13. PLATEN HANDWHEEL--bocated under
the cover. When dePressed and turned, it feeds
paper in direction in which it is turned-;up or
down.

14. COPY LIGHT-2A clear lamp that is lit
while the teletypewriter is on. It illuminates
the copy.

Keyboards

The Model 28 printer ie-eqiiipped with either
of two types of keyboards: communication or
weather. The first co4ains letters and punc-
tuation marks common to the standardtypewriter,
and the weaiher keyboard provides necessary

S.

CC ER
;EL EASE
PUS1' -
0L.TSCN

3 ELI L TiN
r,OLCER

2 KNARO

POWER
SWITCH

symbols for transmission of weather data. Sim-
ilarities and differences in the two keyboards
are illustrated in figure 142. Observe that tbe
lowercase characters are the same and that
letters of the alphabet appear in the same posi-
tions. The difference lies -in the uppercase of
the bottom two rows. A 1rained operator can
use either the crAnunication or weather key-
board without loss of speed or efficiency.

Figure 143 is another illustration ofthe com-
munication keyboard, with emphasis placed on
the function keys. The action performed by the
function keys is described as follows:

1. SPACE BARThe space bar, located
at the front of the keyboard, is used to send
spaces (as between words):

.140

2. CX11 RET (carriage return)The car-
riage return key is used to return both the type
box carriage- and the printing carriage to the
left to start a new line of typing.

3. LINE FEEDWhen depressed, this key
causes the paper to feed ard one or two
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tgure 142. Two types of teletypewriter
keyboards.

siiaces depending upon the position of the single-.
double line feed lever located on the typing unit.

4. FIGS (figures)The figures key is pres-
sed to condition the machine for printing fig-
ures, punctuation marks, or other uppercase
characters.

67
5. LTRS (letters)The letters key is used

to condition the machine for printing the letters
(lowercase) characters.

6. BELLOperation of the BELL key (which
is uppercase action of .the S key) causes a
signal bell to ring cally and at distant stations.

7. BLANK (unlabeled key in liottom row)
Depressing the blank key twice (effective in
either uppercase or lowercase) locks all key-
boards in the circuit and renders them inoper-
ative by setting up the receive condition. Res-
toration to the send condition is accomplished,
under individual circumstances, through oper-
ation of the KBD UNLK key by the operator de-
siring to send froni his keyboard.

8. BREAKTo stop (break) another sta-
tion's sending, depress the BREAK key for about
3 seconds. This causes the KBD LOCK key to
drop and lock keyboards on both sending and
receiving machines. After a break it is neces-
sary to operate the KBD UNLK key to free the
keyboard for sending.

9. REPT (repeat)To repeat a character,
depress the character key and the REPT key.
The character will be repeated au omatically at
line speed as long as both keyp a e held down.

FUNCTION KEYS

41,

t4, 4;5 tO VA* 4kby

PAce BAR

Figure 143. Model 28 keyboard with emphasis on function keys.
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Figure 144. Model 28 typing unit.

The four keys described next perform their
functions only on the machine on which the key
is operated (referred to as "local machine"),
without affecting any other machine on the line.

10. LOC LF (local line feed)To feed the
paper up in the local machine, depress the LOC
LF key, which feeds the paper up automatically
and rapidly as long 4i it is held down. This key
is for use in locally feeding up paper to tear off
a message not fed up far enough by the trans-
mitting station, It also is used when a new supply
of paper is inserted into the machine.

11. KBD LOCK (keyboard lock)To lock
_ the keyboard_on the local machine, depress ihe

KBD LOCK key. The keyboard is now inoper-
ative until 'released by the KBD UNLK (keyboard
unlock) key. The KBD LOCK key also drops
automatically when the power switch is turned
OFF, when the BREAK key is operated, or when
a break is received.

12. KBD UNLK (keyboard unlock)To un-
lock the keyboard on the local machine, depress
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the KBD UNLK key. This action raises the
KBD LOCK key, making the keyboard operative.
Operate this key after turning, on the power
switch and after sending or receiving a BREAK.

13. LOC CR (local carriage return)To
return the type box to the left margin on the
local machipe, depress the LOC CR key. This
key is for use in omission of carriage return
at the end of a transmission from another sta-
tion:

Typing Unit

The model _28 typing unit is shown in figure
144. Printing is produced by the type box,
which.contains the charactexs and symbols shown
on the key tops. Operation of keys and the space
bar moves the type box across the platen from
left to right. On each key stroke, the type box
is moved into position 'for the printing hammer
to strike the proper type pallet, printing the
character on 'the paper. Operation of the CAR
RET key returns the type box to the left margin,
and opetation of the LINT. FEED key moves the
paper up to the-next line:

51 7
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The force of the printing bloW is controlled
by the printing spring adjusting bracket, which
is set for the individual service requirement
according to the number of carbon copies required.
Notch 1 is for one to three copies, and notch 2
for four or five copies. If copies are either too
light or, too dark, the force of the printing blow
can be adjusted by moving the printing spring
Adjusting bracket, taking care not to make. the
printing blow any heavier than necessary to pro-
duce satisfactory copies.

Type pallets are arranged in four rows. The
type box moves up and down in selecting the row
in which each character to be printed is located.
Lowercase characters are in the left half of the
box, and uppercase characters are in the right
half. The type box moves left and right on shift-
ing and unshifting operations, rather than in the
familiar up-and-down motion of carriage shift-
ing on the typewriter and older teletypewriters.
This combined vertical and horizontal motion
brings the character to be printed into line with
the pr:nting hammer. There are two pointers
)11 the type box: the LTRS pointer on the left and
the FIGS pointer on the right. When typing stops,
the pointer at which the printing hammer is aimed
indicates where the next character will be printed.
If the printing hammer, is aimed a the LTRS
pointer, the type box is in lowerease. If the
printing hammer is aimed at the FIGS pointer,
the type box is in uppercase:. An operation shift-
ing the type box to uppercase or lowercase moves
the corresponding pointer to the typing location.

OPERATING THE MODEL 28 TTY

_The controls and parts used to operate the
model 28 printer are illustrated in, figures 141
and 1,43. You will find frequent reference to
these illustrations helpful in comprehending the
instructions for operating this equipment.

Assuming that the printer is furiCtioning prop-
erly and is connected to an incoming signal, the
only action necessary to commence receiving
traffic is to apply power to the equipment. This
is accomplished by rotating the power switch
(loCated slightly below and to the.right of the
keyboard) upward to the ON position. Do not
be alarmed if the first few characters are
garbled, because the printer's driving motor
requires several seconds to attain running
speed.-- _

Conditioning the machine for transmitting is
a simple process. After applying power and
allowing the motor to attain running speed, de-
press the BREAK key and hold it down for at
least 2 seconds. This locks the keyboards of
all stations on the circuit. Additionally, de-
pressing the BREAK key starts the motors If
those Machines in which the motor shutoff mech-
anism is utilized. (Model 28 printers have a
mechanism that shuts off the motor when nO
signal is received for approximately 2 minutes,
but the mechanism often is disabled by stations
not desiring this feature.) After releasing the
BREAK key, press the KBD UNLK key to unlock
your keyboard. The machine now is ready for
transmitting to other stations.-

Transmission begins at the keyboard. With
the touch system, use the CAR RETtkey as a
guide for the right hand and the A key. for the
left hand. The little finger of each hand is used
on the guide key. It is important that you use a
light, quick, even touch on the keys. Force is
unnecessary because the machine is operated
electrically. Operation of the teletypewriter re-
quires accuracy, rhythm, confidence, hnd speed,
in their proper relation..Although a light touch
is essential to speed, each key must be pres-
sed in a positive manner. Otherwise you may
be writing the word FOR and have FR appear
on the page simply because the letter 0 was
pressed without allowing sufficienttime.for print-
ing the letter F. To become a skillful teletypist,
prOfcCiency in the touch system of typing is, of
course, a "must."

The function keys represent "functional op:,.
erations," or nontyping selections; that is, when
pressed, they do not print anything on the page.
Each function key was described in our dis-
cussion of the keyboard, but let us review the
ones used most commonly in transmitting mes-
sages. These are the figures (FIGS) key, the
letters (LTRS) key, space bar, carriage re-
turn (CAR RET) key, and LINE FEED key.

To shift the machine to the uppercase for
typing numerals, punctuation marks, and special
characters indicated; on the upper part of the
keys, press FIGS., To -UNSHIFT the machine,
press LTRS, and type the letters of the alpha-
bet.

The space bar is used to space between either
words or characters. On our printers the space
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bar functions the same whether uppercase or
lowercase characters are transmitted.: Some
commercial machines, however, have a feature
called "unshift on space," which means the print-
er returns to lowercase after each space. In
fact, ball printer4 have this feature, but on
our machines it is purposely disabled. The
operating procedure explained in this section
requires that you press the FIGS key before
each group of uppercase characters so that the
distant machine will print characters in the
proper case whether it is adjusted to unshift on
space or to remain in uppercase.

The CAR RET key is used to return the car-
riage to the beginning of the line. Usually the
machine is adjusted to print a line 69 charabters
in length. This includes the spaces between
the typed words. The end-of-line indicator lamp
lights about six characters before the end of
the line.

The LINE FEED key feeds the paper up, one
to two lines at a time, thus preventing over-
lining.

The latter two functions-carriage return and
liqe feedalso are perfdityd automatically by
the printer upon printing the 69th character on
each line. This prevents characters Riling itip
at the ends of a line when the normal carriage
return and line feed functions are not receixed.

MISCELLANEOUS OPERATING FEATURES

To raise the cover for access to the typing
unit to change paperand ribbon qr to clean type,
press the cover release pushbutton and lift the
cover. To raise the lid for access to the paper,
press the lid release pushbutton and lift the lid.
To turn the paper up or down, raise the cover,
and press and hold down the platen handwheel
(so that it. engages the platen ratchet wheel)
whilerihrning it in the desired direction. Do not
attempt to hold down or operate the platen hand-
wheel while the teletypewriter is operating. To
adjust .the paper, raise the lid, push back the
paper-release lever to free the paper, straighten
the paper, and pull the lever forward to its

normal position. To set the line spacing for
single or double space, raise the lid, press the
line .space lever to the left, and pull it forward
for single space or push it back for do4ole space.
To space to a desired location for typing, space
the type box over until the LTRS pointer is at
the desired typing location. Then, if upper-
case is desired, operate the FIGS key.

Changing Paper

To insert a new roll of paper in the model
28, first shut off the power. Press the cover re-
lease, pushbutton and lift the cover. (Refer as
necessary to figures 145 and 146.) Push back
paper release lever, lift paper fingers, and
pull paper from platen.

_

Lift the- used roll from machine and remove
SPindie from core of used roll. Insert spindle
in new roll. Replace spindle in spindle grooves
with paper feeding from underneath roll toward
you.. Feed paper over paper-straightener rod,
down under platen, 4nd up between platen and_

paper fingers.- Pull paper up a few inches be-
yond top of platen, and straighten it as you would
straighten paper in a typewriter. Then lower
paper fingers onto paper anci pull paper release
lever forward. 0

While inserting paper, take.care not to dis-
turb the ribbon on the type box latch. After paper
is ,in place, check to see that the ribbon is
still properly threaded through the -ribbón guides.
Also check to make .certain the type box latch
has not been disengaged. The latch should be
in a position holding the type .box firmly in
place. Close cover. Open lid by preSsing lid
release pushbutton, brink up the end of the
paper, and close lid with paper feeding out on
top of it.

Changing Ribbon

To replace a worn ribbon, press cover
release pushbutton' and lift cover. (Refer as
necessar to fi es 147. and 148.) Lift rib-
bon spool ocks to vertical position and re-
move both spools from ribbon spool shafts.
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Figure 147. Ribbon inserted.

type box latch has not been d,isengaged. Th
latchfshould be in position, holding the type box
firmlY in place.

Figure 148. Ribbon spool mechanism.

Remove ribbon from ribbon r011ers, ribbon re-
verse levers, and ribbon guides. Unwind and
remove old ribbon from one of the spools. Hook
end of new ribbOn to hub of empty spool and wind
.until reversing eyelet is on the spool. If the rib-
bon has no' hook at the end, the spool will have
a barb that should be used to pierce the ribbon
near its end.

Replace spools on ribbOn spool shafts, making
sure they go down on spool shaft pins, and that
the ribbon feeds from the outside of the spools.
Turn down ribbon spool locks toia horizontal
poiition, locking, spools in place. Thread rib-
-bon forward around both ribbon rollers and through
the slots in the ribbon leverg and ribbon guides.
Take up slack by turning free spool. After slack
has been taken up, check to mike certain that
ribbon is still properly threaded through,ribbon
'guides and that the reversing eyelet is between
the spool and the reverse lever. Also see that the

6
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LEVER
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Turn the paper up a few inches by pressing
down and turning platen handwheel. Close cover.
Open lid, bring up the end of the paper, and close
lid, with paper feeding outootop of it.

Cleaning Type

\Vhen printing is smudged, the type should
be cleaned. You must remove the type box
fromc the machine. Open cover and unlock type
box latch by moving it to the right (see figure
146). Grasp handle on,,right side of type box
and raise that side up and to the left until the
type box unhobks .on the left side and can be
freed from type .box carriage. Turn type box
over to side with type (figure 150) and clean
with i- dry, hard-bristle brush. DO NOT use

4: type cleaning solution.

To replace' type bax, hold it with type tdward
platen and the large hook on the left. Slip this
hook under itub in front of left tYpe box roller
and push smaller hook on the right side down into
place on stud in front of right type box 41.ler.
Hold type box latch in 'horizontal position and
move to left over latching notch as far as it Will
go.' Raise latch tat vertical and press to left

146:"
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Figure 149. Type box in place.

Figure450. Type box, front and back.

it locks into hitching notch. Check to see
that the ribbon is still threaded properly.

THE FACSIMILE

'4Dnie weather offices are equipped with
facsimile Equipment which is used to receive
and record maps. Facsimile transniission may

be accomplished either by wire (landline) ,or by
radio. In the United States the metliod a trans-
inission is principally by wire. Shipboard and

/overseas stations receive facsimile weather .

charts by radio on certain designated broadcast
frequencies.
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ALDEN F4CSIMILE

The Alden Weather Map Receiver is a fully
automatic continuous weather map receiver which
uses the simple electromechanical principle of
the Alden recording technique and Alfax elec:
trosensitivé paper on which electricity acts as
ink. (See figure 151.) t he receiver is..34_inches
wide, 24 inches deep, and 56 inches high, and
stands on casters. Paper used in the recorder
is white and comes in 170-foot rolls. A crisp
sepia map on a clean white background is pro-
duced. The paper is thin and suitable for re-
production directly by the, Bruning or Ozalid -
process. It is paCkaged in a polyethylene film
and can be gored indefinitely without dating.
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1. Master AC power,
switch.

2. Automatic fast feed.
3. vNo paper'

. indicator.
4. Program clock.
5. Signal level.
6. White level.

6

7. Manual fastpaper
advance.

B. Marking signal
test switch. .,

6. Signal monitor
switch.

10. Manual start
switck.

'Figure 151. Alden Facsimile Recorder.

The chemically treated paper has a moisture
content of about 40 perCent and is maintained in
storage by the sealed package and in the.....re-
corder by the Cover which encloses the paper
from its supply to the feedout path. With the
front cover open, the roll of paper is easily

.snapped into 'place. After the Cover is closed, the
seal is contpleted and the recorder is ready for
use, -

Special features of the receiver are that an
automatic programing time clock is inCluded
and that the change in scan rate is easily ac-
complished by a simple hand operation by station
personnel. The recorder is designed to odarate
on either 60 or 120 scans per minute.

61?--

FLYING
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LOOP s

ELECTRODE
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HELIX ELECTRODE

HELIX DRUM

,ALFAX PAPER

Figure 152. Recorder operation of the
Alden Facsimile.

Principles of OPeration

The recorder has a helix drum which rotates
synchronously with a scanner at the sending
point. The paper passes between two electrodes;
one is a continuously moving blade in the cover
above the paper, and the other is a resilient
helix wire-mounting .9 a rotating drum under-
neath the paper. (See figure 152.)

As the scanner sees the maps as an ON-
OFF signal, it causes current or no current at
any instant between tha helix and the loop elec-
trode. The helix wire then contacts the loop
electrode of one point froM left to right. The
point of contact performs the work. When the
paper passes between contacts at this point,
there is an electrochemical action which causes
ions to leave the loop electrode: and plate the
surface of the paper 'with t4 markings. This
spot, multiplied by ON-OFF pulses, then pro-
duces the exact facsimile of the map scanned
in the scanner.

Operating Instructions

The operating instructioa are as follows:

, 1. Turning Recorder ON-OFF. Turn the
recorder ON or OFF, using the power switch
located on the left-hand side of the cabinet.
Trigger the manual start switch on the auto-
rephase chassis to start recording during map
signals. Observe "no paper" indication light
(OFF OK). Recorder shuts off at the end of the
paper..
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2. Setting the Progkam Clock. Set start to
occur pkior to first map rsuired, placing start
pin inside circle. Set stop to occur during last
required map, placing stop pins in outside cir-
cle. Put pin day4ial for the day the re-
corder is to be OFF.

3. Marking Amplifier Adjustment. To adjust
for best recording, turn signal level control
olpekwise from zero to point where signal indi-
cator begins flphing; turn white level control
counterclockwise to point where lightest map
signal is still printing. Once set; the automatic
gain control compensates for all normal line
level variations. NOTE: Signal level set higher
than necessary 'reduces map sharpness. White

:level overcbntrol -removes light signal. Setting
for normal line conditions ate 4 and 4

4. Automatic Paper Advanc'e. ALTOMATIC.
FAST FEED switch in ON position will advance
paper 6 inches at the end of eachmap. The WAN-
CAL FAST PAPER ADVANCE switch is located
on the upper right-hand side of the recorder
case. NOTE: MARKING SIGNAL TEST AND
SIGNAL MONIMOR switches on marking amplifier-
should be to the left when recording. See op-
-eraTing manual for line leyel tests.

To change recorder speed while recorder is-
running, proceed as follows:

1. Drum Motor. Set selector switch to either
60 or 120 rpm.

2. Paper Feed. Press manual start switch
on' the ansto rephase chassis and hold while
pressing the 60 or 120 rpm feed button (upper
right side of the recorder head).

To get the best tesults from this machine, it
is imperative that the recorder be kept clean and
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that the expendable parts be replaced. before,
they have worn so far that a good copy cannot
be obtained'.

MISCELLANEOUS FACSIMILE EQUIPMENT

. ,

There are several other facsimile recorders
still in use aboard ship and V overseas stationS.
These include the RD-92/UX, which has a scan

tcapability of 30-60 lines per minute;,the RO-
160/UX, 60-129 lines per minute; and the RO-
172/UX, 90-120 lines per minute. Many, weather
units utilize this equipment as-"backup" for the
more modern facsimile recorders.

These recorders, like the AN/UXH-2, re-
quire a radio receiver and the proper Converter
for facsimile weather chart reception. The RID-
92/UX utilizes the CV-172/UX converter, and
the RO-1,60/UX, and RO-172/UX utilize the CV-
1066/UX converter.

524

All- of these recorders have the same basic
working 'principle.- Fok the purpose of brevity,
only the theory of operation of the RD-92/UX is
discussed now. '

The RD-92/UX is used for direct stylus
(electrical arcing) recording only. When receiv-
ing' the copy, the recorder drum rotates at a-
speed of 60 rpm. As the drum rotates, a mech-
anical mechanism holding a stylus needle is nioved
across the drum to the right. The styhis needle
records on a single sheet of paper fastened
on a drum .at the rate of ,one scanning line
for each revolution of the druni. When the paper
is covered completely, from left to right, the
stylus is returned automatically to the left side
of the drum.



SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION

METEOROLOGICAL S.ATELLITES

The world's first successful meteorological
satellite, the TIROS I, was launcAied by the
United States in- 1960. Since then many other
meteorological satellites have been launched.
The earlier satellites had restricted capabilities
due to their limited power, supply, liMited pic-
ture storage capacity, low latitude orbit, and
satellite attitude characteriStics. Most of these
problems have been solved, so that now mete-
orologicaj satellites are capable of presenting
a complete global weather picture on a daily
basis.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Tbe TIROS satellite is a relatively small
instrument that is about 3 1/2 feet in diaMeter
and about 1 1/2 feet high. It weighs about 300
pounds. Most weather satellites have two TV
cameras installed, but the camera placement
differs in the various _satellites. Other equip-
ment contained in these satellites include a
transmitter, tape recorder, electronic timers,
batteries, and infrared tempeiature;sensing de-

.

vices.

TIROS s'ateIlites have been launched-with
the TAOR- Able and THOR-Delta rockets. The
earlier satellites were,inclined about 48°, mean-.,-
ing that their orbits range from about 48°
north latitude to 48 south latitude and required
about 100 minutes to cimplete their orbit at an
average altitude of 400 nautical miles.

The latest satellites are called ESSA (en-
vironmental survey satellites) and are part of the
TOS (TIROS Operational System). They are sun
synchronous (cross the Equator at the same
time each day), earth oriented, and in a 750-
,
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Figure 153. Various weather
satellites' orbits.

nautical-mile circular polar orbit. (See fi
153.)

A -recent operational development i's the
APT (Automatic' Picture Transmission) system.
This device is flown with the satellite and
provides photographs directly to properly equip-
ped land or shipboard stations. These stations
have the capability of either "read-out" from their
own antenna ozo"remoted" from a distant antenna.
By this method, a facsimile picture of weather
conditions over a large area is produced in a
little over five minutes.

TIROS nephanalyses charts are transmitted
over The National Weather Facsimile Network.

AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS

For many years, the National Weather Service
has been hampered.by the paucity or total lack
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of weather observations from remote ocaanic
and sparsely populated regions of the world.
-A solution to this problem was the installation

_ of automatic weather stations. The ,automatic
weather station's purpose is to collect weather
reports and transmit these reposts by radio
to monitoring stations. There are two- basic
typei of automatic weather stationsthe land-.

based and the marine types. The most successful
AWS have been the NOMAD AN/SMT-1( ), Trans-

_

-obuoY AN/WMT-1, and the Polar As, AN/
GMT-4( ),..

NOMAD AN/SMT-1( )
A

Marine_ Automatic'. Meteorological Station
(NOMAD) AN/SMT-1( ) (figure,154) is a mowed,
boat-type automatic weather station. It is con-
ttructed of aluminum alloy and other npnmagnetic
materials and is 20 feet long with a 10-foot
beam. It houses a complete meteorological sta-
tion, in addition to other instrumentation which.
is used for oceanographic research. The NOMAD
is moored in deep water (as much as 1,875
fathozris).
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NOMAD measures air temperature, water
temperature, barometric pressure, wind speed,
wind direction, and the direction of the ocean's
surface currents. When the wind speed is low;
observed data is transmitted once each 6 hours.
During periods 'of high winds, the broadcasts
are at hourly intervals. NOMAD trarismits its
weather reports on a preassigned frequency.
The reports are monitored by specified stations,
but have been monitored for quite some distance
by other stations as well. Pow*. is supplied to
the NOMAD by batteries; hm'vever, atomic bat-
teries are under development and may soon be
used.

The first NOMAD made was moored in the
Gulf of Mexico- and, with its success,. other

, NOMAD's were positioned off Norfolk, San-Diego,
'and Charleston, _S. C. -

TR:ANSOBUOY .AN/WMT-1( )

TRANSOBUOY -ANN MT-1( ) (figure 155)
is a free-floating or moored automatic weather
station developed for the purpose of providing
weather reports from the open ocean,s. The
TRANSOBUQY is about 10 feet in length and 30
inches in diameter and weighs about 750 pounds
,total. It has a 20-foot .whip antenna through
which it transmits on one of two different

Figure 155. Transobuoy AN/WMT-1( ).
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frequencies for programed ranges of between
1,000 to 2,000 miles. It has been monitored for n
distarioes of 4,000 miles.

The TRANSOBUOY transmits barometric
pressure, air temperature, sea water tempera-
ture, wind speed, and wind direction every. 6
hours. The powering batteries last about 6
months, and then the TRANSOBUOY needs serv-
icing and replacement of batteries. When the
TRANSOBUOY is a free-floating buoy, it has
to be tracked to be located. When moored,
the TRANSOBUOY's position is known. It can
be moored in water 700 fathoms or more in
depth.

'POLAR AUTOMATIC WEATHER
STATION AN/GMT-4( )

The Polar Automatic Weather Station (PAWS)
AN7GMT-4( ), (figure 156) is a completely auto-
matic weather station which measures meteoro-
logical elements and transmits them by radio. The
PAWS is designed-to function primarily in frigid or
polar climates in order to fill the need for weather
rePorts from inaccessible regions where manned
stations are not practicable. Since the equipment is
designed to operate on ice or slush,the main struc-
ture is in the form of a sled with external pontoons
for added stability.

-
Figure 151. Polar AW_S, AN/GMT-4( ).



The equipment is designed to be brought to
a designated place by helicopter. Once thpre,
it can be set up by one or two persons in a
matter of a few minutes. Once placed in op-
eration, it automatically measures and transmits
at pres elected intervals the fdllowing data: station
harometriC pressure, air temperature, water-
air 'interface temperature, station magnetic
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orientation, wind direction, wind speed; and
a station call signal. The radio transmitter is
so designed that it may be called. The PAWS
is powpred by a battery. The battery must be
recharged periodically; however,,a recent devel-
opinent has provided an atomic recharger tor
the battery, making the unit more self-suffiFient
.for longer periods.



APPENDIX

AN NOMENCLATURE SYSTEM

Part 1. Equipment indicator letters.

Installation- Type of equipment Purpose

AAirborne

EUnderwater mobile,
submarine.

DPilotless carrier.

FFixed.

G--:Ground, general
iround use (includes two
or more ground installa-
tions).

K7Amphibious.

MGround, mobile (in-
stalled as operating
unit in a vehicle which
has no functiont other
than transporting the
equipment).

PPack oi portable
(animal,or man).-

SWater surface craft.

TGround, transport-
able

UGenecal utility (includes
two or more general
installation classes,
airborne, shipboard,
and ground)...

AInvisible light, heat
radiation.

CCarrier.

DRadiac

ENupac (nuclear protec-
tion-and control).

FPhotographic

GTelegraph or teletype.

IInterphone and public
address,.

JElectromechanical (not
otherwise covered).

KTelemeteripg.

LCountermeasure.

MMeteorological.

NSound

PRadar.

QSonar and underwater
sound.

RRadio.
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AAuxiliary assemblies (not
complete operating sets).

BBombing.

CCommunications (receiving and
transmitting).

DDirection finder, reconnais-
sance and/or surveillance.

EEjection and/or release.

GFire control or search:light
directing.

HRecording and/or reproducing
(graphic meteorological and
sound.)

KComputing.

MMaintenance and test asseni-
blies (including tools).*

NNavigational aids (including
, altimeters, beacons, com-
passes, racons, depth sounding,
approach, and landing).

Q:Special or combination of pur-
poses.

RReceiving, passive detecting..

SDetecting and/or range and
bearing, search.



Part 1. Equipment indicator letters7Continued

Installation Type of equipment .9 Purpose

VGround; vehicular
(installed in vehicle
designed for functions
other than carrying
electronic equipment,
such as tanks).

WWatei, surface and
under surface.

SSpecial types (magnetic,
etc.) or combination of
types.

,

TTelephone (wire).

VVisual and visible lights.

'WArmament (peculiar to
armament, not other`wise
covered);

XFacsimile or television.

TTsansmitting.

WAutomatic flight or remote

XIden ication and recognition.

Part iComponent indicators.

Component
indicator Family name Definition of example (not to be construed as limiting the

application of the component indicator)

AT

BA

BB

C

CP

CV

FR

,G-

Amplifiers

Antenna

Battery, primary
type

Battery, secondary
type

Controls

Computers

Converters
(electronic)

Frequency
measuring
devices

Generators

Power, audio, interphone, radiofrequency, video, etc.

Simple: ship or telescopic, loop, dipole, reflector, also
transducer,. etc.

Batteries, battery packs, etc.

Storage batteries, battery packs, etc.

Control bax, remote tuning control, etc.

A mechanical and/or electronic mathematical calculating
device.

Electronic apparatus for c/hariging phase or frequency, or
from one medium to another.

Frequency meters, echo boxes, etc:
-

Electrical power.generators without prime movers.
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Part 2Component indicators.Continued

Component
indicator

ID

IP

M

MD

ME

MK

ML

MT
PH

PT

.RD

RF

RG

RO

RR

RT

Family name

Indicating
devices

Indicators,
cathode ray
tube

Microphones

Modulators

Meters,
portable

Miscellaneous4
kits,

Meteorological
device

Mountings

Photographic
articles

Plotting equipments

Receivers

Recorders-
reproducers

Radiofrequency
component

Cables and
transmissidns
line, bulk RF

Recorders

Reflectors

Receiver and
transmitter

Definition of example (not to be construed as limiting the
application of the component indicator)

Calibrated dials and meters, indicating lighti, etc. (See IP.)

Azimuth elevation, PPI panoramic, etc,

Radio telephone, throat, hand, etc.
4

Device for varying amplitude, frequency, or both.

Multimeters, voA-ohm milliammeters, vacuum tube volt-,
meters, power meters, etc.

Maintenance, modification, etc., exdept tool and crystal.

Barometer, hygrometer, theImometer, scales, etc.

Mountings, racks, frames, stands, etc.

Camera, projector, sensitometer, etc.

Except meteorological boards, maps, plotting table, etc.

Receivers, all types except telephone.

Sound,' graphic, tape, -wire, film , disk facsimile, magnetic,
mechanical, etc.

Composite component of RF circuits. (Do not use if better-
indicator is available.)

RF Cable, NVIiVeguide, etc., without terminal.

Sound, graphic, tape, wire, film, disk facsimile, magnetic,
mechanical, etc.

Target confusion, etc. Except antenna reflectors. (See AT.)-.

Radio and radar transceivers, composite transmitters and
feceiverg, etc . .
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Part 2Component indicatorsContinued

Component
indicator Family name Definition of exaniple(nbt to be construed as liniiting theapplication of the conlinent indica,tor)

.S

SB

SG

SM

VSN

TA

TD

tirt

TS

TT

Shelters

Switchboards

Signal
generators

Simulators

Synchronizers

Transmitters

Telephone
apparatus

Timing device

Transformers

Test equipment

Teletypewriter
and facsimile
apparatus

House, tent, protective shelter, etc.

Telephone, fire control, power panel, etc.

Includeslest oscillators and noise generators.

Flight, aircraft, target, -signal, etc.

Equipment to coordinate tWo or more functions.

Transmitters, all types except telephone.

Miscellaneous telephone equipment.

Mechanical and electronic timing devices, range devices, etc.
Transformers when used as separate items.

Test and measuring equipment.,
Miscellaneous tape, teletype, facsimile.

AC 72.81132 158
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SURFACE WEATHER OBSERVATIONS

Taking surface weather obseivations is one of
the primai7 duties of the Coast 'Guard's Marine
Science Technician. Since life, property, andsuc-
cessful Coast Guard oPeritions depend greatly on
reliable forpcasts, it is essential' that the ob-
servations dpon which forecasts are bued be
as accurate as humanly possible.

The purpose of this section is to eXplain
how tO take surface weather observations and
how to enter these data on the Surface Weather
Observation Form (Ship), Form MF1-11. For
complete and detailed instructions of the various
observations and codes, coasult ..t.he appropriate
manuals.

GENERAL TERMS, DEFINITIONS,
AND PROCEDURES

In order to take surface weather observations,
you must-understand the meteorological variables
you ire observing and how to observe these
variable?: You have already considered many of
these variables in this course, but to refres
you meniory of them, we will discuss their mean-
ings and their significance to surface weather
observations. In addition, we will cOnsider how
to take .these observations. The observational
procedures are applicable at sea or ashore,
unless we state otherwise.

TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS

* Temperature, the measure of mddecular*
Imotion or the degree of heat of a substance,
is measured oi an arbitrary scale from absolute
zero,' where the molecules theottcallk stop
moving. "Temperature," as.-u'ld in surface
weather observations , refers primarily to the free .

air temperature, which is the ambient temperature
close to the surface of the earth. Other temper-
atures also observed during the course of Sn
observation are maximura and minimum free air
temperatures (observed for shore stations only)
and sea water temperature.

Definitions

In order to understand how to obtain tem-
perature readings and to determine the dew point_
temperature and relative, humidity, you should"'
review- the following terms and their definitions:

1. Dew point The dew point is defined
as the temperature to which a sample of air
must be cooled, while the mbcing ratio and the
barometric pressure remain constant, in order
to '-attain saturation with respect to water. The
dew point can never exceed the dry-bulb temper-
ature in any given observation. When- the air is
saturated, the dew point and the temperature are
the same and the relatiie humidity is 100percent.

2. Dry-bulb temperature The dry-bulb
temperature .is the natural temperature of the
ambient atmosphere at the point are time' of
observatión and is synonymous with the surface
temperature.

3. Wet-bulb temperature The wet-bulb
tSinperature is the lowestsymperature to be
secured In the ambient ,atmosphere in its-natural
state by evaporating water from the wick-covered
bulb of a thermometer at a specified rate of
ventilation. It differs frorg the dry-bulb tem-
perature in an amount depeRent on the temPer-
ature and humidity of the air. This difference is
termed the wet-bulb -depression.

4. Psychrometer A psychrometer is an
instrument used for measuring water vap6r

content of the atmosphere; it is a type of hygzo-
meter. It consists of two thermometers, one of
which (dry-balb) is an ordinary iliss thermom-
eter, while the other (wet-bulb) has its bulb
covered with a jacket of clean muslin which is
saturated with distilled water prior to an obser-
vation. When the bulbs are suitaigy ventilated,
they indicate the thermodynamic wet-bulb and
dry7bulb temperatures of. the atmosphere. In
this pamphlet the sling psychrometer and the
hand electiic psychrometer are covered.
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Using the-Sling Psychrometer

When using the sling .pOchromefer as the
station standard or standby system, observe the
following _steps to determine psychrometric val-
ues:

1. Remove the- sling psychrometerfrom
the 'Instrument shelter. Wet the bulb of the
wet-bulb thermometer, which is covered with a
muslin wick, at the time of the observation. Do
this in a special manner when certain tempera-
hires and humidity conditions exist as follows:

a. At wet-bulb temperatures below
ar F., if the wick is not frozen, touch it with
clean ice, snow, Or another cold object to induce

_

freezing.

b. At dry-bulb temperatures of ar F.
or below, use water that has been kept at room
temperatuie in order to melt completely any
accumulation of ice on the wet bulb, Moisten the
bulb thoroughly at least 15 minutes before ventil-
ating _the psychrometer And longer if necessary
to permit the latent heat, released if the water
freezes, to be dissipated( before you ventilate
the psychrometer. Do not allow excess water to
remain on the wet-bulb, since a thin, thoroughly
cooled coating is necessary for accurate ,data.

c. In, Areas where the temperature is
high and the humidity is low, use precooledwater
for moistening the wet bulb to avert premature
drying of -the wick. Water can be precooled for
this purpose by storing it in a porous jug.

I.

1

2. Take the psychrometer to a clear and*
open space, preferably exposed to the wind. Never
touch the bulb or stem in handling or expose it
to the direct rays of the sun while maktngsn
observation. Whirl the psychrometer as far in
front of the body as pdssible.

3. Ventilate the psychrometer for about
10 seconds. For the- best results, whirling should
produce air flow of not less than 15 feet per
second (2 rotations per second). Bring the psy-
chrometer to a stop without any sharp jar and
then bring it to the eye level and read both ther-
mometers to the nearest tenth of a degree,
reading the wet-bulb thermometer first. Repeat
the whirling and make other readings until the
vitt-bulb temperature fails to show further de-
cline.

4. After observing thz wet- and dry-bulb
temperatures, calculate the difference between the
dry-bulb and the wet-bulb temperature readings.
After youobtain the difference, or wet-bulb de-
pression, the next step is to compute the dew
point and the relative humidity by use of the
psychrometric cOmputer "(CP-1-65/UM). The in-

---structions for -use-of the computer are printed
on the computer. When using the psychrometric
computer, utilize the scale closest tathe NORMAL
station pressure. Ft= shipboard operations, al-
wigs use the 30-inch scale. For further instruc-
tions, see the appropriate chapter of the Federal
Meteorologicalliandbook No. 1 (FMH #1).

Using the Hand
Electric Psychrometer (ML-450A/UM)

Another instrument used to obtain the free
air, temperature and the wet-bulb iemperature is
the hand electric psychrometer (ML-450A/UM)
(figure 1). Although the psychrometer-is Con-
structed primarily of noncorrodible materials,
prolonged exposure to weather, salt air, stack
gases, and other corrosive elements shorten the
uSeful life of this instrument. Therefore, shelter
the instrument when ,it is not in actual use.

7
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1. Sliding door.
2. Spring contact.
1 Battery com-

partment.
4. Water bottle.
5. Bottle 'com-

partment.
6. Hinge

-"

7. Thermometer
holder.

8. Wet-bulb wick.
9. Knob.

10. Exhaust-forts.
11. Sliding air

Intake.

Figure 1. Hand Electric Psychrometer
ML-450A/UM,----



In order to operate the psichrometer when
the temperature is above,50 F., expose the psy-
chrometer to the free lir for-at least 5 mintues
before using it fort readings. Cpen the sliding
door halfway, remove the water bottle, and then
close the sliding door. Saturate the wet-bulb
wick with distilled water by using one of the
folloWing methods:, . -

1. Remove the sliding air intak& and thor-
oughly saturate the wet-bulb wick, taking every
precaution to prevent water from contacting either
the thermotheter tube or the dry bulb. Remove
any moisture which may, have contacted the dry

2. Without removing the sliding air intake,
hold the psychrometer so that the thermometer
bulbs pdint. upward. Carefully apply water, a
drop at a time, to the wet-bulb wick so as not
to cause the thermometer tube to become wet
from an overly saturated wick. Remove any
moisture which may have contacted the dry bulb.

If you have followed method 1, replace the
air intake, being sure that the small circular
holes in the air intake are positioned against
the thermometer holder. Replace the water
bottle.

Either of the following positions may be
used during operation:

1. 'lace the instrument on a flat surface
with the graduations of the thermometer facing
upward and the air intake positioned into thewind
and to the left of the operator, or

2. Grasp the instrument in the left hand with
the fingers fitting the curved portion of the case,
We' graduations of the thermometers facing the
operator, and the air intake pointing to the left
and into the wind.

CAUTION

In either position, ttie air intake and
both exhaust ports must be entirely free
of obstructions and far enough away from
your body or any other tourceof moist
air or temperature th4 may cause a
false reading.

Turn the switch knob clockwise to start
aspiration. If illumination is desired, continue

3
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turning the knob clockwise until you obtain suf-
ficient light intensity.

When the wet-bulb temperature stabilizes at
a miniminn value, note the readings of both
thermometers and turn off the switch by turning
the knob counterclockwise. E valuate the readings
using the psychrometric computer.

In order to operate the psychrometer when
the temperature is below 50' F., observe the
following precautionary measures to ensure ac-
curate instrument performance:

1. Store the instrument in its case in an
'instrument shelter or other suitable location
to keep it approximately at the ambient'temper-
ature. To prevent the distilled water from being
frozen when you are ready to use it, store it
indoors and then carry it oat of doors to the
instrument when re,ady to saturate the wick.

2. If brought from a warm room to an out-
side temperature below 50'F., take special care
to point the instrument into the wind and to
ensure that an equilibrium temperature is reached,
letting the fan run for 5 to 10 minutes..

3. If you bring the psychrometer from a
cold temperature to a warm temperature for a
reading, ensure that condensation on the dry
bulb does not give an erroneous reading due to
the wet-bulb effect.

The remaining steps in the operation of the
hand electric . psychrometer are Identical with
those already mentioned for operation of the hand
electric psychrometer at temperatures above
50' P.

WIND OBSERVATIONS

Wind is air in motion. As such, wind has
four important properties of vital interest to
you when _yOu make wind observations. These
'qualities are direction, speed, character, and
shift: Definitions of these qualities and instructions
for determining these qualities are contained in
the following paragraphs.

Wind direction' is the direction from which
the wind is blowing. Wind direction is observed
'for a one-minure interval with reference to
true north and is expressed in 10' increments
in a clockwise direction from true north. When the



Table 1. Determination of true wind speed by -sea condition.

Snead CMOs)

Len than
1-3
4-6

7-10

11-16

17-21

22-27

28-33

34-.40

41 -47

48-55

56-63

64;71

Descriptive terms Sea conditions

Calm
Light air
Light breeze

Gentle breeze.

Moderate breeze

Fresh breeze

Strong breeze

Near gale

Gale

Strong gale

Storm

Violent storm

Hurricane

Sea smooth and mirrorlike.
Scalelike ripples without foam creets.
'Small, short wavelets; crests have a glassyappearance

anddo-not-break.-
large wavelets; some crests begin to break; foam of

glassy appearance. Occasional white- fcam crests.
Small waves, becoming longer; fairly frequent white

foam crests.
Moderate wavesi taking a more pronounced long form;
mani white foam crests; there may be some spray.

Large waves begin to form; white foam crestsare more
extensive everywhere; there may be some spray.

Sea heaps up ahd white fcem from breakingwaves begin
to be blown in streaks along the direction of the wind;
sPindrift begins.

Moderately high waves of greater length; edges of create
"break into spindrift; foam is blown in well-marked
streaks along the direction of the wind.

High waves; denim streaks of foamalongthe direction of
the wind; sea begins to roll; spray may reduce visi-
bility.

Very high waves with long overhanging crests. The re-
sulting foam in great patches is blownin dense white
streaks along the directiOn of the wind. on the whole;
the. surface of the sea is white In appearance. The
rolling of the sea becomes, heavy and shocklike. Vial-
bility is reduced.

Exceptionally high waves that tray obscure small- and
medium-sized ships. The sea is completely covered
with long white tx!tches of foam lying along the direc-
tion of the wind. Everywhere the edges of the wave
&rests are blown into froth. Visibility reduced. -

The air is fill'ed with foam and spray. Sea completely
white with driving spray; visibility very much reduced.

air is not in motion, the wind is said to be CALM.
When instruments for measuring wind direcilon
are not available or are inoperative, estimate
the direction bi observing a wind cone or tee,
movement of trees, or smoke, or by facing into
"the wind in an unsheltered area.

Wind speed is the rate of motion of the air
in a unit of time. Wind speed is determined to
the nearest knot. In general, observed wind
speeds are a one-minute average. So 'far as-
possible, an average wind speed otservation should
not be made during a peik or lull in gusty winds
or squalls. Vihen wind speed instruments are
temporarily unrepresentative or not available,
estimate speed (including gustiness and squall

%Jilts) by means of table 1.

The character of .the wind refers to its
gustiness and the like. ,A gust is a rapid

4
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fluctuation in wind speed with a variation of 10
knots or more between peaks and lulls. A Squall,
however, is a sudden increase in wind speed
of at least 15 knots which is sustained at 20
knots or more for at least 1 minute.

A wind shift is a change in wind direction
of 45 degrees or more which takes- place in
less than 15 _minutes. "Wind shift," as used in
this course, is associated. with some or all of
the phenomena characteristics of a cold-front
passage. The phenomena are as followS:

,I.. Gusty winds shifting In a clockwise man-
ner in the Northern Hemisphere and counter-
clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere.

2. Rapid drop in dew point.

3." Rapid drop in temperature.
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4, Rapid rise in pressure.

5. In summer: lightning, thunder, heavy
rain, Mid possibly hail.

6. In winter: frequent rain or snow squalls
with cloud heights changing rapidly.

"S.hanges_of wind ilirention_may, _also -result-
from other causes, such as katabatic or foehn
winds, sea breezes, and thunderstorms. In such
Cues, the change of direction may be gradual
or abrupt and may or may not be accompanied
by significant changes of other weather elements.
Report a wind shift when you believe it is as-
sociated with a frontal movement, regardless of
the magnitude of the shift, and when a change
of wind speed and direction is so abrupt as to
be considered important to aircraft operational.

PRESSURE OBSERVATIONS

Definitions .

Several important terms related to pressure
observational are defined as follows:

1. Atmospheric pressure Atmospheric
pressure is the pressure exerted by the atmos-
phere as a result of the gravitational attraction
exerted upon the column of air lying directly
above the point in question.

2. Station pressure Station pressure is
the pressure computed for the levei-of the station

.elevation.

3. Sea level pressure Sea level pressure
is the station pressure reduced to sea level in
accordance with established procedures. Sea
level pressures are computed so that all stational
give a Value of pressure with reference to a
STANDARD level.

4. Altimeter setting The altimeter set-
ting is a pressure, is-inches, used to set the
altimeter in the cockpit of an aircraft so that
the altimeter indicates station elevation in feet
above mean sea level when the aircraft is sitting
on the runway. The altimeter in an aircraft is
essentially a small aneroid barometer calibrated
in feet instead of inches or millibars.

#1. 5. Barometric pressure tendency The
barometric pressure tendency consists of two

cc9 i?/
elements. The first is the nefbarometric change
within a specified time. The second is the char-
acteristic of the change &ring the specified time,
based on the appearance of the barogram and on
the direction of the change, if any (e. g., higher,
lower, or no change).

Determining Pressures

Weather obeervatione require observations of
the station pressure, sea level pressure, and the
altimeter setting, also required at certain stand-
ard times are the pressure tendency and the
net three-hour change.

When properly calibrated and compared, the
precision aneroid barometer at both shore stations
and aboard ship is used for airways and syno?tic .

observations. The microbarograph will be used
only for "tendency." The mercurial barometer
is used mainly for comparison of the readings
from the aneroid, barometer. Ship stationecom-
pare their aneroid barometers with a mercurial
barometer before getting underway.

Sea level pressure is obtained by several
methods, depending qn the elevation of the station.
Aboard ship obtain sea level pressure by ADDING
a constant pressure reduction factor to the 4tation
pressure. Obtain this constant by multiplying
the height (in feet) of the precision anezoid
barometer above the loadline by either 0.001
inch or 0.037 mb., depending on the markings
on the barometer.

The barometric pressure tendency com-
prises the net change Within a specified time and
the.characteristic of the change during that- time,
Pressure tendencies are determined only at sta-
tional equipped with amicrobarograph. The pres-
sure tendency is determined for the full three-
hour period ending at the actual time of the ob-
servation. Classify the characteristic of the
barograph trace for the three-hour period, using
the cdde figure prescribed in FMH #1, corres-
ponding to the same general pattern. When the
tendency of the observed trace is incompatible
with the sign of the net change, select the tendency
that is moat nearly representative and still
compatible with tl3is sign.

PRECIPITATION OBSERVATIONS

Precipitation is meaaured on the basis of
the vertifal depth of water, or water equivalent,
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which would accumulate within a specified time
on a level surface. The inch is the unit of meas-
urement for precipitation. The vertical 'depth
of water, or water equivalent, is expressed to
the nearest 0.01 inch; less than 0.005 inch is'
called a trace. 'Precipitation meuurements are
made. from samples caught in gages, or from
samples .taken from representative areas when the
catclkof solid forms in the gage is not represen-
Ave.

Moel w9ather units use the 4-inch rain gage.
The tube of the 4-iiich rain gage holds 1 inch of

,water. In the event that more than 1 inch falls,
the excess drains into the overflew container.

The depth measurement of the water equiv-
alent of the solid forms of precipitation, such as
snow, sleet, hall, and freezing rain, is more
difficult to obtain. Yot can use the rain gage
if you remove the collector ring and measuring
tube. Coiled the solid forms in the overflow
container. At the time of the observation, add
a measured amount of warm water to thecontents
of the container to melt the solid forms. Once
melted, makg the measurement as for rainfall.
You must, of course, deduct the added amount
of water in computing the total water equivalent.

In measuring snow, another'method is to-ob-
tain a definite volume of the snow from a
representative area by removing the* overflow
container and using it like a doughnut cutter to
remove a snow sectibn. Melt and measure the.
snow as described above. When the water equiv-
alent of snow cannot be acaurately measured by
melting, you may use one-tenth of 'the average
snow depth as the water equivalent; that is,
4,10 inches of snow correspond to 1 inch of melted
snow.

OBSERVATIONS OF
CEILING AND SKY CONDITIONS

Of all the weather conditions adversely af-
fecting aircraft operations, lo* ceilings and
low visibilities are by far the most common.
They are the cause of most of the flight delays

- and cancellations due to weather. This subsection
describes the methods for observing ceilings and
sky conditions.

Definitions

Ceiling and sky condition-\definitions are as .
follows:

"."
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1. Layer 7 Clouds orobscuringphenomena

whose bases are at approximately the same
level are regarded as a layer. The layer may
be continuous, or. it may be composed of de-
tached elements. The term "layer" does not
imply that a clear space exists vertically betimen
layers or that clouds or obscuring phenomena
composing them are of the same type. The only
requirement of composition is that all the ele-
ments of the layeT are based at approximately
the same level.

2. Obscuration The term "obscuration"
is used to denote that an observer at the surface
is unable to evaluate the sky condition aloft in
the usual mariner because surface-based obscur-
ing phenomena (fog, smoke, etc.) hide more
that 9/10 of the sky, as determined to the near-
est tenth. (See figure 2-A.)

3. Partial obecuration Term "partial ob-
scuration" is used to denote that 1/10..or more of
the sky (to nearest tenth), but not all of the sky, is
hidden by surface-based obscuring phenomena.
Normally ihe phenomena is uniformly distri-
buted (See figure 2-B.)

4. Transparency and opacity As used in
this training course, "transparency" and "opac-
ity," as related toc dlayers or obscuringphen-
omena, are define4 as follows:

a. Tr parent sky cover A trans-
parent sky co r is made up of those portions
of cloud layers, or. obscurations which' do not
hide the sky. A blue sky or higher clouds can
be discerned through these portions during day-
light, and the moon and brighter stars may be
discerned at night.

b. Opaque Sky cover Ali opaque sky
cover is made up of those poOions of cloud
layers or obscurations whichhide the sky and/or
higher clouds. A translucent sky cover which hides
the sky but through Which the sun and moon
(not stars) may j3e dimly visible will be consider-
ed as opaqu

Thin sky cover This term is applied
e'

.to a layer when the ratio (of summation amounts
at and below the level of the layer) of trans-
parent sky cover to total sky cover is 1/2 or
inore.

6. Surface For height determinations,
the term "surface" means the horizontal plane
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Figure 2. (A) 'Sky completely hidden by fog;

(B) sky partially otecured by fog.

whose elevation above sea level equals field
elevation. At a station where the field elevation
has not been established, the term "surface"
refers to ground elevation at the point of ob-
servation.

7. Ceiling The ceiling is the height
ascribed to the lowest layer of clouds or obscuring
phenomena slat that is reported u "broken" or
"overcast" and not classified as "thin," or it is
surface-bued obscuring phenomena (obscura-
tion) not classified as "pirtial."

For an obscuration, a ceiling value rep-
resents vertical visibility into obicuring phe-
noznena rather than the height of the base.

The ceiling is termed "unlimited" when
the foregoing conditions are not satisfied.

7
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8. Vertical visibility Vertical visibility is
a ceiling value used to express the distance that
an Observer at the ground in an obscuring me-
dium can see vertically upward into the medium,
or the maximunrver height above the ground
at which a pilot in s rfaced-based obscuring
medium can recognize th ground.

9. Variable ceiling "Variable ceiling"
descrthes a condition in which the ceiling rapidly
increases and decreases by one or more report-
able values while the ceiling oteervation is being
taken.. It is reported only for ceirings less than
3,000 feet, The average of all observed valves
is used as the ceiling.

Evaluation of Sky Cover

You .should take several factors into con-
sideration when evaluating sky cover (clouds and
obscuring phenomena): determination of the sky
cover's stratification, amount of sky cover, dir-
ection of movement of the clouds, height of the
bases of the clouds, and the effect-Of otecuring
phenomena on the vertical visibility. Observe
these elements from as many points as necessary
to view the entire sky.

Determination of Stratification:- You should
first determine how many lakers of clouds or
obscuring phenomena are present at the time of
the observation.

Frequent observation is necessary to eval- .
uate stratification. A series of observations often
show the existence of upper layers above a lower
layer. Through thin lower layers it may be pos-
sible to observe higher layers. Differences in
the directions of cloud movemenfs are often a
valuable aid in observing and differentiatingcloud
stratification, particularly when . haze, smoke,
etc., render depth perception difficult.

Cumulo type clouds developing below other
clouds may reach or penetrate them. Also, by
horizontal extension, swelling cumulus or cumu-
lonimbus may form stratocumulus, altocumulus,
or dense cirrus. When clouds formed in this
manner are attached to a parent cloud, they are
regarded .as a separate layer only if their bases
appear horizontal and at a different level from
the parent Cloud. Otherwise, the entire cloud
system is regarded as a single layer at a height
corresponding to that of the base of the cumu-
lonimbus.



Sky Cover Am
/are evaluated in
the local (

horizon i

ta.- Sky cover akounts
rms of the entire sky above

nt), rather than the celestial,
nths for aviation observations and

in eigh (oktal) for synoptic observations; in
terms of the amount of sky covered, or hidden,
depending on the aspect of aky cover being de-
terminedvand with, reference to an observer on-
the earth's surface.

Evaluations are made of the following:

1. Amount of sky hidden by surface-besed
atmospheric obscuring phenomena, such u fog,
smoke, haze, precipitation, etc.

2. The aniount of sky covered by cloud
and/or obscuring phenomena in each layer aloft/
i.e., an integrated evaluation based on several
recent and successive evaluations, if necessary
and pcissible, where a significant portiont(df the
layer is hidden at the time of observa ion by
lower layers.

3. Layers reportable u being thin.

4. Amount of sky hiddeiriby surface-based
atmospheric phenomena, and for level of each
layer aloft, the amount of sky hidden by surface-
based sky cover, if any, and 'additionally covered
by sky cover aloft at and below each level alOft.

There are vari7as methods of estimating the
amount of sJc cover. The procedure is simpli-
fed if t sky cover COnsists of an advancing
or re9eding layer, or a continuous layer sur-
round ng the statiot

To estimate the amount of an adv.ancing (or
receding) layer, determine the angular elevation
above the horizon of the forward or rear edge
of the layer as seen against the sky. Use "a the-
odolite or clinometer until you have gained ex-
perience in estimating Vertical angles. Convert
the angle to tenths of sky cover. (See table 2.)

When the layer does not extend to the
horizon, determine the angular elevation of the
forward and rear edges and the tenths of sky
cover corresponding to each elevation. The
difference equals the sky cover. For exam-
ple: forward edge 78' = 0.4 sky cover; rear
edge 53' = 0.2 sky cover. Total sky cover
is the difference between the two, or 0,2 sky
cover.

Tabl 2.- Sky cover with advancing or receding
layers.
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Angles subtend:4 by
sky cover

Tenths of
sky cover

Leas than 26' 0.0
0.1

46' to 69 0.2
60! to 72! 0.3
73' to 84' 0.4

.85*-to 95' 0.5
se' tolvr
loss to 119* -

0.8

120' to 134' 0.8
135 to 154' 0.9
155' to 180' 1.0

Table 3.- Sky cover with layer surrounding
station.

Angular elevation Tenths of
sky cover

1.:es than 3 0.0
3' to 8' 0.1
9' to 144 0.2
15' to 20' 0.3
216 to 266 0.4
27' to 33' 0.5
34' to 40' 0.6
416 to 48' 0.7
49' to 58' 0.8
59' to 71' 0.9
72' to 90' 1.0

When a continuous layer surrounds theata-
tion and extends to the horizon, deterrnine' the
angular elevation of the edge, and convert to
tenths of sky cover. (See table 3.) Since such
a distribution is improvable,. the table serves
only u a guide in estimating amounts in sit-
uations that approach such a configuration in
degree.

After you have determined the amount of
sky cover and have .aissigned a value to the
various layers present, classify each layer in
accordance with table 8.

NOtE: Although we mention table 8 at this
point, the table does not appearuntil
the latter part of this section. Tables
6 through 14 do not appear %In the
pages where we first mention them.
Instead, these tables appear as a
group immediately following the dis-
cussion of the airways column entries
of ,Forrn MF1-11, becauae thest-
tables are used to determine Column
entries of Form MF1-11.
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Deteimining Cloud Heights. There are
many methods that may be used to determine
the heights of cloud bases. These include the
use of ballons; radar height data; known height
references, such as buildings, mountains, and
other landmarks; convective cloud beight dia-
grams; pilot reports; and ceiling _lights and
milometers. (Refer to FMH #1 for guidance in
selecting the most reliable method.) In the
iztavailability of the abbve methods, estimate

/the heights, relying orp your experience and
knowledge of cloud forma, and on a compari-
son with previous observations.

ftegardAs of what method you use, deter-
mine the layers and report in terms of feet
above the -surface of the station and round them
to the reportable Values- in accordance with
table 7.

NOTE: Code heights that are halfway ber
tween reportable values as-the smal-.
ler of the two values.

When using a ceiling balloon, choose the ap-
propriate color of ballon; red balloons are
usually preferable with thin clouds, and blue
or black for other conditions. Note the length
of time that elapses between -the release of the
balloon and entry into the base of the layer.
The point ot entry is, considered as midway be-
tween the time the-balloon first begins to fade
and the time of complete disappearance. Balloon
ascension tables, maintained by most weather
units or found in FMH #1, are entered with this
elapsed time value to determine the cloud base
he ight.

Compute heights derived from rawin or raob
balloons rather than deterMine them from as-
censionil rate tables. Visually observe the entry
of the balloon into the cloud baie and make
a notation on the recorder record of the rawin
or radiosonde recorder.

4

Heights ascribed to sky cover layers, includ-
ing vertical visibility, may be based on landmarks,
including mountains, trees, buildings, etc., where
the heights of the objects above the surrounding
terrain and observation point are known. Normally,
each weather unit Maintains a chart (or a list)
showing objects" suitable for reference heights.

Heights of cloud layers may also be based
on RHI (range height indicators) *radarscope

9

data. The radar operator normally supplies this
information.

Use the Convective Cloud Height Diagram,
which is found in FMH #1, to determine the
height of convective-type clouds. It is not suitable
for stations situated in mountainous or hilly
terrain. Use the pbserved detv-point anddry-bulb
temperatures -as coordinates when entering the
diagram, and read the base height of convective
type clouds adjacent to the intersection of these
two elements.

OBSERVATIONS OF VISIBILITY

"Ceiling" and "visibility" are tWo fundamen-
tal terms in aviation terminology and are probably
used more than any others in describing flying
weather. Seldom does a pilot check on the flying
weather without paying particular attention to the

' visibility conditions, since visibility, together
with ceiling, holds the answer to many flight
problems. "Visibility" is a term that denotes the
greatest horizontal distance at which selected
objects can be seen and identified underspecified
conditions.

There are three categories of visibility:
prevailing, sector, and runway visibility. This
pamphlet will discuss in detail only prevailing
visibility; consult FMH #1 for details about run-
way and sector visibility.

Guidance in
Determining Visibility

Transparency of the atmosphere in the open
country (except in polar regions), removed from
sources of atmospheric pollutants and at relative
humidities less it an 90%, changes very little from
daylight to darkness and vice versa. Visibility be-
tween day and night under these conditions may
change significantly due to the difference in bright-
ness contrast between lights git night on the one
hand and the brightness contrast between an object
and the horizon sky in the daytime on the other
hand. In areas subject to pollution (as smoke from
domestic heating or cooking, and industrial ex-
haVsts) there may be systematic variations in
transparency of the atmosphere during the transit-
ion periods between sunrise and sunset, which fur-
ther complicate visibility patterns. In such areas a
decrease in visibility often occurs near dawn,par-
ticularly when a steep temperature inversion exists
in the layer of atmosphere _near the surface.



ifore taking-a visibility observation at night,
spe as much time aa necessary to permit your
eyes to adapt to the darkness.

-

When you are ashore, take visibility obser-
vations from as many points as necessary toView
ail appropriate markers. Take the obiservation
With reference to a plane 6 feet above the ground
or, if the station facilities preclude an observation
at this level, as close as practicable to it. When
the visibility is greater then the distance to the
farthest visible marker, note thesharpness with

'which the-marker stands out....Sharp outlines in
relief, with little or no blurring of color, indicate
that the vis ibility is much greater than the dis tance
to the reference object. On the other hand, blurred
or.indistinct (yet identifiable) objects indidate the
presence of some obscurant that has reduced the
visibility to not less than the distance of the
objects.

When abOard ship, determine visibility from
as many points as possible, using the horizon,
ships in company, radar, and stadimeter ranges.
Base your estimates upon the apparent size of
the ship (or other object) and the portion visible.
Use table 4 as a guide in determining distanets
(e. g., in accordance with line 7 of table 4, when
you view the horizon from a bridge 40 feet
above the...1y the horizon is 7.6 nautical miles
away).

Prevailing Visibility

Prevailing,visibility is the greatest visibility
which is - attained or surpassed throughout at
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least half of the horizón circle pot necessarily
continuoirs. This term is,synonymOus with -the
term "horizontal visibility" as used in the
synoptic code. If the visibility is variable (i.e.,
the prevailing visibility rapidly increases and
decreases by one, or more reportable values
during the period of the observation), the average
of all observed values is the prevailing visibilitY.

In uniform conditions the determination is
relatively siMple because the prevailing vis-
ibility will be the same as the visibility in any
direction.

In nonuniform conditions one aid for deter-
, mining prevailing visibility is to divide the

horizon circle into several sectors, eacli of
which has substantially uniform visibility. Then
deteritine the visibility value that equals or
surpasses at least one-half of the horizon circle.
(See figure 3 for various examples.)

Reportable Values

Visibility Is reported at land stations in
statute miles, and at ocean stations in nautical
miles, to the nearest value given in- table 10.

OBSERVATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC
PHENOMENA

Atmospheric phenomena considered as weath-
er elements of an observation are tornadoes, wa-
terspouts, funnel clouds, thunderstorms, squalls,
and precipitation in any form. Hydrometeors

Table 4.- Distance to Objects on the Horizon at Sea (Nautical Miles).

11 ,101 of Upssme iro
Wow um Wel (mu

,

-' Stilt elWoe Mar* us Ittei (**1)
. - ,

8 il U U U IN IN 23, $1 40 NS IN MI

10 3.4 7. 2 S. 7 9. 9 AI 8 11 5 13. 9 15. I 17. 7 19. 8 21 5 I& 5 31. 6 .36. 0 39. 8

lb 4.6 10 9.5 10.7 11.6 13.3 14.7 15.9 115 20.6 24.3 27.3 32.4 318 40.6

20 5.4 17 10.2 11.4 12.3 14.0 15.4 116 19.2 21.3 25.0 2/0 33.1 37.5 41.3

25 10 9.3 10.3 12.0 12.9 14.6 MO 17.2 19.8 21.9 25.6 23.6 33.7 3& I 41.9

30 10 9.9 11.4 12.6 13.5 15.2 116 17.8 20.4 22.5 212 29.3 34.3 317 42.5

35 7. 1 10. 4 II. 9 13. I 14. 0 15. 7 17. I l& 3 20. 9 23. 0 21 7 29. 7 34. 3 39. 2 43. 0

40' . .... 7. 6 II 8 12. 3 13. 5 14. 4 II 1 17. 5 11 7 21. 3 23. 4 22. I 30. I 35. 2 39. 8 43. 4

-45 ...- 10 11.3 12.1 140 149 116 13.0 112 21.3 23.9 27.6 30.63I7 40.1 43.9

50 15 41:7 13. 2 14. 4 l& 3 17. 0 13. 4 19. 6 21 2 24. 3 21 0 31. 0 31 I -40. 5 44.-3

60 9. 3 12.5 14. 0 15. 2 11 1 17. 5 19.2 20.4 23. 0 25. I 21.1 31. 1 31 9 41. 3 45. 1

20.... ....... 10. 0 13. 2 14. 7 15. 0 II I 11 6 19. 9 21. I 23. 7 25. 8 21 5 32. 5 37. 6 42;0 45. 8

30 ... 10.7 13,9 15.4 10.6 17.5 19.2 20.6 21.1 244 215 30.2 33.2 313 417 415
II. 4 14.5 16.0/ 17.2 l& 1 19.3 21.2 22. 4 25.0 27. I 30.1 33.8 38.9 41.3 47. 1

100 . 12. 0 15. 1 II 6 17. 1 13. 7 20. 4 21. $ 21 0 25. 6 27. 7 31. 4 34. 4 39. 5 41 9 47. 7
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bus vISASILITT FACIA ti
ATTAINED OR SuRPAssso
THROOHOUT HALT or THE
HORIZON CIRCLE

*THIS VISISILITT VALI* IS
ATTAINEg ON SUNPIOSCO
TrtNOUGIIOUT AT LEAST
HALF OF otnomzom
cum.t.

Ffgure,3.;- IllusiAtive examples of determining
pretfillincvis Minty.

(other 'than precipitation) and lithometeors are
termed' obitructithis to vision. Igneous and lumin-
ous Meteors, such as lightning, rainbows, halos;
corontils,I. and auroras, are also observed. Ob-

,;I: servatienS "of the:S$ 'Phenomena, except freezing
rain aic the determination of precipitation, are
taken iicithout tiOr use of instruments and from
as many 143ints is necessary to view the entire

.-.*-horizon; . .
e

The aYmbols for weather and obstruction to
vision entries cin MF1-11 are shown in tables
11 and 12 of this pamphlet. For a detailed
Oplanation of the entries and how they are
obtaineil, see Fim #1.

Intensity of Predipitation

Intensities of precipitation are determined
by one of two Methods. One methoCis the rate
of accumulation. The other method is the de-
gree ,to which the precipitation affects visibility.

535/
Intensities of all forms of precipitation ex-

cept snow and drizzle are. determined by the rite
of accumulation. Intensities of all forms -of BMW
(snow, snow grains ; and snow pellets) and drizzle,
when thex occur aloqe, are determined by their
effect on visibility. When say form of snow or
drizzle occurs in combination with one or mOre
hydronieteors or lithometeors, the intensity of'
the precipitation is determined on the basis of
the rate of accumulation. The term "hydro-
meteors" 'includes all atmospheric phenomena
composed of liquid or solid forms of water. A
lithometeor, on the other hand, is composed of
solid dust or sand particles, or the ashyproducts
of combustion.

At stations not having recordinggages, deter-
mine the intensity of rain from the guides indic-
ated in table 13-A. Determine the intensity of
drizzle or snow when neither is occuiTing sim-
ultaneously with other at9ospheric obstruc-
tion to vision (smoke, fog, etc.) on the basis of
table 13-B. When either drizzle or snow is
occurring simultaneously with other atmos
pheric obstructions to vision (except precipitation)
estimate the intensity of drizzle on the basis
of criteria in. table 13-C and estimate the intensity
of snow on the basis of experience with the
relative apparent rate-of-f or accumulation on
a surface recently free of4,recipitation.

It is well to reme ber that when precipita-
tion equals or exceed 0.04 inch per hour, there
is a strong presump ion that the precipitation is
rain.

,

When more than one form of precipitation is
occurring simultaneously, the individual inten-
sities are estimated on the basis of experieLce;
the use of tables 13-A .through 13-C and table
13-D, whiph gives the basis for estimating the
intensity of precipitation (other than drizzle) on
,the rate of fall; and the apparent relative pro-
portion of the precipitation forms, as observed
during their fall, or upon 4impact upon surfaces
recently free from precipitation.

Association of Precipitation
with Clouds and Temperature

RAIN is associated with cumulonimbus, al-
tostratus, stratocumulus, stratus, nimbostratus,
and cumulus clouds. Rain showers are as--

-sociated with cumuliform clouds; peroistent rain,
with sliiitiform clowis. The temperature may

54 5
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be above, at, or below freezing where the
condensation occurs, which results in rain. Thus,
rain may originate in a liquid or solid form, or
a combination, but it must reach the earth's
surface as water droplets to be classified as
rain. If supercooled droplets turn to ice on
contact with cold surfaces, the precipitation is
called a freezing rain.

DRIZZLE is associated with stratiform
Clouds. It is usually persistent. Like rain, it
may originate in a liquid or solid form, and it
must reach the earth's surface as minute water
droplets to be classified as drizzle!, If the water
droplets freeze on falling to surfaces, it is
called freezing drizzle.

SNOW GRAINS, or granular snow, occur
under meteorological conditions similar to those
of arizzle, except that the temperature is lower.

SNOW occurs under meteorological condi-
tions similar, with, the exception of the accom-
panying temperatures, to those with which cor-
responding forms of rain are associated. St6tv
is formed when water vapor condenses at tem-
peratures at or below freezing. A snowflake
consists of several (sometimes hundreds) geo-
metrically designed ice crystals.

HAIL is a special type of frozen-precipita-
tion associated exclusively with thunderstorms.
It is characterized by extreme sites much in
excess of those of any other precipitation ele-
ments.

SOFT RIME consists of white layers of ice
crystals deposited chiefly on vertical surfaces
especially on points and edges of objects
generally in supercooled fog or light fog. HARD
RIME is opague, granular masses of ice de-
posited chiefly on vertical surfaces in wet fog
at temperatures below 32° F.

SLEET is associated with strafiform clouds.
It is formed when water droplets of rain fall
through a layer of. air at dr below the freezing
point and freeze before they reach the earth's

_Surface.

MARINE OBSERVATIONS

Specific observation procedures applicable
only at sea- are described in the following
paragraphs.

12
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Tableg5. Apparent Wind Speed.

Speed (knots) Lndication

Less than 1-- Calm; smoke rises vertically
1-3 Smoke drifts from funnel .

4-6 Wind felt On face
7-10 'Wind extends light flag
11-16 Wind raises dust and loose paper

on deck
17-21 Wind waves and snaps flag briskly
22-27 Whistling in rigging
28-33----,-- Inconvenience felt walking against

wind
34-40 Walking becomes difficult

Wind

When the ship is moving, the wind experienced
on the ship and the ship's anemometer is the ap-
parent wind, a combination of the wind vector
and the ship's vector. Apparent wind must be
converted to true wind.

Obtain apparent wind from the ship's ane-
mometer when the anemometer is available and
is adequately exposed. Otherwise, estimate the
apparent wind direction to the nearest 10 degrees
measured clockwise off the bow and the apparent
wind speed by noting the effect or "feel" of the

"wind and referring to table 5.

To compute true wind from apparent wind
relative to the ship's bow, adjust a rotary pro-
tractor such as the winds aloft plotting board or
a shipboard wind plotter so that 0' coincides
with the index line at the edge of the protractor
which is near you. Using any suitable scale, plot
a point "a" at a distance from the center repre-
senting the ship's speed. Turn the protractor to
the apparent wind direction relative to the snip's
bow on the index. Using the same scale, plot
a point "b" representing the apparent wind
speed. Measure the distance between points "a"
and "b." This distance on the scale used for "a"
or "b" is the truewind speed. Rotate the protrac-
tor until point "a" is vertically above point "b"
on a line parallel to the index line. When the two
points ire-th-us aligned, the-protractor index in-
didates the wind direction reladve to the ship's
bow. Add the ship's true heading to this Value
to obtain the true wind direction with respect
to true north. An example is shown in figure
4.
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Given: 1. Ship's speed 20 knots.
2. Apparent wind relative to bow of

ship. 300* at 15 knots.
. 3. Ship Is Needing 100%

Computation:
Step I. Rotate the protractor until 360* I. at

bottoms of protractor on index line "ci." Using
any convenient scale, Went* and identify point
"a" on line "ei" 20 units distant from center
of protractor "c" and toward point "i." The
distance "se" now represents the ship's speed
of 20 knots.

Step eflotate the protractor until the apparent wind
direction, i. a, 300', coincides with index line "ci." Using
the same scale as in stap 1, plot "b" along the index line
13 unite distant from "c" and toward "i." This, distance
"bc" represents the apparent wind speed.

Step 3. Using the same scale as in step 1, obtain the
true wind apse by measuring the distance from "a" to

Step 4. Turn the protractor until the line determined
b7 points "a" and "b." is parallel to the vertical parallel
lines on the plotting board (beneath the protractor), and
until point "a" ii above point "b." Bea41 the computed
wind &reon relative to the bow, 1. e., 226* from the edge
of the protractor closest to the obeirver on line "ci."

Stv 5.' Add the ship's heading, i. a, 160°, to the direc-
tion thtained in stip 4,1. a, 160+ MS .386. Since this sum
is greater than 360, subtract 360 to obtain the true wind
direCtion, i. at 386 minus 360,...269, which is the trne wind

;

. Figure-4. Computation of Tiue Wihd.
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Use the following guelines for a checkwhen
computing true wind at set.

1. The' true wind dirction i aiiivays_on-the
same aide of tri4ship as the apparent wind
direction, but farther from the bow.

2. When the aPparent wind direction Ii
of the team, the true speed is gre tecthan the
apparent speed. 'V

3. When the apparen(wind direction is ahead
of the beam, the tru speed-is less than the ap-
parent speed.

e.g., "Condensor intake temperature used for
hourly and 3-houtly observations. Bucket obser-
vations -Made for 6-hourly observation only."

1. Bucket Observation Method. Be sure
aft .a line is attached to the bucket. From as far

forward as possible, heave the bucket over-
board. Allow time for the bucket to come to
the sea temperature. Haul in the sample rapidly
and take it to a point out of sunlight and wind.
Stir the viater with a thermometer until the
thermometer reading stabilizes. Read the ther-
mometer to the nearest tenth of a degree with
the bulb still immersed in the water.Temperature

At sea, obtain fee air temperatures by port-
able thermometers and psychrometers. When
operating theportable sling psychrometer or the
electric-aspirated psychrometer, use.the purest
available water to moisten the wet bulb. You may
use cooled condenser water: if distilled water is
not available. When practicable, store psychro-
meters outside in a location protected from spray
and sunlight. If the muslin on the wet-bulb ther-
mometer is exposed to spray, change it immed-
iately. Otherwise, change the muslin once a week.
Make psyChrometric readings on the windward
side of the ship, holding the instrument at arm's
length and upwind from you. Whirl the sling.psy-
chrometer at a rate of 4 revolutions per second
(9 knots or 15 feet per Eecond) until you obtain
the lowest wet-bulb -reading. When this occurs, ,
read both thermometers. When the apparent wind
is 9 knots or more, whirling is unnecessary.
To operate the electric-aspirated psychrometer,
be sure that the plastic shield is in place over
thehermometer bulbs and turn the fan on under
all dAnd conditions. A rheostat on. the fan switch
controls a light which illuminates the thermom-
eters for night observations. When you have ob-
tained the dry- and wet-bulb readings, proceed
with computations for devi-point temperature,
using the psychrometric computer.

Obtain sea water temperature by bucket ob-
servation, if feasible. If you use other sensors,
make comparisons for each trip between bucket
samples and the sensor used at 5-knot increments
of the ship's speed, and apply the appropriate
correction to the sensor readiqg. When using
other sensors , entep. &remark inkier "Remarks,
Notes and Miscellaneous Phenomena," stating
which sensors you used for which observations,

14
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2. C densor Intake Temperature. Within
15 minutes of the scheduled otservation time,
read the iitake thermometer to the nearest
0.1, or if the thermometer is marked in 2-degree
increments, estimate between :mai markings to
0.2'. Add the bucket comparison c rrection for
the ship's !limed, if ,one has been determined.

3. Other Syétema. Use the instructions pro-
vided with dite sea water temperature sensing
system.

Ice Accrection

When ice forms on the ship'tsuperstructure,
observe the following factors for synoptic pur-
poses:

1, Source of ice accretion Note whether
the icing IS caused by ocean spray, fog, rain
or pairs of these phenomena.

2. Thickness of ice accretion At each
synoptic observation, measure the thickness of
the ice on an exposed object where the kb build-
up is greatest. If possible, use a centimeterstick
and measure the thickness in whole cm. Otherwise,
measure the thickness in tenths of an inch and
use a rough conversion of 0,4 in. at 1 cm.

3. Rate 'of ice accretion Note whether
the ice, thickness is building up slowly or rapidly,
is remaining the same, or is melting or breaking
up slowly or rapidly.
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Six-Second Intervals
Figure 5. Well Formed Waves (A) Shown on an Automatic Wave Recorder Trace.

Seas Condition

At each observatioit, determine the height
and period of wind waves. Determine the direction,
height, and period of each swell system if dis-
tinguishable from wind waves and if:

1 . The swell direction differs from the
wind direction by 30' or more or

2. The swell period differs from the wind
wave Period by 4 second or more.

Any additional swell systems must differ in'
direction from both the wind direction and each
evaluated swell direction by 30. In most cir-
cumstances, only one swell system can te dis-
tinguished.

Selecting Waves for Wave, Data. Waves
in the same system usually occur in "sets",
consisting of a sequence of a few large, Avell
formed waves followed by an interval in which
only small, poorly formed waves occur; then,
another set of well formed waves, etc. Determine
the requi red data, using only the well formed waves.
in each set. Figure 5 shows wave sets as they'
appear on an autoniatic wave 'recorder trace. ,

Waite D'irection. Determine iave direction'
N° by turning to face the oncoming waves or by

sighting parallel along the crests of the waves
and adding or subtracting 90' as*appropriate.
Do not report the direction for wind wavei.
When you can neither determine swell direction
nor classify it as "confused,!' do not evaluate
the height or period of that swell system.

Wave Period. To determine the wave period ".
for wind waves or swell, select a distinctive
patch of foam or a floating object at some

5-33/

distance . foiward of the ship. Note thelapsed
time in seconds between the moments when the
object is On the crest of the first and last well
formed v(ave in the group. Also count the number
of wave crests that pass under the object during
the interval. Continue to evaluate the wave sets
in this manner Until you have timed at least
15 waves. Divide the number of waves by the
elapsed time to determine the wave period. Do
not count the wave crest on which you started
the timing of the object.

Wave Height. Estimates are required for
the height of wind waves and swell. Whenever

. possible, estimate the height of waves near the
side Of another ship with respect to known
dimsnsions of the ship; e.g., if the' height of
ihe , other ship's bridge is 28 feet above the.
waterline and the wave cfest reaches one-quarter
of this distance, the wave height is 7 feet. When
&bother ship is not in sight, take the observation
from a ,point amidships near the center line
when roll and pitah js at a'minimum as follows:

.1. When the distanCe, betweei successive
crests fa the same ,as or less than the length
of the Ship,, estimate the' Wave height by looking
over the- side of the' ship and determining the
relatilie heights of the crest and trough..witti
respect to known heights "along the ship, e.g.,
height Of _the sea ladder above the waterline,
port holes, etc.

7

-rf
2. When the diStance between crests is

greater than the length Of) .the ship, move up
and, down midi the wave Oreat is aligned with
the, horizon, when the ;ship is on an even keel
and in-a trough; The wive height is the same as
eye level above the watetlIne. Unless the-ship
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is on an even keel when this estimate is made,
the height will be erroneous.

In general, it has been found by comparing
instrument measurements to eyeball estimates
that small wave heights are underestimated while
great wave heights are overestimated. Theoret-
ically, the wave height cannot exceed 1/13 of
the wave length measured from trough to trough.

Sea. Ice

When you-observe ice in the sea within 30 n.
mi. of the Ship's position at oteervation time,
determine the kind of ice, the effect of the ice
on navigation, the bearing of the ice-limit,
and the orientation of the ice-limit.

GENERAL OBSERVATION PROCEDURES

Some 'general procedures to follow when taking
surface weather observations are as follows:

1. Accuracy of time in observations. The
accuracy of the actual time of observations and
of the time checks on recording -charts is of the
utmost importance, in weather oteervations. The
actual time of observation will be the time that the
last element is entered on the observation form.

2. .Disposal of insignificant figures. When
computations require that a number be rounded,
disregard algebraic signs' and observe the fol-
lowing procedure:

a. If the fractional part to be disposed
of 1 one-half or greater, increase the pre-
ceding digit by. one.

b. If the fractional part to be disposed
of is less than one-half, the preceding digit
will remain unchanged.

c. An exception to this -procedure is in
the reporting of cloud heights and visibility.
When the actual value of a cloud height or
the visibility falls midway between two ieport-
able values, report the lower of the two.

3. Use of form MF1-11. Generally the
form MF1-11 is used for shipboard observations
(formerly WI:IAN 11). Prepare an original and at
least one carbon copy of MF1-11. Start a new
page for each day with the first observation for
that day (Greenwich time).

e

4. Disposition of forms. -COmplete MF1-11
in full and forward the original to the appro-
priate agency in accordance with current instruc-
Honer.

5. Observing practices. Adhere to the fol-
lowing practices when taking a surface weather
observation:

a. Time. Take all observations with
reference to the -24-hour clock; e.g., 1:48 a.m.
is refered to as 0148 and 1:48 p.m. is referred
to as 1348. The times 0000 and 2359 indicate
the beginning and the ending of the day, re-
spectively.

b. Time-of beginning. Insofar as pos-
sible, do not observe elements more than 15
minutes prior to disseminationof the observation.

c. Order of observing. Evaluate ele-
ments having the greatest rate of change last.
When conditions are relatively unchanging, eval-
uate the elements in the following order:

(1) Elements outdoors

(2) Elements indoors

' (3) Pressure

d, When taking observatione at night,
allow sufficient time for your eyes to be-Oome
adjusted tie the darkness.

e. Normally, all observations taken
by the MST will be record observations and will
be indicated by the letter "R."

SURFACE WEATHER OBSERVATIONAL
FORM (SHIP) - MF1-11

Form MF1-11 is the basic form for recording
marine surface observations. It provides space
for airways (aviation) observations, 3- and 6-
hourly synoptic observations, and climatological
data. Prepare a new MF1-11 in duplicate each
day- at midnight, GMT. Enter the ship's name-
and the date in the form' s heading.

The airways code is columns 1 through 24
of MF1-11. The airways code for marine ob-
servations is the same as the land-station airways
code except that position, course, and speed are
substituted for the land-station location identifier,

16
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Columns 25 through 40 are the synoptic code.
The synoptic code used is WMO Code FM21.1),
found in N. 0. 118 Radio Weather Aids. For more
detailed instructions of the airways observation
code and the synoptic code, see FMH #1 and
FMN #2.

. AIRWAYS COLUMN ENTRIES

Position (Col. 1)

Enter coded data as specified by the column
heading. The symbols have the followingmeanings:

1. Q Quadrant of the globe from table 6.

2. LL Latitude to the nearest whole
degree.

, 3. 111 Longitude to the nearest whole
degree.

Course (Col. 2)

Enter true course to the nearest degree..
Enter a dash if the ship is not underway.

Ship's Speed1Coi -3)

Enter ship's speed to the nearest knot.
Enter a dash if the ship is not underway.,

Type (Col. 4)

Enter the letter "R" for record observation
unless you receive instructions to the contrary.

Time (Col. r5)

Enter the time in hours and mintites, GMT,
that the last.element is observed.

Sky and Ceiling (COL 6)

Enter sky cover data in accordance with
the following paragraphs. Enter data for each
layer of clouds and obscuring phenomena present
at and below the highest layer visible from the
observation site. Make entries in ascending order
Of the height of the bases of the layers. Use an
additional line if more space is needed, and
enter data in the following format:

1. Sky cover symbol. Enter the sky cover
visible from the observation site, using the

17
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appropriate symbol or combination of symbols
from table 8.

2. Height of sky cover. Prefixeachsymbol,
except clear and partly obscured conditions, with
the height in hundreds of feet, using the incre-
meats shown in table 7.

3. Ceiling designator. Prefix a ceilingdes-
ignator to the height of the first layer which is
reported as either obscuredbroken, or overckst,
but, not classified as thin, using the appropriate
designator from table 9.

Visibility (Col. 7)

Enter the prevailing visibility in increments
of nautical miles, using table 10.

Weather and Obstructions to Vision (Col. 8)

Enter the weather and obstructions to vision
occurring both at the station and at the time of
the observation, using the symbols from table 11
or plain language. Indicate the intensity of weather
when appropriate, using the symbols for intenaity-
from table 12. To determine the intensity of the
different types of weather, use tables 13A, 13B,
13C, and 13D. Never assign intensity symbols
to obstructions to vision.

Sea Level Pressure (Col. 9)

Enter the sea-level pressure in millibars,
using only the tens, units, and tenths digits
(without a decimal point), e.g., enter 1013.2 as
132. If you estimate the pressure, prefix the
value With an

Dry-Bulb Temperature (Col. 10)

Enter the dry-bulb temperature to the nearest
0.1 of a degree Fahrenheit. Temperatures be,low
zero degrees Fahrenheit are prefixed with a
minus sign.

Dew Point (Col. 11)

Enter the temperature of the dew point to
the nearest whole degree Fahrenheit. Dew-point
temperatures below zero degrees Fahrenheit are_

prefixed with a minus sign.

.3
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Direction (Col. 12Y
,

Enter the true direction from which the wind
is blowing, to the nearest ten degrees, as listed
in table 14. When the wind is calm, enter "00"
for the direction.

Wind Speed (Col. 13)

Enter the wind speed in whole knots, using
the tens and units digits. When the speed is
100 knOts or more, add 50 to the wind direction
as entered in column 12 and enter only the tens .
and units digits of the wind speed in tolumn'13.
When the speed is determined to be calm (less
than 1 Imot) enter "00" for speed.

Wind CharActer (Col. 14)

If gusts or Squalls are obeerved in the 10
minutes prior to the observation, enter "G"
for gust or "Q" for squall, as appiopriate,
followed by the peak speed in the 10-mhute
Period.

Whenever either the reported wind direction,
speed, or speed of gusts or sqdalls is estimated,
prefix the direction with an

Altimeter Setting (Col. 15)

Enter the , -altimeter setting in inches of
mercury, using only the units, tenths, and hund-

. redths digits Prithout a decimal point). If the
altimeter setting is below 29.00 inches, prefix the
st. with the word "low." Ncirmally the al-

----744:shrtitti is not entered; however, on icebreakers
'when helicopters are attached, it becomes neces-
sary to enter tbe altimeter. The procedure for
'determining the altimeter is as follows: subtract
10 feet from the barometer height above the ship's
mean waterline and multiply the height obtained
by a factor of 0.00108 inthes of mercury. Add
this value to the corrected station pressure
and round off to the nearest 0.01 inch" tO obtain
the altimeter setting. This value is then entered
in column 15.

Remarks (Col. 16)

Make entries in this column to record oper-;
ationally significant information not reported else-
where, to elaborate on preceding Coded data, or
to record for dissemination supplementary 3-
and 67-hourly synoptic data. The entries that can

be made 'in this ccilumn are long and varied;
consult the appropriate chayters in FMH #1
for instructions.

Taal Sky Cover (Col. 17)

Enter for each obeervatign the tenths of
sky covered (not neceisiiibi, hiddenT MY ail
clouds visible at the station. For example, enter
6 for six tenths.

Total Opaque Sky Cover (Col. 18)

Enter as a whole number the total tenths
of sky that is hidden by clouds and/or-obscuring
phenomena. Note that this entry is similar to the
entry in column 21 except that sky cover through
which the sky can 1.:e seen is disregarded.
The maximum amount to be entered is 10.

Wet-Bulb Temperature, (Col. 19)

Enter the wet-bulb temperature.to the nearest
0.1 of a degree Fahrenheit.

Sea Water Temperature (Col. 20)

Enter the _sea water temperature to the
nearest 0.1 of a degree Celsius.

Sea Waves (Col. 21)

Enter four digits, the first two representing
the average period of the wind waves in seconds
and the last two representingthe average height of
the wind waves in feet.

Swell Waves (Col. 22)

When you observe swell, enter sbc.digits,
the first two representing the swell direction in
tens of-degrees, the second Wit) representing the
:Verage period of swell in seconds, Ind the last
two the average height of the swell in feet. When
you do not observe swell, leave this columnblank.

4' Station Pressure (Col. 23)

18

Enter the station pressure to the nearest
0.005 inch of mercury.

Observer's Initials (Col. 24)

55 2

Enter your initials in this column.



Table 6. Symbol Qe Quarter of the globe.

North

it4

Qc 1(1..,X Lat. Q. 1(i.a.,X Lat.
sad V Load.) and t Load.)

I. tquator (CV)

Lat. Qcs3(1.6.,3 Lat.
sad it Longs) t and t Long.)

South

4

5VAP.-

1. When the ship is precisely' on the Greenwich .Meiidian (i.e., noL L Lo = 0000) either code
figure 1 or 7 (Northern Hemisphere) or code figure 3 or 5 (Southern Hem?splaere).may be'reported,
as aPpropriate with respect to latitude.

2. When the ship is precisely on the Fquator (i.e., LILaLa = 000) either code figure 1 or 3 (Eastern
Hemisphere) or code figure 5 or 7 (Western Hemisphere) may be reported, as appropriate with
fespeCt to longitude.

ite

Table 7: Ski/ coler height values.

Feet
Reportable' values
(coded in-hundreds

of feet)
Entries

5, 000 or
less.

5, 001 to
10, 000.

Above
10,000.

To nearest 100 ft':

To nearest 500 ft.

To nearest 1, 000 ft. .

1, 10, 50,
etg.

55, 75;
100, etc.

140, 180,
200, etc.

- 1. Encode height values that are halfway between reportable increments as
the lower of the two increments.

2. Suffix the average of an observed values with a "V" (for "variable")
whenever the ceiling. height:

a. ra less than 3,000 feet, and

b. Rapidly incieases or decreases by one or more tabular values (con-
secutive increments) during the period of the oteervation.
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Summation Amount of
Sky Cover in Tenths

,.
Symbol Contraction When

Symbols Not Used

,

Remarks

1/1010 less than
10/10 surface-based
obscuring phenomena

-X PTLY OBSCD
No height assigned this condition. Verticaivisi-
bility is not completely restricted.

1;

10/10 surface-based
obscuring phenomena OBSCD Always preceded by a "W" and a vertical visi-

bility value. . ..

Less thin 1/10 0 CLR

This symbol is not used in combination with
&tilers. If considered significant include a re-
mark in column 16 pertaining to the presence of
less than 1/10 clouds, e.g., STFRA NW.

1/10 thru 5/10 half
or more thin
1/10 thru 5/10 more
than half opaq ue
6/ 10 thru 9/ i0 half
or more thin

...;

...o.
-col

a2
:4
a)

1,
:4o
a.
a)

o
....

V
(i)
a2
0
a..
0
0

a)

(I)

- 0

.

THN SCTD

SCTD
'

-
' THN BKN

. .

Height values preceding these symbols are never
designated as ceilinclayers. .

6/1Q thru 9/10 more
than half (*ague

.

.

BKN
Height value preceding this symbol prefixed with
-a ceiling layer designator provideda lower ceil-
ing layer is not present.

. .

10/10 half or more
thin- (I)

,

tHN OVC -Height value preceding this symbol is never pre-
fixed with a, ceiling layer designator.

.

10/10 more than
half opaque OVC

.

This symbol' iii used in combination with lower
overcast layers only when such layers are clas-
sified as thin. Height value preceding this symbol
is prefixed with a ceiling layer designator pro-
vided a lower broken ceiling layer is not present.

4..

Table Cover Symbols.
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The_time, required_tbaake_aa_obser*ationahould not exceed the 15mihutes prior 6 time of dissemination of tte observation data, since the weather,elements and sky conditions can vary considerably in 15 minutes. Therefore,
you should memorize some of the tables that are used in recording surface

-weather observations. The tables-4hat you should memorize are as follows:

1. Ceiling designators (table 9)

2. Sky cover.height valuei (table 7)

3. 4/52r-arrer symbbls (table 8)

4:- Symbols for weather and obstructions to vision (table 11) and symbols
for their intensities (table 12)-

- Table 9. Sky Cover Ceiling Height Classification Designators.

Ceiling
Designator

R
A

Method Used to Determine Height

. Measured (ceilometer, ceiling light, buildings, etc.)
Radar
Aircraft report
Balloon ascent (ceiling, pilot, raob)

Estimatfon
Vertical 'Crisii3ility into obscuration. This is the
only symbol,, used with an X condition.

1. In general, when -more than one Ciirrent height evaluation is -available,base the designator and height on the Method of deterrnination;using this'table as a guide, on the recency 'of the observation, and on the observer's
' nearness to the observation site. Designators are in general descending orderof reliability,

2. Pilot reports 'Of the maxinium xertical height ibove the ground in surface=
based obscuring phenomena (obscured sky) or the height of layers aloft, otherthan cirriform, need not be used if, in your judgment, they are not representative-of conditions. _

:-.
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Table 10. Reportable Visibility Values (miles).

Increznentp -of Separation (Miles) . .-

1/16 1/8 1/4 1/2 1 5

o

1/L6

1/8 ,

3/16

1/4

5/16

1/8

.3/8
1/2

5/8,

3/4

7/8
1

1 1/8.

1 1/4

1 3/8

1 1/2

1 5/8

1 3/4

1 7/8

20°'
..

2

2

2

1/4"

1/2

2

3

-

1/2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9.

10
.

11

12:

13-

14

15

15
.

20

25

30

35

40

etc.

1. .Enter the visibility in statute miles at land stations and in nautical miles
on ships and ocean-station vessels. When the visibility is halfway between
consecutive tabular'yalues, select the lower value.

2. When the prevailing visibility is judged to exceed 15 mtles and the-most
distant marker is 15 miles or less, but more-thin 7 miles from the point
of observation, code the visibility ad 15+.

3. Suffix the average of all observed values with a "V" (for "variable")
whenever the prevailing visibility:

n. hi less than three miles, -and

b. Rapidly increases or decreases by one or more tabular values (con-
secutive increments) during the period of the observation,

22
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31.---;Symbols for-Westhei-and-Obetruction;rte-Vision-----

Weather
..

- ,.
TORNADO, WATERSPOUT or FUNNEL CLOUD are w s written out in full
T+ Severe Thunderstorm IP Ice Pe ets ,
T Thunderstorm IPW Ice PeUet Sh6wers .
R Rain . S Snow .
RW 0 Rain Showers §W §now ShOwers,
L Drizzle , . SP -Snow Pellets
ZR Freezing Rain . SG Snow Grains
ZL Freezint Drizzle IC Ice Crystals

A Hail

Obstructions to Vision

F
GF
BS
BN
BD

..7
Fog o IF Ice 'Fog

...Ground-Fog H Haze .

Blowing Snow K Smoke e.
Blowing Sand D Dust
Blowing Dust BY Blowing Spray.

t .

2.

Combinations of these symbols are entered in the following order:
a. Tornado, funnel cloud or waterspout
b. Thunderstorm
c, Liquid precipitation, in order-of decreasing intensity
d. Freezing precipitation, in order of decreasing intensity
e. Frozen precipitation, in order of decreasing intensity . k

f. Obstructions to vision; in Order of decreasing preciomfnancir, if
discernible.. .

.. .

Obstructions to vision ire reported only when the prevailins visibility
is less than 7 miles and the obstruction to vision is occurring at the
station. If the visibility is reduced to less than 7 miles by oliscuting
phenomena.not at,the station, report the phenomena in remarks.

Table 12. Symbols for Intensity.

Heavy

Light
Very light

Absence of symbol indicates moderate

No intensity is assigned to tornadces, waterspouts, funnel clouds, hail or
ice crystals; and only moderate or severe is reported for thunderstorms.

23
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Table 13A Guides for approximating intensity of rain.

Very light . Scattered drops that do not completely wet an
exposed surface, regardless of duration.

Light. (slight).* Individual drops are easily identifiable; spray
observable over pavements, roofs, and .the like
is slight; puddles form very slowly; over 2
minutes May be required to wet pavements and
similarly dry surfaces; sound on roofs ranges
from slow pattering to gentle swishing; steady
small streanis may flow in gutters and downspouts.

Moderate .

Heavy

Individual drops are not clearly identifiable;
spray is observable just above pavements and other
hard surfaces; puddles form rapidly; downspouts
on buildings run 1/4 to 1/2 full; sound on roofs
ranges from swishing to gentle roar.

Rain seemingly falls in sheets; individual drops
are not identifiable; heavy spray to height ofsev-
eral inches is observable over hard surfaces;
downspouts run more than 1/2 full; visibility
is greatly reduced; sound on roofs resembles
roll of drums or distant roar.

* The term "slight." is used only in synoptic observations.

Table 138 Intensity of drizzle and snow with visibility as criteria.

Very light . .

Light (slight)* .

Moderate . .

Heavy ......

Scattered flakes or droplets
that do not completely cover
or wet an exposed surface,
reprdless of duration.

Visibility 1,100 yards or more
(5(8 statute mile).

Visibility less than 1,100
yards, but not less than 550
yards.

Visibility less than 550 yards
(5/16 statute Mlle).

'The term "sl ght' is used only in synoptic
observations.
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Table 13C Ifitensity of drizzle on rate-of-fall

basis.

Very light Scattered . drops that do nOt
completely wet an exposed
surface, regardlesa of dura-
tion.

Light (slight)* . Trace to 0.01 i9ch per hour.
Moderate More than 0.01 Inch to 0.02

inch per hour.
Heavy More than 0.02 inch per hotir.

*The term "al ght" is useck:Nnly in synopfic
observations.

Table 13D Intensity of precipitation ther
than drizzle) on rate-of-fall basis..

Very light

Light. (slight)* .

Moderate . . .

Heavy

Scattered drops or flakes that
do not completely wet or cover
an exposed surface, regard-
less of duration.

Trace to 0.10 inch per hour:
maximum 0.01 inch in 6min-
utes.

0.11 inch to 0.30 inch per hour:
more than 0.01 inch to 0.03
inch in 6 minutes.

More than 0.30 inch per hour:
more than 0.03-inch-in Ornin, -
utes.

*The terM "s1 ght" is used only in synoptic
observations:

Table 14. Wind Direction in Tens of Degrees (True):

Degrees-
True

Compass
Points

Tens of
Degrees

.

Degrees
True'

-

Compass
Points

Tens of

Degrees

355-004 li 36 175-184 s 18
005-014 01 185194 t 19
015-024 mcp 02 195-204 - SSW 20
025-034 03, 205-214 21
035-044 04 215-224 22
045-054 NE 05 225-234 SW 23
055-064 06 . 235-244 24
065-074 ENE 07 245-254 WSW

/
25

075-084
, 08, 255-26_4 26

085-094 E 09 265-274 W I 27
095-104 10 275-284 '28
105-114 _ME 11 285:294 vnivi 29
115-124 12 295-304 30
125-134 13 305-314 31 .

135-144 -SE 14 315-324 NiN 32
145-154 15 325-334 33
155-164 SSE 16 335-344 NNW 34
165-174 l'r 345-354 eN ."'" 35

_ 1 N
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SYNOPTIC CODE COLUMN ENTRIES VVwwW (Col. 30)

Columns 25 through 40 comprise the FM 1: VV Code figure for the prevailing
21.p form of the synoptic code. For a co-niPlate visibility.
and detailed study of this pode,- refer to FMH 02,
Synoptic Code. Since the entries here can be .2. ww Code figure Jq,r present weather.
many and varied and are also subject to constant
change, we will becefly cover only the general
terms and meanings of each column.

3. W Code figure for past weather.

o.e.Ship (Col. 25) PPPTT (Col. 31)

Prefix used to identify the report is a ship 1. PPP Sea level pressure in tens, .
synoptic report. units, and tenths of millibars.

-99LaLaLa (Col. 26)

. 1. 99 Indicator used to indicate ship
report.

2. TT Dry-bulb teMperature in tens and
units. Reported in Celsius.

NhCLhCMCF/ (Col. 32)
2. LaLaLa Latitude in tens, units, and

tenths of a degree. 1. Nh Amount of sky covered by low
or middle type clouds.

QcL0L0L0L0 (Col.. 27) 2. CL Code figure for the type of low
cloud observed.

'1. Qc Code figure for the quadrant' of
the globe. 3. h Code figure for the height of the

lowest cloud reported.
-2. L0L0L0L0 Longitude in hundreda,

tens, units, and tenths of a degree. 4. Cm Code figure for the type of middle
_

cloud observed.

TYGGIw (Col. 28)

1. YY Indicates the day of the month
'using two figures.

2. GG Indicates the- time of the day -to
the nearest hour (GMT) usIng two figures:

5. CH Code figure for the." type of high
cloud observed.

D
5
v app (Col. 391'.

. s .

1. Ds = Code figure for the direction the
;. lw = Code figure used to indicate how, ship has made good in the put three bouts.

and in what units the wind was observed.
2. vs Code figure for the speed the ship

has made good in the put three hourp.
Nddff (Col. 29) j".

e't 1. N Amount of sky coverage.

2. dd Wind direction in tens of degrees.

3. ff Wind speed in the units as reported
bY I.

tr

3. a Code figure used to indicate the
tendency of the pressure during the yast three
hours.

4. pp Amount of: pressure change during
the past three hours reported in units and tenths
of millibars.

26 ,
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OTsTsTdTd (Col. 34)
_

1. 0 Indicator used to indicate the sea
water temperature difference and the dew point
group.

ICE (Col. 39)
_

Indicator used only when ice is observed
within 30 N.M. of the ship at the time of obser-
Vation. .

2. Ts; Sea water/air temperature dif- c2KD1re (Col. 40) Ice Group
ference reported in 1/2. degree Celsius.

3. TdTd Temperature of the defy point
reported to the nearest whole degree Celsius.

1. c2 Description of the type of ce.

2. K -- Effects of the ice on navigation.

3. Di Bearing of the ice edge from the
1TwTwTwtT (Col. 35) point of observation.

1. 1 Indicator used to indicate the sea , 4. r The distance from the observation
water temperature group. point to the ice edge.

-.-
2. TwTwTw Sea water temperature to the

nearest 0.1 degree Celsius.

3. tT The tenths value of the dry-bulb
temperature.

2IsEsEslis

1.

*2. Is Source of the ice accretion.

3. EsEs Thickness of the ice accretion
in centimeters.

4. Rs Rate of ice accretion.

3PwPwHwHw (Col. 37)

1. 3 Indicator of the wind waves.

2. PwPw Period of the wind waves in
seconds.

5. e Orientation of the ice edge.

CLIMAA'OLOGICAL DATA

Columns 41 through 57 contain information
on climatological observations, miscellaneoun

(Col. 36) phenomena, and additional codeds.synoptic data.

2 Indicator for ice accretion group. DRY (Col. 41)

3. H H - Height of the wind wsves in
incrementhw 1.5 feet

dwdwPwHwHw (Col.

1. dw Direction from which the swell
is coming, n tens of degrees.

2. Pw Code figure for the period of the
swell.

3. Hwik, - Height of the swell in incre-
ments of 1.5 feet.

27

Enter the dry-bulb temperature to the nearest
0.1 degree Celsius.

WET (Col. 42)

Enter the wet-bulb temperature to the nearest
0.1 degree Celsius.

ICE (Col. 43)

Enter a check mark if the bulb of the wet-
bulb thermometer is covered with ice.

Remarks, Notes, and
Miscellaneous Phenomena ,(Col. 44)

1. Enter the time of the sunrise and sunset
(GMT).

2. Enter additional synoptic code groups.
When it is necessary to encode additional groups,
place the groups in this column, identified by the
hour code figures (GG), in parentheses, of the
observation.

3. Other pertinent data may be entered in
this block, such as the method used to obtain

56i .
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Figure 6. Proper entries on MFI-11.

the sea water _temperature, the occurrence of
aurora, etc.

Weather and Obstructions to
Vision (Cols. 45 through 51)

Enter the times of beginning and ending of
ther arid obstructions to vision to the nearest

m nute using the weather and obstruction to vision
bols used in column 8. Enter positions to the

earest whole degree.

28

Summary of the Day.
(Midnight to Midnight, GMT) (Cols. 52 through57)

Ente'r the data specified below for the periOd
midnight to midnight, GMT. Enter estimated wind
data if recording equipment is not available.

1. Enter thrs to the nearest minute, GMT.
4

2. Enter positions to the nearest whole
degree.

3. Enter true'wind directions to the nearest
ten degrees, and speed in knots.

4. Enter- the lowest pressure in tenths of
millibars.
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METEOROLOGICAt CODES AND PriOTTiNgt

Codes are the lifeblpod of meteorological,
work; w0.1ibut them there could not be a-systehr
of observing'and disseminating weather informa-
tion as a e'xists, Codes permit the translation
of a wealth of meteorological weather infor- :

mation into concise and comprehensive reports
Consisting entirely of numbers. Moreover, codes
break the language barrier and make possible
international cooperation in the area of meteor-
ology and its associated services.

Codes are 'also the elements with which
MST's come in .daily contact. A great respon-
sibility is placed upon you when entrusted to
encode or decode meteorological information.
you can, and should, shoulder this respon-
sibility by learning and knowing the meteorological

.codes

This section deals with the general form of
various meteorological codes. It does not give
detailed explanation of the specific elements,
or instructions for encoding them and 'decoding
them, exceit in a gene 3 form. For detailed
knoWledge, see the app Mate go anuals
and Radio Weather Aids, ub. N . 118.
Howeimr, the information presented re is
sufficient to- give you a k wledge of the- ea
that enable you to encode r decode t m t
important and most widely u ed met cal
information.

CODE SYSTEMS INFOR

Before lattnching into a dis
r codes,, let us examine the st

ological codes.. First, they
cording to a system. Second,
ters and numbers used in
systematized. This alone m
codes easier and facilita
checking. Third, the
group, s of vital importa
out a quence, it would

ssionotpeific
cture of meteor-
e numbered ac-

the syrnholic let-
he codes are also

kes the learning of
s referencing and
sition of the code

ce in the code. With-
poseibleto decode

4 particular message. tFourth, the groups are
arranged so that they are both %Tiny decoded
and plotted. However, they are also arringei
so thaf.it is still possible to -use the report
and dei1/4Kle the remaiqing, groups if and when
a particular group (or portions of a group)
is missing. from the message. For instance,
a wind group in the radiosonde code, has cer-

, tain characteristic entries inherent to it, and
it is . diffthult to confuse such a group with
a height /* temferature group. This 'feature
becomes clearly evident as experience is
gained. "

FM CODE NUMBERING SYSTEM

Each code forrn 'bears. a number, preceded
by the letters FM. Thks number is followed by
a letter .that identifis when:The cod4e form
was,modified or introduced A, B, C, or D
for the 1953, 1958, 1962, or 1966 session,
ra'specti vely.

This numbering enables the code forms to
/be distinguished from one another and- from
the code tables, which are numbered with a

'dimple 4-figure number.

Furthermore, an indicator term is used to
designate the code form colloquially and is.
therefore called "code name." In inbet .cases,
this code name is included as a symbolic prefix
in 'the code forin,"and -during transmission en-
sures ready Dientification of the type, of report
(e.g., SHIP, TAF, etc.).

In collective messages, certain code names
may be given only at the beginning of Vie section
which contains appropriate reports, and they are
not repeated for every individual report.

.ShoWn in the following list are the appro-
priate "code names," along with an explanation
of the contents 0 the code and its FM code
number.
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ABTOP- Summary of upper air .report,
in abridged form (FM 38.B).

'AERO Aviation routine weather re?
port (FM 12.C).

ARFOR ; Area Forecast (FM 53.B).

BBBBB Selected special weather re-
port (sudden changes) for
improvement in we ath er
conditions from land station
(FM 13.A).

CAVOK Word replacing the
.

visibill-
ity, present weather, and
cloud data when the speci- MONT
fic conditions occur (FM

.15.D, FM 18.D). . NACLI
CLIMATE Report of monthly means

from land station (FM
71.D). . NEPH

RePort of monthly means
from ocean weather station. NORMAL
(FM 72.D).

LC:IMAT TEMP "'Report of monthly aerolOgi-
cal means . from land station
(FM 75.D).

CLIMAT TEMP Repoit of monthlip aerologi- PILOT
SHIP cal means from ocean

weather station (FM 78.D). PILOT SHIP
CLINP Report of monthly means for

the oceanic area of the PROAR .

North Pacific (FM 73).
CLISA teport of monthly means for

the oceanic area of the
South Atlaritic (FM 73).

'cODAR Upper-air report from air-
craft (other than weather PRORO
reconnaissance aircraft)
(FM 41.D).

FliOt forecast (FM 55.D). ROCOB

Analysis in International
Analysis Code (kM 45.D).

Analysis in abbreviated R00013 SHIP
form of the International
Analysis Code, for marine
use (41.48.D)..

Prefix of the ice group (FM
21.D, FM 22.D, FM 23.D).

Prefix of ice accretion on jPAZI
;hips when reported in 'e

plain language (FM 21.D,
FM. 22.D, FM ,23.D).

INCLI Report Of monthly means for
the oceanic area of the
Indian Ocean (FM 73).

JJ.I

MAFOR

BAMNIMM

CLINiAT SHIP

PROFI

FIFOR

IAC

IAC FLEET

1
ICE

ICING-

ROFOR

.1

3 0

5 6

c53
Ends anupper levelternpera-

ture and wind (possibly air
density) report from a land,
rocket sond e station 9r from
a rocketsonde station on a
ship (FM 39.C, FM 40.C).

Forecast _for. shipping. (FM
61.D).

Selected special weather re-
port (sudden changes) for
deterioration, of weather
conditions from land sta-
tion (FM 13.A).

Clond report from laid sta-
'lion (FM 17).

Report of monthly means for
the oceanic area of the
North Atlahtic (FM 73).

Report of nephoscopic ob-
servation (FM 31).

Prefix of groups giving nor-
mal values of the elements
in a CLLMAT 'or CLIMAT
SHIP report' (FM 71.1), FM
72-.D).

Upper wind report from land
station (FM 32.D).

Upper wind report from ship
(FM 3.3.D).

Are fo st for aviation
-(he t indication in pres-
sure units) (FM 56.D). 4p

Flight forecast for aviation
(height indication in pres-
sure units); (FM 58.D).

'Route forecast for aviation
(height indication in pres-
sure units) (FM 57.1)).

Upper level temperatur.e and
wind (possibly "air.density)
report from rocketsonde
station (FM 39.C).

Upper Ievel temperature and
wind (possibly air density),
report from aCketsonde
station on ship7FM 40.C).

Route -forecast for aviation
(FM 54.D).

Synoptic report of taros-
Ppherics bearings (FM

81.A).
%Detailed report of tfle dis-

tribution of atmo herics
by bearings of the eced-,
ing 24 hours (F 83.A).

f
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FM 'SYSTEM OF CODE FORMS

Surface
olturvatIons

Upieptik
elsemmtlens

general FM 11.0

national, routine FM 12.0
nerraeroneuticrA sudden changes FM 13.A

routine FM 15 0Nr aviation
selected- special FM 14.0

cloud frem, land stalkii FM 17
full form . FM 21.0
abbreviated farm FM 22.0
reduced farm FM 23.0
special report ff FM 24.0

nephosceple FM 31

from land FM 32.0 ,Of wind
frorn sea station FM 33.0

of pressure, temperature, from land FM 33.0
humidity and wind from sea station FM 34.0
summary FM 38.0

et temperature and wind item 481 'FM 31.0
(11888liklyairdormithdryret1e from shlp FM 44.0
frem *craft FM 41.0

full farm FM 45.0'
abbreviated farm FM 44.0

for workers* FM 51.0
area F14 53.0
routs. FM $4.0 -

for area, mute. flight FM 55.0
flight area (height Indication in pressure Unite). . FM 54.tr.

Mute (height Indication In pressure unite) FM 57.0
flight (height Indication In prenure units) . FM 1111.0

Aerenefiticel
forecast

for maritime area
41.

foi surface FM 41.0

monthly means

land station
for surface ocean weather station

,
oceanic anis
land station
ocean weather station

FM 71.0

FM 72.0

FM 73

FM 75.0

F14.71.0

bearings FM 11.A

eponsphical location FM WA
bearingp summary . . . FM 13.A

Figure 7. =FM system of code' forms.
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SFLOC

SHIP

SHRED

aPpw

SPESH

SYNOP

TAF

TEMP

TEMP SHIP

WATEN

aynoptic report of atmos-
pherics geographical lo-
cation. (FM 82.A).

airface report from ship
(FM 21.D, FM 22.D).

.9arface report from ship
in reduced form (FM 23.D).

Report of monthly means for
the ocepic area of, the
South Pacific (FM 73).

Special weather report from
ship (FM 26.D).

Surface report from land
station (FM11.C).

Aerodrome fOreeast (FM
51:D).

Upper level pr,essure, tern-
perature, humidity, and
wind report from land sta-
tion (FM 35.D).

Upper level pressure, tem-
perature, humidity, and
wind report from ship (FM
36.D):

Prefix of waves group, when
tendency is reported (FM
11.C, FM 13.A).

Figure 7 graphically illustrates the FM
system of code forms, showing the various
observations, forecasts, analyses, and special
information code forms available.

.SYMBOLIC FIGURE GROUPS

Symbolic figure eoups serve essentially
the same purpose as the symbolic word and
letter groups. They identify certain Worma-
tion at the beginning a code form, within
a code form, br at the end of a code.form.

10001 Analysis message follows (FM 45.D,
FM 46.D).

11111 Data on the position of the jet core
and the Lviind to be- encountered in
the jet core (FM 53.D, Fld- 54.D,,

# FM 55.D, FM 56..D, FM 57.D, FM
58.D)., , ,

11133 Correction message to an adalysis
or prognosis message &Hems (FM

c
19191 Ends ...an analysis or prognosis mes-

sage .or a correction to an anal-
ysis or n`rognosis message (FM45.D,
FM 46.D):

21212 Indicates that data for significant
levels vith respect to wind follow
(FM 32.D, FM 33.D, FM 35.D, FM
38.D).

22222 IndiCates that forecast maximum wind
data and/or forecast vertical wind
shear follow (FM 53.D, FM 54.D, FM

. 5.5D, FM 56.D, FM 57.D, FM 58.D).

31313 Indicatei that data for 250 mb sur-
face follow (FM 35,D, FM 36.D).

33300 Indfcate that position groups are given-
in the form LaLaLoLolc instead of the

33311, forth" QLaLaLs;LO Andicated in the
code form (any.one of these symbalic

33322 groups being inserted instead of the
- group 33388) (FM 46.D).

41414 In41cates that cloud information fol-
laws (FM 35.D, FM 36.D).'

44777 -Ends the vocabulary section (FM 45.D,
'

51515 Indicates that additional data in
regional code follow (FM 35.D, FM
38.D).

65556- Prognosis message follows (FM 45.D,
- FM 48.D).

66600 Indlcates that atmospherics are lo-
cated by means of cathode-ray direc-
tion finder (CRDF) (FM-82.A);

66655 Indicates that atmospherics are lo-
cated by means of narrow-sector
direction finder (FM 82.A).

77744 yocabulary 'iection follows (FM 45.p,
FM 46.D).

77999 Specifies that. maximum wind was not
observed or was not transmiVed (FM
32.D, FM 33.D, FM 35.D, Ftvf 38.D).

88800 Wave or sea temperature follows (FM
45.D, FM 46.D).

88822 Vertical wind thear follows (FM
45.D).

99900 Analysis or prognosis* of pressure
systems or ttapkgraPhy systems fol-
lows (FM 45.D, FM 46.D).

99911 Analysis or prognosis* of frontal sys-
tems .follows (FM 45.D, FM 46.D).

32
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09922 Analysis 9r prognosii* of isopleths
follows (FM 45.1), FM 48:1)).

99933 Analysis or prognosis* of air mass
follows (FM 45.1), FM 46.1)).

99944 Analysis or prognosis* of weather
area follows (FM 45.1), FM 48.1)).

99955 Analysis or prognosis* of the tropi-
dal section of the message follows
(FM 45.0,,Flot 46.D). -

99481l Analysis or _prognosis* of the cloud
follows (FM 45.13).

99977 Analysis or Prognosis* of the upper
wind follows (FM 45.1)).

99988 Analysis or prognosis, of the jet-
stream follows (FM 45.1)),

99099 Analysis or prognosis* of the trap-
. oPause follows (FM 45.1)).

-

.*Preceding pimp 10001 or 65558 speci.
ties whither an analysis or prog.
=xis follows.

SYMBOLIC LETTERS
SPECIFICATIONS

Meteorological codes are composedof groups
of symbolic letters arranged in a specific se-
quence. Each letter (or group of letters) has a
meaning within the group, and- each group has a
meaning...within the code. For the most part,
coding and decoding are a matter of substituting
the correct values for the simbolic letters. TNs
is usually done with the meteorological We
tables. "

syrnbolio_ letters . are -not---arbitrarily
chosen; they have a pattern. This helps in
studying them, and aids in using the codes
correctly. Por instance, the letters TT al-
ways. stand for temperature. Then, too, the
TT may be combined with other letters in sub-
scripts and thus form nevi meanings, but these',
meanings still are based on temperature. For
instance, TdTd stands for the dew-point, tem-
Perature, and 'ft; represents the air temperature,
in"whole -degrees Celsius, at the tropopause
level. There are occasional exceptions to this
generalization, but these exceptions do not inval-
idate the general rule. Similarly, PPP stands
for 'pressure; hhh stands for height; GG stands
for time; etc. It reniains therefore only for you
to learn the' spetifics of each symbolic letter.
When you enCounter a symbOlic form of a code
that is new, you will not be puzzled as to the
general-meaning of the symbols used. '

Vre
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A few excerpts from the specifications of
symbolic letters oi groups pf letters as they
are used in the international meteorological
codes are shown .in figure 8. For the complete
listing, see N.O. Pub. No. 118 or the appropriate
code manual.

WMO REGIONS

Meteorological codes are international in
scope and use. Basically, all the codes are the
same the world over. They hive been devised
and agreed upon by the World Meteorological -
Organization _(WM0). This organization is an
affiliate of the United Nations, and its function is
primarily to coordinate meteorological matters
between the tnembers.

Much standardization In meteorological mat-
tersincluding meteorological codeshas been
achieved. However, there are some regional or
national exceptions to the general rules. For
this reason, meteorological codes are defined in
terms of the WMO regions. Within the six"WMO
regions there are, inaddition, national differences.
The WMO regions.are as follows:

WMO Region IAfrica.
WMO Region II Asia.
WMO Region.IIISouth America.
WMO Region IyNorth and Centeral America.
WMO Region V Southwest Pacific.
WMO Region VIEurope.

PRIMARY METEOROLOGICAL CODES_
There is only one way to learn meteorologi cal

codes, and that is to sit down with the symbolic
form and the specifications for the symbols and
STUDY THEM. Several different apProaches could,
be used to learn the codes .as well as to teach
them. This training course cannot teach all the
details of all the codes; that would be an under-
taking too large for the purpose of this training
course. Further, the codes are subject to change,
and this puts a limitation op what this training

'-eourse can offer. Therefore, a suggested method
of study is offereii here. First, write down on a
separate sheet of paper the symbolic form of the
code being studied. This helps because writing

.soinething out helps to remember it. Then, refer
to the symbolic letters specifications in the
applicable code manual or in N.O. Pub. No. 118
and jot down the specifications for all the symbols
appearing in the symbolic form of the code being

4
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indicator, yawl to specify the half-degrees, If any, to be added to L.L. nd
L.L. as given An-the aroup14(44.1ek. (Cod. 2200)

. (FM 45.0, ki.4041.E.F1)112.A), '

. ,
Ira Tonths'pf a degree of latitude:.

.(FM 45.D, FM 46.D)

(1). Soo Note under FM 43.D. NO

.
(1) 34 Note (6) under FM 45.D, Not (9) under FM 44.D and Note (3) under.

xixr.

Tenths of a degree of longitude.
(FM 45.0, FM 41.0).

(9) under FM 425.D and Note (3) undeixisr.

I '

L.L. Latitude In whole degrees.
(FM 45.D. FM 46.D, FM 53.D, FM 54.D, FM 55.D, FM 56.D, FM 57.D,
FM511,D, FM 82.A)

s,
141. Longitude tp whole iiegrees.

(FM 45.0, FM 44.D, fM S3.D, FM 54.D, FM 55.D, FM 56.D, FM 57.D.
- FM 58.0, FM 82.A)

(1) The hundreds digit Is omitted for fongitudes 100* to 180".

Latitude parallel, In whole degrees, along which pressure values are glveh.
(FM 73)

(1) See notes under PON P2132, ..., P1131, Ppoi,

L. LaL' t Meridian, in. whole degrees, to which_ the. firstIllysn_ pressurv.(iii,
L'QL.,' For n ...) refers.

(+M 73)

(1) See notes under ForPr, PP, ..-.

L.L.L. Latitude In tentns of a degree.
(FM 21.D, FM 22.D. FM 23.D, FM ki.D, FM 33.0, FM 36.D, FM 311.0,

A , FM 40.C, FM 41.D, FM 72.D, FM 76.0)

(1) Tenths are obtained by dividing the number of minutes by 0, disregarding
the remainder.

1.01.44, Longitude,In tenth* of a degree.
(FM 40.C)

(1) The hundreds cilia is omitted for longitudis 100' to 180'.

(2) See Note (1) under 1.41.4.

Figure 8.
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studied. Again, writing these specifications out
will help you remember them 'better. Now you
are ready to drill a few times on the code a
the speCifications.

You hive already seen the pattern of the
codes, and have also seen that most of the code
fortis using identical symbolic lettvs or groups
of letters have identical criteria for them. Thus,
when dd is used in FM 11.C, 21.D, or 51.D, it
always mians the same thing. This makes it
easier to'-use and to learn the codes, as you will
di scoverduring your progress of study of meteor-
ological codes.

The following coverage on codes is limited
to the vrnoiic code forth, significant differ-,
ences en the various codes, and a neces-
sarily brief desctiption of a few of the symbolic
letters and figures. For a complete listing of the
specific,ations for these letters and figures, refer
to the applicable code manual or N.O. Pub. 118.

LAND SYNOPTIC CODE
(PM 11.C)

The word "synoptic" means, in general, per-
taining4 to or affording an overall view. Synoptic .

observations are periodic (3-hourly or et-hourly)
observations which describe the overall weather
conditions existing at the observing stations. The
implication- here is that" They are complete
weather observations. The synoptic code, there-
fore, is a code by which synoptic weather ob-
servations a re communicated. Synoptic weather
observations ve, in turn, plotted on synoptic
charts and then analyzed. The result is that a
synoptic analysis or an overall view of the
iireather s obtained.

-
") all over the worldthe plotted and analyzed

synoptic charts afford ,a "snapihot" ".of the
weather .,itua- Lon at that time.worldwitle.

Synoptic observatiods are taken at periodic
intervals worldwi4 Since the intervals coincide
that is, since they are taken at the same time

' The symbolic form 'of message used by land
sosp stations for synoptic i.eports (SYNOP, FM 11.C)

is as follows:
s

A

44 35

(SYNOP)

(II)iIi Nddff VVwwW PPPTT

NhCipCmCH TdTdjajpjp (99ppp)

(711Rjj) (8NsCh5h5) (9SpSpspsp)

The first six (occasionally seven under, speci-
fied conditions) groups of the form of the message
are mandatory or universal groups, as they are
invariably included in the report. If datum is not
available for an element in these groups, the
appApriate missing datum indicator is included
in lieu of the coded datum. Synoptic reports
included in collectives used for international
exchange purposes normally contain as a mini-
mum these first six (or seven) groups.

The code name SYNOP may prefix the report,
indicating that it is a surface report from a land
station; but M the case of a group of such re-
*ports, it may be used only in the heading of the
collective.

Elements or groups enclosed in parentheses
ate dropout items and may or may not be in-
eluded in the report, depending on the folloWing-
specified conditicnis:

1. (II) iii When individual reports are iden-
tified by the station number iii and all reports
in a collective message_ have tilg_PISthe .blois._ .
6.U-hitter II, a- group 99911.is added immediately

. _

before the group iii of the first report of the
message. When any following repirt or group
of reports.originates from station (s) with block
number not identical with the preceding block
number, a new group 9 91I is given immediately
before such A re r group of reports. The
group 99911 is not repeated at the end of the
group of 'reports to which it pertains in collec-
tives for ground-to-air transmissions; and while
it may be repeated at the end of groups of re-
ports for ground-to-ground transmissions, care
should be taken to ensure that such repetition
does not lead to confusion. However, when the
individual reports are identified by the index
number JIM', it is not necessary to use the 99911
group in Collective messages.

2. (7RRjj)The use of this group is fixed
regionally.

SA



3. (8N3Ch3h5)The inclusion of this iroup
is fixed, regionally or nationally. The 8N5CNIta
group may be repeated to report a number a
layers of clouds. The order of reporting the
groups is always from Toy/ to high levels. The
selection of layers to be reporteli is made in the
following manner:

a. Regardless of amount, the lowestin-
, dividual layer or mass is reported. This is one
group.

b. The next 8-group to be reported is
the next higher layer of clouds covering0.4 of the
sky.

c. The next 8-group to be reported is the
next higher layer of clouds covering 0.6 of the sky.

I. The next 8-group to be reported is a
group for cumulonimbus only. This group is
reported when the cumulonimbus amounts do not
meet the specifications laid down for the first
three groups.

- .
The normal number of 8-groups does not ex-

ceed three. It may, however, be fOur in cases
in which cumulonimbus clouds .are reported.
When the sky is clear, the 8-group is .ornitted;
when the sky is obscured, the 8-group should
read 9/hsh5, where hshs is the vertical visi-
bility.

-(94pSfis;sn) The use of this grOup is
-fixed regionally.'

The, following additionargroups,-comprising
an indicator figure and/or the following informa-z
tion, may be addeti to the SYNOP form:

1. Coastal stations and light vessels may add
in their reports the wave groups 3PwPwil Hw
(dwdwPHwHw), in accordance with national or
regionar instructions. Coastal stations desiring
to report tendency of the waves replace the
above wave groups with WATEN OwPwPw-HwHw.

2; Additional or supplementary groups with
the indiCator figures 1, 2, 4, and 5 may.be added
to, the SYNOP ,form. The form and the use.of
these groups are fixed regionally.

3. High-level stations may use .the group
6a3hhh to indicate the geopotential of an 'agreed

,standard "constant pressure level."

36
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4, Under special pressure tendency condi-

tions, a group of the ,form 99ppp is inserted in
the report after the Tdtdjayp group.

5. One or more of the following words
should be added at the end of the report when the
weather conditions specified for each of them
justify their 'inclusion:

a, HAIL.When a shower or a thunder-
storm, accompanied by hail, occurs in the period .
covered by ww.

b. PAST HAIL.When a shower or a'
thunderstorm, accompanied by hail, occurred
in the period covered by W.

c. SN9W or SLEET:When a snow
shower or a shower of rain and snow mixed, with
a tnperature above 0 C, has been observed
duri the period covered by W,

d. SANDSTORMWhen a sandstorm,
with a temperature below 0* C, has beenobserved
during the period covered by W.

e. COTRA.When the cloud reported
consists in whole or in part of condensation
trails.

6: In reports from aeronautical se§lions
using FM 11.0 instead of FM 12.C, appropriate
Q signals or Olin language may be added, at the
end of the report when the horizontal visibility
differs in different directions and when it is

desired to report this,

SHIP SYNOPTIC CODE (FM 21.D) Se%

The ship synoptic code, FM 21.D, full form
is the basic ship synoptic code in use by U.S.
ships. Th contents of the code are very similar
to those f the land station synoptic code; the
only 'dTe ences are those in reporting position,
time, a d 1bertain information relating to -tlie sea.
The symbolic form of the ship 'synoptic code,
full form', is as follows:

SHIP 99LaLaLa Qc-LoLoLoLo YYGGiw

Nddff-VVwwW PPPTT

NC ipCmCH Dsvsappe

(7RIljj) (SlisChshs)
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4,

(9SSa'ps)(OTsTsTdTd )ppp
(1TwTwTwt,r) .(2IsEsEsRs)

(3PwPwHwHw) (dwdwPwHwHw)

'ICE followed by plain language or by

(c 2KDire)

The code namt SHIP is used 'as a prefix to
the report, indicating that it is a surface report
from a ship; but in the case of a group of such
reports, it should be used only in the heading of
the collective.

The form FM 21.D is considered suitable
not only for selected ships, but also for ocean

'weather stations.

If the group Dsvsapp is not reported, 30 is
added to the time of observation in whole hours
GMT (example: actual time of observation 0550
GMT; GG a 06 + 30 a 36). If the groups
NhCLhCmCH and Dsvsapp,are not reported, 60
is added to the time of observation .in whole
hours GMT (example: actual time of observa-
tion 1145 GMT; GG a 12 + 60 a 72). However,
in 'accordance with instructions or 'because of
failure of instruments, ships which do not re-
port the group Deisapp include a group Dcvs///
in the ship report when in an area where the ship
report collecting center (in order to meet a
requirement of a search -and rescue-center) has
requested this inclusion as a routine procedure.

Groups in parentheses are dropout items,
and they r,114 a y or may not be included in the re-
port, depending oil specified conditions. These
groups, being provided with an indidator figure,
may be repeated as necessary in the following
manner: _

7RRjjFor lightships reporting in the SHIP
code form and for ocean weather stations, the
use of this group is fixed regionally or nationally.
In the case of mobile ship statiks, v_Thich make
precipitation ;*eibeiervations, the griMri 7RRD is
added to ei,ch1HIP report under the form 71111tRtR.

4 4.

8N ChsSThis cloud gioup is optional for
,

merchant 4i.hipd but mandatary for ocean weather
stations. 'When :the 8-group is included in a
SHLP repott, thg rules for the use of' the 8-
group in SYNOP code .Fht 11.0 aPply.

'37

c
9S-S s s This group is normally nbt re-P V .Pported in snip reports, other than ocean weather

stations. Cases may occur in which reportd of
special phenomena would justify inclusion in
SHiP reports of ships other than ocean weather
stations. As these cases are very rare, these
reports should be sent in plain language.

OT TsTdTdThis group may or may not' be
included in the report in accordance with na-
fional instructions.

1T T T tlThis group is optional forw w w
merchant ships but mandatory for Navy ships.

3PwPwHwHw(dwdwPwHwHw)The5e groups
should 'be included in the report. They are
mandatory for Navy ships. The group
3PwPwHwHw is to be used to report wind waves.
When swell can be distinguished from wind
waves, the swell should be reported by the
group dwciwPwHwHw, and this group should be
repeated to report a second swell system, if
such can be distinguished. If there is a swell
with no wind waves, the first group is to be re-,
ported as -30000.

ICE o2KDire Reporting ships, from which
ice, other than icebergs- is visible or has been
observed at a point within a distance of 30
nautical miles from the ship's position at the
Synoptic hour, should add to the SHIP report
the word ICA followedty the group (c2KDire)
or by plain language. ice information for other
special purposes may 6e given by means of the
special, ice codel in-the codes section. Reporting
of s..ei ice in SHIP reports is not to supersede
the r4orting of sea ice and icebergs in accoTdance
with the International Convention for the Safety of
Life at Sea. .

When the ice accretion on ships is repdrted
in plain language, it ,is preceded by the word
ICING. '-

Under special conditions, a group of the
form 099ppp id insetted In the report after the
Dsv app group s

Reporting ships from which icebergs Are
visible should add, in plain language, to their
report the number of icebergs seemat the actual
time of observafion (e.g., "3 BERGS"), unless
these bergs have been reported with the group
(ICE c2KDire).

:

\



'In addition to the previous plain language
additions described, HAIL, PAST HAIL, SNOW

or SLEET, SANDSTORM, and COTRA may be
added when the weather conditions speified for
each of them justify their inclusion. These cri-
teria are the same as for the land synoptic code.

SHIP (FM 22.D)

The abbreviated form of the ship synoptic
code, FM 22.D, is as follows:

SHIP 9pLaLaLa QcLoLoLoLo YYGGiw Nddff

- VVwwW PPPTT NhCE,hCA/CH

(DsvS///) (2IsE5E5R5)

ICE followed by plain language

or by (c214Dire)

The abbreviated form of the ship synoptic
code is not normally used, but you should be
familiar with this form because many of the
merchant ships or foreign ships use this form.
As a plotter, you will -need to know this special
form.

SHRED (FM 23.D)

Coast Guard Ships do not use this short ship
synoptic forni; howeirer, you should know the code
because you will encounter this type of report-in
your plotting work. It supOlies wind, weather,
pressure and temperature, and ice information
primarily. For the symbolic form of this code,

_see N.O. Pub. No. 118.

SPESH (FM 26.D)

This code is the maiine counterpart of the
land station code, FM 13.A. The two sigacant
differenCes are the prefix SPESH and fhe re-
placement of' the station number group with the,
ship's position groups. In addition, when extra
groups are used, they ordinarily relate to the
state of the sea; that is, they contain se*.swell

-
or ICE information.

LAND UPPER WIND cobE (FM

The upper wind code for land stations, FM
32.D, is designed to allow the reporting of wind
conditions in the upper air. It is a relatively

^

MOW

6'e
easy code to learn, but there are many techni-
calities and variations to the code that you will
have to study carefully. Since. MST's will be
using (that is, plotting) upper wind reports from
other WMO Regions, the Region IV symbolic
form and the general symbolic form are given
here.

- --
The symbolic form of the mess.dge for upper

wind reports used in most of North and Central "A
America, including the.bnited States, is divided
into two portions--all data up to and including .

100 mb being in 'the first portion, and all data
aboye 100 mb in the second portion. The symbolic
fqrnifor the first and second portions is as
follows:

FIRST PORTION

PART A

SECTION 1 PP YYGGa
4

nth

SECTION 2 44nP1P1
Or

55nP1P1

SEC

ddfff ddfff

44nP1P1
Or ddfff ddfff &LW

44nP1P1

ON 3 17 PmPmPm
or ddff fm mmmm66PmPmPm
Or

'/HmHmHmHm
or

6HmHmHmHm
dmdmfmfmfm(D

PART 13

SECTION 1 QQ YYGGa4 Ihili

SECTION 4 St nultqu3 drifftddlif

9tnulti2u3 ddiif ddfff

SECOND PORTION

'PART C

SEC-TION 1

sxgTION 2

MM YYGGa4thii

or . ddfff ddfff daft
.55nP1P1

or daft daft &tiff
55nP1P1

38
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SECTION 3 7?PrnPmPm. Or d d- f
m

f fmmmm8813mPmPrn
' or
.71IniHnilimHtn

or dmdmfmfmfna
elirnHmilmHin

PART D

SECTION 1

SECTION 4

LL YYGGa4 11111

9or 1 tnu1u2u3 ddIff ddfff daft
8

'9
Or t u1 u2 u

3
ddIfiddiff ddiff (1)n

8

The WMO symbolic form of the upper wind
code, FM 32.D, is divided into four partsA, B,
C, and D. Parts A and B are confined to data up
to and including the 100-mb level, and parts C
and D contain data above this level. The sym-
bolic form is as follows:

PILOT

PART A

SECTION 1

SECTION 2

SECTION 3

MIMI YYGGa4

44nP1P1
or

55nP1P1

77PniPmPm
or

66PmPmPinor
71imilnaHnaHm

or
81intHniHmlim

daft

11111

daft etc.

ddfffmmmmm

dmdrnfmfnifi,n

Or
77999

PAN'T B

'SECTION 1

SECTION:4

M1M1 YYGoa4 Hill '

9
Or
8
9

-Or

tnu1u203 ddfff daft ddyf

.10

tu1 uu
3

daft daff admn 2/

4

5 73

and or

PART C

SECTION 1

SECTION 2

SECTION 3

21212 nn,,POPOPo dodofofnio
niniP1P1P1 didIflf1f1

rinlinPnPnPn dricinfnfnin

MIMI YYGGa4 11111

Or , ddfff ddfff ... etc.
55nP1131

Or ddff fmminmm8813InPniPm
Or

dOr dra f
III 111141

f f
m

EiHnIHnIHrnHm
Or

77999

PART D

SECTION 1 M1M1 YYGGa4 11111

SECTION 4 9
Or t u u u4'ddfff ddfff ddiff
8

n 1 2 3
9
or t nu1 u 2 u 3 daff daff &tiff
8

and/or
21212 njn1P1P1 d1d1f1f1f1

nnnnPnPnPn dndnfOnfn
"NI

Section 1 Of all-four parts- of-the code con-
tains the identification azill position data. Sec-
.tion 2 of Part A- contains-Alata for the -atandard.
igobaric :surfaces of 056,-'-700, -1400, 300,
200, 150, and 3.00 mb, and ,Section 2 of Part c

Contains data for the standard isobaric surfaCes
of 70, 50, 30, 20, ind 10 .mb when pressitre
measurements and wind data.are obtained.simtil-
taneoully from the sounding. Section 3 of Parts
A and C 'contain data for the- level(s) of the-maxi-..
mum wind(s), with altitudes given in pressure-in
units of° 1/10 mb or in units of geopotential
decameters.e7ection 4 of Parts' 4-and D contain
Wit for fix d regional apd/or significant levels,
with _altitudes- given in units of 300 or '500
meters or significant levels Cvith altitudes given

- in pressure to a whOe millibar when- pressure
rrieasureMents and wind'data are obtained simul-
taneously -front the sounding.



SHIP UPPER WlilD CODE (FM 33.D)

Ths Wmo symbolic code form of the ship-
board upper wind code, FM 33.D, is similar to
the WMO land station upper wind code. The sig-
nificant differences are the replacement of the
station identifiers with the ship's position groups
and the inclusion of the Marsden Square Number
group, MMMULaUL, (used to verify the ship's
position), following-the position data in Section 1
pf all parts.

PILOT SHIP

PART A .

SECTION 1 MIMI YYCCa4 99LaLaLa
Qc1,01*0L0 MMMULAUL0

SECT1CN 2 44nP1P1

55nP/P11
Or ,

SECTION 3 TIPtnPraPni
Or I ddfff

m 112112 112 TI1
68Pm121nPm

or
ThmHrallmflni

br iddfffm mmmalmlimHmHm
Or

77999

PART B

SECTION 1

SECTION 4

and/or

ddfff ddfff .... etc.

M1M1 YYCCa4 99LaLaLa
QcLoL0L010 MMMULaUL0

8

9
or

9
or tnu lu 2

u
3

ddfff ddfff ddfff
8

tnu1u2u3 ddfff ddfff ddfff

21212 bonoPoPoPo dodotbfofo
nIn1PIPIPI dIdififfi
0000

PPP ddff'NfAnnnnn nnnn.
PART C

SECTION 1 MIP.5.1 ritCa4 99.1,2LaLa
9cLoLoLeLo MMMULauLo,

"SECTION 2 44 ,

o -idfff 'daft .... etc.
55o171

9

en.

SECTION 3 77PmPmPm
Or, ddfffm mmmm

66Pm12,12,
Or

Or ddfffM Mtn
eiHmHmHmHm

Or
77999

PART D

SECTION 1 MIMI YYCCa4 991.a1,21,2
QcLoLoLoLo NIMMULatiLo

SECTION 4

and/or

or to/11112113 ddfff ddfff ddfff
8

9

.9

or tn u
1

u
2

u
3

ddfff ddfff ddfff
8

21212 o1o1P1P1P1 didifififi..
nenl2nPnl'n docinfofnfo

LAND STATION RADIOSONDE CODE (FM 35.D)

The complete radiosonde report is divided
.into four parts A, B, C, and D each of which
is an individual message complete with position
groups and ending indicator (0). Parts A and C
are specified for worldwide distribution and
Parts B and D for areas of continental or WMO
regional size. The United States (WMO Region
IV) collects Parts A and B (data upto and includ-
ing the 100-mb level) in a single Message which
is referred to as the first transmission ancl
Parts Cand D (data above 100 mb) as the second
transfilission.

First Transmission

Both parts of the Lint transmission are di-
vided further into four sections-1, 2, 3, arid 4
for Part A and 1, 5, 7, and 9 for Part B. The
symbolic form of the first transmission with a

ef explanation of the various sections follows:

PART A

ECTION 1 TT-V1CGI 11111

SECTION 2 99P PP TTT DD000 ooaoo,o_ddfffo 0000

00hhh TTTa
DD ddfff

'a



7

;

'11

85hhh TTTaDD ddfff

70hhh TITaDD ddfff

50tihh TTT aDD,ddfff

40h1th TTT
aDD ddfff

30hhh TTTaDD ddfff

20hhh TTTaDD ddfff

15hhh TTTaDD ddfff

10hhh TTTaDD ddfff

SECTION 3 88PPP TTT DD ddfffttt ttattt ttttt
SECTION 4 or

66
PniPmPm dmdmfmfinfnp

PART B

SEC ON 1 VV YYGG/ 11111

SE TION 5 00P 0P 0P0 ToToT
ao

D
o

Do

11PPP TTT aDD

22PPP TTTaDD

33PPP Trr
aDD

44PPP TTTa DD

..... etc.

SECTION 7 31313 25hhh rrTa DD &tiff

SECTION 9 51515 101AdiAcii0)

SECTION 1.This section of both Part,A and
B serves the same function to identify the data.
A brief definition of the symbolic letters is as
follows:

TT or VVTT specifies that Part A of a ra-c-lio-
sonde. report follows. VV specifies
ihat Part B of a radiosonde'report
follows.

YY specifies the day of themonth (GMT)
i.e., 01 means the first day of the
month, 02 the second, etc; and, if the
unit of wi d speed is in knott, 50 is
addedO11e day of the month value.

acfüãl time of observation to the
n arest whole hour in GMT.

indicator of the-last standard co-
baric surface for which the wind
group is included in Parts A and C.

IIiii block and station number.

, SECTION 2. This section normally includes
upper air and wind data from the surface up to
and including the 100-mb level. The symbolic
letters are defined as follows:

99tdenttftes the surface data groups

P P P pressure at the surface in wholeo o o
millibars

T
o
T

o temperature of the air in whole de-
grees Celsius at the surface

Taoapproximate tenths value and plus
or minus sign indicator of the sur-

, face air temperature

D D depression of the dewpointtempera-o o ture (with respect to water) at the
surface ielease point

dod
o true direction in tens of degrees (the

hundreds and tens digits of the ob-
served-direction-have-ham-rounded
off to the nearest 51 from which the
surface wind is blowing. If thevalue
for the nearest 5. is 56, 500 is added
to f0f0f0; otherwise, fof0f0 is the
actual wind speed.

fofo ospeed of the surface Wind in knots,
or in knots plus 500

00, 85,sfandard isobaric surfacelndicators
70, etc for 1000-mb, 850-mb, 700-mb sur-

faces, etc.

hhhgeopotential altitude of the standard
isobaric surface indicator gWen` tx
geopotential meters or decameters

NOTE: The remaining symbolic letters,
TTVa DD Miff, are coded in a manzer similar
to. the associated surface symbolic letters ibove
except the- data- are applicable tO--the standard --
isobaric surface indicated.

41
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SECTION 3.This section, with the incites
tor figures 88, provides for reporting data fo
the tropopause as follows: pressure, temper
ture, approximate tenths value and plus
mintis sign -indicator of the air temperature,
pressicn of the dew-point temperature (with re-
spect to water), and true wind direction and
wind speed. These symbolic letters are similar
to the letters described in Section 2,

SECTION 4.This section has two sets of in-
dicator figures to identify maximum wind data
groups-66 or 7T. The figures 66 are used to
identify the groups when the maximum wind oc-
curs at the terminating level 6f the sounding in
Parts A and C, and the figures 77 when the
maximum wind occurs within the sounding in
Parts A and C.

SECTION 5.This section provides a Means
of reporting significant levels with respect to
temperature and/or humidity that are suffi-
ciently important, or unusual, to warrant the
attention of a forecaster, and/or are required
for precise plotting of the radiosonde observa-
tion.

All significant levels are, assigned A signifi-
cant level indicator number: I.e.1 00, 11, 22,
etc. The indicator number 00 is always assigned
to the surface data groups. The remainder of
the significant levels are numbered in consecu-
tive order (lowest to highest with respect to
geopotential height).

The remaining symbolic letters are coded in
a manner similar to Those describdd in Section 2.

SECTION 7.The inclusion of this section is
mandatory whenever any cf the data for the
250-mb surface is available. Whenever this
section 'is reported, all four of its groups must
be included in the message. When for thd
250=mb surface are not- observed,. t s ction
is completely- omitted'from ,the-message. _

'The group_31313- is the indicger group for
tile 2501Inb--surfice: data,..-and. the reniainder of
the syint-iolic letter-groups are coded-in a distiller,

SECTION 9.This section provided a means
of reporting. vaiious .types of_ information per-

' tairdng..Jo the .aseent _that cannot be otherwise
-inolticfed iri the' meosage.

./fhe indicator group, 51515, specifies that
thd grotips that follow contain data in a regionally
adopted code form and are coded utilizing code
table 101 of the Manual for Radiosonde Code.

Second Transmission

Part C of the second transmission is divided
into 4 sections-1, 2, 3, and 4and Part D into
3 sections-1, 5, and. 9. The symbolic form of
the second transmission with a brief explanation
of the various sections is as follows:

PART C

SECTION 1 WW YYGGI
d -

SECTION 2 70hhh TTTaDD ddfff

50hhh ITT
a

DD ddfft

30hhh TTTa DD ddf If

20hhh TTT
a DD &MI

10hhh TTT DD ddfff
a

crnath TTTa DD crate;

05hhh TTTaDD ddiff

03hhh Trr ASD ddfft

02111th TTT aDD ddiff

Olhhh DD ddlff-
SECTION 3 88P PP TTT DD ddff Ittt tt'attt t-ttft
SECTION 4

PART'D

or.
66

PPP dd-ft fa)m m m ismIntsm

-SECTION I YY YYGG/

r SECTION 5 11PP P TrraDD

22PPP TTTa -DD

-33PRP TTT DD

_44PPP TTT DDa. _

etc.

SECTION 9 51515 101A
cif

A
cif

5 7G



All sections of Parts C and D have a
counterpart in Parts A and B and have similar
coaing procedures. The message identifier letters
fo' Parts C ea.]) are WW and YY, respectively.

-
As was mentioned previously, all data in

Parts C and D are applicable ,to levels above
100 millibars. Data for a 100-mb level or be-
low, even if not transmitted in Parts A or B,
cannot be reported by Parts C or D.

Strata reported in the body of the radiosonde
message `as hairing supeiadiabatic lapse rates
will be verified by. the Use of plain language.
The plain language arrangements will consist of
the word SUPER followed by the pressure
values, in tens of millibars, of the base and top
of the stratum involved; iie., SUPER PBPB-
PTPTmb stratum where PBPB is the pressure
at the base and PTPT is the pressure at the top
of the stratum. If more than one distinct stratum
is involved, the pressure values for the strata will
be given in ascending order with respect to altitude
(e.g., SUPER PBPB-PTPT,RBPB-PTPT Mb, etc.).

SHIPBaARD RADIOSONDE CODE (FM 36.D)

l'he symbolic form of the radiosonde ode
used by ships is basically the same as the land
station radiosonde code. The significant dif-
ference is the position 'symbolic groups used in
Section 1 in all parts of the shipboard code. The
shipboard symbolic code format for Part A,
Section 1, with an explanation of, the various
groups is as follows:

rr YYGGI 99LLL QLLLLd -a a a c0000
MMMU ULa Lo

The groups TT and YYGGI
d are coded the

same as a land station report.

- 99identifies ship station position
groups in all parts of the code

L L L latitude in tens, units, and tenths of.a a a degrees

Qcauidrant of the glotie

I

LoLoLoL
o longitude in hundreds, tens, units,

and tenths of degrees
Cs*

MMMnumbet of Marsden Square for the
ship's position at time of observa-
tion

S.

37G4t
U'L U

Lounits figure in the reported latitudea
and longitude

Section I of Parts /3, C, and D is identified
by the message identifier letters VV, WW, and
YY, respectively.

LNT ERNATIONA L ANALYSIS
CODE (IAC FULL FORM) (FM 45.D)

This code reduces to a numerical code form
a coded weather map analysis frontAaps plotted
and analyzed at forecasting centers of meteoro-
logical services. *Data included in these messages
give the types, characteristics, centralpressures,
locations, and movements of pressure systems
and position points for use in drawing the fronts
and isobars. Types of fronts (whether warm,
cold, occluded, or stationary) and the values for
the isobars are also 'indicated in the mepsages.
The message may be either a current map
analysis with indicagons as to movement or
development, Or a prognostic map analysis.

For' land stations. with facsimile equipment,
this code is normally plotted only in case of
complete equipment failure or in cases in which
It is desirable to compare another analysis from
an analysis center whose facsimile broadcast is
outside the range of tile receiving equipment.

The,symbolic form and an explanation of the
letters specifications of this code may be found
in N.O. Pub, No.-118.

IAC FLEET (FM 46.D)

The international analysis code, FM 46./3,
was designed primarily for marine use, It is an
abridged form of FM 45.D, and the symbolic-
letters and figures have the same meaning in
both codes. The symbolic code form is as fol-
lows:

10001

65556

99900 3PtPcPP

or 000g g
P P

33388 O
cYYG G

c or

33388 OYYG G 000G Gc c P P
Q1.11,21.0L0 (Q1.211aL0L0) md5olfsf3

9PtPcPP Q1,21/41,01,0 (Q1.21,21:0L0)

md d f f3333
and' 000g13gp 7Pt P

C
PP Q1, LLL (QLLLL)1 2 0,0 aaoo

md d f f8 S33

ir



99911 66F1FiFo QLS111.01,0 QI1LatoLo

inclidofsfo

or 000gs 69F F Q1.10Lo
"P"P IF c a

ntdodofoc

and 000g Q1,14aLoLo
-1g-s P

67.Ft FtFc a
rndocylfo

QLaliaL0L0 QIILaL01.0

99955 (55TAT0) (555PP) QLIAL0L0 QL L Laaoo
mcigdofofo

s s .QLaLoLoLo QIIALaLoLo99944987w w

99922 44PPP

88000 77e2uu ' (9dwdwPWPw) QLaLa I. I.

(9dwdwPwP) QLaLaLoLo etc. (00C100)

000gpgp 79e2uu. (9dwdwPwPw) QLaLa I. I.

(SdwdwPwPw) QLaLaLoLo etc. (00C1-00)
_
and/or
000gpgp 76e2uu (9cIvidwPwPw) QLaLa I. I.

(9dwdwPwP) QLaLaL0L0 etc. (00C100)

77744 . Vocabulary groups . , 44777

19191

The groups in the first two Lines of the above
message_ constitute the preambles-of the _mes-
sage. The preamble lii thl--first line is forAthe

-:-----Stirface analysis, and the *eamble in the second
line is for surface prognosis.

Tke aPProPriale preamble is included each
time the analysis or prognosis is made Alp frohi
a different chart and for each after-tin- typ-e.
Each such analysis or prognosis ends with the
group 19191.

follZwing groups precede the various
sections cif qgde and indicate the type of data
thtit folloWs:

99900Section of pressure systems.

-

t. 99911Section of-frontal systems.
99922Isobars section.
99944Weather area section.
99955Tropical section.
88800 Wave or sea temperature section.

Each analysis or proposis section stay tte
yerated is many times as necessary. Use of
dierfropical section does not preclude the use in
the same general area of other sections where
applicable. 34ovement group must be given for

44

each pressure, fiontal, or-tropical system in-
cluded.

Amplifying phrases from a vocabulary code
can be inserted as and where desired, but must,
be precetled and terminated by the appalopriate
key grou*. Other information is invariably to
be given in the sequence shown in the code,

The following sequence is used for coding
each section:

1. Pressure systetns: to be given in the
order of occurrence fro to east.

2. Frontal information; to give a general
run as far as possible from west to Ost.

3. Tropical systems: as for pressure sys-
tems or frontal information according to which-
ever the tropical system more closely re-
sembles.

4. Isobar delineation: poipts cin an isobar
encircling a LOW should be given first and In a
cyclonic direction. Points on an isobar encir-
cling a HIOH cshould be given, last and in in
anticyclonic dirkction.

5. Significant weather: in order of occur-
rence from west to east.

The position group for each pressure system
may be _given twice. Points on fiouts, tropical
systems resembling fronts, isobars, and boundg-
ries of areas of significant weather aze given
only once. If a pressure or tropical system is
elongated and open, two or more points (twice
each if desired) are given to indicate the axis of
the system; the first position and the pressure,
when given, refer to the vertex ol the system.
The speed, direction, and rate of change or
characteristic of motion of the system then re-
fer to the-axis of the system.

When used with fronts or tropical systems
resembling fronts, the movement group refers
to the central portion of the type concerned.
When it is_necessary to use two or More move-
ment -groups in, reference to a given type, the'
type is subdivided by repetitir of the group
66FtFiFc or 55TtTiTc.

Additional groups Or supplementary informs-
tion may be added. In these cases the same
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rules as those for the IAC, full form, ,apply. A
correction to the analysis or prognosis com-
mences with the groups 11133 OYYGCGc The
corrections follow, preceded by the appropriate
indicators- (8--, 66--, 44---, etc.), and the
message ends with the 19191 group.

UPPER AIR FALLOUT
DATA CODE (UF)

Upper air fallout data originate for trans-
(mission at Washington, D. C., and are prepared
by electronic computer at the National Meteoro-
logical Center. These reports consist of data
derived from the upper wind report.4 'trans-
mitted by tt.e various-rawinsonde stations in the
United States. .

a

The data computed are the true bearing and
distance in statute miles from the station to the
points on the earth's surface where fallout from
various -levels. would occur in 3 houis after a
bomb detonation. All heights referred to in the.
instructions pertaining to fallout 'winds are in
respect to ratvin surface altitude.

The standard levels for which data are corn-
'Med and transmitted are the 3-, 6-, 12-, 18-,
and 24-km levels (10,000-, 20,000-, 40,000-,
60,000-, and 80,000-ft levels).

Sequence collections of these coded reports
are made on Service C as descilbed in that sys-
tem's transmission schedules.

The sequence collection heading consists Of
,the collection designator, the circuit of origin,
and the data and time of the observation. Thus,
the heading would be: UF. CC YYGGggZ.

UFUpperAtir fallout data.

CCCircuit on which the collection is be-
ing made(30 through 35).

YYDay of the ,month in Greenwich civil
time (i. e: , first day-01; second day--;

,02; etc.).

GGggTimer of observation in hours and
minutes (GCT) upon which these
computations are based.

ZDesignator for Greenwich civil time.

Form of Message

The symbolic form of the message and the
definitions of the symbols are as follows:

iii lddsb 2ddss 4ddss Sddss 8ddss

iiiLetter identifier for the observing
station.

ddTrue direction, in tens of degrees
(i.e., clockwise from true north on
the scale. 01 to 36), towards which
particles would fall from the spec-
ified level. The nearest tens, of
degrees reported.

ssDistance, in tens qf statute miles,
from the station or ground zero
point, at which particles would land
that take 3 Vurs to fall from the
specified level. The nearest tens
of miles are reported (i.e., code
figure 00-0 to. 4 miles; 01-5 to
14 miles; 02-15 to 24 miles, etc.).

1, 2, 4,Level, indicators of the height in tens
6 dr 8 of- thousandb of feet above station

elevation (i.e., 1-10,000; 2-20,000;
etc.).

MAP ,PLOTTLNG

Map,pfhtting, together with observing, is one
t of the molt impprtant job functions to be en-

countered. The training you received in map
plotting while at the MST "A" School should
have made you entirely familiar with many of
the basic add often-used codes.. In the first
part of this 'section, we have reviewed many of
these codes which you have already learned,
and have introduced codes with which you were
not, perhaps, so familiar.

The maps and charts that you will plot are
of prime importance to all concerned because
from these maps and charts the forecaster is
able to locate pressure areas, fronts, precipi-
tation areas, ridges, troughs, and nurnerous
other meteorological phenomena of great im-
portance. Also, the maps and dhartethat you
will plot are determined by the geographical,
location of your weather station, its. operational)
requitrements, and its area of reiponsibility.

A thorotigh knowledge of the codes used and
the employment of good map plotting practices
should make you an excellent map plotter.

4s
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The folloVring procedures are employed for
plotting most codes, and have generally been
standardized so that the minimum amount of con-,
fusion will result:

.-

1. Do not plot indicator figures for code
groups.

2. Most wind directions are reported in
tens of degrees. Plot the wind directiod, dd,
as the wind direction, in tens, of degrees, from
which the wind is blowing.

_5'67

10. Data plotted around a station circle
should cover an area not gieater than a diine,
if possible.

11. Report and plot the code figures that'
are coded for temperature (TT) and dew point
(TdTd) as either whole degrees Celsius or
Fahrenheit, except plot tenths on upper air charts.

12. After completing plotting ot the map,
check the following items:

4

3. Report all wind speeds in knots.
a.

b.

Neatness.

Wind direction and speed plotted
a. A _half barb .(1/8 inch) represents correctly.

5 knots.

b. A full barb (1/4 inch) represents
c. Size of station plots.

10 knnts.

c. Pennants (1/4 inch) represent 50

d.
plotted).

Completeness (all available data

knots. e. Entry of late and off-time reports.

Employ any combination of a, b, and c to
represent the correct speed. You should plot
"X" at the end of the wind shaft when the speed is
missing.

4. Plot the wind diiection and speed so
that you can show true direction and not interfere
with other elements plotted.

5. Latitude is the degree of distance north
or south of the Equator. Longitude is the degree
of distance west or east of Greenwich, ngland.

6. Plot minus signs for subzero Celsius or
Fahrenheit temperatures.

7. If any mandatory plotted element is
garbled or partly or v.holly missing, plot a dash
() in its place.

8. Orient all elements that you plot to thi
adjacent meridian (latitude and longitude) lines.

9. Fill out all legends as indicated in
the printed portion of the map containing the
legend block. If a legend block is missing,
information normally entered in the printed
legend iventered in the lower left-hand corner
of the map. The entries may be rubber stamp or
printed block entries. Do not forget your name
and rate in the legend.
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f. Plotting of additional upper air data
as required.

g. In case ol ships, proper location.

13. There are inks of several different colors
which you can use when plotting a map to indi-
cate the types of" data plotted. Although no
standard set of colors exists in the Codst Guard,
and the Colors used are normally determined
locally, the following colors are recommended:

a. Black or blue-blackOn-time data
or blocks of off-time data (so indicated in fge
map legend).

data.
b. RedGradient winds and off-time

c. GreenData that are entered after
the map has been plotted.

14. Quadrants of the globe are designated
in the symbolic code breakdown by the letter
Q. It is of the utmost importance that you plot
the weather reports in the correct quadrant.
Erroneously plotted data definitely give a wrong
Picture of the weather.

15. Be sure to plot the past positions of
pressure centers and fronts, on the map. Indicate



the past positions of the pressure centers by an
X circumscribed by a circle with the date and
time placed immediately above. Indicate the dite
by two numbers separated by a colon indicating
the day of the month. The second Oro numbers
indicate the time of data to the nearest whole
hour GMT preceiling the time of the appropriate
map. Thus, enter 1230Z on the 20th day of the
month as 20:12Z (or 20/12Z).

SYNOPTIC CODE PLOTTI/siG
(LARD STATIONS)

%There are many variations to the synoptic
code. The difference in most eases is small,
but very important. Be sure to check the WMO
Rexion m v nich you are stationed or operating
for the d.fferences- in the code that is employed
in your area. The synopltic code breakdown in
the following section is that applicable to North
and Central America and the Caribbean Islands.
This area is WMO Region IV.

The Manual of Synoptic Code, FMH
to be used in coding the regular 6-hourly surface
land station observations. As explained previously
in this section, ehis code-is composed of groups
of five figures (with the excetion, of the first
group), plus additional plairi language words,
as required, to report ceriain meteorological
phenomena. Each figure in each group has sig-
nificance according to its position in the group
and the position of the group in the message.
The order of the symbols in the group and the
order of the groups in the message are always the
same. Refer to N. 0. Pub. No. 118 or FMH #2
for the symbolic letter specificationsnot included
here. An example of a synoptic report giving the
first seven groups is shown below. (Refer to
figure 9 for the synoptic code plottirg model.)

VINO SPEED

M.N a.
VOID ONIECTION

TINPERATINK

PRESENT WEATHER

30
Kul WIT ""ir

V CLOU0
TYPE or...2

MOUT
or LOW CLOUOS

IARONETMC IfesUlt
REDUCED TO SU LEVEL

PlalUR_E MOWER
LORAN DIAN 3 POW 1 140

/now
or SARINETMC

fi4IIIARCOLTRIC TIA0047
OE IN LAST 3 NOM

..."..111 LAST 3 miss+211-

...----TOUVIIIN"

45
THE_RUTNIR OURNIs
PAST NOUNS

Of U3W DAIISATzsmovroawn

Figure 9. 1Synoptic station modelland station.
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111 - Nddff VVwwW PPPTT
334 82219 18958 99778
NhCLhCMCH TdTdapp 7RRRt
59402 76807 70710

A definite order of decoding and entry has
been established so there will be a mutual
understanding between the decoder and the plotter
'(if two people are working on a mtp) as to
which element of the code is next to be decoded
and plotted on the chart.

The order of decoding 'and Map entry is as
follows:

Order
Decoded

iii
dd

ff

PPP

TT

ww

VV

TdTd

1313a

"Np

CM

cL

Nh

Symbol and Position
Around Station Circle

Station number (locate station).
Wind direction (changes depend-

ing upon direction).'
Wind speed (at the end of dd).
Fraction of sky covered by clouds

(in station circle).
Sea level pressure (northeast quad7

rant).
Temperature

rant).
Present weather-iwest of station

circle).
Visibility Xto the left of ww or next

to the station circle under TT if
ww is absent).

Dewpoint (southwest quadrant).

Amount and characteristic of bar-
ometric tendency during past 3
hours (east of station circle).

Middle cloud type (no)ah of center-
line of station betwren PPP and
TTT.

High cloud type (north of center-
line of station above C

M
Low cloud type (south of center-

line of station).

(northwest quad-

Amount of CL or C (to the right
of CL).

Height above ground of CL or CM
(under CL ).

W, Rt, RR Past weather, time precipitation
began or ended, and amount of
precipitation for past 6-hour period
preceding actual tithe of observa-

tion (under ppa).

SHIPBOARD CODE PLOTTING

At sea there is a lack of the close networks
of land reports, and a single ship report may
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be the only one in vast area. A single ship
report, too, may be the only one giving an indi-
cation of a developing tropical storm which may
be heading for a task force or a heavily pOpu-
lated area. It is especially important that the
location of the ship be plotted accurately as well
u complete plotting of the data around thestation
circle.

Surface synoptic reports from ships are iden-
tical with land pynoptic reports with the exception
of the position groups, the direction and velocity
of the ship group, the group in which difference
between sea water and air temperaturg, Is en-
coded, and the ice group. The, ice Froup is
omitted if there is no ice.

Figure 10 shows the grouping of entries
.around the U. S. ship plotting model. Refer
to N.O. Pub. No. 118 for the symbolic letter.
specifications.

U. S. Ship Model

.1/Ch D v
odd,. 5 5

TTVPPP
VVww top a

TdTd Cl..Nh W

(TsTs)h(dwd.wpvHw)

Figure ship plotting model.

The following is an.example of the symbolic
form of the code:- and -numerical code values
from a shipboard observation.

99.LaLaLaQcLoLc:LoLo YYGGiwNddff VVwwW.:,
_

PPPTT
-99322 70421 01004 73515 97802 13114

NC hC C DvappOTTTThL MH ss ,ssdd
3P P H H

52472 54811 05413 30304

A definite order of decoding has been es-.
tablIshed, as in the fluid station code, to elimi-
nate confusion between the decoder and plotter
on the order of entries.

V

The first elements to be checked by the de-
coder are the day of the rncnth (YY) and the time
(GG), to be sure that the report, is consistent
with the date and time of the chart being.plotted.

After the quadrant (9c) of ti;e globe is
determined, the first verbally decoded element
is latitude (LaL

a
La), and this Is always decoded

as "North" ,or "South."

The second item decoded is the longitude
(L0L0L0L0), ahd this is always decoded as
"West" or "East."

When the plotter has located the position
indicated, he should draw a 1/8-inch circle
over it.

The decoder 'then proceeds decoding in the
following manner:

dd Wind direction
ff Wind velocity

Total sky coverage
PPP Sea level pressure
TT Temperattire
ww Present weather
VV Visibility (from ship's visibility

code table) .

TdTd Dewpoint temperature

Ts Ts Sea water temperature
app Presiure tendency (pressure

chaste, as recorded' on ship-
board, is affected by the move,-
ment of the ship. Therefore,
the ship's movement should be
shown when ev e r pressure
change if entered.)

Ship's average direction.
Ship's average speed

c 'Middle-cloud typeat
C

H High clotid type

CL Low cloud type

Nh Amount of low clouds

Height of lowest cloud
PwPwHwHw Wave period,and height

Ds

48'

57/

See figure 10 for an illustration of the plotting ,
of a ship's report froni the foregoing ship's code
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PLOTTING ASYNOPTIC
(OFF-TIME) DATA

4

Since a "synoptic chart" is one showing'
meteorological conditions observed at various i
places over a region at or very near the same '
given 6reenwich time, it readily Tollows that-
"asynoptic data" tre those data not normally
appearifig on a synoptic chart by virtue of being
observed at a different time. In other words,
asynoptic data may be termed "off-time" data.
Although there 'is question as to how much dif-
ference may exist between observatibn time
and synoptic chart time, and here again local
rules have to apply, asynoptic data provide
valuable supplements to synoptic data in areas
where synoptic reporting stations are sparse
or in cas. of communications failure. Fre-
quently, ssynoptic reports indtcate signifIcant
NveN lt<r developments not apparent at map time.

The criteria for asynoptic data are, in gen- ,

eral, as follows: for surface. data, surface ob-
servations more thsp 1 hour from the synoptic
chart; for upper air data, those observations
departing more than 2 hours from the synoptic
chart time.

A color code, such as the one given in a
previous part of this section,(should be adopted
for plotting such data. These plotted reports
must be distinguished from the regular synoptic
data in that sufficient changes generally occur
during the time interv\a.ls to yield airinaccurate
or . incoqsistent analysis if the off-time data
were treated as.synoptic.

PLOTTII1G AIRWAYS CODE

When bad or hazardous weather is approach-
ing the station, it often become's pecessary to
supplement the 6-hourly synoptic map with 3-
hourly airways maps. These may be either a
regular synoptic type chart or a sectional chart.
At times it may even be necessary to enter .

hourly airways maps. These charts give a de-
tailed analysis over a limited area of the relation
of pressure s.atems, fronts, temperature, and
humidity to Operationally significant weather
elements.' These maps also enable the forecastei
to keep a "weather eye" on the situation and to
note any sudden or unusual changes which are
occurring.

.

i
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,
.. The *Airways Code is probably% the most

-familiar of all weather codes. It is used not-
only w weather reports are m de from
MF1- , t can be used to plot airways charts
and to fill in areas of sparse/or little data on

%.s) ptic charts.
4

S e the airways maps,when plotted, are
subject careful scrutiny, it is imperative that-
they be enteied both rapidly and acCurately.'
The size, type, and scale of the map, and the -

amount of data to be plotted are governed by
local requirejne ts.

The arrangen4nt of data around the station
circle is essehtial y t e same as for the land

,synopfic code platting m

Figure 11 (A and B) ihowt a typical station
model and a plotted model used for plotting the
3-hourly airways code dati.

I A) (I)

1/
( CA_
di tr-

CIA 29 105 ,
T T

bl srp
l'app

. 01;:: 0, iv
2$ IV VOGO et.

Td id h ( ril0M1919C )

Figure 11(A) Station model for plotting airways
reports; (B) 'plotted airways station model.

u

, 'The entries made on this chart are as fol-
lowIT

s Airways symbol represeniinglbe
greatest sky cover,

V Actual visibility.
W et 0 Weather and obstructions to vision.

Enter, using synoptic, symbols.
Use combinations and intensity
symbols. Intermittent precipita-
tation is shown in remarks.

Enter as given.
, Enter as given.

Enter as given.

Same as synoptic entt (G or Q may
, be placed at the iri of the shaft

to -indicate gusts or Aqualli 'and
the maximum wind in the gusts or
squalls may also be placed at the
end c)f the shaft).

ff Same as the synoptic entry (see dd
note fqr additional entries).

Entered-the same as 6-hourly syn-
optic repoits. .

PPP
T'r

.
TdTd

ad

aPP

(
*

...

r.

Y



ICLC
M

CH Enter the symbol representing
type of low, middle, and h
clouds. Directly below the low
and middle cicsids tpter the height
011 of these clouds using the stand-
ard procedure for entry of cloud-

(Uie height of, lowest
middle or low clouds when there2
is more than one layer.)
A

The altimeter setting is not entered. Re-
merits, as -appropriate, should be entered.

PLOTTLNG WINDS AIAFT
AND UPPER AIR DATA

Winds aloft reports may be plotted on sep-
arate charts or, may be used to fill in stations
on the constant pressure charts which do not

` take or transmit radiosonde data. Take extreme
care when plotqng the wind directioh and speeds
on these charts, as many areas of the world
are using streamline analyses almost exclusively.
on upper air charts. A mispfotted direction or
an incorrect speed could caust an entirely er-
roneous analysis in a cruciatarea.

When wind speed and direction are critical
in the analysis of an upper air chart, the follow-
ing procedure is recommended:

1. Plot all wind directions with a protractor,
using the latitude an$1 longitude lines for orien-
Station. Draw the wind shaft to the station circle.
(See figure 12.)

WIND SPEED
IOPTIONALL

0
(54)

- 8.2 A160

DIRECTION
WIND \ 0 \

18

DEWPOINT DEPRESSION

HEIGHT

Figure 12. Constant pressure chart plotted
report.

2. Indicate the speed of the wind by the ap-
propriate number of feathers, pennants, or com-
bination,lof both.

3. Place the tens number of the wind dir-
ection on the end of the wind barb shaft.

.60

c7
r4. Cptional, entries-normally- governed by

local prdoedure Oe:
SPIN.

a. To* place the actual wind speed -in
parentheses at the' tip of the wind feather or
pennant indicating the speed;

b. To draw the wind shaft through the
station circle with an arrowhead, on the end
pointed in the direction toward,which the wind
is blowing.

If the wind is calm, draw a circle around the
station circle. If the wind is missing, do not
make any entry for the wind. If the wind direc-
tion is encoded and the-Weed is missing, enter
an X at the end of the wind shaft where the wind
feather is normally located.

The height is entered as encoded to the north-
east of the station circle; the temperature, to the
northwest of the stat1onL,cIrcle in degrees and
tenths; and the dew-pojt depression, to the
southwest of the station circle in degrees and.
tenths.

If the height, temperature, or dew-point de-
pression is missing, enter a dash id the appropri-
ate space for each of these elements.

PREPARATION OF WEATHER MAPS
FROM THE JAC (FLEET) CODE .

Underway at sea, .you may find that because
of other duties time cannot be spared to plot
all ship and coast station reports available
for drawing a weather map. On such occasions,
an analyzed weather map and/or prognosis show-
ing the centers of pressure systems, the fronts,
and isobars drawn from data given in the coded
analysis message may meet the local require-
ments. Also, in cases of a communications failure
which precludes the receipt of facsimile trans-
missions, this coded analysis or prognosis may
be the only source upon which a forecast may
be based.

The symbolic form of the International Analy-
sis Code (Fleet) is given in an earlier part of
this section. Assume that you have received
in a western North Atlantic shipping broadcast
a coded analysis message as follows:

ASNT 110000Z



NOTE; In analysis messages, the heading
may read "Analysis" or "ASNT," plus the date
and time group. In the 4-letter group "ASNT,"
the letters AS indicate that the message is a
surface weather map analysis and the NT means
that it is for the North Atlantic..

10001 33388 01100 xx
99900
81075
81085
81098

021
11

68852
66411
68032

86463

66222
66222
99922
44976
44984

44992

44000

. 44008

44018

44020

44024

44028

44992

44000

44000
44008

19191

05448
'05479
13598
04122
04159

20408
50312
20408
20420
21025

X
X
X
X
MC

05437 04838 04242 X
04242 03849 03765 X
03785 03875 04178 04779
04782 X
05479 04782 14290
13900 X
03535 03938 04242 X
05189 05$73 05479 XX

05548 05348 05444 05548 X
05648 05350 05243 05542
05648 X
05850 05353 05045 05137
05634 05342 05850 X
00154 05557 05055 04748
04838 05728 05941 06154 X
06655 05563 04960 04549
04242 05720 06130 06144
0M5 X
02Z18 01640 01960 02475
02980 03475 03765 04370
04665 04250 03849 04039
04830 05320 05405 138220
06340 X
02815 02630 02350 02568
03072 03360 03548 03938

. 05024 05210 X
04012 03415 03225 03338
03637 04259 04920 04808
04012 X
(54019 03925 04255 04420
04019. X
05476 05679 05482 05180
05476 X
05373 05776 05880 05666
04486 04780 05383 X
13798 13500 13497 13798 X
01080 r 01678 02085 12194
12698 13890 04178 05169
05772 08090 15696 15092
14494 14000 XX
MC

From the heading of the message, first enter
on the chart the date and hour of the analysis
given by the date and time group 1100002 as

51

explained in the preceding part of this sectiou.
Now decode the analysis mer age and plot the
pressure system centers, the fronts, and the
isobars on the weather map. (See figure 13 for
code tables.)

From your knowledge of the symbolic form
of the International Analysis Code (IAC-FLEET),
you know that each coded message, begins with .

a preamble. Data for pressure systems, fronts,
and the isobars then follow in order by sections.

The preamble groups are as follows: 10001
33388 01100, The first group 10001 indicates
that the message is coded in IAC-FLEET, while
the second, 33388, means that the positions of
the pressure systems, the fronts, and the iso-
bars are, coded in the form QLaLaL0L0. It may
be well to mention here that sometimes the key
gimp 33388 may be replaced by one of the groups
33300, 33311, or 33322. When any of these
three key groups appears in the preamble, this
means that the locations of pressure systems and
position points for the fronts and the isobars
are encoded to the nearest half degree of lati-
tude and longitude. In such cases, all pogition
points in each section of the message are then
encoded in the form LataLoLok instead of
QLaLaL0L0; the half-degrees to be added to the
Lac and L0L0 are indicated by the figure en-
:coded for symbol k.

The last group id the preamble, ono& is a
date and time group; the first figure Is an
indicator and is always 0, the second and third
figures giving the date, and the last two figures
the time of observations used in making the
analysis; that is, the 11th day of the month
and 0000 GMT, in this case. Data included
in this group should be identical to the date
and' time shown in the heading of the analysis
message, i.e., 110000Z. .

The next section of the message withithepre-
fix 99900 contains data for pressure system
centers to be plotted on the map, 81075 05446
20408 X 81085 05479 50312 X 81098 etc. Data
for pressure systems are given in series of
three 5-figure .groups; the first group in each
series commences with the figure Qwhich is the
indicator for pietasure systems. [Xing the code
tables, begin to plot on the weather map the
data for the first pressure system, its type,
character1 central pressure, location, and its i

course and movement at observation time as'

55
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Figure 14. Map showing plotted IAC-FLEET analysis.

On the chart continue to enter data for each
sucCeeding series of pressure systerk groups
included in the message. After you have' plotted
data for the groups 85021 04159 21025 X, you
have entered on the map all the pressure systems
given in the message. (See figure 14.)

In the next section of the message, with the
prefix 99911, note that there are several series
of groups and that the first group in each Aeries
begins with fhe figures 66. This' sectio4t of the
message indicates the stypes, intensities, and
characteristics of the fronts as well as the
position points 'needed for drawinz the fronts
on the map.

The first frontal system in the message is
encoded in the groups 66652 05437 04838 04242
X. Iii the first group, 66 is the indicator for
the frontal systems, 6 shows that the front is
occluded, 5 means that it is of moderate in-
tensity, and 2 indicates that its activity snows
little change.

F.min the second group, 05437, the first
sition 'point give:), on this occluded front is

given by thel groups 81075 05446 20408. In the
first group, the figure 8 is the indicator for the
pressure system, 1 indicates that the pressure
system is a LOW, 0 indicates no specification
is given as to the character of the LOW, and
75 gives its central pressure as 975 millibars.

From the next group, 05446, obtain the pos-
ition of the LOW. The figure 0 indicates tfiat the
LOW is in the octant 'between the Greenwich
meridian and 90 W in the Northern Hemisphere;
the figures 5446 give its Iodation at latittpie
54'N, longitude 46.W. On the weather map,
place a small cross (X) at 54'N, 46.v.r, and
enter the LOW's central pressure 975 as given
in the" preceding group 81075. Also mark the
center of thial pressure system withan L or the
word LOW. The ..1.,6W!s movement is given in
the third group, 20408. The. fipre, 2 indicates
little change in the LOW's movment; 04 shows
that it is moving on a course of 40', and 08 gives
its speed as 8 knots. ,A short arrow pointing
toward a course of 40 and the figure 8 im-
mediately underneath should be entered above
or alongside the L on the chart.
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at 54N, 37'W, sand at this point on the chart,
place a small cross.

In the third group -04838, the second point
indicated on this front is at 4rN, 38sv, and
at this location on the chart, mark another small
cross.

For the last group,fi4242, m e a cross at
42N, 4rw. All the pMnts for this front have '
been plotted and you should now draw a line con-
netting these points. Since it is an -occluded
front, the line for this front may be drawn
in purple.

,Then plot the position points for the next
frontal system given in this section of the
message by the groups 66411 04242 03849 03765
X. In the group. 66411, the figure 4 indicates
that the system is a cold front at the surface;
draw a blue line through the points. Continue
to enter on the map the data for each frontal
system included in theressage.

When you have entered data for the grouPs'
66222 05169 0537d 05479.XX on the phart and
have drawn a warm front through the points,
you have completed the plotting and drawing of
all of the fronts given in _this section of the
message. '

Now you are ready to commence plotting
the isohars as contained in the final section of
the message. This section has the prefix 99922
and contains seireral series of groups, each with
the first group beginningwith the indicator figures
44, for example, 44976 05546 05348 05444 05546
x.

In the group 44976, 44 is the indicator for
isobars; .976 indicates that the isobir is for
976 millibars. From The next group, 05546, note
that the first point on this _isobar is at latitude%
55N, longitude 46W, and place a small',cross--f-
at this location on the chart. , \

Thenext group is 05348 and you mark another.
cross at 53'N., 48'W, while the group 05444
shows that the third cross should be placed at
seN, 44.W. Note that the last group 05546
is identical to the first position point group
05546 given for the above-mentione,d isobar.
Thu/ shows that the isobar, encircles the LOW
which is Centered at seN, 46W. (See figurt.,
14.) Now draw the 4sobar through the three

54

position points just plotted on the chart and
'mark the isobar 976. When drawing isobars,, it*
is important for you to ensure that the isobars
are drawnAt ,the correct angles where they join
the front or fronts.

Then mark the position points for the next iso-
bar on the map as -given by the groups 44984
05648 05350 etc., and draw the isobar for 984
millibars. When data for the groups 44008 01080
01678 02084 14000 X have been
plotted and the isobar for 1,008 millibars has
been drawn, the map is complete. The LOWS
and HIGHS, the fronts, end the ,isobars should
look like those shown in figure 14. The last
group in the message, 19191, indiates the
end of the analysis message.

Note that 4n analysis messages, isobars maY
not be givem for every 4-mb interv'al. As a
rule, where the isobars are close together, some
isobars may be encoded in the message for an
8- or 12-mb interval. In such cases, the isobars
for the 4-mb intervals can easily be sketched in
between those with 8- or 12-mb interval spacing.
Over areas on the map where the isobars are
spaced at 'considerable distances apart (ire.,
around a HIGH), isobars for each 4-mb interval
are usuallk included in the message..

It may be well to mention again that as you
mark the position points for each ,front on
the hthp, you should draw the line connecting
the po'ints to complete the front before entering
the position points for the next frontal systen1
given in the message. Follow this seine procedure
in plotting and drawing each isobar. Otherwise,
you may sometimes become 6onfused in drawing

;thedronts or isobars if the points for two fronts
brIdjacent isobars are close by.

Sometimes analysis measages may he re-
ceived in which the isobars are encoded for 3-mb'
intervals. In this case, the' isobar group 441313P
contains the value for PPP encoded in multiples
of 3 millibars; that is, 999, 002, etc.

With a little praCtice, you soon find that
you can decode much of the data in analysis
messages at sight. Thus, yoo will be able to
plot and paw a weather mepshowing the pressure
systems, the fronts, and the isobars in a min-
imum amount of time.
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. NAVY R FO MESSAGES RADFO m6ariagd. This seetion is designed to fun-

A
,.,iliarize the MST with thesyrnbolics foPthat, intt,r-

The tleet N ical Weather Faciliti Mon- ,pratio/i, and illustritiOn of the Nagy fitllout mes-
terey and other Naval weather units responsible sage.

1for dle'disseeination of radioactive faliout in- -
forrion horrnalty utllize the standarplized Navy ,

. \,, . __--------- - I.
Table ;pcNavy fallout message Code table.

\

GR9U1
,..,

, DESCRIPTION
- V
RgiARKS
i,

RAMO .\
,

RaAqcaL fallout fo;etist
,

...

ATLAftIC?.
PACIFIC

Ocean areQered ;
-

..
Only one of theae groups is used.

.

'

1.

.

.

. i
, ..

YYGGG ;v

%. g

.

at

.
; ::,---

---
YY = thy of the ratnth (GMT),

.,4

01 = 1st day of month
02 r- 2ncldardf month ,

The -date is defined with refer-
^ ence to Greenwich meantime '

and notlocal time.
= time,to the niarest whole

hour (qmT) at which Valid
time of fallout forecast
begins

4.
V r 4

N\
,.

. . . ,

,
.1

Gv = period of time covered by
forecast

/

..,Fitrecasi valid for
hours

1 . 1
6

3 9i 4 , 12
.5' 18

. e 24
7 r48
8 72

.

-

.

.

_

QL L L La a o 0

.

.

.
..

.

.
A 1

Q' = octant of globe
. ,

- Northern Hemisphere
0 0' . . . 90' W.
t 90' ... .180'4W.

180' . . . 90' E.
. . . . 90' . . . 0' E. .

Southern Heniispbere
5 0' . .. 90' W.
Es. 90' . . .180' W.
7 . 180' . . . 90' E.
8, 90' ... 0' E.

L L = LatitUde in whole degreeia a
of point for which fallout
forecast which follows is

V made

.

%
LoL

o = Longitude in whole degrees
of point for which fallout
forecast wlich follows
is made
(The hundreds digit is
omitted for longitudes
100' to 1.80'.)

= ' .

0 . ,

c

,
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Table 15.4-Navy tappet message code Eable-Contimi--id.\ DESCRIPTION
. .

lizmAytki

TN
d eLsL

TN /*Rat...template number
which applies

.

0 Template
1 ALFA
2 BRAVO

.3 CHARUE
4-' DELTA
5 ECHO

. . FOXTROT

-
*Won tro,n which the

e ectlre fallout
'wind blows, und in
teas 'o( dspfrssclokwhss
from north.

sL L Low-yield effective fall-
. oat wind speed In

, L

TNdHdHsieli

TN As above

d d.. Mutton from ch the
H high-yiald effective fall-

out wind blows, measure
in tens of degrees clock-

* wise trim north

Now High-yleld effective fall-
out wind speed in knots

/ The following is the symbolic 1
transmittfng Navy fallotit-messages: RADV 0

ATLANTIC/PACIF1C TY000,1 Q1.11.81L0L0

TdelLsoL c...Tridensmsn QL L L L0 0
TNdettitsu Tieindninam.
The various groups included -In the Navy

fallout message should be interpreted as shown

id table 15. -

The following is a sample fallout message;

RADFO ATLANTIC 09184 03070 22850 32980

03080 23230 22780 RADFO means a Navy
radiological fallout forecast follows.

ATLANTIC means the fallout message in-
volves 'the Atlantic Ocer *reit.

(09184) 09 means the forecast is for the 9th
day of tho month, 18 mein* the valid time for
the forecut starts at 1800 GMT, and 4 means
the. forecast is valid for 12, hours (Until 0800f
GMT on the 10th day of the month).

(03070) 0 means the point for which the

forecast is made 'Is located in the Northern
Hemisphere between longitude 0* and 909W, 30

means the latitude of the point is 30'N., and 70
means the.longitude of the point is 70°W,

used I

56

(22550) 2 means the fallout area is delineated
by the pattern of template BRAVO; 25 _Indicates

that .the low-yield effective fallout wind is.from
280-therefore, the true bearing of the fallout
jrajectoty is 070* (figure 15); and 50 Indicates
that the low-yield effective fallout wind speed
is 50 knots.

(32950) 3 means the fallout area Is delineated
by the pattern of template C14411141E; 29 indicates

that the hIgh-yleld effective fallo4 wind is from
pa' -therefore, the true bearing of the fallout
'trajectory is 110'; and 50 indicates that the high-
yield effective fallout %Ind speed is 50 plots.

(03080) means the next forecast point is in
the Northern Hemisphere at 30°N. and 80'W,

-r- (23230) Indicates that the low-yield fallout
&Ala is delineated by template BRAVO, theeffec-
tive fallout wind is 320' or the fallout trajectory
bearing is 140% and the speed is 30 knots.

(22780) indicates that the high-yield fallout
area Is delineated by template BRAVO, the

effective fallout wind is 270' or the fallout tra-
jectory bearing is 0904, and the speed. is '80

knots.

40
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ICE OBiERVATIONS
t

Ice observations are made from eta ship,
from land ordrifting ice stations, and boo air-
craft, with each type of observation o ering

.lispeeified information. A comprehensive de orip-
tion of ice cooditions requires :I combina ion of

.the three types of observations.

\
As a shipboard observer, yot\are in a

position to examine' closely the ice immediately
virounding your vessel. With this vantage you
must determine accurately the texture and sol-
idity of the tce, variations in thickness, .state
of .deterioration, and other features requiring
close contact with the ice; Ap a shore, or (ice
station-based observer, you must accurately
measure such features as topographic heights,
thickness of ice, and depth of snow cover: Also
as either a ship, shore, or aerial observer, you
must bp able to evaluate the observations.

Ship and shore observations are limited to
small areas around the stations; therefore, the
-data from each observer is local in hature.
The helicopter hu expanded the observer's hor-
izon, but helicopter observation Li considered a
tactical operation providing short-range re-

connaissance.

Detailed, firsthand information provided by
ship and shpre observers is complemented by
long-range flights of aircraft which provide in-
formation on the concentration 'and extent of the
ice pack over great areas and of largescale
changes that may affect sea operations and shore
conditions.

If possible, you should prepare sufficiently
in advance of an arctic operation by obtaining
pertinent publications and required training aids.
A number of informative arctic exploration films
issued by the U. S. Navy may be obtained on loan.
Photographs .illustrating various techniques used
in ice observation are also available, and a num-
ber of publications containing useful information
hsve teen prepared by the Navy.

6"-V

Several publications of grett help in observing
and reporting ice conditions include N.O. Pub.
609, "A Functional Glossary of Ice Terminology ,''
and the World Meteorological Organization (WM 0)
Illustrated Ice Nomenclature soon to be published.
The latter supersedes the former in -most in-
stances. However, N.O. Pub. 609 has been re-
tained, because it contains many terms used in
the tj. S. which do not appear in the WMO
putlicâtion. In addition, the WMO Floating Ice
Notheclature defines all terms- in the lilustrated
Nomen lature. The Floating Ice Nomenclature
also provides foreign language equivalents for
each terni.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ICE

4

ICE OF LAND ORIGIN

1PPIce of land origin in the sea, though often
spectacular, is of minor importance in arctic
cperations.except in localized areas.

Icebergs are large masses of ice calved from
the fronts of glaciers, from glacier ice tongues,
or from the shelf ice. of Antarctica. Smaller
masses, termed berg bits and growlers, origin-
ate, like bergs, from glaciers or are formed by
the disintegration of icebergs and otherenasses
of land-formed ice. (See figure 15.)

ICE OF SEA ORIGIN

Certain properties of ice in the sea should
be measured' and recorded by ice observers.
The following paragraphs describe briefly the ice
characteristics that are observed and reported
to the Naval Oceanographic Office.

Concentration

Determine the total ice concentration as
well as the condgntration, size, and age of various
ice floes 'within the total ice concentration.
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!CRUM) SHIP

SEROY SIT SMAU. COTTAGE

1
GROWLER. PIANO

Ice Age

Older, harder ice can be distinguished from
newer, softer ice. Second4ear or older ice will
often appear in fields of first-year ice as a light
blue island surrounded by light green or gray-
blue ice. Determine4.11 ages if more thanone age
isspresent. .

/-5.11d,v.Cover

Ship and shore observers sbould estimate
or measure directly. the depth of the snow.
Aerial observers should estimate the areal cover-
age of the snow.

Puddling

Puddles and frozen puddles are easily iden-
tified. Frozen puddles appear to shore and ship-
board observers as greenish ground-glass patches
against a lighter background. To the aerial
obtierver, puddles beginning to freeze appear ashen
gray, wheieas puddles frozen solid are powder
blue. To the shipboard and shore observer,
puddles that have melted through the ice appear
the same shade and color as open water. These
pufldles appear almost black to the aerial observer.

Figure 1Xlielative sizes of ice masses a land
origin.

(See figures 16 Old 47.) All ice observers are
concerned with cofteentration within a prescribed
dpot, but ship and *shore observers are primarily
concerned with the concentration in their im-
mediate vicinity, and aerial observers with the
concentration over large areas. Estimate concen-
tration to the nearest eighth.

Relief and Topography

Relief is the v icil distance between the
highest and lowest points on the ice. The top-
ography, or configuration of the ice surface, is
described in qualitative terms, such u rafted,
flat, hummocked, etc. Heights of ice features
can be estimated most accurately from the.lower
weather deck of a ship or from a low-flying
iirplane. More accurate measurements can be
made by ship and shore observers on the ice.

60

Water Features

The number, type, and orientation of water
features may be determined readily forpartidular
areas. Because ship and shore oirerv rs have
a' limited scope, they probably will able to
determine the overall cha -.1. i of distant
fractures and polynyas (1 f open water
other than fractures) as te aerial' ob-

, server. Cpen and newly .frozen eatures should
be noted. Artificial fracture should not be
considered.

Fut Ice

Any sea fresh-water ice attached tathe shore
by stranding or by other means is called fa4
ice. Glaciers fronting the sea are consid
part of the land. Shore observers are bestir
to describe local changes in the characte4st1 t
of this ice.

I.

Thickness of Ice

Shore and shipboard observers can accurtely
measure ice thickness with equipment such as

-
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GIANT FLOE: >10 KM ( > 3141M)

Ilr.O.1 . ";

'IS

VAST FLOE: 2-10 KM (1-3 NM ) SMALL OTY

BIG FLOE: 100-2,000g (1,500. I NM ) GOLF COURSE

MEDIUM FLOE: 100SOOM (300-1,500" )

,,L13
smAptO0U7-100PA

A1RCIWT CARRIER DECK
4

CITY KOCK

ICE CAKE: 2-20M (6'.-10" ) VOLLEY SALL COURT

t 'APPlOXIMATTINI

SMALL ICE CAKE: <2M (6") POOL TABLE TOP

,Figure 16. Relative sizes of sea ice.'
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Figure 17. Representative ice distributiona for determining ice concentrations.
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augers or-saws. Shiptoird observers can reliably
estimate thickness from lower weather decks as
the ice 'K turned on its edge by the ship. Aerial
observers bould not attempt to estimate ice
thickness, cept as it is related to age.
Ice of Land Origin f

t ..

The numt,er of bergs, bergy bits, and grow-
Alers will be determined for the given area.

ICE LOGS AND CODES

The Ship-Shore Ice Log (NAVOCEANO-EXP-
3167/54) snd the Aerial Observation Log (NAV-
OC EA NO-3930/7) have been devised for coding ine
information in a format tentatively adopted by the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Since
the WMO code is unified, it is usable with any
observation platform when proper procedures are
employed. Certain minor differences exist in the
code; however, these differences are readily
apparent when the proper log is used for the
observation.

The WMO ice code is a numerical "spot"
code (figure 18); that is, the observations depict
ice conditions at a given location. A circulat area
of one kilometer in radius for ship ,and shore
observation and a semicircular area two kilo-
meters in radius for aircraft observation have
been defined as the spots, and the basic obser-
vations cover ice conditions within these areas.
Provision is also made for reporting ice ob-
served outside the boundaries of the spots by
use of optiOnal groupt. These optional groups
are exceedingly important since they permit the
observer to record large-scale features which do
not fit within the spot.

The code format consists of se 5-digit
information groups preceded by a messa identi-
fier group. The message-identifier groups are
ICEAC, ICESH, or ICECO and are used to
identify observations from aircraft, ship, or shore,
respectively. Information groups consist of man-
datory, , supplemental, and optional groups. Man-
datory groups, always reported when an obser-
vation is taken, consist of position, time, and '
basic ice information. Supplemental groups_are
always reported if the pertinent features are
present. Optional groups should be reported when
boundaries, water openings, and certain ice fea-
tures exist outside the spot.

SHIPBOARD OBSERVATIONS AND CODES

SHIPBOARD OBSERVATIONS

Every vessel operating in the Arctic or
Antarctic =Vies should make systematic ice

63.

szr
obiervations. When you are aboard such a vessel,
make obseyvations at least every six hours when
the ship Ta. hove to or beset by ice. If overall
ice conditions are changing within fairly short
periods; make observations more frequently.

Study of ice from shipboard can provide r e-
liable information concerning ice coverage within
close range of the ship, such as relief, topography,
age, puddling, size and orientation of water fea-
tures (fractures, polynyas, etc.), and estimates
of ice and snow thickness.

You can make detailed periodic observations
of ice conditions regardl?ss of the weather,
whereas as aiti, aerial observer, you must limit s
your study te ice areas pot obscured by over-
cast. From the lower weather deck of a ship,
you can estimate the thickness of snow and ice
as the ship upends the ice. Whenever you can
get onto dip ice, you can make accurate measure-
ments of ridge heights and snow and ice thick-
ness. From the crow's -nest or the wings of the'
bridge, you can estimate accurately ice coverage,
type of ice, and size and drientattan. of water
features.

Ice analysts and forcasters can give better-,
support to a ship which provides accurate ice
observations. Data for arctic regions are sparse;
therefore accuracy is essential. Safe and rapid

leassage of ships in arctic waters can be assured
only if observations are taken with experience
and care.

REpORTING PROCEDURES

Ice reporting codes for ship and shore-station
observations are almost identical, and observing
procedures aiç very similar. Consequently, ss in-
gle log has bn devised for use with both types
of observations The Ship-Shore Ice Logis a self-
'contained log (figure 19) complete with instruc-
tions for takin observations, encoding tables,
definitions of pertinent symbols, and other re-
quired information.

Study instructional cover sheet of the Ship-
Shore Ice Log carefully before commencing your
observations. Preliminary preparation insures.
accuracy of observations and prompt receipt of
ilfiamation by the user.

Figure 20 illustrates a sample Ship-Shore
Ice Log Instructions cover sheet; however, the
two parts of the Instructions entitled "Instructions
for Coding the Ice Log" and "Observation Hints"
are not shown. Figure 21 shows the encoding tables
of the Ship-Shore Ice Log.

,t
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WMO SPOT ICE CODE b..

444.moy0n atom
Mildil ICIAC 1111.1. ehstettho TYGOv /HI* adr-OTcl

slip ba314 mo..t c44t4t4t yroo/ 010Cdstc1 vteDite

WORE taco NW . TYCO TWTWEPtE arcfslc1 vvechste

,*

AMA& SUPPIIMINTAL 01101.1tS

3510

ssoit
2fIc SC2 3FeCS3C3 C dS A4 'oucusscs TIT24414, rolowees

s
COTTONAL CAMP!

SNIP
9^040^$83 ass.. ,sdelts;s, 0051.51.05 ClItscP:stits

SHOR1

NOTES: )
T. The cede news ta.AC. ICISMI, sod laCO sot vied os enlist te Ow nowt, inchachne thet it is sat

fb ice relied flew. trwourively, sa since*, Ono.. s model detioo.
2. When no tat a eirserced the rood tweedy* folawitog the dete.tiate rev, nt ICISH end KICO.

the tinte-oltIlvsle eces io ICEAC atoll be ceded ../ .7/, if observe/ion wes ontpossoble dye to define*.
Its& eft., 0114 0000011 ..sc.si pcsosent, tic. ss elmerwta 010,141, the see., st wing odheoel

Ofoulni.

& When leo Is eitseived the vowing el the fled ft,. creocts it moodeterf. Groups with indicoftlf flwsi
2 te inslitsive soil ',shell be beluded wily if the related phenomena ae foment sod Omer ed.
S40/00 with itrikettcireep 11111164*

This sestteo undeint infenostieo se kw (*mations 'Made the spot Its use is 11100401111. fhpendifte 'moo
the *duce which Woe repoded (tode .1), NM section lobes ***of the feitewin iscrowt
U. Iace0,1,ec2.

"8"" isdadassis /4545its5 dsdsstst C?PsC101sCls

b. The rev, loditetios the kering end disteoce el the observed heft.* nifty be
tedeeted es often es is neeesotdy to &IWO* cm idle sic konsodery.

10'3 tit 7 WNW..

"8" 1:40/161,1 001145.5 CstehClissisCb

issi1.11
linen 11401,s1s8 0D,1.31.3e,

c. It mop be nscesseey to rend *wind Ice et motet lostures outside the soot In this cos* the
entire sod el erevds Meted to weds of the respective twines shwald he reported. the WM
feetwe Wind todkosed ly the yew. ISM I, the socAlby 51122. ob.

Figure 113, WMO Spot Ice-Code,
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SWP-SHOU K2 LOG INSTRUCTrONS
GENERAL

SktpShost Ic, L. ts floured to too both sit loom
data rocordlostifoit Ito obtoron and iel' god* for Out
transmolson of odor/ to mimeos. Th comolehol forneit
smolt& tst- the dots -con& pogrom tto U.S. No&
Oceanographic Office Ile seri is fill on all porno& items on
Out fem. truthwtsorn for Mimi on this feta s54 l.i tfitnimool
of teeHelle1 Ceft tee fond below Other whom. th4emsh4t
is found on The WMO Fleeting lc* Flonsenclotere and the
WMO to Mentenclohoe, soon to Ye thieltshod

DISPOSITION Of RECORDS

1 Shoo Stotoin Mail Nut completed sq shots monthly
to the Notoonol Ocoanogrophoc_Dato Confer, Washington. D C
20310

2 Ship Stator. Completed leg sheets' anll 1:4 thchhhi.
after ettering port. the Neon& Oceonographoc Nee Coot's%
Woolun04n, D.C. 20310

RADFO MESSAGE REPORTS \,
I Shore Stehen Fell...no the ebsomohon. th KO

elettele Wit he.KORMItell te HAVOCEANO, WASH D C
2 Shod Statute Following Mir Olopiftsfien, Ito KO

mosses. omit hi troomotted mt Hi. pproprote Fleet Werth*,
Central r Fl& Wendt& lcifity. nd to NAVOCEANO,
WASH D C

3. Ship Meltcopto torso's. Tlo obwrotto bo
nonsmotod vdon Ito hithcopter &nos lock at tto Oust It will
lort consodwed sowcfel ebsorvotoon and wolf ba followod by tho
tenors FISCItTlt on th oho mosso,*

4 Column 70 *I M. log win net ba ffighS*1.001.
S. Columns 1 through 17 of the leg ant mods/soy ond

will always lee tronsinottO

6. Columns IS through 32 of the log ore supplononsol
soul vrtll &toys hi trattouttell who Ilth'fitheture Is otssoniad.

7 Columns 55 through 61 so
two.

nonsmotted only of ondocetol phostmolo-ovtsithe this sot con S.
observed As "Ilny oi ACK resin OW:Al 14 WM t eat
masonry to downge Out Ice conslomons.

REQUISITION Of FORMS

Shes.Shefe fat (og foots may S. rowhhool as fellows,
Novel activotio on tto itloMst Aro (including Out WI

of /thotcd. Pene,e Cool Zone, furopon and Medotorronon
Aro) should sulout odors on Form 013.1 1 411 te the OtelleSPWItelht
Dostmlevtoon Oak*, U. S. Noel Supply Depot, 3501 Totem
Aonue, Pholoololphoo, Ponnsylvanos It) 20.

2 44ovol octovitio on the *oohs Ante (Klelliat 0,41
Alesken end Antorcht Autos) should solos)! rders n Form
1304141 to the Officio tn Coro. U S. Novel Ocoonlegropho
Distrobutton Witco. CIherflold, Utth $4015. I

3 Othorogoncoes toy *Noon 11'1,4111o* to log forms
heel the Heise& OCeetieetteehIC Doh Conho, Woshmotert, D C.
20310

INSTRUCTIONS

1 Onorol
voit

,
This *boo& should &mono fully too &est woh No WMO

Ice hlontottictoturc which con S. fond on IN . Nei. 606d. Some.-

N 1'a re. 04 (Cu'l
'`

och oborohon coo make refoble contrib./hen to the potent
kowlodge of oce. It thold bit nod. ceolully *ad thoroughly
Daly Nos, conslthot &loot et thot hoot of Out obsorvotio
S. roportod Motsdeaoo onsf supplemont& ice groups will he
mireettri veittun onot.loolornoter tattoo of Out &tomer
se. fern* A

twos 'fOR REPORTII4G
THE VARIOUS \ GROUPS ON THE ICE LOG

FIGURE A

The observer will resort ct)sy *obot goo son indium the
louts nloboloy (ice , the C. olgo who surrounded by Only
open soot sw S olynyo or pl vrhen on clot me) Simfour. Vosolottoty Is defined 1 thit lotto/not durance so
which promo& abonts con bor son end poottoly oftntofool by

Ithe untiodol err. So Iwo 1

I

HOW TO REPORT VISICUTV

Allon

2km

2krei

AVERAGE VGIESUTY

4 + 2 + 2 + 2
4

2 3km

ot einkt 5.of WAD 2

' FIGURE I

If th eitetee. is looted in S hod or oslynyo in .114
the netest oteeeendthrs groomer thn S thstono / 700m,
moot thy total concontrahon (CT) of the ICI 'Kahle the hod or
polynyo. Soo how. C. If tho gooiest ice Isouniloty is less
then dosIonco of 700m, ripsrt rho Wel coacintrefion within the
ene whin. So figuro D. In both Instances, report
tho polynot or hod os on oho& group 'vont halting Ithi
thstono both recorded so too
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19413bG C094.ahMlAilq4
WHIN LOCATED WITKIN A P0(114YA

5-Erf

Shore sfehon Itiercers will oohs an oc Otil#vionan hlor
*moo doily et 002, 002, 1 22, essf 1112. Cluilows 2 Owes*
5 will ent 5. tepetted toy skew stetsons except when towing
Sot oft opetehns locos& which hes not' been esupowd on
enoseettonol insitsInwebor Those stetsons will be Steeled es shied.

4 Swett Obiogetiost Shy end Shen
eddaionel observant', nal Int mode when ony if she

fellesnas chomps, *wall
a Chen& of 2/I in totsrl ka.citnconfroniint.
S. Choose tn rale 3A him Ony ono of tfie fellowsni

ficsarestps to any *Mott
I Ced'0, I, 2 2. Cede 3, A, 5
3 Cede It 4 Cede 7, $
5. Code

c CAonge itt able A of tiny one of the followers;
hair &eyes to easy ethers
I. Cele 0, 1, 2. 3 2. Co& 4, 5
3 Cede 6, 7. II A. Cade 1

Change in WSW 5 of any en of the following
611 fetid 5. eery alhors
I CNN 0, I. 2 *2. Cote 3,
3 Cede 5. 6, 7 A Cdo 1, 9

S. Change n table 7 el any one el the fallewing
WIMPS to 4tny Whim

I. Cade 0 I, 2. 2. Cede 3, A 5, C 7
3. Cede

CONCENTIAT1Ce4 ICI) 2, 8 coNaprounoN ico
riduarc ADM D

toe. with *phenol snoops & requited t &Knits ell
optionel feetutes present. Optional mops ner Hi. herisen
connet S. eccwately estimated end should be ishored. When
lecateel in ice.frite wee, but within ros:lolo hawk of en se edge
Of hoontoty, nowt sweetsl lo04,5,511 trouPS. If it i5 tweetiely
te 414 *Att then swat set of *phenol revel confine* en Ow 114
&idly bele., eung dii eottesensts 460044.

If mist is erodible ilia rotor Imperinss fled dittoes& I. .

the ice ells. wisenieat passible led& ebservetioas 411.11

raulaislly welsmoble #1 &Arum at eis.biley erstrichons wok* yweel
lovereststn sliff Kull se wispesulete

Cslunwal 2 *tough 5 ...II be t,,idd only by ship sinks,
at op*tettup locetiont witheet lithe numbers. Column' 41. 7,
odd thwells 12 wsll bit hipsysed enly by there stetions. Note
the# column I is repotted 4144.44,41y fee Alp end show stetioes.'

If MI its ts *batond sethin the 445kil&nohn title the
indicate, sod locatien &sups will be sent follewal by velem%
1 3 through 17, cmlit 0. Any renseinitop groups repeated w./1

be *phenol &sees describing ice feeler& **Aside of Awe oar
kw woe If no ge is observed beam* of deriness es ON

.1041hatty: teliiMSS 13 Wteeph 17 Intl be ceded .' hi be* met,
ii tot*t is ewasloble, isthenel 11,100116 based 90 iltsletIcelle
irtinseisehon con be sem.

Codes win* toured he be used sa&stetely hem MOWS.
1.tesicel ebs&vahens If, however, it is &shed to wend the

mo dee to metitivelegice4 obsecvedes of sny type. the
appeophste ICISH IC2CO, should folliw the
wroth*, report fellowed inmedietely by the KO Jett emoting
rho we/meter end locate,* groves.

2.5ltltiS:,:et:14.1"1eltswvess will: woke en Ice eltionvetettet the
hone the ice *doe is hist seen) subsequently. n,ice *Imp

Ite Wigan few teens detly et 002, OlIZ, 122, end 182
while eentgainp itt tInt ices. nt wow el HI ic Wender/. One
vowel hem ettch will woke the ice olseteehoe.
Allidinally. any Ate it eep of 'ships wpewsted hem the
cowry et.sny ship navipehnp We we glens will mho.* en
eitternnp *soviet. While ot see, tho ice eisetrcehons troll be
modeof Hue scheduled hates ntsaheless of the heedwey hew,
mode. Mediae/we reports etll hi cent/toted as 'sfwiciel
shipbeord obsereetron. The lohtudeeed tensity& of helk
casette elssegistWewle Petnettlecli tonetectinn.

3. Show %sties

Change in table I I if ony ana of Iho followrimk
fine reaps to any yawns
I. Code 0 2. Cede I. 2
3 Code 3, 4 4. Cod. 5. 6
5. Cede 7. I

40,6

Figure 20, Ship-Shore Ice Log Instructions.
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^°.

es

61.

(1) (5)
QUADRANT OF THE MOSE STAGES Of DEVELOPMENT

(0c) (SI, 52, 53. $4, Ss, Si )' LotOod. Lootoodo 0) N. shmis of d...etopouseoI) Nerds East I) Fresd ice, Sp414 m.3) SeoM test slush, shocto51 South West 21 Ice oral, dork naps,7) Nerds West light mlos
(2) 31 Gray re*

a) Grey-white meVISIRILITY
51 Thut festieer me

.(V) 6) Mechum rtrst.year me

11 50 200m
7) t1,..icIc Ka

)$ S yew ice

0) 50.4

2) 200 500os 5) Multkmer mos
3) 500 1,000m /) Uncleernmneel er unknown
a) 1 2km
51 2 4km

6) a 101m
7) 10 20km

(6)
11) 20 . 50km

TOPOGRAPHY5) 50 el mere km

(3)

CONCENTRATION
(Cr. C1 , C1, C7 c,.c.
Cq, CA , C. Cs. Cp1, CIA )
0) ell lo
11 t.t.s.
2)1,4 2 Aft.
3) 3 ekkee
a) 4 Ales
5) s eines
6) 6 oktes
7) 7 oktes
8) 8 obis rels opos.65
11) 11 skies wyttteet essenmos
/) Unsietnemed

(T1, T2)
0) Wool oar

I) Rotted me
2) FInowtr.rofted me
31 Hummocks
4) New ado,'
5) Weethewed ridges
61 Very weathered odges '
7) Awed odcnts
8) Consolideted odoes
It) Slondeso Ho*
/) Undetermined sr unknown

(7)
EXTENT OF itIDGIN\

(FII)(3A)
0) Ne fictionsCONCENTRATION
I) U10,-2/10(C, Cz) 2) 3/10

0) Nos me 3) a 10
1) 1 olds ar 5, 10
2) 2oldes 5) 6 10
31 3 odes 6) 7'10
a) a oktes 7) 8 '10j5) 5 *Ides 11) 5 10
6) 6 oktes It) 10/10
7) 7 oilos' /1 Undetermoied or unknown
8) iskNe weds *Homy
9) *Nos without epetursos
%) Undetermined

(4) (t)
MAXIMUM HEIGHT OFFORMS OF ICE

RIDGING(Fp, F1, Fq, F. Fq, F52 ).
0) H. form ef ice (Rh)1) Ste ice, Mtn 0) 0-1 meter
2) Ioncokss kis 1) 2 meters
3) Seeds ice, smell me cellos, 2) 3 mews

ice cokes 3) 4 metes
4) Smell ice flees 4) 3 nsirtyn
3) /0441vot iii flees 5) 6 mons
6) Ng Kis floes , 6) 7 ns4rs
7) Vest ice floes 7) 6 meters

.81 01ent ic flees II) It meters5) , Fee ice 5) 10 llf Mee nieferl;) t UMPOOMMIll Of ilfe(40.eft /) UndeNrmwund cw unknown

(c.hl alcure'Z )!
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19)

TYPE OF OPENING IN
THE ICE

11

21

31

4)
5)
61
7

SI

1

310)

1W1)
No oonsoses
Crack
Very enall koctute10.50no)
Steen ftettitry (50-200m)
kaltdrver fraction (200500m)
Lotpe fracture I >500m)
lead, now leed
Aolynya, Ow* 1117'i0.

Rd. VolY17.
*.cw,nq polyoyo
Doso wow
Uodektivnetil or wok...cows

ORIENTATION

W
)0 ) (D )

0) No chime ontotanos
I) MOP, oats of feature

armoted f'4,5
2) 0neott4 NESW
31 Oriented E.W
4) Or4nrod
51 Paraiba. snot. 10 N
6) Patatlels shore to E
7) PlifOlkis shOf S

Par011.11 Owe W
Undettentod or unknown

II
EXTENT OF FAST ICE

lEe)
WIDTH OF SHORE LEAD

(Le/
01 Nal prekonf
1 10(bn
21 100 1krn
3. 1 2tim
4) 2 51im
5) 5 101.rn
61 10 30ken
71 30 501.en

SI 50 100krn
9! 100 oe from ken

1 Undtetereonstd or ..mkootm
,

(12y.
STAGE OF MELTING

(m
0) P4o nwInng
1) hp. pysId1t1

' 21 -Maly ous:141es
31 Many pd.:41 torn few

*owl bolos
41 Mont ttuciers woh many

m(0...91,01.1
3) Thoynn$ holt' wwbove

buckON
61 Deird lc I
7) Rosen Kt
El *Flooded Kt
91 inash too forrod by nulling

1 Undortrnunokl Of unknown

(1 3)

ICE OFf? LAND OMG1N
GROWLERS AND .AERGY

SITS

(nnn,)
VIGS

00) Norm 13)
01) 1 141
02) 2 IS)

'03) 3 16)
04) A 17)
03) 5 tS)
06) 6 19)
07) 7 29)
OS) II 21)
Of) 11 22)
10) 10 23)
11) 11 24)
12) 12. 23)

(14)

INDICATOR FOR (CE
WATER FEATURE

0)
11

2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

9)
/)

(15)

0)
I)
2)
3)
.4)

5)
6)
7)
111)

9)

13

13
16
17
111

19

20
21-50
51-100
101-300
201-500

SOO

ke ripe
Conceniretien boundary
Fett try ripe, NW Ice

boinselary
Weld

Pairrto

Patch
?kW
11.14pe tease

frectwe sea
Hof ontioneel

WIDTH

(6 I )
50re

50 10Orn
100. 200m
200 300m
300 1.000or
I 2km
2 Skm
5 10km
10 50km
30 of men km
Undeterystned et unknown

1

(1 6)

THICXNESS OF ICE
(I

0) km
I) 5 10cm
2) 10 < 20cm
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Figure,21, Encoding Tables of the Ship-Shore Ice Log.
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AIRCRAFT ICE RECON PLOT
AND MESSAGE

Spot oteervations on . the flight track will be
made when an aircraft ftrst comes over the ice
and at 5-minute intervals past the 'hour, e.g.,
1235, 1240, 1245, 1250, etc. Optional groups at
the end of each observation desoribe features
such as ice edges, concentration boundaries,and
fracture zones located outside the spot. The ob-
servations will be taken when the aircraft is over
ice or near enough to-ice to report it in some
part of the-code.

NAVOCEA NO form 3930/7 is used for record-
ing aerial ice observations. The observer records
ice conditions numerically and graphically on an
Ice Plotting Grid, NAVOCEANO form 3930/7A
(2-68), and subsequently transposes these ob-
servations- into the coded 10EAC format. Detail
A of figure 23 illustrates a completed Ice Plotting
Grid, and detail B shows slum this plot has been
coded into the ICEAC message format, Messages
are usually terminated with track flown, total
flight time, date, and observer's .nathes.

The Ice Plotting-Grid is used to maintain
a constant plot of ice features which the observer
deems significant. (A key to ice symbols used in
plotting ice features is given in figure 24.) The
plot can be used to encode optional groups in
NAVOCEANO form 3930/7.

trItlirrt;

Jh
4

4.0") J. ' 1 .

Figure 22/ Aerial view of pack ice.
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KEY TO KE SYMIOLS USED IN PLOTTING ICE FEMMES
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BATHYTRERMOGRAPH OBSERVATIONS

THE MECHANICAL BATHYTHERMOGRAPH

The mechanical bathythermograph (figure 25),
which is. Commonly referred to as the bathy-
thermograph or BT, is an iostrument for obtaining
a record of the temperature of sea 7ater at
moderate depths. The BT is lowered_into the sea
and retrieved by means of a wire rope. It can
be operated while the ship is underway it speeds
up to 18- knots. It works more satisfactorily,
however, at speeds of 12 knots or less.

Equipment Needed to
Operate the BT

In addition to the BT, the following pieces of
equipment are Aquired to operate the instrument:

1. A BT winch. Examples of winches in-
clude: The E6/8 Winch and the ACCO Equipment
Division Winch.

2. A BT:boOm.

3. A BT towing block, counterbalanced.

4. Wire rope. 3/32-inch diameter, 7 x 7
stainless steel, in '3,000-foot length per reel.

5. A grid mount 'assembly.

6. Metallic-coated glaSs slides.

7. A slide viewer.

8. A thermometer .for measuring surface
water temperature.

5-cq

9. Tools (8-inchpi ers, medium screwdriv-
er, and a 3/32-inch Nico ress).

10. Nicopress slee , thimbles, swivels, .
wire clips, and shackles.

One other tool, which is essential but is
always handy if the wire should jump the block
sheave or backlash, is a cable-grip (come-along).

Recording BT Data

BT data is recorded oh the National Oceano-
graphic Data 'Center Bathytliermograph Log.
NODC-EXP-3167/10 (Rev. 6-70). This log is de-
signed to provide NODC with information required
for BT analog and digital processing and to provide
a standard message format for radio transmission
of synoptic BT datafor.automaticdataprocessing.
Instructions for completing the items on the
Bathythermograph *Log are printed ins ide the cover
of each pad of log sheets,. Later in this section
of the parnphlet, we will consider these instructions
in greater detaiL

Taking a ET

Making 'a BT lowering is described by the
phrase "Taking a' BT." It is a relatively simple
operation; nevertheless, a new operator should
practice lowerings and recoveries with a dummy
BT before undettaking the lowering with an
actual instrument,

Certain operations are necessary to assure
that good data is obtained. Taking a BT includes
the following procedures:

Figure 25.---The Bathythermograph (BT),
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Step 1. Checking the Operating instruction
manual for the model winch to be used.The
hand, lever on the E6/S winch serves both as a
brake and clutch. It has three positions: (1) When
it is vertical, the winch is in neutral and the drum
can be turned in either direction; (2) When it is
pushed outboard to the engaged (hoist) position,
the motor turns the drum and spools on the wire;
(3) When the lever is pulled inboard toward-the
operator, to the brake position, the drum is
locked and cannot be rotated. On other models
the operation is different. The operating lever
and the brake are separate.

Examine the winch installation to assure that
the wire comes across the top of the drum. Run
the free end of the wire through the towing
block at the end of the boom. This block is of
a special counterbalanced design for BT use.
Make certain that the winch drum and block
are properly lubricated.

Step 2. Connecting the BT to the Lowering
Wire.Cut off rusted, kinked, or frayed wire and
make a new connection using a thimble with
three Nicopress sleeves or wire clips. Check the
swivel and if the BT does not have a built-in
swivel, include one in the connection. Connedt
the lowering wire thimble to the BT swivel
with a shackle. NOTE: More BT's are lost by
poor connections than from any other cause.

-4Another important precautionary measure
is to paint the last 50 feet of the BT wire a bright
color. This will signal the operator during. re-
triefal to be on the immediate lookout for the
BT, preventing accidental "two-blocking" and
loss of the instrinnent. It is unwise to trust the
counter dial on any BT winch.

Step 3. Inserting the Slide in the BT.-- It is
important that the slide is inserted In the BT
properly.

Slide the BT sleeve forward toward the BT
nose (figure 26). this will uncover the stYlus
assembly and slide holder. Hold the slide between
the thumb and index finger with coated side up.
Insert the slide into the hole on the side of the BT
and push the slide into its bracket. The edge
of the slide with thebeveled corner goes in first,
with bevel towards the nose-of the BT.

Push the slide all the way Pi. Occasionally
check the grooves of the slide holder to make

Figure 26.-- Inserting glass slide into BT.

sure they are clean and free of glass chips. Also,
check the spring to assure that the slide is being
held firmly in position.

Move the sleeve back to cover the opening
prior to putting the BT over the side. This will
bring the stylus aSsembly in contact with the
glass slide.

Step 4. Putting the BT Over the.
After obtaining permission from the bridge, you
can put the BT over the side.

Hold the BT at the rail; take up the slack wire.

Lower the BT into the water to such a depth that
it rides smoothly just below the surface.

Put on the brake .and hold the BT at this depth
for at least, 30 seconds to enable the thermal
element to come to the temperature of the
surface water.

Turn on the motors so that power is available
instantly.for the rest of the operation.

Set the counter on the winch to zei.o.

Step 5. .Taking the Sea Surface Reference
Temperature.--.While towingthe BT at the surface,
take the sea surface reference temperature.
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lise any reliable thermometer. The most common
method of obtaining the temperature is to collect
a bucket of surface water, immediately immerse
the thermometer in the water, stir the thermom-
eter 'with a circular motion:and read the ther-
mometer with, the stem still immersed in the
water. Make several readings to assure a valid
observation.

Record the sea surface reference temper-
ature on the Bathythermograph Log.

Step 6. Lowering the BT.After you have
taken the sea surface reference temperature,
towel. the BT. Have a round stick about 15 inches
long to use to control the speed of the drum.

The following instructions apply to underway
lowering:

CHECK THE DEPTH OF WATER JUST BEFORE
MAKLNG EACH LOWERING.

Release the brake, and allow the wire to pay
out freely. Success in reaching the maximum
desired depth depends on paying out the wire
as quickly as possible.

Watch the wire and the drum carefully and
gently slow the d,rum with the stick-if excessive
slack appears. Do not apply too much pressure
to the drum with the. stick. Oncethediving motion
of the BT is arrested, it will not dive deeper
regardless of the amount of wire payed out.

The proper amount of wire to be payed out
will depend upon the *speed of the ship, the type
of BT, whether or not the nose Sleeve is attached,
and the operator's experience. Make several low-
erings to obtain the ship-speed/wire-out ratio
to use for your BT.

Stop the winch when the counter indicates
'the proper length of wire has been payed out.
Apply the brake smoothly; avoid excessive jerk,
because it may part the wire, NOTE: Never pay
out the last layer of wire on the drum.

Step 7. Retrieving* the BT.As' soon as the
brake is applied, the BT will stop diving and
return to the surface far astern.

Haul is,the BT at full speed. Guide the
wire back and forth in even layers on the drum.
If the winch does not have a level wind, use the
wooden stick for proper spooling.

cl
Decrease the winch speed when the BT is

close ,astern. Continue to -haul in until the f3T
begins to porpoise (hreaking clear of the surface
and swinging forward as the ship rolls or as
wave crests pass). NOTE: This is the mast
critical point in the operation. To bring the BT
along-side and raise it without too much swing
requires practice.

Stop the winch with the BT 2 or 3 feet from
the towing block. If the BT skips or swings for-
ward of the boom, allow the BT tosink freely until
it has passed clear astern, and try again.

Turn off the winch motor and commence
bringing the BT aboard. The BT can be brought
aboard in various ways, depending on how the
boom is rigged. With the standard gate boom,
the use of a retrieving line and ring is recom-
mended. This consists of a metal ring an inch
and a half in diameter through which the wire
is passed between the towing block and the BT.
The ring is attached to a retrieving line which
is secured to the lifeline or rail. With the proper
amount of slack, the ring will ride freely when
the BT is being lowered and retrieved. By
hauling in on the retrieving line while easing the
brake, the BT can be brought to hand.

Step 8. Removing the BT Slide.As soon
as the BT is in hand, slack off the Wire, set the

brake, and remove the AT slide in the follow-
ing manner:

Move the sleeve forward toward the BT nose
to lift the stylus off the slide. Partially eject the
slide by pushing against its edge with the fore-
finger, or a pencil, through the slide-ejecting
port.
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Carefully, grip the slide by the thumb and
forefinger (figure 27) holding the slide only by
the edges. Be careful not to obscure the trace
with smudges or fingerprints.

Place the BT in its deck rack, and notify the
bridge that the BT is on deck.

Step 9. Securing the Equipment. If another
lowering is to be made soon and there is no dan-
ger of overheating the BT, you may leave the BT
in the deck rack connected to the wire; otherwise,
unskackle it and stow it in a cool place. CAUTION:
Never let the temperature of the BT exceed
105°F. (40.56*C). If this temperature is exceeded,



the insturment will be damaged and the calibra-
tion will be invalid. Never leave the BT on deck
without protection from bot sun. Suitable pro-
tection to the thermal element can be afforded
by keeping the BT covered with wet cloths.

-=1

=1,
Figure 27. Holding the BT slide.

Step 10. Labeling the BT Slide.As soon
as you remove the BT slide from the BT,
examine it to be sure that a suitable trace has
been obtained. With a sharp instrument or pencil,
write the following information on the slide,
being careful not to obscure or touch the tem-
perature-depth trace (figure 28).

4...
Figure 28. Labeling the BT slide.

Slide number and time group. Number the
slides consecutiv ly. USe Gfeenwich Mean TiMe
(0000 to 2359), 1ving the hour and minute at
which the BT en ered. the water. 'Enter a daSh
between slide number and time. Slide number
five taken at 2240 is marked: 5-2240.

Day, month, and year. Use Roman numerals
for the month. 29 November 1966 is written:

'
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BT instrument serial number. The serial

number of the BT is stamped near the nose
of the instrument. This number is veryimportant,
as each BT hu a calibrated grid, a duplicate of
which is on file at tlie laboratory thatwill process
the slide. Without the proper serial number,
the information on your slide is valueless. In.
dude any letter which precedes or follows the
serial numbers; e.g., BT A-1257 or BT-1216A.

Always enter the information on the slide in
the order given atove. Avoid the temptation to
improve an apparently faint trace by enlarging
or tracing over it at the time you enter the data.
The processing latoratory can copy an actual
trace, however faint, by -the delicate photo-
graphic processes it uses', but a retouched trace
will invariably be detected and rejected. After
you label the slide, rinse it in fresh water, read
it, and record -the data on the Bathythermograph
Log.

Reading the BT Slide-

The BT grid (figure 29) is connefted to a
Magnifying grid mount viewer which facilitates
holding and reading the BT slide.
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Figure 29. BT grid.
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Clean the grid with a eloti---t-mr-rA'lssue. Place
the slide in the vieyeer with the coated surface
toward the grid and the beveled edge toward
the set screw. Gently push the slide down against
the spring and into place so the coated surface

-lies flat against the grid and snugly against the
set screw.

To remove the slide from the grid, depress the
spring to loosen the slide from the grid mount.

The trace scratched by the stylus
perature-depth record. Each point on
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represents a value of temperature and depth which
can be read off the appropriate line of the grid.
The lines on the grid are established by actual
teat of the instrument. Each BT has its own
grid for converting the stylus trace to tempera-
ture and depth readings. These grids are not in-
terchangeable between instruments. Serial num-
bers of both grid and BT must agree. Read the
surface temperature from the BT slide by noting
the temperature of the point at which the trace
starts downward frodithe surface. Reece temper-
atures to tenths of a degree and depth to within
10 feet.

Storing and Shipping BT Slides

At the end of each calendar month or at the
end of a cruise, mail the log sheets albng with
the slides in accordance with COMDT1NST 3161.1
series.

To protect your slides, proceed as follows:

1. Replace slides in issue box.

2. Put no material between slides.

3. Pad top of slides (use issue pad) before
replacing cover.

4. Paste on standard mailing label NODC
3167/11" (9-61), giving ship's name, date(s) of
cruise, and BT log sheet number.

5. Pad box well and pack in cardboard
box.

6. Wrap securely and label clearly, re-
peating information in item 4.

7. Fold and staple the bathythermograph
log so that the mailing format printed on the
reverse side is displayed.

8. Mail BT slides and log sheets to:

National Oceanographic Data Center
Washington, D.C. 20390

All grids from BT's lost during operations
at sea shall be forwarded to the NODC on re-
turn to ,port or at the end of a survey cruise.
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BT Maintenance

The BT requires very little maintenance,
but careful handling is essential to maintain the
accuracy of the delicate internal mechanisms.

After survey operations, rinse the BT with
fresh water. Never store a BT that is being
withdrawn from use without thoroughly rinsing it.

Do not disassemble the BT. It is a precision
instrument with delicate internal mechanisms,
and even with the greatest care possible it is
difficult to avoid damage if disasaembling is at-
tempted aboard ship. If for any reason the BT
fails to operate satisfactorily, turnit in for repair
with a report indicating the symptoms to aid
the repair facility in correcting the trouble.

Procurement and replacement instructions
for the procurement and replacement of bath-
ythermographs and associated equipment are
found in paragraph 3E17045, Comptroller Manual.

Malfunctions

The BT normally is a vçy reliable in7
strument; however, you, as the perator should
be alert to several common malfunctions.. Shocks
which occur to the instrument during the handling
and lowering may cause hysteresis, temperature
error, and/or depth error.

Ogysteresis.The stylus scratches its trace
while the BT is diving and as it rises to the
surface. Water conditions where it dives may be
slightly different from where it rises. These con-
ditions are usually negligible; however, the in-
strument may have hysteresis; i.e., there may be
a slight lag in the movement of its thermal and
depth elements. If the up and down traces are
essentially similar, a slight divergence of the
traces is im'material. If the traces differ widely%
change to another BT. The temperature reading at
the given depth (if the water conditions are not
changing) would be a point midway between the
two traces. Nothing can be done aboard ship for
hysteresis. NOTE: Closely spaced traces (less
that 0.5*F.) and double traces in strong gradients
(layers of rapid change of temperature) are not
considered as hysteresis.

Temperature Error.qt is advisable to make
frequent comparisons between the BT surface
temperatures and the sea surface reference



temperatures. These temperatures should be ap-
proximately the same. If they differ slightly,
the difference should remain constant over a
long period of time. If this difference changes and
if the amount of the diffenence then found con-
tinues for subsequent lowerings,' it is an indic-
ation that the calibration has shifted. A shift
in calibration, sometimes called a "shift in the
zero points," should not affect the shape of any
given trace. If a shift in calibration occurs,
you make a note of it on the log sheet showing
the slide number and time at which you detected
this shift in calibration.

If the zero shift is more than F. or if it
shifts from one lowering to another, the BT
needs adjustment and should be turned in for
repair. If you must use the instrument, use the
following procedures to determine the amount of
temperature correction to apply.

Load the BT with a slide and leave the brass
sleeve up so the stylus does not rest on the slide.
Immerse the tail fins, thermal element, and the
sleeve in a bucket of water for several minutes.
Then push the sleeve down to bring the stylus
in artifact with the slide. At that instant obtain
the water temperature in the bucket with a
thermometer. Then raise the sleeve and trip the
automatic stylus lifter without taking the BT
out of the. lucket. Add hot water to raise the
tempirature a few degrees. Stir the water and
allow time for the BT to cometo this temperature
and then .make another mark as before and read
the thermometer. Repeat the process several
times to establish a series of temperature points
across the slide, along the zero depth line. The
values of the points are read with the viewer
and may he plotted on.a graph against the tem-
peratures obtained by the thermometer.

I

Depth Error.The BT, when on deck, usu-
ally has a different temperature than when
in the water. The BT thermal element assembly
moves the stylus assembly along the zero depth
line to the surface water temperature position
during the period the BT is being towed 'at the
surface. Thus, the top of the trace is almost
always a horizontal line which should beon the
zero depth line of the grid whei the slide is viewed.
If the .tra1ce appears more than 3 feet above or
below the zero line, the depth readings must
be corrected by th01 amount of this error for
accurate reaults. In order to determine the amount
of correction to apply to depth for accurate

work, the following procedures can be used in
an emergency:

With the sleeve all the way back,
immerse the thermal element in a cold
and then in a warm (less than 105°F.)
bucket of water. This will cause a long.,
zero depth.line to be drawn ac7oss the
slide. Then place the slide in the viewer.
The difference, in feet, of the trace
above or below the zero depth line on
the grid is the error for which you must
make corrections at all depth readings.

BT's that have a depth error of more than 10
feet for a 200-foot instrument, 20 feet for a 450-
foot instrument, or 40 feet for a 900-foot in-
strument should be replaced.

THE EXPENDABLE BATHYTHERMOGRAPH

An expendable bathythermograph system
(XBT), AN/S9Q-56, which is built by the Sippican

BREECH

LAUNCHER

,DISCHARGE TUBE

STANCHION

1...LAUNCHER/RECORDER
1 CABLE

RECORDER 2-CCN0uCTOR.1
VeRE

DEPTH/TEMPERATURE
CHART

PROBE

PROSE
WIRE SP

THERMISTOR

Figure 30. Expendable bathythermograph((BT)
system.
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Corp., -is used aboard ship for measuring the
temperatUre of sea water in the water column
from the surface down to a depth of 1,500 feet.
(Measurements to depths of 2,500 or 5,000 feet
can be obtained with special probes and recorder
modifications.) The XBT can be used while the
ship is hove to, but is especially, designed to be
used while the ship is underway. The XBT includes
three components: the launcher, the recorder,
and the expendable,probe (figure 30).

The launcher (figure 31) includes the dis-
charge tube, the breech, the stanchion, and the
launcher/recorder cable.

BREECH

DISCHARGE TUBE

.---CABLE TO RECORDER

Figure 31. XBT launcher.

The recorder (figure 32) is a conventional
type, 120 VAC, 60Hz, analog recorder with a
temperature scale from 28 to 961T or -2. *to
35°C. Special depth/temperature scaled chart
paper is used in the recorder.

The expendable probe (figure 33) includes the
canister, 4 probe with calibrated thermistor,

79
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Figure 32: Recorder.

BREECH

NURLE
END

CANISTER
WIRE SPOOL

PROBE
H PIN

PROBE WIRE
SPOOL

PROS

CANISTER

WHITE END*

Figure 33. Expendable probe and canister,
Sippican model T-4 (cutaway view at left).

two spools of wire, and the probe launch
pin.

How the XBT Works

. The thermal element of the XBT is the probe.
It .is a ballistically shaped device containing a
calibrated thermistor in its nose. The thermistor
is connected to a very fine two-conductor wire.
(Various models of the XBT probe contain

be°
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Figure 34. Launching the XBT.4

different lengths of wire, depending on the depth
to be observed and the speed of the launching
ship.) Approximately half of this wire is wound on

' a spool inside the probe, and the other, half is
wound on a spool inside, the upper portion of th-
canister. The probe is held in place in the canis-
ter by the probe launch pin.

To take an XBT, place the canister ca.se in
the breech of the launcher and lock the breech,
thus completing the electrical circuit from therm-
istor to recorder. Then pull the probe launch
pin; the probe will fall through the discharge
tube and into the water (figure 34A). When you
launch the probe, the fine wire from both spools
is free to unwind, permitting the probe to free-fall
through .the water and the shipito move away
from the station without breaking the wire (figure
34B). As the probe drops- throtigh the water,
the resistance of the thermistor in the probe
changes with the water temperature. This causes
voltage changes at the recorder, and the temper-
ature anddepth are recorded on an analog chart.

1The chart paper drive speed is constant and iS
directly proportional to the probe's assumed
rate of descent.) When all the wire on the ericoola
is payed out, the wire breaks and the probe
drops to the bottom of the sea.

INSTALLATION OF XBT LAUNCHER AND
RECORDER

:60 /
temperatures, and electrical noise; to garbage
chute and waste outlet locations; and to the
location of any devices being towed by the ship.
Store XBT probes in a cool place-out of direct
sunlight.

Checking Out the XHT System

After installing-the XBT launcher and recor-
der and always before beginning an operation
aboard ship, check the recorder and the launcher
to recorder circuit by performing titb
steps:

Step 1. Plug in the recorder-power cord to
120 VAC (the instrument does 'not have an
On-Off switch). This will cause the red reload

, indicator signal (A) to light (figure 35).

-.-

Install the XBT launcher and recorder shown
in figures 31 and 32 on the ship in accordance
with manual R-467B, "Instructions for Instal-
lation, Operation,. and Maintenance of SippiCan
Expendable Bathythermograph SYstem."

In locating the components on the ship, give,
consideration to protection of the recorder from
weather and spray; to line voltages, ambient

,
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Figure 35. XBT recorder pane1.7. _

Step 2. After a. 15-minute warMup period,
n the launcher breech and clean the contacts,

ing a clean rag and alcohol. Check the
launcher discharge tube for salt deposit, and
clean as necessary, using fresh water and a
cloth swab.. Insert the test canister. NOTE: In-
cluded with each XBT system is a test canister.
Its circuit is shown in figure 36. The test
canister should be calibrated every 6 months.

Figure 36. Test canister circuit.

, Step 6. Close the breech and lock it securely.
The reload light will go out, the chart drive will
operate for 2 seconds, and the chart stylus (B)

4
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will plot 62's + 0.2'F (16.7'C + 0.1*C) for
that period (figure 35). The chart drive will
then stop, and the green launch light (C) on the
left of the temperature scale will go on. NOTE:
Check for jitter on the plot and adjust tbe gain
if necessary.

Step 4. Press and hold the 30'/94 test switch
(D) in the 94' position (figure 35) for 30' or 40
seconds. The launch light will go out, the chart
dyive will start, and the chart stylus will plot
94'F + 0.2'F (34.4*C + 0.19c).

Step 5. Release the 30'/94' test switch, and
press and ald it in the 30' position. Now the
stylus will plot 30'F + 0.2*-F (-1.1°C 4. 0.1'
C). The chart paper willTadvance for 88 seconds
+ 2 percent; then the chart paper drive will stop
and the reload light will go on.

Step 6. Press and release the recycle switch
(E) (figure 35). The reload light will go out.
The chart drive will operate for 2 seconds with
the chart stylus at 62" F + 0.2F (16.r c
+ 0.1'C). Then the chart drive will stop and
the launch light will go on.

Step 7. Repeat steps 4 and 5 several times to
make sure that the chart stylus is recording tem-
peratures within tolerances, that the signal
lights are operating properly, and that the chart
paper drive advance time (step 5 above) is be-
tween 86.2 and 89.8 seconds. When the test
switch is changed from the 94' to the 30' po-
sition, the stylus should *quire 1 second for a
full scalp excursion. Excessive overshoot , or
sluggishness of movement will require pin ad- ,

justment. If any tolerances are exceeded oi any
malfunctions are noted, the recorder should be
calibrated as de cribed in manual "Instructions
for Installation Operation and Maintenance of
Sippican Expen able Bathythermograph System."

Recording XIF Data

Record XBT data on the National Oceano-
graphic Data Center Bathytherrnographic Log,
NODC-EXP-3167/10 (Rev. 6-70). Record mech-
aniCal BT and XBT data on separate BT logs.
Instructions -for completing the items of the
Bathythermograph Log are 'printed inside the
cover of each pad of log sheets. For item 2,
consider the ,XBT chart as a BT slide and num-
ber it accordinglY. Obtain the sea surface refer-
ence temperature. , Enter any comments

doncerning the conditions at the time the XBT
was taken in the remarks space of the log
sheet. Such comments might include: high seas,.

..changing course, wire unspooling improperly,
wire fouled on the side of ship, premature part-
ing awire, etc.

Deployment of the.XBT 414

--

After you have checked out the XBT system
and the ship is coming up on a station, take
the XBT by performing the followingsteps. NOTE:
One person can take the XBT, however,this re-
qui res several trips between recorder and launch-
er; therefore, if two persons are available, one
should be stationed at the recorder and the other
should be at the launcher. .

,

Step 1. Plug in the re
120 VAC. This will cause the
indicator signal (A) to light (f
a 15-minute warmup period.

r power cord to
red reload light .

gure 35). Allow

' Step 2. Complete items one through three on
the Bathythermograph Log.

Step I Remove the canvas co;er from the
launcher, and open the launcher breech fully
clockwise; remove the expended,canister used
when 'taking the previous XBT, making sure
no scrap wire remains in or around the discharge
tube or breech.

Step 4. Take a canister from the packing
case and remove the white end cover.

-0
Step 5. Insert the canister in the breech

(figure 37) guiding the probe launch pin loop -

through the launch pin slot until the knurled end
is on the breech castings. '

Step 6. Close the breech and lock the handle
.1 fully counterclockwise. 7his will cause the red

reload light to go out at the recorder, and the
chart drive to run for approximately 2 seconds.
Check the chart paper to make sure that the
"surface" line appears direqjly under the stylué.
To adjust the paper, turn the knob (H) (figure 35)
at the lower left 'of the chart drive, ending with
clockwise motion to eliminate any backlash error.

81
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Step 7. When the green.launch indicator sig-
nal (C) (figure 35) goes on, pull the probe launch
pin by grasping the loop and removing the pin with
a firm, continuous motion. NOTE: If the sea

,
,
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Figure 37.Loading canister in breech.

03
is high, try to deploy the probe ";o it will hit
the water between wave crests.

,
- ....

Step '8. When the chart, drive stops and the ,)red reload indicator signal goes on, annot4te the
chart with the following information:ship, cruise,
latitude, longitude, time (GMT), day/month/year, t

e.g., 19/08/70, and consecutive chart number. .
In additipn, indicate bottom depth beside the trace
as is shown in figure 38.

Step O. Aftfr completing the XBT observation,
you may leave the charts on the takeup spool in
the recorder or you may remove them individually.
To remove XBT chart(s) from the recorder, cut
the chart paper along the bottom of the chart
paper locking plate (F) (figure 35) with apenknife.

'To reconnect the chart paper, attach the chart-
saver clip (0) (figure 35) to the chart paper by
stretching the clip elastic downward.

Step 10. Secure the XBT system by replacing
the launcher canvas cover and disconnecting the.,
recorder power cord.
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Step 11. Cdmplete the Bathythermograph Log
in accordance with instructions printed inside the
cover of the pad df log sheets.

, .

Step -It If the XBT system will not be used
within the next 4 hours, .unplug the recorder
power cord.

4

.

Mailing XBT Charts-and Lags

r".

At the completion of an operation, mail XBT
charts and logs in accordance with COMDTINST
3161.1 series.

Observe they following steps for mailing:

Step 1. Cut charts (do mit mail in a roll) so
that each conliecutive observation includes the
baseline which was recorded above the surface
line of the chart when a new probe was loaded in
the l'auncher.

Step 2. Mail charts and logs together, but do
not fold charts. Stack them and mail them flat.
If pressure-sensitive chart paper was uset,
protect the charts by folding each log sheet and
ingerting the charts in the fold.

Step 3. Include all checkout charts made at
the beginhing of or during the operation with
the XBT charts and logs.

XBT Maintenance

XBT routine and preventive maintenance and
trouble-shooting instructions are presented in

cy

. /

manual R-467B, "Instructions for Installation,
Operation and Maintenance of SippicanEvendable
Bathythermograph System."

Check the launcher discharge tube periodic-
ally for salt buildup. Remove any salt with fresh
watei-alirraldWiWia

Inspect the insulation around the canister
contacts in the launcher breech for contamination
before inserting a canister. Remove any con-
.tamination with a clotli dipped in alcohol.

, installation of a new, chart roll, chart align-
ment, and preventive maintenance should be
performed by the operator. Recorder trouble
shooting maintenance should be performed by
an electronic technician. Recorder and test can-
liter should be calibrated every 6 months, by tyi
electronic technician.

It is importsnt that you keep the test cants te r
with the XBT system at all times. Consider the
canister as an integral component of the system.

ENCODING BATHYTHERMOGRAPH
OBSERVATION

After taking a BT or an XBT, encode your
observations on the Bathythermoinph Log, NODC-
EXP-31C57/10 (Rev. 6-70). Instructions for com-
pleting the BT Log are printed inside the cover
of each- pad of log sheets. Figure 39 includes
extractions from the Instructions for Preparing
the Bathythermkrapn Log Sheet.
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INSTIWCTIONS

'PREPARING 'THE BATHYTHERMOGRAPH

ktitOMICTION

The bcoltrilfternsaineph (IT) lOg asevt is eies4nod to moot throe basic noods:
. To previda memoir fennel for resfio treniMissien of synoptic ST data according to the specifico-.

lions end standards ostablithed byi. NATOMilitary Agency for Standar:fixation: 2. To provide
The NotiOnei"Ocsonotirephii'Dote Contor (NODC) Ith information required-for ST analog and digital
"messing; 'and 3.. To provide a method for keypunching ST data; for loco) (non-NODC) analysis.
'This redio masse.e format suporcesks *IT cifirlisensetvisrevicousty used for shipboard ST (SATM) or
'oircreft IIT (WIT) messoge reportino:

' The inwt4d Ibi (1 1 )ew end when: to moil Ado', log sheets, and recorder Owls; (2) how
'to *Hain eisMienol log sheets; Of adtkossees.For ratio mossagest (4) how to mark Ow sr Ado and XII

Of chart obit the olsorvatibt: is taken; (5)the procedures for filling in the "Reference Information"
Mesidoge Information" portions of lb* log sittml which are to be used for as airborne, sub..

d Ws; (6) the require:I intirpretotion of the tervivraturwdepth trace: and (7) void
instruction's fir Navy use. This* instructions olso sena 4 amplify the following directes, the latest

of whidi ors appiicob1e and should be riaicily followed:

1. OCi.ANAWNST 3160.9
11

- COMSTSIKST:93-121.3
3. COMSTSINST P3120.2
4. COMDT UteG INST 3161.1
5. CINCPACT INST 31601

16. NAVWEASERVCOMINIT 3140.1

sum meet= mutt* ow: KAM sm KUIPIIIIIPIC NUMMI{

Figure 39. Instructions for preparing the flathytherntograph Log Sheet.
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HOW TO MARK THE' IT SLIDE' AND XBT
. MOWER CHART

Immediehly aft.r removing thei IT slide from the
bathythennegtoph, rinse the slid* in fresh water, hoisting
it by the edges to avoid mernng of the SNOW ley
coating. Then mewls the Ade es indicated below, using
sharp pencil. De not touch, write over, or otherwise
obscure the trace:-

See* of marked Ode:

I -14011 1 Slide number OMT
hours and minutes.

Day-nfontb (roman
numerals).

Year (use fast two digits).
4112111113C 'ST instrument number

(found near nose of
instrument and stamped
on lower right side of IT
grid). Report complete
number with letter prefix
and suffix if given. If the
IT instrument riumber and
th grid numb:, (prefix
and suffix) do-ngt agree,

. do not use the IT. N,
*.

The four of each XIII recorder chart should contain
the information fisted below in the same Novelise. If the
format of this information is not prepnnted on the MIT
recorder chart; writ. in the information. (A stomp
containing this format risciy be obtained from: The
Sippicon Corporation, Manors, Massochusetts 02738.)

.00 NOT OISCURE THE TEMPERATURE TRACE. Itecord
N or $ and E or W Offer latitude end longitude,
respectively. Retard time and dote according to GMT.

Skip
Cruise
liehtude
Lonaitude
Time (GMT)
Die/Me/Tr
Consec *

II Vtlf-118

REFERENCE INFORMATION

Record complete .tessel name, country. Ng sheet
number, full name of institution or activity sponsoring
the cruise, and, when 4:makable, originator's cruise ond
station numbers. Enter the word "Aircraft" in the specs
labeled "Vessel" when observations are mede frem air-
craft. Any remarks concerning apparent malfunctien of
the IT shoukt be entered in the, "Remarks" spice et the
bottom of the IT lag sheet, along with other pertinent
informahon.

RECORDING THE REFEIENCE- INFORMAHON

I. INSTRUMENT,NUAUIERRecord the sem
plete instrument number (digits and letters) stamped on
the nose of the instrument. Enter XIII when expendable
bethythermogropits ore used.

1. CONSECUTIVE NUMIIE1--Nurnbef the
slides or XV recorder charts cansecutiveljr, stoning ;:ith
number 1 far the first IT token after leaving part and
ending with the la* ;tide Of the cruise.

3. DATE (G,MT)--Enter the GAT day and
month in arabic numericals; record the latft;;;6-6iiits-d-
the year in arobi2 numerals.

4. TIME (dAT)--Enter GMT hour and
minuN et which IT entered the water.
5.- 11:- 6: -licTITUDE :AND LONGITUDEnTer-the
degrees, minutes, and north or south, east or,west
lisemisphere of latitude and longitude, iespettively, it
time of IT lowering. Prefix zero (0) to complete degreefield.--

ixample: If lat. is 9*30.1*, eriter -0930N; if
long, is'6'21'W, enter 0062,1W.

7. SEA SURFACE REFERENa
TEMPERAT.URE--:-

1,1, Instrument Precision and Unit Indicator
--Enter appropriate code from Table
1 to indicat precision and,units of

instrunientation. (Precision applies to
riference instrumentation; depth units
apply to both surface reference and
subsurface temperature values.) When
reference temperature observations are
not mode, enter code 98 or 99 es
appropriate.

T, T, T, Reference Temperature--Enter the
surface water temperature. When
ineasurrninto nearest whale degree,
enter o zero in the lost column of the
temperature field. When surface
reference temperatures hove-not-been:
observed, enter the surface value frorn
the IT trace. All Celsius (centigrcidi)
temperature values of less than 0.0
will be coded as Sir Tr. (5 indicates
that negative reeding follows.)
Example: -1.3*C is coded as 515.

I. '1.SENSOR---Enter the appropriate cede
ham Table 2 to indicate the instrumentation teed to
observe the reference temperature. If appropriate code ,

it nee given, identify the instrument used in the "Remarks"'

Figure 39. Instructidna for preparing the Bathythermograph Log Sheet. (Continued)
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A

RAMO DAMAGE INFORAI#TION
T. reawd Iii. SAXST-SATHY inhumatin properly,

is* following {stet:alums must be fellewed.
A. Wej vessel's name in spece'proviied. When

e iserrestione -ore m?dit In* eircreft, miter SW weed
"Aircraft" in Ow slate Isisolml "Yelea."

S. Mien integmeting end encoding theiT trace,
always inquiet

1.. Weter temperstures at the see surface end
at the deepest peint of the trace.-

2. Sufficient inflection (flexure) piints I.
dincree She temperature structure end small irreijuler.
Met kith* wrfece layer (see exemplits Wow).

Exams/est

MUSH UNITS'

.31v.
mot.
.4X4o*

C .% z 01
2,

The following- exemplts ef smell irreguleritim in
the upper layer ere given le assist in recognizing
16ese feetvres which must be reported:

A

.14 Shot emis W4 1.1 *NAM
.6%.110 Vrn reII -freer Is Novi* ;sow.* 6/4..

?nose Obv41
?Mt* Psalm/ brogyoenty
TAN* C N WM./weft
'Mr, 0 111ght 11101.
rms I #40,0 141 as Nem flofte.

Figure 39, Instructions fot preparing the

C. D. noi adjust trace to agre with the refer.
*IWO temperature.

_ D. De net revtinely interpret trace of convenient
depth increment (10-ft., 20 ft., 100 ft., or Sm., 20m.,
ete.) unless inflection pointA =Nay twist et ;hew 4*Pghl.

E. AN values must bO'ocarrotelY recorded. (Every
entrr must be rechecked.)

F. All Celsius (centigradel temperature valves of
less then O'C will be coded as ST,, i,. (5 indiCates that
6411ov:dirt reading follows,)

ExaMpfe: 1.5*C-isiiiredss 515.
G. In the*soce provided in upper right of format,

enter the day-tinw group, month, and year .a4 the message

_

RECORDING-THE RADIO MESSAGE
INFORMATION

The following item numbers correspond to the
numbered fields of The radio messagiiiifoilficHion
poction of the log sheet.

I. MESOGE PREFIXTim preprinted message
Orefixes SAXIIT and SATHY identify aircraft
and shipboard bothythermograph observations,
respectively. Crass out the ane which does

not 01.01Y.

2. DATE (GMT) 6

YY Day----Enter day of the month using
numerals 01-31.
MM Manth--Enier month using numerals
01-12. ..

2.3. AA YeorEnter lost two digits of year (e.g.,
1970 is encoded as 70). Enter first digit (i.e.,
7) in DATE group (block 2) and second digit
(i.e., 0) in TIME group (block 3).

3. TIME
GOgg--Enter GMT hour (GO) and minute
(gg) at which ST entered the water.

4. & 5. QUADRANT, LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE
Cle Enter quadrant of the glob* according

L061.0L0 and
Enter degrees and minutes of latitude and
longitude, respectivety, at tinr of ST towering.
Prefix zero (s) to complete degree field.

Example: If lot. is 9'30'; enter 0930; if long.
is 621'; enter 00.621.

6. SEA SURFACE REFERENCE TEMPERATURE-
1,1, and T,Tr Tr --
Follow instructions for item 7 under "RECORD-
ING THE REFERENCE INFORMATION"

RECORDING THE DEPTH-TEMMATURE VALUES

Regardless of units, the surface depth-temperature
group (1010;10; ) is encoded as shown below.

1020101010 SURFACE DEPTH.TEMPERATURE

GROUP

Water surface, 00 is preprinted.
Enter the surface water temperature
value ('F ar C) as read from the ST
trace to the amorist tenth of a degree.

Bathythermograph Log Sheet, (Continued)
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RICOIIDIK THi oermampsimuta
yiwu (CONTI))

SUSSURFACE DEPTH.

-TEMPERATURE GROUP

ZZT zT s Ts Thh group is repeated as many times
as necessary le adequately descriite
Ifse IT from

ZZ For subsurfece depths to 99 meters
or 999 feet, enter in,whole motors or
tens of feet the depth at which corm-
sponcling temprotunt.salues of* read
horn the twee.

Example: For 5m., record 05) for
97m., record 97. For 30ft., record 03;
for 520 ft., record 52; for 900 ft. re-
cord 90.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS-

Q99NN NOTE: Always include a 9947NN group
before recording depths of 100 meters
or 1,000 feet, 200 miters or 2.000
foe, and each succeeding 100-meter
Of 1,000-foot interval to termination.
NN os coded as 01 for 100 to 199
meters or 1,000 to 1,999 feet; 02 for
200 to 299 meters or 2.000 to
2,999 feet, etc. When the 9109 NN
code is entered, mark out the ZIT it: Tz
heading.

ZZ rot depths between 100 *400 meters,
200 and 300 meters, etc., enter the
tens and units digits only. .

Example:. For 101m., record 01; for
256m., record 56; for 375m., record 75.
For depths of 1.000 feet or greater,
enter the hundreds and tens digits only.
Example: For 1,020 ft., record 02;
for 1,250 ft., record 25; for 1,410
ft., record 41, etc.

*Temperature Group --Valet water
temperature at depth U on 'C or "F to
tenths of degrees. All Celsius (centi-.

'grad.) tmperature values of leis
than 0C will be coded as 57,T,.
(5 indicates that a negativ reeding

Toil* 1 INSTRUMENT PRECISION AND UNIT
INDICATO( -

CODE
FIGURE

PRECISION OF SURFACE

REFERENCE TEMPtRATURE UNITS
INSTRUMENTATION DEPTH TEMP.

11 Tomo. te newest 0.1 FT

22 Temp. te newest whole degree FT. 'F
33 Tong. Is newest 0.1' U. F
44 Tooip. to newest .1.okt deem. M. *F
55 Tome to merest 0.1' ( FT '0

Temp. to merest ...hole &emit rr.
77 TitMt. tit monist 0 I* U.

Temp. to newest whole deem U. C
ell lefoconco neopseehms mot mostemoci FT. 'F
91 Stofe.onco owsperetvte not measimsd M. '0

UM. 2 REFERENCE TEMPERATURE SENSO.R CODE

CODE SENSOR' CODE SENSOR
1 Socket Thermometer 4 Thermwsph
2 trek-eon Thormomoto. 3 Specie Cokieenon

thmiesiewer3 Femmes Thomsomotot 6 iT

TN). '3 QUADRANT

CODE QUADRANT
1 NE 03 'SE
5 SW

OF THE GLOBE
. 0 180.

NW = 7 I

SW = 5 I
.t

NE = t

SE 3

0*

IFO 0'

Figure 39:= Instructions' for preparing the Bsthythermograph Log Sheet. (Continued)
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REFERENCE INFORMATION

1..v4MCom1 1-SlApaj CMINTRY USA .-
SHEET NO.4/

EZEL2A113.C2V--ail

CRUISE NO. STATION NO.

IT 124311tWAINT

MUM .4.24) LETTIII

CONSECUTIVE

SODINUMAE/

DATE ICATI TINE (GMT(

DAY moTH It" oui w

I.1 CA, -i3 , y-a F7 1 3 zi C

7

-
tA1ITe SEA SUNACE

. *AMU 1

MG 1011111211:31-ew r4..:amicAmi
umicimaNal

a onk 7 9.171 El / zi 0

Figtire 40. Example of the correct entries for the reference section of the Bathytherrnograph
. Log Sheet.

RADIO MESSAGE INFORMATION

IVESSEL CGC iv

1711231MIZMIE

1110 0

2
DATE IG4iTt.

DAY

Y

q

MONTH
M

618'

000151

EImma.11Elm
Filmy=
WI iiri 0

21 27
IIAT14YTNINALOGIAN4 TRACI 14.4umas

1115151510
11717WO

ClEitiraig

.411.

DAY TIME GIIIQUP

5
LONGITUDE

DEG PAIN

I. I.

I 16
211 32

2 2 I ti

2 2 I I, I,

I 1 I I
$4

MONTH-YEAR

$EA SUMACS IV TINE

CODE TEN/
s,

5.'14(10
33 37

ailiZaium0

MOM
I I

W11110111111
messAde,sumx

119191911
* 67

Figure 41. Example,of the radio message section of the Bathythermograph Log Sheet.
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NANSEN CASTS

A Nansen cast consists basically of lowering
a series of Nansen bottles (with reversing ther-
mometers attached) into the water on a steel
cable, and bringing up water samples and tem-
perature readings from selected depths. In the
Coast Guard OSV oceanographic program, the
water samples are analyzed for salinity and
frequently for oxygen. The depths to be sampled
and the wire lengths , to be used are found in

, CG-410. Manual for Oceanographic Observations.

NANSEN CAST ROUTLNE

In the following subSection, we will consider
the spetific actions that Oceanographic Team
members should take to properly make a Nansen
cast and to collect the temperature and depth
data and the water samples required. Figure 42
is a chronological chart of the Nansen_cast
routine; the chart defines the duties of each
member of an Oceanographic Team.

We will now discuss the three phases of the
Nansen cast routinepre:cut, during the cut,
and post-cast. This information, is .condensed into
a Nansen cast check list in CG-410. We recom-
mend that all personnel use this list.

PRE7CAST

During the pre-cast phase, the following
steps should be followed:

1. The 001? calli the safety officer and
the oceanographic duperviior one hour prior to
arrival or commencement of station.

2. The oceanographic supervisor or winch
operator gets power to the winch* so that the
hydraulic fluid may be warmed up to the rec-
ommended operating temperatute 4nd so that
.the *inch can be exercised by cast time. When
operating in cold temperature, such as is ex-
perienced on BRAVO in the winter, it may be
necessary to begin warming hydraulic fluid at
least an hour before cast time.
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3. The oceanographic sUpervisor fills out,
in advance, as much as possible of the. Ocean-
ographic Deck Log, CG-4502; the oceanographic
logbook; and the temperature message, form
(directions for completing these forms appear
later in this section). He records wire lengths
under the first column of the Oceanographic Deck
Log. These wire lengths are the depths to be
reached.

4.. The obeanographic supervisor calls up
the winch team.

5. The oceanographic supervisor estimates
the evected wire angle and delivers the appro-
priate winch card to the winch operator.

6. The ,oceanographic supervisor and the
platform man check out all Nansen bottles in
the deck rack and ensure that:

a. The bottles are arranged in proper
sequence and are correctly recorded on the Ocean-
ographic Deck Log, ,It is recommended that bot-
tles be arranged 1-20, from right to left, with
bottle 1 being the surface bottle and bottle 14
normally being the 1500-meter bottle.

li The bottles are in .proper working
condition. They check the working parts and also
check the fulcrum screw (part no. 60-30-A) and
the 3/8" bolt which holds the fulcrum (patrt
no, 60-5-B) to the arm (part no. 60-27-A) 'for
looseness. Fulcrum screw and stud should be
pinned in place with 1/8" CRES pins as shown
in CG Drawing 120086. Bottles witiithermometers
may be lost if these parts are loose.

c. The valves are open and that the
petcock and air vent are closed.

d., The Nansen bottles 'are in the in-
verted position (main thermometer reservoirs
down) and that all mercury has drained from
the main,therrnometcr bulbs.
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e. Salinity sample bottles are under
each Nansen bottle and that the numbers areprop-
erly recorded.

7. If the team makes a cast, at night, the
oceanographic supervisor checks for, proper
lighting of all areas, including the area over the
side at the platform.

8. The platform man puts on a work life-
jacket. (or wet suit or other suitable flotation
gear), hard hat, swimmer's harness with a safety
line secured to the ship, and a leather arm guard.
He inspects the A-Frame and platform to ensure
that all pins are properly seated and all braces
are installed. He also inspects the rigging of
the meter wheel block to ensure that the shackle
is properly seated and the remote counter and
counter cable are rigged. The counter cable
ends should be supported by small stuff. The
counter cable should have sufficient slack to allow
for movement of the meter wheel. He checks to
ensure that the weight and the swivel between
the weight and cable are properly shackled on.
He also checks to make sure that the messengers
are readily available) that the cable clamp. is
rigged for instant use, and that the safety lanyard
is rigged.

9. Upon arrival on station,. the OOD takes
a sounding and delivers this information to the
safety officer and oceanographic supervisor.

10; The oceanographic supervisor, after
ensuring that all preparations for the cast have
been made, so notifies the safety officer.

11. The safety officer double-checks all
preparations and establishes communications with
the 00D. He checks to ensure that wind and cur-
rent are on the platform's side, checks on the
sounding, requests any maneuvering necessary to
set up for cast, and obtains permission to start,
the cast.

DURING THE CAST

During the cast, the following steps should
be 'followed:

1. The OOD should provide for:

a. Constant communications with the
Oceanographic Team.
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b. Fathometer watch and soundings,
especially if water is rapidly shoaling.

c. At least two navigational fixes during
the station if Loran or other quick means are
available. Use the average fix as the station
position.

d. Weather observations required for
the Oceanographic Deck Log.

2. The OOD should notify the safety officer
of all significant changes in sounding.

3. The OOD should be cognizant of the
current and wind, condiNons and observe their
effect on wire angle. He should maneuver to
prevent the cast from going under the ship or
leading too much astern. Heshould also maneuver
to keep the wire angle within 45'. Generally,
the wind should be kept on the system's side
and or) the quarter or tow. Drift with the wind
on the beam if the wire angle is reasonable and
swells permit.

4. The safety officer gives the "go-ahead"
and observes and double-checks for correct and
safe procedures.

5. The oceanographic supervisor directly
controls the performance of all members of the
Oceanographic Team except the safety officer.
He positions himself where he can see the cast
entering the water and can see, and be seen by,
all- members of the team. He should also be
able to see the remote counter. He directs the
winch operator with hand signals and by voice.
The oceanographic supervisor should make sure
that the winch operator understands the hand
signals used.

6. Upon direction by the oceanographic suP-
ervisor, the platform man swings the weight over
the side and the winch operator lowers it to just
below the surface of the water, allowing for
enough depth to compensate for sea and sdiell
waves and for ship rolls. The platform man zeroes
the cable counter and hangs the first bottle
(bottom bottle of cast). For the regular 14-bottle
1500-metnr cast, this is bottle number 14. It
is very important that the platform man zero the
cable coater at this point. He does this merely
1?y manually twisting the meter pointer (or
pointers) to exactly zero. The oceanographic sup-
ervisor records the start time on the Oceans:.
graphic Deck Log.



7. The tottle passei.passes Nansen bottles
to the platform man, beginning with the highest
numbered bottle of the cast and working towards
the lower numbers. He checks to see that the
Nansen bottle Naives are open and that the petcock
and air vent are close0. The Nansen bottles should
alwaye be carried in 4 vertical positionand should
be handled gently, so that the reversing ther-
Mometers are not damaged or caused to mal-
function. The Nansen bottles should never be
handled by the thermbmeter frames; it is too
easy tce squeeze the frames and crush the
thermometers.

8. The platform man snaps a safety lanyard
onto the operating rod of each Nansen bottle
as he receives it. He secures the bottle to the
cable, using only finger pressure on the clamp
wing nut. The wing nut stud is silver-soldered in
place, and undue force will !Still it loose, causing
loss of the bottle when it -trips. Therefore,
he should NEVER USE ANY SORT OF TOOL OR
LEVER TO TURN THE WING NUT.-

The safety lanyard is a length of line with
a halyard snap onione end. It is secured to the
platform within easy reach of the platform man
to prevent loss of the Nansen bottleoif it slips
from the grasp of the platform man, and later
It serves to prevent premature release of mes-
sengers. It should be secured with &quick releuet,
hitch so that if the cable accidently pays out
while the lanyard is still fastened to a Nansen
'bottle on the cable, the lanyard can be immediately
cast loose to prevent damage to the Nansen bottle.

9. The platform man double-checks .the
Nansen bottle valves, petcock, air vent, and ther-
mometers after the bottle has been secured tothe.
cable. He checks to pee that the bottle is firmly
secured to the cable and then takes the safe-
ty lanyaid off the Nansen bottle and snaps it
onto the cable below the bottle. He then hangs
a messenger (or messengers if double messengers
are needed) on the Nansen bottle (all except the
bottom bottle).. If the messenger slips from his
grasp, the safety lanyard will prevent it from
sliding down the cable and pre-tripping the cast.

10. The platform man removes the safety'
lanyard and signals the oceanographic supervisor
when he is ready for the cut to be lowered.
If the cast is in danger of touching the platform,
the platform man fends the cast away from the
platform with his leather arm guard.

11. The oceanographic supervisor directs the
winch operator to lower away slowly until the Nan-
sen bottle enters the water and then to lower at
a faster rate if conditions permit.' Winch speed
should not exceed 100 meters per minute unless
conditions are ideal. If a Nansen bottle enters
the water too fast, the shock may trip it, resulting
in preliipping of the whole cast below it and/or
resulting in the bottle closing with trapped air
and imploding, thus destroying the bottle and
thermometers. The winch operator must use
extreme caution* in lowering the first bottle
(bottom bottle), because it always goes down at a
low wire angle anij passes very close to the
platform.

The oce graphic supervisor records meter
wheel et:A:nicer readings on the Deck Log under
the heading "wire out." If the winch operator
inadvertently lowers the cable past any of the
planned depths, he should not haul up the cast.
He should simply locate the bottle at a different
point. The oceanographic supervisor should re-
cord the new wire length and the new meter wheel
reading and also note this in the oceanographic
logbook and in the remarks of the temperature
message.

12. The winch operator must take particular
care NOT TO PAY OUT THE CABLE TOO FAST,
ESPECIALLY WHEN THE SHIP IS ROLLING.
He must keep the winch speed within 100 meters
per minute unless conditions are ideal. A sharp
roll towards the cast when the cable is rapidly
paYing out may result in the cable slackening,
thus causing the cable-to become damaged. This
is the primary cause of the loss of oceano-
graphic gear. The winch operator should operate
the winch smoothly. Sudden starts and stops may
over load the cable, pre-trip the nansen bottles,
or cause thermometer Malfunctions.

13. Under the oceanographic supervisor's
direction, the winch operator lowers the cast and
the platform man hangs the bottles at predeter-
mined cable lengths until the surface bottle is
hung. Then the winch operator lowers the cast
until the surface bottle does not quite break the
surface of the water on the heaviest rolls of the
ship away from the cast.

14. After-the winch operator has lowered the
cast to the proper depth, he allows it to "soak"
for at least, ten (10) minutes to permit the re-
versing thermometer,to come to equilibrium with
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the water, temperature and to insure complete
flushing or the Nansen bottles. The oceanographic

'supervisor records the "down" time on the Deck
Log.

15. While the cast is soaking, the ,juper-
visor directs the bottle passer to obtain:the navi-
gational position and weather observations from
the bridge, and then the supervisor records the
data on the Deck Log, During the time on station,
the OOD or navigator should be able to obtain
at least two fixas. The Navigator's best average
of positions during the time on station should
be accepted and recorded as the station position.

'It is convenient to provide the bridge watch with
"fill-in-the-blank" type weather observation
forms. A suggested format is included in CG-410.
NOTE: NEVER LEAVE A CAST UNATTENDED.
Whenever there is equipment over the side, at
least one member of the team should be assigned
to keep a watch on it.

16. After the cast has been down for ten
minutes, the oceanographic supervisor drops the
messenger, measures the wire angle, and records
the messenger time on the Deck Log.

17. The supervisor allows sufficient time for
the messenger to traveLdown the cable at a rate
of 150 meters per minute. It is prudent to add
an additional minute for each 1000 meters of cable
out. For example, if 1950 meters of cable are
out, allow at least 15 minutes. After the proper

0 time interval, the oceanogiaphic..supervisor di-
rects the team to bring the cast in and records
the "wire-in" readings.

18. The oceanographic supervisor directs
the .winch operator and signals him aa each Nanz-
sen bottle comes in sight and again as each
breaks the water's surface. The oceanographic
supervisor also uses hand signals to indicate
exactly, when to stop the winch so as to bring the
Nansen bottles to a proper height forthe platform
man to remove them from the cable. Extreme
caution must be used in bringing the last' bottle 0,.; POST-CAST
(bottom bottle) up. It always comes up at a low
wire angle and passes very close.to the platform.

man removes the safety laniard from each bottle
as he passes each to the bottle passer. He again
uses his leather arm guard to fend the cast off
the platform, if necessil*,

20. The wiiich operator vi4ches the cable
counter ana the oceanographic supervisor, and

begins to slow the winch when _he gets to within
10 meters of a Nansen bottle,

21. The oceanographic supervisor watches
the bottles as they come up and checks for
malfunctions which may indicate the need for a
Acast. A recast may be necessary if bottles
have slid down the cable or have failed to trip. 0

The oceanographic supervisor also makes a
quick check of the difference between protected
and unprotected reversingthermometer readings,
and compares therri with a Ts provided by the
Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit. This com- Ilt
parison gives him both a rough estimate of the
actual depths reached and of the performance
of the pressure thermometers and an indication of
whether or not there was pre-tripping 9r post-
tripping. A recas of all bottles should be made in
case any of the fo lowing occurs:

a. More than two pressure thermom-
eters malfunction.

b. Pre-tripping or post-tripping of
more than one bottle is indicated.

c. More than one bottle fails to trip.

22. The oceanographic supervisor reco:ds
"up time" when inhaul begins and ."in time"
when the cast is secured.

23. As soon as the supervisor determines
that the cast is acceptable, he has the platform
man bring the weight aboard. The oceanographic
officer then notifies the OOD that the cast is
secured.

19. As each bottle is brought to a stop at
the Proper height, the platform man snaps the
safety lanyard onto each bottle, removes the
messengera and hands them to the bottle passer,
and removes each Nansen bottle .from the cable
and hands each to the bottle passer. Theplatform
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During the post-cas t phase, the oceanographic
supervisor, normally assisted by the platform
man, either supervises or performs the followfng
p rocedures:

1. He immediately draws salinity samples
into the sample bottles located beneath the
Nansen bottles in the deck rack (an experienced
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bottle passer can begin drawing these as the
cast is coming up). The supervisor draws these
samples before the water can freeze in the Nansen
bottles and takes the sample bottles into the lab
before ,they can freeze. :He makes', sure that
the salinity samples are drawn into the proper
sample bottles and that the sample bottle numbers
are correctly recorded.

He rinses each sample bottle twice .with
sample water prior to filling. He also rinses
the stopper or cap by pouring the rinse water
out over them.

He fills up the sample bottles orgy "to the
shoulder and then inverts each sample bottle and--
checks each for leaky stoppers or caps. If he
finds leaky stoppers or caps, he should substitute
different bottles,.making sure that the new bottle
numbers are logged.

He shotIld also draw an additional sample
from the surface and bottom Nansen bottles of"
the cast to send to the Coast Guard Oceanographic
Unit for quality control purposes.' After he has
drawn all of the samples, he drains the Nansen
bottles.

2. After the cast is up, thesupervisor must
llow 25 to 30 minutes for the thermometers

to come to equilibrium with the air temperature
before he reads them. He reads 'the 'main ther-
mometers to the nearest o.or C and the auxiliary
thermometers to the nearest 0.1°C. He has one
man road the thermometers and another man to
record the readings on the Oceanographic Deck
Log. Then the men should exchange positions and
read again, as a check. The readings of a ther-:
mameter should agree to within 0.01°C (main) and
to, within 0.5*C (auxiliary).

Readings of two or moreprotected thermom-
eters in one _bottle should agree to 0.l*C.or less
for the main thermometers. If the difference is
more than o.rc, the men should place a dot
next to the temperature value to indicate that
they have rechecked their readings. The men
should resolve my difference in readings im-
mediately upon noting the difference.

All hands should avoid iouching or breathing on
the thermometers or Nansen bottles, because this
cad change the readings.

3. Jmniedfately after reading the thermom-
eters, the oceanographic supervisor Makes up the
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temperature message. He assigns PRIORITY pre-
cedence to it, has it checked bytheoceanographie
officer, and ensures that it is delivered to the
appropriate officer for release.

4. After the oceanographic suPervisor has
read the thermometers, he opens, and invertii the
Nansen bottles and closes the petdock and air
vent. He cheeks the main thermometers to ensure
that all, of the mercury has drained from the
bulb. (If the bulbs will not drain, see Chapter,
6, N.O. 607, for the procedures to be followed.)
The Nansen bottles and the reversing thermom-
eterd are now ready for the next cast. .

5. He allows the salinity saniples to come'
to temperature eqUilibrtum with the Oceano-
graphic Laboratory, the salinometer, and the stan-
dard water vials. This takes about 24 hoiirs.
He %Awls Salinity analyses about every three to
five stations. A greater frequency than this uses
up too much standard water. He transmits the
salinity data to the Coast Guard Oceanographic
Unit by ROUTINE message.

6. He completes the Oceanographic Deck
Log, attaches it to the left-hand page of the
oceanographic logbook, and records any pertinent
information in the oceanographic logbook. He
ensures that all of, the data and comments are
legible and are detailed enough ta explain any
problems encountered during the cast that may
affect the quality of the data..

7. The last step of a Nansen cast routine
is to carry out appropriate cleaning, lubrication,
or other necessary maintenance on equipment.

DESIRED DEPTHS, WIRE LENGTHS, AND THE
WINCH CARD

The primary prodUct of a Nansen cast is
a description of the Water column at the geo-*
graphic location of theihydrographic station. The'
oceanographer wants to know how temperature and
salinity vary_ with depth. ideally a cast is taken
to the bottom, and'ai3 Many levels as possible are
sampled. Realisteca*, there are limitations upon
the total depth of casts, the amount of equipment
available and the 'amount of equipment that
can be safely placed On the cable. Therefote, the
oceanographer must decide, at what depths to.
place a limited number of Nanien bottles and
thermometers in order to best describe the.
water column.



In the classical situation, the ocean can con-
veniently 'be divided into three layers. There is
a mixed layer, which is nearly isothermal from
the surface to a depth of about 50-300 meters
depending upon the location; season, meteorolog-
ical conditions, and other factors. Below the mixed
layer the water column undergoes a rapid decrease
in temperature with depth. This region is called
the thermocline and maf extend to 1000 meters
in some areas. Below the thermooline, which is
marked by steep tempplature gradients, is the
deep layer, where the temperature slowly de-
creases with depth.

In the middle latitudes, where all of the
Coast Guard Ocean Stations and Standard Mon-
itoring Sections are located in both the North
Atlantic and the North Pacific, seasonal vari-
ations in the properties of the water column are
greatest and they are greatest near the surface.
Thus, most of the Nansen bottles will be con-.
centrated within the first fetv hundred meters.
ror greater depths, bottle spacing is normally
increased.

The present Coast Guard Time Series Ocean-
ography Program on the Ocean Stations,requires
Nansen-equippped OSV's to take daily 14-or 15-
bottle casts to a 1500-meter depth with one deep
cast to near bottom once during the patrol. Nan-
sen casts of 14-15 bottles are required on the
Standard MOnitoride Sections to 1500 meters or
to near.bottom for stations of bottom depths less
than 1500 meters and to near bottom for selected
stations with bottom depths greater than 1500
meters. The desired depths for bottle placement
have been selected, based on historical data,
to best describe the water column and ta deter-
mine the changes that are talpng place with time.
The desired depths for each Ocean Station and
Standard Monttoring Section are listed in CG-410.
Desired depths will also te included on the ther,
mometer arrangement sheets delivered to the ves-
sel by the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit or
Commander, Western Area4 prior to a project.

The cable with Nansen bottles and thermom-
eters attached will usually assume an angle with
the vertical, called the wire" angle. In order to.
aim at locating bottles at desired depths, it is
necessary to estimate the wire angle and to place
out more cable (wire length) accordingly for
each bottle. In actual practice, the-oceanographic
supervisor estfmatek the wire angle which will
be experienced and selects the winch card for the
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wire angle range closest to his estimate. Each-
ship, through experience, should make upa table

.angles for varying wind forces, sea
states, and other factors.

The winch card reflects. the wire lengths
, necessary-to reach near desired depths for the

particular-wire angle. The winch card is made
up from the Wire Angle/Wire Length Tables(for
each Ocean Station Project and Standard Monitor-
ing Section Project.

The oceanographic supervisor is limited to
four sets of wire lengths from which to make
up his winch card, for wire angles of 5-15*,
20-30' and 35-45% respectively. The reasons for
the limitation to only fotir sets of wire lengths
are that four sets facilitate quality control of
the data by the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit
and that experience shows that estimation of wire
angles mote accurate than 10* is infrequent and
really not necessary.

The oceanographic supervisor should make a
set of four permanent-type winch cards for each
project scheduled for the ship prior a) each project.
Then Prior to each station, he estimates the wire
angle, selects the appropriate winch card, and
gives it to the winch operator. The winch card
shows the total amount of cable,that mhst be paid
out when each Nansen bottle is hung on the cable.
The figured on the winch card are the same
figures which should show on the meter wheel
counter each time- a bottle is .hung. The winch
card is the haste guide to the winch operator;
it tells him exactly where to stop his wihch for
each bottle to be hung.

Figure 43 shows' a hypothetical series of
desired sampling depths for a 14-bottle Nansen
cast. Note that the upper levels are sampled
at much closer intervals than are the lower
levels. Figure 43 also-shows the wire lengths to
which the bottles are lowered in order to reach
the desired depths for a 25* wire angle. Figure
43 includes the meter wheel counter readings at
which the winch is stopped and the bottles are
placed on the cable.

Meter wheel ieadings are determined from
the wire lengths by simply subtracting the wire
length value from the maximum wire length of
cast, 1655 meters in thia case. The metr wheel
readings are presented on the winch card in the
order in which bottles are placedon the cable, for
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NAMU R

10i,TLES

DESIRED

DEPTHS

MIRE

LENGTHS

METER

iNEEL
READINGS

I 0 0 1855

2 ID 10 1915

3 30 35 1620

1 50 55 1800

5 75 85
.

1510

5 100 110 1515

7 150 185 1100

200 220 1135

9 300 330 1325

10 400 440 1215

II 86 560 ga
12 * 800 ": 885 170

13 1000 1106 550

11 . 1500 . 1850 0

I.

.10011

45011

200M

'41P'
Figure 43. hallow Ca* 1500 Meters.
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example, ONI-1655M for bottles 14-1, respectively
The use of the winch card in setting up a Nansen

- rasNs as follows:

1. A wire angle of 25* has been estimated,
the winch card has been selected, and the weight
is being swung over the side.

,2.. The weight has been lowered into the
water, the meter wheel countere is "zeroed,"
and the-first Nansen-bottle is hung. -Note that this
"first" bottle is the bottom bottle of the cast and
in this 14-bottle cast is Nansen bottle number
14. _

3. The winch operator lowers the cast until
the meter reads the same as the next figure on
his wirich card. In this case, this is 550M. The
winch operator stops the winch, and the second
bottle, bottle number 13, is hung. The meter wheel
reading of 55()M was determined simply by sub-
tracting the wire length of 1105M for bottle 13
from the maximum wire length of 1655M. This
process continues.

accordingly. If any wire-in reading differs by
.three meters or more from the wire-out reading,
the winch operator should note this on his winch
card and have the reading verified by the oceeko-
graphic supervisor before proceeding to the nOct
bottle..

The supervisor should correct wire lengths,
as necessary, prior to data ,tramimission. Any
variance of more than two meters between wire
out and wire in requires an on-the-spot correction
to wire length.

4. The last bottle (number 1.1 is hung with
the cable meter reading 1655. This is the "sur-
face" bottle. The cast must now be. lowered until
this bottle is just below the water's surface -

and does not break the surface on the heaviest
roll of the ship away from the cast. The cast is
now set at the proper depth. Do not-be confused
by the fact that the meter wheel counter may
read anywhere from 4-10 meters greater tluin
the meter wheel reading when the surface bottle
was put 'on the cable. It should. Remember that
the meter wheel counter was zeroed when the
bottom bottle was at the platform, not at the
water's surface. The platform is the reference
for all bottles. Therefore, the whole cast must
be moved the distance from the platform to the
water's Surface, after the surface bottle is
attached.

The "wire-in" reading is equally as impor-
tant as the "wire-out" reading: Occasionally a
winch operator will read the counter wrong-when
stopping the winch for a bottle pIacementr by
Checking each wire-in reading, a misplaced bottle
can be caught and the new wire length9errected,
accordingly. On many deep casts,....th6re will be
a slippage of the wire during payout resulting in
different (usually lesser) readings during inhaul;
in this case the wire-in readings are usuallymore
accurate and wire lengths should be corrected,

_

xt

See figure 44, a completed Oceanographic
Deck Log, for examples of correctedwire lengths'
(the reverse side of' this Oceanographic Deck
Log appears later in this section as figure 46).
In the shallow cast, bottle 11 was apparently put
on at 1005 rather than 995 meters, and bottle 6
was apparently put on at 1480 rather than 1490
meters. The supervisor corrected each of those
two wire lengths by single-lining through the
old wire length and writing in the actual wire
length. Remember that the wire-in column plus
the wire-length column must total the greatest
wire-len4h, which in this caie is 1655M. Note
that no change was made -to wire length 275M
since the wireont and the wire inwere within two
meters. Similarly, the. deep cast wire lengths
are corrected as above.

DEEP CASTS woo'

Deep Nansen casts to near bottom are
normally required once during an Ocean Station
patrol and on most of the Standard Monitoring

oeglearater The deep cast is essentiOly no different
from the 1500-meter shallow cast. There are,
however, some trickY points whicH should be
discussed.

A,
The deep cast is usually the second cast of

a two-cast station, the first (or shallow) cast
having up to -14-15 Nansen bottles spaced from
the surface down to 1500 meters and the deep
cast having Nansen bottles spaced from 2000

ejtmeters on down to 150 and 50 meters off the
bot,tom. The reason for splitting a station into two
casts is to avoid exceeding the cable capacity
by hangingtoo many Nansen bottles on the cable and
to aVoid the risk of losing a large amount of
geaz all at one time.

97

Ideally, the deep cast is made during the
middle of the Ocean Station patrol and when weather
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and sea cotiditions are calmest, In actualpractice,
it is best to take advantage of the best day you
can expect during yf.til patrol. Of course, if you
wait two weeks and still have not found your day,
you will want to settle for less and- less ideal
weather as the patrol nears conclusion. During
Standard Sections you will have .to accept what-
ever Weather, short of too heavy for oceanographic
operations, that you incur. Fair weather and mild
sea conditions are essential for deep casts, be-
cause these conditions greatly reduce the risk of
losinggear and greatly, enhance the quality cV, the
data obtained.-

"Take the deep cast in about the same position
and within two and one-half hour's of the shallow
cast. The procedure for taking a deep'cast is
as follows:

. 1. Obtain an accurate fathOmeter sounding,

2. Make the best possible estimate of the
wire angle.

3. Determine the wire lengths in order
to place the Nansen bottles at the correct depths
and at correct distances off the bottom. Remember
the important restriction that AT NO TIN,f IS A
GREATER AMOUNT OF CABLE PUT OUT tHAN
THE DEPTH OF WATER. .7

When the estimated wire angle is so large
that the wire length necessary to obtain the
maximum desired depth exceeds the depth to
bottom, make up a set of restricted depths and
a revised set of wire lengths. The upper bottles
will not be affected, but the lowerones will. Place
the bottom bottle at the end of the cable above the
weight and place the -next higher bottle 100 Meters
of wire length .above it. Place the th'ird bottle
from the bottom at. the wire length to reach the
desired depth. If this Wire length exceeds the
water's depth or the revised wire length of the
bottle below it or is less than 50 meters above
the second bottle from the bottom; eliminate the
third bottle from the bottom.

For an examPle of a deep east having a
wire length exceeding-the depth to bottom, see
figure 45. In this example, a deep cast of six
Nahsen bottles is planned. The de'pth to bottom
is 3750 meters. Thus, the desired depths are
2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 3600 (18.0M off bottom),
and 3700 (50M off bottom). Frorn the estimated
wire angle of 25', the theoretical Wire lengths

99

-
are shown. Note that the maximum wire length
exceeds the depth to bottom. The wire lengths
for all three bottom bottles are greater than the
depth to bottom.

Since the thaximum amount of wire length
that can be put out is 3750M, the restricted depths
and the revised wire lengths must be determined.
In this situation, the top three bottles-9, 10,and
11are given the same desired depths as they
were given in the original set of figures. The
bottom bottle, number 14, is placed at the end
of the cable at a maximum wire length of 3750M,
which, for a 25' wird angle, is a "restricted"
deptli.of 3400M. Bottle 13 is plrced 100 meters of
wire length above 14. 'or 3650M, which is equival-
ent to a "restricted" depth of 3310M, Since the
wire length of bottle 12 (3860M) exceeds the
revised wire length of bottle. 13 (3650M), bottle
12 is eliminated from the cast, and the cast
becomes a five-bottle cast with a maximum wire
length of 3750'Teters.

In actual practice, wire angles for deep casts
will generally be 15' or less, and it will not be
netesscy to restrict depths and revise wire
lengths. N

4. If you must eliminate a bottle for any
reason, preferably eliminate a bottle without
a pressure thermometer. There should always be
a pressure thermometer at the top and at the
bottom of every deep cast.

5, The meter wheel reading of the last
bottle put on the deep cast (number 9 at 1545M
in the example) is not equal to the maximum wire
length of the cast (3750M) as is true of-the shallow
cast, which always has a surface bottle. Note in
figure 48 that the final meter wheel reading when
the cast is down is 3757M and not 3750M, the
maximum wire length. This difference is Wallow
for the distance from the platform where bottles
are hung, to the water's surface.

6. Make _up the winch card. (Note in figure
45 that the winch card readings are the reverse
order of the meter wheel readings. The reason
for this reversal is that thebottles are placed
from the bottom to the top, i.e. from bottle 14 to
bottle 9.)

7. Obtain the position from the bridge. Use
the average of this position and the position
during the shallow cast for the station position.
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1. The bottom two bottles are50 and 150`meters,
respectively, off the bottom.

2. Bottle 12 is eliminated because its wire
length exceeds the depth to bottom. It would also
have been eliminated had its wire length been
greater than the revised wire length of bottle 23
or within 50 meters of bottle 13.

3. The bottom two, bottles are never eliminated
from the cast. If the depths are restricted and it
is inecessary to revise the wire lengths, the
bottom bottle is placed at the end of the wire and
the next bottle is placed 100 meters -above it. In
this example, bottle 14,the bottom bottle, is itt
3750 meters., and bottle 13 is at 3650 meters.

4. The-restricted depths for bottles 13 ancl14 are
determined from their revised wire lengths.

5. .The cast is taken down to 3757 meters (the
maximum revised wire length plus 7 meters of
wire length, which is the distance from the
platform to the water level).

13

14

3750N
370011

331011

-11 34001

350011

38001

Figure 45. Deep Cast.
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0.

If these positions differ by more than six miles,
treat the casts as separate stations.

8. Include deep cast data and shallow cast
data as one station in the message to the Coast
Guard Oceanographic Unit. Include the deep cast
messenger time and wire angle as is explained
latei in this section in figure 48.

9. Adjust for winch slippage of more than
two meters just as you do for a shallow Nansen
cast.

10. Follow all other procedures of a shallow
Nansen cast routine.

OCEANOGRAPHIC RECORDS AND
OCEANOGRAPHIC CODE FORMATS

kiansen data collected are recorded for deliv-
ery to the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit in real
time and also for pickup by the Coast Guard
Oceanographic Unit or the Commander, Western
Area, during debriefing. The followingparagraphs
describe the forms and code .formats required
for recording the Nansen cast data and explain
the proper disposition of these forms.

OC EA NCGRA P HIC LOGBOOK

The oceanographic logbook is an 8 x 10 1/2
bound. took that contains all of the collected
information, such as the station narrative, ocean-
ographic deck log sheets, and the weather data.
It is delivered to the Coast Guard Oceanographic
Unit during debriefing and then is returned to the
ship about three months later.

OCEANOGRAPHIC DECK LOG
FORM CG-4502

An Oceanographic Deck Log (figure 44) is
an .original record of Nanpen temperature and
depth data. Weither data are recorded on the
back of this form (figure 46). After a log shdet
is completed, it should be stapled or clipped
to a left-hand page of the oceanographic logbook..

WINCH CARDS

Winch cards for shallow Nansen casts are .
made up' from tables found in CG-410. Four
sets should be made up, preferably. laminated,
prior to each project. These should be made for
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wire angles of 0 degrees, 5-15 degrees, 20-30
degreeS, and 35-45 degrees. These cards are
permanent and are retained aboard the ship.

A permanent set of winch cards for deep
casts is not necessary due to the infrequency
of deeps casts and the complications involved.
Winch cards made for deep casts should be for-
warded to the* Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit
with the original data for the particular station.

NANSEN TEMPERATURE
MESSAGE FORMAT

For real time.priority transmissionof infor-
mation recorded on the 'Oceanographic Deck Log
to the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit, use the
Nansen temperature message format shown in fig-
ure 47 as a,guide for encoding the data. The form
on which this format is used is for the use of radio
personnel on the ship and is not submitted to the
Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit during de,
briefing. Refer to figure 48 for specific in-
structions about the format and for an explanation
of the symbolic form for the message format.

NANSEN CONDUCTIVITY MESSAGE

This coded message is used to transmit
salinometer conductivity readings to the Coast
Guard Oceanographic Unit. It is normally trans-
mitted every three to five days. 4ee figure 49
for the symbolic form and format ,of the code
and for a sample conductivity'message.

OXYGEN MESSAGE

At times, dissolved oxygen content is com-
puted, from a Nansen cast. This, pimphlet does
not consider ,hoir to encode these computations in
an oxygen message; however, we do show the
oxygen message format and its symbolic form and
explain the code in figure 50. For complete data
and details for encoding the message, consult
CG-410,

NOTE: Since oceanography code
forms are subject to almost constant
change, the codes given in this pamphlet
may or may not be up to date. To
ascertain whether. the code form given
is in present use4 consult CG-410.
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EXPI.MATION OF SYMBOLIC CODE MESSAGE FORMAT

Quadrant
LLLL ',Latitude in degrees and minutest.

1,0110L0L0L0 Longitude in degrees and mlnutes. (PREFIX "p" in Longitude dorms
column when less than 100)

YY . Day of month
GC,. Messenger time in hours GMt.
g is Tenths of hours.

Station number (Consecutive).
W W Wire angle in whole degrees.

.

DDDDD Depth to bottom in whole meters.
CCC3 C4 C

5
Check Sum (C1 . Sum of digits in the first group on line; Si

1 2
Sum of second group, etc.)

3 nnnnB Ell
n Nansen Bottle location (wire length).

TITITITIT1 Left thermometer nusber.
_

I . Indicator number for plus or minus temperaturs. Use 7 for + and II for
mmmm Main thermometer. Reading to nearest hundredth degree Celsius.

Auxiliary indicator; zero
AAA Auxiliary temperature to nearest tenth degree Celsius.
TTTTT Right thermometer number.rrrrr
T T T Center tfiermometer number, usually an unprotected thermomoter.ccccc
55555 Yirsk_group of second cast (used only if more them osi cast).

Indicatilftalfunction group

Figure 48.Symboiic Form of Nansen Temperature Message.
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R
FM CGC GALLATIN
TO COGARD OCEANO
BT
UNCLAS
CONDUCTIVITY

A. KKKKK RRRE-Ja JJ JJbJa a b b-

PWTTT CC.CCC NNTTT CCCCC NNTTT Ccpcc NNTTT CCCCC NNTTT CCCCC

PWTTT CCCCC NNTTT CCCCC NN'tTT (Ten groups per line)

B. KKKKK RIIRRJa JJ JJbJa a b b

As above

C. REMARKS

BT

00'

Notes: 1. Originate new paragraph B, C, eic. only when using new salinometer or when
new standarizationvilue is obtained.

2. Samples must be collected in consecuti;ely numbered bottles and run in that
"same order. If there is a discontinuity in your sample numbering, verify this in
the remarks section of the message (e.g. SAMPLE NUMBER 17 BOTTLE
BROKEN).

3. Explanation of Code:

KKKKK Salinometer number.
RRRII Average standardization value.
Ja JaJa Station number for first station run. .

JbjbJb Station number for last station run.

P Standard water indicator.
Last digit of standard water batch number.

TTT Standard water or sample temperature to nearest 0.1C.
NN Sample bottle number.
CCCCC Av,erage conductivity value (If > 1.0000k drop the units digit).

CONDUCTIVITY
A. 04601 49010 01005

P0230 00005 01227 99917 02225 99934 03220.99834 04223 99602
P0231 00010 05%25 00402 06218 00076 07220 99993 08224 99008 .

09238 98644 SAMPLES (10-31) DATA NOT SHOWN 32239 97986 33240 97641
P0232 00020 SAMPLES (34-50) DATA NOT SHOWN 51240 02492 52239 02528
P0231 0.0013 53225 00402 54218 00074 55227 99994 56224 99908
57238 98644 SAMPLES (58-68) DATA NOT SHOWN 69239 97987 70240 97641
P0232 00015

Figure 49.Conductivity message format and symbolic form, notes, and sample conductivity
message.
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FM CGC DUANE
TO CDGARD OCEANO
BT
UNCLAS
OXYGEN
A. JJJYY RRWM

BnBIBOnBa. 000XY BnBABOn 000XY, etc.

B. JJJYY, RRMNIM

BnEinFlOn6,1 000XY BAIBABn 000XY, etc.

(Continue as above for as many stations as are included in message)

C. REMARKS (as required)

BT

EXPLANATION OF clog

JJJ . Station number .(consecuti've).

YY, Day of month station taken.
RR Reagent blank to nearest hundredth.
MNM Average milliliters of sodium thlosulfate used in

standardization (to 0.01 mi/I).

BnBnBnBnBn Nansen bottle location (wire length).

00 Thiosulfate indicator.
OXY Average milliliters of sodium thiosulfate to 0.01 m1/I

used to titrate sample at this wire length.

Figure 50.-- Oxygen Message,
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STD CASTS

The NavY's Anti-submarine Warfare Envi-
ronmental Prediction Serviees (ASWEPS) is de-
signed to furnish Fleet ASW forces with ocean:-
ographic information which will permit the op-
timum use of these forces. The development of
an effective ASWEPS depends on the collection
of considerable oceanographic data_ by all means
available over large areas of the oceans for long
periods. Fr foreeasting purposes the data must
be colleted synoptically and must be processed
in real time so that forecasts may be generated
and -distribution made to users in time to be of
operational value. To ensure collection and pro-
cessing of this data, tne U.S. Naval Oceanographic
Office and the 'U.S. Coast Guard have signed a

'Salinity.: Temperature- Depth (STD) Measuring
System Project Agreement.

According to the current agreement, OSV's
are to provtde synoptic oceanographic observations
by usirietlie STD on approximately 75% of the

,,OCean Statitin Patrols. STD casts are to be made
in _accordance witkthe current USNAVOCEANO-
SCG agreement, y.tich presently prescribes a

minimui"), of two per day, plus such frequency of
observatluns as supPort the USCG's own oceano-
graphic lobj'Octives.:,Thinsen casts will be used on
the remainder of patrols anti as a backup to
the STD. ,

it

Therpoist Gqi"has also agreed to provide
'-synoptid.Oceanographic obserVations duringtravel
to and fibth sation*hen the STD system is aboard
and on 'a nit-to-interfere-with-other-missions
basis. Enroute to ang from an Ocean Station,
casts are tryide eitheealong Standard Monitoring
Sections or every twelve hours along normal
tracks: observation is not taken when an
STD cast is taken; however, if, the STD system
fails-,-a ST must be.,taken afthis time. A Nansen
cast is *taken' onee daily on an Ocean Station;
Nansen casts will replace STD casts if the STD
system

In addition to providing' real-time data to
ASWEPS, the STD data, will also he used along

with Nansen data for ccintinuing the Coast Guard's
Time Series ,Projects on each of the Ocean
Stations ,and the Standard Monitoring Sections.

STD CAST ROUTINE

PRE-CAST

The followingprocedures should be performed
during the pre-cast phase of an STD cast routine:

1; Make a check of the frequencies, using
test equipment and procedures s'upplied by the
Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit.

2. The vessel should be hove to with the
wind on the STD system's side before the cast
is commenc'ed. During the time the STD sensors
are at the surface and when the surface Nansen
bottle -is soaking, .the sanitary system and other
controllable overboard discharges should be min-
imized. Wire angles are essentially unimportant
for STD operations. Criteria for nOt making a
cast should be based on the possibility of dama-
ging the sensor during immersion or recovery.'

3. Man communications between the bridge,
the- winch, the -recorder, and deck supervisor.

4. A party of at least five will be re-
quired:

a. Deck supervisor (safety officer)
b: Winch operator

c. Recorder operator

d. Deck handlers (2)

^

All stations will be mannedst the start of the cast
and will remain manned until the fish is safely
aboard and stowed.

.5. When ready for the cast, the recorder
operator requests that the deck supervisor let out
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the dampening device, place the fish over the
side, and attach the bottom QC Hansen bottle
with quad thermometer frame as close to the
fish as practical, leaving enough space so the
bottle will not hit the fish when the 'bottle re-
verses. After the bottle is attached, have the
supervisor lower the fish one or two meters
under the surface, i.e., deep enough so that the
Nansen QC bottle will not come slut of the water
on a roll. Take care to prevent the fish from-
striking the side of the vessel..Attach the surface
QC Nansen bottle containing three protected ther-
mometers. Then lower the surface QC Nansen
bottk to Just under the sa surface to ohtain
the surface QC sample. Overboard discharges
Should be minimal at this time. Allow an eight-
minute soaking period. During this time, energize
the fish.

6. Prior to turning on the equipment, ensure
that the chart table latch is lowered to disengage
the chart from the pens and to prevent the pens
from making errat ces while the servos are
returning ; als ensure that the chart
drive clutch release b is disengaged. The
above two items sho d have been disengaged
at the time the fish stopped just under the
surface on the in- ul portion of the previous

or
a. Turn o he regulated power supply

located at the extreme bottom of the cabinet.
This may be left on for the entife cruise.

b. Press the system line power switch.

c. Press the test/operate switch; each
time this switch is pressed it will alternately
light to operate and then to test. Press it for
operate.

d. Turn the recorder line power toggle
switch to ON.

7. Now the recorder operator adjusts the
range selection switches so that the pens are
not at either end of the chart paper or are not
being overdriven. The salinity and temperature
range selection switches are the only ones
requiring adjustment since the depth switch re-
mains on position 2 for 1500 meters or position
3 for 3000 meters. Make sure each small light
above each range switch is lit; if not, you have
problems. Since most operators will be aware
of normal salinity and temperature, depending on

the station being occupied at the time, the op-
erator can set these dials to theirproperposition
both when the fish Ls on deck and especially
when first submerged. At this time, incorporate
all available information on the chart in the spaces
provided.

8. After eight minutes, trip the surdice
QC Nansen _bottle and bring it aboard. Raise the
srD fish-so that it is at the level where the sur-
face QC Nansen bottle was tripped. Rotate the
Manual chart drive by hand to set the pens at
Zen) depth. The most forWard pen is the Ha I i iii ty
pen and is always set on zero; the temperature
pen is exactly on e paper division above the sal-
inity pen. While rotating the manual chart drive,
slowly raise the chart latch up to engage the
pens with the chart paper. Contact should be
made with the paper so that the pens are very
slightly below zero. The paper is then rotated
exactly to zero. Every possible attempt must be
made to prevent the pens from makingextraneous
marks on the paper.

DURLNG THE CAST

1. Now the recorder operator engages the
chart drive release knob and informs the deck
supervisor that he is ready to have the fish
lowered. Until such time as the cast team is
familiar with the operation, hold the speed of the
fish to about 20 meters per minute. Winch speed
shall be controlled by the recorder operator. The
sensor must be lowered through the thermocline
slowly enough for the temperature sensor to
react to the rapid temperature changes. Operate
the winch at 50 meters/minute or less until
through the thermocline. A speed of 80 meters/
minute is recommended from the bottom of the
thermocline to cast depth. Under no circumstan-,
ces should the speed exceed 80 meters/minute.
Sensor vertical speed and changes will be recor-
ded on the chart.

110

2. The temperature and salinity scales must
be indicated by an encircled range number on the
chart paper near the trace start and at each scale
change to show the new scale. Do not mark
directly on a temperature or salinity trace.
Remember that"the temperature trace is offset
Prom the depth .scale (10M on 1500M scale).
The trace is at 0 depth when located at 10M
on the chart and at 1500M when it is located at
1510M on the chart.
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3. The supervisor shall act as a safety
watch and may call for the wincht46e stopped for
,any unusual circumstance.

4. If the cast will go deeper than 2000
meters, attach the 1500-meter QC Nansen bottle
when the depth of the STD, as per the STD
recorder, reads "maximum depth of cast minus
1500 meters." For ekample, for a 2100-meter
cast, attach the QC bottle when the fish is at
600 meters (2100 - 1500 = 600 meters).

5.. As the full depth is approached, the
deck supervisor will be alerted 1:60. the recorder
operator to slow down and stop the winch when
the fish reaches maximum depth: If the cast is
1500 meters or deeper, drop the messenger at
this time. If the 'cast is shallower, wait the
appropriate soaking time before dropping the mes-
senger. As soon as -the winch is stopped, record
the frequency for the depth at the bottom of the
trace and record the% down time. The recorder
operator then monitors depth frequency and in-
structs the winch operator to pay wire out or
haul wire in to maintain a frequency within four
cycles of the frequency recorded above. The fish
should remain at a nearly constant depth for the
entire messenger travel time.

6. To estimate trip time, use 150 meters/
minute for the actual amount of cable out, not
the depth indicated by the STD recorcler. After
the bottom bottle is tripped, immediately drop
the chart paper away from the pens and release
the chart clutch.

7. Roll the chart manually to the next sheet;
position the pens on the appropriate meter marks,

f--1Le. 750; 15007 or 3000-meter marks; engage the
c1art switch drive; ensure that all information
is on the chart; and mark- any changes of the
range switches. The recorder operator requests
the winch operator to commence uphaul. The
cast will be retrieved under the same proce-
dures as lowering. Record start-up time and
St-surface time on the chart. The recorder oper-
ator will keep'the winchf,Operator advised of the
depth to aid him in checkink his wire length
counter.

8. As the fish approaches the surface, the
recorder operator should caution the deck super-
visor to be on the lookout and stop the winch
with the fish 1 or 2 meters under the surface.
When the winch has stopped, disengage the chart
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clutch and the .pens from the paper and shut off
the line power switch on the recorder. Next,
press the system line power switch; the test/
operate switch' light should go out. Then the recor-
der operator requests the deck supervisor to
haul in and remove the bottom bottle and to stow
the fish.

DATA RETRIEVAL

Retrieval of STD data involves the following
procedures:

1. Carefully remove the STD analog traces
from the recorder. There are two traces for
each station, a "down" and an "up" trace. Ensure
that you have filled in the information required
on the lower portion of the STD chart paper for
each trace. Be sure to indicate "up"'or "down"
next to the station number.(See figure 51)

2. Read the temperature and salinity-trace
from the "down" trace and record on the STD
Summary Sheet (figure 52) the temperature and
salinity values for tke foliGing standard deptas:
0, 10, 20, 30, 50, t5, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250,
300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 9Q0, 1000, 1100,
1200, 1300, 14004 and 1500: For 3000M stations,
additional depths are 1750, 2000, 2500, and 3000
meters. For stations having depths less than
-1500 meters, casts will be taken either to _bottom
minus 25 meters (B725) or to bottom minus 50
meters (B-50) as specifically directed; standard
depths are used from the surface dawn to the
B-25 or B-50 depth.

In order to read the trace, use the plastic
overlay and scales provided by the Coast Guard
Oceanographic Unit. Lay the -scales along the depth
lines when reading the values. Read the tem-
perature to 0.01C; read the salinity to 0.005Voo.

3. Read the significant temperature orsal-
inity values that appear on the "down" trace
between standard depths and record these values
on the STD Station Summary Sheet (figure 52),
A significant depth is defined as a point where
temperature and/or salinity traces have a max-
imum deviation from a straight edge laid between
two standard depth points on a trace (-± o.re
for temperature and + 0.05/oo for salinity).

4. Record weather data and Nansen data for
each station on the STD Weather and Quality
Control Data Sheet.
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Figure 51. Graph of Typical 'aTD Cast.
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5. Maintain an oceanographic logbook in-
cludint a narrative for each station and a descrip-
tion of significant occurrences. No data are re-
quired to be recorded in the logbook.

STD RECORDS, REPORTS,
AND MESSAGE CODES

As we have already suggestea, the STD
analog traces represent the original STD tem-
perature and salinity data (see figure 51). These
data are subsequently recorded on the STD Station
Summary (figure 52), During debriefing, these
analog traces are submitted to the Coast guard
Oceanographic Unit.

The STD Station Summary, which is a record
of standard and significant depths, is used to
make up the real-time STD Data Messages. The
Summary itself Is submitted to the Coast Guard
Oceanographic Unit during debriefing.

The STD Data Message is transmitted after
every station in ihe format and code form shown
in figure 53. Study this figure carefully.

Weather data, I:Iansen data, and other data
required for STD stations are recorded on the
STD Weather and Quality Control -Data Sheet
(figure 54). The sheet is usedto prepare the Daily
STD Quality Control Data Message and is subse-
quently submitted as part of the STD data during
debriefing, The Daily STD Quality Control Data
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.Message is sent daily -after the last station of
the GMT day and inclUdes data for all stations
taken during the day. Study figure 55; it shows
the message's format and explains the message's
code form.

The Conductivity Message is filled out et the
completion of salinity runs, normally within
five days, and is transmitted routine precedence
to the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit. Induced
in the message are Nansen conductivities for all
stations run. See ffgure 49 for the format for
this message.

In addition to these STD records and mes-
sages, an oceanographic report must be com-
pleted. The report is a narrative letter report
of the cruise; it describes events, problems, and
casualties and makes recommendations to the
Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit via the district
and area commanders. A copy of the report
should be sent to District (e), and an advance
copy should be delivered to the Coast Guard
Oceanographic Unit during debriefing.

DEBRIEFING

The ship is debriefed by the Coast Guard
Oceanographic Unit representative after return to
port. At this time,,the representative riicks up
the thermome.ters, the STD test equipment kit,
the spare fish, the salinometers, and the records
'described above.
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- STD DATA MESSAGE FORMAT

FM SHIP's NAME
TO Fht NORVA
INFO NAVOCEANO

CANuARCCM HALIFAX (North of 30°N)
METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE, BRACKNELL, ENGLAND
CINC WESTERN FLEET WEATHER CENTER

egCLAS FLENUWEACEN

OC/

1 4 3 4 5 6 75 E ....
C3 0

..- u3 /-
Ztil ul 0 '4C
)-7.... _, < (..)

!!.g _
'1' W

...I=< <§til
liTi

NO W "- c) - ' 0.'---1 §
...;

HISTD DONNY YGG OL
a
L
a
L
a
L
a L

o
L
oLoLo

Lo . S.S S.S.S.99
JJ.1.1.19

=-n.w0
22222

9
1

ff.. u..

w )--

3TTTT

ro
I--i
<
co

4SSSS

a-

z
I-

w
co

2ZZZZ

-5r-

k
l
11.1 i''
1,- <
3Tra

11:7-

7, ,<
c.n

4SSSS

13

=
k-a
IL/a
22222

ti--<
3TTTT

ID
>-

2
-1<o
4SSSS

.r-

Z 3 4 2 3 4 2, 3

2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
2

;-
3 4 2 43 4

3 4) 4
2 3 4 5 4 2 3 4
2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4
2 3 4 2 4 2 3 4
2 3 4 2 3 4 2

.
.3 4

II End"
of Message
indicator
19991
BT

NolAg This toxin to be used by the MST to record data and deliver to radio
room for real-tinoe transmission. Three levels data per line.

Figure 53 ( out apart)
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EXPLANATION OF CODE

Item Symbols Explanation,

, 1 SHIP's CALL SIGN - Enter the four letters t4at,comprIse
the shIp's International Radlo Call Sign. Note this_ls

the only 4 character group In entlre message,

2 HIST0 Identifies electronically observed data. Insert same

for second group of text.

3 DONNY
DO- DAY - Enter GMT day of month
MK - mONTH - Enter GMT month (Jan 0,1, Feb 02, etc,)

YEAR - Enter 3rd -digit of year (ex. 1968-6)

4 Y GGgg

YEAR - Enter last digit of year (ex.'1968-8)
TIME - Record GMT time to nearest minute at which obser-GGgg
vatic(' was begun.

5 01. LLLaaaa

6 LaLaLaLa

QUADRANT - Enter quadrant of globe where station taken.
Northern Hemisphere use 7 for_western longitudes and I for

A easterfciringitiges: For.Southern Hemisphere use 5 for

2 western iongltudes.and 3,for eastern Iongltuaes.

LATVTU15k-- Entr stati-on position to nearst minute-.

LLLL LONGITUDE - Enter to nearest minut (ex. 4750'W 04750)
0000

7 SSSS S. DEPTH TO BOTTOM Record sonic deleh to bottom in meters.
JJJJJ Pretfx.--wl-in- -zeros to fi 11 field.

8* 2Z2ZZ
2 DEPTH IDENTIFIER

ZZZZ DEPTH of observation to nearest meter. Surface depth

(22ZZ-0000m) Is preprinted. Include 24 standard depth

plus signilicant_depths,_

TTTT

TEMPERATURE IDENTIFIER
TEMPERATURE - Enter to nearest 0.00C

10 4SSSS
4 SALINITY INDICATOR

SSSS SALINITY - Entr to nearest 0.01*/..

19991 --End-of missage indicator is-19991.

Figure 5 ( out apart)
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SAMPLE STD MESSAGE

FM

TO
INFO

BT

UNCLAS

0507302 JUNE 68

CGC HAMILTON
FwC NOPVA

NAVCCEANO

CANMARCOM, HALIFAX

METECROLOG,CAL OFFICE. BRACKNELL. ENGLAND
C4NC ASTERN F!EET WEATHER CENTER
FLENUMWEACEN

NEJL H1STD 05066 80600 05245 03530 03475

2cooa , 31.521 43485 20010 31520 43485 20020 31518 43486

20030 3f516 43486 20050 31510 43487 20065 31502 43487

20075 31480 43489 '20092 31401 43490 20100 31350 43495

20125 31308 43497 20150 31211 43510 20183 31176 43505

20200 31151 43501 . 20250 31080 43498 20300. 31023 43492

70400 30945 43490 _20500 30895 43485 20600
c

30861 43481

2070?; 30822 43477 20800 30801 43470 20900- 30753 43465

21000 _30704. 43462 21100 3008 43458 - 21200 30610 43455

21300 30575 43451- 21400 30515 43448 21500 30468 43445

'19991

ST '

As Typed ,from STD Message Format by radio room and Transmitted by Teletype.

Note: Also include,valuos for significant depths.

Figure 53. STD Data Message.
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STD WEATHER SAND QUALITY CONTROL DATA SHEET. .
. ,

CONSECITM STA 4(0 START DORN 0440 Z SUPERVISOR est3 Sk.:AAisedSTD SERIAL.; NO.,

man STA' A4-1 CAST DOM 0111 z RECORDER oermta. 'Dove-At-RECORDER SERIAL NO.

DEPTH_ TO BOTTOM. S4V0 q sttzr UP coal- Z - wink ofSol Gea.ponis
DATE to Stet trio AT SURFACE' *1 sz.- Z Q,

DEPTh
NAN
BOT

SOT
NO

SAi.. BOT NO NAN

SAL:
-THERM

NO
.
MAIN

-

AUX
THERM

NO MAIN AUX
THERM
'NO _ MAIN . AUX

SHIP CCOL.r-
I IT IiiSa. Aa.t.o 4/3 AO . a3.41 WA. //02. 23.(00 ai.a.

/sop 14 X 18 3i+ _ 4.'vc. 2 to *OA- 44.4t 2/.0 2511

.
.

, I . A

.

.

' *iris;
I.- ASSIGNED STATION NUMBER IS SAME AS C)NSiCUYIVE STATION

.

NUMBER.EXCEPT ON STANDARD SECTION STATIONS OR SPECIAL
OISERVATIONS AT AN ASSIGNEDJOSITION.

.

/ .

2. DEPTH TO &MOM BROUID it IN Alias.
,

,

3. "DOT NO" COLUMN REFERS TO BOITLES usto FOR OTHER PURPOSES

.

,,,,,_ .

NCR AS OXYGEN'OBSERVATIONS.
. -

i

i

,....

4. WEATHER INFO SHOULD BE CLEARLY DESCRIBED AND maw
,

EXCEPT PRESENT WEATHER, CLOUD TYPE, AMOUNT, AND VISIBILITY
,

SHOULD BE DESCRIBED AND NOT WOODED. DO NOT USE "UNCHANGED"
oa "SAKE AS IEFORE" FOR ANY DESCRIIED OWNER Imo. .

S NANtEN SALINITT viLuEs To at LtrT Atka. ,

_-____ I I I 1 I

., ,

I I 1

r
I-

65u,
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F4 SNIP
TO cortAmo OCEAN°
sr
uNdLis
troQC

A. JJJGG 00000 'STOTT STOSS 80000 STOTT $TOSS

liwoo TITITITiT1 Immmm OIRAA TrTrTrTrTr 114414 OIAAA TcTeTcyc,114444 OIRAA

880138 TITITITIT1 114414 OIAAA TrTrTrTrTr 1144I14 OIAAA ToT,T,T,T, 0410101AAA

S. As above
C. As above
D. As above
E. REMARXS (as required)

Err

EXPLANATION OF COOE

JJJ Station number (consecutive).
GG Nearest 01T hour of station.
00000 Surface value.
awe Trip dePth of.Nansen bottle Immediately above $TD ftsh.
STOTT ,' Temperature of $TO to neerost, 0.01C (ex. 14.71 .01471).

For negative temperatures, add.50° to the absolute Mae.
SIMS Salinity of.STD to nearest 0.00547.o.
T

I

T
I
T

I

T
I
T

I

Left theriometer number. Usl zero prefix when necessary.

I indicator number to indicate plus oemlnus temperature.
Us. 7 for +, 8 for -. ,

,

MMMK Main thermometer reading to noareit-0.016C.
0 Auxiliary thermometer indicator,
AAA Auxiliary temperature to nearest 0.1°0.
TTTTT Right thermometer numOir,*rrrrr

.

TTITTccocc Canterthermometer surface bottle.

TTTTT ' Pressure thernometer.number,
0 plIppp

^

Notes: ThIp mossege sent daily after the last statton of the GMT day
,and should inch*. data for alI statlons taken during that day.

Use additional line for swot, pressure thormoostor ff geed
frame attached. ,

_

,

Figure 55. Daily STD Quality Cont-rol Data Message.
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. OBSERVATIONS OF WATER TRANSPARENCY AND COIAR

DETERMINING WATER TRANSPARENCY
lg. WITH:THE SECCHI DISC

The Secchi disc -provides an Approximate
-average index ottransparency of sea water and
is dependent upon the available illumination which
vanies with the time of day, cloud formation,
and a'mount of cloud cover.

Ale"

The Secchi disc (figure 56) is aWhite circular
plate,. -having a standard .diameter of 30 centi-
meters. A ring attached at the center of the disc
allows a graduated line to be secured.. A 5- to
7 1/2-pound weight is attached to the disc so it
will sink rapidly and vertically. The line attached
to the 'disc should be marked off in 1-meter
intervals to- at ieut 50 meters. A line with
minimal stretching characteristics should be
used. It is recommended that the bitter end of
the disc line be secured on deckprior to lowering
the disc over the side to preclude loss of the
equipment...

To obtain Secchl disc readings, lower the disc,
white ..§tk up, into the water trom the shaded
side of thetvessel until the disc is just percepti-
ble. Record the distance from the sea surface
to that depth in meters. Then continue the lowering
for approximately 5 more meters. Next slowly
raise the disc until it is again barely visible.
Record the distance from the sea surface to that
depth. The average of the UP and DOWN readings
is the desired value.

- Vessels taking Secchi disc readings should
record UP, DOWN,.anct average values on either
the back of the Oceanographió Deck Log (figure
46) or the STD Weather and Quality Control Data
Sheet (figure 54), both of which contain the desired
associated meteorological data. Secchi disc read-
ings should be taken approximately twice weekly,
usually concurrent with a daytime STD or Nansen
cast.

AP,
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Figure 56. The Secchi disc.

DETERMINING WATER COLOR WITH THE
FOREL SCALE "-

The standard Forel scale is used in con-
Jünction-,with the -Seeehl difie for the purpose of
deteiinining water color. The scale consists ofya
series of 11 small Vials containing ammoniacal
copper-sulphate and neutral potassium chromate
in such proportions that a tlifferent graduation
of color is imparted_ to es7ch Vial.; These vials
are numerically deáignated and are compared
directly With the water in the manner described
below. .

After completion of the transparency meas-
urement with the Secchi disc, raise the, disc until
it lies approximately one meter below the surface.
(See figure 57.) Then compare each vial with the
water in order to determine which vial blends
most closely with the water color against the
Secchi disc. The whiteness of the disc provides
the background to which the color is referred;
this color may not be the color-of the surface ,



visible away from the ship. Besure to shade the of the vial that blends, most closely with the
vials away from the open sunlight when making water color. Ot,the determination. Afterwards, record the number

_

1

Figure 57. Obtaining water color With the Forel scale.
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SAFETY PROCEDURES AN/VAND SIGNALS
FOR OCEANOGRAI4IC OBSERVATIONS

a

SAFETY PROCEDURES

When conducting oceanokraphic obeervations,
you run the risk Of personal damage and damage
to extremely expensive equipment and instru-
ments. Therefore, it is .kmportant that, at all
times, you follow prescribed operating, main-
tenance, and safety procedures. You have already
considered many safety procedures for oceano-t
graphicobservations. but to reinforce and em-
phasize these procedures, we have listed below
general safety procedures and precautions that
are applicable to any vessel conducting oceano-
graphic observations.

1. The oceanography officer is responsible
for ensuring that assigned projects are conducted
in a safe and correct manner.

't 2. The oceanography officer should ensure
that equipment necessary for the conduct of
scheduled oceanographic projects' is aboard, is in
good condition, and is properly maintained.

3. The oceanography officer shall act as
safety officer for as many casts as practicable.

4. It is essential that the oceanographic
equipment be in !excellent operating condition
prior to patrol.

5. Follow the winch instrtictionmanual rel-
igiously.

6. The winch operator should have a clear
view of the oceanographic platform, A-frame,
meter wheel, and the counter.

7. Take care when spooling wire rope or
cable.

8. Know the causes of wire rope loss or
damage.

9. Know the safety factor for wire rope.

10. Always test wire that is in poor con-
dition prior to commencement of a cast.
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11. Conduct an inspection of the wire on the
last cast of a cruise.

12. Conduct wire inspections each time dam-:
aged wire is cut off.

13. The winch operator shall conduct a quick
visual wire inspection each time the winch is
stopped during a cast.

14. Wash wire rope or cable with fresh
water after each cru e to remove the surface
salt accumulation.

15. Carefully inspect Nansen wire older than
four years and STD cable older than one year
prior to using them and then use them with
caution.

16. Know the difficulties that can occur
with various wire angles.

17. Exercise caution so that ihe STD fisn
is not two-blocked into the meter wheel.

18. Rig the oceanographic platform and its
accessories properly.

19. When bringing in the Nansen bottles,
exercise caution when hoisting them to the plat-
form.

20. Ready-rig a cable-grip in case of emer-
gency.

21. The winch operator should be thoroughly
familiar with emergency stopping procedures,
hand signals, etc.

22. The platform man should wear flotation
gear, a hard hat, safety shoes, and a swinimer's
harness with a safety line secured to the ship.'He
should aiso wear a leather arm guard for use
in fending the cable off the platform.

23.. For a night cast, check all areas, in-
cluding over the side, for proper lighting.



24. The safety officer should check all pre-
parations.

25. The OOD should provide for a fath-
ometer watch and soundinp especially if depth
is rapidly; shoaling:

28. The OOD should maneuver the ship
whenever conditions warrant.

27. The oceanographic supervisor directs
the winch operator with hand signals and by voice.

28. Alwtys carry .Nansen bOttles in a 'ver-
tical position and never handle them by the ther-
mometer frames.

29. Use a safety lanyard on each Nansen
bottle prior to 'attaching the bottle to the wite.

30. If the cast is in danger Of touching the
platform, the platform man fends the cast off
by use of the leather arm guard.

31. The winch operator shall use slow speed
and operate the winch smoothly.

32. When the cast is over the side, never
leave it unattended.

33. Use extreme caution in bringing the
last bottle (bottom bottle) up.

34. Use a safety lanyard as each Nansen
bottle is removed from the wire.

35. Slow the winch when a Nansen bottle
is within 10 meters of the meter wheel.

36. The last step of a Nansen cast is the
proper cleaning, lubrication,maintenance, and the
storing of equipment.

37. At no time should'you put out a great-
er amount of cable than the depth of the water.

38. Make sure the proper timing geat is
used, for the appropriate cable.

39. Use care to prevent equipment from

40. The recorder operator shall control
the speed of the winch during an STD pt..;

striking the side.of the vessel.
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41. Secure all power to the STD before
bringing the fish out of the water.

42. Be particularly cautious when working
with large wire angles.

HAND SIGNALS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC CASTS

The following hand signals are to be used
during oceanographic casts to ensure prompt and
accurate communication between the supervisor
and winch operat-Or. More specifically, these
hand signals are designed for the critical moments
lowering and raising of Nansen bottles. They
may *also be used for "STD" casts and other
oceanographic operations.

LOWERING

" When the supervisor haidetermined that the
Nansen bottle or STD fish is ready to be lowered,
he will extend his arm well over his head, bend
his wrist sharply, and point down with his index
finger. Ensuring that the winch operator sees
this, the supervisor commences making large,
bold circular sweeping motions with his whole
arm (see figure 58). He bontinues this signaling
until the Nansen bottle or STD fish is completely
submerged. Then he boldly lowers his arm through
an arc of 180 degrees in front of him, still
keeping his arm extended and his index finger
pointing down (see figure 58). The winch operator
now knows that the Nansen bottle or STD fish
is well submerged and that he may increase the
payout speed according to instructions that we
have already described in this 'pamphlet.

RAISING

When raising a east, the winch operator should
always slow down about 19 meters from the meter
wheel reading where each bottle was placed on the
cable. When e Nansen bottle or STD fish is in
sight, the isor should boldly extend his
arm high o er is head with the index finger
pointing up. same time, he should loudly
shout "IN SIG T. P When the .bottle breaks the

im and loudly
ences maingrge, bold cir-

cular sweeping otions with hi
he lc

shouts "SUR CE." (See figure 58.)



1 A
LOWERING TO
SURFACE

1 - B
AT SURFACE,
DOWN

3 "STOR"
Or

"HOLD"

2 A
RAISING
"IN SIGHT"

2 -B
"SURFACE"
HAUL IN
SLOWLY

Figure 58. Hand signals for Oceanographic casts.
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STOP (DURING.LOWERING OR
RAISING OR ANY EMERGENCY) A

With his amp high over the head, the super-
visor loudly shouts "STOP" or "HOLD" and clen-
ches his fist. (See figure 58.)

NOTE: The immediate area must
be clear of sal unneeded people. The
supervisor should ensure that, if pos-
sible, the winch operator is able to see
as much of the cable as possible. Ex-
cessive winch speed is a major cause of

C FAA AC 1241143

..
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a lost cast. Regardless of the wire
angle, when the first bottle (bottom
bottle) or STD fish is lowered, the
supervisor must take extreme caution
to keep the Nanien bottle or STD fish
from striking the platform. The same is
true also when raising a cast. Team-
work is essential for the observation.
Improper planning, confusion, unneces-
sary people, and improper care of the
'winch, A-Frame/platform area, Nansen
bottles, and all associated equipment
are 'the enemies of the Oceanographic
Team.
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DATA PROCESSING OF WEATHER INFORMATION

The processing of weather information in-
volves the analysis of various charts, such as
surface charts, upper air charts, AROWAGRAMS,
etc., and the interpretation of the various mes-
sages received via teletype and of the charts
received over the various facsimile circuits:
The purpose of this section, therefore, is to
discuss analysis of the basic weather charts-
both, surface and upper air-and interpretation of
the more commonly used weather teletype mes-
sages and facsimile charts: The discussion-will
be general in nature, because it is beyond the
scope of this course to cover completely every
aspect of the analysis and interpretation of
weather data.

-SURFACE ANALYSIS'

The surface synoptic chart or plotted weath-
er map is a valuable tool for forecasting weather.
It presents to the forecaster and other interested
parties a synontic view of weather conditions.
By comparing the situation depicted on the
current map with preceding situations, you, as
an MST, can forecast future trends.

CONSIDERATION OF REPORTED
ELEMENTS

After ill available weather data have been
plotted On a map, the map is ready to be analyzed.
However, before we consider how to analyze
the map, we should, first tmAerstand the signift-
cance of the following data that is plotted on the

,map.

Temperature

Temperature is a valuable element for locat-_
ing fronts during the winter, but in many cases'
,this element is over-used for this purpose.
Temperature discontinuity is more readily used
with dense -coverage of information than with

. -aparse coverage.

1

Dew Point

Dew-point temperature is an important ele-
ment kr locating frohts having only a slight
temperature difference, i.e. warm fronts, weak
cold fronts, and stationary fronts. In warm air,
there is generajly a smaller spread between
temperature and dew point than in cold air;
that is, warm air is more_ humid than cold air.

Pressure Change Discontinuity

, In general, pressure falls ahead of a front
and rises behind the front. However, for a
stationary front, the pressure tendency is nor-
mally the same ontoth sides of the front. There
are variations to these general patterns because
of different rates of change on each side of the
frofit, but the normal patterns still exist.

)7)

Remember that pressure reports taken by
land stations are more representative than those
taken by ships.

Clouds and Precipitation

Generally, cold fronts Ancl---told occluded
fronts have curnuliform clouds and showery"
precipitation. Cold fronts and cold occluded
fronts having shallow slopes are accompanied by
stratiform "clouds and continuous or intermittent
precipitation. Warm fronts and warm occluded
fronts normally have stratiform clouds and con-
tinuous precipitation.

Wind Discontinuity

Accompanying most fronts, especially Cold
and occluded fronts, are wind shifts sharp enough
to show upti on the surface weather map. Wind
shifts with speeds of 10 knoth or grpater are
usually significant for locating fronts. To be
significant, the shift MUST , be along allrough
line and not along a ridge line (wedge).

Wnd data reported from *ships are more
repo ntative than those reported from la d

ns../ y
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Figure 1. Labeling pressure systems on a
surface Weather chart. The positions given are
for 0600Z, 1200Z, and 1800Z; all positions are

for the 15th of.the month.

HISTORICAL SEQUENCE

The first step in the analysis of a surface
weather 'map is' to correct the previous chart
by entering any late reports that have a bearing
on the chart's analysis. The next step is to
enter onto e present chart all preseure centers
that occurrduring the previous 24 hours. To do
this, use black ink and mark each center with
an "X" enclosed in a circle. Next, connect
these positions with a dashed line to show move-
ment. 'Label each position with the date and
time. (See figure 1.)

After' You have, entered the positions of all
centers, the next step is to enter the positions
of all, fronts from the previous chart (only the
previous chazt is used for fronts). flo this by
tracing the past position in yellow.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The first step leading to the complete surface
analysis consists of vidually scanning the chart
and noting from the data plotted around each
station the ariab of high and low pressure,,the
general wind flow about these areas, and the
approximate positions of fronts. When scanning
the chart and following the past history, you
should be able to approximate what the final
analysis shotild look like. Locate the station
haNing the highedt or lowest plotted pressure
valuein one particular area.
BASIC ANALYSIS

After visually surveYing the chart, yOu are
ready to start the basic analysis of the chart,.
The first sequence in basic analysis is Isobaot
analysis.
.

Isobaric Analysis

This phase Consists, of drawing lines in the
areas of h and low pressure which, connect

0

-lb

Low

10

114,
4

Figure 2. Illustration of Buys-Ballot's law,

points of equal pressure. These lines, called
isobars, outline areas of high, and low pressure.
Drawing an isobar is merely, drawing a line
.which follows the general wind flow and which
connects points having equal firessure values.
The numerical values whioh you refer to when
drawing isobars are the plotted pressure values
to,the northeast of each station circle.

Certain practicea that you must follow when
drawing isobars aie described below.

Buys-Ballot's Law. An iscibar on a weather
map rdpresents a specific numerical value and
must be'arawn in such a manner that pressure
values of greater numerical value occur on one
side of the, line being drawn, while lesser pres-
stire italues occur on ,the other side of the line,
This principle, is, stated as BuYsnBallot's law,
which Sates: "In the Northern Hemisphere,
when one stands with his back to the wind, the
pressure on his left hand will be lower than
the pressure on his right hand." See figure 2
or an illustration of Buys-Ballot's law.

Drawing Isobars Downwind. Isobars must--- _
,always follow the general wind flow. However,

remember that winds blow across isobari at a
slight angle. The angle is inward,toward a .,.. r
of low pressure and is outward -4,, ,ilrigir r

, of high pressure., (See detail ei 3.)
'7 '10 ' iIf the prrain is smooth, this 4 w be

small; but the rougher the te 1,r ..I comes,
the greater the angle will be. Over ocean areger
winds, blow across isobars at angles of 10 to

.
.
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High.

A

Low High

-

Low High

C

FigUre 3. Angles of wind direction Co is'obars: A, if the eaiAhdid not rotate; B, -under the influence
of the earth's rotation; and ,C, under the influence of both the earth's 'rotation ahd friction.

-
Figure 4. Isobars drawn down the wind may turn
sharply to the -left but not 'to the right. The'
isobar should not turn sharply to the right a§

shown by the dashed line.

20 degrees, but over very rough land, the angle
can be as much as 40 degrees.

Isobars drawn downwind may turn sharply
, to the left but not to the right. When there is a

kink or sharp turn, it must always ocCur to the
left and never to the right (ire figure 4).

Drawing Isobars as Closed Curves or Curved
Lines. Isobars must always appear as either
simple closed curves' or closed lines. Isobars

'may originate and terminate in the following
matmer:

1. Originate on one edge of the chart,
follow a path connecting points of equal pressure
values, and terminate on 'the same ,edge of the
chart.

2. Originate on one' edge of the chart, fol-
low a path connecting points of equal ,pressure

6
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values, and terminate on any, of the other three
edges of the Chart.

3. Orikinate anywhere on the chart, follow
a path connecting points of equal presstrevalues,
and join ends to close on itself -(form a closed
curve).

4. Originate and/or terminate in an area
where there are no reports.

ISOBARS CAN NEVER' CROSS ONE AN-
OTHER, INTERSECT ONE ANOTHER, OR
SPIRAL. Isobars can never touch except when
two ends, of tile same isobar join to make a
cloied curve (see figure 5).

interval of Pressure Change. In order, to
eliminate overcrowding of isobars and yet main-
tain a clear indication of pressure centers,
draw isobirs for specific pressure values and
at certain intervals. In the, area between the
Equator and 25 degrees north and south latitude,
draw isobars far every 2 millibars of.pressure.
To determine the exact values to use, use 1000
millibars as the base value and proceed tofard
increasing and decreasing values in 2-miIlibar
increments.

In areas between the poles and 25 degrees
north and -south latitude (areas for, whiCh most
charts are plotted and analyzed), draw isobars
for every 4 millibars of preisure. Determine
the exact values to use b? Ising 1000 as the
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Figure 5. A small pressure center between isobars.
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A Figure 6. Various forms of isobars with wind circulation indicated.
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base value and proceeding toward increasing
and decreasing values in 4-millhaar increments.
Farexiimple, with 1000 as the base, the izItervals
are 1012, 1008,"1004, 1000, 996, 992, 988, ete.
When first drawing the isobars, it, is usu
a good' idea to sketch every other isobar.
is, sketch the 1000-mlIlibar isobar, tfen'
1008-millibar isobar, ett.

Beause of the varied distribution of pres-
sure centers, you can seldom draw isobars for
every standard :able.

The Two-Station Method of Analysis.-- To
determine the .flOw of isobars, use, the two-
station method of analysis. The first step, in
this method i to locate areas of highest and
lowest -Pressure values over a land surface.
(Always start -the analysis over land areas
where reports are. numerous; avoid starting the
analysis over mountainous areas or ocean areas
where reports are in short supply.)

Of the areas you have located, Stalect one,
either the highest or. the lowest, and within
this "area locate one station having the highest
(or lowest) pressure value and'.note its pressure.
Go downwind from this station to the next station
and note the pressure of this next station. Then,
determine what standard isobaric value, if any,
will fit between these two stations in a logical
numerical order. If a standard isobaric value
fits between these two stations, sketch lightly
between the stations'a short line that is more or
less parallel to the wind direction but that has
the wind crossing it toward LOWER pressure.
If a standard isobaric value )will not fit between
the two stations, continue downwind to the next

,adjacent station and repeat the entire process.

Nate the plotted pressure values at several
stations immediately downwind from the point
of origin. You will find that the isobar that you
have begun to sketCh will fit between only two
of these stations. Project the short line that you
have already drawn to this new point. (See figure

Repeat the searchALWAYS DOWNWIN
and project the isobar to the ne"oints. Co
tinue this procedure until the isobar ikou a e
drawing either (1) circumecribes an area by
returning to the point of origin and joining.
itself to form a closed curve or (2) enters an

Figure 7. The isobar for 1012 mhs is started.
at A and is drawn down the wind in the,direction
shown by the black arrowheads, the position
of the line being determined by. the coded baro-

metric pressure readings.
r '

area where there are no reports and there is no
justification for continuing. .

Remembering that all points along an i'sobar
represent the same numerical pressure value,
movei from any paint of the finished isobar
outward to an adjacent station. Determine if
another isobar (of greater or lesser value) may
be drawn between this station and the isobar
just completed. If so, proceed in the manner
outlined abolie. If not, continue outward tn the
same direction to the next adjacent station.
Eventually, you will encounter an.area between
two stations where you can draw the next stand-
ard isobar, Draw this isobar in the manner
desc riVed. above .

Repeat the drawing of isobari. until you
have drawn an isobar for all standard pressure
values. Of course; if there are few plotted

6
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Figure 8. At the left, when the isobars are 'drawn down the wind from A to C,
a wind discontinuity is found along line DE. At right, the isobars have been drawn
to fit the line of discontinuity. In both illustrations, a cold front is indicated by

the wind shift and a well-defined pressure trough.

pressure values in an area, it may be impossible
to draw isobars for all standard isobaric values.
Therefore, it stands true that the greater the
number of plotted stations, the more complete
and accurate the analysis will be.

Frontal Analysis

After you have finished drawing isobars, the
nekt step otbasic analysis is to analyze the map
for frontal systems.

Cold Front Andy sis. Cold fronts are located
in well-defined pressure troughs, that Is, where

'there is a marked 'density contrast, betw:een the
two air masses involved. A careful analysis of
the isobars will, in war cases, indicate the

' correct position of the pressure trough that
contains the front (see tigtire 8). Other indications
of a &id front's location are as follows:

1. Pressure Tendency - In advance of cold
fronts, the pressure tendency is usually indicated
by a sieady or unsteady fall. After passage, it,
will be indicgted by either a /,V,pr \./ tendencyl

as'

2. Wind - With the approach of the front,
the wind is normally from the south to southwest.
At frontal passage the wind usually shifts abruptly
tig the west or northwest and afterwassage is
from the noldhwest. (See figure 8.)

3. Clouds - In advance of the fiont, the
cloud types are typical of warm ail'. Towering
cumulus, cumulonimbus, stratocumulus, and
nimbostratus are associated with the passage of
the front. After passage, these cloud forms may
prevail for several hundred miles, as is the case
with slow-moving (type I) cold fronts; but with
'the fast-moving (type II) cold fronts, very rapid

'clearing occurs. With both types of cold fronts,
the only clouds normally found well back in the
cold air after passage are fair-weather cumulus.

4. Precipitation - Showers and sometimes
thunderstorms will be observed with a cold frontal
passage. A type I (slow-moving) frontwill produce
a very extensive band of weather which may persist
for 150 to 300 'miles behind the front. With *the
type n (fast-moving) front, a very nakrow hand
of weather exists.

A
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5. Temperature and Dew Point - Both ten-i-
perature and dew point will be high before a cold
frontal passage and will decrease rapidly afte
passage of the front.

6. Visibilities and Ceilings - With the ap-
proach and passage of the front, visibilities and
ceilings will decrease rapidly and will remain
low after passage (type 11 or increase rapidly
after passage (type II).

Warm Frorit Analysis. You can generally
loCate active warm fronts from the pressure
troughs on the weather chart. The troughs are
seldom, as pronounced as those observed with
cold fronts; therefore, you must consider other
elements in order to locate warm fronts accu-
rately. These elements are as follows:

1. Pressure Tendency - Pressure usually
falls for an appreciable length of time prior to
the frontal passage and is normally steady after
passage. The tendencies in advance of the front
would, therefore, be a \ or a 1\ tendency. A
warm frontal passage is usually indicated by a

tendency.

2. Wind - The wind in advance of a warm
front is usually from the southeast:, it shifts
to the south-southwest after passage.

3. Clouds - Warm fronts are nearly always
well defined by the following cloud forms: cirrus
(700 to 1000 miles), cirrostratus (600 miles),
altostratus (300 to 500 miles), and nimbostratus
and stratus (300 to 0 miles).

4. Precipitation - The prcélpitation area
of warm fronts extends about 300 miles in ad-
vance of the surface front and is of the steady
type, either continuous or intermittent.

6. Temperature and Dew Point - Abrupt
temperature_ and dew point changes like those
characteristic of cold fronts do not accompany
the warm' frontal passage. Instead, _the changes
are gradual. These values start increasing slowly
with the approach of the front and increase
slightly mire rapidly with the passage of the
front.

6. Visibilities and Ceilings - These values
a:re normally good until the precipitation begins.
Then, they decrease rapidly. An improvement is,
usually experienced after passage.

.41

Occluded Frontal Analysis. To locate occlu-
sions on the surface weather map, consider the
following factors: -

1. Historical Sequence - By following an
\unstable wave cyclone in its life cycle, you can
generally detennine -*Thin theoccluding process
will occur.

2. Location Occlusions occur in very
well-defined'pressure troughs.

3. Pressure Tendency - Pressure usually
falls at a considerable -distance ahead of a cold-
type occlusion and rises rapidly after passage.
With the warm-type occlusion, the pressure
changes may be very erratic with the passage
of the upper -front but will rise after passage
of the surface front.

4. Temperature -.Temperature differences,
associated with occlusions are less marked than
those associated with cold fronts or warm fronts.
However, with the cold-type occlusion, the tem-
perature after passage of the surface front will
be slightly colder than the temperature in ad-
vance _of the warm front. With the warm-type
occlusion, the reverse is true.

5. Wind - A wind shift is one of the most
characteriptic features of occlusions. The wind
shift associated with occlusions is_very abrupt,
sometimes amounting to as much as 180, degrees.
In advance of the siirface front, the wind direc-
tion is south or southeast; after passage, the
wind shifts to the north or northwest.

6. Clouds and Weather - Since the occluded
-front is a. cOrfibinatiOn of cold and warm fronts,
the resulting clouds and weather are a combina-
tion of the conditions that exist along both fronts.

FINAL ANALY IS

After \ ou ave sketched all of the isobaip
and. have d e ined the positions of the fronts,
you are ready to complete the last step of
surface analysisfinal analysis.

Final analysis consists primarily of erasing
'and redrawing the isobars in order to smooth
out any irregularities in the isobars which you
drew during basie.analysis (see figure 9). Simple
isobars and.basie wind patterns aremuch more
probable than complicated isobars' (although the

G36
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FINAL ANALYSIS

Figure 9. Smoothi. ng of isobars.

patterns sometimes have an unlikely appearance
because of local conditiohs, topography, etc.).
Therefore, in order for the isobars to conform
to MOST logical situations, you should eliminate

*". irregularities in the shape of isobars whenever
possible. Irregularities in isobars are most
frequently due to incorrect pressure computa-
tions and observing techniques at reporting sta-
tions.

When smoothing out the irregularities, erase
the innermost isobar ih a pressure Center by
using a freehand stroke. Then redraw the isobar
so that it has a smooth shape or appearance,
and label it with the appropriate millibar ;talue
it represents. Label isobars at all loose ends
and at least once on a closed curie. Then,
erase the next isobar away from the center and
smooth and label it. Continue the smoothing
process until you have erased, redrawn, and
labeled all,of the isobars which you sketched
during the basic analysis.

The next step is to label all high pressure
centers with a blue block letter "H" and to label
all low pressure -centers with a red block letter

With a high, the pressure decreases as
you niove away from the center; with a low,
the pressUre increases as you move away from
the centef. -(See figure 10.)

Isobarsust agree not only with pressure
but also with .the general wind frow. Winds blow
in a clockVise direction abotit high pressure
areas and cb.untercfockwlse abont loW pressure
areas (in tke Nbithern Hemisphere). Becaliee
of the effeCis of frictiori, winds blow across
isobars at a slight angle %from high to loW pres-
sure.

The spacing between isobars is directly
related to wind speed. The closer the isobars
are to One another, the stronger the wind speed;
likewise, the wider the spacing, the lighter the

s-Ct

---

wind speed (see figure 11). The principle of
this phenomenon is as follows. When air moves
across the earth's surface, the effect of the
earth's rotation results in a tendency for the
air to turn to the right in the Northern Hemi-
sphere and to the left in the Southern Hemisphere.
(If it were not for the rotation of the earth,
the wind would blow directly across the,isobirs
from high to low pressure.) Therefore, north
of the Equator the air does not move across
the isobars but turns to the right, tending to
move more nearly along the isobars. This tend-
ency is least at the Equator and increases with
latitude, becoming a maximum at the poles.
When the tendency to turn to the right is balanced
by the pressure gradient, which causes the wind
to tend toward low.pressure, the wind is said
.to be geostrophic. Therefore, it is evident that
the greater the tendency to turn to the right,
the greater the pressure gradient must bewith
a given speed of wind blowing along the isobar.
The full explanation of the effect of the earth's
rotation is by no means dimple, but there is a
useful_ relation between the speed of the wind
and the spacing of the isobars, which is shown.
in the geostrophic wind table,, table 11

Table 1. GeostrophiC Wind Table. DiStance
between isobars over" the ocean at four-millibar
intervals far various wind speeds and latitudes.

,
Wind
Ix. a

.4r.covecl
(knots)

kproximate distance ( in nau
tnal mulcs1 Ixtueen isobars
ilt.mn for evetv fout (4)

` millibars
...

30' 40' . 60
16 461 358 301 266
15 307 239 200 177
20 210. 179 150 133
15 1h4 143 120 106

`30 154 1 I9 100 Is9
11 -13 102 86- 76
10 H. 90 , 75 66

2 72 60 53
66 .7 00 50 44 a

The last step of final analysis is to draw
the frontal systems on the chart. Indicate the
location of fronts as follows: red lines for warm
fronts, blue lines for cold fronts, and purple
for occluded fronts. Depict stationary fronts
with alternately dashed red and blue lines. See
figure 12, which lists the VBAN weather analysis
sythbols.
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Figure 10, Surface weather Map. Dashed lines indicate-location of fronts.
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Figure 11. Isobars are closely spaced with
strong winds (right) and widely spaced with

light winds (left).

SUMMARY

Surface weather maps, which present a
synoptic view of weather conditions, are analyzed
for the purpose of forecasting weather conditions.
Analyiis of a surface weather map involves
performing a series of procedures in a logical,-
prescribed sequence.

The first procedure, the historical sequence,
involves entering the past record of the move-
ment (direction and speed) of pressure centers
and fronts onto the chart. Enter this past data
only after updating the previous chart with any
tale reports or corrections. The next, sequence
is preliminary analysis of the chart, which
entails scanning the chart to locate areas of
high and low pressure, the general wind flow
about these areas, and the approximatepositions
of fronts.

After visually, scanning .the chart, you are
ready to begin basic al naIysis.,Draw isobars ap
eithe; simple closed curves or simple curved
lines with loose ends at the edges of the chart.
Sketch the- isobars lightly, keeping in mind
Buys-Ballot's law (with your back-to the wind in
the Northern Hemisphere, the.low pressure is
on the left). Use the tWo-station method of
analysis for determining the flow of isobars and
draw the isobals as nearly with the- wind as
possible. Draw isobars for the-speafic pressure-

-values" which we have already def.ined. The
end result_of this isobaric analysis Is a pidture
of the flow of wind and' pressure-.

.

After drawing the isobars, -analyzethe map
for frontal systems. Base your analySisOn factors
such is pressure tendency, wind, clouds, pie-
eipitatiqn, temperature, dew point, visibility,
eeilingsj and locati n.

6

The _final step of stirface analysis consists
basioally=of smoothing out any irregularities
in the isobars due to errors from the reporting
stations. As you smooth the isobars, label them
with the appropriate pressure values. After
labeling the pressure centers as either high (a
blue "H") or low (a red "L"), draw in the frontal
systems with colored lines to indicate what type
d front you are depicting. This concludes surface
analysis.

UPPER AIR CHART ANALYSIS

\,Map analysis includes not only surface
weather charts but also upper air charts. The
upper air charts used in conjunction with the
surface charts are essential for accurate fore-
casting. With the aid of upper air charts, the
forecaster gets a 3-dimensional view of the
synoptic situation.

---The flaw-- pattern of the air in the free
atmosphere above the layer of frictional in-
fluence next to the earth is indicative of the
type of weather that will occur at the surface
of the earth. The- direction in which pressure
systems, fronts, tropical storms, and the like
move depends upon the wind flow above the
frictional layer of the atmosphere. Therefore, it
is necessary to determine the flow pattern
from upper air chazks.

The basic upper !air charls in use today _

are --termed CONSTANT" pRESSILRE CHARTS,
sines they epict conditiorii existing alang a e

constant pre sure_ surface. They are a valuable
aid .In_forec sting any weather conditions far any ,
ideality.

A constant pressure chart is a chart show- .

Ing Meteorological data at a particular standard
level. The meteorological data for- these charts
are- obtainePfrom radiosonde and rawinsonde
observations. The standard pressure V7els men- .
tioned are those levels -for which mandatory
data are Iransmitted in the radiosonde code;
These include ,the 1000-, 8150-, 709-, 500-, 400-,,
300-, 250-, 200-, 150-, .11.00-, 707., 50-, -30-,

10-, 7-, and 5-mIrlevels..

Although -.constant pressure charts may. Pe
preparN for any or all of the mandatory levels,
the. most eommon charts in- use nre the 850-,
700-; 500-, 300-, 200-, and 100-mb charts. The
approximate heights of the 'constant pressure

-surfaces are as follows:
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Figure 12.- WDAN Weather Analysts Symbols.
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Millibar chart Meters Feet

1,000 110 370
850 1,460 4,780
700 3,010 9,-880
500 5,570 18,280.
400 7,180 23,560
300 9,160 30,050
200 11,790 38,660
150 13,620 44,680
100 16,210 53,170

As previously me'ntioned, constant pressure
charts are primarily used as an aid in weather
forecasting. They are used in conjunction with
surface synoptic charts to accomplish the follow-
ing:

1. Deter Kin& movements of weather sys-'
tems.

2.. Determine cyclonic and anticylonic wind-
flow.

3. Help define air masses. -

4. Locate moist and dry areas.

5. Aid in forecasting the formation, inten-
sity, and dissipation of pressure systems.

6. Determine the actual slopes of fronts.

7. Determine the vertical extent of pres-
sure systems.

1
8. FOrecast the jetstream.

PLOTTED DATA'

The meteorological data enteied are the
height of the standard pressure level abig*oa
level, the temperature and dew-noint depreSsion
at the standard pressure level, and the wind
speed and direction at the standard pressure level.
Just as a surface chart may be antilyzechto'Show
pressure 'systems, frOnts, wiridflow, and the .

Ijke, these cOrislant" firessure *chilli may -also
be analyiedftd_ Shijkiheie Variables:

b.<77
being constructed (850 rhb, 700 mb, etc.); it is
also marked with date and time.

The information plotted on a constant pres-
sure chart is obtained from the radiosonde and
rawinsonde' reporta, received by teletype or radio.
These charts are usually plotted and analyzed
every 12 hours; they represent the data obtained
from the 0000 and 1200 GCT radiosoncje and
rawinsonde releases. The following is a repre-
sentative entry of data on a constant pressure
chart (700 mb):

(TT) 14.5 g 191 (Ma,

(DD) 3.0

The explanation of the above data is as folloWs:

hhh Height of the 700-mb level in whole meters
(hundreds, tens, and units),
Note: For levels at 500-mb and higher,
the heights are reported in tens of meters
(thousands, hundreds, and tens).

TT Temperature in tens, units, and tenths
of degrees Celsius.

DD Dew-point depression to the nearest. 0.1
of a degree C.

6 Wind direction and speed entered in the
same manner as on, winds aloft charts.

a

uPpER AIR FEATURES

the surface weather' chart depicts pressure
systems only in a fiorizontal .extent. The vertical
extent and orientation of the pressure systems
dernd on the temperature of the _atinosphere.

,

The rate_of change of pressure with height
depends prAmarily on the temperature. The pres-
sure _changes most rapidly in a vertical plane
when the teniperature -is-low, least rapidly
when it is high. Remember that pressure is a
function of the weight of the atmosphere and that
the weight of th tmosphere depends upon the
density. Cold air 's den er than_ warm air.
'Therfore,- cold'air` rnus exert_moire .prpssure
at, a given altitude. Assume that two columns
of air 'are- eZekting the _ same pressure at the
surface; the coltima-cóntaining the,.warmer air
has to extend to a greater altitude to exert a
pressure at the surface equal to that exerted
by a Column of colder and denser air. Since
the height of the colder column is less, it .

The._met
_

eorological plottitig Chart used far
Notting' t onitatit tires-sure data is the same as
that used for surface synoptic data. It isproperly
labeled for whatever pressure value the chart is

.
ik

to's
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follows Oat the pressure must decrease more
rapidly with altitude in the colder. air and that
the vertical spacing of isobars is closer together.
For this reason, a pressure system on the
surface does not necessarily exist aloft. On the
other hand, under the proper temperature condi-
tions, a pressure system may intensify with
height.

High- and low-pressure systems are classi-
fied as either cold core or warm core systems.

Cold Core High

cold core high is one in which the teni-
peratures on a horizontal level decrease toward
the center.

Because the temperature in the center of a
cold core high is less than toward the outside
of the systeM, it follows that the vertical spac-
ing of isobars in the center of this system is
closer together than on the outside. Although
the pressure at the center of these systems on
the surface may be high, the pressure decreases
rapidly with height. (See figure 13.) (For the
purpose of illustration, figures 13 through 16
are exaggerated from the way that they appear
in actual atmospheric conditions.)

' Examples of cold core highs are the North
American High and the Siberian High.

.
400 MI //100....'"--.L.-
70010 ,^7.- ''.. TOO VS

..'''......"'400 NI ,..,,...r................_r........................s.\''."...""' $OO MS

.0"'n
100 WI 400 WS MOO MS 900 WS

. ., 4
Figure 13. Cold core high.,

....,

Warm Core FligiA'

A warm core high is one in which the tern-
periturea pn a horizontal level increase toward
the,center!

Because the temperatures in the center of a
warm core high are higher thazi on the outside
of the system, it follows that the veiticaLspar-
ing of isobars in the center is farther-apart
than toward the outside of the high. Fni"
reason, a warm core high increases in i nsity
with altitude. (See figure 14.)

- .

7_

140 Moll SOO PS

17.77\%. woo
*Ave cow* soosis moos wow

111

^Figure warm core high.'

Examples of wenn core highs are the Azores
or Bermuda High and the Pacific High.

Cold Core Low
'7

A cold core low is one in which the tempera-
tures ,decrease on a holzontal level toward
the center.

4'
Becauv the tetriperatures are colder in the

center of a cold oore low, it follows that the
isobaric surfaces in a verticalplane are closer
together in the center. FOr this reason, cold
core lows increase in intensity with height.
(See figure 15.)

Examples of cold'core lows are the Aleutian
. Low and the Icelandic Low.

,

$OO In

S

SOO

OO VI

s-.400

u00014

Agure 15. Cold, co

Warm Core Low

A warm ,core low is one in which the tem-..
peratures increase toward the center,in a hori-
zontal plane.

1.

Because the temperatures are greatest in
the center pf a yarm core low, it follows that
t e isobaric surfaces in the center are farther
apart in the vertical than toward the l'outside
where the temperatures are lower. For ,this
reason, warm core loWs disappear rapidly with
altitiide. (See figure 16.)
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Figure 16. Warm core low.

Exa:mples of warm core lows are the Equa-
torial Low and the thermal lows that form over
land areas during the summer.

V e'rtical Axes

The vertical axes of'pressure systems are
seldom,perpendicular. Lows tend to slope toward
colder air aloft and highs toward warmer air.
Thus, the position of pressure centers in Pie
upper air will not necessarily coincide' with
their position on the surface. (See figure 17.),

...... .

- ........

............

Figure.417. CQmparison of pressure systems.

CONST.ANT-PRESSURE
CHART .ANALYSISri 7

As a Marine Science' Technician, you are
frezently called upon to analyze constant pres-
sure charts. In order for you to be able to carry
out these duties, it is -necessary that you know
the vrrtical structure of highs and lows, frontal
iiositions aloft: and the basic techniques ofconstant
pressure chart analysis.

Analysis Elements

Contours. Contours or isoheights are lines
of kqual height drawn on a .constant pressure

,.
chart. These contours show the height of the
constant pressure surface in.question; draw them
for 30-meter, 60-Meter, or 120-mettr intervals
as appropriate, for constant pressure charts
up to the 300-mb level, draw contours for 60-
meter intervals. For leyels at and above the,
300-mb level, use 120-meter interva. In cases
in which the gradient is weak or in order to .
delineate' pressure centers, you may use inter-
mediate intervals (30-meter or 60-meter). Con-
tours are the upper air equivalent of isobars.
They look about the same as isobars, but are
usually much sm*ther. Draw them for meter
intervals rather than pre sure intervals, as are
the isobars. Label conto rs in accordaripe with
the specifications listed in table 2.

The contours on the constant pressurechtrts
show smooth, sweeping orientations of troughs
and ridithit instead of the confused pressure
distribution often found on surface charts. Nor-
mally, they parallel the wind direction and are
spaced in,versely proportional to the wind speed.
Closed high- and low-plvessure systems appear
less frequently on constant pressure charts than
on surface charts. ,

You can loc4e high anki. low areas from the
reported height values. Lows have a lower height
value than the surrounding .reported heiga,s,
and highs have higher reported heights thanie
surfowxling xeported heights (figure 17). Label
high and low systems on constant pressure charts
in the same manner as on surface charts. An
"H" in blue denotes a high, and a red "L"
denotes a low.

Fronts. Ydu can normally .locate fronts
on the constant pressure charts up to and in-
cluding the 700-mb level from the wind direction,
temperature, and moisture distribution. praw
fronts on the charts in the same manner as
surface charts or simply show them with a
trough line.

Isotherms. Isotherms are lines of equal
temperature; they are drawn for every 5° of
temperature, beginning with any value divisible
by 5. The standard color for isotherms is
red.

Analysis Technique

As with the surface chart, constant pressure
chart analysis should-consist of the followingfour
steps:

15
.
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Table 2. Standard upper air chart markinp.

.
Element Marking

)
Interval I

.
i Label

Where Units

Contours
.

(isoheights).
Solid black pencil line.

(Dashed black pencil
line fin- int,ermediate
inter11.)

60-meter interval up
to 300-mb level,
120-meter interval
at and aboye 300 mb.

.
Thousands.

hundreds,
and tens.

,
,

Isotherms Solid red lines 5° C Degree
Celsius,

-

drosotherrns.. Very light solid green
lines.

10.° C

.

Degree
Celsius.

Fronts, highs, lows,
troughs, and
ridges.

Standard WBAN
symbols

.

In accordance
with WBAN
requirements.

c

Forecast move-
ments.

Red: Low and trough.
Blue: High and -

ridge,

6 hr ---)

r'',5\")
(B l

,
r

At present
location,
pointing in
direction of
forecast
movement.

,

Past movement
(centers).

(A

(In ink.)

t At past
.poeition ,

.

Isotachs Short dashed green
lines.

20 knots

-

At edges of
chartaround
closed axes.

Knots.

Jetstream ,

.

Thick solid purple
line with arrowhead.

Minimum wind speed
of 50 knots

Along axis of
maximum
wind speed.

s

.

Tropopause

. .

AA- AA-

(Black pencin

Where ob-
served.

..

Thickness lines.
.

-

Dashed, black lines 60-mder

.

,

Thousands,
hundreds,
and tens.

Advection arrows.
-

.

ColdBlue arrow.
WarmRed airow.

At every uppet and
lower contour Intsr-
section.

'

*See footnote at end of table.
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Table 2. Standard upper air chart marldngs (continued).

Element Marking
.

Interval
Label

Where
_

.

Units

Rise and fall linea. \

,

RiseSolid blue pelicil
lines.

reusoud red pencil
lines.

(Connecting paints of
eqnal rise or falL )

ZeroPurple.

. .

60-meter

,

4
Meters

.

A

Rise and fall centers. Same as movement
(centers).

4

'At *del of chart and around cicaed systems, usually at the top or bottom o e coeeo
is oplethe .

NOTE: Miscellaneous isopleths, such is potential temperature lines or tropopause iroplethe, may
be drawn in the manner a contours when they are the primary features and contours are not used
in that particular analysis.

1. Before accomplishing anything else, re-
view the preVious charts for the PAST HISTORY
of the constant pressure surface in question.
As with the surface analysis, first make any
corrections to the previous analysis that may
be necessary due to late or additional reports.
Trace the pertinent features of this past history
onto the chart tieing analyzed. In many units the
past history is traced to the latest chart before
it ,is even plotted.

2. Preliminary analysis. Before actually
drawing a constant pressure chart, first visually
stirvey the chart to get the general ovc-rall
idea of the windflow and height pattern kthat
exists.

_ 3. Basic analysis. After misually check-
ing the chart and. noting the general overall
idea* of the windflow and, height pattern, you
may start the actual analysis..

First, sketch the contours lightly. As stated
previously, contours nearly alWays parallel the
wind direction. As with isobars, contours are
close together when the wind speed is strong
and, far apart when the wind spee'd is weak.

-

Next; skeich the fronts and trough lines.
After sketching the- fronts and trough lines,
sketch the isotherms.

17

4. Final analysis. When the basic analysis
is coMplete, make the final analysis. Smooth
the contours and draw them heavily. Label all
contours with their correct values. Draw the
fronts and trough lines. Indicate fronts in the
same manner as on the surface chart. Indicate
troughs as dashed brown lines. Smooth the iso-
thernis and label each with the representative
temperature value. Label the high and" low height
areas.

A summary of the recommended procedure
for analyzing a constant pressure chart is as
follows:

1. Study past history; trace it on thecurrent
chart.

2. Sketch the-contours lightly.

3. Sketch the fronts or troughs,

4. 15'Smooth the contours and draw them
heavily. Label all contours with their correct,

A values and in the correct manner.

5. Draw the fronts or troughs heavily.

6. Sketch the isOtherms.

7, Draw the isotherms heavily and label
them correctly.

t 6 76

8. Label the high and low ,height areas.

low

.
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WINDS ALOFT CHARTS

A complete and properly plotted series of
wjnds aloft charts is extremely valuable to the
flight forecaster. The current wind direction
and speed'for most flight levels and routes are
available at a glance.

gm&

At sations in the United States, winds aloft*
charts may be received over the facsimile
circuit. At weather units where this service is
not available or when additional levels are
required, winds aloft charts are plotted using
upper wind data received by teletype.

The wind direction is entered to the nearest
tens of degrees, and the wind speed is repre-
sentgd by wind barbs. One small barb represents
5 knots; each long barb represents 10 knots;
50 knots are shown by a pennant at the end of
the wind shaft. Examples of various plotted
station models on winds aloft charts are as
follows:

330 degrees

040 degrees

080 degrees

3 c

5 knots b
4

15 knots
8

40 knots o-*

120 degrees 50 knots 0-, 2

230 degrees 7 115 knots oP

3

THE AROWAGRAM

In making short-range weather forecasts, it
is of primary importance for you to be able to
correctly predict the presence of fog, low cloudi-
hess, the height of the freezing level, icing,
turbulence, the possibility of thunderstorms
height of clouds, thickness of cloud layers, max-
imum and miniinum temperatures, and stability
indexes.

.In order to make the correct predictions
and to be able fir yse the,information gathered
by upper air observations, you need some sort
of thermodirnamic worksheet. The AROWAGRe-)M
is just such a /Worksheet. It was developed in
the late 1950's during project AROWA, which
stands for A-pplied R-esearch in 0-perational
W-nather A-nalysis.

L
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GENERAL

On the AROWAGRAM are found five (5)
lines. One is vertical, two are curved, and two
are slanted. An explanation of these lines is
as follows.

Isobars

Isobars are the curved horizontal green
lines. These lines of constant liessure have
a range of 1050 millibars to 200 mailbag on
the main form and up to 10 millibars on the
right-hand corner inset.

Dry Adiabats

Dry adiabats are the slanting green lines
running from the low,er right to the upper left
side of the chart. They have a range of plus
50 degrees Celsius to minus 80 degrees and are
labeled from the lower left to the upper right
with the temperature at which they intersect
the 1000-millibar isobar. They represent lines of
constant potential temperature and indicate a
lapse rate of 1 degree Celsius per 100 meters
(the dry adiabatic lapse rate). Any temperature
lines drawn that are parallel to these lines are
equal to the dry adiabatic lapsvrate.

Saturation Adiabats

Saturation adiabats are the semi-curved
black lines which extend upward from the bottom
of the chart and curve to the left. They are
drawn for even values of temperature from minus
20 degrees Celsius to plus 40 degrees. They
are labeled just below the 500-mb isobar with
the temperature at Which they intTrsect the
1000-mb isobar. They indicate a lapgv rate of
.55 degrees Celsius per 100 meters (moist
adiabatic lapse rate) and in the upper levels
approach the dry rate.

Mixing Ratio Lines

Mixing ratio lines are the light black,lines
which are slantea slightly to the left of the
vertical. The values of these lines vary in a
range of 48 gms/kg to .01 gms/kg with saturation
in respect to water and, at temperatures lower
than -40° C., in respect to ice. Mixing ratio is
another means of expressing relative humidity;
however, the xelative humidity is expressed in
gms/kg, which is parts per thousand, insteail4tof

in percent, which is parts per hundred.
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SOUNDING NO. 2

NLKL L-0/6'
SHIP OR STATION

3/isCi\I ,Si 0 A/
LONGITUDE

I 800
TIME (TOT .

/SIAN 70.
DjT (ToT,

Figure 18. Sample Siiunding bloas.

Isotherms

Plotting Mandatory Levels

After receiving the coded radlosOnde mes-
. sage, decode the mandatory levels and plot

them as described below. (See figure 19.)

Plot the dry-balb temperature on the isobar
representing the mandatory level Avhere the
isobar intersects the isotherm for that particular
temperature. Plot this temperature by putting a
dot with a circle around it.

Plot the dew-point temperature on the samp s.

isobar where you plotted the dry-bulb tempera-
ture., Plot this by putting a dot with a triangle

41 around it. Find the dew point by algebraically
subtracting the depression from the dry,..bulb.
temperature. The dew -point will always be the
same or LOWER than the dry-bulb temperature
never higher.

Write the actual height of the mandatory
level, in meters; in the right-hand margin of
the chart next to the isobar representing that
level. Remember, for the 850-mb level you must
pl.ecede the actual height with a "1," and for
the 700-mb level you must precede the actual
height with a "2" or a "3." For the 500-mb
level, put a zero after the actual height. - .

Plot the wind of the mandatory level using
the same technique that you ubed for the upper
air chart. Plot the wind on the 45 isotherm for

\ each mandatory level. At 400 millibars and up,
'use the 0: isotherm. I

Isotherms are the vertical green lines.
They are lines of equal temperature and ,are
labeled from left to right with a range of minus
BO degrees Celsius to plus 50 degrees.

PLOTTING THE AROWAGRAM,

./lien plotting the AROWAGRAM, the firSt
step is to complete the station identifier block
wiith the station name and your name. Next
fill in the block for the sounding that you are
plotting. This is the block labeled Sounding
No. 1. From time to time, two soundings will
be plotted on the same chart, so it is important
that you fill out the correct block, correctly.
Figure 18 gives two examples showing: how to
fill out both a land station report and a ship
report.

f

19

Pl9tting Significant Levels

Decode the significant levels from the coded
message and starting w4th the surface level,
plot the dry-bulb temperature for each signifi-
cant level where the isobar for that pressure
and the, isotherm for that ttmperature intersect.
(See figure 19.) Plot this element with a dot and
a circle around it. Then, after plotting the
temperature, plot the dew point on the same
pressure line. Obtain the dew point in the same
manner as you found it when plotting the mandatory
levels. Plot it with a dot surrounded with a
triangle.

Plotting Curves

Plotting curves involves drawing the dry-
bulb temperature and dew-p6int curves in the
'manner described below. (See figure 19.)

6?s
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that cànes back. Connect these two points with a
wavy e and label the middle of this stratum
with a large "MB." (See figure 20.)

the' case 6f a missing data stratum (both
the temperture and dew-point depressioh are
coded as slants) 'draw the temperature line

rough the'stratum as a dashed line and-mark a
*large "M" in the center along the dashed line.
'There is no line drawn through the dew point
stratum; instead place a large-4'M" in the center.

Plotting the Height . A

(PA or Pressure'Altitude)

Beenning at the 40' isotherm, write a zero
under the number 40 (along the bottom). (See
figure 19.) This is considered.to be the surface.
Next, under the 30° isotherm, write 5000/1500;
under the 20' isotherm, write 10000/3000; under
the 10° isotherm, write 15000/4500; under the
0° isotherm, write 20000/6000; under the -10°
isotherm, write 25600/7500; and under the -20°
isotherm, write 30000/9000. 'chus, you have
constructed a height scale where each 10 degrees
is equal to 5000 feet or 1500 metets. Each single

,degree is equal to 500 feet or 150 meters.

Talc* the actual height that you have writtenfin
the margin for 1000 millibars and plot it on

the 1000-mb line in relation to the scale you
have just constructed. A height of 150 would
be plotted at 39 degrees. Plot this height with
a dot and a square around it. Do the same with
each mandatory level up to and including the
400-mb level. (For example, the 850-mb height
of 1500 meters is plotted on the 850 line at the
30-degree isotherm.) 'Take a straight edge'and
connect each point with a straight line. Label
the top and the bottom, which is wheie the 40-
degree isotherm intersects the surface pressure,
with a large "PA."

If the surface pressure is less than 1000
millibars, the PA curve will, start at the 40-
degree isotherm at the surface pressure,.and the
height of the 1000-mh leVel will be a theoretical
value-BELOW the surface.

-
When drawn, the PA curve will always be

a straight line with 'a slight tendency to lean to
the left with increasing Mtitude. If the PA curve
does not conform to the foregoing, recheck all of
your computations, because an error in plotting
has probably occurred:

21.

Plotting in the hight-rind Inset

rThe AROWAERAM is normaily plotted up
to and includinerthe 400-millibar fevel. If it
is necessary to plot levels above 200 millibars, t
use the inset. This will happen with extremely
high altitude operations (above 40,000 feet).

ANALYZING THE AROWAGRAM

After an AROWAGRAM has been plotted,
it is ready to be analyzed. Thefollowing para-
graphs describe only a few of the ma4iy
of information to be obtained from analysis of
an AROWAGRAM.

Freezing Level,

The freezing level is the easiest information
to determine during analysis. Find the freezing
level by drawing a. short horizontal line at the
intersection of the temp rature curve and the
0° isotherm. Label tlus lin "FRZ LVL."

Next, move across the chart to the right,-
and at the same pressure determine the height
of the freezing level from the scale constructed
along the bottom.ipr example, if.the tempera-
ture curve crosses the 0° isotherm at exactly
700 millibars and if the PA curve ci)sses 700
millibars at exactly the 20° isotherm the height
of the freezing level is 10,000 feet or 3,000
meters, according tp the scale at the bottom.

Convective Condensation Level (CCL)

Another type of information that you can
obtain during analysis is the convective condensa-
tion level. This is, the level at which any clouds
formed by convective heating will have their
bases.

The first step in determining the convective
condensation level is to determine the average
mixing- ratio, which you can determine in one
of the following ways:

1. If the lapse rate is normal, average
the plotted DEW POINTS for the first 100 milli-
bars , of the sounding in relation to the mixing
ratio lines.

2. If an inversion is present, average
the plotted dew petit for the first 100 millibars
of.the sounding or o the base of the inversion,.
whichever is LOWER.

66u
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Figure 21. Determining CCL and LCL.

3t If there is a surface-based inversion,
use the urface dew point in relation to the
mixing ratio iines as the average mix;ing ratio.

4. If there is NOT a dew point exactly
100 millibars above the surface, put one there,
and use it in averaging the dew points.

This Ls the average mixing, ratio for the
entire sounding.

sc
TEMP

.
The next procedure is to usi.the value of

the average mixing ratio and draw upward a line
parallel to the mixing ratio, lines until the line
crosses the temperature curve: (You are actually/
drawing in the average mixing ratio.) The point
where the line crosses the temperature curve
is the point called the convective condensation
level. Draw a short horizontal line at this point
and label it "CCL." (See figure 21.)
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In order to' determine the, height of the
convective condensation level, move across the
AROWAGRAM to the PA curve and determine
the'height from the scale at the bottom.

Lifting Condensation Level (LCL)

The_ lifting condensation level Is the level
at which any clouds formed by mechanical lift-
ing will have their bases. 'You determine this
level and its height in a manner very similar
to trie way you determined the convective con-
densation level.

First, from the plotted surface temperature,
draw a line parallel to the nearest DRY ADIABAT
ppward until it intersects the average mixing
ratio line (the line you just drew). (See figure
21.) Draw a s,hort horizontal line where these
two lines intersect and label it "LCL." Then,

--irve across to -the. PA ciirve and determine
e height in the manner described above. This

(i)s die height of the lifting condensation level.

JStability

In order to ascertain the stability of an air
mass, determine positive and negative areas.
To determine positive and negative areas, use
the mechanical lifting method or, the convective
lifting method. Only one method need be used.
If mechanical lifting is expected, use the mechan-
ical lifting method, but if convective lifting is
expected follow the convective lifting method.
The methods are described below.

MeChanical Lifting. To determine Positive
areas for mechanical lifting, trace a ,line rom
the LCL parallel to the nearest moist a abet
upward to the top.of the chart. Positive areas
are all areas that are to the right of the tem-
perature curve and that are bounded by the tem-
perature curve and by the moist adiabat extended
upward from the LCL. They are shaded red.

To determine negative areas, trace from
the LCL a line parallel to, the nearest moist
adiabat upward to the top of the chart. From the
surface temperature, trace a line upward parallel
to the nearest dry adiabat until the line inter-
sects the average mixing ratio line at the LCL.
Negative areas are all areas that are to the left
of the temperature curve and that are bounded
by the temperature curve and by the moist
adiabat extended from the LCL and the dry

4

adiabat extended from the surface temperature.
(See figure 22.) They are shaded blue.

Convective Lifting. To determine positive
areas for convective lifting, trace a line from
the CCL parallel to the nearest moist adiabat
upward to the' top of the chart. Positive areas
are all areas that are to.the right.of the tempera-
ture curve and that are bounded by the temperature
curve and by the moist adiabat extended upward
from the CCL. (See figure 23.) They are shaded
red.

To determine negative areas, draw a line
from the CCL parallel to the nearest dry adiabat
DOWNWARD to the surface pressure tine. Draw
in the surface pressure line connecting the
temperatur7e curve and the projected dry adiabat.
The area in the triangle thus forme& is a
negative area. (See figuie 23.) It is shaded
blue

If the area covered by positive areas (shaded
red) is greater than the area covered by negative
areas (shaded blue), the air mass is stable and
thunderstorms, turbulence, etc. are probable.
Note that the size of the areas is considered
not how many areas are present.

Stability Index. The stability index is a
numerical value that is assiigned to the atmos-
phere and that can be applied to various equations
and formulae in determining thunderstorm activ-
ity. (We will not go, into any of the formulae
involved.) This numerical value enables you to tell
at a glance whether the atmosphere is stable or
unstable and to what degree the atmosphere' is
stable or unstable. The stability indexis normally
included at the end of the coded message, but you
may be called on to compute it.

The first step in computing the stability
index is to trace a- line from the temperature
at the 850 millibar surface upward.parallei to
the nearest dry adiabat until you reach the mix-
ing ratio value of the 850-millibar level. From
this point, trace a line upward parallel to the
nearest moist adiabat t,o the 500-willibar level.
Find the numerical value of the difference be-
tween the -temperature of this line and the
ACTUAL temperature at the 500-millibar level.
This is the stability index.

Next, you must determine whether the sta-
bility index is a positive or 'a negative, number.
If the ACTUAL temperature is higher (WARMER)

6.&32,
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,Figure, 24.. Radiogonde niessage frOm- which
figures 22 and 23 Axe plotted and analyzed::

thaii the temperature of the line that you drew,
the value ie positive tInd the air mass is stable/
if the ACTUAL temperature is colder (LOWER)
than the temperature of the line you drew, the
value is negative and the air mass is ustble.

The higher the n
the degree of., stabil! or instability, 5ependihg
on thesign.

COMMuNICATIONS SYSTEMS

erical value, the greater

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
A

After weather observations have been taken
and entered on the appropriate forms, they must
be transmitted to other ships and stations. The
rapid commtmication of weather informa.tion is
impe,rative for reliable forecasting, is the weath-
er is often a rapidly changing condition. The
weather servicei use two means of transmis-
sion: landline and radio.

Landline is a network used for transmitting ,

data directly over fixed wire circuits from
station to station or from a control station to a
group of stations: The transmission and receipt
of printed data over landline circuits are apcom-
plished by the Use of teletypewriters. The trans-
mission and receipt of charted data, such as
weather maps, over landline circuits are accom-
plished by the use of facsimile equipment.

Radio is used to transmit and receive 'data
where the use of landline circuits is either
impractiCable or impossible.,Radio is the means"
by which Fleet Weather Centrals, Fleet Weather
Facilities, Fleet Numerical Weather Facilities,
and National Weather Service and FAA activities

* .
- transmit data to ships and overseas land sta-

tiont, and vice versa. Data are transmitted
by radio or__....2,predetermined frequencies and at
predeterinmed times.

t

I Printed data are transniitted and! received
dithsi by ,radioteletype _or by radiotelegraphy.
Charte0 data are transmitted, and received by
?Vic. ftcsimile.

.

' the communication 'facilities employed for
. the 'transmission and reception of weather data -

elude Federal A.viation Admimstration (FAA). -* ..
rcuits, the. CONUS. Meteorological Teletype

S ystem, (COMET), National Weather Service cir-
buits, and naiiil communications.

e ,,..- , .
. , . v

Federal Aviation Administration
'1 -

: The. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
is responsible 'for establishitg, operating,. ahcl

.moriaaining comfriuMcations systems and cir-
cuits rgquired for the collection and dissemina- ,
tion of meteorological informktion utilized. by j
civil,aviation. The F,AA also provides and oper- -/
ates a corilmunications system for the collection
and dissemination of meteorological information
required by the National Weather Service. The '
National Weather Service, w ch e .es the

.general 'public, detetmines t and content
of meteorological information toll be scheduled
on the FAA fi d weather communications cir-:
cuits, and the t of distribution required.
The civil weather communications systems serv-
ihg the various
are the FAA Weath
and O. In addition

S. meteorological agencies
r Teletype Services A, C,

he National Facsimile Net-
work and the High Altitude Facsimile Service
are under the control of the National Weather
Service.

Service A. The Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration Service A Data Interchange Systems
(ADIS) circuitry, operating at a standard speedof
100 wpm, consists of 15 area-citeuits, 14 supple-
mentary circuits, and local circuits between ADIS
Centers, National Weather Service Flight Ad-
visory Weather Service (FAWS) offices, and othSr
meteorological offices. A transcontinentaletX-
press 'circuit (857 wpm) interconnects these
circuits through the ADIS Centers. Continental

,Naval Weather Service Units normally have a
'receive-only capability drop on one of -the 15
area circuits. .
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i
Weather data, received from this ne twork

include hourly, special, and supplementary avia-
tion weather reports; radar weather reporth and
summariesi pilot weather reports; notices to
airmen (Npr 4-Ms) and summaries; winds and
temperatures aloft foreatsts; aviation area fore-
Casts; aviation terminal forecasts; severe weath-
er forecasts and convegtive outlook forecaats;
abbreviated hurricane adviori..t; flight advi-
sories; regional weather prognosis; and surface '
analySes and prognoses.

I,

-Service C. The Service C system,Operating
at loo wpm, is composed of six circuits inter-
connected by two relay stations (Denver and
Louisville). Naval weather units utilizing this

* -systeni may have either send or .receive capa;
bilities, or tboth. ,.

' Weather data received from this network
. include synoptic surface reports; raob, rawin,

and pil2al reports; selecte.d upper level data;
hurricane bulletins and advisories; upper air
fallout data; surface and upper air analyses;
aviatick terminal forecasts; weather summaries;
and 5/day daily prognoses.

Service 0, The Ser 'vice 0 system is com-
posed of. both domestic and overseas foreign
fixed aeronautical dopimunications circuits, in-
cluding teletype, ; radiotelegraph, and radio-
teletype. On this system, certain weather units
have a receive-only/capability drop.

Data received from this jfetwork include
hourly and surface synoptic ettfher reports;
area and terminal foreca ts; raob, rawin, and
pibal reports1 selected 4e air levels data;
cloud information from m4orolog1cal satellites;
surface and upper air analyses and prognoses;
pilot 'weather reports; weather summaries; and
hurriCane bulletins. Mosf of this transmitted
weather data is in a coded format (e.g., FM 51C
for terminal forecasts, FM 45C for analyses
and prognoses, FM 11C for synoptic reports,
etc.). These codes are discussed elsewhere
in this training course.

Modernized C, sand 0 Communication
-Systems. At this writing, the FAA Communica-
tions System is being completely redesigned and
modernized. This improved system will combine
all message switch and relair functions of Ser-
vices A, C, and 0 into one major center. The
circuit control and message switching functions

0. 27
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will be performed automaticailY by an electronic
computer as a real=time (instantaneous) commun,-

iications message .switch.

With one major switching center, data dis-
tribution Orocedures becoine more flexible and
data from ithe three Services A, C, and 0 may
be easily tfitermixed over a single line when
desiraiile to do sp,,, -However, *collection futtc- .

ti,94s will contintie to be organized primarily
in termé of 4,-,(ancl, C --types of data, as was
just discuss

National eather FaCiimile Network. The'
National Facs ile Network is operated by the
National Weather Serviee using circuits leased
from' Western Union.. Most of the charts ar
pretiarel and transmitted by the NationalIM
ological Center (NMC) located-at Suit/an Iary-
land. Other charts are prepared and transmitted
by the Weather Servic Radar and Severe Local
Storm Units at Kansas City.

There iS a great variety of charts trans-
mitted ove,r this facsimile network. They include
both surface and upper air analyses and prog-
noses, weather depiction, radar summary, cloud
Charth, etc. We will ,consider these chirts in
detail later in this pamphlet.

High Altitude Facsimile Service. The High
Altitude Facsimile Service is under the control

of the, tional Weather Servicer and the trans-
mission f 'data is from five Weather Service

centers diStributed acr2ss the United
States, plus Montreal, Quebec. I.

686

Charts transmitted over this system- are
irthigh altitude data on 4inds aloft, significant

weather, etc., for the purpose of providing fore-
cast service for high altitude aircraft operations.

GONUS Meteorological Teletype
Sy'rseam (COMET)

4

The modern, high performance aircraft used
in naval operations require a myriad of nation-
wide weather data to assure flight safety and
mission completion. The COMET System, a USAF
managed component of the Defense Communica-
tions System (DCS), was designed to meet this
requirement.

The COMET System consists basically of
three parallel, eight-circtut teletype networks,
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Figure 25. The ADCAD/OWk System.
v

and one four-circuit network operating at 100
wpmor and radiates from the Weather Relay
Center (WRC) at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, to
various contributing and receive-only weather
stations within the continental United States.
These four networks are the Airw.ays Data
Collection and Dissemination (ADC D), which
is termed COMET I; the Operatio al Weather
Support Sykaterg_ (OWS), a duplex s stem which
is composed of COMET HA and COMET IIB;
and the syNopTIC Network, which is termed
COMET III. The sixteen COMET I and COMET
HA circuits terminate at the fADCAD/OWS Prb-
granier at WRC, Tinker AFB. (See figure 25.)
This proottmer was designed to accomplish
numerous switching and control functions in order
to receive the maximum circuit utilization and
to 'provide for an orderly exchange of weather
data. \

. 1.

ADCAD Network (COMET I). COMET I
is used exclusively for the collection and pri-
mary. dlistribution of airways surface observa-
tions.

Most naval weather units in, the continental
United States have both a receive and send
capability drop on COMET I. The unit is then
able to transmit its hourlies and specials on
this network and receive hourlies and specials
from other specified stations.

011:/S Network (COMET HA and COMET IIB).-
COMET HA is used for the collection of all
CONUS miliiary weather data other than surface
observations. This includes TAFOR's PIREP's,
RAREP's; NOTAM's and other miscellane,o us
data. %

COMET NB .is used for the dissemination
of the various data collected on COMET HA.

28

In addition, COMET HB and .COMET I are
electronically interconnected for apprOximately
the first 10 minutes of each hour. This proce-
dure allows the rapid dissemination of military
hourlies to alr users. In this manner, any sta-
tion having COMET U and COMET I will receive
all CONUS military hourlies by ten minutes past

. -each hour.

Naval Communications

Navy-originated weather reports which are
not entered on civil weather circuits, the COMET
system, or other comnion-user circuits are
transmitted by naval communications. Weather
information prepared by the Fleet W/Lther Cen-
trals/Facilities is disseminated to tit operating
farces of 'the ',Navy by naval communications
through the* scheduled fleet, general, and multi-
pur,pose broadcasts.

There are several types Of broadcasts made
by majerr Navy radio stations which contain
weather information. In rneral, the fleet broad-
casts disseminate warnings of hazardous or
destructive weather phenomena, or high seas
conpitions; for example, typhcon/hurricane/
storm warnings. The general broadcasts dis-
seminate weather information, such as storm
warnings; area fcrrecasts; map analyses; surface
weather reports; and upper ,#ir, upper wind,
and airckaft reports. The fleet facsimile broad-
casts disseminate weather analbses and prog-
noses. Multipurpose broadcasts, b use of multi-
plex techniques, combineradioteletypewriter and
facsimile signals' into the same frequency for
simultaneous transmission of both types of infor-
mation. Such broadcasts are activateck when there
is a need for large ,volumes of Allw weather
data and graphical products. Requirements for
these weather broadcasts are determined by
Fleet .and Force Commanders and approved
by the Chief of Naval Operations. Each designated
weather activity, by careful selection and editing,
then establishes the specific content of the broad-
cast deemed necessary to provide maximum
weather information to the operating forces
within its area of responsibility. Frequencies
and schedules of these broadcasts are contained
in JANAP 195 and in N.O. Pub. No. 118.

COMMUNICATIONS MANUALS

To ensure the proper utilization of all
available communication facilities, you should
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be familiar with th&following publications and
manuals.

Federal tviation Administration

Service A Weather Schedules.- The -FAA
,.....zpublication 7330.5 ( ) contains detaped operating

instructions and distribution schedules for the
dissemination of meteorological and NOTAM
information on the FAA Service A Pate Inter-
change System (ADIS). This publication also
contains a., complete description of all data
transmitted.on this system.

Service C Weadier Schedules.- This publica-
tic5n,IATP 7330.3( ), contains detailed operating
arra4gements for the distribution of meitoro-,..
logic 1 information on the Service C communi-
cat2ox1s system. ,

Service 0 International Weather Schedules.-
The publication ATP 7330.4( ) contains detailed
operational weather scheduling arrangements for
the distribution of .synoptic and operatidtial
Meteorological information over the Service 0
network to s. rve the specific requirements of
international ájtIon.

4CONUS Meteorological
Teletype System (COMET)

Air Force Communications Service Man-
uals.- AFCSM 105-2 Volumes I and II, provides

?instfuction and general procedural policy for
the collection and distribution of weather data
via USAF and/or Defense Communications Sys-
tem (DCS) weather communications networks and
associated facilities. These procedures apply to
all personnel responsible for the preparation
of weather messages transmitted on the COMET
System.

Air Weather Service Manual 105-2.- Voltune
II of .AWSM 1054-describes meteorol6gicalmes-

, sages (teletype and facsimile) whichare available
on CONUS USAF weather communications sys-
lems.

Operating Instructions ADCAD-OWS Weather
System Manual.- This manual. was prepared by
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
to be used by weather units utilizing.the COMET
System. This manual contains a description of
the COMET System- concept, procedures for
weather data transmission, and operating

29
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procedures for the transmitting and receiving
equipment.

Navy Radio Weather Aids

The basic naval publications currently inuse
that contain the necessary information for the
reception of weather information by radio ale
listed below.

NW13 16.- Chapter 7 of NWP 16 contains
instructions concerning requirements for trans-
mission. and receipt of weather information and
lists' those Fleet Weather Centrals/Facilities
which prepare regularly scheduled weather broad-
casts.

JAVAP 195.- This pubhcation lists fre-
quencies and scheduits of all Navy broadcasts
which carry weather information.

N.O. Publication No. 118:- This publication
contains detailed information concermng contents,
schedules, and frequencies of Worldwide civil
and military broadcasts. ContAts of eather por-
t.ions of Navy general and fleet facsiMile broad-
casts are listed in this publication...The primary
purpose of this publication is to furnish detailed
information to operating units afloat on those
weather broadcasts which contain storm warn-

. ings, forecasts, map analyses and prognoses,
and collections of weather reports for specific
geographical areas. N.O. 118 also contains infor-
mation on all weather reporting codes.

TELETYPE WEATHER MESSAGES

As you have just learned, many different
kinds of weather messages are transmitted aver
the Weather Teletype Services A and C. These
circuits are designed primarily fox aviation uses,
but they are an invaluable soufte of Weather
information to you as a Marine Science Tech-
nician wherever your duty station.

You have already learned the format and
breakdown of surface synoptic reports and upper
air reports. To continue our discussion of these
to-Pics, let us now consider the use and break-
down of the most commonly used weather mes-
sages; various weather messafe-headings, and
cont ractions.

PLOTTING THE AIRWAYS CODE

When bad or hazardous weather is approach-
ing the station, it often becomes necessary to

41(
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Figure 26. (A) Station model for plotting air-
ways repots; (B) plotted airways station model:

supplement the 6-hourly synoptic map with 3-
hourly airways maps,. These may be eithei a

t
regular synoptic type chart or a chart.
Al times it may even be necessary o enter
hourly airways maps. Over a limited area these
charts give detailed analyses of. the relation of
pressure systems, fronts, temperature, arid hu-
midity to- operationally significant weather ele-
ments. Th4se maps also enable the forecaste
to keep a "weather eye" on the,situation and at
note any sudden or unusual changes which
ocdurring.

The airways (aviation) code is probably the
most fathiliar of all weather codes. It is used
riot only when weather reports are made, but
can be used -to plot airways charts and to fill
in areas 'of' sparse or little data on svioptitf
charts.

Since the airways maps, when plotted,: are
subject to careful scrutiny, it is imperative that
giey be entered both rapidly and accurately.
The size, type, anci scale of the map, and the
amount of data to be plotted are governed by
local requirements.

The arrangement of data around the station
circle is essentially the same as for the land
synoptic code plotting model. Figure 26A and B
shows a typical station model, and a plotted
odel used for plotting the 3-hourly airways code
data.

The entries made on this chart are as
follows:

Airways symbol representing the
greatest sky cover.

V Actual visibility.
W C), Weather and obstructions to vision.

Enter, using synoptic symbols.
Use combinations and intensity
symbols. Intermittent precipita-
tion is sho in remarks.

PPP
TT
T<ITd

f dd

, ff

app

1C LCmCH

Enter as given.
Enter as given.
Enter as given.
Same as synoptic entry (G. or Q

may be placed at the end of the
shaft to indicate gusts or squalls,

me and the maximum wind in thegusts
or squalls may also be placed at
the end-of the shaft).

Same as the ,synoptic entry (see
dd note fpr additional entries).

Entered the same as 6-hourly syn-
optic reports.

Enter the symbol representing the
type of low,' middle, and high

'clouds. Directly below the low
and middle clouds enter the height
(h) of these clouds.using the stand-
ard procedure for entry of cloud
heights. (Use height of lowest mid-
dle or low clouds when there
is more than one layer.)

The altimeter setting is not entered. Re-
marks, as appropriate.4 should be entered. See
figures 27 and 28 for a breakdown of the aviation
code.

WEATHER RADAR REPORTS

Detection

Weather radar is used primarily for detect-
ing and tracking severe storms such as thunder-
storms, tornadoes, and hurricanes. Weather Serv-
ice and military weather radar equipment is
adjusted to a wavelength that gives* the best
return signal (echo) from water droplets and
other precipitation particles. As a comparison,
air surveillance radar employs a wave length
which minimizes the echo from small water
drops and polarizing devices that minimize echoes
from the larger water drops.

A storm does not produce a radar signal.
Instead, water drops or ice particles produce
"echoes" on the radar scope. The size and
number of drops as well as the distance of the
drops from the antenna affect the strength of
the echo. The radar meteorologist evaluates
the strength of echoes to determine intensity.
He correlates the radar presentation with sur,
face reports, pilot reports, and many other
types of meteorological data as part of his
evaluation. Echoes classified as "heavy" or "very

30
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REMARKS- Visibility
variable between 1/2
and 1- mil*.

REMARKS. Ceiling
variable between 900
to 1200 feet.
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DECODING AVIATION WEATHER REPONTS
Based on Instructions in Federal Meteorological Randbook

No. 1, Surface Observations

STANDARD AVIATION REPORT FORMAT FOR
MANNED STATIONS

BASES AND TOPS OF CLOUDS Tops broka; er 2i00 ft. msl. Height of bases nal
visible at the station precede sky cover sy 1. V" indicates layer amount unknown.
If the report is more than 20 minutes Id. the time (GMT/ precedes the entty.
REMARKS. Fog and Smoke hiding 3/10 of sky.

RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE. Runway 101_ Visual Range variable between 2600 and
5500 ft. in past 10 minutes. When visual range is constant for past 10 minutes, only
the constant value is reported, .g.. RIOLVR60..

eL, ALTIMETER SETTING: 29.57 inches. Three figures, representing units, tenths and
1--i- hundredths of inches, indicate the alttineter setting."Low" is used preceding figures

to indicate values below 29.00 inches
WIND: 270* true, 13 kts. To decode direction, multiply first 2 digits by 10. If product

N- is =500, subtract 500 and add 100 to speed. Gusts and squalls are indicated"by ''G"
or ''Cti" following speed and peak speed following the letter.
DEWPOINT: 65*F:
TEMPERATURE: 66F. A minus sign indicates temperatures below zero.

SEA LEVEL PRESSURE. 1014.6 millibars.Only the tens, units and tenths digits
are. reported.

ta. WEATHER AND OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISION: Light Drizzle, Fog & Smoke. Symbols0 r. .--- used in reporting weather and obstructions to vision are in Table 1. Algebraic signs
(Table 1) following symbols indicate intensity.

a. PREVAILING VISIBILITY: Seven eighths statute mile and variable by the amount
".."' given in REMARKS.
N

SKY 17, CEILIAC., Partly obscurld sky, cetimg measured H 00 ft., variable broken.
3800 ft. overcast. Figures are height of each layer, in 100. of feet above ground. A
number preceding an X indicates verticalaisibility into phenomena. A "V" indicates
height varying by,amount given in REMARKS. Symbol after height is amount ot sky

.24 c_civir (Table 2). The letter precedingheight indicates that height to be theceiling ane
x thefmethod used to determine the height (Table 3).
' ,

TY,PE OF REPORT "R" omitted when observation is inhourly sequen

-

STATION IDENTIFICATION? ldentifieS report for Pittsburgh by using FAA

Iot11SCOLS Tifl.4.% r$ OM, ,t 060 MCA S140101.-0 SC 014,404(0

NOTE: Tables 1. 2. and 3 are listed in tigiire)28. .

Figure 27. Decoding Aviation Weather Reports.

heav)" in intensity usually indicate a storm
with severe or wctreme tuybulence, hail, and
heavy icing conditions. Echoes of "light" or
"very light" intensity may indicate snow, light
.rain, or drizile.

Types of Reports

%%eather radar reports are distributed to
the ffsers in two forms. One form, identified as
"SD," is ,an indiviflual report while the other

form, identified as "SD-1," is a composite sum-
mary of all individual reports in the United
States.

Individual Weather Radar Report. Riff.,,
reports originate majoly from Weather Srke
stations, but are supplemented by miIitarY and
FAA control radar. The rhost effective storm
detection radar in use today is the Weather
Service's WSR-57 and military versions oftthe
same set. The WSR-57 radars have a rang of



TABU' 1
WFATHF.R \11OLN

T Thunderstorm
T+ Severe. Thunderstorm
A Hail
IC Ice Crystals'
INW) Ice Pellets (*Mutters)
L. Drizzle
R Rain

OBSTRUCTION:,

11\1 Rain 'Iliotters
S Snow

SnoA Grains
SnoA

SW ShuA Ntumer
Freoring

/.11 Etching Hain
TO \ 1N1ON

B0
BN
BS
BY

Blowing Dust
Blowing Sand
Blowing SnoA
Blowing Spray
Smoke

If

--F
CF
IF

Hate
Dust
Fog
Ground Fog
Ice Fog

WEATurn INTFSIT)
Vory light

'Light

Heavy

NY M ROL:.

\bsenre of symbol
locileates motionth
etrept for T. \ and IC411111

TA/ILI 2
SKI CO\ Flt

-X Pertly obscured sA)(0, 1 to n n sk hidden to, !WI factbased
obscuratfon)

X Obscuration (1.0 pi(' hiddyn b) surfacebased elbsetiraticInI
O Clear (0.0 sky cover)
O Scattered (0.1 to 0.3 sky cover)
O Broken (0.6 to 0.9 sk) csivre

Overcast (1.0 sky covAM

A minus sign (-) preceding a 0 0 ore symbol Indicates that
layer is thin, Le., I 2 or more of the summotron Amount (or
that level Is thin

M Measured
A Aircraft
W Indefinite

411,1

TAIII.t
CEILINC DLSIGN TORS

677 ,

Balloon
Esttinaltql

ft Hadar
.11111L1111111111001!

Figure 28. Tables to be bsed for encoding and decoding airways messages.'

250 putical miles and a strategically placed
for surveillance of mind f the U. S. east of
tht pocky Mountalns; It . is area 'wheAre
sefiere storrns °mat fr:equent. Figure
shows the locations and tyliett` of weather radars
in the 48 contiguous states.

Radar reports are made hourly by WSR-57
equipped stations at 11+45. These 'reports are
called record radar observations. Weather radar
stations equipped with other type radar, such
as the WSR-1, also make record observations
at 11+45, but this schedule is not routine for
some of those stations within about 100 nautical
miles of a WSR-57 or specified military radar.
Special radar reports are also made at any other
time when important echo patterns are observed.
If a radar report is a "special," the term "SPL"
and the time (GMT) of the _radar observation are
inserted following the radar-station identifier.

32
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Service A timnsmission of individual radar re-
porfs has a time group (GMT) for all recrOid
as well as special observations.

Table 3 shows the order and content of
the individual weather radar report, ahd the
following paragraphs describe the content of
an individual weather radar report.

Location Identifier: A three-letter group
identifies the station which makes the radar
obse rvation.

Time of Report: The time of the observa-
tion (if given) is in Greenwich Mean Time.
The time is always included for special ob-
servations or any report transmitted on Service
A. If the time is omitted, it is a record oAerva.
tion taken at 11+45.
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Table 3. Order and Content of Individual Weather Radar Report..
r

DCA SPL SD 1612 AREA 0 TRIV-/+ 316033 D50 0 MAX TOP 350
a, b. c. d. e. f. g. h. h. f.

2 1S:CH HAIL RPRTD 318/83
lc.

a. Location identifier

h. The contraction "SPL" if the report is a special (if the report is
not a special this'contraction is omitted)

c. The contraction ID" meaning storm detection
4

d. Time of the report (GMT) ( if a special, otherwise omitted f

e. Character of echoes

f. Weather and intensity

g. Intensity trend

h. Location and dimensions of echoes

i. Movement

j. Altitude of hases and/or maximum top of echoes

lc. Remarks, notes, and operational status

Gharacter of Echoes: The character of echoes
describes coyeiage and shape' (area, line, cell;
spiral band area, layer sor fine line). The echo
patter:11s are classified as a line only if_ the
echoes are arranged in recognizable or organized
lines such as might be reflected from a squall
line or front. Spiral band areas are reported
mainly with storrns of tropical origin. Table
4 lists the symbols that indicate the character
of echoes in the indivichial weather radar report.

Weather and Intensity: types of pre-
cipitation associated with radar echoes are given
by the same symbols as used for surface weather
reports, . R for rain, S for sndtv, etc.
The intensity of precipitation may be denoted
by signs following the precipitation symbols. For
example, means very light, means light,
+ means heavy, ++ means very heavy, the ab-
sence of sign means moderate, and U intensity
unknown. However, no intensities are given for
drizzle, hail, or snow. If liquid and frozen pre-
cipitation are reported in the same system, the
liquid precipitation is given first, for example,,
TRW+A.

44*

34

77

9

Intensity Trend: The ihtensity trend of pre-
cipitation is indicated by symbols following
the intensity symbols and are separated from
the intensity' symbols by a slant bar. Table 5 'N
lists the intensity tendency symbols and their
meanings.

Location and Dithension of Echoes: Location
of echoes is relative to the radar station. The
azimuth (degrees true) is given in three digits
followed by the distance from the observing scor
tion (range in nahtical miles). The azimuth is
separated from the distance by a slant bar.
Thus, the group 316/83 means 316 degrees
true and 83 nautical miles.

If the echoes ire arranged in a straight
line, the azimuth and distance to the ends of
the line are given. If echoes are arranged in a
curved or irregular line, the azimuth and dis-
tances are givenfor as many points along the
center of the line as are necessary to establi
the shape of the line. If an irregularly sha
area Is covered by echoes, the perimeter of the
echoes is reported at as many points as neces-
sary to' outline generally the contour of the

693
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Table Character of Echoes.

CONTRACTION

CELL
ECHO SYSTEM

AREA WDLY0

AREA0

AREA 0

AREA

LN WDLY 0:1)

LN 0:1)

) LN

.10

LN

SPIRAL BAND
AREA (CD or 0)

LYR
( (1), (ID, or )

FINE LN

Isolated Echo

Widely scattered
area

Scattered area

Broken area

Solid area

Line of widekr
scattered echoes

Line of scattered
echoes

Broken line of
echoes

Solid line of
echdes

Spiral band area
( broken or scat-
tered)

Stratified ele-
vated echo

Fine line

Inde pendeo convective echo

Related or similar echoes covering
less than 1/10 of the reported area

DEFINITION

Related or similar echoes covering
1/10 to 5/10 of the reported area

Related or similar echoes in a pattern
that covers 6/10 or more of the re-
ported area hut contains breaks or
corridors

Contiguous echoes covering, usually.
more than 9/10 of4he reported area

Relaatd echoes in an extended pat-
tern covering.less. than 1/10 of the
reported area

Related echoes in an extended pit-
tern covering 1/10 to 5/10 of the
reported area

Related, echoes in an extended pat-
tern that bovers 6/10 or more of the
reported area but contains breaks or
corridors

Contigilous echoes in an extended
pattern covering, usually, more than
9/10 of the reported area

Echoes associated with tropical
storms, hurricanes, or typhoons and
systematically arranged in curved
lines. This grouping may include a
wall cloud

Preeipitation aloft

Narrow nonprecipitation eclio Pat-
tern associated with a meteorological
discontinuity such as cold air outflow
in advance of a squall line or the
leading edge of a sea breeze

(I
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Table 5. Intensity Trend.

SYMBOL MEANING

NC

NEW

Decreasing

No change

Increasing

New echo( s )

clear-cut echo area. If a single echo, such as
a thunderstorm cell,, or an area of 'echoes of
roughly circular shape is observed, the azimuth
and range to the center of the cell or area are
reported.

The dimensions.of echoes are given as width
(W) or diameter (D) in nautical miles. For ex-
ample, 50W means 50 nautical miles wide,
and D20 means 20 nautical miles in diameter.
Mean widths of lines and mean diameters of
cells or roughly circular areas are reported.
The terms AVG W or AVG D are used for
average width and average diameter, respec-

,tively.

Mov ment: Direction, and 9peed of move-
ment av indicated by.m eans of ifour-digit group.
The first two digits indicate the direction to
the nearest 10 degrees from Uich the echoes
are moving, and the last two indicate the speed
in knots. To indicate the movement of individual
cells within an area of echoes, the word CELL
or ELEMENT precedes the movement code; Le,
CELLS 2720 indic tes cent are moving from 270
degrees at 20 ts. Direction is giVen with
reference to true 1orth.

Height: Height of maximum echo tops is
given in hundreds of feet above mean sea level.
The word TOP precedes the height indicator.
Thus, MAX TOPS 400 indicates the maximum
tops of the echoes are 40,000 feet MSL. :

Remarks, Notes, and Operational Status:
Certain types of severe storms produce dis-
tinctive patterns on the radar scope. For ex-
ample, a hook-shaped echo is often associated
with a tornado; a spiral, band, with a huiricane.
The melting level is sometimes reported if the

eV
radar observer,sees an intensified radar signal
a short distance below the freezing level. If
hail, strong winds, and other adverse weather
phenomena are known to be associated with
identified echoes on the radar scope, the loca-
tion and type of 'phenomena are given ih remarks.

Table 6'lists the contractions used separately,
or in combination with other observational ap.ta
or remarks, to indicate the operational status
of the radar.

Radar Report Summary. A summary of
weather radar observations is prepared by the
weather radar analysis unit at Kansas City,
Missouri (MKC) and entered hourly on Service
A. Additional hourly weather radar summaries
are available on Service A from Salt Lake City
for the area covered by the SLC Air Route
Traffic Control Center. This' summary is pre-
pared by Weather Service specialists who ob-
serve weather echoes on the long-range air
traffic control radars. A radar summary in
teletypewriter form usually consists of the fol-
lowing information: ,

A heading which includes the originating
location for the summary (MKC or SLC); the
identifying letters "SD-1" for storm detection;
and a six-figure.' date-time group (GMT) for
the observation time. The observation time is
45 minutes past each hour. The transmission
time of the summary can be as late as 55
minutes after the observation time and as early
as the beginning of the first scan period.

The summary report describing the con-
figuration of the radar echo pattern. Intensity
is given as very light ( ), light (), moderate
(no symbol), heavy (+), and very heaVy (++).
The type of precipitation (occurring either at
the surface or aloft) identified ivith the &aloes
is given using standard teletypewriter symbols.
The echo pattern location is described in terms
of distance (nautical miles) and direction (true)
from well-known locations. Maximum height of
echo tops is given in hundreds of_ feet (MSL);
e.g., 600 is 60,000 feet. The direction of move-
ment of lines, areas, and cells is indicated to
the nearest ten degrees (true north) and gives
the direction from which they are moving, (i.e.,
33 is the code for 330 degrees and means that
the movement is from 330 degrees.) the speed
of movement is in knots. Thus, the direction
and speed of movement are given in a four-digit

36
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Table 6. Contractions used to report operational status of radar.

PPINE

PPIOM

PPINA

ROBEPS

ARNO

RHINO

Equipment performance normal in PPI mode; no precipitation
echoes observed; surveillance continuing.

Equipment inoperative or out of service for preventive main-
tenance.

Obsenation ornated or not available for reasons other than
PPINE or PPIOM.

Radar operating below performance standards.

A scope or A/R indicator inoperative.

Radar cannot be operated in RHI mode. Height (Tata not
available.

NIKC SD-1 022045

CKTS 27-30
AREA BKN R.-RW-NC BNDD 30 N ICT 50 E OKC 30 N MWL 25 S CVS
2.5 NW GUY NERN PTN WDLY SCTD TOPS 120 CNTRL AND SRN PTN TOPS
200 MOVMT 2215
LN BRKN RW- DCRG 15 WIDE 30 NV TIM 20 W GGG 40 SSW PSN MOVMT 2715
AREA SCTD RW- NC 50 WIDE 60 SE GSW 30 ENE BWD TOP 160 MOVMT 2315
AREA SCTD RW -NC 150 WIDE 25 E GGG 140 5 BRO TOP 200 MOVMT 2715
WITH LN SLD TRW NC 20 WIDE 30 SW LFK 15 W HOU 60 E CRP TOP 330
TRW+ INCRG 15 SW HOU TOP 5(X)
AREA BRKN RW INCRG 75 DIAM 50 SE ACT MAX TOPS 350 MOVMT 1810

FCST
ALL ECHOES EXCP LN ERN TEX WILL DCR INTENSITY AND COVERAGE IN
rwo TO THREE HRS. LN TRW ERN TEX WILL CONT ENVD WITH NO CHG
INTENSITY NEXT THREE HRS

Figure 30. Radar report summary.

group, the first two digits of which give the
direction of movement while the other two digits
give the speed of movement. (i.e., 3425-indicates
that the movement is from 340 degrees at 25
knots.) The movement group is preceded by
the contraction MOVMT.

A precast on expected movement and changes
in intensity, for the next few hours. This section
aPpears every three hours at 0040Z, 0340Z, etc.
on; the MKC

Figure 30 shows a radar report summary.
The summary interpretation is as follows:

37

Broken area of light rain and light rain
showers, showing no change in intensity, bounded
30 (nautical miles) north of Wichita (Kansas),
50 miles east of Oklahoma City, (Oklahoma),
30 miles north of Mineral Wells (Texas), 25
miles south of Clovis (New Mexico) to 25 miles
northwest of Guymon (Oklahoma). Northeastern
portion widely scattered with tops at 12,000
(feet MSL). Tops central and southern portion
20,000. Area is moving from 220 degrees at
15 knots.

Broken line of light rain showers, decreas-
ing in intensity, 15 miles wide located from 30



miles west of Tulsa (Oklahoma) to 20 miles west
of I.ongview (Texas) to 40 miles south so.uthwest
of Palestine (Texas). The line is moving from
270 degrees at 15 knots.

Scattered area of light rain showers, with no
change in intensity 50 miles wide located from
60 miles southeast of . Greater Southwest In-
ternational Airport (Texas) to 30 miles east
northeait of Brownwood (Texas) with tops to
16,000. The area is moving from 230 degrees
at 15 knots.

Scattered area of light rain shokvers, showing
no change in intensity, 150 miles wide located
from 25 miles eaat of 1ongview (Texas) to 140
miles south of Orownsville (Texas), tops to
20,000. The area is moving from 270 ,degrees
at 15 knots and contains a solid line of thunder-
storms and moderate rain showers, showing no
change in intensity, 20 miles wide located from
30 miles southwest of Lufkin (Texas) to 15 miles
west of Houston (Texas) to 60 miles east of
Corpus Christi (Texas) with tops to 33,000. A
thunderstorm with heavy rain Showers, increasing
in intensity, is located 15 miles southwest of
Houston (Texas) with tops of 50,000.

Broken area of moderate .rain showers, in-
creasing in intensity, 75 miles in diameter cen-
tered 50 miles southeast of Waco (Texas). Maxi-
mum tops 35,000. The area is moving from 180
degrees at 10 knots.

Forecast. All echoes except for the line in
eastern Texas will decrease in intensity and
coverage in two to three hours. The line of
thunderstorms and moderate rain showers in
eastern Texas will continue eastward with no
change in intensity during the next three hours.

TERMINAL FORECASTS

Terminal forecasts, as the name implies,
cover specific terminalei. Each terminal forecast
includes heights ahd amounts of Sky cover, ceil-
ing identifier "C" when appropriate, visibility,
weather and/or obStructions to vision, surface
wind, and any necessary remarks. Terminal
forecasts do not include specific information con-
cerning, cloud tops or hazards such as icing and
turbulence. They are issued in tivo forms, the
12-hour and 24-hour terminal forecasts 'plus
amendments.

F(3

12-Hour Terminar-Forecasts

Twelve-hour terminal forecasts are valid
for 12 hours. They are made every six hours
and transmitted on Service A; they replace prior
issuances. Selected relays are distributed from
nearby circuits, while relays from distant cir-
cuits may not be received. Figure 31 gives an
exaniple of an Frl.

The filing time, valid time, and time changel
in the body of the forecast are in Greenwich
Mean Time. The weather conditions stated im-
mediately following the terminal identifier (XYZ
in figure 31) are expected to occur at the be-
ginning of the valid time (11002).

Symbols and Notations. Symbols and nota-
tions used in terminal forecasts are the same
as those used in aviation surface reports and
appear in the same order.

Ceiling Identifier. The forecast ceiling
is identified by .the letter "C" immediately
preceding the height figures for the layer, repre-
senting the ceiling.

Cloud Heights and Sky Cover. The heights
of cloud bases or vertical visibility into a total
surface .based obscuration are indicated in as-
cending order above the ground. Cloud coverage
and surface based obscurations are indicated by
the standard symbols 0, 0,0,0,-0, -0,-0,
-X, and X. Sky cover includes all cloud layers
up to and including the ceiling layer (if any)
and any layers significant to flight operations,
above a broken layer, for example, ncresos.
Adjacent broken or overcast layers with bases
above 5000 feet are considered as one layer
when the top of the lower layer is less than 3000
feet from the base of the upper layer. Thus, if
the forecaster expected conditions of C60e80e,
he wouldcode this condition C609.

Visibility, Weather and Obstructions to Vi-
sion. The prevailing visibility appears in the
forecast if it is expected to be 8 statute miles
or less. Weather and/or obstructions to vision
follow the visibility value when the visibility is

...forecasted to be 6 statute miles or less, for
example, 7, 6K, 3R. Viiibility is omitted if it
is expected to be greater than 8 statute miles.

Surface Wind. Surface wind is shown using
two numbers to indicate the direction (in tens

38
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Terminal Forecats

for {Chants - Date Tama (Greemktchl

Fri 061045
Vlpd ffIreenwichl Day of Week

1100- 2300 TUE
Station

Designator
CrtItn Cloud

Designator Amount

XYZ C 34
Cloud Height Vis

. .

Weather %kind

3RW- FK 1815
ty

LJ
Obstruction
to Vivion

Figure 31. Terminal orecast, FT1.

XYZ C349311W-FK 1815. l iL OLD FROPA 10CDC1592RW 3320 OCNLY
ClOSITRW 3.32(C35. 1700Z '7 C. 3.315 . .

Figure 32. ,Terminal forecast showing expepted changes in weather conditions
during the 12-hour L....iod.

of degrees with reference to true north) from
which the wind is expected to blow, followed
by the speed in, knots. If the wind speed is
forecast to be 'less than 10 knots, the entire
wind group is omitted. Gusty winds are indicated
by the letter "G" following the speed; i.e.,
2425G means "wind two four zero degrees, 25
knots and gusty." Peak gusts are shown follow-
ing . the "G" when gusts are expected to equal
or exceed 35 knots. Le 2425G35 means "wind44,4two four zero degrees, 25 knots, peak gusts
35 knotS."

xpected Changes in Weather Conditions.'
Expected changes in weather conditions are
not stated in figure 31. In other words, this
forecast indicates there will be uniform condi-
tions at XYZ from 1100Z until 2300Z on the
6,th. Figure 32 shows how the forecast in figure
31 would appear if changes were forecast during
the 12-hour period.

Note in figure 32, that a figure group (in
GMT) shows the time that changes are expected
to occur. At 1530Z a cold frontal passage is
exPected with conditions generally 101r1562RW
3320 but occasionally lovier, as stated, in thun-
derstorms, and moderate rain showers until
1700Z.:After 1700Z conditions are expected to

become 2503315 and remain essentially unchanged
until expiration of the forecast period at 2300Z.,

Remarks. Remarks are.- elided whenever
they, help explain weather conditiOns expected at
the terminal and cannot be covered elsewhere
in the forecast.

Examples:

30eVe
CB, VCNTY
OCNLY C5X1/2R+

A gradual transition from one condition -to
another is indicated by modifying remarks, such,
as: . . eiso

LWRG TO C1093R- BY 1500 Z

24-Hour Terminal Forecasts

The 24rhour terminal forecast is valid for
24 hours and has the .same format as the 12-

. hour terminal forecast except that the call
sign of the center originating the forecast appears
in the heading. It is' issued only for major
terminalQ and distributed on Service C tele-
typewrit 7,,sircuits every six hours. FT2
foreca are relayed on Service C to achieve

r.
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I XYZ C-3493RW-FK 1815. \ 15302 COLD FROPA 100C1592RW 332o OCNLY
C10951TRW 3320G1.5. 17,00Z 0 3315. 0100Z 0. ,b900Z -X2F. .

Figure 34.7 rminal forecist, FT-2. Same example as in figure 32 extended_ ...

, r
.....

12- additional- hours.

rn 15104.5
11Z-23Z WED

066
AMA 1000 1610. 2000Z 27070 . .
GAG C8002700 1712 . .
LWK OVO. 20002 250-0. .

068
LBB C10002700. 17(X)Z 1(X)0C2700 WDLY SCTD RW- PSBL TRW-. 2200Z 270-0.

067
PNC C1009 9170.. 16002 1000C2500. 2100Z .1\0-0.

Figure 34..-712-hour'terminal forecast as it appears over Service A:

FT2 JFK 221723
17Z WED:171 THU

LCA 450 3214 OVO. 00002 0. 1100Z 05K. 15002 400. .

JFK 450 3215 OVO. 00002 0. 1100Z 05K) 1500Z 400. .
EWR 450 3215 ONO. 00002 0. nooz 05K. 1500Z 400.
ACY 4000800 3212 awe. 20002 450 3213 OVO. 0000Z 0. 15002 450. .

ALB C350700 3015 0 OCNLY 9- 0100Z 4000700. 1500Z 400 OCNL C400. .

Figure 35. 24-hour terminal forecast (FT2) as lt-aPPears citServIce"C---.

nationwide distribution for flight Plahning pr-
poses. 1. the forecast for station XYZ in figure
31 also appeared in a 24-hour terminal forecast,
the extended time 'period would appear as shown
in figure 33.

Amended Termiiial Forecasts

The aviation- forecaster issues an amended
terminal forecast whenever he considers i ad-
visable for. the safety and efficiency of di raft
operations. He considers VFR and IFR ini-
mums at each terminal -along with forecasted
changes of variOus weather elements.

Examples of Terminal Forecasts

Figures 34, 35, and 36 show 12-hour, 24-
hour, and 4mendet terminal forecasts as they
appear on teletypewriter. Table 7 iht%rprits

,portioiss of a terminal-forecast. Remember that
omission of wind or visibility implies a fore-
casted condition just as though it were explicitly
stated. i

AREA FORECASTS

Area forecasts describe weather over in
areaweather witich a pilot will encounter in
flight. Area forecasts are exCellent for aviation

:to 69j
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AMENDED FT1 SEA 061540
1540Z-2300Z THU

BFI C4e1/2LF. 2000Z CI0G2L- -F 2212 . .

Figure 36. Amended terminal forecast.

Table 7. Terminal Forecasts.

EXAMPLES INTERPRETATION

30005049

C3X1/2R-F

500100- acme
3615G

THREE THOUSAND SCATTERED, CEILING
FIVE THOUSAND BROKEN, (VISIBILITY
GREATER THAN 8 MILES. WIND LESS THAN
10 KNOTS).

CEILING THREE HUNDRED, SKY OBSCURED,
VISIBILITY, ONE-HALF (MILE) LIGHT RAIN
AND FOG, (WIND LESS THAN 10 KNOTS).

CLEAR, (VISIBILITY GREATER THAN 8 MILES,
WIND LESS THAN 10 KNOTS).

FIVE THOUSAND SCATTERED, ONE ZERO
THOUSAND THIN BROKEN, CEILING TWO
FIVE THOUSAND -OVERCAST, (VISIBILITY
GREATER THAN 8 MILES), WIND THREE
SIX ZERO DECREES, ONE FIVE KNOTS AND
GUSTY,.

Table 8. Area forecast by sectfoni.

1. Heading

.2. Forecast area-

3. Height statement

4. Synopsis

5. Clouds and weather

6. Icing

7. Turbulence

S. Outlook

briefing and operational planning. Forecasters
at aviation forecast offices prepare them' at six-
hour .intervals for distribution over Service A.
In Alaska, area forecasts are amended by un-
scheduled, amended area forecasts. In all other
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areas, inflight advisories and severe weather
forecasts provide information for updating area
forecasts.

-Formlit and Content

Table 8 lists the separate sections of an area
forecast. The forecast states specific Weather
expected for a 12-hour period- with. a more
general outlook for an additional 12 or 18 hours.
Forecasters use either abbreviated plain language
or symbolic coded groups similar to coding in
SA's and FT's.

Heading. The heading identifies the type of
forecast (FA), the forecast office, the scheduled
filing time, and the valid period of the forecast,
that is, the first 12-hour period. All times are in
Greenwich Mean Time.

Forecast Area. The forecast area identifies
the geographical area covered by the forecast.



Height Statement. The height statement,
"HOTS ASL UNLESS NOTED," alerts the usei`
that height values quoted in the forecast refer
to mean sea level unless otherwise indicated
by the text.

Synopsis.-- A brief synopsis describes loca-
tions and movements of significant fronts, pred-
sure systems; and circulation patterns. It may
also refer to significant moisture and stability,
conditions.

Clouds -and Weather. The clouds and weath-
er section describes the expected amount and
height of sky cover, cloud tops, surfacevisibility,
state of weather, and obstructions to vision,
and surface wind.

Sky Cover: Sky cover expected coverage
of each layer, instead of the summation principle
used in surface aviation observations and ter-
minal forecasts. Adjacent broken or overcast
layers with bases 5000 feet or higher above
ground and with less than 3000 feet vertical
separation are forecast as one layer.

Cloud Heights: Cloud heights are in hundreds
of feet with reference to mean sea level unless
stated otherwise.. One hundred-foot intervals
up to 3000 feet are forecast in plains and valley
areas. Otherwise intervals of 500 to 1000 feet
are used. Examples of heights not with reference
to MSL are:

C309/1000 GL,
4

which mean ceiling 3 thousand overcast and
10 thousand scattered above ground level, re-
spectively. (The identifier C or contraction CIG
always means above ground since 'ceiling, by
definition, means abOve ground.)

Cloud Tops: The height of cloud tops is
stated for cloud layers with bases 20,000 feet
MSL or lower. Cloud tops are in hundreds of
feet identified by "TOPS." Example:

/
C5e TOPS 30

means ceiling 5 hundred overcast with tops at
3 thonsand MSL.

Visibility: Surface visibility of mOre than
8 statute miles is generally omitted, from .the
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Table 9. Areal coverage of showers and thun-
derstorms.

AdjectiVe Grasp

Isolated

Few

Scattered

Numerous

Extremely small number

15% or less of area or line

16% to 45% of area or line

More than 45% of area or line

forecast. When visibilities are forecasted to be
6 statute miles or less, weather and obstructiohs

visidn are included. This crIteria is the same
as for terminal forecasts.

CVeathet and Obstructi6ns to VisionAVeather
and obstructions to vision are in contractions
(i.e., SNW, DRZL) when included with a plain
language statement. The symbolic form (5, L,
etc.) with a plus or minus sign, as appropriate,
is used in a symbolic group, such as C8e3S-.

Wheh the forecaster "Er-- showers or
thunderstorms, he usually describ s the activity
in a specified area as few, scatter or numer-
ous. Table 9 gives the expected ar 1 coverage
corresponding to each of these adjective

Surface Winds: Surface winds, are in sym-
bolic form for any area of expected sustained
speeds of 25 knots or more. Directions refer to
true north, and speeds are in knots. The contraC
tion "SFC WND" prededes the direction and speed
group. Gusty surface winds in a plain language
or abbreviated text are denoted by the term
"GITY" or "GUSTS TO...." or, when in 'a
symbolic group, by tlie form "25G," "25040,"
or "30065."

Icing. T e ici 4 identified by 'the
contraction"I ," i eludes a tatement of ex-
pected icing co a iOns and e height of the
freezing level. Contractions such as CLR, RIME,
or MXD indicate types of icing (clear, rime, or

Cited). Icing intensities are trace, light (LOT),
i5oderate (MDT), or heavy (HVt). Sometimes'

ntractions such as ICGIC, ICGIP, and ICOICIP
meaning; respectively, icing in clouds, icing in
precipitation, and icing in clouds and in precipita-
tion appear in combinatiO1 with icing and intensity.
For example:. ,

'MDT CLR ICGICIP.

7Oi
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Qualifying terms such as probably, likely,
and locally arerused when these add to the value
of the fdrecast, such as:

MXD IC,GIC LKLY.

"NONE" indicates a forecast of no icing.
Heights of icing and the freezing level are in
hundreds of feet above mean sea level.

Turbulence. The contraction "TURBC"
identifies the turbulence section. The contrac-
tions "LOT," "MDT," "SVR," and "EXTRM"
describe intensity, while the height of turbulence
is in hundreds of feet MSL. A forecast of no
turbulence is explicitly stated.

Outlook. The contraction "OTLK" follow-
ed by the valid, time in GMT identifies the

,outlook portion. It contains a brief statement
of weather conditions expected in the 12- or
18-hour period immediately following the first
12 hours of the forecast. Only the FA
beginning at 1300Z contains an 18-hour outlook.

Examples of Area Forecasts

Figure 37 is an example of-an area fore-
cast with each paragraph identified and trans-

Figure-38 shows an area forecast as it
appears on Service A. .

4
WEATHER MESSAGE HEADINGS

Most weather messages have a heading that
precedes- the weather data and enables the MST
to identify at a glance the type and origin of the
data received. Normally the heading consists of
lour letters. The first two letters identify the
type of weather data, ,and the remaining two the
geographical area in Which the data originated.
The following list contains six categories ofieype-
of-report desyators:

1. Surface data (observations) (S)
SA Hourly and/or half-hourly (air-

way hourly)
SD Radar
SE Seismograph earthquake
SF Atmospherics
SG Microseismograph
Sr 'Intermediate hours. (3-hourly syn-

- optic)
SM Main hours (6-hourly synoptic)
SP Special (aviatiqn)
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SR River and special service
SW Supplementary airway weather
SX Miscellaneous surface

2.. Upper air data (observations) (U)
TW Thermal winds
UA Aircraft report (PIREP)
UB ABTQP
UC COmbined pilot balloon and RAWIN

collective
UD Maxinium wind
UF Upper air fallout data
UG Pilot (part B, FM 32.C)
UH Pilot (part C, FM 32.C)
UI Pilot (part and B, FM 32.C)
CJ Contined RAOB & RAWIN collec-

tive '
Temp (part B, FM 35.C)
Temp (part C, FM 35.C)
Temp (parts A and B, FM 35.C)
Rocketsonde data
Tropopause
Pilot balloon (part A, FM 32.C)
Reconnaissance flight (regular and
hurricane)
Radiosonde/rawinsonde
Transosoride
Vector wind differences
Rawin (electronic)
Miscellaneous upper air

UK
UL
UM
UN
UO
UP
UR

US
UT
CV
UW
UX

3. tForecasts and Prognoses (F)
FA Aviation forecasts (combination)
FB Aviation forecast
FC Terminal forecast in TAF code
FD Winds aloft forecasts
FE Extended forecast
FF Flight forecast
FG Radio warning service (radio prop-

agation) forecasts
FH High altitude forecast
Fl Ice forecast
FM Temperature extreme forecasts
FN. Regional forecasts
Ft2v Operational forecasts
FP Public foresaasts
FR Route forecast
FS Surface prognostic chart
FT Aerodrome forecasts
FU Upper air prognostic chart
FW Winter sports forecast with data
FX Miscellaneous forecasts
FZ Marine forecasts

4. Analyses (A)
AB Weather summaries
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(HEADING)
FA MKC 061845
pz TUE-07Z WED
( FORECAST AREA )

NEB EXCP PHNDL IA KANS MO

( HEIGHT STATEMENT) '
HGTS ASL UNLESS NOTED
(SYNOPSIS)

SYNOPSIS. OCLD FRONt NEAR SIOUX CITY LINCOLN CONCORDIA GAGE N
AT 19Z MOVG EWD 20 TO 25 KT RCHG ERN IA SE KANS BY TUE EVE.
(CLOUDS AND WEAfHER)
CLDS AND' YVX. E OF OCLD FRONT. OVR IA NEB 30-400WID AGL 100-1200
AGL BCMG C30-409 TOPS 180 SCTD RW 50 TO 75 MI E OF FRONT. OVR
KANS MO 150V04001200 ALL AGL TOPS 200 LCLY me SE KANS WITH WDLY
SCTD SHWRS

W OF OCLD FRONT GRDL CLR.9
(ICING)
ICG. OCNL LGT ICGIC II FRtNTAL ZONE. FRZG LVL 100 E OF FRONT AND
60-90 W
(TURBULENCE) 111

TURBC. NONE
(OUTLOOK)

OTLK 072-19Z WED. MOSTLY 100-1203)WD OVR RGN WITH LWR SC SPR.DC INTO
NRN IA AND .NE NEB ERLY MRNG.

Hwasmc
Area forecast issued by Kansas City (MKC), tkh day of
month at 184$ GMT; Valid front 1900 GMT Tuesday
until 0700 GMT Wednesday.

'
FoszcAsz Alms
Forecast area includes Nebraska except panha5dle and
all of Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri.

Ifswirr Sversacmy
Heights are all above sea level unless specifically indi-
cated above ground.

Synorszs
Occluded front near Sioux City (Iowa), Lincoln
(Nebraska), Concordia (Kansas), Cage (Oklahoma)
line at one nine zero zero Greenwich moving eutward
two zero to two five knots reaching (to) eastern Iowa
and southeast Kansas by Tuesday evening.

Cs.out Atm WrAntsic .

East of occluded front, over fowl and Nebraska 3000
to 4000 scattered variabte to broken, 10,000 to ,12,000
broken (both layers above ground level). Becoming

ceiling '3000 to 4000 overcast, tops to 18,000 ( with)
scattered light rain showen 50 to 75 nautical miles
cast of front. Over Kansas and Missouri 1500 scattered
variable to broken,. 4000 broken, 12,000 broken all
layers above ground, tops 20,000 ASL, locally ceiling
1000 overcast in wutheast Karisas with widely scattered
showers.

West of occluded front gradual clearing.

!cum
Occasional tight icing in clouds in' frontal zone. Freez-
ing level 10,000 ASL east of front and between 8000
and 9000 west of front.

Tunsuixivcs

None

ThurLooic
From 0700 GMT until 1900 CMT Wednesday, mostly
10,000 ' to .12,000 scattered variable to broken MSL
over region (forecast area) with lower stratocumulus
clouds spreadmg into northern Iowa and northeastern
Nebraska by early morning.

'c

Figure 37. Area forecast (FA) with translation.
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FA MSY 111245
13Z WED-01Z THU

LA SRN HALF MISS MOBILE AREA OF ALA FLA W OF 65 1)EG CSTL WT1IS

IIGTS ASL UNLESS NOTED

SYNOPSIS. RDG OVER LWR MISS VLY WI. BUILD LTL AS WK COLD FRONT ALG

GLF CI'S LOSES IDENTITY BY 192

CLDS AND WX. OVR AREA GEN LY 300-0

ICG. NONE. ,FRZLVL 120-130

'TURBC. N(N:E OF CONSE6IENCE

9TLK 012-192 'THU. LTLCG

IF

AC
AH
AL
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AZ

Figure 38.- Area forecast

Convective analyses
Thickness analyses
Zonal wind analyses (hemispheric)
Surface
Three-hourly, analyses
Upper air
Vertical motion analyses
Wind analyses
Miscellaneous
Zonal analyses (hemispheric)

5. Climate Data IC)
CS Surface climate data
CU Upper air climate data

6. Warnings (W)
WH Hurricane warnings (or advisories)

W Warnings other than hurricane

The third and fourth letters, when used,
ident* the geographical location. A partial
list is reproduced here,

Geographical Designators:
AA Antarctica
AC Arctic Region
AK Alaska
AS Asia
AU Australia
BS Bering Sea

. CA Caribbean
'CN Canada
EC East China Sea
EM Middle Europe
EN Northern Europe
EU Europe
EW Western Europe
GA . Gulf of Alaska

45

as it appears on Service A.

GL Greenland
GM Guam
HK Hong Kong
ID Indonesia
IN India
10 Indian Ocean
KO Korea
MC Central Mediterranean
ME Mediterranean Area
Mg Mediterranean
MW Western Mediterranean
MX -Mexico
NA North America
NT North Atlantic
NZ New Zealand
PA Pacific
PH Philippines
j3N North Pacific
PS South Pacific
RA U.S.S.R. (Asia)
RS U.S.S.R. (Europe)
SJ Sea of Japan

' SS South China Sea
ST South Atlantic
UK United Kingdom
UR Ukrainian S.S.R.
US United States
WK Wake Island

For example, using all of the 4-letter desig-
nators in combination, you have a report headed:
UPPA. The UP indicates that the report to
follow contains upper wind data confibed to data

to and including the 100-mb level (53,000 ft),
and the PA designators indicate the report(s)
is/are from the Pacific.

704
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The weather data text folrows the weather
data heading in. the message. Normally, the
weather text is in a coded form; i.e., FM 11.0
for land synoptic reports, FM 35.0 for land
radiosonde reports, etc:- A complete listing of
these codes may be found in N.O. Pub. 118.
However, an MST may at times be required
to transmit weather data to naval units that
do not have trained weather personnel assigned.
A plain language weather message, utilizing uni-
versal contractions, is transmitted in cases like
this.

COMMON CONTRACTIONS

The following is a list of some of the
abbreviations for words or groups of words for
use in transmission of weather information,
including forecasts and the remarks to be found
at the end of teletyped reports.

Words

about
above
accompany
across
advance
after
after dark
afternoon
aircraft
airniass
airport
airway
aloft
.alcrig
altimeter setting
amount
around
barometer
become
becoming
before
begin
behind
below
between
broken
ceiling
center
central
change
clear
clearing

"..,

Abbreviations

ABT
ABV
ACPY
ACRS
ADVN
AFT
AFDK
AFTN
ACFT
AMS
ARPT
AWY
ALF
ALG
ALSTG
AMT
ARND
BRM
BCM
BCMG
BFR
BGN
BHND
BLO
BTN
BRKN
CIG
CNTR
CNTRL
CHG
CLR
CLRG
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Words Abbreviations

cloud
coastal
commence
condition
continuing
correction
cumulonimbus
daybreak
daylight
decrease
decreasing
deepen
delayed
delayed weather
dense
develop
dewpoint-
diminish
dissipate
dissipating
distant
divide
drift
drizzle
during
early
ending
entire
ettimate
evening
eitend,
extreme
falling
field
flurry
follow
forecast
forming
freeze
frequent
from
front
frontal passage
frost
forenoon
generally
gradual
ground
ground fog
group
hailstone
hard freeze
hazy

7115

,

CLD
CSTL
CMNC
CND
CONTG
CQN
CB
DABRK
DALGT
DCR
DCRG
DPN
DLAD
PDW
DNS
DVLP
DWPNT
DMSH
DSIPT
DSIPTG
DSNT
DVD
DRFT
DRZL
DURG
ERY
ENDG
ENTR
EST
EVE
XTD
XTRM
FLG
FLD
FLRY
FLW
FCST
FRMG
FRZ
FQT
FM
FNT
FROPA
FRST
FORNN
GENLY
GRDL
GND
GNDFG
GRP
HLSTO
HDFRZ
HZY

-.
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Word

heavy
heavier
high
higher
high broken
high overcast
high scattered
horizon
hundred
hurricane
hurricane report
icing
icing in precipitation
icing in clouds
ice on runways

.improve
increase
indefinite
inoperative
instrument
fntense
intermittent
in viciriity of
knollsman
knots
latitude
layer
level
lift
light
lightning
likely
little
little change
local
locally
longitude
lower
lower broken
lower overcast
lower scattered
mean sea level
middle .

midnight
mild
mile (statuter
miles per hour
millibars
missing
mixed
moderate
morning
mostly'

Abbreviations

HVY
HVYR
HI
HIER
HBRKN
HOVC
HSCTD
HRZN
HND
HURCN
HUREP
ICG
ICGIP
ICGIC
IR
IPV
INC R
INDFT
'INOPt
INST
INTS
INTMT
INVOF
KOL
KTS
LATD
LYR
LVL
LFT
LGT
LTNG
LKLY
LTL
LTLCG
LCL
LCLY
LONG
LWR
LW RBRKN
LWROVC
LWSCTD
MSL
MID
MIDN
MLD
,MI
MPH
MBS
MISG
MXD
MDT
MRNG
MSTLY

Words Abbreviations

mountain
move
nautic4I miles

i might
northern
numerous
obscure
observe
occasion
occasional
occasionally
occluded front

.ocClusion
outlook
over
overcast
overhead
on top
partly
pilot balloon
observation
not observed, because

of clouds
not observed,rno

helium /
not observed, because

of rain
period
persisting
possible
portion
precipitation
pressure
prevail
quadrant
radiosonde data
radar winds aloft
ragged
range
rapid
rapidly
reach
redeveloping
reforming
region
remain
remark
ridge
river
runway
scattered
schedule
sections
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MTN
MON/.
NLiNt
NGT
NRN
NM RS
OBSC
OBS
OCN
OCNL
OCNLY
OC FNT
OCLN
OTLK
OVR
(WC
OVHD
OTP
PT LY
PIBAL

PICO

PIHE

PIRA

PRD
PRSTG
PSBL
PTN
PCPN
PRES
PVL
QUAD
RADAT
RAWIN
RGD

R PD
RPDLY
RCH
REDVLPG
REFRMG
RGN
RMN
RMRK
RDG
RVR
RNWY
SCTD
SKD
SXNS
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Words Abbreviations Words Abbreviations

several SVRL westward WWD
severe SVR widely WL
shallow SHLW will WL
shift SHFT wind WND
shower SHWR
sleet SLT
slightly SLOTLY g WORD ENDINGS
smoke SMK
snow SNW able BL
somewhat SMWHAT al L
spreading SPRDG ally, erly, ly LY
sprinkle SPKL ary, ery, ory RY
squall SQAL ance, ence NC
squall, lines SQLNS der DR
statiot1 STN ed, ied D
storm STM ening NG
surface SFC \,.>er, ier, or R
sunrise SUNRS ern RN
synopsis SYNS ically CLY
telephone TLFO iest, est ST
temperature TMP iness, ness NS
terminal TRML ing G
thick THK ity TY
thin THN ive V
thousand THSD ment MT
threaten THTN Our US
throughout THIWT s, es, ies S
thunder THDR tion, ation N
thunderhead THD ward ik WD
thundershower TSHWR *- .

thunderstorm TSTM
tonight TNGT WEATHER CHARTS TRANSMITTED BY THE
topping TPG NATIONAL WEATHER FACSIMILE *NETWORK
toward TWD
trough TROF Many different charts are transmitted daily
ttirbulence TURBC over the National Weather Facsimile Network;

1unknown UNK these include surface and upper air analyses,
unlimited UNL surface and upper air progs, significant weather
unsteady ° UNSTDY progs, vorticity and vertical velocity progs,
until TIL precipitable water analyses, stability index, winds
upper UPR aloft charts, weather depiction charts, and radar
upwaTd UPWD summaries. These charts are transmitted both. ,
valley VLY by landline and radio and can be received either
variable VRBL ashore or at sea. (See figure 39 for the schedule

-vicinity P V CNTY pf the National Weather Facsimile Network.)
visibility VSBY
visible- VSB As an MST you wilt be requirelto have
warm WRM the ability to interpret many of these chtirts
weak WK for present weather patterns and future weather

etweaken WKN Irends. This section will cover briefly some of
weather WX 4:., the charts which are the primary concern of
western WRN the weather forecaster and will place particular
westerly WLY emphasis on the charts that an MST2 will have
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GMT No.

0000 .1

0040 2

0050 3

4

7

8

0102

0112

0122 -

0132

0207

0219

0237

0247

0312

0322

0332

0342

0352

0404

0414

0424

0434

0454

0507

9

10

11

Paola

NMC

MKC

NMC

NMC

NMC

NMC

NMC

NMC

NMC

NMC

12 NMC

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

NMC

N MC

NMC

NMC

MKC

NATIONAL WEATHER FACSIMILE NETWORK 'SCHEDULE

Effective July 1, 1904

CNA= Dxsaurnon

Extended Forecast Charts
5-Day Fotecasts (Mon-Wed-Fri)
72-Hr Palace Pros (Sun-Tue-Thur-Sat)
30-Day.Outlook (lst and 156)

Naphanalyses

Radar Summuy

Ping 72-Hr 500 MB

Snow Cover

Maximum Temperatures

Surface Analysis a

500 MB Analysis

Weather Depiction

I2-Hr Prissure Change
850 MB Analysis

Vorticity + 500 MB Initial
Conditions I2-Hr, 24-Hr,
38-Hr Barotropic Frogs

Frog Surface, Clone's + Precip
I2-Hr
24-Hr

Winds Aloft Lowet Levels

Winds Aloft Intermediate Levels

Pros 111 Level Signifies

Winds Aloft
Tropopa

.
TX GMT stizA MANOP

40 V12 FH FEXN

10

oo 6s ADUS

10 V12_ FR FUXW 56

10 00 US4 AXOS

10 oo US ABUS 1

35 oo vs ASIA

12 00 SEC AUNA 58
IA

18 01 US ABUS

10 NA AXUS 3
US

15 oo us FilUS 5

10 'V12 FXUS

US

21 NMC

22 NMC

23 NMC

24 - NMC

0535 25

0545

0555 27

NMC

NMC

MCC

Level

Analysis

OPen

.Surface Analysis 3

Surface Analysis 6
with 1000-500 MB Thickness

Weather Depiction

Maximum. Wind Analysis
Wind Shear Analysis

300 MB Analysis

200 MB Analysis

Radar Summary

Figure 39. Facsimile
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12 03 US

oo vs

oo sec l

10

10

10

20 03 US

13 oo FH

18 04 US

10 oo vs

10 00 Sec 1

10 oo Seol

oe 05 US

Schedule.

ULUS 1

ULUS 2

FUUS 2

ULUS 3

ADUS

ADUS 1

AUNA 7

ASUS

XW

ABUS

AWUS

AUNA 3

AUNA 2

ADUS



to know, such as weather depiction charts and
radar summaries. These charts are designed
primarily for aviation purposes, but are in-
valuable to anyone interestedinpresenting weath-

s er information.

-PROGNOSTIC CHARTS

" Prognostic (prog) charts are simply the
basic charts projected into the future. Among
the many prog charts, the most commonly used
and the most important ones are the surface
prog charts, the constant, pressure prog charts,
sea condition prog charts, severe weather out-
look charts, significant weather (high level)
prognoses, and the 5-day prog charts.

Prog charts constitute a future analysis for
the level and element in question. There is
little need to describe them further, because
they are very similar. in appearance to the
basic charts; that is, the surface prog chart
resembles the surface chart, the 700-mb prog
chart resembles the 700-mb chart, etc. Perhaps
the major difference in appearance of prog
charts and basic charts is that the prog charts
do not contain plotted weather reports.

TROPOPAUSE DATA

Charts containing tropopause heights, tem-
peratures, and wind direction and velocity for
selected stations in the United States are trans-
mitted twice daily on the upper levels, winds
aloft chart.

NUMERICAL WEATHER CHARTS

A large number of the weather charts trans-
mitted over the facsimile network are prepared
by numerical methods; using electronic digital
computers (EDC). The electronic digital com-
puter is capable of both the analysis and prog-
nosis of most weather charts. Charts prepared
in this manner are identified by the inclusion of
NWP (numerical, weather prediction) in the title
block of the chart. A few of the numerical
Weather charts prepared are surface, upper air,
vorticity, thickness, and sea conditions charts.

Presently, there are three Numerical Weath-
er Prediction units in the United States. The
Naval Weather Service operates a Fleet Numer-
ical Weather Facility in Monterey, Calif.; the
National Weather Service operates a unit at the

&q.0
National Meteorological Center in Suitland,
and the U.S. Air Force operates a Global Weather
Center at Offutt AFB, Nebraska.

SATELLITE CLOUD CHARTS

The satellite cloud chart is a graphical
depiction of cloud distribution and type which
is prepared from cloud photos taken along a
programed orbit. These charts are referred to
as nephanalyses (neph) charts and are transmitted
regularly over the fleet and national facsimile
networks.

These charts are utilized by flight fore-
casters in briefing flight crews, especially for
transoceanic flights. In addition, nephanalyses
charts may be used to augment entries on
synoptic charts in areas of sparse reports.

Application of Satellite Data

Great progress has been made in the weather
satellite program since the first weather sat-
ellite, TIROS I, (Television Infrared Observation
Satellite) was launched in 1960. TIROS weather
satellites have .produced tens of thousands of
excellent cloud pictures . Shortcomings of previous
satellites are continually being eliminated' so
that future satellite data coverage will be greatly
improved and expanded.

At the present time, the data received from
weather satellites enable the trained analyst to
detect and track tropical and extratropical cy-
clones; determine positions of- fronts, troughs,
and ridges; and detect jetétream positions. For
examples of satellite photographs and nephanal-
yses charts with corresponding surface charts,
see figures 40 and 41. Much progress has been
made in estimating wind speeds in tropical storms
by analyzation of cloud patterns around the vortex.
Considerable knowledge has been gained on air-
mass identification and forecasting winds, shears,
and flow patterns using satellite data. It is ex-
pected, in 'the near future, that data received
from satellVes will enalce-analysts to determine
Cloud tops and ocean and land temperatures.

MISCELLANEOUS CHARTS

Other charts used by weather units are
the freezing level chart, which indicates the
height of the freezing level; the precipitable water
analyses, which" indicates the moisture content
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Figure 40. Meteorological satellite photos, nephanalyses charts,
and surface weather analysis (tropical storms). .

from the surface up to 500 millibars; the stability
index chart, which outlines areas of stability and.
instability; the rainfall and snow cover chart;
and the maximum and minimum temperature
chart,

WEATHER DEPICTION ANALYSIS

Weather depiction analyses (figure 42) drawn
on a scale of 1:10,000,000 are issued eight
times daily (every three hours) for a region
covering all of the Oontiguous United States.
These charts are based on hourly aviationweath-
ex.. reports at 0100Z, 0400Z, etc. The weather
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depiction charts are transmitted about 1 to
1 1/2 hours after the observatiOn time. For
example, the 1300Z chart is received between
1400Z and 1430Z. This chart contaips the follow-
ing information:

Valid Time

The time of observation in Greenwich Mean
Time is plotted in the lower left portion of the
chart.

Stations

Weather stations are represented by station
circles similar to the station circles on the
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Figure 41. Meteorological satellite photos and nephanalyses and surface
weather chart (North Pacific frontal system).

surface analysis. Because station identifiers are
not given, you must rely on your knowledge of
geography-to identity them. .

Sky Coverage

The total sky coverage at each staiion is
repelled as clear, scattered, broken, overcast,
or obscured. The coverage is indicated by the
following symbols:

le7

Sky Coverage Symbol

Clear 0
Partial Obscurationno other sky 0
cover layers present

Scattered or thin scattered

Broken or thin broken

Overcist or thin overcast

52
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Sky Coverage

Overcast with breaks

Obscured

4
Cloud Heights and gellings

*1.

Symbol

0

If a station is reporting only scatteredclOuds
the height is plotted in hundreds of feet beneath

0
the . station circle. Therefore; 10, signifies 1,000

0
scattered, 45 signifies 4,500 scattered, and 160
signifies 16,000 scattered.

If the sky condition is indicated as broken,
overcast or obscured, the height of the ceiling
is given under the station circle in hundreds of

feet above ground level. Thus, 50 is a broken

ceiling at 5,000 feet, 90 is an overcast 'ceiling
(g)

at 9,000 feet, and 8 is an obscured ceiling at 800
feet.

Weather Ind Obstructions to Vision

The weather depiction chart classiffesweath-
er and 'obstructions to vision as significant
weather. The same symbOls that appear on
teletypewriter, are used on the weather depic-
tion chart. Intensities of precipitation and thun-
derstorms are not plotted. Thus, T is plotted
as T and R- as R. These significant weather
elements are plotted to the Jeft of the station
,circle. Following is a list of the significant
weather'symbols used on this chart:

ff
Symbol

. F
GF
BD
BN
BS

Meaning

Sleet ,
*Shower
Haze
Snioke
Fog
Ground Fog
Blowing Dust
Blowing Sand
Blowing Snow

4 Clouds topping nearoy'
ridges

*Used in conjuRction with R, S or E to indicate
type of shower; e.g., RW for rain showers, etc.

Visibility

When the visibility-is 6 miles or lets, it is
indicated to the left of the station circle preced-
ing the significant weather symbols. A visibility
value always appears whenever obstructions to
vision are reported, but may be missing (to
denote 7 miless .or better) if only weather .is
reporte4. Thus, 641 denotes 6 Miles in fog,
3TR denotes 3 miles in a thunderstorM and
rain, .R. denotes 7 miles or better in rain, and
0 denotes 7 miles or better with no significant
weather.

Isolines

Continuous lines (either solid or scalloped)
outline areas where conditions at stations have
specified ceiling and visibiliiy conditions. The'
specified conditions are given below. NOTE:
Smaller-scale fluctuations in ceilings and visi-4,
bility between stations due to variations in terrain,
local storms, etc., are not intended to be por-
trayed on this chart.

Symbol

1,

ZR
ZL

, S

Meaning
,

ThunderstoFn,.
Rain
Drizzle
Freezing Rain
Freezing Drizzle
Snow

Areas Enclosed By Solid Line. Areas,
where all stations have either a ceiling less thvi
1,006 feet. or visibility less than 3 miles, or
both ;are outlined by a solid line.

AreaS Enclosed By ScalloPed Line. Areas
where all Stations have ceilings from 1,000 feet
to and including 5,000 . feet and visibility of 3
miles or better are outlined by a scalloped line.

Remaining Area. Areas that are not oi
lined by isolines indicate that at all stations the
ceiling.is unlimited wail% a visibility of 3 miles or



Table 10. Symbolic n'otation used on weather depiction charts.

Station Hodc1

Significant
We ther

Total Sky
average

Visibility A
to 6

15

j.
Ceiling height, or height of -
lowest scattered layer *

Total Sky Coverage

(:) Clear

(7, Scattered,
_

0 Broken

401 Breaks in

Overcast

41, Overcast
e 4

(i) Obscured

Significant Weather

L Drizzle
F* -Fog

ZL Freezing Drizzle
ZR Freezing Rain
CF. Ground Fog

Haze
Rain
Shower

E. Sleet

X. Smoke
Snow

T Thunderstorm
Clouds topping
ridges

-
V.

Ceiling and Visibility classA:

I.

.ANA12SIS

Ceiling below-A-004 feet or
visibility below fariles, or both Outlined

Color Code ot

On-Station Shading:

Red

2. Ceiling 1000 to 5000 ft. inclusive
and

visibility 3 miles or gra-iter

Scalloped
Outline

4=3
Blue

Notes:

1. Precipitation will always Ge entered when-reported as occurring at the
station at the time of observation, except that no more than two symbols
for significant weather will be entered.

2. Obstructions'io vision othgr than precipitation will be.entered when
xisibfilty is reduced to 6 miles or less, except that if two forms of
/precipitation are reported, the other obitructions to vision will not be
entered. Haze and smoke will be omittia if precipitation is teported.

.to

3. Visitility values of 6 miles or less will be entered in miles and fractions.

4. All ceiling heights will be entered in hundreds of feet.
.

5. 'The analysis of the ceiling-visibiiity classes wifl be based on e

reports thrmselyes and is not meant to include possible bet n-station
orographic effects, or even systematicdinterpolations between stations.

* 6. The height of the lowest scattered clouds will be plotted at those
stations reporting scattered clouds only.

better, or the ceiling is greater than 5,000 feet
with the visibility of 3 miles or better.

Table 10 summarizes all factual information
concerning the weather depiction chart.

Alternate Sources. Many bits and pieces of
this same information are contained in various
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observations and in forecast material, but the
best substitute for this chart is one plotted and
analyzed at the station. The sky condition; cloud
heights, visibility, weather and obstructions to
vision can be plotted from the hourly aviation
repOrts from Service A and, once the plotting
is finisfied, the two ceiling- visibility classifiCation
areas can be enclosed by the proper isolines.



RADAR ANALYSES

Charts showing the distribution of radar
echoes_ are sent thirteen times daily, for 00002_
and each 3 hours plus five intermediate charts..
.These charts (figure 43) are prepared from the
analyses of the hourly radar. reports arid indi7
cate the location and coverage- of echties
ported, echo movements, echo tops, -and other
pertinent radar informatiOn. These charts orig-
hate atlansas City, Mo. A 1:10,000,0007scale
map covering an area east of the Rocky Motui-
tains is used for the scheduled summaries;
selected sections ,are used for the intermediate
charts.

Valid Time

-
The observation time in Greenwicb Mean

Time is plotted <in the lower left corner otthe'
chart.

Legend

A legend of radar types is transmitted on
each chart to identify the radar type at each
site. This legend appears in the- lower left
portion of the chart.

Stippled Areas

Areas where tliere is no radar sampling
due to absence of weather radars are stippled.
These stippled areas include all points More
than 75 nautical miles from a WSR-1 or -3
radar and more than 125 nautical miles from a
WSR-57, CPS-9 or SP-1 radar.

Echo Pattern.

If the radar echoes are arranged in a line,
an elongated rectangular box MIMI is used to
show the location Of the echoes. If the echoes
are not arranged in a line, scalloping C=CD .
is used to indicate the location of the area of
echoes.

Tirpes of Echoes

The echoes are classified as cellular, strat-
ified, or a mixture of cellular. and stratified.
Cellular echoes denote vertically-developed
clouds, and on the radar summary chart the
symbor" is used if cellular, echoes are pre-
dominant. Stratified echoes denote horizontally-
developed clouds, and on the radar summary
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chart the symbol _ is used if stratified echoes
are predominant. The symbol e"-\ is used to
ideAtify a combination of cellular -and stratified
echoes where neither is predominant.

Echo Coverage

The followin symbols are used to denote
the number of tenths echO coverage, within an-
enclosed area or line:

Symbol

oto
a)
0

Tenths 'Coverage

Over 9/10 solid
6/10 to 9/10 broken
1/10 to 5/10 . 'scattered
less than 1/10 widely scattered

The echo type is plotted above' or below the
echo coverage symbols. For example tp sig-
nifies broken cellular echoes, signifies solid
stratified echoes and ft signifies scattered cellu-
lar and stratified echoes. Sometimes when echoes
are cellular, the symbol that indicates this is.,
omitted. Thus, 0 4signifi es broken Cellular echoes,
and e signifies solid cellular echoes.

A strong or, very strong echo identified by
only one radar station is shown by the symbol

. A strong or very strong echo identified
by' two or more radar stations is shown by the
symbol *.

Types of Surface Weather
Associated with Echoes

The surface
is identified by
symbols:

Symbol

RW

SW

weather associated with echoes
these standard teletypewriter

.Meaning

Rain
Rain showers
Snow
Sleet
Snow showers
Drizzle
Thunderstorm,

Intensity and Trend of Precipitation

The precipitation associated with an area
or line of echoes is classified according to its
intensity and its trend. The intensity symbol
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:NO

follows, the precipitation symbol and the trend
symbol .follows the -intensity: The intensity is
separated from the trend by a slant hsr. Listed
below are the jntensity and trend symbols:

INTENSITY

Symbol

(no sign)
+

TREND

Symbol

NC
NEW

Meaning

Very light
Light
Moderate
Heavy
Very heavy (usually

associated with severe
weather)

Unknown

Meaning

Increasing
Decreasing
No change
New

Thus, R-./+ indicates light rain increasing in
intensity; TRW/NC indicates a ~-thunderstorm
and moderate rain showers showing no change
in intensity.

Heights of Echo Bases and Tops

Heights of echo bases and tops are denoted
by two or three figures. These figures represent
hundreds of feet above sea level. A line be-
neath the numbers signifies that the value rep-
rpsents the height of the echo tops and a line
above the number signifies that the value Zap-
plies to eclui bases. Thus, 220 signifies tops
22,000 feet MSL, TIO signifies bases 12,600
feet MSL, and 330, sigMfies maximum tops at
33,000 feet MSL.

Height of Melting Level '

The 'height of the meltinglevel is represented
by three numbers above a wavy line. Thus,
_IA signifies the melting level is at 12,500
feet MSL.

s!
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Movement of Echoes

Echoes may have No movements. One move-
ment is the direction and speesi of the individual
echoes, and the other is the direction and speed
of a cluster of echoes (line or.area). That is,

. in a given line or area, the echoes might be
moving to the northeast while the line cit area
is moving southeast. Both Movements 'are rep-
resented by arrows; the echo movement is shown
by a number at the head of an arrow, and the line
or area movement is shown by barbs at the
end of the arrow. Thus, -0..-20 means the echoes
are moving to the east at 20 knots, while
means the line (or area) is moving to the east
at 20 knots,

Additional Information

Sometimes reports from a particular radar
station may not appear od the radar summary
chart. Symbols plotted at the radar station
give the reasons. Following are symbols used
and their mean.ings:

Symbol Meaning

NE No echo (equipment operating
but no echoes observed)

NA Observation not available
NO Equipment nOt operating
OM Equipment out for maintenance

If a severe weather watch bulletin (WW)
is in effect at the time of issuance of the radar
summary chart, the area affected, by the W\N
is outlined by a dotted or dashed line. The
number, and valid time of the WW is entered
on the chart. See figure 44 for a complete
resume of the symbols used on the radar sum-
mary chart. #

Alternate Sources

The same data used in the make-up 'of the
radar summary chart is, available on Service .1
in the form of a .radar summary (SD-1). The
coded radar summary is sent by 40 minutes
past each hour.

Zr7



EXPLANATION OF RADAR SUMMARY CHART
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Table 11:- Facsimile chart legends.

To understand fully the facsimile charts, you must knew the meanings of
the various symbols used on the charts. Some of the symbols shown in table 11are well knoivn: others have only recently come into common usage.

1. Symbols most generally used Wthe National Meteorological Center:

a. Cold front V -y V
b. Cold front aloft

-----VV--7:Vr---V-
AIL Al& ill 0/&c. Warm front

. ,

d. Stationary front Ilk Al
V

AK Alie. Occluded front AL

f. 'Coldfrontcgenesis -4.

g. Warm frontogenesis AIL- -AL. -AL. AIL

h. Stationary frontogeneSis

i. Cold frontolysis - "T"' -
j . Warm frontolysis ---- 4111.. --0,--
k. Stationa* frontolys is AIL -.Ir.

1. Occluded froct011ysis .411.. -.A...

,

m. Instability (scuall) lines ......-- .. ---- ----

n. Trough ......... _
o. Ridge /-N./V/\/-

61
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Table 11. Facsimile chart legends (continued).

2. Frontsonfacsinlile charts are norniallylabeledwithathree:a40
group showing type of front, intensity of front, and-character of
front(FtiVe),

3.

7O7

a. Type of Fronc (Ft)
Code ,
Figure

0 Quaai-atationary front
I. Warm front
2. Warm occlusion
3. Upper warm front
4. Cold front
5. Cold occlusion
6. Upper cold front
7. Instability line
8. Intertropical front
9. Occlusion

.:W

41.

". ".
b. Intensitypf front (Fi)

..!

Code
Figure

,

0 No specification 6 : ) t
I. Weak,'decreasing (including frontolysis) . . 0 .

2. Weak, little pr no change
.413. Weak, increasing (including froniogenesis)

4. Moderate, decreasing
5. Moderate, little orino chahe
6. Moderate, increasi4
7. Strong, decreasing
8. Strong, little or no change
9. Strong: increasing

c.- Character of ft.ont (Fe)
Code
Figure
0 No specificaLion

I- Frontal activity aren,de.:crewiin4
2. Frontal activity area, firLle change
3. Frontal actty area, Lncreasing
4. Intertropical
5. Foralny:' or existence .,c.specteo
6. Quasi-stationary
- With waves

S. Diffuse
9. PositionAoubrful

National Meteorological Center surface plotting model C.
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Table.11. Facsimile chart legends (continued).

4. Types of lines

re ono air 41, se :No

.

500mb. contours on vorticity
Vorticity prop.

b. Intermediate contours and isobars.

C. Lines depicting flow pattern. 0,

d. Haight contours or surface isobars.

e. Average vertical wind shear in the lay1r ol maximum wind.

f.-g--r Precipitation areas on 30-hour prognosis; areas.of frozen
.precipitation On QPF charts..

S

h. 0000 410110 ONO

,

Height of maximum wind.

Igotherms when aholin on upperair analysis.

/sotachs when shown on upperair analysis and progs

j.--40 Jet stream or axis of MAXimum (50 knots or more) wind spec

k.

/11/0110 MIND 00

Zero change
Plus change Isallobars on 12hr. pressure change
Minus change chart.

Isolines of equal precipitable water (surface to 500 milli .
bars)

m. Areas of forecast shawery precipitation.

n. 1000-500-mb thitkness lines.

o. Forecast precipitation isohyets.

p Forecast snow depth.

5. Other Fax

Light Moderate Heavy

4D. Turbulence

c. Thunderstorms.

Moderate Severe

Moderate Severe

1 < ,E

, 63
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PROCESSING OF OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA

As an MST, one of your primary jobs is
the collection and the processing ofoceano-
graphic data. To accomplish this job you are
required on many occasions to expend great
amounts of time and persbnal effort. The Coast
Guard has also expended a great amount of
time and money to train you, to provide an ob-
servational platform, and to position that.manned
platform in an observitional area. The point to
be made is that the data collected is of value,
and you, as an MST, shoulder a great responsi-
bility to ensure the quality of the data.

QUALITY CONTROL

To be of value, data gathered must be as
near a true measure of the property under
consideration as the purpose for which the
results are being used require. In the case of
survey data, the end use of which may not be
known at the time of observation, the data should_
be a.S.near the true value as the instrumentation
will permit in order to ensure maximum future
utility. All measurements are, in reality, only a
best estimate of the true value and must be
considered in the light of the reproducibility whidh
has been obtained. It mubt be assumed that all
measurerfients have been made with equal care
and skill, that accidental errors have been
reduced to a minimum, and that systematic errors
have been eliminated. Actually, to be above
reproach, repeated measurements should be made
of each sample until a sufficient number of
readings are availabe to establish the mean and
range of the probable error. The limited time,
money, equipment, and personnel as well as
the vastness of the ocean will not permit this
scientific luxury in oceanography, so some meas:-
Ure of qualitY control is required to ensure that
all data is within the desired limits of accuracy.

Quality control is a series of techniques
and procedures designed to maintain therequired
accuracy of observations a.nd measurements with-
in specified limits. It embraces the philosophy
of measurementS, and its success is equally
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dependent upon .the attitude of the observer or
processor, the skill of the observer, the accu-
racy of the instruments, and the design of the
sampling program, It is analogous to quality
control of a manufacturing process where the
characteilstic of a product is Maintained within
prescribed limits without measuring or testing
each Item. In your work, the-product is data,
and a quality control program is tJ.Stablished for
each parameter to endure that all data collected
is accurate to the limits of the instrument's
calibration and characteristics, the skill of the
operator, and the designed limits of the sampling
program.

A list of definitions are offered below to
assist your understanding of some of the broader
aspects of quality control:

Accuracy. The degree of conformity of
a measure to a tandard or true value.

Aliasing. Fictitious cycles or features in
data resulting from sampling procedures.

Calibration. The comparison of an instru-
ment with an accepted standard.

Discrete measurement. A single measure-
ment made without relation to another in space
or time.

Error. The amount of deviation froM a
standard.

Precision. The degree of refinement with
which an operation is performed Or a measure-
ment stated.

Reproducibility. The degree to which suc-
cessive readings of the same sample or a
parameter agree,-

Response time. A period required for an
instrument to adjust to a change in environ-
mental conditions or power input.
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Sensitivity. The capacity of an instrument
to respond to variations in environment param-
eters or power input.

Time-series nieasurements. Measure-
ments made consecutively with spate either
being constant or -assumed to be constant. They
are usually made in a periodic manner.

Apace-series measurements. Measure-
ments made sequentially in space with time
either being constant or assumed to be constant.

The following recommendations apply' to
time-series, space-series, and discrete meas-
urements to satisfy quality control requirements
for such measurements:

1. All readings shall be made only to the
smallest unit consistent with the instrument
graduation,. _e.g., 0.02 C. on reversing ther-
mometers with 0.2* C. graduations.

2. Measurements shall only be made to the
limit of an instrument's calibration.

3. If two observers are present, each shall
make readings independent of the other. Piffer-
ences shall be resolved O.n the spot.

Whenever possible, check instruments by
frequent simultaneous: measurements of the
same sample or , parameter. In reference to
data recolding, each time data is recorded or
transcribed from one record to another, 100%
verification is required.

Keep a station narrative with all data collec-
tions. This narrative enables data processors to
resolve minor problems or questions that may
arise during processing. The more tlibrough the
narrative, the better. Enter any information that
may prove usefur later; and if there is any doubt
about a data entry, make the entry anyway.
Excess information is better than lack of infor-
mation.

PROCESSING SALINITY DATA

In the Coast Guard, salinity samples are
processed by an inductive salinometer. The
models used -for this purpose a-re the RS-7A,
RS-7B, and Hytech 6220. In this course, we
have previously discussed the 6220's general
characteristics. .The following comments are of

a general nature covering the setting up of a
salinometer, the associated calibration, and the
processing of samples.

SETTING UP THE SALINOMETER

Set up the salinometer in a rack secured
to the work table to be used so there is adequate
room beneath the instrument for the bottles to
be filled and for a drain bucket. Remove the
front cover and connect the power cord to the
power supply. While the standard source of
power is 60 cycle, 115 VAC, the 6220' has a
switching action that will allow 230.VAC to be
used. Note that a three-wire cord is used to
allow for adequate instrument grounding. Turn
on the salinometer at least two hours., preferably
four Nurs, prior to processing salinity samples.

PRELIMINARY CHECKOUT

A preliminary checkout pf the salinometer is
recommended after you have set up the instru-
ment. Prior to applying power to the instrument,
check the NULL INDICATOR pointer to ensure
that it reads exactly zero. If the pointer does
not read zero, adjust the small screw below
the pointer to zero it. It should be noted here
that any Tubbing of the meter cover might create
a static charge which deflects the meter. You
can rempve this charge by .breathing on the
meter cover.

Now turn.the power switch to the on position
and allow one minute for the instrument's cir-
cuits to 'stabilize. You can check the circuit bal-
ance by observing the NULL INDICATOR. With
CONDUCTIVITY RATIO dials set to 0.00000, the
FUNCTION SELECTOR set on SALINITY, and
an empty cell,. the NULL INDICATOR should
read zero. The pointer' may be off the zero
mark up to one large division before any further
adjustment is necessarY.

-

The next step is to check for meter sensi-
tivity. First set the STANDARDIZATION dials
to read 5000; then adjust the CONDUC,TIVITY
RATIO dials to read 0.00010. The pointer de-
flection should be between 1 and 1 1/2 'small
divisions. Continue to adjust the CONDUCTIVITY
RATIO dials to read 0.00020, 0.00030, 0.00040,
and 0.00050; with each setting the deflection
should be the same as the first deflection or,
linear in nature if the correct sensitivity is
observed.



PROCESSING SAMPLES

After the instrument has had the required
time to vedrm up, you are ready to process
samples. To allow for cell temperature equilib-
rium and to ensure that there are minimal
salinity differences, rinse*the cell and drain
it several times prior to standardizing the
instrument. Standard Copenhagen Water retained
from previous salinity runs is recommended for
this purpose. If no Stancia.rd Sea Water is avail-
able for the first run use any room temperature
sea water. The following procedures are recom-
mended:

I. Place the fill tube in the rinse sample.
Avoid touching that portion of the fill tube that
is immersed into the sample bottle. Also, avoid
ihtroducing into the sample any salt deposit
that may have formed on the threaded portion
of the sample bottle.

2. Position the three-way valve to permit'
the sample to flow through the fill tube into
the sampling cell.

.

3*. Set the STIR/FILL switch to FILL and
adjust the fill knob to a normal rate of filling.
Avoid filling the cell too rapidly, because this
action tends to induce bubble fOrpation result-
ing in an i4omplete rinsing of the sample cell.

4. Fill the cell until the sample starts to
enter the*air tube at the top of the sample cell.
Allow some of the sample to pass through the
air tube to ensure adequate rinsing of the stir-
rer. Close the three-way valve to retain the
sample in the cell.

5. Set ,the STIR/FILL switch to STIR for
a few seconds to thoroughly mix the rinse
sample.

6. Position the three-way valvel to drain
the sample from the' cell. Repeat the rinsing
cycle at least four times.

, To ensure thorough emptying of the cell
and rain tube, leave the three-way valve' open

- following each draining. Then make a visual
Check to ensure that all of the sample has
drained before inserting the fill tul2e for another
sample. After the last filling of the cell from
each sample, turn the three-way valve to the
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position used to fill the sample cell. The'sample,
will then drain back into the sample bottle
by gravity and allow, complete Aiming of the
fill tube.

You are now ready to standardize the salin-
ometer. First determine the conductivity ratio
setting for the Standard Copenhagen Water used.
Use the foFmula SALINITY = 1.80655 x CHLOR--
INITY. .r...00k up the conductivity ratio from
tables in the manufacturer's instruction fbook
based on computed salinity. Set the value ob-
tained on the CdNDUCTIVITY RATIO dials.
Fill out the Salinity and Conductivity Ratio
sections of the heading on -the log sheet with
these computed values: Write the chlorinity value
used in the upper. left-hand corner of the log
sheet for further reference.

The sample cell is filled Sy gravity directly
from the Standard Water ampule. During stand-
ardization do' not fill the sample'cell by pump-
ing. Be sure to wipe off Poth ends of the ampule
prior to inserting one end of the ampule into
the filling tube. This action will reduce the
chance of contaminating the sample. A tight fit
of the filling tube on the ampule ,is required. A
piece of tubing of smaller size must be used
with the 6220 to ensure such a fit.

Now you are ready togenergize the stirrer.
While the sample is being stirred, set the
FUNCTION SELECTOR switch- to TEMPERA-
TURE. Read the temperature_ to the nearest
one-hundredth on the RS-7A and/or RS-7.B and
to the nearest one-tenth on the 6220. Read the
temPerature value directly from the NULL INDI-
CATOR on the 6220; however, read the RS-7A
and RS-7B temperature values from dials ,used
tO zero the NULL INDICATOR. These two models
also require an adjustment on the TEMPERATURE
COMPENSATION dials as outlined in-the manu-
facturer's instruction book. After obtaining the
temperature reading, set the FUNCTION SELEC-
TOR to SALINITY on the RS-7A and RS-7B.
The salinity switch on the 6220 is automatic.

Now that you have properly rinsed the
salinoMeter's cell and have determined a sam-
ple's temperature, fill the cell with a second
sample and adjust the STANDARDIZATION con-
trols until a reading of zero is indicated on
the NULL INDICATOR. Three different sample
readings are 'required from the STANDARDIZA-
.TION controls. These readings must.agree within

#
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three digits; if not, repeat the above procedure
until you obtain three consecutive readings with-
in three digits. Average the three readings to
be used and set the STANDARDIZATION dials
on the salinometer to this value. The stand-
ardization setting is not changed during -the
processing of Samples EXCEPT in the following
cases:

1. 1f the power is removed from the instru-
ment for any reason.

2. If the temperature of the'sample varies
more than 2.5 C. from the standardization tem-
perature.

3. If the Standard Water processed is, an
unknown differs from the standardization con-
ductivity ratio by more than the following amounts:

a. RS-7A or RS-7B -.0.00050

b. 6220 - 0.00030

Record the standardization setting to be
uSed on the log sheet. (See figure 46.) If mbre
than one log sheet is required for a particular
salinity run, record the standaiilization value
at the beginning of each log sheet used. This
value does not require recording with each
individual sample of the same. salinity Lyn;
however, any pertinent remarks, such as bub-
bles, insufficient sample,' or mud in sample can
be entered in the "carboy standardizatiOn" col-
umn next to the sample number and temperature
data.

The sample to be measured ftould be within
.1 or 2 degrees of the Standard Water's fem-
perature at the time of standardization of the
salinometer and should I4EVER EXCEED a tem-

atlitre difference of 2.5' C.

.-rTo ensure a -thorough mixing of the sample
to be run and to help eliminate bubbles in the
sample cell, shake each sam vigorouslk prior
to pumping each into the sampl ell. Pump the
sample into the cell until the cet is full; then
stir the sample, read the sample's fmperature,

, turn the stirrer off, drain the sampl cell into
a bucket, and record the sample's temture
on the log sheet next to' the 'sample nuxiber.
Refill the sample cell, stir the sample, adjust
the CONDUCTIVITY RATIO dials until the NULL
INDICATOR reads zero, turn the stirrer off,

7/;--
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drain the sample cell int.° a bucket, and record
the conductivity value on .the Jog sheet (figure
46). Refill the sample/cell a third time and
follow the above procedure until two successive
fillings agree within 10 units of conductivity
ratio (0.00010). It is not necesiary to repeat
the temperature measurement with the refills
of the same sample. After reading the last
filling of the cell-and determining its validity,
turn the three:way valve to the FILL position.
The sample will drain back -into the sample
bottle by gravity and allow the MI tube to
empty completely:.

Run four water samples' after you have
standardized the salinometer. Then run a Stand-
ard Water sample as an unknown. If the con-
ductivity ratio reading of this sample is within
the limits previously mentioned,-contAnue the
processing of additional water samples; other-
wise, you must restandardize the salinometer
and run four more water samples and then
run another Standard Water .,as an unknown.
When the salinometer is functioning' properly,
you may run 29 additional samples between
samplings of the first Standard Water run as
an unknown and the next Standard Water run
as an unknown. You May continue this proce-
dure as long as the conductivity ratio readings
of., the unknown do not exceed the standardizatAon
readings by the values set for thei salinometer
model being used. Always run a Stindard Water
as an unknown at the completion 'of a day's
salinitk run.

COMPUTING SALINITY-VALUES

Use the information recorded on the salinity
log sheet to compute salinity values for the
water samples that you have processed on the
salinometer. This information consists of sample
nUmber, sample temperature, and sample con-
ductivity ratio readings. Use an averap of the
conductivity ratio readings in conjunction with
a salinity conversion table in the rear of the
salinometer manual or folder provideal with
the instrument used to process the samples.

Eitter the value obtained from the salinity
table on the log sheet in the column labeled
"uncorrected salinity." The value to enter for
sagnity is an interpolated *value, because the
conductivity ratio value is a five-place decimal
and the conductivityratio given in the table
is given to four places only.
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Two additional corrections are required to
compute a corrected salinity value. These cor-
rections are temperature and shear (drift).. Enter
both of these corrections as a three-place decimal,
either positive or negative in value. Derive the
correction for temperature from a temperature
correction table in the salinometer manual or
folder that is supplied with each instrument. To
obtain the shear correction, compute the differ-
ence between the Standard Water used for stand-
ardizing the instrument and the Standard Wat.lr
run as an unknown sample or the difference
between two Standard Waters run as an unknown.

0

Referring to the salinity log shown in figure
46, compute the shear corrections as follows:.

1. Compute the difference in salinity values
between the original standardization value and
the first Standard Water sample run as an
unknown:

First P-40 35.002
Second P-40 35.004 (value after correction

-0.002 for temperature)

2. Count the number -of samples to be
sheared. The total is 5 samplessamples #1,
#2, #3, #4, and P-40--in this case.-

3.
amount
P-40:

Divide the number of simples into the
of shear between the first and second

-0.002 4- 5 -0.0004

4. Add this correction for shear to each
uncorrected salinity value in a cumulative manner,
rounding off the correction to three .decimal
places. In our example in figure 46, the shear
correction of the first P-40 is 0.000, sample #1
is 0.000, sample #2 is -0.001, sample #3' is
-0.001, sample #4 is -0.002, and the second
P-40 is -0.002.

If a second or third set of corrections is.
required, the procedure. is the same as the
previous example. The difference to be deter-
mined now.is between two Standard Waters run as_
unknowns. Refer to our example in figure 46:

1. Determine the difference between Stand-
ard Waters run as unknowns:
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Second P-40
Third P-40

35.004
35.008
-0.004

3. Count the number of samples run: #5,
#6 . . . #32, #33, and third P-40. The total is
30 samples.

3. Divide the number of samples into the
amount of shear.

-0.004 4- 30 . -0.00013

4. Add this correction for shear to each
uncorrected salinity value in a cumulative man-
ner, rounding off the correction to three decimal
places and adding the rounded correction to
the shear value of the previous sample's cor-
rection. In our example in figure 46, the shear
correction for sample #10 is 6 x -0.00013 El
-0.00078 (the number of samples times the
amount of shear), or -0.001 + -0.002 (the value
of the previous sample) xi -0.003; sample #20
is -0.004; sample #30 is -0.005; and sample
P-40 is -0.006.

The corrected salinity value is the sum of
the temperature correction' and the shear cor-
rection added to the uncorrected salinity value
algebraically. In the case of sample #33 in figure
46; the corrected, salinity value is computed
as follows:

34.074 + (-0.002) + (-0:006) = 34.066.

The processing of salinity samples is not
difficult, but you must be very careful about
the manner in which you handle the data ob-
tained during the processing. Exercise care when
recording the sample's number, temperature,
conductivity ratio readings, uncorrected Salinity
value, temperature correction, shear correction,
and corrected salinity. At no time should you
erase ANY figures used; if a figure is in error,
draw a single line through the erroneous figure
and enter the correct figure above the erroneous
figure. ,

MODIFIED WINKLER METHOD FOR
DISSOLVED OXYGEN ANALYSIS

DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN SEA WATER

The concentration of dissolVed oxygen in
sea water may vary from supersaturation near
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the surface, where photosynthetic activity by
the phytoplankton is very high, to no oxygen in
Stagnant basins or deep fjords. The values,
therefore, .may be anything from 0 to 10 milli-
liters orinore per liter of sea water.

The analysis for dissolved oxygen in sea
water is important for numerous reasons: it
aids in the interpretation of biological processes
taking place in the ocean; it is finding increased
use in studies of oceanic current and mixing
procesSes; and it is sometimes used as an index
for detecting malfunctional sampling equipment
and erroneous values.

BASIS OF THE WINKLER METHOD

In waters which are relatively free of such
substances as nitrites, ferrous salts, and organic
matter, the Winkler method may be used for
determining dissolved oxygen. These conditions
are usually found in most areas of the open
ocean. While the chemical reactions involved in
this analysis are rather complex and the complete
reaction unknoWn, the analysis itself is not
difficult to perform if the necessary precautions
are taken in preparing the reagents, cleaning the
glassware, and carrying out the treatment of
the samples and the titrations.

The Winkler method rewires that the sample
be, treated with an alkaline manganous solution
while protected from oxygenation by air. A white

precipitate of manganous hydroxide forms first:

Mn + 20H Mn(OH)
2

This precipitate rapidly turns brown in the
presence of dissolved oxygen, which reacts with
the manganous hydroxide to form a tetravalent
manganese compound: .

2Mn(OH)2 + 02 --o2MnO(OH)2

When this solution is acidified to excesS
in the presence of an iodide, iodine is released
quantitatively; i.e., free iodine (more correctly,
triiodide ion) is liberated from the iodide which
is equivalent to the amount of dissolved oxygen
present in the sample:

MnO(OH)2 + 4H+ + 31 01,4n++ 3H20

This free iodine (or triiodide ion) is titrated
with a standardized solution of sodiurnthiosulfate:
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12 + I 13

1; + 2S203--.--,>31 + 5406

APPARATUS AND GLASSWARE

A list of recommended apparatus and glass-
ware was given in the pamphlet on Instruments
and Equipment. That list constitutes a minimum
requirement for an effective oxygen analysis
program aboard ship. Duplication of certain items
is necessary because of their fragile nature.
Spares must be carefully packed and stowed in
safe areas. In addition, the following instruc-
tions concern the modification and proper use
of several items.

Light-Proofing Reagent Containers

Certain reagents will undergo photochemical
reactions upon exposure to light and must be
shielded.

Manganous Sulfate and Alkaline Iodide Re-
agent Bottle4. It is frequently convenient to
keep these two reagents near the. Nansen bottle
rack for treating the dissolved oxygen samples
immediately after collection. Two 500-ml poly-
ethylene bottles are best suited for this purpose.
Keep them in a well-shaded area and light-
proof them by spray painting their exterior
surfaces with black paint. The alkaline iodide
reagent is especially suscepiTe to photo-chem-
ical change. Label the bottle clearly to avoid
confusion, since the order in which they are
used is critical.

0.01 N Sodium Thipsulfate Bottle. Spray
a one-gallon polyethylene bottle with black paint
for use with this reagent. Keep it in a shaded
area of the laboratory.

Potassium Biiodate Bottle. This reagent is
usually, already supplied in a dark colored con-
tainer. Dilutions of the stock material must
also be stored in dark colored contiiners.

Volumetric Glassware

This term applies to glassware that has
been carefully constructed to meagure precise
and accurate volumes of liquid.

Volumetric Flasks. This type of flask has
a flat bottom, wide base, and a long narrow neck,
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on which a ring mark had been etched. They
are designed to contain the amount specified
when filled to the ring mark with the liquid
mehiscus just tangent to the line. (See figure
47.)

Voltwietric Pipets. This type of pipet is
by a bulbous center sectiOn and

a ri mark etched on the tube above it.(See
figure 48) They will deliver the specified volumes
when nsed correctly. Fill the pipet by immersing
the Aip in liquid and drawing the solution up
past the ring mark with the aid of a rubber
squeeze bulb. Then remove the bulb and quickly
cover the end of the pipet with the index finger
to prevent drainage. Withdraw the tip and wipe
the outside surface of the pipet with a tissue.
Adjust the liquid in the pipet by slowly and care-
fully venting thepipet until the meniscus is just
tangent to the ring mark. You may wipe off the
tip again, but do snot touch the tisshe to the
orifice. When draining, vent the pipet and hold
the tip above the liquid surface in the con-
tainer. You may transfer a droplet hanging from
the tip after draining to the rest of the liquid by
touching the tip to the container wall. Do not
remove the ,small amount of residual liquid
remaining within the tip itself.

Automatic Pipets. Automatic pipets are
similar to the volumetric pipets described above
except for a stopcock assembly located near the
top above the bulb. (See figure 51) The stopcock
eliminates manual adjustment of the liquid level
to a ring mark. The liquid is drawn into the
pipet by applying suction from.. a vacuun line to
the t115p of the pipet with the stopcock ligned
in the fill position. When the liquid level ses
in the stopcock bore, It is turned 90 t the

' off position. The pipet now contains the exact
amount of liquid specified and all that is required
before draining is wiping the surface with a
tissue. Draining is accomplished by turning the
stopcock 180* from the fill position. This wilI
align an air vent channel and allow free drainage.
Since the stopcock is constructed of ground
glass, it must be properly greased for smooth
operation. A thin, light, even coating of silicone
stopcock grease will suffice. Excess grease will
clog the vent channel and prevent its operation.

Automatic Burette. The automatic burette
consists of a long graduated tube with a three-
way teflon stopcock at the bottomkSee figure 51)
The stopcock makes alternate connections with
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the tip and filling arm. The top of the burette
contains an overflow chamber having an.over-
flow spout and draining arm. When the stopcock
is aligned in the fill position, the liquid rises
in the tube by-gravity and will overflow the spout
at the top. Cut off the flow by turning the stopcock
90° to misalign its bores. -Then turn the stopcock
ahother 90° to align the bores in the drain posi-
tion just long enough to allow some of the
liquid to run out of the tip. Wipe off excess
liquid on the surface ot the tip with a tissue.
Do not touch the orifice:With the tissue. Again
turn the stopcock to the fill position juat long
enough to allow a few drops to overflow at the
top. The burette is now properly filled and zeroed.
The volume of the liquid used when titrating is
read directly off the scale along the bottom
of the meniscus. The ten-ml automatic burette
is calibrated with small scale divisions of 0.05
ml and may be accurately read to 0.01 ml.

(tee figure 49) Teflon stopcocks are never greased.

Automatic Plunger-Type Pipets

This type of pipet consists of a tapered
nozzle glass barrel affixed to a metal casing
which houses a small rubber bulb and adjust-
able plunger assembly. You may adjust them to
draw and deliver up to two ml of liquid by setting
the side slots and thumb screw on the plunger.
Find the correct setting for the desired amount
of liquid by trial and error. Use a ten-ml
graduate to check on the volumes at each setting.
Two of these pipets, set to one ml, are used with
the manganous sulfate and .alicaline iodide re-
agents contained in the black plotic bottles by
the Nansen rack. They may be conveniently
rigged for using the reagents and sealing the
bottles afterwards by fixing a one-hole rubber
stopper on each of the barrels.(See figure 50)
The stopper should make a tight fit with the
bottles. Another pipet must be set to two ml
for use with acid. No rubber sapper is required
for this one, and it must be removed from
contact with the acid and rinsed after use to
prevent corrosion.

Oxygen Sample Bottles

number the 125-ml oxygen bottles
and attach 'rubber ties to the caps and necks.
It is advisable to construct a sectioned carrying
case out of wood for transporting about 16
oxygen samples between the bottle rack and lab.
Determine the bottle volume once by filling



Figure 47. Volumetric flask.
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Figure 49. Burette reading.

Figure 48. Volumetric pipet. Figure 50. Automatic plunger-type pipet.
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any one of the bottles to overflow with tap
water. Seat the ground glass stopper, remove
the volume, and measure it by pouring the contents
into a graduated cylinder. This is the value of
"B" to be used in the formula given latey for
oxygen calculations.

Apparatus Set Up

The complete laboratory set up is shown in
figure 51 and is described below.

. -Sodium Thi o sulfate R es ervoi r- Automatic
Burette. Insert a two-hole rubber stopper in

-the neck of the sodium thiosulfate bottle. Through
one ol the Mies insert a section of bent glass
tubing with .the bend above the stopper. The
straight end within the bottle should extend to
the bottom of the container. Either a single
piece of glass tubing may be used, or the sec-
tion extending to the bottom of the bottle may
be made out of clean 3/8" tygon tubing and
joined to the shorter glass tube in the-stopper.
Join the external end of the bent glass tube
to a length of 3/8" clean tygon tubing which you
connect to the filling arm of the 10-mi automatic
burette. Insert a second piece of bent glass tubing
through the other hole with the bend above
the stopper. The end should extend only about
two inches into the bottle and never below
the surface of the liquid:" Fit the external end
of this glass tube to a six-inch long section of
3/8" tygon tubing haVing a rubber pressure bulb
attached at the other end. Initiate the gravity feed
to the burette by pumping the pressure bulb a
few times. The bottle must be set higher than
the top of the, burette in order to maintain the
siphoning action.

Vacuum Assembly. A vacuum source is
required to operate the 50-ml automatic pipet.
The vacuum is supplied by an aspirator attached
to a salt water outlet. A vacuum trap may be
let in the line ,between the aspirator and pipet.
The trap consists of a side arm filtering flask
(500-ml) fitted with a one-hole rubber gtoper.
Blip- a section of bent glass tubing through the
hole with a bend above the stopper. The section
of tubing within the flask should -eXtend only
about 3/4" belovrthe side arm. Connect lengths
of thick wall 1/4" I.D. tygon tubing frqm the
side arm of the flask to the top of the pipet and
from the bent tubing Outlet to the arm of the
aspirator. Create the vacuum by running the
salt water outlet near full force.
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CHEMICAL REAGENTS

All of the reagents required for the analysis
are commercially available in solution form.
Any source of supply is adceptable providing the
material conforms to American Public Health
Association, Winkler (or modified Winkler) speci-
fications or MIL-C 20640A specifications. Stand-
ard potassium biiodate solutions might not be
marketed under ;.these specificatiOns, but, are
acceptable if the normality is certified to one
ten-thousandth (0.0001) of a normality unit. You
may procure sodium thiosulfate solution, sulfuric
acid, and standard potassitim biiodate solution in
stronger concentrations than those required for
performing the analysis, but you must dilute them
according to the instructions given below. In a
situation where certain reagents cannot 1.7e prp-
cured in solution form, it is permissible to pre-
pare them from dry "reagent grade" chemicals
and distilled water. However, this will necessitate
using a scale for weighings. To avoid such prob-
lems, make procurements well in advance of a
cruise, .

Manganous Sulfate (or Chloride) Solution

One liter of solution contains from 400

to 500 grams of solid reagent-grade crystals
dissolved in distilled water. Store the solution
in a light-proof container.

Alkaline Iodide Fieagent

One liter of distilled water solution con-
tains from 350' tb 500 grams of solid reagent-
grade potassium (or sodium) hydroxide plus 140
to 170 grams of solid reagent-grade potassium
iodide. Store this solution in a light-proof con-
tainer. Avoid spillage and contact with skin and
clothing. It is odorless, but very caustic and
corrosive. Its hialily viscous and slippery nature
makes it difficulY to remove, but copious water
washings followed by neutrali;ation with vinegar
will be effective.

Acid

Use either hydrochloric or sulfuric acid
in the sample treatment step. Hydrochloric acid
is preferred and is always used at full strength.
No dilution is necessary. If you procure con-
centrated sulfuric acid, dilute it to approximately
35% by measuring out in a graduated cylinder 63
ml of distilled water and adding to it 37 ml
of the concentrated acid. CAUTION: ALWAys
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ADD ACID TO WATER, AND BE AWARE THAT
MIXING THE TWO LIQUIDS MAY GENERATE
SUFFICIENT HEAT TO MAKE THE GLASS CON-
TAINER TOO HOT TO HANDLE. Exercise
extreme care in handling the acids. Avoid con-
tact with skin and clothing and avoid breathing
the fumes. Wear protective clothing, gloves,
and eyegluset and work in a well- ventilated
area. In the event of contact with skin, apply
sodium-carbonate immediately and rinse with a
copious amount of tap water:

Sodium Thiosulfate Solution

The normality of the sodium thiosulfate
solution will be close to 0.01 N. Less than.10
ml N sodium thiosulfate will be required
to 'fltrate the samples in most cases. A sodium
thiosulfate solution having a normality other
than 0.01 N may have been procured. The con-
centrations generally encountered are 0.1 N and
1.0 N. You may dilute these to 0.01 N, preferably
by using volumetric pipets and flasks, since the
resulting solutions will be quite close to the
expected 0.01 normality. However,, if the appro-
priate volumetric glassware is not available,
you may make the dilutions by using graduated
cylinders. In either case, You will determine the
exact normality in the standardization procedure.
The following are the dilution factors for making
041 N sodiunlIptsulfate.

Normality of stock to be diluted
sodium thiosulfate ml of stock to

0.1N
1.0N

100 ml 1000 ml
10 ml 1000 ml

If the solution does not contain a preservative,
you may add a few drops of 0,1oroform to
retard bacterial growth. You QUI also make-a
0.01 N sodium thiosulfate solution by dissolving
7.45 grazns of solid reagent-grade sodiurri thio-
sulfate in 3 liters of distilled water. However,
to obtain a solution with a normality close to
0.01 N, perform the weighing on a balance
capable of weighing accurately to a hundredth
of a gram.

Potassium Bliogate Standard Solution

The strength of the potassium biiodate solu-
tion used for standardization is 0.01 N. If the
atandard potassium biiodate solution procured is
not 0.01 N, you may dilute it to the appropriate

fai
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concentration by taking an aliquot With a volu-
metric pipet, transferring it to a volumetric
flask, and filling the flask to its ring mark with
distilled water. Secure the stopper tightly, shake
the flask well, and store it in a darkened area..
You cannot prepare this standard in the field
from solid potassium biiodate. You must purchase.
it as a standardized eolution. Potassium bi-
iodate standardized solutions areusually supplied
as 0.025, N or 0.1 N. Some manufacturers mark
the normality on their labels with the letter
"N" followed iv some number. This is inter-
preted as a fraction. For example, N 40 means
1/40 or 0.025 normal. You can dilute the follow-
ing stock standards of 0.025 1,1 and 0.100 N
to:' 0.0100 N using the given dilution factors:

STD VoluMetric pipet Volumetric flask

.025 N

.100 N
100 ml
10 ml
or

100 ml

Starch Indicator Solution

250 ml
100 ml

1000 ml

Use the commercially prepared starch in-
dicator solution at full strength and keep a
medicine dropping bottle full for convenience
during titrating. You may also pxepare the
starch solution by adding an excess of dry
soluble potato starch to distilled water, boiling
the water, and then pouring off the clear liquid
into a storage bottle. A few drops of chloroform
will retard bacterial action.

PROCEDURE

Drawing the Sea Water Sample
for Dissolved Oxygen Analysis

You must draw the samples for this purpose
first and as soon as possible after the comple-
tion of the cast. Use ground glass stoppered
bottles of approximately 125-ml capacity to
contain the sea water samples. Before drawing
the samples, thoroughly rinse the bottles by
adding a small amount of sample water and
shaking the bottles vigorously. Be sure to pour
the rinse water over the ground glass stopper.
Rinse the 'stopper and bottle at least twice.
Carefully withdraw the samples from the Nansen.
bottle to avoid contamination with atmospheric
oxygen. Prepare a delivery tube for this pur-
pose. It consists of a piece of 3/8 inch 0. D.
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tygon or flexible rubber tubing about six inches
long with a four-inch glass tube inserted in one
end. The glass tube is fire-polished smooth and
slightly constricted. The stepwise prodedure
for filling ikas follows:

.

1. Attach the rubber end of the delivery tube
to the drain petcocks and insert the glass tip to
the bottom of the sample bottle.

2. Tufn the drain petcock to alloW a slow
flow and invert the sample 17ottle.

3. Swirl the glass.tip around the bottom of
the bottle and allow the washings to run out
over the glass stopper.

4. With the glass tip held against one side
at the bottom of the bottle, slowly turn the
bottle right side up and allow it to fill. A faster
flow rate may be tolerated while filling.

.5 When the sea water overflows the neck
of the bottle, _withdraw the glass tip. Do not
turn the petcock off until you have withdrawn

.the tube from the sample bottle.

6. Insert the end of the ground glass stopper
a,

into the mouth of the bottle in such a way that no
bubbles of air are trapped and allow it to seat.
This Will -spill a small amotint of water but
Will ensure; the proper volume of sample for

The, entire 41:5ing procedure should waste
only atput 75 ml, of sample water. Be sure that
no bkibbles -enter the sample, sirice this
will tend -to give%higher oxygen values upon

'..'unalysis. If you observe any air bubbles, discard
.,ithe sample and begtntover again.

ProCess didsOlved oXygen samples imme-
diatelyiafter ye, have drawn them. Stepwise
instructioi4 for Carrying out the analysis are

..gi v en below.

t)Treating $ea 'Water Samples .

Follow these instructions carefully to avoid
air -entrainment, and to enstire thorough mixing
of reagent arid sample.

. . .

1. WithdraW one ml of manganous sulfate (or
chloride) reagent with an automatic plunger-
type pipet.

AIL
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2. .Immerse the tip or the 'Pipet well below
the surface of the dissolved oxygen sample aid
slowly depress the plunger.

3. Keep the plunger depressed and withdraw
the Pipet.

4. Follow steps 1 through 3 for all of the.
samples.

. .

5. Withdraw one ml of alkaline iodide rea-
gent with an automatic plunger-type pipet.

6. Immerse the tip of the pipet well below
the surface of the dissolved oxygen sample.and
slowly depress the pluniei.

7. Keep the plunger depressed and withdraw
the pipet.

8, Follow steps 5 through 7 for all of' the
samples.

9. Carefully seat the ground glass st ppers
without trapping any air bublIles. The s moles
should show a brownish precipitate at thin point.

10. Secure the stoppers tightly afid shake
each bottle vigorously with a snapping action of
the wrist until the brown precipitate is venly dis-
tributed throughout the sample.

H. Allow the samples to set for o e half hour.

12. Shake each sample as ba re and allow
each to set until the precipitate settles to the
bottbm.

Acidification

The precipitate from step 12 above usually
settles within an hour, and t e samples should
not stand longer than three 1ours before acidi-
fication.

.1. Withdraw tWo ml o codcentrated hydro-
chloric acid (or, if 35% ulfuric acid is used,
withdraw one ml).

2. Immerse the ti of the pipet an inch below
the surface of the tre ted sample and depress
the.plunger slowly.

3. Keep the pl er depressed and withdraw
the pipet.



4. Secure the stopper carefully and shake
the bottle until the preciPitate dissolves contpletely.

The prescribed acid addition will usually be
adequate to dissolve all of the precipitate. How-
ever, if there is still some undissolved pre-
cipitate remaining, allow it to settle and then add
another 1/2 ml of the acid or more If necessary
to clear it. If the samples consistently show
evidence of undissolved precipitate, set the auto-
matic plunger-type pipets to deliver more acid.
After the samples are acidified, they are ready
for titration. They should not stand for longer
than six hours before titration.

The ihtroduction of the reagents causes a
liberation of part of the nitrogen dissolved in the
samples of sea water. In addition, the acid
may cause a small amount of carbon dioxide
(CO2) To be liberated. As a result, small bubbles
of gas may occur in the sample after the pre-
cipitate has dissolved. This gas developed in
the sample before titration and affects the results
only by diminishihg the vdiurne of the bottle's
contents. It is of no importance since an aliquot
or measured portion of the sample is used for
titration.

Titration of Treated Sample

1. Withdraw a 50-ml aliquot of the acidified
sample with the 50-ml automatic pifet-vacuum
assembly.

2. Drain the 50-ml aliquot into a 125-ml Er-
lenmeyer flask containing a teflon coated mag-
netic stirring bar. YOu should have previously
rinsed the Erlenmeyer flask and stirring bar
with distilled water, but they need not be dry.

3. Fill and zero the 10-ml automatic burette
with standardized sodium thiosulfate solution.

4. Titrate by slowly adding the sodium thio-
sulfate from the 10-ml automatic burette to the
sample -with the magnetic mixer on. Control
the stirring speed so no splaShing occurs. Con-
tinue the titration until the yellow color of the
solution in the flask starts to fade. A sheet
of plain white paper between the magnetic stirrer
and flask will provide a good background for
viewing the color change.

5. Add five drops of starch indicator solu-
tion to the flask. The solution should turn blue.
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6. Continue adding the sodium thiosulfate
solution dropwise slowly, stirring until just a faint
trace of blue color remains.

7. Wash down the inside walls of the flask
with a small portion (1 ml or less) of distilled
water. This will return any droplets splashed
up on the walld of the flask to the solutidn.

8. If the solutidn contains the faintest trace,
of blue color at this point, the addition of one
drip or less will be sufficient to turn it color-
less. This is the end point, and you must care-
fully find it to within the one.drop of sodium
thiosulfate which causes the color change.

9. Read and record the volume of sodium
thiosulfate used to . arrive at the end point.

10. Discard the solution and rinse the Erlen-
meyer flask and stirring bar.

11. Refill and zero the automatic burette.

12. Repeat steps 1 through 9 with the same
sample.

13. The second determination should agree
with the first to within +0.03 ml of sodium1hio-
sulfate.

14. Average and record the results in the log
sheet.

Standardization of Sodium
Thiosulfaie Solution

The color changes observed during the ti-
tration and the techniques employed for arriv-
ing precisely at the end point are the same
as described above for the sample treatment
procedure. The sodium thiosulfate shohld be
standardized at least once every other,day when
stations are taken.

1. Obtain a representative sample of sea
water by draining a small amount of sample from
each Nansen bottle of the first cast into a clean
one-pint bottle. You may use this sea water
until it is expended.

2. Add approximately 50 ml of the above
representative sea water to a 125-ml Erlenmeyer
flask containing a teflon coated magnetic stir-
ring bar.



3: Add 3 ml of concentrated oric
'(or 35% sulfuric) acid to the flask-and- rn on
the magnetic stirrer,

4. IMPORTANTAdd to the flask dropwise,
slowly, and with constant stirring, one ml of the
same alkaline iodide reagent which is used in the
sample treatment procedure. The solution should
be clear; if not, add more acid.

5. Add-to the flask one ml of the same man-
ganous sulfate solution used in the sample treat-
ment procedure.

6. After the above mixture is well stirred,
add, with a volumetric pipet, 5 ml of the 0.01 N
potassium biiodate standard and continue the stir-
ring. The solution will have a yellow appearance at
this point.

7. Fill and zero the 10-ml automatic burette
with the sodium thiosulfate solution.

8. Titrate the iOlution in the flask with the
sodium thiosulfate solution from the 10-ml auto-
matic burette.

?. When the yellow color starts to fade, stop
and add 5 drops of starch indicator solution
to the flask. The solution will turn blue.

10. Continue titrating with the sodium thio-
sulfate until the end point is precisely determined.

11. Read the burette and record the results on
the log sheets.

12. Refill and zero the 10-ml automatic
burette. Rinse out the Erlenmeyer flask.

. Repeat steps 2 through 10 with a second
standardization sample.

14. Record the results. The volumes of
sodium thiosuffate used to arrive at-the end point
should agree to within +0.03 ml. If they do, average
the results. If not, make another run.

**-
15. Calculate the normality according to the

following formula:

Normality of Sodium =:
Thiosulfate

0.05
average ml of sodium
thiosulfate used (burette
reading at end point)
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Blank-Determination

A numerical blank value is not required
for computations, since it has already been
accounted for in the standardization procedure.
However, you must make blank detefminations as
periodic checks on the quality of the reagents.
Exercising the same care as described in the
standardization step, make the blank determina-
tion according to the following steps.

1. Add 50 ml of freshly boiled distilled water
to an Erlenmeyer flask.

2. Add 2 nil of acid.

3. Add 1 ml of alkaline iodide reagent.

4. Add 1 ml of manganous sulfate reagent.

. 5. Add five drops of starch indicator solu-
tion.

If the reagents are perfectly good, no blue
color will be evident. if a blue color is present,
titrate with the sodiursLWhiosulfate solution. If
more than 0.1 mkof um thiosulfate is re-
quired to decoloriee the blank, replace the con-
taminated reagent or reagents if possible. The
reagent most likley to' turn bad first is the
alkaline iodide. Make certain that you have made
the blank determination correctly before dis-
carding reagents.

CALCULATIONS

RecOrd all data on the oxygen log sheets
(figure 52). Note any peculiarities observed or
possible sources of error which may account
for discrepancies. Record all the Computations
for normality determination and oxygen content.

Concentration of oxygen in water samples:

Oxygen (ml/L) = Nx V x x 112

N = Normality of sodium thiosulfate
V = ml of sodium thiosulfate (burette read-

ing)
B = Volume of oxygen sample bottle

112 = Constant

Securing

After completion of the survey, di
the apparatus and clean all of the eq
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DISSOLVED OXYGEN DETERMINATION - MODIFIED WINKLER METHOD
STATIN NO. CRUISE
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Figure 52: Dissolved Oxygen DeterminationModified Winkler Method.

thoroughly with detergent. Rinse the equipment
well withdistilled water. Package all items care-
fully and \stow them in a safe area. Discard
any bottles less than one, half full of reagent.
Take extreme care with the, stowage of acid and
alkaline iodide reagents. Keep them in an area
where there is an extremely small chance of
breakage. If breakage should occur, they should
be in a location where it would be immediately
noticeable but would not present a threat to pert
sonnel and ship operations. Remember that it A
far better to discard reagents than to permit
unsafe stowage.

PROCESSING, STATION IIATAL

and conversion before they cEin be put in a form
suitable for analysis, Such processing of ocean-
ographic data involves a considerable amount
of practical experience to judge the reliability
of the records from instrinnents which operate
blindly below the sea surface. Corrections for
instrumental errors and for errors inherent in
the methods of . obtaining data are necessary
in order to determine the basic values of tem-
perature and salinity for different depths in the
sea. Conversion of sea observations to stand-
ard units is desirable for Comparison with
other oceanographic data. Also, certain calcu-
lations are required to derive dependent quan-
tities, such as specific volume, density, and
currents.

Physical oceanographic measurements taken Processing of data is a time-consumnig
at sea require careful examination, correction, operation, and many short cuts have been
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devised. 'The choice of method depends upon
the_ amount of data to. ,be processed and upon
individUal prefkrence: For these reasons the
following _section gives the fundamental for:-
mulae and dutlines a choice of procedures for

,00rrecting and converting field data in order
to obtain the desired results.

Although this section deals with processing
ashore, much of the processing could be accom-
.'plished aboard ship. Processing _aboard ship
has the advantage that the results provide an
immediate guide for future observations. On
the other heed more space and more time are
usually available on shore, as .well as more
stable conditions, resulting in more_accurate
work. Regardless of whei .m. the work is carried
on, the following proce&ires, examples, and
tables should prove useful for the processing
of physical oceanographic data.

Some necessary computations include cor-
recting protected thermometer readings, averag-
ing water temperatures, correcting unprotected
thermometer readings, calculating thermometric
depths, and determining accepted depths. To
perform these calculations, the Reversing Ther-
mometer Calibration and History Record P1iNC-
NAVOCEANO-3167/53 (Rev. 2-64) for each:ther-
mometer used is required, and an L-Z Graph
NAVOCEANO 3167/62 (Rev.2-64) for each cast
of the oceanographic station is required. A.

CORRECTING THERMOMETERS'

After a deep sea reversing thermometeri is
manufactured and before you can use it in taking
an oceanographic station, the thermometer must
be. calibrated. This calibration process deter-
mines the deep sea reversing corrections that
you will apply to the temperature scales etched'''.
on the main and auxiliary stems of the ther-
mometers. It also establishes the volume bf
.niercury. (V0), at zero degrees Celsius, in
the thermometer reservoir and main stem,cap-
illary. In addition, the calibration determines
the "Q" Factor, or pressure factor, for un-
protected thermometers at 1,000-, 2,000-, 3,000-
meter, etc., depth increments. "Q" Factors for
500-peter depth increments are determined when
required. Thermometers. are 'calibrated at the
National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center,
and ,the results are recOrded on the Reversing
Thermometer Calibration and History Record
(figure 53).

The record includes the following informa-
tion: The thermometer number, make (manu-
facturer's name), Vo in *C., makers Vo in
*C. "K" value (glass-mercury coefficient of
expansion constAnt), range (main stem scale),
smallest scale difision, protected or unprotected,
owner, purchased new or used; purchased from,
cost, and date acquired. In addition, the record
incrudes Deep Sea Reversing Thermometer Cur-
rections at .various temperatures for both main
and auxiliary thermometers and Q" Factors
for unprotected thermometers. The record also
includes an interpolation table for temperature
corrections that you will make. Instrumentation
personnel performing and certifying the c3libra-
tion, the tiate calibrated, the adherence /o con-
tract specifications, and the functioning of the
instrument are shown on the record. The_bottom
of the form contains a Thermometer History
Record for you to record cruise, dates thermom-
eter was used, and performance.

A method for correcting both protected and
unprotected thermometers is outlined in N.O.
Pub. 607, Chapter F. In the same chapter, the
recommended computation of thermchnetric depth
is given. .

DETERMINING ACCEPTED DEPTH

Determine the accepted depth (12) by the
L-Z °graphical method. Use the L-Z Graph,
NAVOCEANO-3167/62 (Rev. 10'-64) (figure 54)
to facilitate the calculations. The procedures
ussd to construct thesL-Z graph follow:

1. On the vetrtical side of the graph, lay
off the wire length depth (L)I starting with zero at
the upper left for the shallow cast and upper
right 'for ,the deep east. Use' a convenient depth

-increment for each dast which will -allow suffi-
cient' space for the maxiihum wire depth. sun-

., ,
', pled. '

2. Across the top of the graph, lay* bff
the depth difference (L-t) scale for eaah cast.
Use a convenient L-Z increment for each cast
which will allow sufficient spice for the maxi-
mUm L-Z observed.,
.1

3. F.rom Ithe origin (tipper left or right
zero depth), construct a line making an angle
frotnuje yertical 'Which represents the wire
angle.- Do/tiffs is' follows
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include checking for possible errors in com-
putations, sample analyses, and Nansen bottle
spacing; determining which thermolneter of a
pair to accept when they differ, by more than
.06' C.; and interpolating standard depths from
the plotted observed values.

StationSummary of Observed
Oceanographic Values

After completing the iata computations and
computing Water sainple analysis results, con-
solidate the oceanographic station data on
Station Summary, LogrSheet-E; then, have another
person check each entry to make certain that you
have transcribed the data correctly. The follow-
ing checking procedure. i recommended: 'As
the checker verifies each item, he should place
a dot (with a colored pencil) over the correct
entry on the E-Sheet. DO NOT.ERASE TO-COR-
RECT. With a colored pencil, enter the correct
value above the incorrect item. DO NOT CODE
ITEMS ON TILE E-SHEET. Space limitations
in, several of the blocks on the E-Sheet heading
may require that "further -information be given
on the back of the log'sheet.

Compute density (oft ) for each observed
temperature-salinity value by using table 10,
Determining Density of Sea Water, in Special
Publication 68 (SP-68), Handbook of Oceano-
graphic Tables, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office.
Compute sound speed for. each observed tem-
perature-salinity-depth value by usil,g table 12,
Sound Speed, in (SP-68).* Enpr density in the
Observed Values a.t column and sciund velocity
iti the right-hand column on the E-Sheet.

Plotting Observed Oceanographic-
Values

Table 12. Standard oceanographic data symbols.
111.11 0/, OCCAMOSIULMIC DATA: - SYKOM.:
tLIOVIATuat ttot.ri 4.
IsuppaY j....

Meg* 1Wil ()
SOUWII MOCITY (tti..4. fr Nawg ) 0
mmurr ted 17

point in the symbol indicates the data value,
and the symbol indicates the type of Observation.

Use french or ship curves to constrAct
thelinesalet through the plotted points

in such a manner that the points appear to lie
on. the curve rather than being connected by
curved lines. This can be done easily with a
little practice.

After you have entered and verified the
surface observations, serial number, accepted
depths, temperatures, and water sample analysis
results on the E-Sheet, plot the observed oceano-
graphic values on the Oceanographic Station plot-
ting sheet. Diaw all graphs and profiles with
great care. Use a pencil no softer than a number
3H drawing pencil. Keep the-point-Sharp and draw
fine clear lines. Plot all data accurately. .

1.9 Aid in the interpretation of- data, use
the U.S. N'aval Oceanographic Office standard

~set of data symbolb given in table 12. The
, .

If the station depth exceeds the length of the
graph, extend the plot by attaching part of another
sheet to the bottom with rubber cement. A
longer version of, the plotting sheet (NDW NAVO-
CEANO 3167/56 (Rev. 3-66) is available for
very deep oceanographic stations.

Temperature-Salinity (T-S)'Curves

The T-S curves are useful in detecting pos-
sible errors in the determination of temperature
and salinity, water masses and their character-
istics, and the variation of temperature and
salinity with depth. To plot temperature salinity
relationships, the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office
uses the 'Temperature-Salinity Plotting Sheet,
NHO-3166/59 (figure 58); This graph indicates
density values for the range of temperature
and salinity it covers.

Using the data for observed tempeiature
and salinity values, plot each point, and draw a
smooth curve 'through the plotted points. When
interpolated yalues at standard depths have been
determined, indicate the points on the T-S curve
and enter the standard depth to. the right of the
curve., .

You may interpolate oceanographic data
values of temperature, salinity, dissolvedoxygen,
sound velocity, and density (c) for standard
depths from plotted observed value curves, or
you may obtain interpolations by electronic corn-
puter data analysis.

To find an interpolated value on the Oceano-
graphic Station plating sheet, simply locate the
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intersection of the curve and the horizontal line
which represents the desired standard deptl;
then read the corresponding value at the top of
the- graph. Enter interpolated values on the E-
Sheet.

To obtain interpolated values_by .electronic
computer clata analysis, CODE ;THE DATA on
the PhysicaLand:chemicaltiata Form fcir Ocean-
ographic Stations, NOD-EXP-3167/25 (3-64),
(figure 59)%nd forward the form to the National
Oceanographic Data _Center, (NO . Code the

acCordance with Publication M-2, Pro-
6ESSini-PhYsical and Chemical Data from Ocean-
ographic Stations, National Oceanographic bata
Center. After the data are-eciirPeter-processed
by NO,DC, a computer listing (figure 60) will be
available, and the data Will be on filefron punch-
cards for use in cOmputer analysis, programs.

-
A comparison of.interPolated values taken

from the graphs and the computer listing in-
dicates that slight differences may exist because
of the choice of the curves used in the deter-
minations.'

Horizontal Charts and Vertical
Sections

The presentation of processed physical
oceanographic data in graphical formloVanaly,sis
inirp-ablidation is most useful, since the oceano:-
graphically important time and space variables

can be- used as one of the coordinates. 'the
construction of horizontal and vertical sections
requires proper selection of units and spacing
of values to bring out the desired oceanographic
variables. Another precaution is to maintain the
consistencY between graphs and quantities of
different types.

Horizontal Charts. Horizontal charts are
used to show the ,.geotraphical variation inocean-
ogrliphic quantities by contour's of equal values.

'A standard contour interval cannot be estab-
.

lished to meet all reidirements. In mid-latitudes
the 'open sea temperature sections are usually
plotted by whole degrees, salinity by 0.5/..,

-Okigen by 0.5 ml/L, andCrt by 0.5 intervals.
In extreme latitudes, different seasons, end
inshore areas, these intervals must be modified
to bring out the desired features.

In any one study, the contour interval should
be consistent throughout. The contour spacing

off

90

should normally be equal, but ,if a particular
feature requires intermediate contours, they
must contrast with the standard contours by
different weight or style of-linb.

When a section is made up Of a large number
.of lines, it is des1rable:10 :Make every fifth
line heavier than the others. In this ifay indi-
vidual contours may be followed more easily
* -reference to the heavier line (see figure 61).

ok: I: do I l. go pography of
one isobaric surface relative to another are
typical of one method of presenting scalar ocean-
Oiraphic data. You may obtain a three-dimen-
sional picture of relative currents from a series
of such charts, each showing.the dynamic topo-
graphy of a different isobaric surface relative
to the same reference surface.

N

You can also obtain a similar three-dimen-
sional picture from a series of level charts,
on which the intersections of isobaric surfaces
are plotted. The methods are entirely comparable,
and -you may use either to depict the fields of
any scalar ,quantity. This latter method of show-
ing isopleths of constant temperature, salinity,
etc., on equilevel surfaces is most popular be-
cause of its ease of construction.

-
Vertical Sections. In vertical sections the

horizontal scale is frequently distance or
In either case the scale should be continuous;
regardless of the spacing of plotted values. The
vertical scale, which represents a depth in the
sea, should normally be continuous. In raze
instances, if the surface features are to be
emphasized or in cases where variables become
nearly constant at great depths, you may change
the vertica,1 scale at..some depth, such as 1,000
meters and compress the deeper scale. Con-
spicuously mark the break in scale.

Vertical sections usually depict variables
along a straight line of stations. If the stations
are not arranged along a straight line, you
should make clear the direction of the section.
You may accomplish this by an inset horizontal
chart with reference (station) numbers on both
the inset and the horizontal chart. Another means
of representing a change in direction of vertical
sections is by changing the direction of the
plotted section on the page and utilizing pro-
jectron techniques. This procedure, however,
gets involved if the section changes direction
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Figure 61., Contours of dynamic height anomalies (dynamic meters) for surface
over 500 decibars. Current direction is indicated by arrows on contours; velocity,

by contour spacing using scale at lower left.
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several times. In illustration of the vertical
sectioh, figure 62 shows isopleths of constant
specific volume anomaly, a , plotted along the
section marked AB on the chart of dynamic
topography, figure 61. Figure 63 sholvs isotherms
in the same section.

Both sections in figures 62 and 63, as well
as figure 61', are based upon the same group of
serial observations, and therefore must be drawn
in such a way as to be consistent. This fact
is obvious where the distribution of a single
variable, such as pressure, is illustrated ,,in
more than one way. It is less obvious where
the distributions of different variables from the
same data are illustrated, and it is therefore

QU.Ail_____
16

.°........°........_,,14 ....---

.....12
103 . 10.."'"'

14

important to bear in mind the relations between
variables. As has been shown above)the slopes
of isobaric surfaces are closely related to the
distribution of mass.

Surfaces of constant value of all the mass
variables slope in the same direction in the see,
and, except fort; which represents density
reduced to a coizamon pressure,, form a single
family of surfaces. However, specific volume
and specific volume anomaly increase upward;
density and Crt increase downward. Since the
mass field is largely dependent upon tempera-
ture, isothermal surfaces tend to slope in a
similar manner, and currents may usually be
deduced from charts of isotherms.

.0

12

-10

Figure 63. Vertical section of temperature.
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